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PREFACE

The Health Services Mobility Study (HSMS) has been involved in
research in the health manpower field in the United States since 1967.
It has designed methods to analyze jobs, create job ladders, develop cur-
riculum objectives, and evaluate performance. HSMS is sponsored by the
City University of New York (CUNY) through the Research Foundation and
the Hunter College School of Health Sciences. Since 1967, funding for
HSMS has come from the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Health Ser-
vices and Mental Health Administration and the Bureau of Health Manpower,
both of HEW, and, primarily, the U. S. Department of Labor, Manpower Ad-
ministration, now the Employment and Training Administration. The Di-

rector of the Project, Eleanor Gilpatrick, holds the rank of Associate
Professor at the Hunter College School of Health Sciences, City Univer-
sity of New York.

This report presents the core data of the first application
of the HSMS task analysis method to an entire functional area, i.e.,
Diagnostic Radiology. This work is reported in two Research Reports as

follows:

Research
Rpt. No. 7
Vol. 1
Vol. 2

Vol. 3

Vol. 4

TASK DESCRIPTIONS IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY

Medical Tasks: What the Radiologist Does.
Radiologic Technologist Tasks Dealing With Patient
Procedures.
Machine-Related, Patient Care and Administrative Tasks:
What Radiologists, Technologists, Nurses, and Physi-
cists Do To Run Things and Look After Patients and
Equipment.
Index of Tasks by Code Number and Extended Name.

These four volumes are the "core" documents, i.e.,
they pre§ent approved "normative" task descriptions
in radiology. The first three volumes present the
tasks in a given area in numerical order by code num-
ber. Each document describes how the tasks were de-
veloped and how to read them. Each includes listings
that arrange the tasks by specialty or function. Vol-

ume 4 summarizes the tasks presented in the first three
volumes. It lists the extended names of all the tasks
in numerical order by task code number, citing the vol-
ume in which the task description is to be found.

iv
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Research
Rpt. No. 8
Vol. 1

Vol. 2

Vol. 3

;..

USING TASK DATA IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY

Job Ladders in Diagnostic Radiology: Assigning Tasks
to Jobs.
Safe Practice and Radiation Health Protection AspeC:s
of Tasks.
Curriculum Objectives For Radiologic Technology.

These volumes make use of and refer to the tasks pre-
sented in Research Report No. 7. Therefore, only the
abbreviated names of tasks and their code numbers are
used when the tasks are discussed.
Volume 1 shows the assignment of tasks to levels, in-
dicates how tasks relate to one another, and makes rec-
ommendations on a job ladder and job structuring. It

summarizes and includes the skill and knowledge data
related to the tasks in Regearch Report No. 7. It

tells the hospital administrator how to use the data
for assigning tasks to titles and jobs.
Volume 2 111hl1ghts the safe practice features of the
task des.....riptions.

Volume 3 pr^sents the curriculum objectives for use in
an educational program at the radiologic technologist
level. Research Report No. 7 serves as instructional
materials in connection with this volume.
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FOREWARD

The contents of these volumes include the Radio logic Technology tasks dealing with
patient procedures, from the initial phase of the procedure, the desired output,
inclusive of each step, to the completion of the task.

One might be inclined to 'state that the contents of these volumes is based upon in-
structional strategies; in a sense they are. In developing the trecs; it was evident that
such an ambitious undertaking is based upon a premise. The,pternise is that for too
long Radio logic Technology has been lagging in the basic edoCitional principles in
clinical education; therefore, instrUctional strategies utilize theelements of current
educational theory coupled with the eiipertise of noted educates-and practitioners
within the profession of Radio logic Technology.

.9. 1vieV

Although Radiologic Technologists have contributed to the docurrite by reviewing,
evaluating, and when necessary, commenting on certain tasks or terminology, it should
be understood that the evaluation and comments were the professione,Lopinion of the
technologist, and is not reflective 9f any position of the American Sociecy of Radio-
logic Technologists.

One final note: The title of this work, Task Description in Diagna.tic,Radiology, is
just that, task descriptions. No attempt is made to impose the content on managers or
educators in the profession of Radiolnic Technology. They are free, of Course, to use
the taA's descriptions whatever way deemed appropriate. We hope that eityoolumes
dealing with patient care will be helpful to you in providing the best pessible education
for your staff. /fri

Ward'M. Keller, R.T.
Directoi of Education
The American Society of

Radiologic Technologists

vii
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FOREWORD

The Bureau of Radiological Heald' of the Food and Drug Administra-
tion is responsible for minimizing unnecessary exposure of the
population to radiation, including that used in medicine. The
.:ireau's programs include activities to improve the education of
health care personnel in the safe use of radiation. This is
important because adequate education of professional and ancillary
personnel who prescribe, conduct or interpret radiologic examina-
tions is a crucial determinant in assuring optimum medical care
with minimum radiation exposure.

The educational process in the medical radiation area, as in any
field, can be most effective when it is based Upon the actual
tasks and responsibilities which individuals will be called upon
to undertake in practice. Systematically and comprehensively
identifying and describing those tasks is thus arOmportant pre-
requisite in designing effective curricula and credentialing tools.
The type of research which is represented by the series of projects
entitled "Task Descriptions in Diagnostic Radiology;" cpnducted hy
the Health Services Mobility Study, can bL, an'importdnestep in
this direction. These particular projects, culminating in several
individual reports, contain task descriptions and cum144um
objectives of remarkable depth and scope, including mudt'material
on protecting patients against unnecessary radiation expo30....e.

Although the Bureau of Radiological Health has not contilibuied
to the design of these projects or to the content of the-reports,
we hope.that they can serve as a useful resource for those_repon-

. sible for designing basic and continuing educational progiams.for
medical radiation users, and thus that they can contribute!,to the
safe and effective use of radiation in me ical diagnosis.

*

N,
Mark Barnett
Associate Director
Division of Training & Medical Applications
Bureau of Radiological Health
Food and Drug Administration

viii



,RAPTER 1

ABOUT THE TASK DESCRIPTIONS

INTRODUCTION

Research Report No. 7 is a product of the first full-:.:cale dem-

onstration of the task description method of the Health Serv3o:s Mobility

Study (HSMS). All the work found in a department of Diagnostic Radiology

is presented as task descriptions in the three volumes of the Report.

This volume contains 76 task descriptions of which most are ex-

amination tasks carried out by radiologic technologists. These descrip-

tisr.s were prepared and reviewed over the period August, 1972, through

March, 1976.

The medical work carried out by radiologists and the tasks of

administration, film processing, machine maintenance, nursing, and house-

...keeping are found in Volumes 1 and 3. Volume 4 is an index of all the

tasks in the three volumes.

These task descriptions axe offered.for use as instructional ma-

terials, as inputs to the design of career ladders, for the structuring of

jobs and assignment of work to job titles, and as inputs to the development

of performance evaluation instruments and proficiency tests. In Relearch

Report No. 8, ESNS uses technologist-level tasks to design cUrriculum ob-

jectives. In addition, because the descriptions present desirable work

behaviors, we believe that the task descriptions can be used to improve

the quality of work, especially with regard to radiation protection and

10



patient safety, and can be used for human resources development, plan-

ning, and counseling. The materials are adaptable for consumer educa-

tion as well.

In order for the reader to use this material, he needs to know

how it was collected and developed, what the tasks cover, how HSMS defines

"task," and how to read the task descriptions. This chapter presents such

information. Chapter 2 is a guide to the tasks. Tt arranges the abbre-

viated names of the tasks in several logical groupings with the code num-

bers given so the reader can get to the tasks that interest him or her.

The groupings in Chapter 2 list the tasks by system or area of the body,

by the type of task function involved (such as "plain film" examinations,

contrast examinations, teaching), and by main type of recipient (such as

any patient, pediatric patient, etc.). The task descripcions are present-

ed'in numerical order b'T ,:ode number in Chapter 3. Part I covers tasks

7 through 386; and Part II covers tasks 387 through 526.

ABOUT THE TASKS': COLLECTION AND COVERAGE

The HSMS task definition is presented later in this chapter.

This section describes how the task descriptions were developed and indi-

cates the coverage in this volume.

Orientation

If one conceives of all the kinds of work that get done in a

department in order for it to carry out the function of diagnostic radi-

ology, one might think of a great field or pool of work. Each kind of

1-2
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work is carried out in discrete units. Theoretically, it does not mat-

ter how the units are allocated to jobs, as long as all the work is done.

In practice, although common sense is usually enough to discern that some

tasks require someone trained in radiolobjc technology, there are always

areas where it is unclear who should d..) what.

The HSMS method avoids this issue until it is clear what the

work units are. Only at a later stage do we determine the skill and

knowledge requirements for work units and their relative levels. The

HMS method begins with descriptions of all the work units, regardless

1
of the job titles in which they are found. We call the work units

"tasks."

This volume is the second of three that together present most

of the work that is done in a department of Diagnostic Radiology. Since

we needed to divide the task descriptions into manageable volumes, we

arbitrarily determined that this volume would contAn task descriptions

that refer to the radiographic examinations of patients done by technolo-

gists, and the teaching and evaluation of such work. Other work that

may be carried out by radiologic technologists, nurses, physicists or

radiologists of an administrative, mach.Lne-related or nursing-type func-

tion appear in Volume.3. Volume 1 contains the medical tasks of the ra-

diologist.

1
This assignment of work units to jobs varies according to the size of an
institution, local practices and laws, relative scarcities of types of
manpower, and the extent to which an institution is rationally organized.

1-3
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Collection of Data

Chapter 3 contains task descriptions. This means that tasks are

identified by name, based (in this case) on the HSMS definition of task,

and then the steps of the task are described in a logical sequence and

include a good deal of detail.
2

The work in task identification and description is done in a

mulii-stage process. HSMS job analysts work in teams. They first deter-

mine how many people and what titles they must cover to have access to

every kind of work done in the department. In the case of the radiologic

technologist, we found that there was some specialization such as between

contrast studies and non-c,..Intrast "plain films," angiography, pediatrics,

operating room radiography. With cach "performer" interviewed, the ana-

.
lysts first obtain an idea of all the work covered by that individual.

The analysts then apply the HSMS definition of task (discussed later in

this chapter) to break the work down into specific task units, making sure

that nothing is left out. This is the task identification stage. From

this point the performersiare interviewed and sometimes observed, and the

analysts write descriptions of how the tasks are done, including contin-

gencies, alternative approaches and emergencies. We interviewed as many

performers as was necessary to cover all the work in the department, in-

2
This differentiates the HSMS method from most other task analysis methods
which simply identify tasks, usually with a vague definition, and include

a very brief name. The.HSMS method includes a specific definition of task.
Once identified, a task has a code number, an abbreviated name, a summary
statement of the task,and a full task description.

1-4
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cluding radiologists, nurses, supervisors and physicists as well as

technologists.

Simultaneously, we collected as much current literature as we

could which in any way described the work of the department. This in-

cluded articles in professional journals, text books, operators' manuals

for equipment, current state and federal legis/ation,and proceedings of

conferences dealing with safe practice and related issues of patient

care. We also had informa1 talks with professionals, educators, and

people in government agencies.

We completed the radiologists' medical tasks and nursing and

administrative tasks first, and had them reviewed. We were then able

to lay out the technologists' tasks with reference to the sequence of

events as seen from a team perspective.

The literature and discussions provided an overview concerning

certain steps and activities which should be represented in the task de-

scriptions even if not always represented in current practice. These con-

cern protection of the patient from unnecessary radiation, protection of

the possible fetus, protection from contamination or contagion, sympa-

thetic and dignified attention to the patient, and protection of staff

from exposure to radiation. We call such objectives "desiderata."

The literature also provided information on alternative methods

for carrying out tasks, contingencies to be taken account of, varieties

of equipment available, and some indication of preferred practices. The

1-5
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radiologist tasks and the medical literature permitted us to develop tasks

for the technologists that were not being done at the institutions where

we were interviewing and/or are not described in detail in the literature

on radiologic technology. There is little detailed material at the tech-

nologist level on pediatric radiography, angiography, the less common con-

trast studies,and the new technology of computerized transverse axial

tomography. In the latter case we were fortunate to receive access to

operators' manuals for the E.M.I. scanners and Pfizer's A.C.T.A. body

scanner.

The task descriptions are first written by the HSMS analysts

and then go to the HSMS Director for review and editing. At this stage

the tasks are rewritten to incorporate the literature of the field and

.the desiderata. The task identifications are critically reviewed for

conformity to the HSMS definition, and, when necessary, the analysts are

sent back to the field to obtain additional information.

The next phase involves critical review by professionals other
3

than the performers who were interviewed by the HSMS analysts. Each of

the tasks presented in Chapter 3 has had a minimum of three reviewers;

most have been evaluated by five reviewers.

We were very fortunate to obtain as reviewers supervisory staff

at Montefiore Hospital and radiologic technologists with national stature.

As indicated in the acknowledgements, staff of the Bureau of Radiological

3 See the acknowledgements page at the beginning of this volume.

l-6
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Health of FDA, the American Society of Radiologic Technologists,and the

Joint Review, Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology have given

us the benefit of their expertise, as have educators and equipment manu-

facturers.

The reviewers are asked Lo evaluate the tasks for correctness

of language and sequence of procedures, to note omission of any 'tasks

in the specialty area, and to indicate acceptable alternative methods.

Reviewers are asked to concentrate on how the tasks should be done and

also to reflect national practice.

After the tasks are reviewed, the suggested changes are incor-

porated, additional tasks are collected and described when necessary, and

any new or totally revised tasks are resubmitted for review as described

here. When a task has been reviewed and revised as required by at least

three reviewers, it is _eferred to as a "normative task," or an "N task,"

and is so marked.

Coverage

The reader will note that the collection of task descriptions

is not like a sample survey. A sample survey would not cover all the

work, but would cover only selected work. A sample would pick up the

same work at many locations. We pick up and represent each unit of work

only once. The reason is that our objective is to describe all approved

work procedures for the purposes of developing instructional materials,

curriculum objectives, and career ladders. For such purposes we want not

1-7
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just the most ty'pical tasks; we want to cover the accepted but rare or

difficult procedures, the emergencies, the contingencies, and the best

possible practice. We are normative in approach as well as descriptive.

We are not dealing with probability theory, which requires sampling of

the "universe" being studied. We attempt to present the universe.

Most of the tasks in this volume were collected at Montefiore

Hospital and Medical Center in New York City over the period August, 1972,

to January, 1976. Montefiore Hospital is a respected major voluntary hos-

pital. Tasks related to obstetrics and gynecology were collected at Mt.

Sinai Hospital and Medical Center in New York City, another highly regarded

voluntary hospital.

Alternative procedures and those not carried out at the hospitals

where we collected our data were described based, on our use of the litera-

ture, the radiologist tasks we developed, and the inputs of our reviewers.

In several cases we eliminated practices described in the literature which

are now considered to be dangerous, useless, or obsolete.

We include descriptions of some very new procedures involving

computerized transverse axial tomograph}r. To make our task descriptions

more broadly based than the water-box brain scanner used at Montefiore, we

used the literature on this new technology and the manuals to which we had

access to write a general procedure task. Our reviewers were asked to eval-

uate the task for its generic usefulness.

1-8
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Every effort was made to include every examination procedure

carried out by radiologic technologists in hospital centers. However,

procedures carried out only in specialized centers, such as some proce-

dures in children's hospitals, or procedures using specialized equipment,

such as for localization of foreign bodies in the eye, are not included.

Our coverage implies that the work at small scale establishments, such as

private offices and ambulatory care facilities, is covered.

Some tasks carried out by radiologic technologists are included

even though the counterpart physician tasks do not exist in our data

base. We did not collect physician tasks not done by radiologists, such

as operating room radiography and retrograde pyelography, but we have the

technologist tasks.

Since some of our radiologist tasks are controversial with re-

spect to their danger or efficacy, we included the technologist's task only

if we included the radiologist's task. Thus we include discography and

spinal cord angiographY, but we do not include pneumomediastinography.

This volume includes several tasks which are not strictly patient

examinations. They cover quality review, teaching, or other activities

which reflect and require the educational levels of the examination tasks.

Other tasks carried out by radiologic technologists seem more

appropriate in a volume presenting the nursing, administrative, and equip-

ment-related work of the department. Such tasks as first aid, record

keeping, film processing, calibration, and equipment set-ups are in Volume

1-9
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3. The use of the film badge to monitor personal exposure to radiation

is in Volume 3. These decisions were based on general guidelines but

were essentially arbitrary.

DESIDERATA

The radiologic technologist or educator reading these tasks will

find that most include a wide range of options for such activities as po-

sitioning the patient or assisting the radiologist with surgical proce-

dures or with equipment. The variety is offered to cover varying prac-

tices or a wide range of contingencies. We hope that the reader will find

his or her experience represented and not be annoyed by the lengthy array

of possibilities.

In other cases, however, we have consciously opted to include

el-ments, steps, and whole tasks because they represent activities which

are beneficial to the patient, the performer, or others on staff. These

practices, or "desiderata," may not be in current practice in a given in-

stitution, but we include them to promote their usage and to help ensure

the quality of work. Some of these are briefly referred to in this section.

We have the radiologic.fechnologist review the x-ray requisition.

to check on the patient's condition, possible allergies, possible extensive

cumulative exposure, or recent duplication of the present examination or-

dered. We have the techriologist measure the patient before selecting

technique. We have the performer check personally on possible pregnancy,

and consider and supply appropriate shielding to the patient and to anyone

to remain in the room during the exposure.

1-10
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We have the performer collimate to the area of interest, not

just to the size of the film. We have the performer consciously notice

radiologists' preferences on contrast and density to avoid retakes.

We have the performer record exposure dosage when the institu-

tion provides and posts such information.

We have the performer consider what movement the patient is ca-

pable of; the performer arranges to have the patient attended, cleaned,

and/or taken to the next location when appropriate. We always have the

patient's identity verified.

We have the performer treat the patient with sympathy and dignity,

and provide the patient with information about what is going on or will

go on in the procedure.

USES OF THE TASK DESCRIPTIONS

This document is not intended to describe fully how to use these

task descriptions. However, we offer a list of possible uses that will

be dealt with in subsequent reports:

1 The task descriptions can be used as instructional ma-
terials in the classroom and in clinical training.
They provide ordered, logical sequences of steps.
They suggest what contingencies, options, and emer-
gencies are associated with the tasks and, for the
less familiar specialities, an indication of what is
done in a given procedure.

2. The task descriptions can be used in the development
of team training.

3 The task descriptions can provide an introduction to,
or a basis for evaluation of, safe practice; they can
be used to check on whether desired objectives are
being accomplished.



4. The task descriptions, when combined with the HSMS
skill and knowledge data, can become inputs in the
development of performance-based curriculum objec-
tives and eAucational ladders.

5. The task descriptions can be used as the basis for
evaluation i work performance or as inputs to the
development of job relevanj proficiency.tests (par-
ticularly for the selection of test content once
the skill and knowledge data are collected).

6 The task descriptions can be used as objective ref-
erences for the development of job descriptions,
especially when edited to reflectirthe practices at
a given institution.

7. The task descriptions can also be used in occupa-
tional counseling and for purposes of consumer edu-
cation and protection.

THE HSMS DEFINITION OF TASK

In the HSMS view, each work activity needed to produce products,

such as radiologic medical services, requires manpower which combines ex-

isting technology, knowledge, materials, and equipment with skills. The

HSMS work unit is the "task." The HSMS definition of task is designed

to result in the identification of a unit of work which cln be moved from

one job to another without disrupting other activities. The task is thus

a unit of work which is smaller than a job as a whole, but large enough

to have an identifiable, usable output.

The steps of the task, or elements, unlike the task, do not have

an identifiable, usable output which can be independently consumed or used,

or which can serve as an input in a further stage of production by an in-

dividual other than the performer. The HSMS task definition is as fol-

lows:
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A task is a series or set of work activities (ele-

ments) that are needed to produce an identifiable out-
put that can be independently consumed or used, or

that can be used as an input in a further stage of
production by an individual who may or may not be
the performer of the task.

In order to facilitate use of the definition, hSMS analysts use

the following rules:

1. In principle, someone other than tbe performer of the
task must be able to use or consume the output of the

task.

2. Theoretically, it should be possible for there to be an

elapse of time between tasks.

3. A task includes all the possible conditions or circum-

stances which a single performer is expected to deal with

in connection with the production stage or the output in-

volved.

4. A task includes all the elements that require continuous

judgment or assessment by the same performer in order to

assure the quality of the output.

5. A task includes all of the elements needed to produce an

output which can be independently used or acted upon with-

out special explanations to the next performer in the next

stage of production.

6. A task includes all the elements needed to complete an out-

put to a point at which another performer (who would con-

tinue with the next production sequence) would not have to

redo any elements in order to'continue.

7. A task includes all the elements needed to complete an out-

put to a point at which another performer, in order to con-

tinue with the next stage of production, need not perform

extra steps.

The task must not require that, for another performer to

continue wIth the next stage in a production sequence, cur-

rent institutional arrangements would have to be changed.

9. A task must be sufficiently broad in statement that it can

be rated on its frequency of G currence.

1-13
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In identifying procedure tasks for the technologist, we found

that there was not a one-to-one correspondence of radiologist tasks with

technologist tasks. In some cases several radiologist procedures re-

quired the same essential steps and outputs on the part of the technolo-

gist. In the case of non-contrast "plain films," the tasks vere divided

by parts of the body,based on the likely areas to be called air en a given

x-ray requisition. That is, upper and lower extremities are covered sep-

arately, and both upper and lower extremities are divided into more than

one task each.

READING THE TASKS

The task descriptions in Chapter 3 follow the format presented

in Figure 1, the HSMS Task Description Sheet. At the top right is the

task's Code Number. A code number is assigned to the task which uniquely

stands for the contents of the task, covering the task's output, what is

used, the kind of recipient or respondent dealt with, and how the task is

done. Regardless of the job title, institution, or industry in which the

task is found, it will always have the same code number. The number it-

self has no intrinsic meaning.

The basic aspects ot the task appear in items 1 through 4 on the

left of page 1 of the Task Description Sheet. These help the analysts in

the task identification stage and help differentiate one task from another.

The term "output" is used to mean the result of an independent stage in

a larger process of production in an institution, assuming the current

organization of work activities. "What is used" in a task includes all

1-14
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Figure 1. HSMS

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

-'Task Code No.

This is page 1 of for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

List Elements Full

What is used in_performing this task? (Note

if 221.y certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No... ( )

es to q. : Name tne of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involvea-, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the vrformer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

5. Name t e task so that th answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline *ssen-

tial words.

6. Check7;;;-II this
is a master sheet..( )

2 4
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the things which the performer is expected to be able to use or choose

from to produce the identified output.

The "recipient, respondent or co-worker" involved in a task re-

flects the special characteristics or condition of the people with which

the performer must be trained to deal. For example, certain procedures

are carried out in the same way for all patients. These ate "any patient"

tasks. In other cases, a procedure is different according to the age lev-

el of the patient. We can have a "pediatric task" and a different, "non-

pediatric" task related to the same type of examination, and there are

thus two tasks. In some cases the task is only applied to a given type

of patient,such as "gravid female."

WP assume that "pediatric" varies in its ae cut-off reference

as is appropriate to a given procedure. We use "non-infant" in cases

where the cut-off between tasks groups children olde;: than infants with

the rest of the patient,population. Most of the."plain film" examination

tasks are differentiated as infant or non-infant tasks for the technolo-

gist.

The "name of the task" (item 5 on the Task Description Sheet),

summarizes the task in a paragraph-length statement. The underlined por-

tion of the statement is referred to as the "abbreviated task name." The

latter is most useful for listings, while the extended name avoids am-

biguity when tasks are listed for reference to their contents.

Under the Task Code Number the reader is told the number of

pages that the task runs in the statement, "This is page of for
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this task." All the tasks bear the notation "OK-RP;RR;RR" and are checked

as master sheets on the lower right of the first page. This indicates

that the task has had the required minimum of three reviewers and is a

"normative" task.
4

Tha description of how the task is done begins with the column

on the right on the first Task Description Sheet and continues for as many

pages as necessary on "continuation sheets."

As the work progressed, we developed certain language conventions

of which the reader should be aware for ease of comprehension. These are

briefly described as follows:

1. The person doing the task is always referred to as the
"performer" regardless of his or her usual job title or
rank. This provides a standard format and leaves for a
later stage any battles over who should do what.5

2. The task always begins with.an initiating element that
indicates how it comes about that the performer is doing
the task.

3. The same or similar activities tend to be ilescribed with
similar language wherever these appear to assist ana-
lysts in spotting elements that overlap from task to task.
This facilitates curriculum development even if it makes
for dull reading.

4
RP stands for resource person, i.e., the in-house reviwer; RR stands for
resource respondent, i.e., outside reviewer. In actual practice, these
merely show three reviewers; additional revievers are not recorded on the
sheet.

5
We have come across individuals who bristle at being referred to as "per-
former" rather thar, a formal title. No disrespect is meant, and we ask
the reader to indulge us in this.

(Zt-i
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4. Each task is written so that it is complete within itself.
Therefore, there is repetition from task to task.

5. Certain phrases should be interpreted by the reader to
indicate that another task has been generated by virtue
of this task. Phrases such as "performer arranges...,"
"performer has...[done]" are examples.

6. When a task may either be done by the performer or dele-
gated, a separate task is generated. The signal for such
tasks are phrases such as "...or decides to do personally,"
"performer plans to....," or "performer may decide to...."

7. When a particular part of a task represents an element
that may or may not be done depending on institutional
practice, personal preference, the state of the art, or
the patient's condition, we use the phrase "performer
may" or "may" before the description. Where the perform-
er must make a choice as part of the task we have tried
to make that explicit: "performer decides," "performer
considers whether."

8. The specific content of some steps in a task, such as po-
sitions, angles, immobilization equipment to be used may
vary as the state of knowledge in the field changes or
new technology develops. There may be variations which
reflect the condition of the patient, institutional fa-
cilities, or what was already done. We do not attempt
to resolve these problems; we simply acknowledge them.
Thus, the reader will find the phrase "as appropriate" in
many steps. The phrase is used to cover these contin--
gencies. We leave it to the instructor to select what is
"true" or "correct" at any point in time.

9. We have attempted to use the terms "rfojection," "posi-
tion" and "view" consistently for ail the tasks. We use
positi_on to designate the placement or manipulation of

, a_patient.in.relation to the x-ray beam source and film.
A projection describes the direction and sequence in which
the x-ray beam enters the patient's body and then exits
to impinge on the film. The position and projection are
the same with respect to placement. This is, an anterior-
posterior (AP) projection enters the front el the patient
and passes through the back to the film. The AP position
results in an AP projection. A view describes the image
of the part as projected on the film, and is therefore
the reverse of the projection. That is, the AP projection
produces a postero-anterior (PA) view.
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Note

The reader should be aware that, though the tasks in Chapter

3 are presented in numerical order by code number, not every number is

represented. The first code number is Code 7; the last is Code 526.

There are only 76 tasks in Chapter 3. The reason is that the code

numbers are assigned in sequence as the tasks are processed,and the other

tasks appear in other volumes or reports.

`z8
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CHAPTER 2

LISTING OF ABBREVIATED TASK NAMES
BY CATEGORY AND CODE NUMBER

TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM OR AREA OF THE BODY

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

Blood

Taking peripheral angiograms of any patient (after percutaneous
needle or catheter entry, translumbar puncture, ascending or
descending venous entry).

Taking catheter thoracic and/or abdominal aortograms of any pa-
tient, and/or selective visceral arteriograms (bronchial or ab-
dominal).

510

511

Taking selective pelvic angiograms of non-pediatric gravid pr
nongravid female patient. 512

Taking intravenous angiocardiograms of any patient. 513

Taking selective thyroid angiograms of any patient. 514

Taking catheter inferior vena cavograms and/or renal or adrenal
venograms of non-infant patient. 515

Taking percutaneous splenoportograms of any patient. 516

Taking selective subclavian arteriograms of non-pediatric pa-
tient for thoracic outlet syndrome evaluation. 517

Taking selective pulmonary angiograms or selective angiocardio-
grams of any patient.

Taking percutaneous coronary arteriograms and/or left ventricu-
lograms of any patient.

29
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TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM OR AREA OF THE BODY (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

OIRCULATORY SYSTEM

Lymph

Task
Code No.

Taking lymphangiograms or lymphadenograms of any patient. 376

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM AND ABDOMEN

Salivary Glands

Taking sialograms of any patient. 375

Abdominal Contents

Taking plain film radiographs of abdominal contents of non-in-
fant patient. 363

Taking plain film radiographs of abdomen of infant patient. 495

Gastrointestinal and Biliary Tracts

Taking upper GI radiographs of non-pediatric patient. 381

Taking upper GI radiographs of pediatric patient. 499

Taking small intestine intubation radiographs of a non-pedi-
atric patient. 382
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TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM OR AREA OF THE BODY (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM AND ABDOMEN

Task
Code No.

Gastrointestinal and Biliary Tracts (continued)

Taking barium enema radiographs of non-pediatric patient. 383

Taking barium enema, intussusception or defecography radiographs
of pediatric patient. 500

Taking oral cholecystograms and cholangiograms of non-infant
patient. 384

Taking intravenous cholangiograms and cholecystograms of non-
infant patient. 385

Taking percutaneous or T-tube cholangiograms of non-infant

111
patient. 386

Taking operative cholangiograms, pancreatograms or similar
operative radiographs of any patient. 371

MUSCULO-SKELETAL SYSTEM AND CHEST

Taking plain film radiographs of the skull and/or face of non-
infant patient. 365

Taking plain film radiographs of the paranasal sinuses of a
non-infant patient. 366

Taking plain film radiographs of the skull of infant patient. 491

Taking preliminary localization radiographs of foreign bodies
in orbit or eye of non-infant patient. 367

Providing technical assistance for laryngography or cleft palate
study of any patient (or any similar fluoroscopic examination
including spot filming and/or cineradiography).

2-3
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TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM OR AREA OF THE BODY (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

MUSCULO-SKELETAL SYSTEM AND CHEST (continued)

Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of non-in-
fant patient. 361

Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of infant
patient. 492

Taking plain film radiographs of fingers, hand(s) or wrist(s)
of non-infant patient. 355

Taking plain film radiographs of forearm and/or elbow joint of
non-infant patient. 356

Taking plain film radiographs of humerus and/or shoulder girdle
of non-infant patient. 357

Taking plain film radiographs of the upper extremities of infant
patient. 493

Taking plain film radiographs of toes, foot and/or ankle joint
of non-pediatric patient. 358

Taking plain film radiographs of leg(s), knee(s) and/or femur(s)
of non-infant patient. 359

Taking plain film radiographs of the lower extremities of infant
or pediatric patient. 496

Taking positive contrast arthrograms (especially of knee) of any

patient. 377

Taking plain film radiographs of sternum, ribs and/or thoracic
viscera of non-infant patient. 362

Taking radiographs of neck, chest of infant patient. 494

Taking plain film radiographs of pelvis, hips and/or upper

femora of non-infant patient. 360

Taking operative orthopedic radiographs of any patient (such as

in hip pinning). 370
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TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM OR AREA OF THE BODY (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

NERVOUS SYSTEM

Task
Code No.

Taking cerebral angiograms or venograms of any patient. rnt
-.PUY

Taking pneumoencephalograms or brain ventriculograms of any
patient. 505

Taking positive contrast spinal or posterior fossa myelograms of
any patient. 506

Taking diskograms of any patient.

Taking air or gas contrast myelograms of any patient.

Taking spinal cord angiograms of any patient.

REPRODUCTIVE AND URINARY SYSTEMS

Breasts

507

508

509

Taking mammograms (radiography or xeroradiography) of non-infant
patient. 368

Reproductive System and Fetus

Taking pelvic pneumograms and/or hysterosalpingograms of non-
pediatric female patient.

Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's abdomen for fetog-
raphy, amniography, placentography.

Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's uterus for intra-
uterine transfusion.

Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's pelvis for Colcher-
Sussman pelvimetry.
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TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM OR AREA OF THE BODY (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

REPRODUCTIVE AND URINARY SYSTEMS

Urinary System, Peritoneum

Task
Code No.

Taking intravenous pyelograms and urograms of non-pediatric
patient. 387

Taking excretory intravenous inferior vena cavograms and uro-
grams of pediatric patient. 502

Taking infusion nephrotomograms of any patient. 388

Taking percutaneous antegrade or renal cyst pyelograms of non-
infant patient. 389

Taking cystograms and voiding cystourethrograms r4 any patient. 390

Taking retrograde pyelograms and ureterograms of non-pediatric
patient. 463

Taking percutaneous peritoneograms/herniograms of pediatric
patient. 501

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

Taking radiographs for choanal atresia study of infant patient. 497

Taking radiographs of anterior portion of the neck of non-in-
fant patient. 364

Taking bronchograms of a non-pediatric patient. 378

Taking bronchograms of a pediatric patient. 498

Carrying out radiologic technology for bronchoscopy of needle
lung biopsy of a non-pediatric patient. 379
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TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM OR AREA OF THE BODY (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

GENERAL TASKS n.e.c.*

Task
Code No.

Taking genitograms or fistulograms of any patient for intersex,
external fistula or sinus tract examination. 503

Taking intravisceral or isolated operating room radiographs of
any patient. 372

Taking operating room radiographs for opaque foreign body search. 373

Providing technical assistance for an examination of any patient
requiring fluoroscopic control and spot filming. 464

Preparing, transporting, setting up and returning mobile por-
table radiography equipment for bedside radiography. 369

Providing technical quality review of "plain film" radiographs. 81

Tomography n.e.c.

Taking tomograms of non-infant patient. 374

Taking computerized transverse axial tomographic (C.T.T.)
scans of any patient. 526

Meetings, Teaching nee.c.

Participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department tech-
nologists. 353

Providing clinical training for radiologic technologists or
students in radiographic technology. 82

Observing and evaluating work of radiologic technologists or
students in diagnostic radiography, and deciding whether train-
ing is needed.

n.e.c.: not elsewhere classified.
2-7
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

"PLAIN FILM" EXAMINATIONS

Non-Contr,Ast Studies

Task
Code No.

Taking plain film radiographs of fingers, hand(s) or wrist(s)
of non-infant patient. 355

Taking plain film radiographs of forearm and/or elbow joint
of non-infant patient. 356

Taking plain film radiographs of humerus and/or shoulder girdle
of non-infant patient. 357

Taking plain film radiographs of the upper extremities of in-
fant patient. 493

Taking plain film radiographs of the skull and/or face of non-
infant patient. 365

Taking plain film radiographs of the paranasal sinuses of a non-
infant patient. 366

Taking preliminary localization radiographs of foreign bodies in
orbit or eye of non-infant patient. 367

Taking plain film radiographs of the skull of infant patient. 491

Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of non-in-
fant patient. 361

Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of infant
patient. 492

Taking plain film radiographs of abdominal contents of non-in-
fant patient. 363

Taking plain film radiographs of abdomen of infant patient. 495

Taking plain film radiogiaphs of toes, foot and/or ankle joint
of non-pediatric patient. 35,
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

"PLAIN FILM" EXAMINATIONS

Non-Contrast Studies (continued)

Taking plain film radiographs of leg(s), knee(s) and/or femur(s)
of non-infant patient. 359

Taking plain film radiographs of pelvis, hips and/or upper
femora of non-infant patient.

Taking plain film radiographs of the lower extremities of in-
fant or pediatric patient.

Routine Contrast Studies

Taking radiographs of neck, chest of infant patient.

Taking radiographs of anterior portion of the neck of non-in-
fant patient.

Taking plain film radiographs of sternum, ribs and/or thoracic
viscera of non-infant patient.

Specialized "Plain Film" Studies

Taking mammograms (radiography or xeroradiography) of non-in-
fant patient.

Taking tomograms of non-infant patient.

360

496

494

364

362

368

374

Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's pelvis for Colcher-
Sussman pelvimetry. 468

Taking operative orthopedic radiographs of any patient (such as

in hip pinning). 370
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

CategorT ead Abbreviated Tark Name

"PLAIN FILM" EXAMINATIONS

Task
Code No.

Specialized "Plain Film" Studies (continued)

Taking operative cholangiograms, pancreatograms or similar
operative radiographs of any patient. 371

Taking intravisceral or isolated operating room radiographs of
any patient. 372

Taking operating room radiographs for opaque foreign body search. 373

CONTRAST EXAMINATIONS

Angiography

Taking lymphangiograms or lymphadenograms of any patient.

Taking cerebral angiograms or venograms of any patient.

Taking spinal cord angiograms of any patient.

Taking peripheral angiograms of any patient (after percutaneous
needle or catheter entry, translumbar puncture, ascending or
descending venous entry).

376

504

509

510

TakThg catheter thoracic and/or abdominal aortograms of any
patient, and/or selective visceral arteriograms (bronchial or
abdominal). 511

Taking selective pelvic angiograms of non-pediatric gravid or
nongravid female patient. 512

Taking intravenous angiocardiograms of any patient. 513

Taking selective thyroid angiograms of any patient. 514

Taking catheter inferior vena cavograms and/or renal or adrenal
venograms of non-infant patient.. 515
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TASK LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION. (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

CONTRAST EXAMINATIONS

Angiography (continued)

Taking percutaneous splenoportograms of any patismt. 516

Taking selective subclavia,. a7teriograms of non-pediatric
patient for thoracic outlet syndrome evaluation. 517

Taking selective pulmonary angiograms or selective angiocardio-
grams of any patient. 518

Taking percutaneous coronary arteriograms and/or left ventric-
ulograms of any patient. 519

Neuro-Skull Studies, Myelography, Diskography

Taking pneumoencephalograms or brain ventriculograms of any
patient. 505

Taking positive contrast spinal or posterior fossa myelograms of
any patient. 506

Taking air or gas contrast myelograms of any patient. 508

Taking diskograms of any patient. 507

Intravenous Injection or Infusion Studies

Taking intravenous cholangiograms and cholecystograms of non-
infant patient. 385

Taking intravenous pyelograms and Urograms of non-pediatric-
patient. 387

Taking infusion nephrotomograms of any patient. 388
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

CONTRAST EXAMINATIONS

Intravenous Injection or Infusion Studies (continued)

Taking excretory intravenous inferior vena cavograms and uro-
grams of pediatric patient. 502

Taking computn:ized transverse axial tomographic (C.T.T.) scans
of any patient. 526

Studies with Oral Ingestion of Contrast

Taking upper GI radiographs of non-pediatric patient. 381

Taking upper GI radiographs of pediatric patient. 499

Taking oral cholecystograms and cholangiograms of non-infant
patient. 384

Instillation, Intubation, Enema Studies

Taking sialograms of any patient. 375

Taking radiographs for choanal atresia study of infant patient. 497

Providing technical assistance for laryngography or cleft palate
study of any patient (or any similar fluoroscopic examination
including spot filming and/or cineradiography). 380

Taking bronchograms of a non-pediatric patient. 378

Taking bronchograms of a pediatric patient. 498

Taking small intestine intubation radiographs of a non-pedi-
atric patient. 382

Taking percutaneous or T-tube cholangiograms of non-infant pa-
tient.
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

CONTRAST EXAMINATIONS

Task
Code No.

Instillation, Intubation, Enema' Studies (continued)

Taking retrograde pyelograms and ureterograms of non-pediatric
patient. 463

Taking cystograms and voiding cystourethrograms of any patient. 390

Taking pelvic pneumograms and/or hysterosalpingograms of non-
pediatric female patient. 465

Taking genitograms or fistulograms of any patient for intersex,
external fistula or sinus tract examination. 503

Taking barium enema radiographs of non-pediatric patient. i83

Taking barium enema, intussusception or defecography radio-
graphs of pediatric patient. 500

Direct Puncture or Injection Studies

Taking positive contrast arthrograns (especially of knee) of any
patient. 377

Carrying out radiologic technology for bronchoscopy or needle
lung biopsy of a non-pediatric patient. 379

Taking percutaneous antegrade or renal cyst.pyelograns of non-
infant patient. 389

Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's abdomen for fetog-
raphy, amniography, placentography. 466

Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's uterus for intra-
uterine transfusion. 467

Taking percutaneous peritoneograms/herniograms of pediatric
patient. 501
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and. Abbreviated Task Name

EXAMINATIONS AND USE OF EQUIPMENT n.e.c.

Task
Code No.

Providing technical assistance for an examination of any patient
requiring fluoroscopic control and spot filming. 464

Preparing, transporting, setting up and returning mobile por-
table radiography equipment for bedside radiography. 369

EVALUATION, TEACHING, MEETINGS TASKS

Providing technical quality review of "plain film" radiographs. 81

Observing and evaluating work of radiologic technologists or
stuients in diagnostic radiography, and deciding whether train-
ing is needed. 7

Providing clinical training for radiologic technologists or
students in radiographic technology. 82

Participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department tech-
nologists. 353
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Any Patient

Task
Code No.

Taking sialograms of any patient. 375

Taking positive contrast arthrograms (especially of knee) of any
patient. 377

Taking infusion nephrotomograms of any patient. 388

Taking cystograms and voiding cystourethrograms of any patient. 390

Taking genitograms or fistulograms of any patient for intersex,
external fistula or sinus tract examination. 503

Taking lymphangiograms or lymphadenograms of any patient. 376

Taking pneumoencephalograms or brain ventriculograms of any
patient. 505

Taking positive contrast spinal or posterior fossa myelograms of
any patient. 506

Taking diskograms of any patient. 507

Taking air or gas contrast myelograms of any patient. 508

Taking cerebral angiograms or venograms of.any patient. 504

Taking spinal cord angiograms of any patient. 509

Taking peripheral angiograms of any patient (after percutaneous
needle or catheter entry, translumbar puncture, ascending or
descending venous entry).

Taking catheter thoracic ancl/or abdominal aortograms of any
patient, and/or selective visceral arteriograms (bronchial or
abdominal).

510

511

Taking intravenous angiocardiograms of any patient. 513
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Any Patient (continued)

Taking selective thyroid angiograms of any patient. 514

Taking percutaneous splenoportograms of any patient. 516

Taking selective pulmonary angiograms or selective angiocardio-
grams of 'any patient. 518

Taking percutaneous coronar-Arteriograms and/or left ventric-
ulograms of any patient.

Taking operative orthopedic radiographs of any patient (such
as in hip pinning).

519

370

Taling operative cholangiograms, pancreatograms or similar
operative radiographs of any patient. 371

Taking intravisceral or isolated operating room radiographs of
any patient. 372

Taking operating room radiographs for opaque foreign body 373

search.

Taking computerized transverse axial tomographic (C.T.T.) scans
of any patient. 526

Providing technical assistance for laryngography or cleft palate
study of any patient (or any similar.fluoroscopic examination
including spot filming and/or cineradiography). 380

Providing technical assistance for an examination of any pa-
tient requiring fluoroscopic control and spot filming. 464

Any Non-Infant Patient

Taking plain film radiographs of fingers, hand(s) or wrist(s) of
non-infant patient. 355
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Any Non-Infant Patient (continued)

Taking plain film radiographs of forearm and/or elbow joint of
non-infant patient.

Taking plain film radiographs of the skull and/or face of non-
infant patient.

356

365

Taking plain film radiogra2hs of the paranasal sinuses of a non-

infant patient. 366

Taking preliminary localization radiographs of foreign bodies in
orbit or eye of non-infant patient. 367

Taking radiographs of anterior portion of the neck of non-in-
fant patient.

Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of non-in-
fant patient.

Taking plain film radiographs of humerus and/or shoulder girdle
of non-infant patient.

Taking plain film radiographs of sternum, ribs and/or thoracic
viscera of non-infant patient.

Taking mammograms (radiography or xeroradiography) of non-in-

fant patient.

Taking plain film radiographs of abdominal contents of non-in-
fant patient.

Taking oral cholecystograms and cholangiograms of non-infant
patient.

Taking intravenous cholangiograms and cholecystograms of non-

infant patient.

364

361

357

362

368

363

384

385

Taking percutaneous or T-tube cholangiograms of non-infant pa-

tient. 386
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Any Non-Infant Patient (continued)

Taking percutaneous antegrade Or renal cyst pyelograms of non-

infant patient. 389

Taking catheter inferior vena cavograms and/or renal or adrenal

venograms of non-infant patient. 515

Taking plain film radiographs of pelvis, hips and/or upper
femora of non-infant patient. 360

Taking plain film radiographs of les(s), knee(s) and/or femur(s)

of non-infant patient. 359

Taking Lon-Trams of non-infant patient. 374

Any Non-Pediatric Patient

Taking selective subclavian arteriograms of non-pediatric patient
for thoracic outlet syndrome evaluatlon. 517

Taking bronchograms of a non-pediatric patient. 378

Carrying out ra:lologic technology for bronchoscopy or needle

lung biopsy of a non-pediatric patient. 379

Taking upper GI radiographs of non-pediatric patient. 381

Taking small intestine intubation radiographs of a non-pediatric

patient, 382

Taking barium enema radiographs of non-pediatric patient. 383

Taking intravenous pyelograms and urograms of non-pediatric

patient. 387

Taking retrograde pyelograms and ureterograms of non-pediatric
patient. 463
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Any Non-Pediatric Patient (continued)

Taking plain film radiographs of toes, foot and/or ankle joint of
non-pediatric patient. 358

Non-Pediatric FeMale Patient

Taking pelvic pneumograms and/or hysterosalpingograms of non-
pediatric female patient. 465

Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's abdomen for fetog-
raphy, amniography, placentography. 466

Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's uterus for intra-
uterine transfusion. 467

Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's pelvis for Colcher-
Sussman pelvimetry. 468

Taking selective pelvic angiograms of non-pediatric gravid or
nongravid female patient. 512

Infant Patient

Taking plain film radiographs of the upper extremities of infant
patient. 493

Taking plain film radiographs of the skull of infant patient. 491

Taking radiographs for choanal atresia stuef of infant patient. 497

Taking radiographs of neck, chest of infant patient. 494

Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of infant
patient. 492
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Task
Category and Abbreviated Task Name Code No.

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Infant Patient (continued)

Taking plain film radiographs of abdomen of infant patient.

Taking plain alm radiographs of the lower extremities of in-
fant or pediatric pal:ient.

Pediatric Patient

Taking bronchograms of a pediatric patient.

Taking upper GI radiographs of pediatric patient.

Taking percutaneous peritoneograms/herniograms of pediatric
patient.

Taking excretory intravenous inferior vena cavograms and uro-
grams of pediatric patient.

Taking barium enema, intussusception or defecography radiographs
of pediatric patient.

TASKS WITH CO-WORKERS, STUDENTS OR OTHER MAIN RECIPIENTS

495

496

498

499

501

500

Participating in meeting of diagnos. .c x-ray department tech-
nologists. 353

Preparing, transportirg, setting up and returning mobile por-
table radiography equipment for bedside radiography. 369

Providing technical quality review of "plain film" radiographs. 81
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (contimied)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

TASKS WITH CO-WORKERS, STUDENTS OR OTHER MAIN RECIPIENTS (continued)

Observing and evaluating work of radiologic technologists or
students in diagnostic radiography, and deciding whether train-
ing is needed. 7

Providing clinical training For radiologic technologists or
students in radiographic technology. 82
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CHAPTER 3

TASK DESCRIPTIONS:

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST PATIENT PROCEDURES

There are 76 tasks included in this chapter. These are ar-

ranged numerically by Task Code. Number from Code 7 to Code 526. Part

I covers tasks 7 through 386; Part II covers tasks 387 through 526.

Please note that not all tasks with code numbers between 7 and 386 are

represented in Part I of this volume.

There is no chapter pagination. Instead, the pages withi, each

task are numbered. The user can find the task by referring to the Task

Code Number.and task page number at the upper right of each page.

Some tasks have a notation at the bottom of the first sheet

which states, "This is a new assignment to this number." This indicates

that an earlier use was made of the number, and the earlier assignment is

now obsolete. All other code numbers in this volume up to code 273 are

tasks that were also found by HSMS in an ambulatory care center where a

pilot test of the HSMS method was carried out.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 7

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure - List Elements !Illy
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiologic technologist's or student's work in
radiographic procedures observed, evaluated,
interrupted if necessary; evaluation and need for
training noted and/or reported; permission asked
to teach or have teaching don....

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if on12 certain items must be-used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
thinga chosen among.)

Pen; paper; equipment used in diagnostic radio-
graphic procedures

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . ( )Q No...( )

es to q. Name the in o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not al.lowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requiremclma or legal restrictions.
Radiologic technologists or rad. tech. students
(in diagnostic :adlography); supervisors; any
patients invo2ye0

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

1

Observing and evaluating work of radiologic tech-
nologists or students in diagnostic radiography,
and deciding whether training is needed by observ-
ing, evaluating; comparing with performance stand-
ards; deciding whether training is needed; inter-
'rupting task and/or reporting or noting conclusions;
asking to teach or that individual be taught in de-
ficient areas.

Performer observes the work of
radiologic technologists, dark
room aides and/or students in
diagnostic radiovaphic proce-
dures, film processing, and re-
lated procedures, including use
of related equipment, and de-
cides if additional training is
needed.

1. If appropriate, reviews rele-
vant performance standards of
work to be observed.

2. Performer observes work of
radiologic technologists,
dark room aides, or students:

a. While working with the
person being observed.

b. While supervising the
person.

c. While performing admints-
trative functions.

d. At the request of staff
person or student, or at
request of supervisor of
staff person or student.

e. As part of informal spot
check procedure.

3. Performer explains own pre-
sence to any patients in-
volved, if appropriate, while
observing.

4. Performer notes how the per-
son is carrying out the work
assignment(s) involved. Com-
pares with relevant perform-
ance standards.

a. Decides whether the activ-
ity is being done prop-
erly.

OK-RP;RR;RR

is a master sheet..) 7=16. Check here i this
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 7

2 of 2 for this task.This is page

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

,

.

b. Considers whether there is a need to
demonotrate the procedure and/or ex-
plain the proper approach, technique,
attitude, or theory involved.

c. Decides whether to interrupt proce-
dure and take over. (If so, performer
does the interrupted procedure as a
regular task.)

d. Performer may note whether perform-
ance standards should be made clearer
or more specific in curriculum or
clinical training. Notes as appropri-
ate.

e. Performer makes written or mental
note of evaluation as appropriate.

. If performer decides that further train-
ing is needed, performer may decide:

a. To teach the taff person or student
at that point or explain how to im-
prove.

b. To explain to person's supervisor
that training is needed and request

.. permission to teach or ask that
teaching be provided.

5 2



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 81

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on completeness and quality of "plain
film" radiographs;radiologist called to see scouts,
wet readings,radiographs of doubtful quality,or
those showing emergency signs;instructions written
on views missing or "retakes" needed;needed equip-

,ment adjustment,pt. repositioning recorded;super-
visor informed of problems with equipment or tech-
nologist;desk or radiological technologist informed
when full set approved;approved radiographs placed
for jacketing,delivery or use.

Performer assesses the technical
quality of "plain film" radio-
graphs (radiographs made without
the use of special equipment or
contrast media) as a result of:

a. Assignment to review own
work.

b. Assignment to review all such
radiographs as processed.

c. Request of co-worker for
opinion.

The plain films may be radio-,
graphic studies of the upper
and lawer extremities,should-
er girdle, pelvis and hips,

- vertebral column, sternum,
ribs, thoracic viscera, ab-
dominal contents, skull,para-'
nasal sinuses and orbit or
eye.

1. Performer obtains a patient's
radiograph(s) and requisition
sheet as follows:

a. Performer collects radio-
graphs as they emerge from
automatic processor.
Places on view boxes and
arranges those for a given
patient by noting name
and/or ID number marked on

2. What is used in oerforming this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Processed "plain film" radiographs; x-ray requisi-
tion sheets; view boxes; automatic x-ray film pro-
cessor; phone; pen or pencil; charts listing stan-
dard views for x-ray exatinations; wax marking pen

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(K) No...( )

'es to q. . Name t e ina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptiona to indicate the releva-t condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal reste.ctions.

Radiologic technologists; supervisor of technolo-
gists; radiologist

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- radiograph.
Performer may be asked to
view a set of radiographs
by co-worker; or performer
may obtain a set which
were taken by performer.

b. Performer obtains x-ray
requisition sheet, or co-
worker brings it to per-
former.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Providing technical quality review of "plain film"
radiographs by reviewing requisition;arranging and
viewing radiographs;checking completeness and assess
ing diagnostic quality;deciding to order additional
views and/or retakes for medical reasons only;deter-
mining reasons for inadequate radiographs;recording
views missing or retakes and adjustments needed; dis-
cussing and/or reporting problems with technologists
and/or equipment in obtaining quality;notifying and/
or consulting radiologist on emergency signs; placin
approved films for jacketing or use.

..,...mm

6. Check here irlhis
is a master sheet..
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TASK DFSCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 81

This is.page 2 of 4 for this task.

Performer reads the requisition sheet
to determine the examination called for,
purpose, the patient involved, special
considerations, and to check which
views are called for:

a. Performer checks the' examinations
called for, purpose, parts involved,
side of interest and affected areas,
whether bilateral or unilateral
views are requested, the patient
positions and views ordered, number
of exposures, central beam angulatio
and the parts to be included. May
consult chart listing standard views.
Notes whether orders include bilater
al views on a single film, whether
the use of a grid or bucky was to be
involved. Notes any request for mag-
nification. Checks the name of the
referring physician.

b. Performer reads patient's name, iden
tifization number, sex, _tge, and
size. Notes whether patient is in-
patient, out-patient, accident, or
emergency patient. Notes whether
films are to demonstrate air or
fluLd levels, foreign body, tumor
mass, calcifications or E'ractures,
as appropriate.

c. Performer notes whether standard and/

or special views have been omitted,
ordered or approved to accommodate
patient's condition and/or the na-
ture of the suspected pathology.

d. Places radiograph(s) on viewing box,
in proper sequence as appropriate.

e. If requisition sheet calls for wet
reading or calls for scout (prelimi-
nary) films, performer attaches re-
quisition form to radiograph(s) and
calls the appropriate resident or ra
diologist from the immediate area
(by phone). Indicates that the radio
graph(s) are ready.

3. Performer assesses the plain film radio
graphs for quality and completeness
based on purpose and type of study:

a. Performer checks that all the spe-
cial views ordered are present and/
or that all the standard views for
the examination are present. Notes
which views are missing.

i) Performer way note missing views
and/or discuss with technologist
to de'citrmine whether missing
views were made but not identi-
fied, lost, forgotten,or were
omitted because of contraindica-
tions in positioning patient.
May note reasons already listed
on requisition sheet.

ii) Performer may help co-worker
technologist locate missing or
unidentified radiographs.

iii) May suggest alternative patient
or tube positioning to obtain
views for which conventional po-
sitioning is contraindicated.

iv) May record views still needed
for completion of examination.

b. Performer checks that all radio-
graphs show proper R-L identifi-
cation, patient identification,and
other required information. If film
is not fully identified, informs
technologist or radiologist and
helps determine which side is right
and/or left, and other needed in-
formation. Writes on film with wax
marker. Does not order"retakes"un-
less radiologist decides the ad-
ditional exposure is necessary.

c. For each radiograph performer as-
sesses whether the correct patient
positioning and the full area of
interest is demonstrated, whether
a needlessly large area has been
exposed, and/or whether this is
visual evidence of proper field
size collimation (i.e. a "border"
around the view,showing the colli-
mated field size and/or evidence
of appropriate shielding).

vPli
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1.

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 81

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

i) If the area of interest is "cut
off" performer notes whether two
radiographs were taken to repre-
sent the view. If not, performer
::ecords and recommends a "retake"
with proper collimation to the
feld of interest or an addition-

al view to demonstrate the area
that was cut off, collimated to
obtain only the missing area.
quggests further radiography only
to provide missing information,
and so as to require as little
further exposure of the patient
as possible.

ii) If there is no border around the
radiograph(which indicates prop-
er coilimation),or if the area
demonstrated is needlessly large
in relation to the area of inter-
est, performer indicates this to
technologist (or notes for own
instruction if evaluating own
radiographs). Indicates the
dangers to the patient of unnec-
essary exposure. May record.

iii) If a patient position called for
has not been correctly obtained,
thus not providing the required
view, performer may consult with
supervisor or radiologist. Indi-
cates need for a "retake" only
if the information required is
needed for medical reasons. Per-
former may explain or record the
proper patient or tube position-
ing and angulation needed to ob-
tain the view ordered so that re-
take will be correct.

d. Performer evaluates each radiograph
to determine whether there is ade-
quate detail and definition to pro-
vide the medical information called

- for. Assesses whether there is too
much blurring, distortion; whether
density is adequate and contrast
sufficient to provide proper diag-

nostic quality. Notes whether there
are artifacts which interfere with
the image.

i) Performer considers the purpose of
the study and the preferences of
Ow radiologist (if known).

ii) If performer finds blurring, dis-
tortion, excessive or inadequat?.
density,.insufficient or excessive
contrast,and/or artifacts in the
area of interest, performer con-
siders whether a "retake" should
be made. May ask opinion of super-
visor or radiologist. Indicates
need for a retake only for medical
reasons so as to minimize exposurn
of patient. Records.

iii) If performer decides that the ra-
diograph does not provide proper
diagnostic quality, performer con-
siders what factors may have con-
tributed, such as improper immobi-
lization of patient, inappropriate
technical factors (or failure to
adjust for special circumstances
such as obesity), improper part-
film distance, focal-film distance,
or failure to adjust exposure fac-
tors for a change in such dis-
tances.
Considers possible probleas with
x-ray or processing equipment.
Performer may draw on experience
with the equipment involved to
assess what is wrong. If regular
assignment, performer maintains an
nwareness of the equipment output
so as to be able to spot or trace
accumulation of signs indicating
equipment malfunction.

. If performer has questions about the
quality of any radiographs, asks
available resident or radiologist to
assist in deciding whether the radio-
graph(s) are adequate for interpreta-
tion.

r o



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 81

4 of 4 for this task.

f. The performer may consider whether
the appearance of radiograph(s), sug-
gests a condition in the patient
which warrants immediate attention.
If so, notifies an available resident
or radiologist at once.

g. Depending on l_astitutional proce-
dures, performer may suggest addi-
tioaal views to obtain more complete
informati.on ior the radiologist's
needs in interpreting. Considers the
quality,of the existing radiographs,
including areas that appear suspi-
cious. Draws on appearance of radio-
graphs for signs of pathological con-
ditions.

If the performer has judged that the
technical quality of any of the radio-
graph(s is not adequate, considers
whether his is due to technologist's
performance, malfunctioning of x-ray or
processing equipment, or a combination
of reasons.

a. If the performer decides that the
technical quality of the radio-
graph(s) is inadequate due to the
technologist's performance, performer
considers what technologist shou"d
have done or must do to correct or
adjust technical factors or reposi-
tion patient.

i) If reviewing own work, performer
makes mental note of what is
needed.

ii) If giving opinion to co-worker at
his or her request, gives opin-
icns, reasons and recommendations
orally.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
technologist and/or explain what
is needed and why.

iv) Performer may notify supervisor
of consistently bad performance b
a technologist.

List Elements Fully

b. If the performer decides that there
is a malfunction involving the out-
put of the x-ray equipment, perform-
er may request that the x-ray ma-
chine be examined or calibrated.
Notifies supervisor.

c. If the performer decides that the
film processing equipment requires
examination, decides to examine per-
sonally or notifies supervisor.

Performer records orders for any re-
takes and/or any suggestions for addi-
tional views on requisition sheet or
as appropriate to institution.

a. Performer specifies what is wrong
or views missing, and/or what ad-
jusuLents to make4Fn technical set-
tings, tube or patient positions
and angulation, and any additional
views recommended.

b. Performer may give requisition
sheet to supervisor, who gives it
to 'technologist. May report equip-
ment malfunction at this time.

c. Reviews additional views and/or re-
takes when they are processed as de
scribed above.

. When the performer decides that a ra-
diographic study ordered for a given
patient is complete, performer may de-
cide to jacket radiographs, have this
done, or places with requisition sheet
as appropriate.

May notify radiologic technologist
or control desk that the patient's ra-
diographic examination is completed.

ilay make sure that patient is in the
charge of someone.who will prbperly
discharge patient or accompany to next
location.

5



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 82

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiologic technologist or student shown and ex-
plained radiographic procedures involved in diag-
nostic radiography; person being trained evaluated

for readiness to do activities under supervision;
person observed and criticized; person evaluated
for readiness to do tasks without direct supervi-
sion; person's work spot checked; questions an-
swered; opinions on work given as requested; evalu-
ation noted formally,informally,and/or reported.

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certair items must be used. If th-..re

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patients' x-ray requisition forms and records; ma-
terials and equipment needed for procedures in
radiologic technology

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...()0 No...( )

. If "Yes" to q. 3: Name tne kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Students in radiologic Lechnology; radiologic tech-
nologists; any patients involved;supervisor(s)

. Name tr; task so that th ,..! answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Providing clinical training for radiologic tech-

nologists or students in radiographic technology by

demonscrating procedures, explaining what is being

done, answering questions; deciding when person

being trained can perform tasks under direct super-

vision; observing and correcting; deciding when

tasks can be done without direct supervision; spot

checking and correcting; advising as requested or as

deemed necessary; evaluating and recording or re-

porting.

This is new assignment to this number.

57

List Elements Fully

Performer provides clinical
training for students or sub-
ordinates in radiographic pro-
cedures and use of related
equipment in diagnostic radio-
graphy as a result of:

a. Request or assignment to
train new employee or stu-
dent.

b. Performer's observation of
employee's or student's work
and decision that training
is needed.

c. Request of employee or stu-
dent who has questions about
work.

1. Performer may be assigned in-
dividuals, may be requested,
or may decide to provide
training to individuals. Re-
views related performance
standards.

. Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision in
technique, positioning, the
procedures used for specific
radiographic examinations,
related patient care, sani-
tary procedures, film evalu-
ation, radiation safety,
fluoroscopic techniques, re-
lated equipment, film proces-
sing, handling of pediatric,
sick, or disabled patients.

3. If performer is making a new
presentation of any task,
performer may select times,
patients, and procedures to
demonstrate; performer may
train while carrying out own
tasks:

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 82

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

a. When performer has person being
trained present during performer's
own tasks, performer may explain pur-
pose to patient and ask permission
to have trainee present.

b. Performer explains to trainee what
will be taught.

c. Performer may narrate the steps, may
explain what is being done, or may
explain the basis for decisions and
actions.

d. Performer may decide to solicit
questions to find out what the per-
son being trained understands, may
answer questions, or may elaborate
on the explanation of what is being
done, concentrating on the relevant
skills and knowledges.

e. Performer decides when the person
being trained has observed suffici-
ently and has a clear enough under-
standing of a procedure to carry it
out under close, direct supervision
and/or to assist.

Performer supervises and observes the
person being trained while he or she
carries out the activities assigned:

a. Performer asks the individual to do
all or part of a procedure and re-
mains at the side of the patient,or
carries out own portion and watches
the performance of the assigned ac-

tivity.
b. While observing, performer decides

whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a speci-
fic problem, whether there is need
to demonstrate the procedure again
or explain, and does so.

c. Performer may comment on the per-
formance, encourage or correct as
deemed necessary, or do this later.

d. Performer may decide to intervene
and take over the procedure, ex-
plaining what was done incorrectly
at that point or later.

58

e.

f.

g.

List Elements Fully

If decision is to demonstrate
again, performer may redo and have
the person being trained observe;
may have the procedure repeated

until it is done properly.
Performer decides which procedures
or activities can be done by the

individual without direct supervi-
sion. Informs proper supervisors,
notes for own use, and/or tells
this to the person being trained.
Performer explains own presence to
any patient involved when the per-
former observes the person being

trained.

. Performer spot checks the person being
trained while he or she carries out
activities without dirtxt supervision
or responds to requests for guidance,

assistance,or further instruction.

Performer proceeds as in steps 3 or 4
as appropriate, observing,noting areas
needing improvement, determining the
nature of any problem, assisting, giv-
ing opinions, answering questions,
and providing further instruction on
how to deal with unusual circum-
stances. Reinforces correct work. Sug-

gests areas for improvement.

Performer informally notes the ex-
tent of learning or proficiency of the

person being trained throughout the

training:

a. May decide to discuss performance
with individual at any time.

b. May keep formal records on what
was taught.or on progress.

c. May make personal notes for own

use in later evaluation meetings

or in discussion with supervisor
of person being trained or person
at student's school in charge of

clinical training.

d.. May decide to revise instruction or
performance Standards.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 353

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

1, What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Issues for meeting reviewed and raised; participa-
Lion in discussion on departmental matters; informa-
tion passed to Subordinates or co-workers.

The performer attends depart-
mental meetings of technologists
in diagnostic radiology depart-
ment as a result of:

. Request or notification.
b. Regular assignment.

1. During periods'between meet-
ings performer may mentally
note problems or information
which require attention, or
may make notations about
them. These include problems
with regard to patient care
or departmental functioning.

. Before the meeting performer
reviews aliy agenda distrlb-

uted and own notes.

. At the meeting, performer may
receive information (verbal

.

or written) and/or ask ques-
tions about or present prob -
lems in regard to:

a. New departmental rules and
regulations and announce -
ments.

b. The use of new equipment.
c. Problems of patient care

and related departmental
functioning.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if pray_ certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pen; paper; Personal notes; information to be pre-
sented; notice of meeting and agenda

,
, Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . ( X) No...( )

4,n ons orto q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
reqarements or legal restrictions.

Staff of diagnostic x-ray department. .

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- d. Problems or complaints re-
garding departmental func-
tioning or administration.

4. Performer listens, raises is-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

PartictRating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray depart-
ment technolo:ists, by reviewing agenda and notes; sues and/or participates in

dIscussions raised by others.
May take notes as desired.

. Performer may receive sugges-
tions for own work and dis-
cuss.

OK-RP;RR;RR

raising issues; receiving information about and/or
discussing departmental rules, functioning, new
equipment-, Patient care, related problems or com-
pla'Lnts.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..00 I
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 355

This is page 1 of 11 for this task.

I 1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,positioned,mea-
sured;technical factors selected and set;film iden-
tified;technique for multiple views and/or magnifi-
cation set up;exposures made;arrangement made to
have radiographs processed and evaluated;procedures
repeated for full set of views;pt. returned;examina-
tion recorded;radiographs placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant
patient scheduled for radio-
graphy of the finger(s), hand(s)
or wrist(s):

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

b. From co-worker.
c. After having arranged requi-

sitions in order of priority.

1. Performer reads the requisi- '

tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations,and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided.

a. Performer checks the e:,....am-

ination called for, in-
cluding the part(s) of the
body involved, the number
and type of projections
(whether standard or spe-
dial views, technique),
whether there 13 request
for magnification; notices
whether right and/or left
hand is involved, specific
finger(s), wrist, whole
hand, etc. Checks the name
of the referring physician

b. Performer notices whether
suspected fracture is in-
volved and suspected loca-
tion, whether foreign body
in hand is to be found,and
location of entry site;
notes whether study is an

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet;tech-
nical history;pen;x-ray machine control Danel(s)
posted technique chart;standard views,tube-rating,
dosage,conversion charts;x-ray table and tube,colli-
mator,extension cones;cassettes or non-screen film
holders;vertical film stand;leaded rubber shielding;
lead or aluminum markers;leaded garments;immobiliza-
tion devices;stool;calipers;tape;scissors;stretcher
or wheelchair;marking pen

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( No...( )

'es to q. : Name t e in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Non-pediatric patient to be radiographed; radiologic
technologist; radiologist; nurse

. Name tne task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking plain film radiographs of fingers, hand(s) or

wrist(s) of non-infant patient by reviewing re-

quest;reporting observed contraindications;reassurin:
pt.;measuring part;setting up for multiple views and/

or magnification technique as approprlate;selecting

and setting technical factors;identifying film;posi-
tioning pt. and equipment;providing shielding;colli-

mating;making exposures;having radiographs processed

and reviewed;repeating for full set of views or as

ordered;having pt. returned and placing radiographs

for filing as appropriate;recording examination. 6. Check here i this

is a master sheet. . (.1O

........

6 0
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 355

2 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Full

emergency, whether patient is in-
patient or out-patient.

c. Performer reads patient's name, iden-
tification number, sex,. age, weight.
Notices whether,patient's examination
involves a cast on the part to be ra-
diographed; reads any notation on the
nature of any known pathology which
would affect technique (such as bone
infection), and the purpose of the
study.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condition
requiring special handling such as
heart disease, communicable or in-
fectious condition, infirmity, inco-
herence; whether patient has IV drip,

oxygen supply, catheters or simi-
lar devices in place, whether patient
will be accompanied by nurse or other
staff person. Notes shielding needed.

e. If performer is not already assigned
to examination room (and a particular
machine) notes the room or machine
involved. Goes to examination room or
control room for machine involved.

f. If magnification has been requested,
performer checks that the machine to
be used has a fractional focal spot
of appropriate size for direct magni-
fication technique (i.e. 0.3 mm or
=eller).

g. Performer makes sure that the request
is properly authorized, that informa-
tion on requisition sheet is com-
plete. Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are in keep-
ing with the usual rad exposure in-
volved for the examination.

h. Depending on institutional procedures
performer may review patient's radi-
'ation exposure history, prior rec-
ord of techniques used,and cumulative
exposure. Notices whether examination
has been done elsewhere in recent
past, whether number of radiographic
exposures ordered or done in past
should be brought to radiologist's
attention.

. Depending on institutional proce-
dures performer notes whether fe-
male patient is pregnant, reviews
date of female patient's last men-
strual period,or notes any other in-
dication that there is no danger of
exposure of a known or possible
fetus.

j. If patient's record indicates orders
for sedation or any other prior med-
ication performer may check timing
to be sure a proper elapse of time
has occurred for medication to take
effect. May arrange to delay exami-
nation if appropriate.

k. If referring physician has requeste
that film already on file be sent
with current radiographs and if not
already with patient's jacketed ma-
terial, performer arranges to have
prior films delivered.

If the performer determines that the
request is not properly authorized, is
incomplete, or that sufficient informa-
tion is lacking for performer to se-
lect technique or to properly care for
patient, , if performer considers that
there may ,a contraindications to going
ahead with the procedure, yerformer
notifies supervisor, radiologist or
other designated staff person depending
on institutional procedures. Explains

the problem if appropriate and proceeds
after obtaining appropriate informa-
tion, signature or orders. .

3. When performer is clear about what will0
be involved in examination, he or she
prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used and
takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation for change in
machine output or a policy decision).



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 355

This is page 3 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Fully

b. Performer washes hands as appropri-
ate; depending on patient's condi-
tion, may decide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontamina-
tion techniques.

c. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes to
controls for x-ray generator and
checks that indicator light shows
that machine is "warmed up," or
turns on main switch as appropriate
to equipment and allows time for ma-
chine to "warm up." If appropriate,
performer may set radiography mode
selector and manual collimator con-
trol setting.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilization devices such as sand-
bags, sponges and balsa blocks are
present.

e. Checks that there is leaded rubber
shielding available in room to be
used to mask film, protect the pa-
tient and/or to place beneath the
film holder, as appropriate.

f. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:
i) May obtain lead numerals and tape

and prepare identification strip
for placement on film holder(s)
giving appropriate patient iden-
tification information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is a lead piece on film holder
surface; may write or type out
information on card if not re-
ceived wieh requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers-are
available for use.

. If magnification has been requested,
pctrformer prepares the equipment for

List Elements Fully
111bWMENI
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the tube-over-table method of magnifi-
cation:

a. Performer determines the degree of
magnification requested on the re-
quisition sheet; if the request is
expressed as an area magnification,
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square
root. (Linear magnification squzLed
equals area magrification.)

b. Performer calculates the required
distances from target (focal spot)
to object (patient) (TOD), and from
object to film (OFD), as well as
the distance from target to film
(TFD) (the sum of TOD and OFD):
i) If the distance from the table

top to a film holder placed on
the floor or a stool (OFD) will
be a relatively inflexible dis-
tance, performer measures this
distance or reads indicator
scale. (If stool is to be used,
may note the table height in-
volved.) Performer may adjust
table height to provide for a
round number for the OFD.

ii) If the distance from the focal
spot to the table top (TOD) will
be the relatively inflexible dis
tance, performer determines what
this is by measuring or reading
appropriate indicator scale on
tube housing. Performer may ad-
just tube height to provide a
round number for the TOD.

iii) Depending on whether the OFD or
the TOD is fixel, performer cal-
culates the required complemen-
tary dis'Ince by referring to a
magnification chart for the de-
gree of linear magnification re-
quired, or uses the formula: de-
gree of linear magnification
equals TFD divided by TOD. For a
two-times linear magnification
performer simply sets the TOD
e ual to the 0



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 355

This is page 4 of 11 for this task.

List Elemeuts Full List Elements Full

iv) Performer adjusts and locks the
table height and/or the tube
height to the calculated OFD and
TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-film and
target-object distances:
i) Performer moves the x-ray tube

housing until it is centered over
the table top in the approximate
a:ea where the patient's area of
interest (finger, hand or wrist)
will be positioned, such as at
head of table.

ii) Performer wings the table out of
the way so that there is no ob-
struction between the tube and the
floor. (Does not change height.)
If appropriate, places the stool
on the floor under the tube. May
place lead shielding on floor or
on stool. May place film holder on
floor or stool.

iii) Performer selects the size film
holder designated for the degree
of magnification and the selected
part to be studied.

iv) Performer sets the collimator (on
manual control) so that the aper-
ture directly corresponds to the
area of interest (field size) for
the TOD involved.

v) Performer activates the light in
the collimator and adjusts the
tube so that the light beam cast
outlines the film holder. Uses the
crss-hairs projected by the beam
to center the tube to an area on
the floor or stool.

vi) Performer locks the tube into po-
sition so that there is a 900
angle of the beam with the floor
or stool. Fixes and retains colli-
mator setting.

vii) Performer marks the outline of the
collimated light area or film hold-
er on the floor or stool or on the
lead shielding using tape or other
removable marker. If not already

6 3

done, checks by placing film
holder in marked area. May mark
center of area as shown by cross
hairs.

viii) Performer swings table back into
place. Activates light beam in
collimator and marks the table
top where the center cross-hairs
and field of interest are pro-
jected (to be used to center the
part to be radiographed). Uses
tape or other radiolucent re-
movable marker.

ix) Performer may recheck TOD and
OFD to be sure that they cor-
respond to the calculated dis-
tances.

d. Fo..: magnification technique using a
vertical film holder, performer may
wait until patient has been brought
into examination roam. Adjusts up-
right holder to appropriate height;
adjusts x-ray tube to right angle
projection of beam to film holder;
centers to the film; measures and
adjusts TOD to patient's position
and marks patient's position; mea-
sures and adjusts OFD from patient'
posiLion as marked.

e. If the sum of the new TOD and OFD
(TF1.1) is now different from the TFD
usea for non-magnification techni-

. que, performer may consult techni-
que chart to note the factor to use
for a compensatory change in mAs.
May record for later use in setting
exposure factors.

f. Performec may also note the change
in kVp and mAs necessary to compen-
sate for any change in collimation
from non-magnification technique.
Consults appropriate charts for
conversion factors. May record.

5. Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared for the
examination (if not already done), or
decides to do personally.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 355

List Elements Full

This is page 5 of 11 for this task.
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a. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from dressing
room. May decide to assist in trans
porting patient from holding area or
have this done.

b. Performer greets patient and any ac-
companying staff person; introduces
self. Checks patient's identity
against requisition sheet. With in-
patient, checks hospital identifica-
tion bracelet or other identifier.
If patient is accompanied becanse of
seriousness of condition, performer

checkswith accompanying staff mem-
ber on any special precautions nec-
essary during procedure.

c. Performer has patient sit comfort-
ably on a stool'placed next to the
x-ray table. If patient is in wheel-
chair, moves patient in chair into
position next to table. If patient
is on wheeled stretcher, places
stretcher into position so that pa-
tient's hand can be easily placed on
x-ray table while patient lies on
stretcher.

d. Performer explains to patient what
will be involved in the procedure;
indicates what types of positions
the patient will be asked to assume
and the cooperation that will be
asked of the patient.

e. Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; attempts
to reassure patient and develop con--
fidence. Treats patient with dignity
and concern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains aware that patient
may be frightened and/or in pain.
Performer explains when asked medi-
cal questions that it is not appro-
priate for technologist to answer
these; encourages patient to speak
to physician.

f. If patient has an IV drip in place
performer checks that needle has not
become dislodged and that the fluid

List Elements Full

is dripping at an even rate. If
there are any problems, performer
clamps tube and notifies an appro-
priate staff person at once.

g. If appropriate and not already done
performer questions female patient
of child bearing age regarding pos-
sible pregnancy. If there is any
possibility that patient is preg-
nant and this has not already been
recorded, performer informs appro-
priate physician and proceeds only
with approval.

. Performer questions patient and/or RN
or MD present on what movement is pos-
sible in the affected extremity and on
the opposite side; may question patien
about any injury or pain to determine
what mobility is possible and what po-
sitions are available for use.

a. If movement is limited or fracture
is suspected, performer considers
alternative x-ray tube and patient
positions to use to accomplish the
equivalent radiography with a mini-
mum of movement by the patient. May
decide to use upright film holders
in appropriate positions to accom-
plish this.

b. Performer reviews the standard num-
- ber and types of projections for

the examination. Performer may con-
sider a change from routine exami-
nation to better accomplish the pur
pose of the examination such as a
change, addition, or deletion of a
projection or a change in technical
factors. Depending on institutional
arrangements performer may obtain
permission from appropriate radio-
logist or decides personally to
alter the standard procedure.

. Performer prepares for the examina-
tion:

6,4



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)
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Task Code No. 355

This is page 6 of 11 for this task.

a. Performer selects speed,type of film
for nonscreen film holder or cassette
as determined by institutional prac-
tice; selects film and holder sizes
based on the size of the part, the
number of exposures planned for each
film,and the needs of magnification
technique.

b. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of the appropriate
loaded film holders is available in
the examination room. If not, ar-
ranges to obtain or decides to ob-
tain personally.

c. If not already done, has patient re-
move all jewelry; may arrange to
have patient's belongings checked or
decides to do personally. If patient
is suffering from a fracture, per-
former has staff member in attend-
ance remove the necessary clothing
from the area. Does not remove or
adjust splint personally.

d. If patient has a dressing covering
a wound, performer may have it in-
spected and changed if appropriate;
may have wet dressing reinforced or
decides to do personally.

e. Performer provides everyone who will
remain in room during exposure
with protective shielding. Ex-
plains if necessary that this is not
cause for alarm but a general pre-
caution to minimize unnecessary ra-
diation exposure. If a staff member
will be asked to assist in position-
ing or if patient will be asked to
use hand not being studied to assist
in positioning, performer provides
leaded gloves for shielding.

f. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded film holder or cassette
for the first projection.

g. If several views will be taken on
one film, performer mentally de-
cides how these will be positioned
so that the film need not be turned
for viewing each image. Performer

List Elements Full

vses leaded rubber sheets and masks
the film holder completely except
for the area to be exposed. Treats
the area to be exposed from this
point as though it were the actual
film size.

h. Performer attaches identification
information to the :Film holder or
table top:
i) Places right or left marker on

film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on ap
propriate corner of film holder.

iii) If patient's identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of hol-
der.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

i. Performer places the film holder on
the table top in a position that
cat e comfortably reached by the
patient in final positioning. Hay
place leaded rubber sheet under
film holder.
i) If magnification technique is

to be used, performer places
film holder in marked position
on floor or stool.

ii) If appropriate to.make possible
minimal movement of patient,per-
former may place upright holder
at right angles to table top or
in other position to hold film.

j. Performer sets the focal-film dis-
tance if not already done (as with
magnification technique):

6 5
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This is page 7 of 11 for this task.
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i) Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube into place
over the film holder (or at right
angles to upright holder).

ii) Checks the focal-film distance by
reading indicator scale in the
tube housing; adjusts up or down
until the required FFD is obtain-
ed.

. Performer has patient place hand in re-
laxed position on x-ray table or in any
non-painful position so that the part(s)
to by radiographed can be measured in
position.

Depending on the positions to be ra-
diographed,performer uses calipers to
measure the thickness of the part(s)
in the directions in which the center
of the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from tube to film,
Records for use in determining expo-
sure factors.

. Performer selects the exposure factors
for the first projection by consulting
the technique chart(s) posted for the
machine:

a. Locates the information needed for

the body part and projection in-
volved according to the centimeter
thickness of the part as measured
and the collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure technique relates
to the combination of film type and
speed and the use or nonuse of other
relevant accessories,

b. Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(seconds
of exposure time),focal spot size,
and the focal-film distance (TFD or
FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time

have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
necessary to account for a path-
ological condition, a dry or wet

cast on the part, tle preference o

10.

the radiologist involved, and any
other conversion needed such as
with use of magnification techni-
que. Performer looks up numerical
factor(s) and calculates or uses
conversion charts to ascertain the
appropriate new exposure factor
(kVp, mA or time). Multiplies,
divides, adds,or subtracts as ap-
propriate.

d. Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors against
the posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a tube rating chart to be
sure that technique does not ex-
ceed the heat capacities of the
tube for the focal spot size to
be used. If appropriate, perform-
er reconverts the technique to an
equivalent output using higher kVp

and lower mAs.

Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for use.
Makes sure that machine is warmed
up and that all circuits have been

stabilized.
b. If appropriate, checks line voltage
. meter and, if required,turns com-

pensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

c. Performer sets milliamperage by
choosing selectors for the correct
focal spot size; sets the mA se-
lected.

d. Performer selects and sets the ex-
posure time that will produce the

mAs desired.
e. Performer sets the kVp selected by

choosing the combination of major
kilovoltage and minor kilovoltagE
settings to produce the desired
kVp.

6 6
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Task Code No. 355

This is page 8 of 11 for this task.
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f. If appropriate for equipment, sets
controls to provide for manual con-
trol at table-side of x-ray tube and
table height,position, and for col-
limation (unless these have already
been set such as with magnification
technique).

List Elements Full

11. Performer places the part to be radio-
graphed in final position for the first
exposure. Makes sure that correct hand

and part are being positioned. Perforr-
er centers part. Keepe long axis of

part parallel to the film. Performer
may demonstrate the positions desired.

For young patients performer may plan
to make exposure of unaffected side for
comparison purposes depending on insti-
tutional practices.

Performer may position as follows (un-
less nonconventional positioning is
being used to avoid having patient
move):

a. For the thumb, performer centers
with reference to the distal end o
the proximal segment.
i) For AP projection (to obtain

posterior view) performer has
patient place hand on film. Has
patient rotate hand internally
so that beam will enter mid-
posterior surface of the thumb.
Immobilizes and supports with
sandbag or sponges. Instructs
patient to hold back aad support
other fingers with other hand,
and keep fingers out of central
ray; provides lead shielding.

ii) For oblique view has patient
place pa'm flat on holder, prop-
erly centered at the mid-portion
of the thumb. Uses sandbags to
support and immobilize.

iii) For lateral view has patient
place palm flat and flex fingers
to rotate thumb so that true

lateral position is obtained.
Uses sandbags to support and
immobilize.

b. For individual fingers, performer
centers with reference to the meta-
carpophalangeal joint of the finger.
When finger to be studied is ex-.
tended has patient close the other
fingers into a fist.

i) r PA projection (to obtain an-

terior view) performer places
the finger flat on the holder
with hand pronated.

ii) For oblique view rotates hand
externally or internally depend-
ing on the finger involved.

iii) For lateral view performer has
patient extend the finger with
hand at right angles to table
top. Uses sponge or wood block
to steady and support finger.

c. For the hand, perforner centers
with reference to the distal ends
and shafts of the metacarpal bones.
If there is a suspected foreign
body in the hand, performer deter-
mines the point of entry and tapes
a small lead marker over the point.

Usually takes only anterior and

lateral views.

Makes sure that patient is able to
rest botb hand and forearm comfort-
ably on table top. Places hand on
film holder and ha's patient relax
and separate fint4ers.
i) For anterior view (PA projec-

tion) has hand placed in prone

positio.
ii) For oblique view has patient

rotate hand externally to about

400, then 'jlex and separate fin-
gers and c4xcend thumb. Uses sand

bag, blo:A: or sponge to provide

stability.
iii) If lateral view is required has

hand rotated from oblique posi- 4
amjtion to true lateral position so .

INN&
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that metacarpals and phalanges
are superimposed. Uses sponge or
wood block to support thumb.

d. For the wrist, performer centers
with reference to the radial and
ulnar styloid processes. If the
wriSt is in a cast or splint per-
former centers by comparing with
opposite wrist in identical posi-

tion.

List Elements Full

Has patient rest hand and forearm on

table top with wrist centered on the
film holder (or unmasked portion of

holder).
i) For anterior view (PA pro:lection)

has patient place hand in prone

position.
ii) For oblique view has patient ro-

tate wrist externally 400 from

prone position. Uses sponge or
block for suppc.rt and sandbag to

immobilize.
iii) For semi-supinated view, has pa-

tient rotate wrist from AP posi-
tion as appropriate.

iv) For lateral view has patient ro-
tate wrist externally 90° from

prone position, fingers extended,

and thumbs extended adjacent to
hand so that ulnar side of wrist
is facing film holder.

v) For projection of ulnar flexion

r...13ces wrist in PA position and

then has patient turn hand in-

ward toward the radius as much

as possible.
e. If patient shows signs of pain dur-

ing positioning,performer may de-

cide on alternative position.to
avoid movement of affected part or
reports to physician or RN.

12. Performer checks final positioning by

using light in collimator. Activates

the collimator light and points the

light beam towards the part. Uses'

cross-hair shadows as reference for

center of field. Checks that primary

beam will enter the center of the
area of interest at right angles to

the film and so as to project the
view desired. For the first view of
a series may mark a point on the part

that is even with the center cd the
fiIm holder so that: later views may
be easily lined up. May readjust tube
position lengthwise or crosswise to
provide better centering.

13. Performer adjusts collimation. Either
collimates so that a small unexposed
border will appear around the edge of
the film or collimates further so as
to expose only the area of interest

and thus provide maximum protection
and detail. If appropriate, performer
may attach auxiliary extension cone
to collimator to further reduce the
primary beam.

14. Performer may add lead shielding to
areas that will be in the primary
path of the beam but are not included
in areas of interest. Makes sure that
proper protective shielding has been
provided to everyone who will remain
in room.

15. Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer-

gency or accidental harm. If patient

'shows signs of distress or faints,
loses consciousness, or has an acci-

dent, performer calls appropriate phy-

sician at once. May decide to provide
emergency first aid as well.

16. When everything is ready for the ex-
pbsure, performer explains to patient

the need to keep perfectly still when

indicated by performer and until told

to relax. Performer observes the pa-

tient's movement until the moment tha
the exposure is made. Readjusts posi-

tion if warranted.

68
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17. The performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in position. Tells
patient when to hold still by calling
or using intercom. Performer initiates

exposure by pressing hand trigger or

exposure control button.

a. While exposure is underway perform-

er checks that mA meter records ap-
propriate current as set, and that
kVp meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or excessive
drop; may listen for sound of normal
functioning of equipment. If there
is malfunction may decide to report;
anticipates need to repeat exposure.

c. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax.

d. If exposure is terminated by a cir-
cuit breaker, rechecks technical
factors for possible overload or
checks for overload elsewhere on
the circuit. Anticipates need to
repeat exposure.

18. Performer returns to patient. Removes
film holder from its location. Removes
any markers.

a. If multiple views are to be taken

on the film, removes lead masking
and remasks all but the next area

to be exposed.
b. If the patient is being examined

for possible fracture or if so re-
quested, performer arranges to have
the first exposure processed at
once and brought to the appropriate

radiologist.
c. Depending on whether radiologist

will evaluate radiographs before
completion of all possible expo-
sures for the series, performer
arranges to process film(s) and
.evaluate for quality control per-
sonally, have th4s done, or bring

to dark room for processing and
later evaluation, based on time
available, institutional arrange-
ments or-specific instructions.
Attaches ID card for use with
'flasher if. appropriate. May sign

requisition.
d. While films are being processed

and/or evaluated performer has pa-
tiert relax in examination room or
holding area. If appropriate makes
sure that patient is attended.

e. When (or if) performer learns from

1.1ae radiologist the extent of the

injury and/or whether further con-
ventional views and/or positions
can be undertaken, eliminated, or
altered, performer proceeds as ap-
propriate according to instruc-

tions.
f. For further exposures performer re

peats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification
of film holder and use of R-L mark
er, selection and setting of tech-

nique for next view (if different),
positioning patient and equipment
for focus-object-film alignment,
proper collimation, shielding, and

making exposure, as described
above. For multiple views on one
film keeps R-L reference point cm
stant; centers using the point

marked earlier on the part to'line

up with center of film.

g. Performer refrains from commenting

on the films or providing any in-

I

terpretation.

19. If performer is asked to repeat any
exposures, makes sure that the addi-

tional exposures are warranted medi-

cally, since additional radiation
will be incurred.

a. Notes whether need to repeat is

due to performer's own negligence
or lack of attention so that per-
former can avoid future "retakes."
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 355

This is page 11 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

d. If appropriate, indicates to staff
member when ready to do next ex-

amination.

,

'.

,

.

b. If request for retakes reflects mal-
functioning equIpment performer re-
T.nrts malfunction to appropriate
staff member.

c. If request for retakes reflects the
prefereace for density or contrast
of a ruliologist,performer notes for
future work done for the given ra-

diologist :,;,., that zatakes can be

avoided.

20. When performer is sure that the exami-
nation has been completed, performer
may have patient transported back to

holding area or next location, or de-
cides to do personally as appropriate.
Makes sure that none of the equipment
is projecting over the patient before

I

allowing patient to rise from stool.

21. Performer carries out termination steps
for the examination:

a. Has equipment and examination table
cleaned after use or decides to do
personally, depending on institu-
tional arrangemeats.

b. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken, the
technical factors used, and the film
size; may record the number of expo-
sures for each view, including re-

takes; may enter the estimated ra-
diation dose to which patient was
exposed (based on posted informa-
tion), any comments on equipment
failure, or special care provided
for patient. If any views called for
could not be obtained records rea-
son. Signs requisition.

c. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book or has
this done, depending on institu-
tional procedures.
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TASK DESCRIPTIOM SHEET

Task Code No. 356

This is page 1 of 11 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,positioned;part
measured;films identified;technical factors selected
and set;technique for magnification set up;exposures
made;radiographs sent for processing and evaluation;
procedures repeated as appropriate for full set of
views;patient returned;examination rv.corded;radio-
graphs placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant
patient scheduled for radio-
graphy of the forearm and/or el-
bow joint:

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

b. From co-worker.
c. After having arranged requi-

sitions in order of priority.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided.

a. Performer checks the exam-
ination called for, includ
ing the part(s) of the
body involved and extent
of the area of interest,
the number and type of pro-
jections (whether standard
or special views, tech-
nique), whether there is
request for magnification;
notices whether right and/

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,tech-
nical history;pen;x-ray machine control panel(s),
tube,table,collimator,extension cones;technique
chart;charts for conversion of technique,standard
examination views,dosage,tube capacity;cassette or
non-screen film holders;vertical film stand;leaded
rubber shielding;R and L and ID markers;immobiliza-
tion devices;stools;calipers;tape;scissors;stretcher
or wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(i) No...( )

. If 'Yes to q. 3: Name the kina of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-pediatric patient to be radiographed; radiologic
technologist; radiologist; nurse

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- or left arm is involved
and,with forearm,whether
distal and/or proximal
joint is to be included,
or,with elbow,whether lower
humerus or upper forearm is
to be included. Checks name
of referring physician.

b. Performer checks whether
there is a suspected frac-
ture, whether a known frac-

-OKRP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking plain film radiographs of forearm and/or el-
bow joint of non-infant patient by reviewing re-
quest,reporting observed contraindications;reassurin
pt.;measuring pt.'s part(s);selecting and setting
technical factors;identifying film;positioning pt.
and equipment for conventional or magnification tech
nique;providing shielding;collimating;making expos-
ures;after processing and review repeating for appro
priate views until full set of radiographs are com-
pleted as ordered;having pt. returned;placing films
for use;recording examination. 6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(K)

....205m..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 356

This is page 2 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Fully

ture exists, whether any splint
is to be left in place or re-
moved by a physician. Notes
whether study is an emergency, wheth-
er patient is in-patient or out-pa-
tient.

c. Performer reads patient's name, iden-
tification number, sex, age, weight.
Reads any notation on the nature of
any known pathology which would af-
fect technique (such as bone infec-
tion), and the purpose of the study.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condition
requiring special handling such as
heart disease, communicable or infec-
tious condition, infirmity, incoher-
ence; whether patient has IV drip,
oxygen supply, catheters or similar
devices in place, whether patient
will be accompanied by nurse or other
staff person. Notes shielding needed.

e. If performer is not already assigned
to examination room (and a particular
machine) notes the room or machine
involved. Goes to examination room
or control room for machine involved.

f. If magnification has been requested,
performer checks that the machine to
be used has a fractional focal spot
of appropriate size for direct magni-
fication technique (i.e. 0.3 mm or
smaller).

g. Performer makes sure that the request
is properly authorized, that informa
tion on requisition sheet is com-
plete. Checks whether any special or
ders on exposure factors are in keep
ing with the usual rad exposure in-
volved for the examination.

h. Depending on institutional procedure
peitOrmer may review patient's radi-
atisn exposure history, prior record
o# techniques used, and cumulative
exposure. Notices whether examina-
tion has been done elsewhere in re-
cent past.

Ltut Elements Fully

i. Depending on institutional proce-
dures,perormer notes whether
female patient is pregnant,
date of female patient's last men-
strual period,or notes any other
indication that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or possible
fetus.

j. If patient's record indicates or-
ders for sedation or any other
prior medication performer may
check timing to be sure a proper
elapse of time has occurred for
medication to take effect. May ar-
range to delay examination if ap-
propriate.

k. If referring physician has request-
ed that film already on file be
sent with current radiographs,and
if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

. If the performer determines that the
request is not properly authorized,
is incomplete, or that sufficient in-
formation is lacking for performer to
select technique or to properly care
for patient, or if performer consid-
ers that there may be contraindica-
tions to going ahead with the proced-
ure, performer notifies supervisor,
tadiologist,or other designated staff
person, depending on institutional
procedures. Explains the problem if
appropriate and proceeds after obtain-'
ing needed information, signature or
orders.

3, When performer.is clear about what
will be involved in examination he or
she prepares ahead so as not to keep
patient in examination room longer
than necessary:

a. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used

7 2



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 356

This is page 3 of 11 for this task.

and takes note of newly posted
changes in technical factors (to
reflect accommodation for change in
machine output or a policy decision).

b. performer washes hands as appropri-
ate; depending on patient's condi-
tion, may decide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontamina-
tion techniques.

c. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel for x-ray generator
and checks that indicator light
shows that machine is "warmed up,"
or turns on main switch as appropri-
ate to equipment, and allows time
for machine to "warm up." If appro-
priate, performer may set radio-
graphy mode selector and manual col-
limator control setting.

d. performer checks that appropriate
immobilization devices such as sand-
bags or sponges are present.

e. checks that there is leaded rubber
shielding available in room to be
used to mask film, protect the pa-
tient and/or place beneath the
film holder, as appropriate.

f. performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:
i) MsY obtain lead numerals and tape

and prepare identification strip
for placement on .film holder(s)
giving appropriate patient iden-
tification information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is a piece of lead on film holder
surface; may write or type out
ID information on card if not
received with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use.

List Elements Full

. If magnification has been requested,
performer-prepares the equipment for
the tube-over-table method of magni-
fication:

a. Performer determines the degree of
magnification requested on the re-
quisition sheet; if'the request is
expressed as an area magnification,
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square
root. (Linear magnification squared
equals area magnification.)

b. Performer calculates the required
distances from target (focal spot)
to object (patient) (TOD), and from
object to film (OFD), as well as
the distance from target to film
(TFD) (the sum of TOD and OFD).
i) If the distance from the table

top to a film holder placed on
the floor or a stool (OFD) will
be a relatively inflexible dis-
tance,performer measures this
distance or reads indicator
scale. (If stool is to be used,
may note the table height in-
volved.) Performer may adjust
table height to provide for a
round number for the OFD.

ii) If the distance from the focal
spot to the table top (TOD) will
be the lelatively inflexible dis
tance, performer determines what
this is by measuring or reading
appropriate indicator scale on
tube housing. Performer may ad-
just tube height to provide a
round number for the TOD.

iii) Depending on whether the OFD cr
the TOD is fixed, performer cal-
culates the required complemen-
tary distance by referring to a
magnification chart for the de-
gree of linear magnification re-
quired, or usca the formula: de-
gree of linear magnification
equals TFD divided by TOD. For
a two-times linear magnifica-

amaftwass!.1111!
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 356

This is page 4 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

tion performer simply sets the
TOD equal to the OFD.

iv) Performer adjusts and locks the
table height and/or the tube
height to the calculated OFD and
TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-film and
target-object distances:
i) Performer moves the x-ray tube

housing until it is centered over
the table top in the approximate
area where the patient's area of
interest (forearm or elbow joint)
will be positioned, such as at
head of table.

ii) Performer swings the table out o
the way so that there is no ob-
struction between the tube and
the floor. (Does not change
height.) If appropriate, places
the stool on the floor under the
tube. May place lead shielding on
floor or on stool. May place film
holder on floor or stool.

iii) Performer selects the size film
holder designated for the degree
of magnification and the selected
part to be studied.

iv) Performer sets the collimator (on
manual control) so that the aper-
ture directly corresponds to the
field size (area of interest) for
the TOD involved.

v) Performer activates the light in
the collimator and adjusts the
tube so that the light beam cast
outlines the film holder. Uses
the cross-hairs projected by the
beam to center the tube to the
area on the floor or stool.

vi) Performer locks t?-w tube into po-
sition so that there -Is a 900
angle of the beam with the floor
or stool. Fixes and retains col-
limator setting.

vii) Performer marks the outline of
the collimated light area.or film
holder on Ow floor or stool or

....x.wamm=immtENNIevommwanalumr:
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on the lead shielding using tape
or other removable marker. If
not already donelchecks by plac-
ing film holder in marked area.
May mark center of area as shown
by cross-hairs.

viii) Performer swings table back in-
to place. Activates light beam
in.collimator arid marks the
table top where the c..niter coss
hairs and field of interest are
projected (to be used to center
the part to be radiugraphed).
Uses tape or other radiolucent
removable marker.

ix) Performer may recheck TOD and
OFD to be sure that they cor-
respond to the calculated dis-
tances.

For magnification tedmique using
a vertical film holder, performer
may wait until patient has been
brought into examination room. Ad-
justs upright holder f:o ar?ropri-
ate height; adjusts x-ray tube to
right ang1Q .?rcelection of beam to

film holdw; to the film;

measures ald ad:justs TOD to pa-
tient's rositi u. and marks pa-

tientl cositic measures and ad-

justs frcm p4tient's position
as marked.
If the num of Oa new TOD and OFD
(TFD) i3 :16W (i.:erent from the TFD

used fo': rto:a-ri.gnification techni-

que, pel-Fcr may.consult techni-
que chart v..o note the factor to

use for a compensatory chan s,:. in
mAs. May rer.ord for later ilac ir

Consultg
version factors. May rLtord.

l

etting exposure factors.
Performer may also note the changc.
in kVp and mAs necessary to ,:crip,Im-
sate for.:sny change in collimation
from nonLmagnification rpchnique.

appropriate charts for con

1ak

d.

e'

f.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 356

This is page 5 of 11 for thiG

Performer has the patient called from

the holding area and prepared for the

examination (if not already done), or
decides to do personally.

a. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments performer may decide to escort
out-patient to or from dressing
rooms. May decide to assist in trans
porting patient from holding area or

have this done.
b. Performer greets patient and any ac-

companying staff person and intro-
duces self. Checks patient's iden-
tity against the requisition sheet.

With in-patient, checks hospital
identification bracelet or other
identifier. If patient is accompan-
ied because of seriousness of condi-

tion, performer checks with accom-
panying staff member on any special

precautions necessary during proce-

dure.
c. Performer has patient sit comfor-

tably on a stool placed next to the

x-ray table and low enough to place

the entire arm on the same plane. If

patient is in wheelchair, moves pa-
tient in chair into position next
to table. If patient is on wheeled

stretcher, places stretcher into

position so that patient's hand and

arm can be easily placed on x-raY

table while patient lies on stretch-

er.
d. Performer explains to patient what

will be involved in the procedure;
indicates what types of positions
the patient will be asked tu assume
and the cooperation that will be

asked of the patient.

e. Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and de-

velop confidence. Treats patient

with dignity and concern regardless

of patient's behavior. Remains aware

that patient may be frightened and/

NOZIVIA.

Liilt Elements Fullx
HiblVioNlept

or in pain. Performer explains when
asked medical questions that it is

not appropriate for technologist

to answer these; encourages patient

to spe0;: to physician.
f. If patieat has an IV drip in place,

performer checks that needle has

not bc:.wme dislodged and that the

fluid 1.s dripping at an.even rate..
If there are any problems, perform-
er clips tube and notifies an ap.-

propriftte staff member at once.

g. If appropriate and not already

done, performer quel;tions female
patieat of child pea-zing age re-
ga_rg possible pregnancy. If

re is any posibility that pa-

tient is preant'and this has not
already been r,i,.:.orded, performer

inorme appruriate physician and

proc.:.edo z.,niy. with approval.

. Performer quAstions patient and/or RN

or MD present on what movement is pos-

sible in the affected extremity and

on tbe opposite side; may question pa-
tient Pb'.yut any injury or pain to de-

in.e what mobility is possible and

witt positions are available for-use.

a. If movement is limited or fracture

is suspected, performer decides on

alternative x-ray tube and patient
positions to use to accomplish the

equivalent radiography with a mini-

mum of movement by the patient. May

decide to use upright film stand
in appropriate positions to ac-
complish this.

b. Performer reviews the standard num-

ber and types of projections for

the examination. Performer may con-

sider a change from routine exami-

nation to better accomplish the
purpose of the examinati,n such as

a change, addition, or deletion of

a position, or a change in techni-

cal factors. Depending on institu-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 356

This is page 6 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Fully

tional arrangements,performer may
obtain permission from appropriate
radiologist or decides personally
to alter the standard procedure.

1
. Performer prepares for the examinatcl: ,

1
a. Performer selects speed,type of fill.,

nonscreen film holder or cassette
as determined by institutional prac-
tice; selects film and holder sizes
based on the part to be studied (to
include both ends of the ulna and
radius for forearm study,and to in-
clude the designated area of hum-
erus and/or forearm in elbow study),
and the number of exposures plaaned
for each film. Considers needs of
magnification technique.

b. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded film holders
of the sizes selected is available
in the examination room. If not, ar-
ranges to obtain or decides to ob-
tain personally.

c. If not already done, has patient re-
move all jewelry; may arrange to
have patient's belongings checked
or decides to do personally.

d. If there is an injured arm to be
radiographed performer has patient
remove sleeve from unaffected side
before slipping sleeve off affected
side. If there is a splint on in-
jured area performer has this re-
moved by appropriate staff member or
left in place, depending on orders,
but does not remove personally.

e. If a wet dressing is involved per-
former has it reinTOTCed or decides
to do personally.

f. Performer provides everyone who will
remain in room during exposure
with protective shielding. Ex-

plains if necessary that this is not
cause for alarm but a general pre-
caution to minimize unnecessary ra-
diation exposure.

List Elements Fully

g. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette or film hol-
der for the first proje(:tion.

h. If several views will be taken on
one film, performer mentally de-
cides how these will be positioned
so that the film need not be turned
for viewing each image. Performer
uses leaded rubber shielding and
masks the film holder appropriately
except for the area to be exposed.
Treats the area to be exposed from
this point as though it were the
actual film size.

i. Performer attaches identification
information to the film holder or
table top:
i) Places right or left markers on

film holder or table top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate corner of film hol-
der.

iii) If patient's identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of hol-
der.

j. Performer places the film holder on
the table top in a position that
can be comfortably reached by the
patient for final positioning. May
place leaded rubber sheet'under
film holder.
i) If magnification technique is

to be used performer places film
holder in marked position on
floor or stool.

ii) If appropriate to make possible
minimal movement of patient,
performer may place upright
holder at right angles to the



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 356

This is page 7 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

.

.

table top or in other position
to hold film.

k. Performer sets the focal-film dis-
tance (if not already done, as with

magnification technique):
i) Operates controls or manually

moves the x-ray tube into place

over the film holder (or at right

angles to upright holder).
ii) Checks the focal-film distance by

reading indicator scale in the
tube housing; adjusts up or down
until the required FFD is obtain-

ed.

Performer has patient place hand and
elbow on the table top in relaxed su-
pine and/or flexed position or in vny
non-painful position so that the
part(s) to be radiographed can be moa-
sured. Depending on the positions tc
be radiographed,performer uses centi-

meter calipers to measure the thickness

of the part(s) in the directions in

which the c,mter of the x-ray beam will

pass through the centered part from

tube to film. :ecords for use in de-

termining exposure factors.

Performer selects the exposure factors

for the first projection by consult-

ing the technique chart(s) posted for

the machine:

a. Locates the information needed for

the body part and projection in-

volved according to the centimeter
thickness of the part as measured
and the collimated field size to be

used. Makes sure that technique re-
lates to the combination of film
type and speed and use or nonuse of

other relevant accessories.
b. Makes note of the kVp, mA,T(seconds

of exposure time) ,focal spot size,

and the focal-film distance (TFD or

FFD) called for.

_

10.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time

have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are .

necessary to account for a patho-
logical condition, the preference
of the radiologist involved, and
any other conversion needed such

as with magnification technique.
Performer looks up numerical con-
version factors and calculates,or
uses conversion charts to ascer-
tain the appropriate new exposure
factor (kVp, mA or time). Multi-
plies, divides, adds, or subtracts

as appropriate.
d. Performer checks any new or unfa-

miliar exposure factors against th .
posted limits of the x-ray tube on

a tube rating chart to be sure thei

technique does not exceed the heat

capacities cr! the tube for the
focal spot Oze to be used. If ap-
propriate, j!..rformer reconverts
the technique to an equivalent alit
put using higher kVp and lower mAs.

Performer sets exposure factors as se

lected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for use.

Makes sure that machine is warmed

up and that all circuits have been

stabilized.
b. If apprópriate,checks line voltage

meter and, if needed, turns comr

pensator dial until needle is

aligned properly an line meter.

c. Performer sets milliamperage by
choosing selectors for the correct
focal spot size; sets the mA se-

lected.
d. Performer selects and sets the ex-

posure time that will produce the

mAs desired.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 356

This is page 8 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Full

e. Performer sets the kVp selected by
choosing the combination of major
kilovoltage and minor kilovoltage
settings to produce the desired kVp.

f. Depending on the equipment, may set
controls to provide for manual con-
trol of table and tube height, posi-
tion, and collimation at tableside
(unless these have already been set,
as with magnification technique).

11. Performer places du. part to be radio-
graphed in final pcsition for the first
exposure. Makes sure that correct arm
is being positioned. For youug patients
performer may plan to radiograph the u
affected side for comparison purposes.
For nonconventional positioning per-
former centers the tube so that the
primary ray will pass through the part
at right angles to the film in the pro-
jection desired (or at appropriate
angle).

Performer may position as follows (un-
less nonconventional positioning is
being used to avoid having patient
move):

a. FoT: the forearm, performer centers
with reference to the radial and
ulnar styloid processes and the
lateral and medial epicondyles of
the humerus with the central ray at
right angles to the center of the.
part and the film. Makes sure that
the long axis of the forearm is par-
allel with the film. May help pa-
tient to lean laterally to achieve
desired positions.
i) For the posterior view (AP pro-

jection) performer has the pa-
tient rest the hand and elbow on
the film holder in an extended
supine (palr up) position. In-
cludes the joint nearer the in-
jured site on the holder. Uses
sponge or saldbags to immobilize.

Listllements Fully
...-

ii) For the lateral view has pathat
rotate forearm internally from
the AT position to 900, and flex
the elbow 900 with the.upper arm
resting comfortably on the table
and the thumb of the hand up.
Makes sure that the long axis of
the forearm is parallel to film.
Includes the distal or proximal
joint in the same plane, as in
the posterioryiew. Makes sure
that the radius, ulna and carpal
bones are in lateral superimpo-
sition. Uses sandbags to support
hand.

b. For the elbow joint, performer cen-
ters to the joint. Directs central
ray at right angles to film holder
(except for view of proximal fore-
arm in flexated frontal projection
and for axial projection). May help
patient to lean laterally to
achieve desired positions.
i) For the posterior view (AP pro-

jection) performer positions pa-
tient on low stool with hand in
supine position, shoulder in
same horizontal plane as elbow,
and anterior surface of elbow
parallel to plane of film. Makes
sure that the medial and lateral
epicondyles of the humerus are
parallel to the film holder.
(If a full elbow extension is
not possible, performer may pro-
vide a posterior view of the
proximal foream.and one of the
distal humerus.)

ii) For the lateral projection has
patient rotate elbow internally
900 and flex elbow 900 with up-
per arm resting on table and
humerus projecting off the med-
ial aspect of the film holder,
with arm and forearm in same
plane and parallel to table top.
Makes sure wrist is in lateral,
thumb up position.

7 0
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This is page

iii) For the AP internal oblique pro-
jection (posterior oblique view),
performer has patient rotate
forearm, elbow,and arm internally
450 from the extended position.

iv) For the frontal projection of
acute flexion, performer uses
stool low enough for patient to
rest dorsal surface of upper arm
on film holder. Has patient flex
forearm as far as possible over
the humerus. For view of distal
humerus performer directs the
central ray at right angles to
the flexed forearm.

v) For axial projection of distal
humerus and olecranon process,
performer seats patient so that
the dorsal surface of the flexed
elbow and the forearm are resting
on the table top, with the fore-
arm at right angles to the medial
plane of the body and the palm of
hand turned up. Assists patient
into position so that the process
is not rotated. Performer directs
the central ray anteriorly to the
most prominant part of the ole-
cranon process at an angle of
about 25°.

c. If, during positioning, patient
shows signs of severe pain, perform-
er may notify appropriate physician
at once and await orders,or may de-
cide on alternative positioning to
avoid movement of the affected part.

12. Performer checks final positioning.
Activates the light in collimator.
Uses cross-hair shadows as reference
for center of field. Checks that pri-
mary beam will enter the center of the
area of interest at right angles to
tne film (or selected angle) so as to
project the view desired. For the first
view of a Series may mark a point on
the part,that is oven with the center
of the film holder for use in lining

.0.11,4*-11L.,
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up subsequent views. May readjust
tube position lengthwise or crosswise
to provide better centering.

13. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized performer adjusts the
collimator. Either collimates so that
a small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film,or col-
limates further so as to expose only
the area of interest (and thus provide
maximum protection and detail). If
appropriate, performer may attach aux-
iliary extension cone to collimator
to further reduce the primary beam.

14. Performer may add lead shielding to
areas that will be in the piimary path
of the beam but are not included in .

the areas of interest. Makes sure that
proper protective shielding has been

provided to everyone who will remain
in room.

15. Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer-
gency or any accidental harm. If pa-
tient shows any signs of distress or
faints, loses consciousness, or has
an accident, performer calls appropri-
ate physician or nurse at once. May
decide to provide emergency first aid
as well.

16. When everything is ready for the ex-
posure, performer explains to patient
the need to keep perfectly still when
indicated by performer and until 6oId
to relax. Performer observes the pa-
tient's movement until the moment that
the exposure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

17. The performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in position.Tells
patient when to hold still by calling
or using intercom. Pe:former initiates

79
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1

exposure by pressing hand trigger or
exposure control button.

a. While exposure is underway performer

checks that mA meter records appro-
priate current as set, that kVp
meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or excessive
drop; may listen for sound of normal
functioning of equipment. If there
is malfunction may decide to report;
anticipates need to repeat exposure.

c. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax.

d. If exposure is terminated by circuit
breaker, rechecks technical factors
for possible overload or checks for
overload elsewhere on circuit. An-
ticipates need to repeat exposure.

18. Performer returns to patient. Removes

film holder from its location.

a. Removes any markers. If multiple

views are to be taken on the film,

removes leaded rubber mask and re-

masks all but next area to be ex-
posed.

b. If the patient is being examined
for possible fracture or if so re-
quested, performer arranges to have
the first exposure processed at
once and brought to the appropri-

ate radiologist.
c. Depending on whether radiologist

will evaluate radiographs before
completion of all possible expo-
sures for the series, performer ar-

ranges to process film(s) and eval-

uate for quality control personal-

ly, have this done, or bring to
dark room for processing and later

evaluation, based on time available
able, institutional arrangements,or
specific instructions. Attaches ID
card for use with flasher if appro-
priate. May sign requisition.

List Elements Fullx

d. While films are being processed
and/or evaluated performer has pa-
tient relax in examination room or
holding area. If appropriate makes
sure that patient is attended.

e. When (or if) performer learns from

the radiologist the extent of the
injury and/or whether further con-
ventional views and/or positions
can be undertaken, eliminated, or
altered, performer proceeds as ap-
propriate according to instruc-
tions.

f. For further exposures performer
repeats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification
of film holder and use of R-L
er, selection and setting of tech-

nique for next view (if different),
positioning patient and equipment
for focus-object-film alignment,
proper collimation and shielding,
and making exposure as described
above. For multiple exposures on
one film, keeps R-L reference
point constant; centers using the
point marked earlier on the part
to line up with center of film.

g. Performer refrains from commenting

on the films or providing any in-

terpretation.

19. If performer is asked to repeat any
exposures, makes sure that the addi-

tional exposures are warranted medi-

cally, since additional radiation
will be incurred.

a. Notes whether need to repeat is

due to performer's own negligence
or lack of attention so that per-

former can avoid future "retakes."
b. If request for retakes reflects

malfunctioning equipment performer
reports malfunction to appropriate

staff member.
c. If request for retakes reflects

the preference for density or ccia-
trast of a radiologist, performer

8 0
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notes for future work done for the
given radiologist so that retakes
can be avoided.

20. When performer is sure that the exami-
nation haE been completed, performer
may have patient transported back to

holdifig area or next location,or de-
cides to do personally, as appropriate.
Makes sure that none of the equipment
is projecting over the patient before
allowing patient to rise from stool.

21. Performer carries out termination steps
for the examination:

a. Performer has equipment and examina-
tion table cleaned after use or de-
cides to do personally, depending on
institutional arrangements.

b. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken, the
technical factors used,and film
size; may record the number of ex-
posures made of each view including

retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any pro!)D.m

with equipment, any.speciLl
provided patient. If any views cal-

led for in the initial request
could not be obtained performer may
record reasons. Signs requisition

sheet.
c. Performer may decide to jacket

films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book, or has
this done, depending on institu-
tional procedures.

d. 1-lay indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready

to proceed with next eltamination.

*.
List Elements Full
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Task Code No. 357

This is page 1 of 20 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,positioned,parts
measured;films identified;tectical factors selected
and set;technique for magnification set up;expo-
sures made;radiographs sent for processing and eval-
uation;procedures repeated as appropriate for full
set of views;patient returned;examination recorded;
radiographs placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card,and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant pa-
tient scheduled for radiography
of the humerus (upper arm) and/
or the shoulder girdle (shoulder
joint, clavicle and scapula):

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

b. From co-worker.
c. After having arranged requi-

sitions in crder of priority.,

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
aminations called for in-
eluding the parts involv-
ed, the affected side,
whether bilateral or uni-
lateral studies are or-
dered; notes the patient
positions requested,
whether recumbent,seated
or standing,and the projec

,,.....
2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,TD oard,ID bracelet,
technical history;pen;x-ray machine control panel(s),
tube,bucky,table,collimator,extension cones;techni-
que chart;charts for conversion of technique,stan-
dard examination views,dosage,tube capacity;loaded
cassettes or nonscreen film holders;vertical film
stand;leaded rubber shielding;R and L and ID mark-
ers;immobilization devices;stool;chair;calipers;tape;
scissors;stretcher or wheelchair;marking pen;protrac-
tor;tube for film roll

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

es to Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition-
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Non-infant patient to be radiographed; radiologic
technologist;radiologist;nurse

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- tions, number of expo-
sures, central beam angu-
lations and body rotations
involved. Notes the areas
of Interest and joints to
be includei, whether known
or suspected fractures are
involved or destrultive
disease and the sites.
Notes whether the use of a
bucky will Tie involved.

OK-RP-RR-RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking plain film radiographs of humerus and/or
shoulder girdle of non-infant patient by reviewing
request;reporting observed contraindications;reas-
suring patient;measuring parts;setting up for con-
ventional or magnification technique;selecting and
setting technical factors;identifying film;positiou-
ing patient and equipment for erect or recumbcnt ex-

i ,osure;providing shielding;collimating;making expo-
sures;having radiographs processed and reviewed;re-
peating for full set of views or as ordered;having
pt. returned;placing rac14.ographs for use;recording
examination,

.......m.
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Task Code No. 357
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List Elements Full,/

Notes any request for magnification.
Checks the name of the referring
physician.

b. Performer reads patient's name,iden-
tification number, sex, age, weight.
Notes whether patient is in-
patient, out-patient, or emergency
patient. Notes any special informa-
tion that will affect patient pcsi-
tioning, technique, or handling of
the patient, such as presence of
fracture, suspected fracture, pre-
sence of plaster cast, splints (to

be left in place or removed by a
physician), whether patient will
be on a stretcher or wheelchair,and
any notation on the nature of any
known pathology which would affect
technique (such as bone infection),
and the purpose of the study.

c. With humerus,notes whether the en-
tire humerus or the upper or lower
two-thirds is called for, whether
both joints or the joint nearer
injury is to be included.

d. For axial views of shoulder joint,
makes sure that patient can and is
allowed to abduct the affected arm
at a near right angle to the long
axis of the body. May check with MD.
Notes whether it will be necessary
to prepare a cylinder film holder to
be used with patients not able rd.
abduct arm. Notes whether a weight
carrying view of acromioclavicular
articulations is called for.

e. Performer checks whether patient is

suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling such
as heart disease, communicable or
infectious condition, infirmity, in-
coherence; whether patient has IV
drip, oxygen supply,'catheters or
similar devices in place; whether
patient will be accompanied by
nurse or other staff person.

f. If performer is not already assigned
to examination room (and a particu-

List Elements Full

lar machine) notes the room or ma-
chine involved. Goes to examination
room or control room for machine
involved.

g. If magnification has been request-
ed, performer checks that the ma-
chine to be used has a fractional
focal spot of appropriate size for
direct magnification technique
(i.e. 0.3 mm or smaller). If pa-
tient will be in contact with the
x-ray equipment (such as for stern-
oclavicular articulation) makes
sure that equipment, particularly
overhead system, is shock-proof.

h. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized,that
information on requisition sheet
is complete. Checks whether any
special orders on exposure factors
are in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the examina-
tion. Notes shielding needed.

i. Depending on institutional proce-
dures performer may review pa-
tient's radiation exposure history,
prior record of techniques used,
and cumulative exposure. Notices
whether examination haA rieen done

elsewhere in recent paeL,whether
number of radiographic exposures
ordered or done in past should be
brought to radiologist's attention.

j. Depending on institutional proce-
dures,performer notes whether
female patient is pregnant, reviews
date of female patient's last men-
strual period,or notes any other
indication that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or possible
fetus.

k. If patient's record indicates or- '

ders for sedation,injection of
local anesthetic,or any other prior
medication performer may check
timing to be sure a proper elapse
of time has occurred for medica-
tion to take effect. May notify MD 1
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Task Code No. 357
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or RN when ready. May arrange to de- priate to equipment and allows time

lay examination if appropriate,
1. If referring physician has request-

for machine to "warm up." If appro-
priate, performer may set radio-

ed that films already on file be graphy mode selector and set colli-

sent with current radiographs, and mator control for manual operation.

if not already with patient's jack- d. Performer checks that appropriate

eted material, performer arranges immobilization devices suCh as

to have prior films delivered, sandbags, wedge sponges, tape are
present and that there is a mat-

2. If the performer determines that the tress, pads, pillows and/or blan-

request is not properly authorized, is kets for comfort of patient if pa-

incomplete, or that sufficient infor- tient will lie on table.

mation is lacking for performer to se- e. Checks that there is leaded rubber

lect technique or to properly position shielding available in room to be

or care for patient, or if performer used to mask film, protect the pa-

considers that there may be contrain- tient, and/or to place beneath the

dications to going ahead with the pro- film holder, as appropriate.

cedure, performer notifies supervisor,
radiologist, or other designated staff

f. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment

person, depending on institutional provided by institution:

procedures. Explains the problem if ap- i) May obtain lead numerals and

propriate and proceeds after obtaining cape and prepare identification

needed information, signature,or orders strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate pa-

. When performer is clear about what will .

tient identification informa-

be involved in examination, he or she tion.

prepares ahead so as not to keep pa- ii) Performer may prepare for use of

tient in examination room longer than flashcard by checking that there

necessary: is piece of lead on film holder
surface; may write or type out

a. Performer reviews the technique ID information on card if not

chart for the machine to be used received with requisition.

and takes note o% any newly posted Ali) Checks identification against

changes in tec*Inical factors (to re- requisition sheet.

flect accommodation for change in iv) Performer makes sure that right

machine output or a policy deci- (R) and left (L) markers are

sion). available for use.

b. Performer washes hands as appropri- g. For weight carrying study perform-

ate; depending on patient's condi- er obtains two weights of equal

tion, may decide to arrange for or amount as oretered.

carry out isolation or decontamina- h. For rolled film positioning per-

tion techniques,
c. Performer makes sure that x-ray

equipment is ready for use. Goes to

former obtains an appropriate film
enclosed in a light-proof envelope,
a small mailing tube and a pair of

control panel for x-ray generator flexible fluorescent screens. Per-

and checks that indicator light
shows that machine is "warmed up,"

former glues lead foil backing

or turns on main switch as appro- .
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around tube as appropriate and marks
center. Performer inserts flexible
screens inside envelope with unex-
posed film. Centers loaded envelope
to center of lead foil backing,
curves around tube,and secures at
each end.

4. If magnification has been requested,
performer prepares the equipment for
the tube-over-table method of magnifi-
cation (used without bucky):

a. Performer determines the degree of
magnification requested on_the re-
quisition sheet; if the request is
expressed as an area magnification
performer determines the linear mag-
nification by taking the square
root. (Linear magnification squared
equals area magnification.)

b. Performer calculates the required
distances from target (focal spot)
to object (patient) (TOD), and from
object to film (OFD), as well as the
distance frcm target to film (TFD)
(the sum of TOD and OFD):
i) If the distance from the table

top to a film holder placed on
the floor or a stool (OFD) will
be a relatively inflexible dis-
tance, performer measures this
distance or reads indicator
scale. (If stool is to be used,
may note the table height.) Per-
former may adjust.table height
to provide for a round number
for the OFD.

ii) If the distance from the focal
spot to the table top (TOD) will
be the relatively inflexible dis-
tance, performer determines what
this is by measuring or reading
appropriate indicator scale on
tube housing. Performer may ad-
just tube height to provide a
round number for the TOD.

List Elements Full

iii) Depending on whether the OFD or
the TOD is fixed, performer cal-
culates the required complemen-
tary distance by referring to a
magnification chart for the de-
gree of linear magnification re-
quired, or uses the formula:
degree of linear magnification
equals TFD divided by TOD. For
a two-times linear magnification
performer simply sets the TOD
equal to the OFD.

iv) Performer adjusts and locks the
table height and/or the tube
height to the calculated OFD and
TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-film
and target-object distances:
i) Performer moves the x-ray tube

housing until it is centered
over the table top in the ap-
proximate area where the pa-
tient's anatomical area of in-
terest will be positioned, such
as on table or at head of table.

ii) Performer ..7ings the table out
of the way so that there is no
obstruction between the tube
and the floor. (Does not change
height.) If approwdate,places
the stool on the floor under the
tube. May place lead thielding
on floor or on stool. May place
film holder on floor or stool.

iii) Selects the size film designated
for the degree of magnification
and the selected part to be
studied.

iv) Performer adjusts the collima-
tion to correspond to the field
size anticipated (for the TOD
involved).

v) Performer activates the light in
the collimator and adjusts the
tube horizontally so that the
light beam cast is centered to
the film holder or lead shield-
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ing on the stool or floor. Uses

_

for a compensatory change in mAs.
the cross-hairs projected by the May record for later use in set-
beam to center the tube to the ting exposure factors.
area on the floor or stool. f. Performer may also note the change

vi) Performer locks the tube into in kVp and mAs necessary to compen-
position so that there is a 900 sate for any change in collimation
angle of the beam with the floor from non-magnification technique.
or stool. Fixes and retains col- Consults appropriate charts for
limator setting.

vii) Performer marks the outline of
the collimated light area or film

conversion factors. May record.

5. Performer has the patient called from
holder on.the floor or stool or the holding area and prepared for the
on the lead shielding using tape examination (if not already done), or
or other removable marker. If not
already done, checks by placing
film holder in marked area. May

decides to do personally.

a. Depending on institutional arrange-
mark center of area as shown by ments performer may decide to es-

cross-hairs. cort out-patient to or from dress-
viii) Performer swings table back into ing room. May decide to assist in

place. Activates light beam in transporting patient from holding
collimator and marks the table area or have this done.
top where the center cross-hairs b. Performer greets patient and any
and light outline are projected accompanying staff person and in-
(to be used to center the part troduces self. Checks patient's
to be radiographed). Uses tape or identity against the requisition
other radiolucent removable mark- sheet. With in-patient, checks
er. hospital identification bracelet

ix) Performer may recheck TOD and OFD or other identifier. If patient
to be sure that they correspond is accompanied because of serious-
to the calculated distance6. ness of condition, performer checks

d. For magnification technique using an with accompanying staff member on

upright film holder, performer may any special precautions necessary
wait until patieLt has been brought during procedure.
into examination room. Adjusts up- c. Has patient assume a comfortable
right holder to appropriate height; position seated on table or chair.

adjusts x-ray tube to right angle If patient is in wheelchair, moves
projection of beam to film holder; patient in chair into position next
centers to the film;measures and to table. If patient is on special
adjusts TOD to patient's seated or stretcher, places stretcher into
standing position and marks pa- position so that radiolucent
tient's position; measures and ad- stretcher can be lifted with pa-
justs OFD from patient's seated or tient on it from wheeled base to
standing position as marked. x-ray table. Otherwise arranges if

e. If the sum of the new TOD and OFD necessary to move patient to table

(TFD) is now different from the TFD or use upright film holder with pa-

used for non-magnification techni- tient remaining on stretcher.
que, performer may consult techni- d. Performer explains to patient what
que chart to note *ha factor to use will be involved in the procedure;
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indicates what types of positions
the patient will be asked to assume
and the cooperation that will be
asked of the patient.

e. Performer answers patient's non-med-
ical questions honestly;attempts to
reassure patient and develop confi-
dence. Treats patient with dignity
and concern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains aware that patient
may be frightened and/or in pain.
Performer explains when asked medi-
cal questions that it is not appro-
priate for technologist to answer
these; encourages patient to speak
to physician.

f. If patient has an IV drip in place,
performer checks that needle has
not become dis/odged and that the
fluid is dripping at an even rate.
If there are any problems, perform-
er clamps tube and notifies an ap-
propriate staff person at once.

g. If appropriate and not already done,
performer questions female patient
of child bearing age regarding pos-
sible pregnancy. If there is any
possibility that patient is preg-
nant and this has not already 'aeen
recorded, performer informs appro-
priate.physician and proceeds only
with approval.

Performer questions patient and/or RN
or MD present on what movemerv.. Is pos-
sible in the shoulder, the 1,--ected
arm, and on the opposite si ; may

question patient about any or

pain to determine what mobility is pos-
sible and what Positions are available
for use and whether to have patient
standing, seated or recumbent.

a. If open to choice and possible,
chooses erect position over recum-
bent. With cardiac condition chooses
seated or recumbent position over
standing position.

List Elements Full

b. Rules out erect positioning if ex-
amination of clavicle may involve
fracture or destructive disease.

c. If movement is limited or fracture
is suspected, performer decides on
x-ray tube and patient positions to
accomplish the radiography with a
minimum of movemant by the patient.
May decide to use up :ght film
holder in appropriate ;.1-itions to
accompli.sh this.

d. Performer considers the r'r and

'ypr.:s of projections ords,:, for

examination and the p3'
ci-lition. Performer may
a el'. -r,:s from standard

to b4"-er accomplish th . eql'ose

of th. e2rnm1nat1on, or &letion of
a por,lti., or a change in technical
facto,:e. Depending on institutlnnalo
arra:vmc-.,ts, performer may obtain
perwission from appropriate radio-
logist ol decides personally to
alter the standard procedure.

e. If not already done, has patient re
move all jewelry; may arrange to
have patient's belongings checked
or decides to do personally. Makes
sure female patient has a gown.

f. If there is an .Injured arm to be
radiographed performer has patient
remove slezve from unaffected side
h.Jore slipping sleeve off affected
side. If there is a splint or cnst
or injured area, performer has Ftl;

or MD carry out am orders on re-
moval. If there is wet dressing,
performer has it reinforced or de-
cides to de personally.

7. Performer prepares for examination:

a. PerEormer selects speed and ty!,:e
oC film depending on whether bocky,
grid, cassettes or non-screen nold-.
ers will be involved or as deter-
mined by instituticAal policy. Se-
lects film sizes based on the size
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of the part and the number of expo-
sures planned for each film. Con-
siders the areas to be included on
film, whether bilateral (side-by-
side), and the needs of magnifica-
tion technique.

b. Depending on the patient's mobility
and the projections requested per-
former may choose flexible film
holders, curved cassettes or rolled
film. For bilateral shoulder study
performer selects a cassette long
enough to be used with the long axis
parallel with the shoulder expanse
or plans on the simultaneous expo-
sure of two cassettes placed side-
by-side.

c. Performer makes sure that an adequat
supply of loaaed cassettes or film
holdets of the types and sizes se-
lected are available in the examina-
tion room. If not,arranges to obtain
or decides to obtain personally.

d. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded non-screen film holder or
cassette for the first projection.

e. If several views will be taken on
one film, performer mentally decides
how these will be positioned so that
the film need not be turned for view
ing each image. Performer uses lead-
ed rubber sheets and masks the film
holder completely except ior the ale
to be exposed. Performer treats the
area to be exposed from this point
as though it were the actual film
size.

f. Performer attaches identification
information to the film holder or
table top:
i) Places right or left marker on

film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead

qww
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numerals, performer places on
appropr'..ate corner of film hol-

der.
iii) If patient's identification in-

formation is to be entered by

use of flasher, sets flashcard

aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-

ber on appropriate edge of hol-

der.
fv) Performer may place patient's

card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-

ing device.
v) Where two cassettes are to be

exposed simultaneously, perfce-m-
er marks both wl_th R or L and

identification information.
g. If cassette is to be used with

bucky (under tabletop or in upright

holi,er) performer manually pulls
our bucky t:ay and opens retaining

clamp:. Inserts cassette into bucky

tray and 1_,,shes back. Makes sure
clamps are closed. Moves cassette
into ,,:ppropriate:!'storee posttion

or inserts cassette tray into bucky

ot centers._
h. if a bucky is not being used, per-

former places nanscreen film hol-

der or cassette -(except rolled film

or curved cassette) in pos.:tion on

table .op wider patient, or where

par will be positioned, or in

ui.,right holder.

i) May place leaded rubber sheet

under nor creen film holder.
ii) 1: mgaification technique is to

be us,d performer places film

holder or cassette in marked vo-
sition on floor or stool.

i. Performer sets the focal-film dis-

tance appropriate ior the positior

to be used (if not already done, EY

with magnification techniltv). Oper

ates controls or manually moves the

x-ray tube into place oer the film
holder (or at right angies to up-
right holder) .Checks the focal-film
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distance by reading indicator scale
in the tube housing; adjusts up or
down until the required FFD (TFD)
is obtained.

j. Perforaer provides patient and
everyone who will remain in r6om
during exposure with protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but.a general precaution to minimize
unnecessary radiation exposure.

. Performer has patient assume a comfor-
ti,ible recumbent, seated, or standing
position depending on the positions to
bP employed, so that the part(s) to be
radiographed can be measured in posi-
tion.

a. If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table.

b. Performer may decide to assist pa-
tient from wheelchair or stretcher
to table or has this done. May ob-
tain help. Makes sure that no equip-
ment is in the way and may be col-
lided with by patient.

c. If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on table,
helps patient turn into position,
step backwards on stool, and then
sit and/or lie on table.

d. For erect position performer ad-
justs the upright film holder so
that it is at appropriate height
when patient is sitting or standing
in comfortable position for the pro-
jection.

e. Depending on the positions to be
radiographed performer uses centi-
meter-calipers to measure the thick-
ness of the part(s) in the direc-
tion in which the central ray of
the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from tube to film.
Records for use in determining expo-
sure factors.

f. After measuring has patient rest in
as relaxed a position as possible.

List Elements Fully

May place pad, blanket or pillow
under bony prominences to provide
comfort.

Performer selects the exposure fac-
tors for the first projection by con-
sulting the technique chart(s) posted
for the machine:

a. Locates the information needed for

the body part and projection in-
volved according to the centimeter
thickness of the part as measured
and the collimated field size to
be used. Makes sure that technique
relates to the combination of film
type and speed and use or nonuse
of other accessories that are pos-
sibIe(such as screens, grid,bucky,
etc.).

b. Makes note of the kVp, mA,T(seconds
of exposure time),focal spot size,
and the focal film distance (TFD
or FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time

have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
uecessary to account for a path-
ological condition, cast, a change
in TFD, the preference of the ra-
diologist involved, and any other
conversion needed such as with mag-
nification technique. Performer
looks up numerical conversion fac-
tors and calculates or uses con-
version charts to ascertain the ap-
propriate new exposure factor (kVp,
mA and/or time). Multiplies,di-
vides, adds, or subtracts as ap-
propriate.

d. Performer checks any new or unfam-
iliar exposure factors against the
posted limits of tht x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure that

technique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the
focal spot size to be used. If ap-
propriate, performer reconverts the
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,technique to an equivalent output
using higher kVp and lower mAs.

10. Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized.

b. If appropriatelchecks line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns compen-
sator dial until needle is aligned
properly on line meter.

c. For conventional exposure control:
i) Performer sets milliamperage by

choosing selectors fcr the cor-
rect focal slot size; sets the
mA selected.

ii) Performer seiects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired.

iii) Performer sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major kilovoltage and minor
kilovoltage settings to produce
the desired kVp.

d. For automatic phototimed exposure
control:
i) Performer selects and sets the

category corresponding to the
type of study and use or non-use
of screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.

ii) Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).

iii) May select and seL a kVp range
button, if called for with equip
ment, corresponding to kV range
for the examination.

iv) Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the study.

v) Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure be-

fore phototimed exposure is
made.

e. 7Jepending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of burly, manual tableside ad-
justrumts of table and tube
height, p6Sition, and of collima-
tion (unless these have already
been set as with magnification
technique).

11. Performer places the part to be ra-
diographed in the final position se-
lected for the first exposure. Makes
sure that correct side and part are
being positioned. For young patients
may plan to film unaffected side for
comparison. For studies of both the
humerus and shoulder performer plans
exposures so that there uill be the
least shifting around; that is, makes
all similar standing, seated, supine
and/or prone exposures together. Main
tains positions which can be used for
both humerus and shoulder(s).Performe
may explain or demonstrate the posi-
tions required; may obtain help in
positioning patient.

Performer centers the part keeping
the long axis of the part parallel to
the film holder. When using a bucky
centers patient to midline. With film
holear or ca8sette on table top cen-
ters film to part. With upright hold-
er aajustr height of holder to part
and centers part to film. Positions
as follows .;unless nonconventional
positioning is being used):

a. For the humerus, performer makes
sure that film size will permit
projection of the entire area of
interest with upper margin of film
above the head of the humerus. Cen-
ters with rnference to the lateral
and medial epicondyles of the hum-
erus and the acromion process of..
th_e_ can
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i) For erect standing AP projec-
tion (to provide posterior view)
or erect standing lateral pro-
jection, performer has patient
stand comfortably before the_

film holder so that a true pas-
terior or lateral view can be
obtained. Centers to film hold-
er. Performer locates the epi-
condyles. If possible, palpates
wiLh thumb and index finger and
adjusts position of arm or has
patient turn until the central
ray will pass vertically through
the center of part to the film
in desired projection. Makes sure
that all the areas of interest
will be projected.

ii) For erect seated AP projection
(posterior view)lespecially for
distal humerus, performei has
patient be seated at end of
table on stool high enough c.or
patient to extend arm over table
with shoulder and elbow in seme
plane. Has patient rotate the up-
per arm externally. Centers film
holder to humerus with long axis
of film and part parallel.

iii) For erect seated lateral projec-
tion, especially for distal hum-
erus, performer positions on
stool as for AP projection. Has
patient flex elbow 900 and ro-
tate forearm until hand is in
lateral position, thumb up. Cen-
ters as above,

iv) For recumbent AP pro.;ection (pos-
terior view) performer has the
patient lie in the supine posi-
tion with long axis of humerus
over center line of table. Has
patient supinate the hand by ro-
tating hand and forearm until
palm is up. Performer elevates
the opposite shoulder (or ele-
vates the affected arm and cas-
sette or film holder on sand-

bags) so that there is minimum
part-film distance and the epi-
condyles are parallel with the
plane of the film, with the
long axes of both parallel to
each other. Centers film to
area of interest.

v) For recumbent lateral projec-
tion has patient lie on table
as above. Has patient abduct
the arm somewhat, flex the el-
bow, rotate forearm medially,
and rest palm of hand on pa-
tient's thigh or side with
epicondyles at right angles to
the plane of the film. Centers
film to area of interest.

vi) For decubitus lateral projec-
tion has patient lie on the un-
affected side. Performer places
the film holder or cassette be-
tween the affected humerus and
the patient's torso as close to
the axilla as possible. Centers
the cassette to the arm. Has pa
tient flex elbow and turn the
thumb surface of the hand up.
Performer has hand rest on a
support or other hand. Adjusts
patient's body so that the
lateral surface of the arm is
at right angles to the central
ray.

vii) For transthoracic lateral pro-
jection of humerus and shoulder
(either recumbent or erect),has
patient sit, stand (or lie in
supine position) with the in-
jured arm at the side, with el-
bow flexed,and palm of hand
against anterior chest. Has pa-
tient elevate opposite arm,with
forearm resting on patient's
head,and shoulder elevated as
much as possible. Performer
holds the humeral epicondyles
and adjusts the patient's body
so as to Tlace the lateral as-.
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pect of the humeral head paral-
lel with the plane of the film
and the epicondyles at right
angles to the film. Centers film
holder to the area of interest.
May direct ray through the sur-
gical neck of the humerus to cen-
ter of film

b For the shoulder performer notes the
positions involved and whether bi-
lateral; notes whether body rota-
tion, use of rolled film and/or use
of weights is involved. Makes sure
not to position for axial projec-
tions until advisability of doing
so has been verified.
i) For the erect or supine AP pro-

jection (posterior view), per-
former notes whether external,
neutral and/or internal rotatior
is involved. Centers to the cora-
coid process,and rotates patient
so that the blade of the scapula
is parallel with the plane of the
film. If patient is supine,sup-
ports elevated shoulder and hip.
Performer locates the epicon-
dyles and holds between thumb and
index finger of one hand while
adjusting the arm.

With external rotation has pa-
tient turn palm forward:Abducts
arm slightly so that the coronal
plane of the epicondyles is par-
allel with plane of film. Sup-
ports as needed. With neutral ro-
tation has patient rest palm of
hand against thigh. With internal
rotation has patient flex elbow
somewhat, rotate arm internally,
and rest back of hand on hip.
Adjusts arm so that the coronal
plane of the epicondyles is per-
pendicular to the plane of the
film.

Performer directs the central ray
at right angles to the coracoid

process. For infrasupinatus in-
sertion in external rotation
has ray enter at 25° caudad;for
subacromial space employs an
angle of 15°.

ii) For erect or supine view of the
teres minor insertion, perform-
er exaggerates the AP internal
rotation position,as described
above,with hand moved to pa-
tient's back; centers about
one inch distal to coracoid
process. Directs central ray to
head of humerus.

iii) For seated or standing super-
oinferior projection of the bi-
cipital groove, has patient
stand or sit facing the end of
the table. Has patient flex el-
bow, lean forward,and rest fore-
arm on table with hand supi-
nated. Places cassette on fore-
arm with long side parallel
with long axis of forearm. Asks
patient to close fingers over
the end of cassette. Uses sand-
bag to adjust cassette to hori-
zontal position. Has patient
lean until humerus is 10° to
15° from the vertical, opened
backward. Palpates and marks the
bicipital groove and directs the
central ray to the mark. When
opposite side is to be radio-
graphed, too,centers to unmasked
half of cassette and repeats on
other side with second exposure p
on film.

iv) For supine or erect profile view
of the glenoid fosse, performer
centers to the joint, rotates
ihe body about 45° towards the
affected side. With supine pa-
tient supports the elevated
shoulder and hip. Performer ad-
justs the degree of rotation so
that the scapula is parallel
with the plane of the film and
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the humerus rests against film, right angles wi.th the long axis

For internal rotation ab4.7-cts of body. Places thumb side of -

arm slightly and places hand hand up. Has patient tilt head

against side of body. Directs towards unaffected shoulder.

central ray at right angles some- Adjusts body to eliminate for-

what medial and distal to the up- ward or backward leaning. May

per, outer border of shoulder. elevate cassette on sandbags;

v) For supine posterior view of the may use curved cassette. Sup-
subscapularis insertion, adjusts ports as needed. Centers. Di-

patient's arms along the sides of rects central ray to joint at

supine body with head resting on 200 to 25" towards elbow.

table.Centers to shoulder joint. viii) For seated or supine inferosu-
Elevates the unaffected shoulder perior axial projection of the

about 15°. Abduct: the affected sh'ulder joint,has patient ab-

arm so that it is at right angles dtct arm of affected side at

to the body. Has patient flex the rLght angles to body and flex

elbow and pronate the hand. Sup- elbow. With supine patient ele-

ports and immobilizes hand. Cen- sates head and shoulders 3 to

ters vertical central ray to the / inches ar,d supports arm.

shoulder joint. '(eeps haud and wrist in lateral

vi) For supine inferesuperior pro- position. Has patient grasp a

jection of coracoid process,
starts to position body as for

support or supports hand. Has
patient turn head away from af-

v, above, centering 1 to 2 iaches fected side. Performer places

proximal to the coracoid process. cassette on edge above should-

Adjusts shoulders to lie in the er as close as possible to

same transverse plane; abducts neck.Supports cassette or tapes

affected arm slightly and has pa into piece. Directs ray (hori-

tient supinate the hand. Di- zontally for supine patient)

rects central ray to the cora- through the exilla to the acro-

coid process at 15° to 300 ceph- mioclavicular articulation.

alad,with the greater angulation
reserved for patients who are

ix) For seated or supine rolled-,
f:flm axial projection of should

round-shouldered. er joint,performer obtains film

vii) For seated superoinferior axial rolled on tube prepared earlier.

projection of the shoulder joint,
performer seats patient sideways

Has patient seated sideways at
end of table or supine. Has pa-

at end of table with shoulder at tient supinate hand and rest it

midline, or on a stool or chair in lap if seated.'Places film
permitting patient to extend af- roll as high in the axilla as

fected shoulder well over cas- possible,adjusted at right

sette placed near end of table angles to table for supine pa-

parallel with long axis. Has pa- tient and horizontal for seated

tient lean over cassette until patient. Has patient brace arm

shoulder joint is centered over to hold roll in position. Di-

film. Has patient rest elbow of rects central ray at right

affected side on table,flex,and angles to acromioclavicular
abduct the arm so that it is at joint or 5° medial or lateral,
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depending on the interest in the
bicipital groove or coracoid
process.

x) For seated or standing hori-
zontal transaxilla projection of
shoulder joint, performer uses
vertical cassette holder that
will accommodate the patient's
head and neck beside the stand
and positions patient seated or
stancUng with affected shoulder
centered frontally to the cas-
sette. Performer has patient
lean directly forward and rest
the upper border of the stnald-
er against cassette, resting
head and-neck beside holder. Di-
rects the central ray horizon-
tally through the axilla region.

xi) For seated semiaxial antero-
posterior projection of gleno-
humeral joint (or semiaxial view
of clavicle and scapular spine),
performer places cassette at
edge of table and seats patient
with back toward and resting
against cassette and edge of
end of table. Has patient sit
erect, Provides any needed sup-
port for forearm without affect-
ing position. Centers cassette
to glenohumeral joint and sup-
ports on sandbags if needed to
elevate to middorsal area. (For
clavicle and scapular spine ad-
justs and supports cassette with
450 wedge.) Directs central ray
to the coracoid process (or
clavicle and/or scapular spine)
at 400 to 450 caudad.

xii) For seated or standing bilateral
AP or PA projections of acro-
mioclavicular articll.ations,
performer notes whether weight
carrying projections are re-
quested. If so, prepares for
unencumbered exposure first,
followed by weight carrying ex-
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posure. Performer uses long
cassette crosSwise in upright
holder or has two cassettes
placed together for wide sub-
jects for simultaneous ex-
posure. Performer has patient
seated or standing in AP or PA
position before holde; cen-
tered to the acromioclavicular
joint% with median sagittal
plane of body at midline of
cassette (or between casset-
tes) Has patient distribute
weight equally on both feet or
on chair. Has patient rest
chest or back against casset-
te(s) for support, with arms
hanging by side unsupported.
Adjusts so that shoulders are
in the same transverse plane.
Directs central ray at right
angles to midline of body at
the level of the centered
joints. For second, weight car-
rying exposure has patient hold
objects of equal weight in each
hand with shJulders hanging re-
laxed and repeats exposure with
second cassette(s).

xiii) For seated or standing unilat-
eral AP projection of acromio-
clavicular articulation, has
patient turn back toward up-
right cassette holder while
seated or standing. Centers to
affected shoulder at the
level of the joint and the
coracoid process and directs
central ray there at 15° ceph-
alad.

xiv) For seated or standing lateral
projection of acromioclavicu-
lar articulation,has patient
face upright cassette holder
while seated or standing. Has
patient place hand of affected
side up under the unaffected-
side axilla. Rotates the un-
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affected Eide 300 to 350 away

from film. Centers to the medi-
al border of the head of the
humerus. Instructs patient to
grasp the side of the cassette
stand and pull affected shoulder
firmly against it when ordered,
just before exposure. May have
patient practice this. Directs
central ray at 15° caudad.

c. For the clavicle and sternoclavi-
cular articulation, performer makes
sure that there is no danger of
fragment displacement or injury or
presence of destructive disease be-
fore using erect positions. Notes
whether bilateral views are re-
quested. Where lordotic posiLion
is called for makes sure that pa-
tient can assume this position. Tf
not, selects alternative axial pro-
jection. Makes sure that patient
is rehearsed for complicated proce-
dures, such as with lateromedial
bilateral body-contact projection
of sternoclavicular articulation
(for which performer makes two ex-
posures without movement of the
part or film),
i) For prone or erect PA projection

of clavicle (AP view) and semi-
axial projection, performer ad-
justs patient's body so that the
clavicle is centered to the mid-
line of table or cassette holder
at the level of coracoid process
with arms alongside of body and
shoulders in a single transverse
plane. Directs central ray at
right angles to film. For semi-
axial projection directs central
ray to the supraclavicular fossa
at 25° to 30° eaudad.

ii) For paired right-angle projec-
tions of the clavicle, performer
has patient assume prone posi-
tion and centers to clavicle.
Arranges body as for PA projec-
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tion. Rests head on cheek of af
fected side. Performer marks
table or cassette tunnel beside
shoulder at a point in line
with midpoint of clavicle. For
first exposure directs central
ray to midpoint of clavicle at
45° caudad. Has patiemt retain
position. For second exposure
inserts cassette and directs
central ray to same point at
45° cephalad.

iii) For supine superoinferior axial
projection of clavicle,elevates
patient's head 2 to 3 inches
and has arms placed alongside
body. Depresses shoulders so
that clavicle is In transverse
plane and has patient turn head
away from affected side. Per-
former places the cassette on
edge at the top of the should-
ers close to the neck and sup-
ports it. Adjusts tube so that
central ray will pass between
the clavicle and st wall as
close to 40° to as pos-
sible. May adjut angle 15° to
25° outward for medial third of
clavicle.

seated or standing AP lor-
dr...ic axial projection of cla-
',idle, performer has patient
stand or sit with back to a
verticle cassette holder. Cen-
ters to the affected shoulder.
Assists patievt to achieve con-
cavity of the :_mbar spine as
seen from the side and outward
convexity of the part. First
has patient place hands in c.om-
fortable position such as clasp
ed over abdomen. Supports lum-
bar region with hand-and has pa
tient lean backward and rest,
neck and shoulder against cas-
sette, with neck flexed. Per-
former adjusts the degree of
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leaning until oronal plane of
clavicle is nearly at right
angles to film. Directs central
ray to inferior border of clavi-
cle at right angles to its cor-
onal plane. Performer has patient
become erect and relax again un-
til performer is ready to make e
posure;then has position repeated

v) For seated axial projection of
clavicle,performer has patient
seated facing end of table. Puts
gonadal shielding in plate and
then places pillow or blankets
on patient's lap so that a cas-
sette can be placed on top at
level of diaphragm. Centers cas-
sette to affected shoulder and
has patient hold cassette or se-
cures into position. Asks patient
to lean forward slightly. May
have patient rest head on sand-
bags placed on edge of table.
Directs central ray anteriorly
at 900 to coronal plane of cla-
vicle.

vi) For bilateral or unilateral PA
projection of sternoclavicular
articulation with body rotation,
performer has patient assume a
prone position on table or stavd
or sit facing upright holder with
arms alongside body. May place
forearms above head for inferior
portion of the articulation. Cen-
ters to midline. For unilateral
study may turn patient's head to
wards the affected side. Centers
to the manubrial notch and di-
rects central ray at right angle
througil the third thoracic ver7
tebra. For bilateral study does
not have patient tun-. head. Cen-
ters as above and directs beam
as above.

vii) For composite lateromedial bi-
lateral body-contact projection
of the sternoclavicular articu-
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lation performer has patient
lie on table in a prone posi-
tion with arms alongside body
and head not turned. Performer
marks the spinous process of
the 3rd thoracic vertebra and
marks a point 6cm. on each side
of this first mark. Centers to
mauubrial notch. Performer ex-
plains to patient that position
ls to be held for two exposures,
one after the other,without the
film being changed. Makes sure
chat equipment is shockproof
and places tube aperture in
contact with the body for each
exposure at the point of entry
for central ray. For first ex-
posure directs central ray at
50 towards the midline to the
second mark (6cm. from the spin
ous process) and places tube in
contact with body. Does not
change film after exposure. For
second exposure directs central
r'y at 50 toward the midline on
le other side to the third
ark (6cm. from the spinous pro
zess on other side) and places
tube in contact with the body.

viii) For PA oblique projection of
sternoclavicular articulation,
performer has patient assume a
prone position on table or stand
or sit facing upright holder
with joint being examined cen-
tered. Positions body or ele-
vates unaffected side so that
the midsagittal plane of the
head and body is at right angle
with film. Has prone patient
flex knee and elbow of elevac.:-.d

side for support. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles through
sternoclavicular articulation.

ix) For lateral recumbent projection
of sternoclavicular articulation
has patient take lateral recum-
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bent position on the affected
side. Centers. Has patient ex-
tend the arm on the affected
side and grasp the end of the
table. Has patient place other
arm on superior surface of body
and grasp dorsal surface of hip
so that shoulder is held in de-
pressed position. Directs central
ray 15° caudad through lower
sternoclavicular articulation.

x) For lateral erect projection of
sternoclavicular articulation,has
patient stand with body at right
angles to upright cassette hold-,
er,centered to manubrial notch.
Has patient fold arms behiud back
and stand straight, with chin
slightly extended. Rotates
shoulders back and checks that
they are level. Directs central
Lay horizontally to center of.

film.
d. For the scapula, performer selects

or checks orders for erect or re-

cumbent positioning:
i) For AP projection of scapula

(posterior view),performer
chooses seated, standing or su-
pine position. Centers to the
affected scapula. Performer ab-
ducts the arm on the affected
side at right angles to body so
that the scapula is drawn out-
ward. Has patient flex elbow.
Supports hand. Does not have
body rotate. Directs central ray
at right angles to midscapular
.area including acromion process
and apex of scapula.

ii) For oblique AP or lateral pro-
jection of scapula,performer
chooses supine, seated,or stand-
ing position. Has patient sit,
stand or lie in AP position and
centers to the scapula. For
oblique AP projection has pa-
tient extend arm upward, flex

elbow and place hand supinated
under head. Has patient turn
away from the affected side.
FOr oblique lateral projection
has patient raise arm and rest

flexed elbow against forehead.
Performer grasps axillary and
vertebrae borders of scapula
between thumb and index fingers
of hand and adjusts rotation
away from affected side so as
to project scapula free of rib

cage. Directs central ray at
right angles to lateral border
of rib cage at mid-scapular
area.

iii) For lateral projection of scap-
ula performer chooses seated or
standing position facing cas,-
sette holder centered to scap-
ula. Has patient place affected
shoulder against cassette hold-

er, flex elbow,and place arm
behind,with back of hand agains
posterior ribs or drawn across
chest. Has patient raise oppo-
site arm and grasp edge of hold

er with hand, rolling the
shoulder anteriorly. Rotates
body until flat surface of scap-
ula is at right angles to film
and centered. Performer may
have affected arm extended up-
ward and with forearm resting
on head to demonstrate acromion
and coracoid processes. May have
affected arm hang beside body
to demonstrate glenohumeral
joint. Directs central ray hori
zontally to the medial border
of the protruding scapula.

iv) For oblique projection,perform-
er chooses seated, standing,or

lateral recumbent position.
Places patient in lateral posi-
tion. Abducts arm at right an-
gles to long axis of body with
elbow flexed and hand against
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patient's head or has patient ex-
tend affected arm obliquely up-
ward with hand against head. Ro-
tates body somewhat forward and
has patient grasp table or hold-
er for support. Directs central
ray at right angles to film be-
tween chest wall and mid-area of
protruding scapula.

v) For supine or prone tangential
projection of scapular spinejper-
former centers to shoulder. With 12.

supine position rotates patient
so that wing cf scapula is par-
allel with table by elevating op-
posite shoulder. Has patient turn
head away from affected part. For
prone position has patient place
arms along sides of body and ad-
justs shoulders to lie in a sin-
gle transverse plane. Has patient
rest head on chin and supinate
hand on affected side. Uses wedge
to elevate shoulder and upper
arm until scapula is parallel
with table. Performer directs
central ray through scapular
spine at 450 caudad for supine 13.

and 450 cephalad for prone pa-
tient.

vi) For standing tangential projec-
tion of scapula spine,performer
uses a vertical cassette holder

that will accammodate patient's
head at the side. For seated pro
jection, performer seats patient
in front of cassette holder with
back toward and resting against
end of table. Centers to should-
er. Has standing patient lean
forward at a 450 angle and rest
shoulder against cassette,with
head resting at the side. For
seated patient places and cen-
ters cassette at end of table
adjusted to an angle of 450 with
sandbags or wedge. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles to film

through the anterosuperior as-
pect of shoulder at a postero-
inferior angle of 45°.

e. If, during positioning, patient
shows sIgns of severe pain, per-
former may notify appropriate phy-
sician at once and await orders or
may decide on alternative position-
ing to alioid movement of the af-

fected part.

Performer checks final positioning by
using light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points the
light beam towards the part. Adjusts
the collimator opening to correspond
to the film size (or the size of the

unshielded area of the film to .be ex-
posed). Uses cross-hair shadows as re-
ference for center of field. Checks
that primary beam will enter the cen-
ter of the area of interest at the
selected angle to the film so as to
project the view desired. May read-
just tube position lengthwise or
crosswise to provide better centering.

/
Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized performer adjusts the
collimator. Either collimates, so that
a small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film or colli-
mates further so as to expose only
the area of interest (and thus pro-
vide maximum protection and detail).
For small fields perforMer may attach
auxiliary extension cone to colli-

mator to further reduce the primary
beam.

14. Performer may add lead shielding to
areas that will be in the primary

path of the beam but are not included
in the areas of interest. Makes sure
that protective shielding has been

*
provided to patient and everyone who

/

will remain in roam.
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15. Throughout prucedure performer observes posure by pressing hand trigger or

patient for any signs of emergency and/
or to prevent or respond to an accident,
With fractured humerus or shoulder gir-

exposure co-zrol button.

a. While exposure is underway per-

dle is alert to signs of nausea, dizzi- former checks that mA meter re-

ness, or sweat, suggesting faintness,
Performer may have patient lie down,
lower head or raise legs. Notifies

cords appropriate current as set,
that kVp meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-

nurse. If patient shows any other emer- tion such as line surge or exces-

gency signs, loses consciousness,or has sive drop; may listen for sound of

an accident, performer calls appropri- noimal functioning of equipment.

ate physician or nurse at once. May de- If there is malfunction may de-

cide to prollide emergency first aid as cide to report; anticipates need

well. to repeat exposure.
c. With phototimer notes whether

16. When everything is ready for the ex- backup timer has been involved in

posure, performer explains to patient terminating exposure before photo-

what breath control will be used for timed exposure was completed. If

exposure such as holding breath, breath- so, anticipates possible need to

ing in and holding,or breathing out and repeat exposure (due to underex-

holding,when told to do so by perform- posure if premature cut-off, or
er and until told to relax. Has patient overexposure due to faulty timer).

prepare to breathe in and hold for d. After exposure is completed tells

lateral transthoracic, right-angle patient that he or she can relax.

clavicle,lordotic axial, lateral stern- e. If the exposure is terminated by

oclavicular articulation,and AP scap- a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-

ula projections. Has patient exhale and nical factors for possible over-

hold for shoulder views such as AP pro- load or checks for overload else-

jection, teres minor insertion, bici- where on circuit. Anticipates need

pital groove, subscapularis insertion,
coracoid process, glenoid fossa, axial

to repeat exposure.

projections,and for PA projections of 18. Performer returns to patient. Removes

clavicle and sternoclavicular articu- -

lation. Has patient prepare to hold
breath for all others. Reminds patient

.cassette or film holder from table,
floor or bucky.

about those exposures in which position a. Removes any markers for further

is to be retained for a second expo- use. If multiple views are to be

sure. Performer observes the patient's taken on the film, removes leaded

movement until the moment that the ex- rubber mask and remasks all but

posure is made. Readjusts position if next area to be exposed.

warranted. b. If the patient is being examined
for a possible fracture or if so

17. The performer returns to control room. requested, performer arranges to

Makes sure controls are properly set have the first exposure processed

I and patient is still in position. Tells at once and brought to the appro-

patient when to take a deep breath, en- priate radiologist.

hale,and/or hold still by calling or c. Depending on whether radiologist

using intercom. Performer initiates ex- will evaluate radiographs before

9 9
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Task Code No. 357

This is page 19 of 20 for this task.

: Elements Fu

,fflpletion of all possible expo-
sures for the series, performer ar-
ranges to process film(s) and eval-
uate for quality control personally,
haye this done, or bring to dark-
room for processing and later eval-
uation, based on time available, in-
stitutional arrangements or speci-
fic instructions. Attaches ID card
for use with flasher if appropriate.
May sign requisition.

d. While films are being processed and/

or evaluated performer has patient
relax in examination room or hold-
ing area. Explains what will happen

next.
i) Performer determines whether pa-

tient should remain on table and/

or in room or requires observe-
May consult requisition

shet or attending RN. If appro-
prilte, makes sure that patient
will be attended while waiting.

ii) If appropriate, moves x-ray tube
and any protruding film holder
away from patient before patient
rises.

iii) May decide to assist patient to
chair or stretcher or from
table. Makes sure patient is re-
minded of any footrest in step-
ping off table.

19. When (or if) performer learns from the

radiologist the extent of the injury
and/or whether further conventional
views and/or positions can be under-

taken, eliminated or altered, per-
former proceeds as appropriate accord-

ing to instructions.

a. For further exposures performer re-
peats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification
of film holder or cassette and use
or R-L marker, selection and set-
ting of technique for next view
(if different), positioning patient

List Elements Fully

and equipment for focus-object-
film alignment, proper collimation
and shielding, and making exposure,

as described above.
b. Performer refrains from commenting

on the films or providing any in-

terpretation.
c. If performer is asked to repeat

any exposures, makes sure that the
additional exposures are warranted
medically, since additional radia-
tion will be incurred.
i) Notes whether need to repeat is

due to performer's own negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future

"retakes."
ii) If request for retakes reflects

malfunctioning equipment per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of a radiologist,per-
former notes for future work
done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

20. When performer is sure that the ex-
amination has been completed, per-
former may have pat.lent transported
back to holding area or next location

or decides to do personally, as appro
priate. Makes sure that none of the
equipment is projecting over the pa-
tient before allowing patient to rise

from stool or table,and assists pa-
tient as described above.

21. Performer carries out termination'
steps for the examination:

a. Performer has equipment and exami-
nation table cleaned after use or

decides to do personally,depending
on institutional arrangements.

b. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
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dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken, the
technical factors used and film
sizes; may record the number of ex-
posures made of each view including
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any problem
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. If any views cal-
led for in the initial request Could
not be obtained, performer may re-
cord reasons. Signs requisition
sheet.

c. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book, or has
this done, depending on institu-
tional procedures.

d. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

.

.

. .

. .
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 358

This is page 1 of 16 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,positioned,mea-
sured;technical factors selected and set;film iden-
tified;technique for multiple views and/or magnifi-
cation set up;exposures made;radiographs sent for
processing and evaluation;procedures repeated as
appropriate for full set of views;patient returned;
examination recorded;radiographs placed for use.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only, certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID b7ecelet,
technical history;pen;x-ray machine control nanel(s)
tube,table,collimator,extension cones;technique
chart;charts for conversion of technique,stardard ex
amination views,dosage,tube capacity;cassetes or
non-screen film holders;verticai film stand.;leaded
rubber shielding;R and L and ID markers;immobiliza-
tion devices;chair;stool;calipers;tape;scissors;band
age;stretcher or wheelchair;film tunnel;weight-bear-
ins-bench

3. Is there a reCipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . (t No...

Yes to q. ame tne ina o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Non-pediatric patient to be radiographed;radiolo4ic
technologist; radiologist; nurse

.411
Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-,
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-pediatric
patient scheduled for radiog-
raphy of the toes, feet or ankle
joint:

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

b. From co-worker.
c. After having arranged requi-

sitions in order of priority.

.
Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking plain film radiographs of toes,foot and/or
ankle joint of non-pediatric patient by reviewing re-
quest;reporting observed contraindications;reassurin
pt.;measuring part;setting up for multiple views and/
or magnification technique;selecting and setting
technical factors;identifying film;positioning pt.and
equipment for erect or recumbent views;providing
shielding;collimating;making exposures;having radio-
graphs processed and reviewed;repeating for full set
of views or as ordered;having pt. returned;placing
radiographs for use;recording examination.

102

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-

formation provided.

a. Performer checks the ex-
aminations called for in-
cluding the parts involved,
the affected side, whether
bilateral or unilateral
studies, the requested pa-
tient positions and views,
the number of exposures,
the central beam angda-
tion, the area of interest
to be included, whether
foreign body localization
or fracture fragment align-
ment is required, whether
weight-bearing views are
requested. Notes any re-
quest for magnification.
Checks the name of the re-
ferring physician.

b. Performer reads patient's
name,identification number,
sex, age, weight. Notes
whether patient is in-pa-

OK-RP.RR.RR
. C ec ere i t

is a master sheet.. X



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 358

This is page 2 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Fully

tient, out patient, or emergency pa-
tient. Notes any special information
that will affect patient positioning,
technique, or handling of the pa-
tient, such as presence of fracture,
suspected fracture, presence of plas-
ter cast, splints (to be left in
place or removed by a staff physi-
cian), whether patient will be on a
stretcher or wheelchair, and any no-
tation on the nature of any known
pathology which would affect techni-
que (such as bone infection), and the
purpose of the study.

c. With foreign body notes suspected
location and entry site. With stress
study of ankle notes whether ortho-
pedic surgeon or physician mill in-
ject local anesthetic and/or posi-
tion patient. Notes whether special
accessories such as film tunnel,spe-
cial weight bearing bench with film
slot will be required.

d. Performer checks whether patient iE
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling such
as heart disease, communicable or
infectious condition, infirmity, in-
coherence; whether patient has IV
drip, oxygen supply, catheters or
similar devices in place; whether
patient will be accompanied by nurse
or other staff person.

e. If performer is not already assigned
to examination room (and a particu-
lar machine) notes the room or ma-
chine involved. Goes to examination
room or control room for machine in-
volved.

f. If magnification has been requested,
performer checks that the machine to
be used has a fractional focal spot
of appropriate size for direct magni
fication technique (i.e. 0.3 mm or
smallei). If patient will be stand-
ing on bench or table top (such as
for weight bearing studies) makes
sure that equipment,particularly
overhead system,is shock-proof.

103
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g. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet is
complete. Checks whether any spe-
cial orders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad expo-
sure,involved for the examination.

h. Depending on institutional proce-
dures performer may review patient
radiation exposure history,prior
record of techniques used,and cum-
ulative exposure. NotiCes whether
examination has been done elsewhere
in recent past,whether amount of ex
posures ordered or done in the past
should be brought to radiologist's
attention.

i. Depending on institatonal proce-
dures performer notes whether fe-
male patient is pregnant,reviews
date of female patient's last men-
strual period,or notes any other in
dication that there is no danger of
exposure of a knowh or possible
fetus. Notes shielding needed.

j. If patient's record indicates or-
ders for sedation,injection of
local anesthetic cr any other prior
medication performer may check tim-
ing to be sure a proper elapse of
time has occurred for medication to
take effect. May notify MD or RN
when ready. May arrange to delay
examination if appropriate.

k. If referring physician has request-
ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and
if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

2. .If the performer determines that the
request is not properly authorized,
is incomplete, or that sufficient in-
formation is lackinc for performer to
select technique or to properly posi-
tion or care for patient, or if per-
former considers that there may be Lon
traindications to going ahead with the
procedure, performer notifies super-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 358

3 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

visor, radiologist, or other designated
staff person,depending on institutional
procedures. Explains the problem if
appropriate and proceeds after obtain-
ing needed information, signature,or
orders.

. When performer is clear about what will
be involved in examination, he or she
prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any.newly posted
changes in technical factors (to re-
flect ccomodation for change in
machine output or a policy deci-
sion).

b. Performer washes hands as appropri-
ate; depending on patient's condi-
tion, may decide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontamina-
tion techniques.

c. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel for x-ray generator
and checks that indicator light
shows that machine is "warmed up,"
or turns on main switch as appro-
priate to equipment'and anows time
for machine to"warm up." If appro-
priate, performer may set radio-
graphy mode selector and set colli-
mator control for manual operation.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
iMmobilization devices such as sand-
bags, wedge sponges, gauze bandage,
tape are present and that there is
a mattress, pads, pillows and/or
blankets for comfort of patient if
patient will lie on table. .

e. Checks that there is leaded rubber
shielding available in room to be
used to mask film, protect the pa-
tient, and/or to place beneath the
film holder, as appropriate.

f. Performer prepares for identificg-
tics of the films using equLpme'.t
provided by institution:
i) May obtain lead numerals and

tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate
patient identification informa-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on card
if not received with requisi-
tion,

iii Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use.

g. For weight bearing studies of the

foot performer obtains a low bench
constructed with a slot in the cen-
ter to hold film holder vpright
while patient stands with feet to-
gether on either side of film hol-
der, or prepares such a bench by
taping blocks together to elevate
feet to tube level.and support film
holder and lead mat. For subtalar
joint studies performer may obtain
a filM tunnel (to permit several

separate exposures without reposi-
tioning the foot).

4. If magnification has been requested,
performer prepares the equipment for
the tube-over table method of magni-
fication:

a. Performer determines the degree of
magnification-requested on the re-
quisition sheet; if the request is
expressed as an area magnification
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square

1 0 4
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List Elements Fully
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List Elements Fully
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root. (Linear magnification squared ever the table top in the ap-
equals area magnification.) proximate area 1...There the pa-

b. Performer calculates the required tient's area of interest will

distances from target (focal spot) be positioned, such as on table.
to object (patient) (TOD), and from ii) Performer swings the table out

object to film (OFD), as well as the of the way so that there is no

distance from target to film (TFD) obstruction between the tube and

(the sum of TOD and OFD): the floor. (Does not change
i) If the distance from the table height.) If appropriate,places

top to a film holder placed on a stool on the floor under the

the floor or a stool (OFD) will tube. May place lead shielding

be a relatively inflexible dis- on floor or on stool. May place

tam:, performer measures this film holder of appropriate size

diFtance or reads indicator on floor or stool. Performer
scale. (If stool is to be used,
may note the table height.) Per-

selects the size film designated
for the degree of magnification

former may adjust table height and :he selected part to be

to provide for a round number for studied.

the OFD. iii) Performer adjusts the collima-

ii.) If the distance from the focal tion to correspond to the field

spot to the table top (TOD) will size anticipated (fur the TOD

be the relatively inflexible dis- involved).

tance, performer determines what iv) Performer activates the light .. .

this is by measuring or reading the collimator and adjusts the
appropriate indicator scale on tube horizontally so that the

tube housing. Performer may ad- light beam cast is centered to

just tube height to provide a the film holder or lead shield-

round number for the TOD. . ing on the stool or floor. Uses
iii) Depending on whether the OFD or the cross-hairs projected by the

the TOD is fixed, performer cal- beam to center the tube to the

culates the required complemen- area on the floor or stool.
tary distance by referring to a v) Performer locks the tube into

magnification chart for the de- position so that there is a 900

gree of linear magnification re- angle of the beam with the floor

quired, or uses the formula: or stool. Fixes and retains col-

degree of linear magnification limator setting.

equals TFD divided by TOD. For vi) Performer marks the outline of

a two-times linear magnification the collimated light area or

performer simply sets the TOD film holder on the floor or

equal to the OFD. stool or on the lead shielding

iv) Performer adjusts and locks the using tape or other removable

table height and/or the tube
height to the calculated OFD and

marker. If not already done,
checks by placing film holder

TOD. in marked area. May mark center

c. Performer 'aligns the object-film of area as shown by cross-

and target-object distances: hairs.

i) Performer moves the x-ray tube vii) Performer swIngs table back into

housing until it is centered place. Activates light beam in
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Task Code NO. 358

This is page 5 of 16 for this task.

ON

collimator and marks the table
top where the center ,zross-hairs
and light outline are projected
(to be used to center the part
to be radiographed). Uses tape
or other radiolucent removable
marker.

viii) Performer may recheck TOD and
OFD to be sure that they corre-
spond to the calculated dis-
tances.

d. For magnification technique using a
vertical film holder, performer may
wait until patient has been brought
into examination room. Adjusts up-
right holder to appropriate height;
adjusts x-ray tube to right angle
projection of beam to film holder;
centers to the film; measures and
adjusts mOD to patient's position
and mark, patient's position; mea--
sures and adjusts OFD from patient's
position as marked.

e, If the sum of the new TO5 and OFD
(TFD) is now different from tl-e TFD
used for non-magnification tecnni-
que, performer may consult technique
chart to note the factor to use for
a compensatOry change in mAs. May
record for later use in setting ex-
posure factors.

f. Performer may also note the change
in kVp and mAs necessary to compen-
sate for any change in collimation
from non-magnification technique.
Consults appropriate charts for con-
version factors. May record.

5. Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared for the
examination (if not already done), or
decides to do personally.

a. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from dressing
room. May decide to assist in trans
porting patient from holding area or
have this done.

IIIMMINMEMOMMS".53M.M.M.. MINNIMMIMMOI.M.M.IIMMMit

List Elements Full

b. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff perscn and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition.
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelei-
or other identifier. If patio.0
is accompanied because of ,Jer:U:,us-
ness of condition, perform,
with accompanying staff illmber on
any special precautions necessary
during procedure.

c. Has patient assume a comfortable
position seated on table or chair.
If patient is in wheelchair, moves
patient in chair into position next
to table. If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher into
position so:that radiolucent
stretcher can be lifted with pa-
tient on it from wheeled base to
x-ray table Otherwise arranges if
necessary to move patient to table
or use upright film holder with pa-
tient remaining on stretcher.

d. Performer explains to patient what
will be involved in the procedure;
indicates what types of positions
the patient will be asked to assume
and the cooperation that will be
asked of the patient.

e. Performer answers patient's non-med
ical questions honestly;attempts to
reassure patient and develop confi-
dence. Treats patient with dignity
and concern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains aware that patien
may be frightened and/Or in pain.
Performer explains when askee medi-
cal questions that it is not appro-
priate for technologist to answer
these; encourages patient to speak
to physician.

f. If patient has an IV drip in place,
performer checks that needle has
not become dislodged-and that the
fluid is dripping at an even rate.
If there are any problems, perform-
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List Elosents Full

er clamps tube and notifies'appro-
priate staff member at once.

g. If appropriate and not already done,
performer questions female patient
of child bearing age regarding pos-
sible pregnancy. If there is any
possibility that patient is preg-
nant and this has not already been
recordea, performer informs appro-
priate physician and proceeds only
with approval.

6. Performer questions patient and/or RN
or MD present on what movement is pos-
sible in the affected extremity and on
the opposite side; may question patient
about any injury or pain to determine
what mobility is possible and what po-
sitions are available for use.

a. Performer evaluates whether patient
should be seated on a chair on x-ray
table or on floor, or should be re-
cumbent on table. With cardiac con-
ditIon chooses seatea or recumbent
position over standing position.

b. Performer evaluates whether patient
can tolerate having the affected
part placed flat on film holder or
requires ...lternative positioning
with use of an angulation block.

c. Determines whether conventional
flexion can be utilized in the
joints involved, and whether film
holders can be placed in conven-
tional positions or need to be used
in upright holders or supported by
angle wedges. If movement is limited
or fracture is suspected, performer
decides on alternative x-ray tube
and patient positions to use to
accomplish the equivalent radio-
graphy with a minimum of movement
by the patient. May decide to use
upright film holder in appropriate
positions to accomplish this.

d. Performer considers the number and
types of projections ordered for the

examination and the patient's con-
dition. Performer may consider a
change from standard projections
to better accomplish the purpose .

of the exaurInation, or deletion of

a position 3r a change in technical

factors. Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may obtain
permission from appropriate radio-
logist or decides personally to .

alter the standard procedure.

7. Performer selects speed,type of film,

cassette or nonscreen film holders,or

prepared packets of dental or occlu-
sal film,depanding on institutional
practice; selects film and holder
sizes based on the size of the part
and the number of exposures planned

for each film. Considers the areas
to be included on film, whether bi-
lateral (side-by-side), and the needs
of magnification technique. Performer
makes sure that an adequate supply
*I loaded cassettes or film holders

the sizes Selected are available
in the examination room. If not,
arranges to obtain or decides to ob-

tain personally.

8. Performer prepares for the examina-

tion:

a. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded non-screen film holder

or cassette for the first projec-

tion.
b. If several views will be taken on

one film, performer mentally de-
cides how these will be positioned
so that the film need not be turned

for viewing each image. Performer
uses leaded rubber sheets and
masks the film holder completely
except for the area to be exposed.
For weight bearing studies of the
foot performer masks the lower haif

of the film holder.Performer treats
the area tc be.exposed from this
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point as though it were the actual
film size.

c. Performer attaches identification
information to the film holder or
table top:
i) Piaces right or left marker on

film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on ap-
propriate corner of film holder.

iii) If patient's identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rubber
on appropriate edge of holder.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

d. Performer places the film holder in
a position that can be comfortably
reached by the patient in final po-
sitioning. May place leaded rubber
sheet under film holder.
i) If magnification technique is to

be used, performer places film
holder in marked position on
floor or stool.

ii) If appropriate to make possible
minimal movement of patient,
performer may place upright
holder at right angles to table
top or in ether position to hold
film.

e. If not already done, has patient re-
move shoes and hose from both feet;
may arrange to have patient's be-
longings checked or decides to do
personally.

f. If the study relates to a single
toe, performer may tape or u$e

-ist Elements Full

gauze to hold the toe or toes
other than the one being examined
in a flexed position to avoid
being superimposed in the view.

g. If thPre is a splint or cast on an
injured area, performer has RN or
MD carry out any orders on re-
moval. If there is a wet dressing,
performer has it reinforced or de-
cides to do personally.

h. Performer provides patient and
everyone who will remain in room
during exposure with protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cauSe for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation ex-
posure.

9. Performer has patient assume a com-
fortable recumbent, seated, or stand-
ing nooition depending on the posi-
tions to be employee., so that the
.part(s) to be radiographed can be
measured in position.

7

a. If appropriate, plat:es mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table.

b. performer may decide to assist pa-
tient from wheelchair or stretcher
to table or has this done. May
obtain help. Makes sure that no ,

equipment is in the way and may be
collided.ulth by patient.

c. If assisting patient step on
footstool in order to get on table,
helps patient turn into position,
step back5iards on stool, and then
sit end/or lie on table.

d. Performer uses centineter calipers
to measure the thickness of the
part(s) to be radiographed in the
direction in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from tube to
film. Records for use in determin-
ing exposure factors.
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e. After measuring,has patient rest
in as relaxed a position as pos-
sible. May place pad, blanket or
pillow under bony prominances to
provide comfort.

10. Performer selects the exposure factors
for the first projection by consulting
the technique chart(s) posted for the
machine:

a. Locates the information needed for
the body part and projection in-
volved according to the centimeter
thickness of the part as measured
and the collimated field size to
be used. Makes Sure that technique
relates to the combination of film
type and speed and use or nonuse of
other accessories.

b. Makes note of the kVp, mA,T(seconds
of exposure time),focal spot size,
and the focal film distance (TFD or
FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time
are determined, performer notes
whether any conversions are neces-
sary to account for a pathological
condition, a change in TFD, the
preference of the radiologist in-
volved, and any other conversion
needed such as with magnification
technique. Performer looks up nu-
merical conversion factors and cal-
culates,or uses conversion charts
to ascertain the appropriate new
exposure factor 'N.Vp, mA and/or
time). Multiplies, divides,adds,
or subtracts as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or unfam-
iliar exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure that
technique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the
focal spot size to be used. If ap-
propriate, performer reconverts the
technique to an equivalent output
using higher kVP and lower mAs.

1iU

11.
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Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized.

b. If appropriate,checks line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns com-
pensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

c. Performer sets milliamperage by
choosing selectors for the cor-
rect focal spot size; sets the
mA selected.

d. Performer selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired.

e. Pf.trformer sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major kilvvoltage and minor kilo-
voltage settings to produce the
desired kVp.

f. Depending on the equipment, may set
controls to provide for manual
tableside adjustment of table
and tube height, position, and of
collimation (unless these have al-
ready been set,as with magnifica-
tion technique).

g. Performer returns to overhead unit
and sets the focal-film distance
(if not already done, as with mag-
nification technique). Operates
controls or manually moves the
x-ray tube into place over the film
holder (or at right angles to up-
right holder). Checks the focal-
film distance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; adjusts
up or down until the required FFD
is obtained.

. Performer plau:s the part to be ra-
diographed in the'final position se-
lected for the first exposure. Makes'..
sure that correct foot and part are
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being positioned. For young patients
may plan to film unaffected side for
comparison. Centers part and keeps the,
long axis of the part parallel to the
film holder. May explain or demonstrate
to patient what is required. May obtain
help in positioning. Positions as fol-
lows (unless nonconventional position-
ing is being used):

a. For the toes, performer centers with
reference to the distal ends of the
metatarsal bones so that the central
ray will enter the film vertically
at the secor.1 metatarsophalangeal
joint of an affected toe or of the
third toe if all the toes are to be
radiographed.

Performer has the patient lie in a
prone or supine position, depending
on the projection, or seated ap-
propriately.
i) For AP or dorsoplantar (superior

surface of foot-to-sole) projec-
tion (posterior or plantodorpal
view) performer has the patient
flex the knee and place the sole
of the foot on the film holder
so that the particular toe (or
all the toes) is (are) centered
on the film holder (or the un-
masked area). May use sponge be-
tween knees and/or compression
band to support and immobilize.
Performer may place a 15° foam
wedge under the foot and above
the film holder so that the toes
are elevated near the base of the
wedge.

ii) For' PA or plantodorsal (sole of
foot-to-superior surface) pro-
jection (anterior or dorsoplan-
tar view) performer has patient
assume a prone position with the
toes elevated on small sandbags
so that the toes are in a hori-
zontal plane.

Performer places film holder
under toes with midline parallel
to the long axis of the foot and
centered appropriately.

iii) For oblique projection performer
positions as for AP projection.
Then has patient rotate foot and
leg internally or externally for
450 depending on the toe(s) in-
volved. May use a foam wedge.
Supports elevated heel with
sandbag and immobilizes.

iv) For a lateral projection per-
former has the patient assume a
lateral recumbent position on
the unaffected side. Has pa-
tient extend the affected ex-
tremity while performer supports
with sandbags. With great toe
performer rotates the foot as'
necessary to obtain a true lat-
eral position; immobilizes. For
lesser toes, adjusts to true
lateral position on film holder
or places the film packet of
dental or occlusal film,pebbled
side up, between the toe being
examined and the lower adjacent
toe; adjusts foot so that toe
and film are in horizontal posi-
tion and supports elevated heel.

b. For the first metatarsophalangeal
joint and sesamoid bones, performr
er centers with reference to the
first metatarsophalangeal joint.
i) For axial projection performer

has patient lie prone on the
x-ray table. Elevates the ankle
on the affected side and puts
a folded towel or pad under the
knee. Has patient rest the
great toe on the table while
dorsiflexing the first joint.
Adjusts so that the ball of the
foot is at right angles to the
long axis of the big toe. Per-
former places a packet of oc-
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clusal film in contact with the
undersurface of the ball of the
foot, centers, and supports with
a sandbag.

Performer may seat the patient
on the table and adjust foot so
that the medial border is verti-
cal and the sole of the foot is
at a 75° angle with the film
holder. Performer has patient
flex toes and tapes into posi-
tion.

ii) For lateromedial projection per-
former has patient lie in a lat-
eral recumbent position on the
unaffected side with knees flex-
ed. Partially extends the extrem-
ity under study and places sand-
bags under knee and foot so that
the foot is in the lateral posi-
tion and the metatarsophalangeal
joint is at right angles with the
table. Places a packet of occlu-
sal film under the lower meta-
tarsal region and centers. Im-
mobilizes foot. Performer adjusts
the x-ray tube so that the cen-
tral ray will enter the promi-
nence of the first metatarso-
phalangeal joint at an angle of
40° cephalad.

c. For the foot,performer centers with
reference to the appropriate meta-
tarsal bone. Makes sure that patient
is rehearsed for complicated proce-
dures,such as with request for pes-
planus or pes-cavus films for de-
formity of the longitudinal arch
(for which performer makes weight-
bearing composite AP (dorsoplantar)
projection involving two exposures
without movement of the part or
film,and makes lateral weight-bear-
ing axial projection with one ex-
posure of each foot with patient
standing on special bench). If re-

quest is for foreign body localiza-
tion or position or alignment of
fracture fragments,performer makes
AP (dorsoplantar) and lateral pro-
jections. For foreign body.locali-
zation performer determines the
point of entry and tapes a small
lead marker over the point.
.i) For AP (dorsoplantar) projection

to obtain posterior (plantodor-
sal) view,performer has patient
seated on chair or table or ly-
ing on table in supine position.
Has patient flex knee on af-
fected side so that the sole of
the foot rests on the table,cen-
tered on film holder to the
proximal end of the third meta-
tarsal, with long axis of film
and foot parallel. As an alter-
native, performer may hold film
holder in contact with the plan-
tar surface of the foot using an
angulation block. Performer uses
sponges and/or compression bands
to immobilize; may place a non-
skid mat to keep film holder
from slipping on table. Depend-
ing on orders, positions tube
to enter centered part at right
angles to film or at 15° ceph-
alad.

.ii) For lateral projection performer
places patient in recumbent po-
sition,preferably with the me-
dial side of the foot in contact
with the film holder (laterome-
dial projection and mediolateral
view). Elevates the knee so that
the patella is at right angles
with the table and plantar sur-
face of foot is perpendicular to
film. Centers film holder to
proximal end of fifth metatar-
sal with long axis of film and
foot parallel. If the lateral
side of the foot will be in con-
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tact with film,has patient dorsi-
flex foot enough to accomplish
similar positioning. Immobilizes
as appropriate.

iii) For composite weight-bearing
dorsoplantar (AP) projection
(giving an axial view of the
foot), performer has patient
stand erect on floor or table de-
pending on equipment. Instructs
patient not to touch any over-
head mechanism and repeats in-
structions on holding foot being
studied in place for two expo-
sures, one with unaffected foot
placed one step behind, andsulth
second exposure,with unaffected
foot placed one step before the
foot being studied. Places film
holder in position centered under
the foot. For first exposure
places x-ray tube in front of pa-
tient with a posterior angulation
of 15° centered to the scaphoid.
For the second exposure, with
foot and film unmoved, places
x-ray tube behind patient with
an anterior angulation of 25°
centered to the posterior sur-
face of the ankle.

iv) For lateral weight-bearing view
of longitudinal arch, performer
takes film holder which has been
masked on lower half and places
in film well of special bench or
between prepared blocks. In-
structs patient not to touch
overhead equipment and has pa-
tient stand erect on bench or
blocks with the unmasked film
between feet, and weight equally
balanced on both feet. Centers
film holder to the base of the
fifth metatarsal of the feet. In-
.structs patient to retain posi-
tion after first exposure so that

..

film can be removed, reversed,
remasked,and reinserted for
second view of other foot. Per-
former adjusts tEe tube to the
foot being radiographed so that
it is horizontal and so that the
centra/ ray enters the lateral
surface at right angles to the
film at the centered point.

v) For oblique projection (oblique
plantodor,sal) performer places
the patient in lateral recumbent
position on the affected side
with knees flexed. Has patient
extend the affected leg and ro-
tate foot laterally until the
sole forms a 45° angle with, the
plane of the film. May have pa-
tient assume prone position with
affected foot elevated on sand-
bags and dorsal surface resting
on film holder. Rotates heel
medially or laterally depending
on the metatarsal interspaces
to be viewed.

For oblique dorsoplantor projec-
tion has patient lie in supine
position, flex knee of affected
side and place sole of foot on
table on film holder. Then has
patient rotate leg medially or
laterally as appropriate. Sup-
ports elevated side of foot.

d. For the subtalarjoint, performer
notes which joint surfaces (ante-
rior, middle and/or posterior ar-
ticulations) are to be shown.
i) For anterior subtalar articula-

tion, oblique lateral projec-
tion, performer has patient
take semisupine or seated posi-
tion and turn away from affected
side. Has patient flex knee on
affected side, place ankle joint
in near right-angle flexion and
lean leg and foot medially. Ad-
justs leg so that long axis is
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in line with long axis of foot. top where the film holder will
Supports the knee and places foam be placed so that after the foot
wedge under each side of the foot is positioned (on the tunnel)
and ankle. Adjusts tube so that for a given projection a sep-
central ray enters vertically arate film can be used for each
somewhet distal and anterior to exposure without repositioning
the lateral malleolus. foot. Has patient assume a su-

ii) For middle articulation, oblique pine position with support
lateral projection, has patient under each knee and unaffected
lie on affected side in lateral ankle. Performer loops a strip
recumbent position with unaffect- of bandage around the ball of
ed knee comfortably flexed and the foot and has patient pull
supported. Has patient extend the
affected foot. Centers on film

this to dorsiflex foot and main-
tai right-angle flexion at then

I

holder so-that ball of foot is
angled forward about 25°. Ele-

ankle joint.

vates heel and immobilizes foot. For lateral oblique projections

Directs central ray to ankle has patient rotate leg and foot

joint at eccentric angle of 50 45° laterally in right-angle
anterior, 23° distal. flexion and provides support.

iii) For medial oblique axial projec- Angles central beam 15° cranial-
tion of middle articulation has ly 'for first exposure with cen-

patient seated on table with tral ray directed somewhat dis-
weight on unaffected side and tal and anterior to medial mal-
hip and thigh flexed or semire- leolus. For subsequent exposures

cumbent. Has patient rotate leg
and foot medially and rest side

changes angulation as ordered.

of foot and ankle against foam For medial oblique projections
wedge. Provides support for rotates as above but in medial
knee. Has patient maintain a dirLction and centers central
dorsiflexed position by pulling ray towards midpoint of imagi-

on a bandage strip that perform- nary line between the most prom-
er loops around ball of the foot. . inert point of the lateral mal-

leolus and the base of the fifth
For lateral oblique axial pro-
jection of posterior articula-

metatarsal. Adjusts tube 40°,
30°, 20°, and 10° cephalad for

tion,performer positions as in the series of projections or as
(ii), above, or as just describ- ordered.
ed, but with lateral rotation in- e. For the calcaneus (os calcis) (bi-
stead of medial. Directs central lateral: calcanei), performer note
ray somewhat distal to medial whether patient is to be studied
malleolus at 10° cephalad for bilaterally (both feet on one
both lateral or medial oblique view) or unilaterally, and whether
view,

iv) If request is for right angle
a weight bearing view is required.
If so, instructs patient not to

oblique views at different cen- touch any overhead apparatus.

tral ray angulations,performer i) For plantodorsal (PA)projection
places a film tunnel on table performer has patient assume a

-
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supine or seated position with
both legs fully extended (for bi-
lateral study). Centers film
holder under ankles to include
both joints. Performer loops a
strip of gauze bandage around the
balls of the feet and has patient
pull so that'ankles are at right
angle dorsiflexion. If this is
not possible, performer elevates
extremities to obtain position
in which the soles of the feet
are at right angles to table top.
Angles tube at 400 cephalad to
the soles of the feet, entering
the plantar surfaces at the base
of the fifth metatarsals.

ii) For recumbent dorsoplantar (AP)
projection has patient assume
prone position with both legs
fully extended (for bilateral
study). Elevates ankles so that
soles are at right angles to
table,and places vertical film
holder against soles of feet.
Centers as above and so that cen-
tral ray is at 40° with plane of
film.

iii) For weight bearing dorsc.plantar
projection has patient stand on
film holder. For unilateral study
has patient place opposite foot
one step forward. Centers film to
long axis of calcaneus with pos-
terior surface of heel(s) at edge
of film. Places tube at 450 an-
terior directed through poster-
ior surface as described above.

iv) For lateral projection has pa-
tient lie on affected side with
knees flexed. Has patient par-
tially extend affected extremity.
Centers calcaneus over center of
film and rotates until a true
lateral is obtained with long
axis of film parallel with plan-
tar surface of heel. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles to the
film holder at center of art.

List Elements Fully

f. For the ankle (tarsus) performer
notes whether the projections re-
quested involve stress studies. If
so, may have orthopedic surgeon or
other physician adjust foot into
stress position and hold, strap or
indicate to performer that patient
can hold position using bandage
strip looped around ball of foot.
i) For stressed AP projection(s)

(posterior views) performer
usually works with patient al-
ready positioned (seated) on
table with leg extended. If ap-
propriate, loops gauze around
ball of foot. Has plantar sur-
face of foot at right angles to
film holder. Has patient hold
bandage so that foot is inverted
as much as possible for inver-
sion study,or everted for ever-
sion study. Supports knee and
braces plantar surface. Centers
ray at right angles to film
through the midportion of the
ankle mortise in line with the
tip of the medial malleolus.

ii) For oblique views of the ankle
perforner has patient take su-
pine position. Centers film hold
er to the ankle joint. Rotates
entire leg and thigh to 450 ex-
ternally for a lateral oblique
projection. For medial oblique
elevates hip and rotates leg and
thigh 45° internally. For "mor-
tise" oblique rotates leg inter-
nally until tbe medial and lat-
eral malleoli are parallel to
the film holder. Uses foam wedge
and sandbags to support. Uses
strip bandage around ball of
foot and held by patient to dor-
siflex the foot.

iii) For AP projection (posterior
view) has patient move extended
leg (while seated or supine)
into AP position with foot
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g.

slightly inverted but without any
rotation of leg. Supports knees
and keeps plantar surface at
right angles to film holder. May
use bandage held by patient loop-
ed around ball of foot to sup-
port. Centers to joint and di-
rects central ray at right angles
to film holder entering midway
between malleoli.

iv) For lateral projection performer
attempts to position patient so
that the medial side of the ankle
will be in contact with film hold
er. With patient supine, has pa-
tient turn away from affected
side. Has patient turn so that
patella is at right angles to
table top. Supports knee. If the
lateral side will be in contact
with film holder has patient lie
on affected side in lateral re-
cumbent position, assume similar
position and dorsiflex foot. Cen-
ters to joint or ,3 ordered so
as to include the requested area
of the leg and/or calcaneus. Di-
rects central ray at right angles
to joint and film holder.

If, during positioning, patient shows
signs of severe pain, performer may
notify appropriate physician at once
and await orders or may decide on al-
ternative positioning to avoid move-
ment of the affected part.

13. Performer checks final positioning by
using light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points the
light beam towards the part. Adjusts
the collimator opening to correspond
to the film size (or the size of the
unshielded area of the film to be ex-
posed).

Checks that primary beam will enter
the center of the area of interest at
right angles to the film (or selected

115

angle) so as to project the view de-
sired. For the first View of a series
may mark a point on the part that is
even with the center of the film hold-
er for use in lining up subsequent
views. May readjust tube position
lengthwise or crosswise to provide
better centering. Uses cross-hair
shadows as reference for center of
field.

14. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized performer adjusts the
collimator. Either collimates so that
a small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film or colli-
mates further so as to expose only
the area of interest (and thus provide
maximum protection and detail). If ap-
propriate, performer may attach auxil-
iary extension cones to collimator
to further reduce the prithary beam.

15. Performer may add lead shielding to
areas that will be in the primary path
of the beam but are not included in
the areas of interest. MAikes sure
that protective shielding has been pro
vided to everyone who will remain in
room.

16. Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer-
gency and/or.to prevent or respond to
an accident. Is alert to.signs of nau-
sea, dizziness, or sweat suggesting
faintness. Performer may have patient
lie down, lower head or raise legs.
Notifies nurse. If patient shows any
other emergency signs, loses consci-
ousness,or has an accident, performer
calls appropriate physician. or nurse
at once. May decide to provide emer-
gency first aid as well.

17. When everything is ready for the ex-
posure, performer explains to patient
the need to keep perfectly still when
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indicated by performer and until told
to relax. Performer observes the pa-
tient's movement until the moment that
the exposure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

18. The'performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in position. Tells
patient when to hold still by calling
or using intercom. Performer initiates
exposure by pressing hand trigger or
exposure control button.

a. While exposure is underway performer
checks that mA meter records appro-
priate current as set, that kVp
meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or excessive
drop; may listen for sound of normal
functioning of equipment. If there
is malfunction,may decide to report;
anticipates need to repeat exposure.

c. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax
(unless composite exposure is to be
made).

d. If exposure is terminated by circuit
breaker, rechecks technical factors
for possible overload or checks for
overload elsewhere on circuit. An-
ticipates need to repeat exposure.

19. Performer returns to patient. Removea
film holder from its location (except
for composite exposure).

a. Removes any markers for further use.
If multiple views are to be taken on
the film, removes leaded rubber mask
and remasks all but next area to be
exposed. With weight bearing study
masks other side and reverses in
film holder well.

b. If the patient is being examined for
possible fracture or if so request-
ed, performer arranges to have the

20.

first exposure processed at once
and brought to the'appropriate
radiologist.

c. Depending-on whether radiologist
will evaluate radiographs before
completion of all possible expos-
ures for the series, performer ar-
ranges to process film(s) and
evaluate fot quality control per-
sonally, have this done, or bring
to dark room for processing and
later evaluation, based on time
.available, institutional arrange-
ments or specific instructions.
Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition.

d. While films are being processed
and/or evaluated performer has pa-
tient relax in examination room or
holding area. Explains what will'
happen next.
i) Performer determines whether pa-

tient should remain on table
and/or in room, whether patient
requires observation. If appro-
priate, arranges to have patient
attended while waiting.

ii) If patient is to leave table or
rise, performer makes sure all
equipment.is moved away from pa-
tient such as overhead tube and
upright film holder.

iii) May decide to assist patient to
chair or stretcher r from chair
or table. Makes sure to remind
patient of any footrest when
stepping off table.

When (or if) performer learns from the
radiologist the extent of the injury
and/or whether further conventional
views and/or positions can be under-
taken, eliminated, or altered, per-
former proceeds as appropriate accord-
ing to instructions.
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22. Performer carries out terminationa. For further exposures performer rs-
peats appropriate steps for next steps for the examination:
view(s) including identification of
film holder and use of R-L marker,
selection and setting of technique

a. Performer has equipment and exami-
nation table cleaned after use or

for next view (if different), po- decides to do personally, depend-
sitioning patient and equipment for ing on institutional arrangements.
focus-object-film alignment, proper b. Performer records the examination
collimation and shielding, and mak- according to institutional proce-
ing exposure as described above. For dures. May include date, room, ex-
multiple exposures on one film,keeps amination type, the views taken,
R-L reference point constant;centers the technical factors used and
using the point marked earlier on film size; may record the number
the part to line up with center of of exposures made of each view in-
film. cluding retakes; may enter the

b. Performer refrains from commenting estimated radiation dose to which
on the films or providing any inter- patient was exposed (using posted
pretation. information on dosage); may record

c. If performer is asked to repeat any any problem with equipment, any
exposures, makes sure that the ad- special care provided patient. If
ditional exposures are warranted any views called for in the ini-
medically, since additional radia- tial request could not be ob-
tion will be incurred,
l.) Notes whether need to repeat is

tained performer may record rea-
sons. Signs requisition sheet.

due to performer's own negligence c. Performer may decide to jacket
or lack of attention so that per- films, requisition sheets, and re-
former can avoid future "re- lated =Aerials and/or have infor-
takes." mation recorded in log book per-

ii) If request for retakes reflects sonally or have this done, depend-
malfunctioning equipment per- ing on institutional procedures.
former reports malfunction to d. May indicate to appropriate staff
appropriate staff member. person when the performer is

iii) If request for retakes reflects . ready to proceed with next exami-
the preference for density or nation.
contrast of a radiologist, per-
former notes for future work
done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

.

21. When performer is sure that the exami-
nation has been completed, performer
may have patient transported back to
holding area or next location or de-
cides to do personally, as appropri-
ate. Makes sure that none of the equip-
ment is projecting over the patient be-
fore allowing to rise.patient

I Mr lISVEMMINIA



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 359

This is page 1 of 15 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,positioned:part
measured;films identified;technical factors selected
and set;technique for magnification and/or multiple
views set up;exposures made;radiographs sent for
processing and evaluation;procedures repeated as
appropriate for full set of views;patient returned;
examination recorded;radiographs placed for use.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history;pen;x-ray machine control pan-
el(s),tube,bucky,table,collimator,extension cones;
technique chart;charts for conversion of technique,
standard examination views,dosage,tube capacity;
loaded cassettes or nonscreen film holders;vertical
film holder;leaded rubber shielding;R and L and ID
markers;immobilization devices;stool;calipers;tape;
scissors;stretcher or wheelchair;bandage;elevation
box;protractor

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved_12.the task? Yes..,0C) No... )

7777717h.to 4777mkame the kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Non-infant patient to be radiographed; radiologic
technologist;radiologist;nurse

P---77NTnmele task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking plain film radiographs of leg(s),knees) and/
or femur(s) of non-infant patient by reviewing
request;reporting observed contraindications;reas-
suring pt.;measuring part;setting up for multiple
views and/or magnification technique;selecting and
setting technical factors;identifying film;position-
ing pt. and equipment for seated (Yr recumbent expo-
sure;providing shielding;collimating;making expo-
surer;having radiographs processed and reviewed;re-
peating for full set of views or as ordered;having
pt. returned;placing radiographs for use;recording
examination.

118

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-tnfant
patient scheduled for radio-
graphy of the leg(s), knee(s)
and/or,femur(s):

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

b. From co-worker.
c. After having arranged requi-

sitions in order of priority.

The plain films of the knees may
serve as preliminary "scout"
films for knee arthrography (a
contrast study); the plain films
of the femur(s) may be part of a
bone-survey.

1. performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided.

a. Performer checks the ex-
aminations called for in-
cluding the parts involved,
the affected side, whether
bilateral or unilateral
studies are requested,the
patient positions and view
called for, the number of
exposures,the central beam
angulation,the area of in-
terest and joints to be i
eluded, the requested angu
lation of the leg,whether
known or suspected frac-
tures are involved, or de-

OK-RP;RR;1:

6. Check here athis
is a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 359

This is page 2 of 15 foi this task.

List Elements Fully

structive disease, and the sites.
Notes any request for magnification.
Checks the name of the referring
physician.

b. Performer reads patient's name, iden-
tification number, sex, age, weight.
Notes whether patient is in-
patient, out-patient, or emergency
patient. Notes any special informa-,
tion that will affect patient posi-
tioning, tech17:ue, or handling of
the patient, such as presence of
plaster cast, splints (to be left in
place or removed by a staff physi-
cian), whether patient will be on a
stretcher or wheelchair, and any no-
nation on the nature of any known
pathology which would affect techni-
que (such as 'bone infection), and the
purpose of the study.

c. If an axial projection of the patella
is ordered, performer checks whether
a transverse fracture of the patella
has been ruled out.or arranges to
have this done by planning to take a
lateral view of knee and awaiting
results. (Does not proceed with ro-
sitioning for axial projection unless
there is no danger of fragment dis-
placement.)

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling such
as heart disease, communicable or
infectious condition, infirmity, in-
coherence; whether patient has ry
drip, oxygen supply, catheters or
similar devices in place; whether
patient will be accompanied by nurse
or other staff person.

e. If performer is not already assigned
to examination room (and a particu-
lar machine) notes the room or ma-
chine involved. Goes to examivation
roam or control room for machine in-
volved.

f. If Magnification has been requested,
performer checks that the machine to

MIMMIMINIMMIr
List Elements Fully

be used has a fractional focal spot
of appropriate size for direct mag-
nification technique (i.e. 0.3 mm
or smaller).

g. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet is
complete. Checks whether any spec-
ial orders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad ex-
posure involved for the examination.

h. Depending on institutinnal proce-
dures performer nay review patient'd
radiation exposure history, prior
record of techniques used, and cu-
mulative exposure. Notices whether
examination has been done elsewhere
in recent past, whether patient's
radiographic exposure history should
be brought to radiologist's atten-
tion.

i. Depending on institutional proce-
dures performer notes whether fe-
male patient is pregnant, reviews
date of female patient's last men-
strual period, or notes any other
indication that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or possible
fetus. Notes shielding'neeried.

j. If patient's record indicatFs or-
ders for sedation or any ot.her
prior medication performer may
check timing to be sure a proper
elapse of time has occurred for
medication to take effect. Nay ar-
rqnge to delay examination if ap-
propriate.

k If referring physician has request-
ed that films already on ftle be
sent with current radiographs, and
if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

2. If the performer determines that the
request is not properly authorized, is

. incomplete, or that-sufficient infor-
mation is lacking for performer to
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 359

This is page 3 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

select technique or to properly posi-
tion or care for patient, or if per-
former considers that there may be
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer notifies
supervisor, radiologist, or other des-
ignated staEf person, depending on
institutional procedures. Explains
the problem if appropriate and pro-
ceeds after obtaining needed informa-
tion, signature or orders.

3. When performer is clear about what will
be involved in examination, he or she
prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation for change in
machine output or a policy decision).

b. Performer washes hands as appropri-
ate; depending on patient's condir
tion, may decide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontamina-
tion techniques.

c. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel for x-ray generator
and checks that indicator light
shows that machine is "warmed up,"
or turns on main switch as appropri-
ate to equipment and allows time for
machine to "warm up." If appropri-
an, performer may set radiography
mode selector and set collimator
control for manual operation.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilization devices such as sand-
bags, wedge sponges, gauze bandage,
tape are present and that there is
a mattress, pads, pillows and/or
blankets for comfort of patient if
patient will lie or table. If appro-
priate, obtains protractor for set-

ting leg angulation, and a pre-
pared cushion or box for high
elevation in kaee study.

e. Checks that there is leaded rubber
shielding available in room to be
used to mask film, protect the pa-
tient, and/or place beneath the
film holder, as appropriate.

f. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:
i) May obtain lead numerals and

tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate pa-
tient identification information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on film holder
surface; may write or type out
ID information on card if not
received with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use.

4. If magnification has been requested,
performer prepares the equipment for
the tube-over-table method of magni-
ficaion (used without bucky):
a. Performer determines the degree of

magnification requested on the re-
quisition sheet; if the request is
expressed as an area magnification
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square
root. (Linear magnification
squared equals area magnifica-
tion.)

b. Performer calculates the re-
quired distances from target (fo-
cal spot) to object (patient)
(TOD), and from object to film
(OFD), as well as the distance
from target to film (TFD) (the
sum of TOD and OFD):

1 0



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 359

This is page 4 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

/

i) If the distance from the table
top to a film holder placed on .

the floor or a stool (OFD) will
be a relatively inflexible dis-
tance, performer measures this
distance or reads indicator
sc...le. (If stool is to be used,
may note the table height.) Per-
former may adjust table height
to provide for a round number for
the OFD.

ii) If the distance from the focal
spot to the table top (DOD) will
be the relatively inflexible dis-
tance, performer determines what
this is by measuring or reading
appropriate indicator scale on
tube housing. Performer may ad-
just tube height to provide a
round number for the TOD.

iii) Depending on whethei 4.he OFD or
the TOD is fixed, pacColmer cal-
culates the required camplemen-
tary discance by referring to a
magnification chart for the de-
gree of linear magnification re-
quired, or uses the formula:
degree of linear magnification
equals TFD divided by TOD. For
a two-times linear magnification
performer simply sets the TOD
equal to the OFD.

iv) Performer adjusts and locks the
table height and/or the tube
height to the calculated OFD and
TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-film and
target-object distances:
i) Performer moves the x-ray tube

housing until it is centered over
the table top in the approximate
area where the patient's area of
interest will be positioned, such
as on table.

ii) Performer swings the table out of
the way Eo that there is no ob-
struction between the tube and the
floor. (Does not change height.)

If appropriate, places a stool
on the floor under the tube. May
place lead shielding on floor or
on stool. May place film holder
of appropriate size on floor or
stool. Performer selects the
size film designated for the de-
gree of magnification and the
selected part to be studied.

iii) Performer adjusts the collima-
tion to correspond to the field
size anticIpated (for_the TOD
involved).

iv) Performer activates the light in
the collimator and adjusts the
tube horizontally so that the
light beam cast is centered to
the film holder or lead shield-
ing on the stool or floor. Uses
the cross-hairs projected by the
beam to ,..onter the tube to the
area on the floor or stool.

v) Performer locks the tube into
position so that there is a 90°
angle of the beam with the floor
or stool. Fixes and retains col-
limator setting.

vi) Performer marks the outline of
the collimated light area or
film holder on the floor or
stool or on the lead shielding
using tape or other removable
marker. If not already done,
checks by placing film holder
in marked area. May mark center
of area as shown by cross-hairs. 1

vii) Performer swings table back.into
place. Activates light beam in
collimator and marks the table
top where the center cross-hairs
and light outline are projected
(to be used to center the part
to be radiographed). Uses tape
or other radiolucent removable
marker.

viii) Performer may recheck TOD and
OFD to be sure that they corre-
spond to the calculated dis-
tances._________ .

I.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

List Elements Full

d. For magnification technique using a
vertical film holder, performer may
wait until patient has been brought
into examination room. Adjusts up-
right holder to appropriate height;
adjusts x-ray tube to right angle
projection of beam to film holder;
centers to the film; measures and
adjusts TOD to patient's position
and marks patient's position; mea-
sures and adjusts OFD from patient'
position as narked.

e. If the sum of the new TOD and OFD
(TFD) is ow different from the TFD
used for non-marnification techni-
que, performer may consult technique
chart to note the factor to use for
a compensatory change in mAs. Nay
record for later use in setting ex-
posure factors.

f. Performer may also note the change
in kVp and mAs necessary to compen-.
sate for any change in collimation
from non-magnification technique.
Consults appropriate charts for con-
version factors. May record.

5. Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared for the
examination (if not already done), or
decides to do personally.

a. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from.dressing
room. May decide to assist in trans-
porting patient from holding area or
have this done.
Performer greets patient and any ac-
companying staff person and intro-
duces Pelf. Checks patient's iden-
tity against the requisition sheet.
With in-pitient, checks hospital
identification bracelet or other
identifier. If patient is accompanied
because of seriousness .of condition,
performer checks with accompanying
staff member on any special precau-
tions necessary during procedure.

b

Task Code No. 359
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c. Has patient assune a comfortable
positicn seated on table or chair.
If patient is in wheelchair, moves
patient in chair into position next
to table. If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher into
position so that radiolucent
stretcher can be lifted with pa-
tient on it from wheeled base to
x-ray table. Otherwise arranges if
necessary to move patient to table
or use upright film holder with pa-
tient remaining on stretcher.

d. Performer explains to patient what
will be involved in the procedure;
indicates what types of positions
the patient will be asked to assume
and the cooperation that will be
asked of the patient.

-e. Performer answers patient's non-med
ical questions honestly;attempts to
reassure patient and develop confi-
dence. Treats patient with dignity
and concern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains awam that pa-
tient may be frightened and/or in
pain. Performer explains when asked
medical questions that it is not ap,
propriate for technologist to an-
swer these; encourages patient to
speak to physician.

f. If patient has an IV drip in place,
performer checks that needle has
not become dislodged and that the
fluid is dripping at an even rate.
If there are any problems, perform-
er clamps tube and notifies an ap-
propriate staff person at once.

g. If appropriate and not already done,
performer questions female patient
of child bearing age regarding pos-
sible pregnarwy. If there is any
possibility that patient is preg-
nant and this has not already been
recorded, performer informs appro-
priate physician and proceeds only
with approval.
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Task Code No. 359

This is page 6 of 15 for this task.

Performer questions patient and/or RN
or MD present on what wvement is pos-
sible in the affected extremity and on
the opposite side; may question patient
about any injury or pain to determine
what mobility is possible and what po-
sitions are available for use.

a. Performer evaluatei whether patient
should be seated on x-ray table or
Should be recumbent on table. Eval-
uates whether patient can tolerate
having the affected part placed flat
on film holder or requires alterna-
tive positioning with use of an
angulation block.

b. For knee, performer determines
whether the knee can be fully ex-
tended; if not, performer may decide
to elevate a cassette on sandbags;
may decide to use a curved cassette,
or may use a flexible film holder.

c. For the femora performer notes
whether the size of the patient or
the presence of abnormal bowing of
the femora requires that the projec-
tions be made in two separate ex-
posures for each view (one film for
the upper portion of the femora and
a smaller filM for the lower portion
and knee joint).

d. Determines whether conventional flex
ion can'be utilized in the joints in
volved, and whether film holders can
be placed in conventional positions
or need to be used in upright hold-
ers or supported by angle wedges. If
movement is limited or fracture is
suspected, performer decides on al-
ternative x-ray tube and patient po-
sitions to use to accomplish the
equivalent radiography with a min--
imum of movement by the patient.

e. Performer considers the number and
types of projections ordered for the
examination and the patient's con-

Llgswils:ents Full

dition. Performer may consider a
change from standard projections
to better accomplish the purpose
of the examination, r deletion of
a position or a change in technical
factors. Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may obtain
permission from appropriate radio-
logist or decides personally to
alter the standard procedure.

f. Depending on whether a bucky or
table top technique will be used
and standard institutional prac-
tices, performer selects speed and
type of film for nonscreen film
holder or cassette combination.
i) Selects size(s) based on the

area(s) to be included, the pa-
tient's size, whether single ex-
posure bilateral views are in-
volved, and the number of views
to be exposed on ,a single film.

ii) For the legs and femora perform-
er may check that cassette is
long enough to extend from one
to two inches beyond the distal

. and proximal joints. If the fe-
mora or leg(s) are too long for
this and the site of the lesion
is not known, performer selects
and plans for two exposnres for
each view, one film tc, include
the proximal joint and one small
er film to include the distal
joint. If the site pf the lesion
has been localized, performer
selects cassette to include the
joint nearest the site.

iii) For magnification technique pel--
former selects the size film dea
ignated for the degree uf magni-
fication and the selected part
to be studied.

iv) Performer makes sure that an ade
quate supply of loaded cassettes
or film holders of the types and
sizes selected are available in
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

List Elements Full

che examination room. If not, ar-
ranges to obtain or decides to
obtain personally.

. Performer prepares.for the examination:

a. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded non-screen film holder
or cassette for the first projection.

b. If several views will be taken on
one film, performer mentally decides
how these will be positioned so that
the film need not be turned for view-
ing each image. Performer uses leaded
rubber sheets and masks the film
holder completely except for the area
to be exposed. Treats the area to be
exposed from this point as though it
were the actual film size.

c. Performer attaches identification
information to the film holder or
table top:
i) Places right or left marker on

film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection or depresses appropriate
R or L button for automatic mark-
ing.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on ap-
propriate corner of film holder.

iii) If patient's identification in-
formation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flashcard aside
for later use with space created
by piece of leaded rubber on ap-
propriate edge of holder.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equipment
using automatic film marking de-
vice.

d. If cassette is to be used with bucky
(under tabletop or in upright holder)
performer may manually pull out bucky
tray and open retaining clamps. In-
serts cassette into bucky tray and

lask Code No. 359
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pushes back. Makes sure clamps are
closed. Moves cassette into appro-
priate "stored" position or inserts
cassette tray into bucky slot and
centers.

e. If a bucky is not being used, per-
former places nonscreen film holder
in a position that can be comfor-
tably reached by the patient in
final positioning. May place leaded
rubber sheet under film holder.
i) If magnification technique is to

be used, performer places film
holder in marked position on
floor or stool.

ii) If appropriate to make possible
minimal movement of patient,
performer may place film in up-
right holder at right angles to
table top or in other position
selected.

f. If not already done, has patient re-
move shoes, hose and any garments
covering either leg. May assist pa-
tient or request assistance from
nurse if there is a fracture involv-
ed.

g. If there is a splint or cast on an
injured area, performer has RN or
ND carry out any orders on removal.
If there is a wet dressing, perform-
er has it reinforced or decides to
do personally.

h. Performer provides patient and every-
one who will remain in room during
exposure with protective shield-
ing. Explains if necessary that this
is not cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unnecessary
radiation exposure.

8. Performer has patient assume a comfort-
able recumbent or seated position de-
pending on the positions to be employ-
ed, so that the part(s) to be radio-
graphed can be measured in position.

1 24



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 359

This is page 8 of 15 for this task.

a. If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table.

b. Performer may decide to assist pa-
tient from wheelchair or stretcher
to table or has this done. May ob-
tain help. Makes sure that no equip-
ment is in the way and may be col-
lided with by patient.

c. If assisting patient to step on foot.-
stool in order to get on table,helps
patient turn into position, step
backwards,on stool, and then sit
and/or lie on table.

d. Performer uses centimeter calipers
to measure the thickness of the
part(s) to be radiographed in the
direction in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from tube to film.
Records for use in determining ex-
posure factors.

e. After measuring, has patient rest in
as relaxed a position as possible.
May place pad, blanket or pillow
under bony prominances to provide
comfort.

. Performer selects the exposure factors
for the first projection by consulting
the technique chart(s) posted for the
machine:

a. Locates the information needed for
the body part and projection in-
volved according to the centimeter
thickness of the part as measured
and the collimated field size to
be used. Makes sure that technique
relates to the combination of film
type and speed and use or nonuse of
other. accessories (such as screens,

bucky, etc.).
b. Makes note of the kVp, mA,T(seconds

of exposure time),focal spot size,
and the focal film distance (TFD or
FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time
has been determined, performer notes

whether any conversions are neces-
sary to account for a pathological
condition, a cast, change in TFD,
preference of the radiologist in-
volved, and any other conversion
needed such as with magnification
technique. Performer looks up nu-
merical conversion factors and cal
culates, or uses conversion charts
to ascertain the appropriate new
exposure factor (kVp, mA and/or
time). Multiplies, divides, adds,
or subtracts as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or unfam-
iliar_exposure factors against the
postcd-limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure that
technique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the
focal spot size to be used. If ap-
propriate, performer reconverts the
technique to an equivalent output
using higher kVp and lower mAs.

10. Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized.

b.. If appropriate checks line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns com-
pensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

c. For conventional exposure control:
i) Performer sets milliamperage by

choosing selectors for the cor-
rect focal spot size; sets the
mA selected.

ii) Performer selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired.

iii) Performer sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of

major kilovoltage and minor
kilovoltage settings to produce
the desired kVp.
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d. For automatic phototimed exposure
control:
i) Performer selects and sets the

category corresponding to the
type of study and use or non-use
of screens, bucky,etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.'

ii) Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).

iii) May select and set a kVp range
button, if called for with equip-
ment, corresponding to range for
examination.

iv) Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the study.

v) Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure be-
fore phototimed exposure is
made.

e. Depending on the equipment, may set
controls to provide for use of
bucky,manual tableside adjustment
of table and 'tube height, position,
and of collimation (unless these
lave already been set as with mag-
nification technique).

f. Performer returns to overhead unit
and sets the focal-film distance
(if not already done, as with mag-
nification technique). Operates
controls or manually moves the
x-ray tube into place over the
film holder (or at right angles to
upright holder). Checks the focal-
film distance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; adjusts
up or down until the required FFD

is obtained.

11. Performer places the part to be re-_
diographed in the final position se-
lected for the first exposure. Makes
sure that correct leg, knee or femur

is being positioned (with unilateral
study) .With young patients may plan to

radiograph both affected and unaffect-
ed sides for comparidon if so ordered.

Performer centers part and keeps the
long axis of the part parallel to the
film ho/der. May explain or demon-
strate to patient what is required.
May obtain help in positioning. Per-
former may position as follows (unless
nonconventional positioning is being
used to avoid having patient move):

a. For the leg(s), performer posi-
tions for bilateral views so that
both legs will be projected with
one exposure. Where two exposures
are necessary to include the full
length of the leg and both joints
performer positions the patient
with casSette centered under upper
area;removes cassette after expos-
ure and centers smaller cassette
under lower area with as little
movement of patient as possible.
Otherwise centers to include the
joint nearest the site of the les-
ion. Directs central ray at appro-
priate angle to film holder.
i) For oblique projections perform-

er has the patient assume a su-
pine position. For the lateral
oblique projection performer
rests the lateral side of the
foot on the affected side
against a 450 foam wedge. For
the medial oblique projection
performer abducts the leg some-
what or has the patient shift
the pelvis.away from the af-
fected extremity. Elevates the
hip so that the medial side of
the foot and ankle rest against
a 450 foam wedge. Supports as
appropriate.

ii) For an AP projection (posterior
view),performer retains patient
in supine position but adjusts
body so that there is no rota-
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tion at pelvis. Has patient ex-
tend the affected leg(s). With
leg(s) in AP position performer
inverts the foot (feet) slightly
without rotating leg(s). Supports
sole(s) with sandbags.

iii) For lateral projection,performer
moves the patient from the su-
pine position to a lateral recum-
bent on the affected side with
the unaffected knee flexed. May
have patient turn away from af-
fected side, cross affected leg
over and on to cassette. Adjusts
the patient's body so that the
patella is at right angles to
the film holder. Supports with
sandbags.

b. For the knee,performer helps patient
to assume a prone or supine position
as decided. Uses regular cassette,
curved cassette,or flexible non-
screen film holder as decided. If
perforner is to take scout films
preliminary to arthrography, per-
forner makes AP or PA, lateral
projections,and "tunnel" views of
knee or as ordered. If patellar
fracture may be involved, makes
sure not to flex the knees more than
10°.

i) For AP projection (posterior
view),performer has patient as-
sume a supine or seated position
on table with no rotation of the
pelvis. Supports the ankle of
the affected side. Places film
holder under the knee. Has pa-
tient extend legs with unaffect-
ed leg flexed somewhat for com-
fort. Center, to the apex of the
patella and rotates leg so that
a line through both femoral
epicondyles is parallel with the
plane of the film. Directs the
central ray as appropriate to
purpose of study (at right angle
to film for bones of joint and

5° to 7° cephalad for joint
spaces).

ii) For PA projection (anterior
view) ,performer has patient lie
in the prone position with legs
extended and ankles and feet
supported. Adjusts positioning
by rotating leg. Lamobilizes
with sandbags. Centers ray to
the popliteal depression.

iii) For lateral projection,perform-
er notes whether the knee is to
be in right-angle flexion. If
so, has patient lie on affected
side, bring the affected knee
forward, and extend the other
leg behind it. If the knee is
to be in partial flexion or ex-
tension has patient bring the
unaffected knee forward and sup
ports it. Uses sandbags to pre-
vent forward rotation of the
pelvis. If there is any patellar
fracture performer makes sure
that there is no flexion beyond
10° or what is needed to relax
the muscles. After the knee is
flexed to the desired angle,per
former centers tbe film to the
joint. Adjusts supports so that
long axis of leg is horizontal
and patella is at right angles
to film. Directs central ray 5°
cephalad. (Performer awaits re-
sults of this view before doing
axial views of patella if there
is suspected fracture.)

iv) For PA oblique projections,per-
former has patient take prone
position with ankles supported.
Elevates the hip of affected
side and'rotates the leg 45°
medially for posteramedial obli-
que projection;elevates opposite
hip and rotates 45° laterally
for )osterolateral oblique pro-
jection. Centers cassette under
knee parallel.to its long axis.
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Supports elevated hip. Directs
the central ray at r:;3ht angles
to the film.

v) For AP oblique projections, per-
former positions as above, but
with patient in supine position
with ankles supported. If neces-
sary, places sandbag under film
holder to minimize part-film dis-
tance.

vi) For the semiaxial PA,projection
of the intercondyloid fosse; has
patient take prone poiftion with
no rotation in body, and supports
the ankle and foot of the unaf-
fected side. Performer places a
specially prepared cushion or box
high enough to support the leg
with the knee flexed at a 400 or
50° angle as ordered, and adjusts
until the angle is achieved. May
use protractor as guide for ob-
taining angulation. Centers the
proximal half of the cassette to
the knee joint. Adjusts foot to
eliminate any rotation of knee.
Adjusts the tube so that central
ray will enter at right angles
to the long axis of the leg, cen-
tered to the popliteal depression

vii) For a semiaxial PA projection
"tunnel view," performer has pa-
tient kneel on table or on a
bench at the end of the table
resting against tabletop. Has the
feet extend over the end so that
the long axis of the legs are
parallel with the surface being
kneeled on. Centers film holder
under one or both knees with ref-
erence to the apex of the patell
Adjusts patient's body to lean so
that the long axes of the femur
and tibia are in the same plane,
and the shaft of the femur is at
70° to the table. Directs central
ray at right angles to film.

List Elements Fully

lain For semiaxial AP projection
"tunnel view,"has patient lie
in supine position with no rota-
tion in body. Adjusts the ele-
vation of the leg and flexion
of the knee so that leg and
femur form a 120° angle. Sup-
ports knee. Adjusts leg in AP
position. Places curved cassette
or flexible film holder beneath
the posterior surface of the
knee centered so that central
ray will enter the "notch" at a
right angle to the long axis of
the tibia at the center of the
cassette or holder. Immobilizes
foot.

c. For the kneecap (patella) ,performer
notes whether the knee is painful
and, for prone position, places
sandbags to relieve pressure on
the patella.
i) For PA projection (anterior

view) has patient lie in prone
position with leg extended and
cassette parallel to the long
axis of the knee and centered
to patella. Rotates heel out-
ward so that patella is parallel
with plane of film. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles to
film.

.ii) For oblique PA (superoinferior)
projection,has patient remain
prone. Elevates and supports hip
on affected side and supports
ankle and knee. Allows about 10°
flexion of knee. Centers film to
patella. Turns knee slightly
away from PA position, presses
index finger lateralward against
medial border of patella, and
rests knee-on its anteromedial
side with patella in lateral
displacement. Immobilizes. Di-
rects the central ray to joint
space between_patella and fe-
moral condyles at 25° to 30°
caudad.
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iii) For axial view of the patella
(unilateral or bilateral),per-
former has patient lie in supine
or prone position after trans-
verse fracture of patella has
been ruled out. For prone posi-
tion has patient flex the knee
slowly and evenly (to avoid un-
due pain) until patella is at
right angles to the film. Perform-
er loops a long strip of bandage
around ankle or foot and has pa-
tient grasp the ends over his or
her shoulder to maintain posi-
tion. Adjusts leg so that there
is no sideways leaning. Centers
cassette under patella. For bi-
lateral view performer has pa-
tient hold knees in contact with
each other; adjusts similarly,
with two strips of bandage used,
one over each of patient's
shoulders and flexed to the lim-
its set by the injured knee. For
patients unab': to assume prone
position performer assists with
supine, lataral or seated posi-
tion. Has patient flex knee(s) so
that leg and thigh are at right
angles with feet resting on table
top or supported. Places film
holder on the anterior distal
thi3h(s) with patella(s) at cen-
ter. Has patient hold film hold-
er or tapes into position. Hay
use 450 positioning block. Per-
former directs the central ray
to pass along the long axis of
the patelh between the patella
and the femoral condyles.

d. For the femur(s), performer posi-
tions for unilateral or bilateral
study. If both joints are to be
demonstrated and cassette is not
long enough, performer may maintain
patient's position for two exposures
for each view, one of the distal fe-
mur(s) and the other of the proximal

List Elements Full

femur(s). Where there is a pos-
sible fracture or.destructive
disease, performer uses supine
position to obtain lateral views.
If films are for bone survey, per-
former takes AP projection of fe-
mura or as ordered.
i) For AP projection (posterior

view),has patient assume su-.

pine position with legs fully
extended and feet somewhat in-
verted but with pelvis unro-
tated. Iamobilizes with sand-
gags. Centers to include the
area of interest and the joint
nearer to the injured site un-
less both joints are requested
or the injury site is unknown.
If using two cassettes centers
as appropriate to the part of

the view to be exposed. Directs
central ray at right angles to
film.

ii) For lateral projection,with pa-
tient supine,performer uses up-
right holder and places cas-
sette vertically along the me-
dial or lateral aspect of thigh
and knee. For lateral projec-
tion where bone fracture or de-
structive disease is not in-
volved,has patient lie on the
affected side, flex affected
knee.and draw it backward to
include hip joint or forward
to include knee joint. Centers
long axis of femur over the cen
ter line of table. Uses sand7
bags to support. Rotates hips
to avoid superimposition. Cen-
ters cassette in bucky tray and
directs central ray at right
angles to center of film.

e. If, during positioning, patient
shows signs of severe pain, per-
former may notify appropriate phy-
sician at once and await orders or
may decide on alternative position
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ing to avoid movement of the af-
fected part.

12. Performer checks final positioning by
using light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points the
light beam towards the part. Adjusts
the collimator opening to correspond
to the film size (or the size of the
unshielded area of the film to be ex-

posed).

Checks that primary beam will enter the
center of the area of interest at right
angles to the film (or selected angle)
so as to project the view desired. For

the first view of a series may mark a
point on the part that is even with the
center of the film holder for use in
lining up subsequent views. May read-
just tube position lengthwise or cross-
wise to provide better centering. Uses
cross-hair shadows as reference for
center of field.

13. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized performer adjusts the
collimator. Either collimates so that
a small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film or colli-
mates further so as to expose only the
area of interest (and thus provide
maximum protection and detail). If ap-
propriate, performer attaches auxil-
iary extension cones to collimator
to further reduce the primary beam.

14. Performer maY add lead shielding to
areas that will be in the primary path
of the beam but are not included in
the areas of interest. Makes sure that
protective shielding has been pro-

vided to patient and everyone who will
rerain in room

List Elements Fully

an accident. Is alert to siims of nau-
sea, dizziness, or sOeat suggesting
faintness. Performer may have patient
lie down, lower head or raise legs.
Notifies nurse. If patient shows any
other emergency signs, loses consci-
ousness, or has an accident, performer
calls appropriate physician or nurse
at once. May decide to provide emer-
gency first aid as well.

16. When everything is ready for the ex-
posure, performer explains to patient
the need to keep perfectly still when
indicated by performer until told to
relax and, for femora, to breath out
when told and hold until told to_re-
lax. Performer observes the patient's
movement until the moment that the ex-
posure is made. Readj.tts position if

warranted.

17. The performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in position.
Tells patient when to hold still (or
breath out and hold still) by calling
or using intercom. Performer initiates
exposure by pressing band trigger or
exposure control button.

a. While exposure is underway per-
. former checks that mA meter re-

cords appropriate current as set,
that kVp meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or exces-7.
sive drop; may listen for sound of
normal functioning of equipment.
If there is malfunction may decide
to report; anticipates need to re-
peat exposure.

c. With phototimer notes whether back-
up timer has been involved in term-
inating exposure before phototimer

15. Throughout procedure performer ob- exposure was completed. If so, an-

serves patient for any signs of emer- ticipates possible need to repeat

gency and/or to prevent or respond to .
exposure Oiue to underexposure if
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premature cut-off, or overexposure
due to faulty timer).

d. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relay.

e. If the exposure is terminated by a
circuit breaker, rechecks technical
factors for .possible overload or
checks for overload elsewhere on
circuit. Anticipates need to repeat
exposure.

18. Performer returns to patient. Removes
cassette or film holder from table,
floor or bucky.

a. Removes any markers for further use.
If multiple views are to be taken on
the film, removes leaded rubber mask
and remasks all but next area to be
exposed.

b. If the patient is being examined for
possible fracture or if so request-
ed, performer arranges to have the
first exposure processed at once
and brought to the appropriate
radiologist.

c. Depending on whether radiologist
will evaluate radiographs :before
completion of all possible expos-
ures for the series, performer ar-
ranges to process film(s) and eval-
uate for quality control personally,
have this done, or bring to dark
room for processing and later eval-
uation, based an time available, in-
stitutional arrangementssor specific
instructions. Attaches ID card for
use with flasher if appropriate. May
sign requisition.

d. If the first radiograph(s) are pre-
liminary (scout) films, performer
brings the processed radiograph(s)
directly to the radiologist in
charge or places on view boxes and
informs radiologist that the Scout
(s) are ready. If the radiologist
indicates that there is any problem
with the technical factors or the

List Elements Fully 0

patient positioning performer re-
cords or notes for'later use in
the examination and/or repeats pre-
liminary radiography as ordered.

e. While film; are being processed
and/or evaivated performer has pa-
tient relax in examination room or
holding area. Explains what will
happen next.
i) Performer determines whether pa-

tient should remain on table
and/or in room until physician
arrives, and whether patient re-
quires observation. If appropri-
ate, arranges to have patient
attended while waiting.

ii) If patient is to leave table or
rise, performer makes sure all
equipment is moved away from pa-
tient such as overhead tube and
upright film holder.

iii) May decide to assist patient to
chair or stretcher or from chair
or table. Makes sure to remind
patient of any footrest when
stepping off table.

19. When (or if) performer learns from the
radiologist the extent of the injury
and/or whether further conventional
views and/or positions can be under-
taken, eliminated, or altered, per-
former proceeds as appropriate accord-
ing to instructions.

a. Vor further exposures performer re-
peats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification of
film holder and use of R-L marker,
selection and Setting of technique
for next view (if different), po-
sitioning patient and equipment for
focua-object7film alignment,proper
collimation and shielding, and mak-
ing exposurp,as described above.
For multiple exposures on one film,
keeps R-L reference point constant;
centers using the point marked ear-
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lier on the part to line up with
center of film.

b. Performer refrains from commenting
on the films or providing any inter-
pretation.

c. If performer is asked to repeat any
exposures, makes sure that the ad-
ditional exposures are warranted
medically, since additional radia-
tion will be incurred.
i) Notes whether need to repeat is

due to performer's own negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future
"retakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retakes reflects
the preference fnr density or
contrast of a radiologist, per-
former notes for future work
done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

20. When performer is sure that the exami-
nation has been completed, performer
may have patient transported back to
holding area or next location or de-
cides to do personally, as appropri-
ate. ''akes sure that none of the equip-
ment is projecting over the patient be-
fore allowing patient to rise.

21. Performer carries out termination
steps for the examination:

a. Performer has equipment and exami-
nation table cleaned after use or
decides to do personally, depend-
ing on institutional arrangements.

b. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,
the teChnical factors used and
film size; may record the number

of exposures made of each view in-
cluding retakes; May enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (usil:.g posted
information on dosage); may record
any problem with equipment, any
special care provided patient. If
any views called for in the ini-
tial request could not be obtained
performer may record reasons. Sign
requisition sheet.

c. If performer will only carry, out
preliminary "scout" filming and
another technologist will continue
with examination, performer records_-
the approved technical factors used
for the scouts, and the accessories
employed,or informs technologist
who will continue. Performer gives
the requisition sheet, name card,
and any notes to technologist who
will continue with procedure.

d. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book per-
sonally or have this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

e. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,positioned:parts
measured;films identified;technical factors selected
and set;te:hnique for magnifl-ation set up;exposures
made;radiographs sent for processing and evaluation:
procedures repeated as appropriate for full set of
views; patient returned;examination recorded;radio-
graphs placed for use,

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card,and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant pa-
tient scheduled for radiography
of the pelvis, hip(s) and/or
upper femora:

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

b. From co-morker.
c. After having arranged requi-

sitions in order of priority.

The plain films of the pelvis
may be part of a bone-survey.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided.

a. Performer checks the ex-
aminations called for in-
eluding the parts involv-
ed, the affected side,
whether bilateral or uni-
lateral studies are re-
quested, the patient posi-.
tions and views called

2. What is used inyerforming this task? (NGte
if only dertain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical historY;pen;x-ray machine control pan-
el(s),tube,bucky,table,collimator,extension cones;
technique chart;charts for conversion of technique,
standard examination views,dosage,tube capacity;
loaded cassettes;vertical film holder;leaded rubber
shielding;R and L and ID markers;immobilization de-
vices;stool;calipers;tape;scissors;protractor;com-
pression band;stretcher or wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.., .) No... )

xes to q. : ame t e kina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Non-infant patient to be radiographed;radiologic
technologist;radiologist;nurse

. . Name the task so that the answers to ques- for, the number of expo-
sures, the central beam
angulation,the areas of
interest and parts to be
included, whether known or
suspected unhealed frac-
turis are involved or de-
structive disease,and the
sites. Notes whether the
use of a grid or bucky
will be involved. Notes

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Ta._IT.g_plajl.LfjAlx.Lrlx_d_isg_raphs.of pelvis,hips and/or

upper femora of non-infant patient by reviewing re-
quest;reporting observed contraindications;reassur-
ing pt.;measuring part;setting up for magnification
technique;selecting and setting technical factors;
identifying film;poAtioning pt. and equipment for
erect or recumbent exposure;providing shielding;
collimating;making exposures;having radiographs pro-
cessed and reviewed;repeating for full set of views
or as ordered;having pt. returned;placing radio-
graphs for use;recording examination.

/

6. Check herrn this
is a master sheet..

AMM
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any request for magnification. Checks
the name of the referring physician.

b. Performer reads patient's name,iden-
tification number, sex, age, weight.
Notes whether patient is in-
patient, out-patient, or emergency
patient. Notes any special informa-
tion that will affect patient posi-
tioning, technique, or handling of
the patient, such as presence of un-
healed fracture, suspected fracture,
presence of plaster cast,splints (to
be left in place or removed by a
staff physician), extremities of un-
equal length, whether patient will
be on a stretcher or wheelchair,and
any notation on the nature of any
known pathology which would affect
technique (such as bone infection),
and the purpose of the study. Notes
whether requisition includes need
to calculate the shaft-neck angle
of the femur.

c. With patients with unhealed frac-
tures performer makes sure that a
surgeon or radiologist is available
to position the patient. If lateral
body positions are requested per-
former makes sure that there is no
danger of fragment displacement,in-
jury, presence of unhealed fracture
or destructive disease. Hay check
with ND.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling such
as heart disease, communicable or
infectious condition,infirmity, in-
coherence;whether patient has IV
drip, oxygen supply, urinary cathe-
ter or similar device in place;notes
whether patient will be accompanied
by nurse or other staff person.

e. If performer is not already assigned
to examination room (and a particu-
lar machine) notes the room or ma-
chine involved. Goes to examination
room or control room for machine in-
volved.

f. If magnificatton has been requested,
performer checks that the machine
to be used has a fractional focal
spot of appropriate size for direct
magnification technique (i.e. 0.3
or smaller).

g. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized,that
information on requisition sheet is
complete. Checks whether any spec-
ial orders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad ex-
posure involved for the examination.

h. Depending ou institutional proce-
dures performer may review pa-
tient's radiation exposure history,
prior record of techniques used,and
cumulative exposure. Notices
whether examination has been done
elsewhere in recent past,whether
number of radiographic exposures
ordered or done L. past should be
brought to radiologist's attention.

i. Depending on institutional proce-
dures performer notes whether
female patient is pregnant,reviews
date of female patient's last men-
strual period, or notes any other
indication that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or possible
fetus. Notes shielding needed.

j. If patient's record indicates or-
ders for sedation or any other
prior medication performer may
check timing to be sure a proper
elapse of time has occurred for
medication to take effect. May ac-
range to delay examination if ap-
propriate.

k. If referring physician has re-
quested that films already on file
be sent with current radiographs,
and if not already with patient's
jacketed material, performer ar-
ranges to have prior films deliv-
ered.
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2. If the performer determines that the
request is not properly authorized, is
incomplete, or that sufficient infor-
mation is lacking for performer to
select technique or to properly posi-
tion or care for patient, or if per-
former considers that there may be con-
traindications to going ahead with the
procedure, performer notifies supervi-
sor, radiologist, or other designated
staff person, depending on institu-
tional procedures. Explains the prob-
lem if appropriate and proceeds after
obtaining needed information, signature,
or orders.

Task Code No. 360

This is page 3 of 18 for this task.
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When performer is clear about what will
be involved in examination, he or she
prepares ahead so as not tr keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Performer revie-is the technique
chart for.the machine CD be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation for change in
machine output or a policy deci-
sion).

b. Performer washes hands as appropri-
ate; depending on patient's condi-
tion, may decide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontamina-

tion techniques.
c. Performer makes sure that x-ray

equipment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel for x-ray generator
and checks that indicator light
shows that machine is "warmed up,"
or turns on maih switch as appro-
priate to equipment and allows time
for machine to "warm up." If appro-
priate, performer may set radio-
graphy mode selector and set colli-
mator control for manual operation.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilization devices such as sand
bags, wedge sponges, compression

band, tape are present and that
there is a mattress,'pads, pillows
and/or blankets for comfort of pa-
tient if patient will lie on table.
If'appropriate,..obtains protractor,

e. Checks that there is leaded rubber
shielding available in room to be
used to mask film, protect the pa-
tient, and/or to place beneath the
film holder, as appropriate.

_. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:
i) May obtain lead numerals and

tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate pa-
tient identification informa-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is piece of.lead on film holder
surface; may write or type out
ID information on card if not
received with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use.

4. If magnification has been requested,
performer vepares the equipment for
Elle tube-over-table method of magni-
fication (used without bucky):

a. Performer determines the degree of

magnification requested on the
requisition sheet; if request is
expressed as an area magnification
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square
root. (Linear magnification
squared equals area magnifica-
tion.)

b. Performer calculates the required
distances from target (focal spot)
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to object (patient) (TOD), and from
object to film (OFD), as well as the
distance from target to film (TFD)
(the sum of TOD and OFD):
i) If the distance from the table

top to a cassette placed on the
floor or a stool (OFD) will be
a relatively inflexible distance,
performer measures this distance
or reads indicator scale. (If
stool is to be used, may note the
table height.) Performer may.P?,-
just table height to .provide for
a round number for the OFD.

ii) If the distance from the focal
spot to the table top (TOD) will
be the relatively inflexible dis-
tance, performer determines what
this is by measuring or reading
appropriate indicator scale on
tube housing. Performer may ad-
just tube height to provide a
round numter for the TOD.

iii) Depending on whether the OFD or
the TOD is fixed, performer cal-
culates the required complemen-
tary distance by referring to a
magnification chart for the de-
gree of linear magnification re-
quired, or uses the formula: de-
uee of linear magnification
equals TFD divided by TOD. For a
two-time:- linear magnification
performer simply sets the TOD
equal to the OFD.

iv) Performer adjusts and locks the
table height.and/or the tube
height tb the calculated OFD and
TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-4ilm and
target-object distances:
i) Performer moves the x-ray tube

housing until it is centered over
the table top in the approximate
area where the:patient's area of
interest will be positioned, such
as on table.

ii) Performer swings the table out of
the way so that there is no ob-
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struction between the tube and
the floor. (Does not change
height.) If appropriate, places
a stool on the floor under the
tube. May place cassette of ap-
propriate size on floor or
stool. Performer selects the
size film designated for the
degree of magnification and the
selected part to be studied.

iii) Performer adjusts the collima-
tion to correspond to the field
size anticipated (for the TOD
involved).

iv) Performer activates the light
in the collimator and adjusts
the tube horizontally so that
the light beam cast is centered
to the cassette an the stool or
floor. Uses the cross-hairs pro-
jected by the beam to center the
tube to the area on the floor
or stool.

v) Performer locks the tube into
position so that there is a 90°
angle of the beam with the floor
or stool. Fixes and retains col-A
limator setting.

vi) Performer marks the outline of
the collimated light area or
cassette on the floor or stool
using tape or other removable
marker. If not already done,
checks by placing cassette in
marked area. May mark center of
area as shown by cross-hairs.

vii) Performer swings table back into
place. Activates light beam in
collimator and marks the table
top where the center cross-hairs
and light outline are projected
(to be used to center the part
to be radiographed). Uses tape
or other radiolucent removable
marker.

viii) Performer may recheck TOD and
OFD to be sure that they corre-
spond to the calculated dis-
tances.
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d. For magnification technique using a
vertical film holder, performer may
wait until 3-Itient has been brought
into examination room. Adjusts up-
right holder to appropriate height;
adjusts x-ray tube to right angle
projection ofheam to film holder;
centers to the film; measures and
adjusts TOD to patient's position
and marks patient's position; mea-
sures and adjusts OFD from patient'
position as marked.

e. If the sum of the new TOD and OFD
(TFD) is now different from the TFD
used for non-magnification techni-
que, performer may consult technique
chart to note the factor to use for
a compensatory change in mAs. May
record for later use in setting ex-
posure factors.

f. Performer may also note the change
in kVp and mAs necessary to compen-
sate for any change in collimation
from non-magnification technique.
Consults appropriate charts for con-
version factors. May record..

Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared for the
examination (if not already done), or
decides to do personally.

a. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from dressing
room. May decide to assist in trans-
porting patient from holding area or
have this done.

b. Performer greets patient and any ac-
companying staff person and intro-
duces self. Checks patient's iden-
tity against the requisition sheet.
With in-patient, checks hospital
identification bracelet or other
identifier. If patient is accom-
panied because of seriousness of
condition, performer checks with
accompanying staff member on any

special precautions necessary dur-
ing procedure.

c. Has patient assume a comfortable
position seated on table or chair.
If patient is in wheelchair, moves
patient in chair into position next
to table. If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher into
position so that radiolucent
stretcher can be lifted with pa-
tient on it from wheeled base to
x-ray table. May arrange to move
patient to table. With accident pa-
tient uses upright film holder
with patient remaining on stretcher
until injury has been localized.

d. Performer explains to patient what
will be involved in the procedure;
indicates what types of positions
the patient will be asked to assume
and the cooperation that will be
asked of the patient.

e. Performer answers patient's non-med
ical questions honestly; attempts
to reassure patient and develop
confidence. Treats patient with
dignity and concern regardless of
patient's behavior. Remains aware
that patient may be frightened and/
or in pain. Performer explains when
asked medical questions that it is
not appropriate for technologist to
answer these; encourages patient to
speak to physician.

f. If patient has an IV drip in place,
performer checks that needle has
not become dislodged and that the
fluid is dripping at an even rate.
If there are any problems, perform-
er clamps tube and notifies an ap-
propriate staff member at once.

g. If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions female
patient of child bearing age re-
garding possible pregnancy. If
there is any possibility that pa-
tient is pregnant and this has not
already been recorded, performer
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informs appropriate physician and
proceeds only with approval.

. Performer questions patient and/or RN
or MD present on what movement is pos-
sible in the affected femur and hip
joint and on the opposite side; may
question patient about any injury or
pain to determine what mobility is pos-
sible and what positions are available
for use. Considers whether to have pa-
tient recumbent, standing and/or placed
in axial or lateral body positions.

a Pe-rformer notes the patient's body
tyle, whether the area of interest
is heavily covered by muscle or soft
fat, whether the palpation points
will be easy to find. Notes whether
the legs or femora are of unequal
length.

b. Determines whether conventtonal posi-

tioning can be utilized and whether
film holders can be placed in con-
ventional positions or need to be
used in upright holders or supported
by angle wedges. If movement is
limited or fracture is suspected,
performer decides on alternative
x-ray tube and patient positio.as to
use to accomplish the equivalent
radiography with a minimum of move-
ment by the patient.

c. Performer considers the number and

types of projections ordered for the
examination and the patient's con-
dition. Performer may consider a
change from standard projections to
bette t. accomplish the purpose of the
examination, or deletion of a posi-
tion or a chLalge in technical fac-
tors. Depending on institutional ar-
rangements, performer may obtain per-
mission from appropriate radiologist
or decides personally to alter t!'.

standard procedure.
d. Depending on whether a bucky or table

top technique will be used and stan-
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dard institutional practices, per-
former selects speed and type of
film, grid and cassette combination.
i) Selects size(s) based on the

area(s) to be included, the pa-
tient's size, and whether bilat-
eral views are to be exposed on
a single film.

ii) For superoinferior projection of
femoral neck, performer selects
a curved cassette. For calcula-
tion of the shaft-neck angle of
the femur, performer selects a
film large enough to include at
least six inches of the femoral
shaft.

iii) For magnification technique per-
former selects the size film
designated for the degree of
magnification and the selected
part to be studied.

iv) Performer makes sure that an ade
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the types and sizes selected
are available in the examination
room.'-,If not, arranges to obtain

or decides to obtain personally.

. Performer prepares for the examination:

a. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
projection.

b. If bilateral exposures will be
taken on one film, performer men-
tally decides how these will be
positioned so that the film need
not be turned for vieWing each
image. Performer uses leaded rubber
sheets and masks the cassette
completely except for the area to
be exposed. Treats the area to be
exposed from this point as though
it were the actual film size.

c. Performer attaches identification
information to the cassette or
table top:
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i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on ap-
propriate corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use of
flasher, sets flashcard aside
for later use with space created
by piece of leaded rubber on ap-
propriate edge of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film marking
device.

d. If cassette iS.,to be used with bucky
(under tabletop or in upright hold-
er) performer may manually pull out
bucky tray and open retaining clamps
Inserts cassette into bucky tray and
pushes back. Makes sure clamps are
closed. Moves cassette into appro-
priate "stored" position or inserts
cassette tray into bucky slot and

centers.
e. If a bucky is not being used, per-

former places cassette in a posi-
tion that can be comfortably reached

by the patient in final positioning.
i) If magnification technique is to

be used, performer places cas-
sette in marked position on floor
or stool.

ii) If appropriate to make possible
minimal movement of patient, per-
former may place cassette in up-
right holder at right angles to
table top or in other position

selec.ted.
iii) With accident patient, after

localization has been establish-
ed, performer may obtain assis-
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tance in lifting any part under

which a cassette must be placed
while the injured extremity is

supported.
f. If not already done, has patient's

clothing removed from extremities
and provides gown or drape. May as
sist patient or request assistance
from nurse if there is a fracture
involved. Keeps torso covered un-
til ready for positioning and radi
ography; reveals only as much of
body as necessary. Treats young
patient with as much courtesy as
adult.

g. If there is a splint or cast on an

injured area, performer has RN or
ND carry out any orders on removal.

If there ig a wet dressing, per-
former has it reinforced or decide
to do personally.

h. Performer provides patient and

everyone who will remain in room

during exposure with protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation expo-
sure.

8. Performer has patient assume a comfort

able recumbent or seated position de-
pending on the positions to be employ-
ed,so that the part(s) to be radio-
graphed can be measured in position.

a. If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray

table.
b. Performer may decide to assist pa-

tient from wheelchair or stretcher

to table or has this done. May ob-

tain halp. Makes sure that no
equipment is in the way and may be

collided with by patient.
c. If assisting patient to step on

footstool in order to get on table
helps patient turn into position,
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step backwards on stool, and then
sit and/or lie on table.

d. Performer uses centimeter calipers
to measure the thickness of the
part(s) to be radiographed in the
direction in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from tube to film.
Records for use in determining ex-
posure factors.
i) With fractures or accident pa-

tient has surgeon or radiologist
position the patient.

ii) In locating iliac crest, perform-
er is careful not to center too
high by making sure not to con-
fuse the iliac crest with the
heavy muscles immediately above
the crest. May have patient in-
hale deeply and breathe out; then
palpates the point of the crest
while the muscles are relaxed.

iii) If performer believes that pa-
tient will be embarrassed by pal-
pation of the symphysis pubis,
uses the most prominent point of

the greater trochanter to locate
the same transverse plane.

iv) If patient has a urinary cathe-
ter in place, performer turns pa-
tient toward the catheter and
tubing to prevent separating it
from drainage bottle and breaking
sterile system and to avoid caus-
ing pain.

e. After measuring, has patient rest in

as relaxed a position as possible.
May place pad, blanket or pillow
under bony prominences to provide
comfort.

Performer selects the exposure factors
for the first projection by consulting
the technique chart(s) posted for the
machine:

a. Locates the information needed for

the body part and projection in-

volved according to the centimeter
thickness of the Part as measured
and the collimated field size to
be used. Makes sure that technique
relates to the combination of film
type and speed and use or nonuse
of other accessories that are pos-
sible(such as screens, grids,
bucky,etc.).

b. Makes note of the kVp,mA,T(seconds
of exposure time),focal spot size,
and the focal film distance (TFD
or FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time

have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
necessary to account for a patho-
logical condition, a cast, change
in TFD, extreme fat or muscular-
ity, preference of the radiologist
involved,'and any other conver-
sion needed such as with magnifi-
cation technique. Performer looks
up numerical conversion factors
and calculates, or uses conver-
sion charts to ascertain the ap-
propriate new exposure factor
(01p, mA and/or time). Multiplies,
divides, adds, or subtracts as
appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or unfamr
iliar exposure factors against the

.
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure
that technique does not exceed the
heat capacities of the tube for
the focal spot size to be used.
If appropriate, performer recon-
verts the technique to an equiva-
lent output using higher kVp and

lower mAs.

10. Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
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x-ray generator is ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized.

b. If appropriate checks line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns com-
pensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

c. For conventional exposure control:
i) Performer sets milliamperage by

choosing selectors for the cor-
rect focal spot size; sets the
mA selected.

ii) Performer selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired.

iii) Performer sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major kilovoltage and minor kilo-
voltage settings to produce the
desired kVp.

d. For automatic phototimed exposure
control:
i) Performer selects and sets the

category'corresponding to the
type of study and use or non-use
of screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.

ii) Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).

iii) May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with equip-
ment) corresponding to range for
examination,

iv) Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or special)
requirements for the study.

v) Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure be-
fore phototimed exposure is made.

e. Depending on the equipment, may set
controls to provide for use of
bucky manual tableside adjustment
of table and tube height, position,
and of collimation (unless these
have already been set as with mag-
nification technique).

11

f. Performer returns to overhead unit
and sets the focal-film distance
(if not already done, as with mag-
nification technique). Operates
cbntrols or manually moves the
x-ray tube into place over the

film holder (or at right angles
to upright holder). Checks the

focal-film distance by reading in-
dicator scale in the tube housing;
adjusts up or down until the re-
quired FFD (TFD) is obtained.

Performer places the part to be ra-
diographed in the final position se-
lected for the first exposure (unless

this is done by physician). Makes
sure that correct side is being po-

sitioned (with unilateral study).

a. With young patients may plan to
radiograph both affected and unaf-

fected sides for comparison.
b. May explain or demonstrate to pa-

tient what is resuired. May ob-

tain help in positioning or has

MD position in accident and frac-

ture cases.
c. Performer centers part and keeps

the long axis of the part par-
allel to the film holder. When
using a bucky centers patient to
midline. With cassette on table
top,centers film to part. With

upright holder adjusts height of

holder to part and centers part

to film.
d. When positioning a paLlent with

a balloon catheter in place per-

former makes sure that the clamp

is not lying over a part to be

exposed or that patient is not
lying on the clamp.

e. When the patient's extremities

are of unequal length, performer
notes whether the legs or the
femora are unequal. Makes ad-
justment in positioning at the
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joint above the unequal part, such
as placing pelvis so thac greater
crochanters are in the same trans-
verse plane for unequal feMora, and
knees at same transverse plane for
unequal legs. In immobilizing is
careful to position and support feet
to avoid rotation Of the upper ends
of the femora.

12. Performer positions as follows (unless
nonconventional positioning is being
used to avoid having patient move):

a For the pelvis and upper femora per-
former makes AP projection for bone
survey or as ordered.
i) For AP projection (posterior view)

of the pelvic girdle and upper
femora, performer has patient
assume supine position. Aligns
the median sagittal plane of the
body to the midline of the table
with both legs extended and knees
supported. Adjusts shoulders to
lie in the same transverse plane.
Places sandbags under ankle
joints and adjusts to same trans-
verse plane. For extremities of
unequal length adjusts as de-
scribed above. Inverts feet so
that long axes of femora are
parallel with plane of film by
grasping heels and turning feet
medially. Performer may check
that there is no rotation of
pelvis by measuring the distance
from the anterior superior iliac
spine to tabletop on each side.
Overcomes rotation of pelvis due
to swelling or atrophy by elevat-
ing appropriate side. Immobil-
izes. May apply compression band.
Centers at the level of the soft
tissue depression above the
greater trochanter. Directs cen-
tral ray to midpoint and at right
angles to film. With congenital

hip dislocation may center to
symphysis pubis.with central

ray at right angles and second

.exposure at 45° cephalad.

For semiaxial AP projection of
male anterior pelvic bones,di-
rects central ray 20° to 350

cephalad,centered to a point
two inches distal to upper bor-

der of the symphysis pubis; for
female, uses angle of 30° to
45° cephalad.

ii) For lateral projection of the
pelvis and upper femora, per-
former selects lateral recumbent
or erect, standing position. For

recumbent position, performer
may use cross-table projection
with AP position or has patient
lie on side with thighs fully
extended and midaxillary plane
of body at midline of table. May
have patient grasp side of table
for support. Supports lower
thorax so that vertebral column
is in a horizontal plane. Sup-
ports extremities at hip level,
and knee and ankle of affected
leg,and adjusts long axns to lie
parallel with table. Adjusts
pelvis so that anterior super-
ior iliac spines are in sane
vertical plane. Has erect pa-
tient stand straight, with
weight equally distributed on
both feet in lateral position
before vertical holder. Adjusts
body for median sagittal plane
alignment. Supports limb of un-
equal length. Centers to the
level of soft tissue depression
above greater trochanter,and di-.
rects central ray at right an-

gles to film.
iii) For semiaxial projection of the

pelvis,performer has patient sit
on side or end of table so that
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posterior surface of each knee is duct femora. Has MD position if

in contact with edge of table. there is unhealed fracture. Perform-

Centers to median sagittal plane er localizes the long axis of the

of body and table. May support femoral neck (especially with atypi-

feet with bench or stool. Has pa- cal'patients or where the extremity

tient abduct thighs and lean di- is not in anatomic position) by lo-

rectly forward until symphysis
pubis'is in close contact with

cating the anterior superior iliac ,

spine and the upper margin of the

table. May assist obese patient to symphysis pubis. Defines a line be-

achieve as close to a 45° angle tween them. Palpates the greater

of vertical axis of pelvis as pos- trochanter of the femur and marks a

sible. Haf.4 patient grasp ankles point one inch below its most prami-

to maintain position. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles, cen-

nent part. Defines a line from the
point marked to the midpoint of the

tered to the lumbosacral region first line as the long axAs of the

at level of greater trochanters,
or directs central ray anteriorly

femoral neck.

Performer locates the hip joint by
at right angles to coronal plane defining a line between the anterior
of the symphysis pubis. superior iliac spine and the symphy-

iv) For superoinferior axial projec- sis pubis. Determines the midpoint
tion of anterior pelvic bones,
seats patient as above; has pa-

and defines a line at right angles
to the first line at the midpoint

tient extend arms backward for and finds a point on the second line
support and lean backward so that about tro inches below the first.
the pubic arch is in a vertical Uses this point to center.
position. Centers at level of the ,. i) For inferosuperior projection
greater trochanters,with central (axiolateral view, "frog" posi-
ray at right angles to film. In- tion) of the femoral neck(s) and
cludes sacrum and symphysis pubis hip(s), performer notes whether
within field. unilateral or bilateral view is

v) For the PA projection (anterior involved. For bilateral view has
view) of the anterior pelvic patient assume supine position
bones, has patient assume prone with the medial sagittal plane of
position. Centers to the median
sagittal plane of body at level

body aligned to midline of table,
shoulders in a single transverse

of greater trochanters, with no
rotation of pelvis. Supports an-

plane, elbows flexed, and hands
resting on upper chest, with no

kles. Directs central ray at rotation in body. Has patient
right angles to film,

vi) For a semiaxial PA projection of
flex knees and abduct thighs
equally and as much as possible, i

the anterior pelvic bones, posi- with feet turned inward as close

tions as above and dirccts cen- to the buttJcks as possible so
tral ray to midpoint at 350 ceph- that femora are in a near verti-

alad. cle position. May apply compres-
b. For the femoral neck(s) and hip, per- sion band above hip joints. Cen-

former notes whether requisition is ters and immobilizes feet. Ad-

for unilateral or bilateral study and justs equal abduction of thighs
.

the purpose. Selects positions de- so that the long axes of femoral

pending on patient's ability to ab- necks are parallel to plane of

,
....., ......
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film. Adjusts central ray angle to
parallel the long axes of femoral
shafts centered to the symphysis
pubis (or at right angles).
For unilateral projection using
cassette tray,adjusts patient in A
pelvis position,centering anterior
superior iliac spine of affected
side to midline of table. Extends
unaffected extremity. Supports wit
sandbags under knee and ankle. Has
patient flex the hip and knee of
the affected side and draw the foot
up to the opposite knee. Directs
central ray to central point locat-
ed for hip joint (as described
above). Has patient brace sole of
foot against opposite knee and
lean thigh lateralward about 400
with foot turned on its lateral
side.

For unilateral projection using
cassette on table top, has patient
lie in AP supine position with af-
fected leg extended and unaffected
leg abducted,with knee flexed and
foot on tabletop, or with leg hang-
ing off table edge. Positions cas-
sette vertically at patient's side
with long axis parallel to long ax
is of femoral neck and as far as
possible into depression above il-
iac crest.

Supports with sandbags. Inverts
foot slightly. Directs central ray
at right angles to long axis of fe-
moral neck to hip joint point (as
described above) and under the op-
posite knee if flexed.

ii) For superoinferior axiolateral pro-
jection of femoral neck, uses
curved cassette. Has patient as-
sume supine position with pelvis
elevated enough to place greater
trochanters four inches above
table top. Supports affected ex-
tremity at hip level. Flexes hip
and knee of unaffected side if not
immobilized already.

List'Elements Full11111111MMEMBIlla

If not already abducted in cast
or splint, abducts leg suffic-
iently to place cassette. Places
cassette vertically well up be-
tween thighs, centered to the
crease of the groin of affected
side. If not already immobil-
ized, inverts foot 15° to 200.
Immobilizes with sandbag. Di-
rects central ray downward and
medialward at right angLes to
long axis of femoral nee.. cen-
tered to lateral surface of hip
above the soft tissue depres-
sion.

iii) For mediolateral projection(for
axiolateral view of femoral
neck) ,perforner places patient
in supine AF position with pel-
vis sufficiently elevated to
place greater trochanters about
six inches above table top. Sup-
ports hips. Places cassette ver-
tically along lateral surface
of the affected hip. Centers
transverse line of cassette to
greater trochanter,and tilts
cassette backward 25°. Supports
castiette in position. Angles
central ray laterodorsally,di-
rected to greater trechanter at
25° cephalad and 25° posterior
centered to midsagittal plane of

thigh.
iv) For AP projection (posterior

view) of femoral neck and for
use in Aculating the shaft-
neck angle, performer has pa-
tient assume supine AP position
with sagittal plane lying one
inch medial to anterior super-
ior iliac spine,centered to mid-
line of table. Performer ab-
ducts leg slightly and rotates
thigh internally about 200. Im-
mobilizes. Localizes the long
axis of the femoral neck as de-
scribed above,and finds midpoint
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of the femoral neck (about two
inches below its intersection
with -2-.a line between anterior
superior iliac spine and upper
'margin of symphysis pubis). If
shaft-neck angle is to be calcu-
lated from this view, performer
marks midpoint with a Small lead
marker. Performer centers central
ray at right angles to film di-
rected to center of femoral neck,
regardless of position of film,
and includes at least six inches
of the shaft of the femur in the
field. Uses processed radiograph
for calculation of shaft-neck
angle.

v) Yor inferosuperior projection of
femoral neck (axiolateral projec-
tion based on shaft-neck angle
calculation), performer obtains
processed AP projection as de-
scribed above. Places tracing
paper over radiograph and draws
in outline of femur and midpoint
of femoral neck a indicated by
lead marker. Performer locates
point on lateral side of
greater trochanter one inch be-
low the most prominent lateral
projection and marks it on out-
line. Connects that point with
the marked midpoint of femoral
neck to demonstrate long axis of
femoral neck. Ascertains the po-
sition of the long axis of shaft
of femur and draws it where it
intersects the long axis of the
femoral neck. Performer measures
the obtuse angle formed by the
intevsection of the two lines and
records as the shaft-neck angle.
Subtracts 90° from the shaft-neck
angle and records for use in ab-
duction of thigh.
Has patient lie in supine posi-
tion with hip and knee flexed so
that thigh is at right angles to

the table. Abducts the thigh to
the angle calculated above (thus
placing femoral neck parallel to
table). Supports leg. Centers
cassette in bucky tray to the
femoral neck and directs central
ray at right angles to the mid-
point.

c. For the hip and hip joint, perform-
er notes whether bilateral or uni-
lateral views are required; makes
sure that there 's no danger of
fragment displacement, injury,or
presence of unhealed fracture or
destructive disease before having
patient assume any lateral body po-
sitions. For bilateral superoin-
ferior profile view of acetabula
rehearses patient to retain posi-
tion so that second view can be ex-
posed on the same film after shift
of x-ray tube and film.
i) For AP projection (posterior

view) of hip, has patient assume
supine position with knees and
ankles supported. For bilateral 1

study centers the sagittal plane
two inches medial to the anter-
ior superior iliac spine to the
midline of table, aligning parts
with no rotation of pelvis,and
with elbows flexed in comforta-
ble position,and shoulders in a
single transverse plane. Unless
there are contraindications, in-
verts feet so as to place long
axes of femora parallel to plane
of film. Immobilizes feet. For
unilateral projection aligns af-
fected hip to midline. Locates
hip joint as described in (b),
above. Centers to level of high-
est point of greater trochanter
and directs central ray at right
angles to film.

ii) For latStal projection of hip
joint, has patient turn toward
affected side in a near lateral
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position and grasp table side
for support. Centers affected
hip to midline. Has patient flex
affected knee and draw thigh up
to near right-angle flexion. Has
patient extend opposite thigh;
supports at hip level. Adjusts
pelvis so that upper side is ro-
tated slightly backward. Locates
hip joint as described in (b),
above. Directs central ray to
that point at right angles or to
200 to 25° cephalad, as ordered.

iii) For inferoLuperior projection,
(axiolateral view) of hip,has pa-
tient assume lateral recumbent
position on affected side. Has
patient grasp side of table for
support. Centers midaxillary
plane of body to midline of
table. Extends affected extremity
to lateral position and immobi-
lizes. Rolls upper, unaffected
side backward gently about 10°
and supports. Directs central
ray to femoral neck at 35° cel.n-
aled or 15° to 20° if so
ordered.

iv) For posterolateral position,per-
former begins with same position-
ing as,above; rolls upper, unaf-
fected side forward about 15°
and supports. Centers to the
level of the greater trochanter
and directs centray ray at right
angles. Performer may also posi-
tion as above, but with patient
lying on unaffected side.

v) For posterior oblique projection
of hip joint, performer has pa-
tient assume semiprone position.
Centers affected hip so that
posterior surface of affected
iliac bone is at the midline.
Elevates unaffected side 40° to
45° and has patient support self
on flexed knee and forearm of
unaffected side. Centers to leve

of superior border of greater
trochanter. Directs central ray
at right angles to film, pass-
ing between posterior surface
of iliac blade and dislocated
femoral head.

vi) For anterior oblique projection
(pnsterior oblique view) of ili-
um, performer has patient assum
a supine position with the sag-
ittal pla-e passing through the
hip joint of affected side,cen-
tered to midline of table. Ele-
vates unaffected side 40° and
supports elevated shoulder,hip
and knee. Adjusts unaffected
leg and thigh so that the enter-
ior superior iliac spines are
in a single transverse plane.
Centers to anterior superior
iliac spine and directs central
ray at right angles to film.

vii) For posterior oblique projec-
tion (anterior oblique view) o
ilium, performer has patient
assume prone position (or lat-
eral recumbent) and centers as
above. Elevates unaffected side
about 400 or so that transverse
plane of pelvis is at a 45° en-
gle. Has patient rest on fore-
arm and flexed knee of unaf-

. fected side. Adjusts upper
thigh so that the anterior su-
perior iliac spines are in a
single transverse plane. Centers
as above and directs central ray
at right angles.

viii) For bilateral profile view,
superoinferior projection of
acetabula, performer restricts
radiation to one half of film
at a time by using extension
cones or masking cassette. Re-
hearses patient so that posi-
tion will be retained for two
separate exposures on the film,
one for each side. Has patient
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seated on a side of the x-ray
table far enough back so that
posterior surface of knees are in
contact with edge of table. Cen-
ters transverse axis of film to
midaxillary plane of body. Ar-
ranges, if appropriate,to have
grid shift appropriately for
second exposure. Performer cen-
ters the midline of the longi-
tudinal half of the film oppo-
site the side being examined to
the median sagittal plane of body
and marks for referPnce when sec-
ond exposure is mado-Centers un-
affected side for first exposure
to the median sagittal plane of
body. Has patient sit erect with
thighs together and arms crossed
over chest. Centers beam to the
crest of the ilium on the af-
fected side at a medial angle of
300 from one side. After first
exposure,performer has patient
hold position while film is moved
into position for second expo-
sure. Centers beam to crest of
the opposite ilium at a medial
angle of 300 from the other side.

ix) For posterior oblique projection
of acetabulum,performar has pa-
tient assume semiprone position
on affected side suppprold on
forearm and flexed kne of unaf-
fected side. Centers afcted hip
to midline of table. Adjusts ele-
vation of unaffected side so that
anterior surface of body is at a
38° with tabletop. Supports

x) For -interior oblique projection

beam through acetabulum at 12°
flexed knee and ankles. Centers

cephalad at a point about two
inches above gluteal fold and

L

trp inches lateral to median sag-
itLal plane.

of Ecetabulum, has patient as-
sumf! s,l,pine position. Centers

".4111
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sagittal plane passing through
anterior superior iliac spine
to midline and elevates affected
hip 60°. Centers at level of up
per border of greater trochant-
er. Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

d. If, during positioning, paLient
shows signs of severe pain, per-
former may notify appropriate phy-
sician at once and await orders or
may decide on .alternative position
ing to avoid movement of the af-
fected part.

e. Performer chtcks final positioning
by using ligc in collimator. Acti-
vates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-
ing to correspond to the film size
(or the size of the unshielded area
of the film to be exposed). Uses
cross-hair shadows as reference
for center of field. Uses-,the col-
limator light to center the"patient
to the x-ray field, or centers the
part to the film holder and uses
the collimator light to center the
tube to the part. Checks that pri-
mary beam will enter the center of
the area of interest at the select-
ed angle to the film so as to pro-
ject the view desired. May read-
just tube position lengthwise or
crosswise to provide better center-
ing.

13. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized,performer adjusts the
collimator. Either collimates so that
a small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film or colli-
mates further so as to expose only
the area of interest (and thus pro-
vide maximum protection and detail).
For small fields performer may attach
an auxiliary extension cone to colli-
mator to further reduce the primary
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beam. Adjusts primary beam to minimum Performer initiates exposure by press-

size needed to covet the part(s) of ing hand trigger or exposure control

interest. button.

14. Performer adds lead shielding to areas a. While exposure is underway per-

that will be in the primary path of former checks that mA meter re-

the beam but are not included in the
areas of interest. Makes sure that

cords appropriate current as set,
that kVp meter dips slightly.

protective shielding has been pro- b. May watch for evidence of maifune-

vided to patient and everyone who will tion such as line surge or exces- 4

remain in room. sive drop; may listen for sound of
normal functioning of equipment.

15. Throughout procedure performer ob- If there is malfunction may decide
serves patient for any signs of emer- to report; anticipates need to re-

gency and/or to prevent or respond to peat exposure.

an accident. Is alert to signs of nau- c. With phototimer notes whether back-

sea, dizziness or sweat suggesting up timer has been involved in

faintness. Performer may have patient terminating exposure before photo-

lie down, lower head or raise legs. timed exposure was completed. If

Notifies nurse. If patient shows any so, anticipates possible need to

other errargency signs, loses consci- repeat exposure (due to underex-

ousness, or has an accident,performer posure if premature cut-off, or

calls appropriate physician or nurse overexposure due to faulty timer).

at once. May decide to provide emer- d. After exposure is completed tells

gency first aid as well. If a patient's patient that he or she can relax.

catheter becomes disconnected, perform- e. If the exposure is terminated by

er clamps it and immediately notifies a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-

nurse. If catheter should came out,
notifies nurse at once.

nical factors for possible overload
or cheeks for overload elsewhere
on circuit. Anticipates need to re-

16. When everything is ready for the ex-
posure, performer explains to patient
what breath control will be used for

peat exposure.

18. Performer returns to patient. Removes

exposure (primarily holding breath)
when told to do so by performer and
holding still until told to relax. Re-
minds patient about those exposures in

cassette or film holder from table,
floor,or bucky.

a. Removes any markers for further

which position is to be retained for a use. If multiple views are to be

second exposure. Performer observes taken on the film, removes leaded

the patient's movement until the moment rubber mask and remasks all but

that the exposure is made. Readjusts next area to be exposed.

position if warranted. b. If the patient is being examined
for a possible fracture or if so

17. The performer returns to control room. requested, performer arranges to

Makes sure controls are properly set have the first exposure processed

and patient is still in position.Tells at once and brought to the appro-

patient when to hold breath and/or hold
still by calling or using intercom.

priate radiologist.
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c. Depending on whether radiologist
will evaluate radiographs before
completion of all possible expo-
sures for the series, performer ar-
ranges to process film(s) and eval-
uate for quality control personally,
have this done, or bring to dark-
room for processing and later eval-
uation, based on time available, in-
stitutional arrangements,or speci-
fic instructions. Attaches ID card
for use with flasher if appropriate.
May sign requisition.

d. While films are being processed and/
or evaluated performer has patient
relax in examination room or hold-
ing area. Explains what will happen
next.
i) Performer determines whether pa-

tient should remain on table and/
or in room or requires observa-
tion. May consult requisition
sheet or attending RN. If appro-
priate, makes sure that patient
will be attended while waiting.

ii) If appropriate, moves x-ray tube
and any protruding film holder
away from patient before patient
rises.

iii) May decide to assist patient to
chair or stretcher or from
table, Makes sure patient is re-
minded of any footrest in step-
ping off table.

19. When (or if) performer learns from the
radiologist the extent of the injury
and/or whether further conventional
views and/or positions can be under-
taken, eliminated or altered, perform-
er proceeds as appropriate according to

instructions.

a. For further exposures performer re-
peats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification of
film holder or cassette and use of
R-L marker, selection and setting

of technique for next view (if
different), positioning patient
and equipment for focus-object-
film alignment, proper collimation
and shielding, and making exposure,

as described above.
b. Performer refrains from commenting

on the films or providing any in-
terpretation.

c. If performer is asked to repeat any
exposures, makes sure that the ad-
ditional exposures are warranted
medically, since additional radia-
tion will be incurred.
i) Notes whether need to repeat is

due to4)erformer's own negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future
"retakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of a radiologist, per-
former notes for future work
done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

20. When performer is sure that the ex-
amination has been completed, per-
former may have patient transported
back to holding area or next location
or decides to do personally, as appro-
priate. Makes sure that none of the
equipment is projecting over the pa-
tient before allowing patient to rise
from stool or table, and assists pa-
tient as described above.

21. Performer carries out termination
steps for the examination:

a. Performer has equipment and exami-
nation table cleaned after use or
decides to do personally,depending
on institutional arrangements.
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b. Perforner records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views takan,the
technical factors used and film
Sizes; may record the number of ex-
posures made of each view including
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); nay record any problem
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. If any views cal-
led for in the initial request
could not be obtained, performer may
record reasons. Signs requisition
sheet.

c. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re- 1

lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book, or has
this done, depending on institu-
tional procedures.

d. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the porformer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

1
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What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broed enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition.reviewed;pt. reassured,positioned;parts
measured;films identified;technical factors selected
and set;technique for magnification set up;exposures
made;radiographs sent for Jcessing and evaluation;
procedures repeated as app,ipriate for full set of
views;patient returned;examtu_ttlon recorded;radio-
graphs placed for use.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if ona. certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history;pen;x-ray machine control panel(s),
tube(s),bucky,table,collimator,extension cones;tech-
ique chart;charts for conversion of technique,stand-

ard examination views,dosage,tube capacity;loaded
assettes;vertical film holder;leaded rubber shield-.

ing;R-L and ID markers;immobilization,and support de-
ices;stool;calipers;tape;scissors;pr6tractor;cam-
ression band;stretcher or wheelchair;marking pen;
.Laaezhead clamp

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

inVolved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

es to q. : Name t e in o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Non-infant patient to be radiographed;radiologic

technologist;radiologist;nurse

Lis- Elements Fully

Performer receives or obtains the
x-ray requisitiofi form, patient's
identification card, and any ap-
propriate. medical-technical his-
tory for a non-infant patient
scheduled for radiography of the
vertebral column (cervical,thor-
acic and/or lumbar spine and/or
sacrum, coccyx):

.
Name the task so t57a the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of
non-infant patient by reviewing request;reporting ob-
served contraindications;reassuring pt.;measuring
part;setting up for magnification technique;select-
ing and setting technical factors;identifying film;

positioning pt. and equipment for erect or recumbent
exposure;providing shielding;collimating;making ex-
posure;having radiographs processed and reviewed:re-

1

peating for full set of views or as ordered;having
pt. returned;placing radiographs for use;recording
examination.

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

b. From co-worker.
c. After having arranged requi-

sitions in order of priority.

'r
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The plain films of the spine
may serve as preliminary
"scout" films for contrast
studies such as myelography
or discography; the plain
films of the cervial,thoracic,
and/or lumbar spine may be
part of a bone-survey. The re-
quisition may call for a scol-
iosis or spinal fusion series.

1. Performer reads the requi-
sition sheet to determine
the examination called for,
the patient involved, spec-
ial considerations, and to
check.the completeness of
the information provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
aminations called for
including the parts in-
volved and the affected
areas (especially for
spinal fusion study),
whether bilateral or
.unilateral views are re7-
quested, the patient po-
sitions and views called

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(X)
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for, the number of exposures, the
central beam angulation, the areas
of interest and parts to be included.
Notes whether there will be multiple
views on a single film, whether the
use of a grid or bucky will be in-
volved. Notes any request for dragni-
fication. Checks the name of the re-
ferring physician.

b. Performer reads patieneF name,iden-
tificaC_on number, sex, age, weight,
height. Notes whether patient is in-
patient, out-patient, or emergency
patient. Notes any special informa-
tion that will affect patient posi-
tioning, technique, or handlin; of
the patient, such as presence of ac-
cident injuries, unhealed fracture,
suspected fracture, degenerating
disease, presence of ,laster cast,
whether patient will le on a stretch-'
er or wheelchair, the nature of any
known pathology which would affect
technique (such as bone infection),
and the purpose of the study.

c. With patients with accident injuries

or unhealed fractures,performer may
make sure that a surgeon or radiolo-
gist is available to position the
patient,

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling,such
as heart disease, communicable or
infectious condition, infirmity, in-
coherenca; whether patient has TV
drip, oxygen supply, urinary catne-
ter or similar device in place;notes
whether patient will be accompanied
by nurse or other staff person.

e. If studies of the lumbar-lumbosacral
vertebrae, sacrum,or coccyx have
been ordered, performer checks
whether there were orders for prior
preparation such as administralion
of cathartic and/cr enema,evacuation,
and/or emptying of urinary bladder
just prior to examination. If or-

f.

dered, performer checks to be sure
these were carried out; if not, ar-
ranges for patient to evacuate and/

or empty bladder.
If performer is not already assign-
ed to examination room (and a par-
ticular machine) notes the room or
machine involved. Goes to examina-
tion room or control room for ma-
chine involved. If oblique-PA pro-
jection of cervical intervertebrate
foramina has been ordered,notes
whether bi-plane study is involved.
If so, checks that proper equipment
is available in room.

g. If magnification has been requested,
performer checks that the machine
to be used has a fractional focal
spot of appropriate slze for direct
magnification technivue (i.e.,0.3
mm or smaller).

h. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet is
complete. Checks whether any spec-
ial orders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad ex-
posure involved for the examination

i. Depending on institutional proce-
dureperformer may review pa-
tient's radiation exposure history,
prior record of techniques used,and
cumulative exposure. Notices
whether examination has been done
elsewhere in recent past, whether
number of radiographic exposures
ordered or done in past should be
brought to radiologist's attention.

j. Depending on institutional proce-
dures,performer notes whether
female patient is pregnant, reviews
date of female patient's last men-
strual period, or notes any other

indication that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or possible
fetus. Notes shielding needed.

k. If patient's record indicates or-
ders for sedation or any other

(to
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prior medication,performer may check
timing to be sure a proper elapse
of time has occurred for medication
to take effect. May arrange to delay

examination if appropriate.
1. If referring physician has requested

that films already on file be sent
with current radiographs, and if not
already with patient's jacketed ma-
terial, performer arranges to have

prior films delivered.

If the performer determines that the
request is not properly authorized, is

incomplete, or that sufficient informa-
tion is lacking for performer to select
technique or to properly position or
care for patient, or if performer con-

siders that there may be contraindica-
tions to going ahead with the procedure,
performer notifies supervisor, radio-
logist, or other designated staff per-
son, depending on institutional proce-
dures. Explains the problem if appropri
ate,and proceeds after obtaining needed

information, signature, or orders.

. When performer is clear about what will
be involved in examination, he or she

prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-

tient in examination room longer than

necessary:

a. Performer reviews the technique

chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation for change in
machine output or a policy deci-

sion).
b. Performer washes hands as appropri-

ate; depending on patient's condi-
tion, may decide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontamina-

tion techniques.
c. Performer makes sure that x-ray

equipment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel for x-ray generator

ard checks that indicator light

shows that machine Is "warmed up,"
or turns on main switch as appro-
priate to equipment and allows time
for machine to "warm up." If appro-
priate, performer may set radio-
graphy mode selector and set colli-
mator control for manual operation.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilization devices such as
sandbags,wedge sponges, compression
band, gauze bandage are present and

that there is a mattress, pads,
pillows,and/ot blankets for comfort
of patient if patient will lie on
table. If appropriate, obtains pro-
tractor, cardboard triangles, cas-
sette tunnels, weights, device to

support erect patient, objects to

stand on to compensate for (or

create) spinal curvature,or limbs
of unequal length.

e. Checks that there is leaded rubber
shielding available in room to be

used to mask film, protect the pa-
tient, and/or to place beneath the

film holder, as appropriate.
f. Performer prepares for identifica-

tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:
i) May obtain lead numerals and

tape and prepare identification

strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate pa-
tient identification informa-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of

flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on film holder

surface; may write or type out
ID information on card if not
received with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right

(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use.
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If magnification has been requested,
performer prepares the equipment for
the tube-over-table method of magnifi-
cation (used without bucky):

a. Pelformer determines the degree of
magni:ication requested on the re-
quiGition sheet; if the request is
expressed as an area magnification
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square
root. (Linear magnification squared
equals area magnification.)

b. Performer calculates the required
distances from target (focal spot)
to object (patient) (TOD), and from
object to film (OFD), as well as the
distance from target to film (TFD)
(the sum of TOD and OFD):
i) If the distance from the table

top to a cassette placed on the
floor or a stool (OFD) will be
a relatively inflexible distance,
performer measures this distance
or reads indicator scale. (If
stool is to be used, may note the
table height.) Performer may ad-
just table height to provide for
a round number for the OFD.

ii) If the distance from the focal
spot to the table top (TOD) will
be the relatively inflexible dis-
tance, performer determines what
this is by measuring or reading
appropriate indicator scale on
tube housing. Performer may ad-
just tube height to provide a
round number for the TOD.

iii) Depending on whether the OFD or
the TOD is fixed, performer cal-
culates the required complemen-
tary distance by referring to a
magnification chart for the de-
gree of linear magnification re-
quired, or uses the formula: de-
gree of linear magnification
equals TFD divided by TOD. For a
two-times linear magnification

performer simply sets the TOD
equal to the OFD.

iv) Performer adjusts and locks the
table height and/or the tube
height to the calculated OFD
and TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-film
and target-object distances:
i) Performer moves the x-ray tube

housing until it is centered
over the table top in the ap-
proximate area where the pa-
tient's area of interest will be
positioned, such as on table.

ii) Performer swings the table out
of the way so that there is no
obstruction between the tube and
the floor. (Does not change
height.) If appropriate, places
a stool on the floor under the
tube. May place cassette.of ap-
propriate size on floor or
stool. Performer selects the
size film designated for the
degree of magnification and the
selected part to be studied.

iii) Performer adjusts the collima-
tion to correspond to the field
size anticipated (for the TOD

involved).
iv) Performer activates the light

in the collimator and adjusts
the tube horizontally so that
the light beam cast is centered
to the cassette on the stool or
floor. Uses the cross-hairs pro-
jected by the beam to center the
tube to the area on the floor
or stool.

v) Performer locks the tube into
position so that there is a 900
angle of the beam with the floor
or stool. Fixes and retains col-
limator setting.

vi) Performer marks the outline of
the collimated light area or
cassette on the floor or stool
using tape or other removable

a
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marker. If not already done,
checks by placing cassette in

a. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments,performer may decide to es-

marked area. May mark center of cart out-patient to or from dress-

area as shown by cross-hairs. ing room. May decide to assist in

vii) Performer swings table back into transporting patient from holding

plaee. Activates light beam in area or have this done.

collimator and marks the table b. Performer greets patient and any

top where the center cross-hairs accompanying staff person and intro

and light outline are projected duces self. Checks patient's iden-

(to be used to center the part tity against the requisition sheet.

to be radiographed). Uses tape With in-patient, checks hospital

or other radiolucent removable identification bracelet or other

marker. identifier. If patient is accomr

viii) Performer may recheck TOD and panied because of seriousness of

OFD to be sure that they corre- condition, performer checks with

spond to the calculated dis- accompanying staff member on any

tances. special precautions necessary dur-

d. For magnification technique using a ing procedure.

vertical film holder, performer may c. Has patient assume a comfortable

wait until patient has been brought position seated on table or chair.

into examination room. Adjusts up- If patient is in wheelchair, moves

right holder to appropriate height; patient in chair into position next

adjusts x-ray tube to right-angle to table. If patient is on special

projection of beam to film holder; stretcher, places stretcher into

centers to the film; measures and position so that radiolucent

adjusts TOD to patient's position stretcher can be lifted with pa-

and marks patient's position; mea- tient on it from wheeled base to

sures and adjusts OFD from patient' x-ray table. May arrange to move

position as marked. patient to table. With accident pa-

e. If the sum of the new TOD and OFD tient uses upright film holder with

(TFD) is now different from the TFD patient remaining on stretcher

used for non-magnification techni- until injury has been localized.

que, performer may consult techni- d. Performer explains to patient what

que chart to note the factor to use will be involved in the procedure;

for a compensatory change in mAs. indicates what types of positions

May recor6 for later use in setting the patient will be asked to assume

exposure factors. and the cooperation that will be

f. Performer may also note the change asked of the patient.

in kVp and mAs necessary to compen- e. Performer answers patient's non-

sate for any change in collimation medical questions honestly; at-

from non-magnification technique. tempts to reassure patient and de-

Consults appropriate charts for con- velop confidence. Treats patient

version factors. May record, with dignity and concern regardless
of patient's behavior. Remains

. Performer has t patient called from aware that patient may be frighten-

the holding area and prepared for the ed and/or in pain. Performer ex-

examination (if not already done), or plains when asked medical questions

decides to do personally. that it is not appropriate for
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technologist to answer these; en- b. If patient has had a severe injury
courages patient to speak to phy- to the cervical or thoracic spine
sician.

f. If patient has an IV drip in place,
performer checks that needle has

and arrives on stretcher or bed,
performer plans for radiographic
positioning of film and x-ray tube

not become dislodged and that the with patient on stretcher and with-
fluid is dripping at an even rate. out rotating patient. If any manip-
If there are any problems, perform- ulation of patient's head is re-
er clamps tube and notifies an ap- quired, performer has physician
propriate staff person at once. carry this out.

g. If appropriate and not already done,
performer questions female patient

c. For cervical and thoracic vertebrae,
notes whether patient will be able

of child bearing age regarding pos- to hyperextend head for AP projec-
sible pregnancy. If there is any tion or whether oblique projections
possibility that patient is pregnant should be substituted.
and this has not already been re- d. Performer notes whether patient can
corded, performer informs appropri- assume erect position for projection
ate physician and proceeds only with where this is an option. Chooses
approval,

h. If not already done, has patient
erect standing or seated position
where possible except for patient

with cervical spine involvement re- with standing or sitting difficulty
move dentures, hair pins,and any or with cardiac condition.

jewelry around neck. Makes sure that e. Notes whether patient's extremities
all garments except gown are re- are of unequal length, whether any
moved down to below the area of in- swelling or atrophy of the soft tis-
terest. For views of thoracic and sue will cause rotation of the pel-
lower spinal areas makes sure that vis when patient is recumbent. Notes
patient has an open back gown. Keeps whether adjustments will be neces-
body covered until ready for po- sary for excessive muscularity or
sitioning and exposure. Reveals only fatty tissue, whether thin patient
as much of body as necessary. Treats will need padding under bony prom-
young patient with as much courtesy inences.
as adult. If there is a wet dress- f. Performer considers the number and
ing, performer has it reinforced or types of projections ordered for the
decides to do personally. examination and the patient's con-

dition. Performer may consider a

6. Performer questions patient and/or RN change from standard projections to
or MD present on what movement is pos- better accomplish the purpose of the
sible to determine what positions are examination, or deletion of a posi-
available for use. tion,or a change in technical fac-

tors. Depending on institutional ar-

a. When there is unhealed fracture or .rangements, performer may obtain
degenerating disease of upper cer- permission from appropriate radiolo-
vical region,is careful to note gist or decides personally to alter
whether any requested positions in-
volve axial positions or rotation

the standard procedure.

of head. Does not attempt without 7. Depending on whether a bucky or table
checking with ND,and has MD posi-
tion .atient.

top technique will be used and stan-
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dard institutional practices, performr
er selecta speed and type of film,grid,
and cassette combination.

a. Selects size(s) based on the area(s)
to be included, the patient's size,
and whether bilateral views are to
be exposed on a single film.

b. For frontal and lateral projections
of the lumbar-lumbosacral vertebrae
performer assesses whether to uti-
lize a single cassette large enough
to accommodate the area of interest
or use two films, one centered to
the third lumbar body and one at the
lumbosacral joint.

c. For magnification technique,per- .

former selects the size film desig-
nated for the degree of magnifica-
tion and the selected area to be
studied.

d. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes o
the types and sizes selected are
available in the examination room.
If not, arranges to obtain or de-
cides to obtain personally.

. Performer prepares for the examination:

a. Ferformer obtains the appropriate
:71.7:e loaded cassette for the first

pc.siection.

b. If bilateral exposures will be taken
on one film, performer mentally de-
cides how these will be positioned
so that the film need not be turned
for viewing each image. Performer
uses leaded rubber sheets and masks
the cassette completely except for
the area to be exposed. Treats the
'area to be exposed from this point
as though it were the actual film
size.

c. Performer attaches identification
information to the cassette or
table top:

List Elements Fully

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection or depresses appropri-.
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate corner of cassette.

iii) If t'.tient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

d. If cassette is to*be used with
bucky (under tabletop or in up-
right holder) performer May manual-
ly pull out bucky tray and open re-
taining clamps. Inserts cassette
into bucky tray a-A pushes back.
Makes sure.clampL .re closed. Moves
cassette into appropriate "stored"
position or inserts cassette tray
into bucky slot and centers.

e. If a bucky is not being used, per-
former places cassette in a posi-
tion that can.be c:mfortably reache
by the patient in final position-
ing.

i) If magnification technique is to
be used, performer places cas-
sette in marked position on
floor or stool.

ii) If appropriate to make possible
minimal movement of patient,
performer may place cassette in
upright holder at right angles
to table top or in other posi-
tion selected.
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iii) With accident patient, after lo-
calization has been established,
performer may obtain assistance
in lifting any part under which a
cassette must be placed while the
injured extremity is supported.

f. Performer provides patient and every

one who will remain in room during
exposure with protective shield-
ing. Explains if necessary Oat this
is not cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unnecessary
radiation exposure.

Performer has patient assume a comfort-
able recumbent or seated position de-
pending on the positions to be employ-
ed, so that the part(s) to be radio-
graphed can be measured in position.

a. If appropriate, ploces mattress,
pillow,or clean linen on x-ray
table.

b. Performer may decide to assist pa-
tient from wheelchair or stretcher
to table or has this done. May ob-
tain help. Makes sure that no equip-
ment is in the way and may be col-
lided with by patient. Locks chair.

c. If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on table,
helps patient turn into position,
step backwhrds on stool, and then
sit and/or lie on table.

d. Performer uses centimeter calipers
to measure the thickness of the
part(s) to be radiographed in the
direction in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered Tart from tube to film.
Records for use in determining ex-
posure factors.
i) With fractures or accident pa-

tient,may have surgeon or radio-
logist position the patient.

ii) In locating iliac crest,perform-
er is careful not tr, center too
high by making sure not to con-

List Elements Fully

fuse the iliac crest with the
heavy muscles immediately above
the crest. May have patient in-
hale deeply and breathe out;
then palpates the point of the
crest while the muscles are re-

laxed.
iiJ) If performer believes that pa-

tient will be embarrassed by
palpation of the symphysis
pubis, uses the most prominent
point of the greater trochanter
to locate the same transverse
plane.

iv) If patient has a urinary cathe-
ter in place, performer turns
patient toward the catheter and
tubing to prevent separating it
from drainage bottle and break-
ing sterile system and to avoid
causing pain.

e. After measuring, has patient rest
in as relaxed a position as pos-
sible. May place pad, blanket or

pillow under bony prominences to
provide comfort.

10. Performer selects the exposure fac-
tors for the first projection by con-
sulting the technique chart(s) posted
for the machine:

a. Locates the information needed for
the body part and projection in-
volved according to the centimete
thickness of the part as measured
and the collimated field-size to
be used. Makes sure that techni-
que relates to the combination of

film type and speed and use or
nonuse of other accessories that
are possible (such as screens,

. grids, bucky, etc.).
b. Makes note of the kVp,mA,T(second

of exposure time),focal spot size
and the focal film distance (TFD
or FFD) called for.
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c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time
have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
necessary to account for a patho-
logical condition, change in TFD,
extreme fat or muscularity, pre-
ference of the radiologist involved,
and any other conversion needed
such as with magnification techni-
que. Performer looks up numerical
conversion factors and calculates,
or uses conversion charts to ascer-
tain the appropriate new exposure
factor (kVp, mA and/or time). Multi
plies, divides, adds, or subtracts
as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or unfam-
'Mar exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to.be sure that
technique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the foca
spot size to be used. If appropri-
ate, performer reconverts the tech-
nique to an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lower mAs.

11. Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
oeen stabilized.

b- lf appropriate, checks line voltage
meter and, if aeeded, turns com-
pensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

c. For conventional exposure control:
i) Performer sets milliamperage by

choosing selectors for the cor-
rect focal spot size; sets the
mA selected.

ii) Performer selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired.

iii) Performer sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of

List Elements Full

major kilovoltage and minor
kilovoltage settings to produce
the desired kVp.

d. For automatic phototimed exposure
control:
i) Performer selects and sets the

category corresponding to the
type of study and use or non-
use of screens, bucky, etc.,
and, if appropriate, focal spot
size.

ii) Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).

iii) May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.

iv) Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the study

v) Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure be
fore phototimed exposure is
made.

e. Depending on the equipment,may set
controls to provide for use of
bucky, manual tableside adjustment
of table and tube height, position
and of collimtion (unless these
have already oeen set as with mag-
nification technique).

f. Performer returns to overhead unit
and sets the focal-film distance
(if not already done, as with mag-
nification technique). Operates
controls or manually moves the
x-ray tube into place over the
film holder (or at right angles to
upright holder). Checks the focal-
film distance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; adjusts
up or down until the required FFD
(TFD) is obtained.

12. Performer prepares the part to be ra-
diographed in the final position se-
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lected for the first exposure (unless
this is done by physician).

a. May explain or demonstrate to pa-
tient what is required. May obtain
help in positioning or has MD posi-
tion in accident and fracture cases.

b. Performer centers part and keeps the
long axis of the part parallel to
the film holder. When using a bucky,
centers patient to midline. With
cassette on table top, centers film
to part. With upright holder, ad-
justs height of holder to part and
centers part to film.

c. When positioning a patient with a
balloon catheter in place, performer
makes sure that the clamp is not ly-
ing over a part to be exposed or
that patient is not lying on the
clamp.

13. Performer positions as follows (unless
nonconventional positioning is being
used to avoid having patient move):

a. For studies of the cervical verte-
brae, including entire cervical col-
umn, occipitocervical articulations,
the atlas, odontoid processes of
axis, axis,and the lower cervical
intervertebral foramina, the per-
former first determines whether a
severe injury of the cervical spine
may be involved requiring special
non-manipulative positioning for AP
and lateral projections (to ascer-
tain the nature and extent of in-
jury) and whether manipulation of
the patient's head is to be perform
ed by a physician. Arranges for the
latter as appropriate. Takes latera
view of cervical spine as part of
bone-survey.
i) For AP projection (posterior

view) of cervical vertebrae when
patient is on stretcher and can-
not be moved, performer draws
bottom sheet of stretcher or bedJr

tight. Holds patient's head to
prevent it from turning, and
lifts head only enough to slip
cassette into position. Perform
er positions x-ray tube to a
15° to 20° cephalad angle if
the vertebral bodies and inter-
spaces are to be studied,and/or
20° to 30° caudad for posterior
vertebral elements, articular
pillars and facets,laminae,and
spinous processes. May include
upper thoracic vertebrae in
field.

For conventional AP projection
(posterior view) of cervical
vertebrae, has patient lie in
supine position with mid-sagit-
tal plane of body centered to
midline of table. Has arms
placed alongside body with
shoulders in a single trans-
verse plane. Supports ankles.
May place pad under patient's
head. Adjusts head so that its
median saggital plane is at
right angles to table top. Ele-
vates chin so that edges of up-
per incisors and mastoid tips
lie in same transverse plane.
Performer immobilizes head with
head clamp. Explains what will
be needed during exposure. No
have patient practice opening
and closing mouth until this is
done smoothly and rapidly with-
out the teeth striking together
if this will be required during
the duration of the exposure.
Centers cassette to level of
fourth cervical vertebra and
directs central ray at right an
gles to midpoint of film.

ii) For lateral projection of cer-
vical vertebrae when patient is
on stretcher or bed and cannot
be moved, performer adjusts cas
sette in vertical-position in
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upright holder so that lower
portion is in contact with should-
er. Centers to the fourth cervi-
cal vertebra and immobilizes. For
seventh cervical vertebra may
have patient assist in holding
shoulders down by first looping
bandage around patient's feet,
having knees slightly flexed,and
having patient grasp bandage ends
and extend knees. May have co-
worker depress shoulders by pull-
ing on arms with symmetrical trac-
tion. Centers beam at right an-
gles to film across table.

For conventional lateral projec-
tion of cervical spine,performer
selects seated or standing lat-
eral position and adjusts verti-
cal cassette stand to center at
fourth cervical segment with pa-
tient sitting or standing
straight. Has patient rest adja-
cent shoulder against stand. Cen-
ters coronal plane passing
through tips of the mastoid proc-
esses or level of external audi-
tory meatus to midline of film.
Rotates rounded shoulders forward
and normal shoulders backward
with shoulders in single trans-
verse plane. Has patient hold
sandbags of equal weight to de-
press shoulders or grasp and pull
on gauze strip as described
above. Adjusts lateral position
of body with long axis of cervi-
cal vertebrae parallel with film.
Elevates chin slightly and ad-
justs median sagittal plane of
head to right angles with floor.
Has patient fix view on a single
spot straight ahead during expo-
sure.

For lateral projections used in
flexion-extension studies, per-
former positions as above, with

median sagittal plane of head
and neck parallel with plane
of film. Has patient drop head
forward and draw chin in close
to spine for first exposure.
For second exposure has patient
elevate chin as much as pos-
sible. Centers beam as above.

For lateral projections used in
study of spinal processes of
the cervicothoracic spine, po-
sitions as above in front of
upright bucky holder. Centers
film and central beam at level
of second or third thoracic
vertebra. Rotates shoulders for
ward and down and has patient
grasp knees or cross forearms
and grasp upper arms. Has pa-
tient drop head forward and pul
chin down. Centers the cervico-
thoracic vertebrae to the mid-
line of film,and beam as above.

iii) For PA projection of occipito-
cervical articulations,perform-
er places patient in prone po-
sition and centers median sag-
ittal plane of body to midline
of table. May place pad under
chest. Has patient flex elbows
and place arms in comfortable
position. A.:!justs shoulders so
that they lie in a single
transverse plane. Supports an-
kles. Has patient rest head on
forehead and nose,with median
sagittal plane at right angles
to film or table and orbito-
meatal line vertical to table.
Centers to the level of the
infraorbital margins. Immobil-
izes head with clamp or band.
Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

iv) For oblique anteroposterior
projection of occipitocervical
articulations, performer may

1 1
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plan to expose both sides (with gles to film. Immobilizes head.
two exposures side by side on cne Directs central ray at right
film) for comparison. Has patient angles to midpoint of open
assume supine posiC.on. Centers mouth. Has patient practice
median sagittal plane of body and keeping mouth wide open and
aligns shoulders as above. Centers softly phonating the sound "ah"
cassette under patient's head during the exposure.
(with reference to unmasked por- vi) For the lateral projection of
tion) at level of external audito- the 2tias and axis, performer
ry meatuses, one inch lateral to starts from the AP position as
median sagittal plane of head. Re- described above, with patient
tates head away from the side of supine or erect. Places cassett-
interest so that midpoint of the
orbit is at right angles to film,

holder alongside patient's head,
in contact with upper neck, cen-

Adjusts flexion so th,t the infra- tered one inch distal to the
orbitomeatal line is dt right an- tip of the mastoid process,with
gles to film. Immobilizes head cassette parallel with median
with head clamp or sandbags. Di- sagittal plane of neck. Extends
rects central ray at right angles patient's chin slightly. Sup-
to midpoint of film. ports cassette if patient is

supine and immobilizes head.
Performer may turn the head 40° Directs central ray at right
to 50° to the side of interest,
have patient open mouthiand draw

angles to midpoint of film.
vii) For AP projection (posterior

chin down as much as open mouth view) of odontoid process of
will allow. Directs central ray axis, performer makes sure that
at right angles through open there Is no fracture or degen-
mouth to the mastoid tip of the erating disease of the upper
affected side. Repeats as appro- cervical region. Starts from
priate for unaffected side. AP position as described in (v)

v) For the anteroposterior projec- above,with cassette centered to
tion (posterior open-mouth view) the median sagittal plane at
of the atlas and axis, performer the level of the tips of the
has patient assume supine posi- mastoid processes and supported.
tion. Aligns mid-sagittal plane Performer tips the patient's
of skull to midline of table,
with arms at sides of body and

head backward so that a line
passing through the tip of the

shoulders in a single transverse chin and the tip of the mastoid
plane. Performer places the cas- process is at right angles to
sette under the patient's neck,
centered to the median sagittal

table as well as the median
sagittal plane of the head. Im-

plane at the level of the second mobilizes head and directs cen-
cervical segment. Places towel tral ray to midpoint of film.
or pad to prevent cassette from viii) For anterior oblique projection
slipping. Has patient open mouth (posterior oblique view) of
as wide as possible and adjusts odontoid process, performer
head so that a line from lower notes whether a bilateral study
edge of upper incisors to tip of is requested (with two expo-
mastoid process is at right an- sures side by side on the film).
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Checks that head can be rotated.
May rotate entire body instead.
Starts from AP position as de-
scribed in (v), above, with un-
masked half of film centered as
'in (vi), above. Rotates the head
400 to 450 away from the side of
interest for the first exposure
(and towards the side of interest
for the second exposure), so that
the infraorbitomeatal line is at
right angles with table. Immobil-
izes head. Directs central ray at
100 to 15° caudad, centered to a
point midway between the outer
canthus and the external auditory
meatus.

ix) For PA projection (anterior view)
of atlas and odontoid process (or
semiaxial projection), performer
first rules out the presence of
unhealed fracture or destructive
disease of the upper cervical
region. Places patient in prone
position, centering the median
sagittal plane of body to the mid
line of table. Has patient flex
elbows and place arms in comfor-
table position with shoulders in
a single transverse plane. Sup-
ports ankles. Places cassette
transversely. For semiaxial pro-
jection inclines cassette 23°
caudad and supports to prevent
slippage. Then has patient ex-
tend chin and rest it on upper
border of cassette. Adjusts head
so that the median sagittal plane
is vertical. Centers film to me-
dian sagittal plane of throat
about 1.5 inches distal to tip
of mastoid process. Immobilizes
head. Directs centrIl ray at
right angles to midpoint of film.
If bucky is to be used for semi-
axial projection,adjusts angle
of central beam to compensate
for lack of angulation of cas-
sette and directs beam midway

List Elements ully

through the mastoid tips.

x) For AP projection (posterior
view) of the lower cervical
vertebrae, performer selects
erect or supine position and
has patient assume the AP posi-
tion as described above. Cen-
ters the median sagittal plane
of the body to the midline of
table or upright holder with
shoulder,: in a single trans-
verse plane..,.Xxtends the chin
so that the occlusal plane and
mastoid tips are in a single
transverse plane. Directs cen-
tral ray through the fourth
cervical body at 15° to 20°
cephalad,and centers film to
point of entry.of beam. For
cervical ribs,directs central
ray at right angles through the
seventh cervical vertebra. Re-
hearses with patient how to
softly phonate the sound "mme
during exposure.

xi) For oblique AP projection (ob-
lique posterior view) of cervi-
cal intervertebral foramina
when paticnt is on stretcher
and cannot be moved, performer
draws bottom sheet on stretch-
er or bed tight. Holds pa-
tient's head to prevent it fram
turning, and lifts head only
enough to slip cassette into
position, placing the midline
of the film about 3 inches lat-
eral to the median sagittal
plane of the neck near the side
opposite the si& being studied
at the level of tl.Ye third cer-
vical body. Directs :the central
ray from the side of interest
to the fourth cerv.:cal verte-
bra at 45° toward rile median
sagittal plane and at 15° to
20° cephalad.
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For conventional oblique AP pro-
jection of cervical interverte-
bral foramina, has patient assume
erect AP position if possible.
Notes whether both sides are to
be radiographed for comparison.
Performer has patient assume AP
position seated or standing fac-
ing away from film holder or su-
pine. Adjusts body rotation to a
450 angle of midsagittal plane
with the table or upright holder,
(using a protractor). Centers cer-
vical spine at the midline of the
film one inch proximal to the
most prominent point of the thy-
roid cartilage. For semisupine
position,supports lower thorax,
elevated hipond head so that the
cervical column is parallel to
table top. May immobilize head.
Directs central ray to the fourth
cervical vertebra at 15° to 20°
cephalad. Takes second exposure
with patient in reverse position
to demonstrate the other side.
Rehearses with patient the soft
phonation of the sound "mmm" dur-
ing exposure.

xii) For oblique PA projection (obli-
que anterior view) of cervical
intervertebral foramina, has pa-
tient assume erect position if
possible or lie prone on table.
Notes whether both sides are to
be radiographed for comparison,
whether bi-plane or flexion-ex-
tension studies are involved.
Performer keeps the shoulder on
the side of interest adjacent to
the film in upright holder or
bucky (for the first exposure;
the opposite-side shoulder for
the second exposure), with pa-
tient facing towards film.Turns
body until midsagittal plane is
at 450 to film. For prone pa-
tients centers to midline and
has patient support self on fore

16s, eamaorte.mmonve:

arm and flexed knee of elevated I
side,and supports ankles,knee,
and head so that long axis of
cervical column Is parallel
with film. Uses protractor to
check body rotation. Adjusts
patient's head so that median
sagittal plane is in same line
as spine. Extends or elevates
the chin slightly. May immobil-
ize head. Directs central ray
to the fourth cervical verte-
bra at 15° to 20° caudad to
parallel the angle of the foL-
amina. May have patient grasp
side of holder with hand on
side away from film. Has pa-
tient practice "mme phonation
as described above. Takes sec-
ond exposure with patient in
reverse position to demonstrate
other side.

List Elements.Fally

For flexion-extension-studies,
has patient assume direct PA
position seated or standing
with shoulders held against up-
right film holder. For first
exposure rotates head maximally
to one side and has patient
flex neck. For, second exposure
has patient extend neck in same
rotated position. For third and
fourth exposures (to compare
sides) has patient rotate head
in reverse direction, flex, and
then extend neck.

For bi-plane study,performer
may use x-ray machine equipped
with two x-ray tubes. Sets up
two cassette tunnels so that
the two cassettes are at right
angles to each other and each
at right angles to table, form-
ing a "V" in which to support
patient's head in prone poSi-
tion. Centers body to midline.
Supports with pillow and ad-
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justs patient in comfortable PA
position. Centers cassette tun-
nels to midline and under the
head and neck at the level of the
fourth cervical vertebra. Cush-
ions and supports forehead and
nose. Has orbitomeatal line and
median sagittal plane at right
angles to table. Directs tubes
so that each central ray enters
at right angles to midpoint of
film from opposite side of head.
If no bi-plane equipment is
available, positions tube for one
side for first exposure and repo-
sitions for other side while pa-
tient maintains position.

b. For studies of the cervical and up-
per thoracic vertebrae, thoracic
vertebrae, and apophysial articula-
tions, performer first determines
whether an accident victim patient
requires preliminary filming of lat-
eral view of cervical and upper
thoracic spine without being moved
on or from stretcher or bed. For
bone-survey, performer makes AP and
lateral projections of the thoracic
spine.
i) For lateral projection of cervi-

cal and upper thoracic vertebrae
when patient is on stretcher and
cannot be moved, performer uses
upright cassette holder for film-
ing. May plan to make two expo-
sures on a single film using an
extension cone for the first ex-
posure. If so, performer adjusts
upright cassette holder next to
stretcher or places a grid cas-
sette upright on stretcher and
supports so that x-ray beam may
be directed across stretcher to
film. Includes first and second
thoracic vertabrae and all seven
cervical vertebrae in the ini-
tial collimated field. Perfor.der
adds extension cone to tube,cen-
tered on the first and second

List Elements Fallj

thoracic and seventh cervical
vertebrae. Performer directs
central ray at right angles
through extension cone for first
exposure. Instructs patient not
to move; removes cone and, with

repeats exposure on same film t:0

appropriate new exposure factor

include the original field. Per-
former may repeat the lateral
projection with a simple expo-
sure of the field on a second
cassette.

For conventional lateral pro-
jection of cervical and upper
thoracic vertebrae, performer
selects erect seated or standing
position or lateral recumbent
position. Has patient sit or
stand straight before an upright
cassette holder in a lateral po-
sition or has patient lie in
lateral recumbent position with
head elevated and supported.
Centers patient or film Holder
to the level of the second thor-
acic vertebra with the mid-axilm
lary line of boay at midline of
film. For erect position has pa-
tient elevate the arm next to
the casset'te holder to a verti-
cal position with elbow flexed
and forearm resting on pacient'
head, with shoulder resting
against holder for support. Ad-
justs head so that median saglt-
tal plane is parallel with film.

For recumbent position has pa-
tient extend the arm on the side
next to the table so that the
humeral head is either behind or
in front of the vertebrae. Ad-
justs other arm in opposite di-
rection. Provides support to
head and lower thorax so that
the long axis of the cervico-
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thoracic vertebrae is parallel tral ray to seventh cervical
Ito film. vertebra,30° to 40° caudad.

o iv) For oblique PA projection (obli-
Depresses shoulder suly from film que anterior view) of cervical
in either erect or recumbent po-
sition. Immobil.zes by having pa-

and upper thoracic vertebrae,
performer has patient lie in

tient grasp dorsal surface of prone position with median sag-
thigh or an anchored hana-hold. ittal plane of body centered to
Adjusts body in exact lateral po- midline and cassette placed so
sition. If shoulder cannot be that distal edge of film is at
well depressed(or for recumbent the level of the tip of the
position)directs central ray to seventh cervical spinous pro-
midpoint of film at 3° to 5° cau- cess. May provide soft support
dad; otherwise at right angles.. under chest. Depresses shoulders

ii) For AP projection (posterior and aligns to a single trans-
view) of cervical and upper thor- verse plane. For first exposure
acic vertebrae, performer has pa- has patient rest head on one
tient assume supine position with cheek; reverses for second ex-
median sagittal plane of body cen posure. Adjusts head so that its
tered to midline of table,should- median sagittal plane is at 450
ers depressed,and in a single angle. To demonstrate 2nd to 5th
transverse plane. To depress cervical vertebrae, flexes head
shoulders ma loop bandage around somewhat and immobilizes. For
patient's feet while knees are 5th to 7th cervical vertebrae
slightly flexed. Has patient and 1st to 4th thoracic verte-
grasp bandage ends and extend brae extends the head somewhat.
knees. Places median sagittal Directs central ray to 7th cer-
plane of head at right angles to vical vertebra at 30° to 40°
table and then assists patient to cephalad.
hyperextend the head;adjusts cas- v) For AP projection (posterior
sette so that upper edge of film view) of the thoracic verte-
is at level of the external brae, performer decides on su-
audttory meatuses and centered to pine or erect position for pa-
the 7th cervical vertebra. Depend tient. Positions patient so that

log on the extent of the cervical median sagittal plane of body is
lordosis, directs central ray tc centered at midline of table or
coincide with the plane of the vertical cassette holder,and
articular facets (about 20' to long axis of x-ray-tube is par-
30° caudad). allel to this line, with the

iii) For oblique AP projection (obli- anode at the head end of the pa-
que posterior view) of cervical tient (to provide a view facing

and upper thoracic vertebrae,
performer starts from the AP po-

caudally) and the cathode on the
side of the feet (to take ad-

sition as described above. For vantage of "heel eifect"). Cen-
views of both sidesorotates head ters film at the level of the

45° to 50° (or more as needed) to sixth thoracic vertebra (3 to 4

one side,and to the other side inches distal to the manubrial

for second exposure. Directs cen- notch). Places arms alongside
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body and adjusts shoulders to
lie in a single transverse plane.
With standing patient,compensates
for extremities of unequal length
and has patient stand with weight
equally distributed. For supine
patient,has hips and knees flexed
enough to put the back in contact
with table, with thighs in verti-
cal position. Immobilizes feet.
May support extended knees for
patients unable to flex. Directs
central ray to midpoint at right
angles to film.

vi) For lateral projection of thor-
acic vertebrae, performer selects
lateral recumbent or standing po-
sition (preferably left lateral
with the heart on side closer to
the film). Centers the midaxillary
line of the body to the midline
of the table or upright film
holder,with midpoint at the level
of the sixth thoracic vertebra,
For erect position, has patient
rest adjacent shoulder against
holder for support, with weight
distributed equally on both feet.
Provides compensation support for
extremity of unequal length. Has
long axis of vertebral column
parallel with film. Has patient
raise arms forward at right an-
gles to long axis of body. Has pa-
tient grasp support stand.
For lateral recumbent position,
supports patient's head so that
its median sagittal plane is in
line with long axis of vertebral
column. May support lower thor-
acic region. Has patient flex
hips and knees. Elevates and sup-
ports lower knee to hip level;
places sandbag on top and then
superimposes upper knee. Supports
ankles similarly. Adjusts upper
arms forward at right angles to
long axis of body and has lower

:

'

hand rest under head. Has pa-
tient hold table edge with up-
per hand. Adjusts so that scap-
ulae are in a single plane. Ad-
justs body in true lateral posi-
tion. May apply compression band
at level of trochanteric area of
pelvis. Directs central ray at
right angles to midpoint of film
or at right angles to long axis
of thoracic column centered at
the sixth thoracic vertebra.

vii) For oblique projection(s) of the
apophysial articulations of the
thoracic vertebrae, performer
notes whether forward rotation
(for posterior oblique projec-
tion) or backward rotation (for
anterior oblique projection) is
to be employed (the latter as
substitution for direct lateral
of cervicothoracic area). Uses
same direction of rotation for
both exposures in bilateral
studies. Decides whether to po-
sition patient in erect stand-
ing or lateral recumbent posi-
tion. Performer starts by posi-
tioning patient ir erect lateral
or lateral recumbent position
as described above. For erect
position has patient flex elbow
of arm adjacent to stand and
rest hand on hip. For posterior
oblique projection (forward ro-
tation) has patient grasp side
of stand for support with op-
posite hand. For anterior obli-
que projection (backward rota-
tion) has opposite hand placed
on hip. Rotates body forward or
backward as decided so that the
median sagittal plane forms an
angle of 200 with film,and coro-
nal plane forms an angle of 70°
with plane of film, with should-
ers in a single transverse
plane. For lateral recumbent po-

10
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sition, forward rotation, has pa-
tient place arm next to film be-
hind back and grasp side of table
with opposite hand for support.
For backward rotation has arm next
to film placed forward at right
angles to long axis of body,with
elbow flexed and hand under or be-
side head. Draws opposite arm back-
ward and supports. Rotates body as
described above; may apply compres-
sion band. Performer directs the
central ray at right angles to
film centered to the sixth thor-
acic vertebra.

c. For studies of the lumbar spine in-
cluding the lumbar-lumbosacral ver-
tebrae, intervertebral foramina,
lumbar-lumbosacral apophysial joints,
lumbar intervertebral disks, and
lumbosacral junction, performer de-
cides whether erect position can be
utilized. If not, performer may
place footboard into position on
tilt-table and position patient wit
table in upright position;then turns
table to the horizontal for final
positioning and exposure--if this is
more comfortable for patient. For
frontal projections,performer

,chooses the AP or PA projection de-
Pending on the patient's condition
or specific orders. Performer plans
series so that the same basic posi-
tion, erect, recumbent, supine or
prone,is continued throughout, and
groups exposures so that a minimum
of repositioning between exposures
is necessary. For bone-survey, per-
former makes AP and lateral projec-
tions of the lumbar spine.

For frontal projections of the lum-
bar-lumbosacral vertebrae,performer
either centers a single cassette at
the level of the iliac crests, or
centers one cassette at the third
lumbar bodly at the level of the

List Elements Fully

inferior mid-axillary costal mar-
gin,with central ray direcied at
right angles to film, aa.: centers
a second cassette to the lumbo-
sacral joint,and directs central
ray cranially or caudally as de-
scribed below. In centering to
the level of the iliac crests per-
former makes sure not to use vis-
ual'points of muscle or fatty tis-
sue and palpates for the crest of
the bone.
i) For prone or erect PA projec-

tion (anterior view) of lumbar-
lumbosacral vertebrae, perform-
er has patient stand facing up-
right cassette holder or lie
in prone position on table.
Centers the median sagittal
plane of body to midline "Of
table or holder. Supports an-
kles for prone position. Cen-
ters film,as described,to level
of iliac crests or third lumbar
body. Has patient flex both el-
bows and adjusts arms and fore-
arms symmetrically in comfort-.
able position with shoulders
in a single transverse plane.
For prone position,has patient
rest head on chin to prevent
rotation. Directs central ray
at right.angles through mid-
point of film. When two cas-
settes are used,proceeds for
second exposure to positioning
for lumbosacral joint as de-
scribed below (viii).

ii) For supine or erect AP projec-
tion (posterior view) of lum-
bar-lumbosacral vertebrae, per-
former has patient stand facing
away from upright film holder
or lie in supine position on
table. Centers body and film as
described above. Adjusts head
and --pine to single median sag-
ittal plane,centered to mid-
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line, with shoulders in a single to hin level; places sandbag
transverse line. Has patient flex on knee, and has patient super-
elbows and place hands on upper impose other knee. Supports an-
chest. Supports extremity of short kles similarly. Supports lower
er length for erect patient)or ab- thorax to place spinal axis
normality causing rotation of pel- parallel with table. Adjusts
vis for supine patient so as to to correct any rotation of body.
center symmetrically. Has supine Centers one or first of two
patient flex hips and knees enough films as described above. Di-
to place the back in contact with rects central ray at right an-
table. Has patient lean knees to- gles to midpoint of film. If
gether and immobilizes feet. Sup- the spine is not on a horizon-
ports knees where flexion is not tal plane, directs central ray
possible. Directs central ray as at right angles to its long axis
in (i), above,

iii) For lateral projection of lumbar-
through the midpoint.

iv) For oblique semiaxial projec-
lumbosacral vertebrae, performer tion of the last lumbar inter-
continues patient in erect or re- vertebral foramina, performer
cumbent position from frontal pro- plans on two exposures, turning
jection. Continues with one cas- patient from one lateral recum-
sette or two, as described above, bent side to the other. For each
For erect patient, centers film side, performer has patient as-
as described above and asks pa- sume lateral recumbent position
tient to turn to lateral position. with body aligned so that the
Centers to midaxillary line of coronal plane 1.5 inches poster-
body. Has patient grasp an upright ior to the midaxillary line is
support at shoulder height for centered to the midline of the
support. Has patient stand erect table. Has patient place the
or with pelvis tilted forward and forearm of the side next to the
upward, with weight equally dis- table under head for support
tributed. Directs central ray at and extend upper opposite arm
right angles to midpoint, and grasp edge of table above

head so that the thorax will be
For recumbent position has pa- in a lateral position during
tient turn to affected side and rotation. Rotates patient's
flex hips and knees comfortably. pelvis 300 forward with upper
May pad surface to receive hip. knee flexed and supported. Re-
Centers midaxillary line of body adjusts so that thorax remains
to midline of table. Adjusts head in lateral position. Centers
support to place median sagittal film to the inguinal region of
plane of head in line with spine, the affected side. Directs cen-
Has patient flex elbow of affect- tral ray angulation so that
ed side and place arm forward at beam enters at the superior edge
right angles to body. Has patient of the uppermost iliac crest
grasp side of table with opposite through the fifth lumbar seg-
hand. Adjusts so that scapulae ment and exits at the inguinal
are in a single vertical plane. region of the affected side
Elevates knee on affected side ( 15° to 30° caudad ) . Per-
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former reverses positioning for
opposite side.

v) For oblique projections of the
lumbar-lumbosacral apophysial
joints, performer determines
whether centering will be to lum-
bar region or lumbosacral apophy-
sial joints,or both. Continues
basic position used for frontal
projections (recumbent, AP or
PA). Plans for two exposures,one
on each side,for each study.

For PA oblique projection, per-
former exposes the patient's back
and uses wax marking pencil to
indicate the spinous process of
the third lumbar segment for cen-
tcring film,and/or marks a point
just distal to the spinous pro-
cess of the fifth lumbar segment
for centering last joint. Marks
points two inches on either side
of centering point for centering
spine.

Performer has patient assume
semiprone position supported on
forearm and flexed knee of ele-
vated side. Supports knee. Cen-
ters the plane marked for the
elevated side to the midline of
table. Adjusts the degree of body
rotation to 450 for lumbar region
and 300 for the lumbosacral apo-
physial joint. Centers film to
the point as marked. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles to mid-
point of film. Repeats in re-
verse position for other side.

For AP oblique projection,starts
with supine patient as centered.
Has patient rotate-, body 45° for
lumbar region aLd 30° for lumbo-
sacral facets. Asks patient to
place arm on tha side next
to table comforf7a11y. Has mo:ient,

cross and flex upper hip and
knee. Has patient grasp side of
table with opposite hand. Sup-
ports elevated shoulder, hip
and knee. Checks and adjusts
body rotation. For lumbar region
centers cassette to third lumbar
segment; for apophysial joint
centers at the level of the
transverse plane midway between
iliac crests and the anterior
superior iliac spines. Directs
central ray at right angles to
midpoint of film. Repeats in re-
verse position for other side.

vi) For PA projections (anterior
views) of lateral bending posi-
tions of lumbar intervertebral
disks, performer plans on ex-
posing both left and right lat-
eral bending positions. Has pa-
tient stand facing upright cas-
sette holder. Adjusts film
height so that it is centered
at the level of the third lumbar
vertebra,and centers median :ng-
ittal plane of body to micE-zAk.:

of holder with arms at sideF,
and unsupported. Performer In- 3

structs and rehearses Itcalt tolfv:
lean laterally (right OY 1.eft1
and then reverse for second E.4.
posure) as far as possiblAt w!th-t
out support or forcing, ,:nd
without rotating body or 111:J,
foot. May use restrainitr
around hips. Directs cent".:. ray
to midpoint of film at 15° to
20° caudad. Repeats for opposite
lateral bending,

vii) For lateral projections of for-
ward and backward bending posi-
tions of lumbar intervertebral
disks, performel: has patient
stand in lateral position in
front of upright film holder.
Centers as for conventional lat-
eral view,and centers film
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height as above to level of the
iliac crests. Performer instructs
patient to bend forward as much
as possible without support and
without moving hips for first ex-
posure,and to bend backward as
much as possible without support
or hip movement for second expo-
sure. May use restraining band.
Directs central ray at right an-
gles to center of film.

viii) For semiaxial projection of lum-
bosacral junction (and sacroil-
iac joints),performer maintains
patient in same position used for
frontal projection of the lumbar
vertet.rde,or starts positioning
as described above in (i) PA
prone position or (ii) AP su-
pine position.

For semiaxial prone projection,
performer maintains patient as
in prone position as descril;ed
f,yr PA projection. Centers cas-
sette to the lumbosacral junctiont
(a point two inches distal to the!
spinous process of the fifth lum-
bar segment),For the lumbosacral
joint directs the central ray
through the joint to midpoint of
film at. about 35° caudad, enter-
ing just distal to spinous pro-
cess of the fourth lumbar seg-
ment. For the sacroiliac joints,
directs central ray at right an-
gles,centered at the level of
the anterior superior iliac
spines, entering about two
inches distal to the spinous
process of the fifth lumbar
segment.

For semiaxial supine projection,
performer maintains patiunt in
supine position as described for
AP projection, but has patient
extend the lower extremities
and supports knees. Centers film

AmmirsImrPfln
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at the level of the transverse
plane passing midway between
the iliac crests and the an-
terior superior .1AJ;.c spines.

Performer direct?: the central
ray through the lumbosacral
joint at the level of the
transverse line used to center
the film, at a cranial angle
parallel with thu lumbosacral
angle (about 30 for males and
about 35° for fetaales). Adjust
center of film to center of
beam if necessary.

For AP flexed s'Apine proiectio
has patient star ;.. in supil:re AP

position. Nakes Eure to drape
patient's pubic ai7ea. PlAi-
tions cassete and dirs cen
tral ray throuth th i.opbosac-

ral junction as deevrtned
above,before contintiing with
positioning. Then elevates pa-
tient's head and si!oulders.
Has patient ilex hips and
knees and draw fee'c up near
hips. lips patient support posi
tion c./th ;:,ands under thighs,

well up Int:o crease of flexed
knees.

For AP lithotomy projection,
proceeds as above from AP su-
pinv.! position. Drapes.patient
and adjusts cassette. Directs
centrAl ray through the lumbo-
sacral joint at 15° cephalad.
Has patient bring each thigh t
a vertical. position. Abducts
thighs to permit central ray to
clear, and supports each foot.
May have patient grasp flexed
knees for support.

For AP hyperflexed supine pro-
jection, has patient positioned
as in AP flexed supine projec-
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tion, but adjusts central ray to a
5° angle cephalad. Has patient
grasp flexed knees and abduct
them widely to clear abdomen,then
pull thighs up as close to body
as possible.

ix) For localized lateral projection
of lumbosacral junction,performer
maintains patient in same recum-
bent or erect position used for
lateral projection of lumbar-lum-
bosacral verZebrae (described in
(iii), above), unless otherwise
ordered. Aligns coronal plane
passing 1.5 inches posterior to
midaxillary line to midline of
table or cassette holder. For re-
cumbent patient has hips extended
as much as possible. Centers film
at the level of the transverse
plane passing halfway between the
iliac crests and the anterior
superior iliac spines. Directs
central ray at right angles to
midpoint of film (or 50 caudad
for males and 8° caudad for fe-
males if spine is not able to be
aligned).

d. For studies of the sacroiliac joints,
sacral canal, sacrum, and coccyx, per-
former considers alternative supine
or prone positioning for frontal and
oblique views depending on the pa-
tient's condition and comfort needs.

i) For anterior oblique projection
(posterior oblique view) of the
sacroiliac joints, performer has
patient assume supine position

with head elevated. Elevates the
side of interest 250 and sup-

ports shoulder, lower thorax, and
upper thigh. Aligns body so that
the sagittal plane one inch
medial to the anterior superior
iliac spine of the affected
(elevated) side is in line with
the midline of the table. Has pa-
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tient place arm next to table
in a comfortable position and
grasp side of table with op-
poE:ite hand. Adjusts shoulders
sa that ithey lie in a single
.:naverse plane. Adjusts ele-
viei tnigh so that the anter-
ior svperfor iliac spines lie
in the same transverse plane.
Supports elevated knee to
level of hip. Adjusts and
checks degree of rotation. Cen-
ters film to the level of the
anterior superior iliac spines.
Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film. If
a 200 to 25° central ray cran-
ial angle is called for, ad-
justs and directs central ray
to a point 1.5 inches distal
to the level of the anterior
superior iliac spines.

ii) For posterior oblique projec-
tion (anterior oblique view)
of the sacroiliac joints,per-
former has patient assume a
semiprone position with the
affected side next to the
table, resting on forearm and
flexed knee of elevated, unaf-
fected side. Supports head.
Adjusts body rotation as de-
scribed above, centering to
the affected part. Centers
film as described above. If a
200 to 25° caudal central ray
angle is called for, centers
at the level of the transverse
plane 1.5 inches distal to the
fifth spinous process.

iii) For axial projection of the
sacral canal and sacroiliac
joints,performer notes whether
projections of acute, moderate,
and/or slight flexions are or-
dered,and plans exposure(s)
accordingly. Ras patient sit
at end of table far enough
back to center midaxillary
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line of body to transverse axis tion directs central ray 15°
of cassette holder, centered to cephalad, centered to the mid-
the region of the sacral canal point of a transverse line
or two inches posterior to the halfway between the pubic sym-
greater trochanters. Supports physis and the anterior super-
feet on chair or stool. Adjusts ior iliac spines. For prone po-
body so that median sagittal
plane is at right angles to mid-

sition centers body similarly,
with central ray directed 15°

line. Has patient lean forward caudad, centered to the visi-
from the hips. For acute flexion ble sacral curve (about 3
has patient lean as far forward inches below a line connecting
as possible,with upper arms hang- the iliac crests). Centers fil
ing at right angles to floor to the central ray.
alongside legs and chin as close v) For frontal projection of the
to knees as possible. For moderate coccyx, performer selects su-
flexion has patient flex elbows,
hands resting on knees, leaning so

pine position (for AP projec-
tion) or prone position (for

that upper arms create an acute PA projection) and positions
angle with table top. For slight ?atient as described above.
flexion has patient place wrists Centers film holder under soft
on knees and lean slighely forward ttssue depression just atJve
so that upper arms are about at t1-.e greater trochanters,.a-tween
right angles with table. Makes the symphysis pubis and tile en-
sure pelvis is not tilted and that terior superior iliac spines
patient is not leaning laterally. or to the central ray. For su-
Has patient grasp a convenient pine positiondirects central
hand hold such as ankles, legs,
side of table, or knees, depending

ray 10° caudad, centered to a
point about 2 inches proximal

on degree of flexion involved. Di- to the pubic symphysis. For
rects central ray at right angles prone patient, performer pal-
to midpoint of film. Repeats for pates for coccyx and directs
other degrees of flexion if so central ray 10° cephalad,cen-
ordered. tered to the coccyx.

iv) For frontal projection of the vi) For lateral projection of the
sacrum, performer selects supine sacrum, performer has patient
position (for AP projection) or assume a lateral recumbent po-
prone position (for PA projec- sition on the side of interest
tion). Performer aligns patient with the coronal plane 3 inches
with midsagittal plane of body posterior to the midaxillary
at midline of table and legs ex- line centered to the midline
tended. Supports ankles and/or of the table. Has patient bring
knees. Compensates for any pelvic arms forward at right angles
rotation. Has patient flex elbows to body and grasp the side of
and place arms symmetrically in table with upper hand for sup-
comfortable position. Adjusts port. Has patient flex the hips
shoulders to lie in a single and knees moderately with low-
transverse plane. May use com- er knee elevated to hip level
pression band. For supine posi- and support under and between

knees and ankles, with knees
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superimposed. Adjusts body so
that long axis of spine is on a

horizontal plane with no rota-
tion in pelvis. Centers film to
the level of the anterior super-
ior iliac spines. Directs central
ray at right angles to the mid-
point of film.

vii) For lateral projection of the
coccyx, performer positions pa-
tient as described above, with
the palpated coccyx centered o'er
the midline of the table and !Ale
film centered to the center of
the coccyx. Directs central ray
at right angles to the midpoint
of the film.

e. For scoliosis series, performer
makes two AP projections of the
thoracic and lumbar vertebrae, in-
cluding about one inch of the iliac
crests in the field, with patient
seated or standing (one normal AP a9
described earlier and second expo-
sure varied as described below) .Per-
former may also make a normal AP
projection of patient standing, an
AP projc,ction of patient in supine
position (both as described ear-
lier),and two AP supine projections.
of patient in right and left lateral
flexions (as in fusion series de-
scribed below).

For second AP seated or standing
projection, performer notes the con-
vex side of the spinal curve and
elevates the hip on the convex side
of the curve of seated figure, or
elevates oot of standing figure
about 3 to 4 inches by placing ap-
propriate object under buttock or
foot. Elevates sufficiently for pa-
tient to expend some effort in main-
taining position,and does not pro-
vide support to patient or a com-
pression band during exposure. Di-
rects central ray at right angles
to midpoint of film.

Task Code No. 361
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f. For spinal fusion series, perform-
er notes what region is being ex-
amined and centers the film to the
mid-area of the region,and the
central ray at right angles to the
midpoint of film. Performer makes
two AP supine projections of pa-
tient in right and left lateral
bending positions and two lateral
recumbent projections of the pa-
tient in flexion and extension.
Performer positions similarly as
described earlier except as fol-
lows:

i) For maximum lateral bending AP
projections in supine right or
left bending, performer has pa-
tient cross leg on side to be
flexed over opposite leg. Per-
former places one hand against
the side of the lumbar region
and draws the thighs lateral-
ward (right or left) enough to
place affected side's heel near
the edge of table. Immobilizes.
Draws shoulders directly lat-
eralward as far as possible
without rotating patient's pel-
vis. May apply compression
band.

ii) With lateral view of flexion
and extension performer centers
patient in lateral recumbent
position with coronal plane
about 2 inches posterior to
midaxillary line at midline
of table. For flexion has pa-
tient lean forward and draw
thighs up as much as possible.
For extension has patient lean
backward and extend hips and
thighs as much as possible. May
use compression band-.

g. If, during positioning, patient
shows signs of severe pain, per-
former may notify appropriate phy-
sician at once and await orders,
or may decide on alternative po-
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sitioning to avoid movement of the
affected part.

h. Performer checks final positioning
by using light in collimator. Acti-
vates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-
ing to correspond to the film size
(or the size of the unshielded area
of the film to be exposed). Uses
cross-hair shadows as reference for
center of field. Uses the collima-
tor light to center the patient to
the x-ray field, or centers the
part to the film holder and uses
the collimator light to center the
tube to the part. Checks that pri-
mary beam will enter the center of
the area of interest at the select-
ed angle to the film so as to pro-
ject the view desired. May readjust
tuLe position lengthwise or cross-
wise to provide better centering.

14. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized, performer adjusts the
collimator. Either collimates so that
a small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film or colli-
mates further so as to expose only the
area of interest (and thus provide
maximum protection and detail). For
small fields performer attaches an
auxiliary extension cone to colli-
mator to further reduce the primary
beam. Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the part(s) of
interest.

15. Performer adds lead shielding to areas
that will be in the primary path of
the beam but are not included in the
areas of interest. Makes sure that

proper protective shielding has been
provided to patient and everyone who
will remain in room.

16. Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of

1 7 5
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gency and/or to prevent or respond to
an accident. Is alert to signs of nau-
sea, dizziness,or sweat suggesting
faintness. Performer may have patient
lie down, lower head,or raise legs.
Notifies nurse. If patient shows any
other emergency signs, loses consci-
ousness, or has an accident, perform-
er calls appropriate physician or
nurse at once. May decide to provide
emergency first aid as well. If a pa-
tient's catheter becomes disconnected,
performer clamps it and immediately
notifies nurse. If catheter should
come out, notifies nurse at once.

17. When everything is ready for the ex-
posure, performer explains to patient
what breath control will be used for
exposure; explains that taking breath,
breathing out and/or holding still,or
phonating as rehearsed should be main
tained until patient is told to re-
lax by performer. Reminds patient
about those exposures in which posi-
tion is to ue retained for a second
exposure. Performer observes the pa-
tient's movement until the moment
that the exposure is made. Readjusts
position if warranted.

a. For projections of cervical spine,
occipitocervical articulations,
atlas, axis, odontoid processes,
and intervertebral foramina, per-
former has patient hold breath dur
ing exposure except as follows:
i) For conventional AP projection

of cervical column, has patient
open and close mouth during ex-
posure,moving the mandible
smoothly and fairly rapidly
without striking the teeth to-
gether, as rehearsed. Has pa-
tient start just before expo-
sure and continue until expo-
sure is terminated.

ii) For lateral projection of cerv-
ical spine has patient breathe 1
out and hold.
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iii) For AP open-mouth projection of
the atlas and axis, performer has
patient keep mouth wide open and
softly phonate the sound "ah"
during the exposure as rehearsed.

iv) For AP projection of lower cer-
vical vertebrae and oblique AP or
PA projection of cervical inter-
vertebral foramina, has patient
softly phonate the sound "mme
during the exposure as rehearsed.

b. For projections of the cervical and
upper thoracic vertebrae, thoracic
spine, lumbar spine, sacrum, coccyx,
and sacroiliac joints, has the pa-
tient breathe out before the expo-
sure and hold breath during the ex-
posure except as follows:
i) For views of cervical and upper

thoracic vertebrae, the lumbo-
sacral junction, lumbar inter-
vertebral foramina, sacroiliac
joints, sacrum, and coccyx, per-
former may have patient merely
hold breath or hold still during
exposure if so ordered.

ii) For lateral view of thoracic ver-
tebrae,performer may have patient
breathe quietly with shallow
breaths if so ordered.

c. For scoliosis and spinal fusion
series performer has patient hold
breath during exposures.

18. The performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in position.Tells
patient when to hold breath and/or hold
still by calling or using intercom.
Performer initiates exposure by press-
ing hand trigger or exposure control
button.

a. While exposure is underway perform-
er checks that mA meter records ap-
propriate current as set, that kVp
meter dips slightly.

b. May wa:ch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or exces-

sive drop; may listen for sound of
normal functioning of equipment.
If there is malfuhction,may decide
to report; anticipates need to re-
peat exposure.

c. With phototimer notes whether back-
up timer has been involved in
terminating exposure before photo-
timed exposure was completed. If
so, anticipates possible need to
repeat exposure (due to underex-
posure if premature cut-off, or
overexposure due to faulty timer).

d. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax.

e. If the exposure is terminated by
a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-
nical factors for possible over-
load or checks for overload else-
where on circuit. Anticipates need
to repeat exposure.

19. Performer returns to patient. Removes
cassette or film holder from table,
floor, or bucky.

a. Removes any markers for further
use. If multiple views are to be
taken on the film, removes leaded
rubber mask and remasks all but
next area to be exposed.

b. If the patient is accident victim
or if so requested, performer ar-
ranges to have the first expo-
sure(s) processed at once and
brought to the appropriate radio-
logist.

c. If the first radiograph(s) are pre-
liminary (scout) films, performer
brings the processed radiograph(s)
directly to the radiologist in
charge or place2 on view boxes and
informs radiologist that the scout
(s) are ready. If the radiologist
indicates that there is any problem
with the technical factors ov the
patient positioning,performer re-
cords or notes for later use in
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the examination and/or repeats pre-
liminary radiography as ordered.

d. Depending on whether radiologist
will evaluate radiographs before
completion of all possible exposures
for the series, performer arranges
to process film(s) and evaluate for
quality control personally, have
this done, or bring to darkroom for
processing and later evaluation,
based on time available, institu-
tional arrangements, or specific in-
structions. Attaches ID card for use
with flasher if appropriate. May
sign requisition.

e. While films are being processed and/
or evaluated performer has patient
relax in examination room or hold-
ing area. Explains what will happen
next.
i) Performer determines whether pa-

tient should remain on table and/
or in room or requires observa-
tion. May consult requisition
sheet or attending RN. If appro-
priate, makes sure that patient
will be attended while waiting.

ii) If appropriate, moves x-ray tube
and any protruding film holder
away from patient before patient
rises.

iii) May decide to assist patient to
chair or stretcher or from table.
Makes sure patient is reminded
of any footrest in stepping off
table.

20. When (or if) performer learns from the
radiologist the extent of the injury
and/or whether further conventional
views and/or positions can be under-
taken, eliminatee or altered, perform-
er proceds as aPpropriate according to
instructions.

a. For further exposures performer re-
peats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification of

List Elements Full".

film holder or cassette an use u

R-L marker, selection and setting
of technique for next view (if
different), positioning patient
and equipment for focus-object-
film alignment,proper collimation
and shielding,breathing instruc-
tions, and making exposure, as de-
scribed above.

b. Performer refrains from commenting
on the films or providing any in-
terpretation.

c. If performer is asked to repeat
any exposures, makes sure that the
additional exposures are warranted
medically, since additional radia-
tion will be incurred.
i) Notes whether need to repeat i

due to performer's own negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future
"retakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment,per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of a radiologist, per-
forther notes for future work
done for the given radiologist
co that retakes can be avoided.

21. When performer is sure that the ex-
amination has been completed, per-
former may have patient transported
back to holding area or next loca-
tion, or decides to do personally,as
appropriate. Makes sure that none of
the equipment is projecting over the
patient before allowing patient to
rise from stool or table, and assists
patient as described above.

22. Performer carries out termination
stt4is fe- the examination:

a. Performer has equipment and ex-
amination table cleaned after use

117
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or decides to do personally, depend-
ing on institutional arrangements.

b. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,the
technical factors used and film
sizes; may record the number of ex-
posures made of each view including
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any problem
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. If any views cal-
led for in the initial request
could not be obtained,performer may
record reasons. Signs requisition
sheet.

c. If performer will only carry out
preliminary "scout" filming and
nother technologist will continue
with examination,performer records
the approved technical factors used
for the scouts, and the accessories
employed, or informs technologist
who will continue. Performer gives
the requisition sheet, name card,
and any notes to technologist who
will continue with procedure.

d. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book per-
sonally or have this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

e. May indicate to appropriate staff
person whe-. the performer is ready
to proceed ,,ith next examination.

1.=

178
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1. What is *he output of this task? (Re sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassw-ed,positioned;parts
measured;films identified;technical factors selected
and set;technique for magnification set up;barium
administered;exposures made;radiographs sent for
processing and evaixation;procedures repeated as
appropriate for full set of views;patient returned;
examination recorded;radiographs placed for use.

Performer receives-or obtains th
x-ray-requisition form,patient
identification card, and any ap-
propriate medical-technical his-
tory for a non-infant patient
scheduled for radiography of the
sternum, ribs, and/or thoracic
viscera (trachea, lungs, esopha-
gus, heart and/or great blood
vessels):

,

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

b. From co-worker.
c. After having arranged requisi

tions in order of priority.

The plain films of the chest
may be part of a bone or ab-
dominal survey. Those of the
thoracic viscera may serve as
preliminary "scout" films for
contrast studies such as bron-
chography; the plain films of
the heart may be for a car-
diac series involving swallow
ing of a barium sulfate paste1
Plain films may also serve to
study air or fluid levels,
foreign body localization,
diaphragm excursion.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided.

a. Performer checks the ex-
aminations called for in-
cluding the affected side
and parts, the purpose of
the study, the positions
and views called for,

OK-RP.RRRR 4

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history;pen;x-ray machine control pan-
el(s),tube,bucky,table,collimator,extension cones;
technique chart;charts for conversion of technique,
tube angulation,views for standard examinations,dos-
age,tube capacity;loaded cassettes;vertical film hold-
er;leaded rubber shielding;R-L and ID markers;immo-
bilization and support devices;stool;calipers;rape;
bandage;scissors;protractor;compression band,head
clamp;stretcher or wheelchair;marking pen;barium sul
fate paste

3. Is there a recipient, respnndent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...0 ) No...( )

es to q. : Name tne kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Non-infant patient to be radiographed; radiologic
technologist; radiologist; nurse

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking plain film radiographs of sternum,ribs and/or
thoracic viscera of non-infant patient by reviewing
request;reporting observed contraindications;reassur-
ing pr.;measuring par*;setting up for magnification
technique;selecring and setting technical factors;
identifying film;positioning pt. and equipment for
erect or recumbent exposure;providing shielding;col-
limating;administering barium for heart series;making
exposures;having radiographs processed and reviewed;
repeating for full set of views or as ordered;having
pt. returned;placing radiographs for use;recording
examinazion.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..

...
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focal spot of appropriate size
for direct magnification techni-
que (i.e. 0.3 mm or smaller).

f. If the study ordered will involve
use of x-ray tube in direct con-

breathing instructions, the number
of exposures, body angulation,
'whether bilateral or unilateral
studies are requested, the central
beam angulation, the areas of inter-
est and parts to be included, wheth- tact with the patient's back,per-
er known or suspected unhealed frac- former makes sure that the sys-
tures or destructive disease are in- tem in room is shock-proof.
volved,and the sites. Notes whether g. Performer makes sure that the re-
the use of a grid or bucky will be quest is properly authorized,that
involved. Notes any request for mag- information on requisition sheet
nification. Checks the name of the is complete. Checks whether any
referring physician. special orders on exposure fac-

b. Performer reads patient's name,iden- tors are in keeping with the
tification number, sex, age, height,
weight. Notes whether patient is in-

usual rad exposure involved for
the examination.

patient, out-patient, or emergency h. Depending on institutional proce-
patient. Notes any special informa- dures,performer may review pa-
tion that will affect patient posi- tient's radiation exposure his-
tioning, technique, or handling of tory, prior record of techniques
the patient, presence of plaster used, and cumulative exposure.
cast, taping, extremities of un- Notices whether-exavination has
equal length, whether patient will been done elsewhere in rec,mt
be on a stretcher or wheelchair,and past, whether number of radio-
any notation on the nature of any graphic exposures involved should
known pathology which would affect be reported to radiologist.
technique. For cardiac series makes i. Depending on institutional proce-
sure that information on patient's dures,performer notes whether fe-
weight and height is available. male patient is pregnant, reviews

c. Performer checks whether patient is date of female patient's last men
suffering from a collateral condi- strualyeriod, or notes'any other
tion requiring special handling indication that there is no dan-
such as heart disease, communicable ger of exposure of a known or
or infectious condition,infirmity,
incoherence; whether patient has

possible fetus.
j. If patient's record indicates or-

IV drip, oxygen supply, urinary ders for sedation or any other
catheter or similar device in place prior medication performer may
notes whether patient will be ac- check timing to be sure a proper

,companied by nurse or other staff elapse of.time has occurred for

person. medication to take effect. May ar
d. If performer is not already assign- range to delay examination if ap-

ed to examination room (and a par- propriate. Notes shielding needed.

ticular maaine) notes the room or k. If referring physician has re-
machine involved. Goes to examina- quested that films already on
tion room or control room frr ma- file be sent with current radio-
chine involved, graphs, and if not already with

e. If magnification has been request- patient's jacketed materialj per-
ed, performer checks that the ma- former arranges to have prior
chine to be used has a fractional films delivered.
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. If the p.lrformer determines that the iii) Goes to control panel for

request is not properl authorized, is x-ray generator and checks

incomplete, or that sufficient infor- that indicator light shows

mation is lacking for performer to that machine is "warmed up,"

select technique or to properly posi-
tion or care for patient, or if per-
former considers that there may be con-

or turns on main switch as ap-
propriate to equipment and al-
lows time for machine to "warm

traindications to going ahead with the
procedure, performer notifies supervi-

up." If appropriate,performer
may set radiography mode se-

sor, radiologist, or other designated
staff person, depending on institu-

lector and set collimator con-
trol for manual operation.

tional procedures. Explains the prob- d. If a cardiac series has been or-

lem if appropriate and proceeds after dered, performer checks that a

obtaining needed information,signature,
or orders.

thick barium sulfate mixture has
been prepared for patient to
swallow,or arranges to have pre-

. When performer is clear about what will pared personally or by staff mem-

be involved in examination, he or she
prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-

ber.

e. Performer checks that appropri-

tient in examination room longer than ate immobilization devices such

necessary:

a. Performer reviews the technique

as sandbags, wedge sponges,gauze
bandage, compression band, sup-
port stand, tape are present, and

chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly posted

that there is a mattress, pads,
pillows and/or blankets for com-

changes in technical factors (to re- fort of patient if patient will

flect accommodation for change in
machine output or a policy deci-

lie on table. If appropriate,
obtains protractor. May set up

sion).
b. Performer washes hands as appropri-

ate; depending on patient's condi-

footboard at end of tilt-table.
f. Checks that there is leaded rub-

ber shielding available in room

tion, may decide to arrange for or to be used to mask film, protect

carry out isolation or decontamina- the patient, and/or to place be-

tion techniques.
neath the film holder, as appro-

c. Performer makes sure that x-ray
priate.

equipment is ready for use. ,

g. Performer prepares for identifi-

i) For automatic chest x-ray equip- cation of the films using equip-

ment performer makes sure that a ment provided by institution:

sufficient number of unexposed i) May obtain lead numerals and

films are in the loading maga- tape and prepare identifica-

zine and that receiving magazine . tion strip for placement on

is ready to receive exposed film holder(s) giving appro-

films.
priate patient identification

ii) P.--former may set up equipment
information.

az; appropriate for stereographic ii) Pc.rformer may prepare for.use

projections (involving two films of flashcard by checking that

w:th overlapping exposures for
3pecified positions) if ordered.

there is piece of lead on
ilm holder surface; may writef
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or type out ID information on
card if not received with requi-
sition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use.

. If magnification has been requested,
performer prepares the equipment for
the tube-over-table method of magnifi-
cation (used without bucky):

a. Performer determines the degree of
magnification requested on the req-
uisition sheet; if the request is
expressed as an area magnification
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square
root. (Linear magnification squared
equals area magnification.)

b. Performer calculates the required
distances from target (focal spot)
to object (patient) (TOD), and from
object to film (OFD), as well as
the distance from target to film
(TFD) (the sum of TOD and OFD):
i) If the distance from the table

top to a cassette placed on the
floor or a stool (OFD) will be
a relatively inflexible distance
performer measures this distance
or reads indicator scale. (If
stool is to be used, may note
the table height.) Performer may
adjust table height to provide
for a round number for the OFD.

ii) If the distance from the focal
spot to the table top (DOD) will
be the relatively inflexible
distance, performer determines
what this is by measuring or
reading appropriate indicator
scale on tube housing. Performer
may adjust tube height to pro-
vide a round number for the TOD.

iii) Depending on whether the OFD or
the TOD is fixed, performer cal-

culates the required complemen-
tary distance by referring to a
magnification chart for the de-
gree of linear magnification re
quired, or uses the formula: de
gree of linear magnification
equals TFD divided by TOD. For
a two-times linear magnificatio
performer simply sets the TOD
equal to the OFD.

iv) Performer adjusts and locks the
table height and/or the tube
height to the calculated OFD an
TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-film
and target-object distances:
i) Performer moves the x-ray tube

housing until it is centered
over the table top in the ap-
proximate area where the pa-
tient's area of interest will
be positioned, such as on
table.

ii) Performer swings the table out
of the way so that there is no
obstruction between the tube
and the floor. (Does not chang
height.) If appropriate,places
a stool on the floor under the
tube. May place cassette of ap-
propriate size on floor or
stool.. Performer selects the
size film designated for the
degree of magnification and
the selected part to be
studied.

iii) Performer adjusts the collima-
tion to correspond to the fiel
size anticipated (for the TOD
involved).

iv) Performer activates the light
in the collimator and adjusts
the tube horizontally so that
the light beam case is centered
to the cassette on the stool or
floor. Uses the cross-hairs
projected by the beam to cente
the tube to the area on the
floor or stool.
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Performer locks the tube into
position so that there is a 900
angle of,the beam with the floor
or stool: Fixes and retains col-
limator setting.
Performer marks the outline of
the collimated light area or
cassette on the floor or stool
using tape or other removable
marker. If not already done,
checks by placing cassette in
marked area. May mark center of
area as shown by cross-hairs.
Performer swings table back into
place. Activates light beam in
collimator and marks the table
top where the center cross-hairs
and light outline are projected
(to be used to center the part
to'be radiographed). Uses tape
or other radiolucent removable
marker.
Performer may recheck TOD and
OFD to be sure that they corre-
spond to the calculated dis-
tances.

d. For magnification technique using a
vertical film holder, performer may
wait until patient has been brought
into examination room. Adjusts up-
right holder to appropriate height;
adjusts x-ray tube to right angle
projection of beam to film holder;
centers to the film; measures and
adjusts TOD to patient's position
and marks patient's position; mea-
sures and adjusts OFD from patient'd
position as marked.

e. If the sum of the new TOD and OFD
(TFD) is now different from the TFD
used for non-magnification techni-
que, performer may consult technique
chart to note the factor to use for
a compensatory change in mAs. May
record for later use in setting ex-
posure factors.

f. Performer may also note the change
in kVp and mAs necessary tocompen-

List Elements Full

sate for any change in collimation
from non-magnification technique.
Consults appropriate charts for
conversion factors. May record.

. Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared for the
examination (if not already dont1), or
decides to do personally.

Ia. Depending on institutional arrc-
ments performer may decide to es-
cort ouc-vatient to or from dress- '%

ing room. '''r decide to assist in ,..

transportin: patient from holding
area or have f"-Lis done.

b. Performer grel:!: patient and any
accompanying st:.,iff person and in-

troduces self. Ch,ks patient's
identity agah1:3t the requisition
sheet. With in.-pai:ient, checks hos-
pital identifiation bracelet or
other identifier. if patient is ac-
companied because of seriousness of
condition, performer checks with
accompanying staff member on any
special precautions necessary dur-
ing procedure.

c. Ras patient assume a comfortable
position seated on table or chair.
If patient is in wheelchair,moves
pacient in chair into position next
to tt.ble. If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher into
position so that radiolucent
stretclier can be lifted with pa-
tient on it from wheeled barf._ to
x-ray table. May arrange to move
pl-A.Aent to table. With accident pa-
tient uses upright film holder
with patient remaining on :t.retcher
until injury har been localized

d. Performer explains t) patient what
will be inw,ived in the proce6.ure;
indicates what types of positions
the patient will be asked to bs
sume and the cooperation thav will
be asked of the patient..
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e. Performer answers patient':,! nen-med-
ical questions honestly; attempts to
reassure patient and develop confi-
dence. Treats patient with dignity
and concern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains aware that patient
may be frightened and/or in pain.
Performer explains when asked medi-
cal questions that it is not appro-
priate for technologist to answer
these; encourages patient to speak
to physician.

f. If patient has an IV drip in place,
performer checks that needle has
not become dislodged and that the
fluid is dripping.at an even rate.
If there are any problems, perform-
er clamps tube and notifies an ap-
propriate staff person at once.

g. If appropriate and not already done,
performer questions female patient
of child bearing age regarding pos-
sible pregnancy. If there is any
possibility that patient is pregnant
and this has not already been re-
corded, performer informs appropri-
ate physician and proceeds only with
approval.

6. Performer questions patient and/or RN
or MD present on what movement is pos-
sible to determine what positions are
available for use. Considers whether
tf7 41ave patient erect (seated or stand
.-ag) or recumbent, or considers orders
in light of the patient's condition.

a. For accident victim or one with re-
cenr: rib injuries, performer plans
fot examination of patient in po-
sition in which he or she arrives
(supine or prone on stretcher,
erect in wheelchair;or erect if
ambulatory) without moving patient;
and plans for PA or AP and left
lateral projections of the chest.
Does not proceed with additional
radiography until site and extent
of injury is determined,and accept-

List Elements Full

able positioning specified by MD.
b. If a cardiac patient is involveo,

performer selects supine posit on
unless otherwise indicated.

c. If the examination is to routinely
study the heart or lungs, perform-
er selects erect positions unless
otherwise indicated.

d. If studies of the ribs are ordered
performer selects erect positions
for ribt above the diaphragm and
recumbent positions for ribs be-
low the diaphragm unless other-
wise indicated.

e. Performer notes the patient's body
type, whether the area of interest
is heavily covered by muscle or
soft fat, whether the palpe-ion
points will be easy to find. Notes
whether the extremities are of
unequal length. For female pa-
tients, performer judges whether
the breasts are largR and perdu-
lous. If so, may have pntient or
staff member draw the breasts to
the sides and hold in place with
wide bandage or by having erect
patient lean breasts a,-Linst -trect
cassette holder.

f. For oblique projections performer
substitutes right PA oblique pro-
jection for left AP oblique 1:ro-
jection and/or left PA oblie
preection frer right AP oblique 74

pro,ection as appropria!, to 'ne
patient's condition.

g. Performer considers the nr.mber
and types of projections ordered
for the examination and thi. pa-
tient's condition. Performer may
consider a change from standard
projections to better accomplish
the purpose of the examination,
or deletion of a position or a
change in technical factors. De- '

pending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may obtain per-
mission from appropriate radiolo-
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gist or decides personally to alter
the standard procedure.

7. Performer prepares tor the examination:

a. If not already done, has patiert's
clothing removed to the waist and
provides gown or drape. May assist
patient or request assistance from
nurse if there is a fracture in-
volved. Keeps body covered until
ready fur positioning and radiogra-
phy. Reveals only as much of body as
necessary. Treats young patient with
as much courtesy as adult.

b. If patient has adhesive strapping
in place, performer notes whether
it is old and wrinkled and requires
removal before radiography. If so,
performer indicates this to appro-
priate staff member and waits for
removal and restrapping by RN or MD.

c. Depending on whether a bucky, table
top,or automatic chest x-ray tech-
nique will be used and standard in-
stitutional practices, performer
selects speed and type of film,grid
and cassette combination:
i) Selects size(s) based on the

area(s) to be included, the pa-
tient's size, and whether bilat-
eral views are to be exposed on
a single film.

ii) For magnification technique per-
former selects the size film
designated for the degree of
magnification and the seler.ted
part to be studied.

iii) Performer makes sure that an ade-k
quate supply of films in magazine,
or loaded cassettes of the types
and sizes selected are available
in the examination room. If not,
arranges to obtain or decides to
obtain personally.

d. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
projection (unless automatic chest

x-ray equipment is to be used).
If bilateral exposures will be
made on one film, performer men-
tally decides how these will be
positioned so that the film need
not be turned for viewing each
image. Performer uses leaded rub-
ber sheets,and masks the cassette
completely except for the area to
be exposed. Treats the area to be
exposed from this point as though
it were the actual film size.

e. Performer attaches identification
information to the cassette,
table top, or chest x-ray equip-
ment:
i) Places right or left marker on

film holder or table top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of
lead numerals, performer places
on appropriate corner of cas-
sette.

iii) If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flashcard
aside for later use with.space
created by piece of leadee'rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card slot or tray
for chest x-ray equipment us-
ing automatic film marking de-
vice.

f. If appropriate to make possible
minimal movement of patient,per-
former may place cassette in up-
right holder at right angles fo
table top or in other position
selected.

g. If automatic chest x-ray equip-2
ment is being used, performer has
patient sit or stand in front of
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film holder and adjusts height of
holder to patient.

h. If cassette is to be used with
bucky (under tabletop or in upright
holder) performer may manually pull
out bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into bucky
tray and pushes back. Makes sure
clamps are closed. Moves cassette
into appropriate "stored" position
or inserts cassette tray into bucky
slot and centers.

i. If a bucky or chest x-ray equipment
is not being used, performer places
cassctte in a position that can be
comfortably reached by the patient
in final positioning.

j. If magnification technique is to be
used, performer places cassette in
marked position on floor or stool.

k. With accident patient, after locali-
zation has been established, per-
former may obtain assistance in
lifting patient so that cassette
can be placed under patient.

1. Performer provides patient and
everyone who will remaiu in room
during exposure with protective
shielding. Explains it necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general praution to mini:-
mize unnecessary radiation expo-
sure.

8. Performer has patient assume a comfort-
able recumbent,standing, or seated po-

,
sition,depending on the positions to
be employed, so that the part(s) to be
radiographed can be measured. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in locked po-
sition if patient is to be positioned
in it.

a. If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table. May place pillows behind
patient in wheelchair to support
upright cassette.

9.

b. Performer may decide to assist pa-
tient from wheelchair or str-ttch-
er to table or has this dore. May
obtain help. Makes sure that no
equipment is in the wy and may
be collided With by p,Acient.

c. If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn im"..o
position,step backwards on stool,
and then sit and/or lie on table.

d. Performer uses centimeter cali-
pers to measure the thickness of
the part(s) to be radiographed in
the direction in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass
through the centered part from
tube to film. Records for use in
determining exposure factors.

e. If patient has a urinary catheter
in place, performer turns patient
toward the catheter and tubing to
prevent separating it from drain-
age bottle and breaking sterile
system and to avoid causing pain.

f. After measuring, has patient rest
in as relaxed a position as pos-
sible. May place pad, blanket or
pillow under bony prominences to
provide comfort for recumbent pa-
tient.

Performer selects the exposure fac-
tors for the first projection by con
sulting the technique chart(s) post-
ed for the machine:

a. Locates the information needti
for the body part and projecton
involved according to the centi-
meter thickness of the part as
measured and the collimated field
size to be used. Makes sure that
technique relates to the combine-
tion of film type and speed and
use or nonuse of other accessor-
ies (such as screens, grids,
bucky, etc.).
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b. Makes note of the kVp,mA,T(seconds
of exposure time), focal spot size,
and the focal film distance (TFD
or FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time
have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
necessary to account for a patho-
logical condition, a cast, change
in TFD, extreme fat or muscular-
ity, preference of the radiologist
involved, and any other conversion
needed such as with magnification
technique. Performer looks up numer-
ical conversion factors and calcu-
lates, or uses conversion charts to
ascertain the appropriate new expo-
sure factor (kVp, mA and/or time).
Multiplies, divides, adds, or sub-
tracts as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or unfam-
iliar exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure that
technique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the focal
spot si-ze to be used. If appropri-
ate, performer reconverts the tech-
nique to an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lower mAs.

10. Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized.

b. If appropriate,checks line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns com-
pensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

c. For conventional exposure control:
i) Performer sets milliamperage by

choosing selectors for the cor-
rect focal spot size; sets the
mA selected.

11.

ii) Performer selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired.

iii) Performer sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major and minor kilovoltage set-
tings for the desired kVp.

d. For automatic phototimed exposure
control:
i) Performer selects and sets the

category corresponding to the
type of study and use or non-
use of screens,bucky,etc.,and
if appropriate,focal spot size.

ii) Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).

iii) May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.

iv) Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spe-
cial) requirements for study.

v) Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
prematurely.

e. Depending on the equipment,may set
controls to provide for use of
bucky, manual tableside adjustment
of table and tube height, position
and of collimation.

f. Performer returns to overhead unit
and see§ the focal-film distance.
Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube into place
over the film holder (or at right
angles to upright holder). Checks
the focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube hous-
ing;adjusts up or down until the
required FFD (TFD) is obtained.

Performer plans to place the part to
be.radiographed in the final position
selected for the first exposure:
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a. With accident patient, if the af-
fected area of the ribs has not been
localized, performer first plans to
make a preliminary film for identi-
fication of the extent of the sus-
pected trauma or pathology. When the
lesion has been localized by thc MD,
performer makes the exposures then
ordered so that the affected rib
region is parallel with the plane
of the film. Performer selects pro-
jection from above or below dia-
phragm as_appropriate.

b. For bone,chest or abdominal survey,
plans for PA and left lateral pro-
jections of the chest, with exposure
factors geared for bone details of
ribs and sternum or for thoracic
viscera, as appropriate.

c. If a cardiac series (including eso-
phagus) has been requested, perform-
er plans to administer barium paste
"swallow," and makes PA and lateral
projections and an oblique projec-
tion from each side.

d. If a foreign body search or dia-
phragm study is ordered or a pneu-
mothorax is suspected, performer
plans two exposures for a given po-
sition, one on inhalation and one
on exhalation. For diaphragm excur-
sion plans both exposures for the
same film.

e. If recumbent positions are specified
for an ambulatory accident patient,
performer uses footboard set up at
end of table; positions patient on
tilt-table in the vertical position
and adjusts table to the horizontal
for final adjustments and actual ex
posure.

f. If patient will be standing and
limbs are of unequal length, per-
former provides support to shorter
limb so as to evenly distribute
weight.

g. Performer centers part and keeps th
long axis of the part parallel to

the film holder. May explain or
demonstrate to 'patient what is
required. May obtain help in po-
sitioning. When using a bucky cen-
ters patient to midline. With cas
sette on table top, centers film
to part. With upright holder ad-
justs height of holder to part
and centers part to film.

12 Performer positions as follows (un-
less nonconventional positioning is
being used to avoid having patient
move):

a. For studies of the sternum and th
sternoclavicular articulations,
performer notes whether suspended
breathing after exhalation or
rapid shallow breathing will be
used during exposure for oblique
and lateromedial projections of
sternum. Notes whether body rota-
tion or central ray augulation
methods are to be used in latero-
medial projection of sternum, and
unilateral oblique projections of
sternoclavicular articulations.
Notes whether projections of the
sternoclavicular articulations
will use direct contact of tube
to part. For sternoclavicular
articulF_ions notes whether uni-
lateral or bilateral studies are
ordered.
i) For right posterior oblique

projection (right antzrior
oblique view) of the sternum,
has patient first assume prone
position; then adjusts-patient
to a PA oblique position with
right side nearer to table and
patient supported on flexed
upper knee and forearm. Aligns
body so that the long axis of
the sternum is centered to the
midline of table. Performer ro-
tates thorax by elevating
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shoulder and hip. Places a hand
on patient's sternum and other
hand on the thoracic vertebrae
just above,and adjusts rotation
so that vertebrae are not super-
imposed on sternum. Centers film
to the midsternal area. Applies
compression band around thorax
if light breathing will be uti-
lized. Supports flexed knee. Di-
rects central ray at right angles
to midpoint of film.

ii) For lateral projection of ster-
num, performer selects erect seat
ed or standing position or
eral recumbent or supine posi-
tion. Has female patient's
breasts drawn to the sidls as de-
scribed above. Centers sternum
to midline of table or film hold-
er and film to the midsternal
area. Includes the manubrial

notch and distal tip of xiphoid
process in view unless otherwise
specified. For supine position
adjusts patient if possible in
AP position and employs vertical
film holder and cross-table pro-
jection of ray. For lateral re-
cumbent position, centers long
axis of sternum to midline of
table. Has patient flex hips and
knees in comfortable position,and
supports lower knee and ankle.
Has patient extend arms upwards
with head on arm next to table,
and upper hand grasping side of
table for support. Supports lower
thoracic region so that long axis
of sternum is horizontal. For
erect position has patient sit or
stand erect in a lateral posi-
tion before upright cassette
holder and adjusts height to cen-
ter film. Has patient distribute
weight evenly On both feet or
buttocks, with head erect and
facing directly forward. Rotates

shoulders backward; may have .

patient lock hands or fold arms
behind back. Has cassette hold-
er close enough for patient to
rest shoulder against it, keep-
ing median sagittal plane of
body vertical.

For all positions adjusts ro-
tation of body so that broad
surface of sternum is at right
angles to plane of film. Di-
rects central ray at right an-
gles to cew..;er of film.

iii) E'er tube argulation method of
lateromedinl projection of the
sternum, performer obtains
chart giving degrees of x-ray
tube anguJation for measured
depths of thorax(nfter compres-
sion). Performer adjusts pa-
tient in prons position, with
median sagittal plane of body
centered to midline of film
holder. Centers film so that
manubrial notch is.about two
inches below upp2.2 border of
film and long axis of sternum
is centered to midline. Has pa-
tient face.tube and rest head
on cheek. Applies compression
band if so ordered. Performer
uses calipers to measure the
depth of the thorax in the
median plane at the level of
the sternal angle (about the
leve2 of the spinal process of
the fifth or sixth thoracic
vertebra) . Records. Checks an-
gulation on chart based on the
measured thickness: Records.
Directs central ray from the
left to the midpoint of film at
the tube angle found on chart.

iv) For PA projection (anterior
view) of sternoclavicular arti-
culations, performer notes
whether a bilateral or unilat-
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eral examination is ordered, and
whether shock-proof equipment
will be used in direct contact
with patient (prone or erect).
Has patient assume supine,prone,
seated, or standing position as
decided and adjusts patient in
symmetrical alignment centered
to midline of table, with weight
evenly distributed for erect pa-
tient, and with shoulders in 2
single transverse plane. Centers
film to the manubrial notch at
the level of the spinous process
of the third thoracic vertebra.
Has arms at patient's sides, fac-
ing upwards for prone patient.

For bilateral examination has pa-
tient's head rest on chin (if
prone), or facing straight ahead
(if supine or erect), so that
median sagittal plane is at
right angles to film. For unilat-
eral examination has patient tur
head to face the side of inter-
est, resting on cheek if prone.

With direct contact exposure,cen
ters tube carefully and brings
into direct contact with the mid
point of patient's back at right
angles.to film. For supine pa-
tients adjusts tube from under
patient,and film holder above pa
tient. For non-direct contact ex
posure,centers tube at right an-
gles to midpoint of film.

v) For oblique or lateromedial pro-
jections of the sternoclavicular
articulations, performer notes
whether a bilateral or unilatera
examination is ordered, whether
shock-proof equipment will be
used (in direct contact with pa-
tient), whether boe: rotation or
central ray ansulation will be
utilized, and whether patient

will be prone (usually) or
seated erect.

For unilateral oblique projec-
tion using body rotation, per-
former places patient in prone
or seated erect position. Then
turns patient obliquely with
side of interest facing film.
Adjusts cassette holder so tha
the sternoclavicular joint is
at center of film,with body
angled so that vertebrae shad-
ow will be projected behind
the jc.Lat when the ray enters
at right angles. Adjusts
shoulders to lie in a single
transverse plane. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles to
midpoint of film.

For unilateral oblique projec-
tion using central ray angula-
tion, places patient in prone
or erect PA position as de-
scribed above, with film cen-
tered to the sternoclavicular
joint of interest, and arms,
shoulders,and head adjusted in
PA position as described above.
Adjusts x-ray tube so that the
ray will enter on the side of
the joint of interest at an
angle of 15° toward the median
sagittal planeS of the body.

For bilateral lateromedial pro
jection::, adjusts patient to
prone or erect seated PA posi-
tion as described above. Cen-
ters film to manubrial notch
and adjusts head as for PA
filming as described. Locates
spinous process of the third
thoracic vertebrae and marks
a point 6 cm. on either side
for centering ray. Either uses
film masked appropriately for
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filming both sides on the same
film (without moving patient),or
shifts cassette appropriately,
Performer adjusts x-ray tube an-
gulation) for given focal-film
distance or in direct contact
with patient's body as decided.
Centers ray to one side for first
exposure and to other side for
second exposure at 5° or 15° as
ordered, toward the median sagit-
tal plane, centered to the point
previously marked for that side.
Reminds patient to hold position
for second exposure.

vi) For lateral projection of stern-
oclavicular articulations,has pa-
tient assume a lateral recumbent
or erect position as described
above, with sternoclavicular
region centered to midline of
table or film holder, with recum-
bent hips and knees flexed and
supported as described. Has re-
cumbent patient fully extend arm
next to table and grasp end of
table. Has patient depress
shoulder on opposite side grasp-
ing the dorsal surface of hip.
Adjusts thorax so that anterior
surface of manubrium is c- right

,
angles to plane of film. Directs
central ray through the lowermost
sternoclavicular articulation at
15° caudad.

b. For studies of the ribs and costal

erect position. Has erect pa-
tient seated or standing with
back to vertical cassette hold-
er, with weight evenly distrib-
uted and shorter limb supported
if required. Centers erect or
prone patient so that median
sagittal plane of body is at
midline of table or holder.
Has patient rest hands against
hips with palms turned outward.
Adjusts shoulders to lie in a
single transverse plane. With
erect patient has shoulders
placed in contact with film
holder. Rests patient's head on
chin (if prone) or facing di-
rectly ahead,so that median
sagittal plane is at right an-
gles to film. Centers film so
that upper border is about 1.5
inches above shoulders, cen-
tered at the level of the
sixth thoracic vertebra. For
upper ribs,directs central ray
at right angles to midpoint of
film. For lower ribs,directs
central ray at right angles
about 5 inches proximal to the
midpoint of film.

ii) For AP projection (posterior
view) of posterior ribs, per-
former adjusts patient in su-
pine or erect position. Posi-
tions as for PA projection,as
described above, but with pa-
tient facing cassette aolder
rather than facing away Ro-
tates shoulders forward. For
ribs above diaphragm, may have
patient place hands over head.
Centers film to level of sixth
thoracic vertebra with 1.5
inches of upper border extend-
ing above shoulders. Directs
central ray at right angles,
centered 4 or 5 inches above
the midpoint of the film.

-'oints, performer considers whether
a preliminary film of upper and/or
lower ribs are to be radiographed
and the erect or recumbent position
selected. Notes whether a wide an-
gle, bilatera! (two cassette) study
-is required. Decides whether bilat-
eral study of costal joints can be
projected with a ,...ingle exposure or
requires two separate exposures.
i) For PA projection (anterior

view) of anterior ribs, perform-
er ad]usts patient in prone or
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For ribs below the diaphragm, may
have patient fold hands over
chest. Centers film to level of
twelfth thoracic vertebra and
lower border about 1.5 inches
below the crests of the ilia.
Directs central ray at right an-
gles 4 or 5 inches below the mid-
point of the film.

iii) For posterior oblique projection
(anterior oblique view) of axil-
lary portion of ribs, performer
starts from PA position as de-
scribed above, with film centered
at the level of the sixth thora-
cic vertebra for ribs above dia-
phragm and at the level of the
twelfth thoracic vertebra for
ribs below the diaphragm (or mid-
way between for scout film). Ro-
tates body about 450 with the
side of interest away from film.
Has recumbent patient rest on
forearm and flexed knee of ele-
vated side and supports. Aligns
body so that a longitudinal plane
midway between the median sagit-
tal plane and the lateral surface
of body is centered to midline
of holder. For upper ribs directs
central ray at right angles to
film 4 to 5 inches above mid-
point; for lower rib3 directs
central ray at right angles to
film 4 to 5 inches below mid-
point.

iv) For anterior oblique projection
(posterior ol311que view) of axil-
lary portion of ribs, per).-ormer
starts from AP position 8,3 de-
scribed above, with film centered
as in (iii), above. Rotates body
about 45° with side of interest
towards the film. Supports ele-
vated hip of recumbent patient.
Has patient abduct arm of side
of interest and eliwate,and has
erect patient rest hand on head;
has recumbent patient p]ace hand

List Elements Full

under or above head. Directs
central ray as in (iii), above.

v) For a wide angle, bilateral
frontal projection of ribs,
performer arranges two cas-
settes at right angles to each
other, facing inward, so that
each is at a 45° angle to the
central ray. Positions patient
in AP or PA position opposite
and centered to the apex of a
triangle formed, witi. patient's
body constituting the base of
the triangle. Adjusts height of
cassettes to center to the lev-
el of the area of interest. Di-
rects central ray at right an-
gles to the apex of the tri-
angle (where the two cassettes
meet), so that both films are
exposed at once.

vi) For semiaxial AP projection
(posterior view) of the costal
joints, performer positions pa-
tient in supine AP position as
described above,with arms o,
head or along sid,s, depenr"
on the need to adjust spir A
contact with table top. MLy ap-
ply comr 1:and across
thorax. .iiateral projec-
tion c,o 4complished with
one e:(.11,ur, performer cen-
ters l'n to central ray and
direccs central ray through
the sith thoracic vertebra at
an angle about 20° cephalad,
depending on the degree of
dorsal kyphosis. If a bilateral

_ study requires two separate ex-
posures, performer rotates body
10° medially in one direction
for first exposure and 10° me-
dially in the other direction
for the second exposure.

c. For studies of the trachea,super-
ior mediastinum and pulmonary
apices, performer reviews basic
position selected,specific breath-
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ing options,and whether angle block apex, performer positions pa-
will be used for lateral projection. tient seated or standing
i) For AP projection (posterior erect in a lateral position

view) of trachea, performer has before vertical cassette hold-
patient assume seated, standing er,with the affected side next
or supine position. Centers the to the film. Has patient ele-
median sagittal plane of body to vate arm nextsto film in ex-
midline of table or cassette treme abduction, with elbow
holder. Has erect patient dis- flexed and forearm across
tribute weight evenly. Adlusts head. Centers film as describ-
shoulders to lie in a single ed above, to the level of the
transverse plane. Extends head axilla. Has patient rest
slightly and adjusts so that med- shoulder next to film against
ian sagittal plane is at right holder and depress opposite
angles to film. Immobilizes head shoulder as much as possible.
with clamp or weighted band. Cen- Directs central ray through
ters film at the level of the the adjacent supraciavicular
manubrium. Directs central ray at fossa at 15° caudad.
right angles to the film centered iv) For AP projection (posterior
to the manubrium.

. view) of pulmonary apices,per-
ii) For lateral,retrosternal projec- former has patient sit or

tion of trachea and superior me- stand in AP position before
diastinum, has patient sit or vertical cassette holder or
stand erect in a lateral position lie in AP supine position.
before vertical cassette holder May elevate shoulders of su-
with weight equally distributed. pine patient on angle block.
Centers cassette holder so that Aligns body for true AP posi-
upper border is at or above the tion. Centers film to the me-
level of the laryngeal prominence dian sagittal plane at the
with coronal plane midway between level of the second thoracic
the manubrial notch and the mid- vertebra. Has patient flex el-
axillary line, centered to the bows and place hands on hips
midline. Rotates shoulders back- with palms out or pronate
ward and has patient clasp hands hands beside hips. Rotates
behind body or place hands on shoulders forward and in a
hips, with thumbs up, and hold

. single transverse plane. Di-
shoulders back. Extends head rects central ray to second
slightly. Makes sure that the thoracic vertebra at 15° to
median sagittal plane of the 20° cephalad. If shoulders are
body is parallel with film. Di- raised on angle block,directs
rects central ray at right an- central ray at right angles to
gles to Him centered to a point film, centered to lower neck.
midway between the manubrial v) For PA projection (anterior
notch and the anterior border of view) of pulmonary apices,per-
the head of the humerus. For former has patient sit or
demonstrating entire chest, cen- stand in PA position before
ters 4 to 5 inches lower,

iii) For lateral, trans-shoulder pro-
vertical cassette holder,with
weight equally distributed.

jection of trachea and pulmonary Centers cassette to the level
4
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of the manubrial notch,with medi- sides. For erect patient has
an sagittal plane of body cen- weight distributed equally. Has
tered to midline. Extends chin prme patient rest head on
over top of cassette with median
sagittal plane of head at right

chin.; has erect patient extend
.

chin over top of cassette; ad-
angles to film. Has patient flex justs head so that median sag-
elbows, place hands on hips with ittal plane is at right angles
palms out. Depresses shoulders to film. Has female patient's
and rotates forward in a single breasts held to the sides as
transverse plane. Has patient described earlier. Has patient
keep shoulders in position and rotate and depress shoulders
in contact with cassette. For ex- forward, flex elbows, and place
posure to be made on inhalation,
directs central ray to the third

back of hands well down on
hips. Adjusts shoulders to a

thoracic vertebra at 100 to 15° single transverse plane with
cephalad. For exposure to be made c1avicles below the apices.
on exhalation, directs central Has patient keep shoulders in
ray at right angles to film, cen- contact with cassette or table
tered at the level of the third top. May have uneteady patient
thoracic vertebr474,

d. For studies of the chest, including
place arms around upright cas-
sette. Makes sure that there

lungs and heart, performer notes is no rotation of body. If ex-
whether lungs or heart are of prime posures are to be made both at
interest in order to select center- inhalation and exhalation, in-
ing for central ray. Makes sure bar- structs patient to maintain po-
ium is ready for heart series. Notes sition for second exposure. If
which is the affected side for lat- stereoscopic projections are
eral studies and on which side pa- to be made, plans to shift tube
tient is to lie. With suspected for- (or have this done automatical-
eign body, pneumothorax, or dia- ly) on one respiratory move-
phragm study,has patient breathe in ment. For lungs, directs cen-
and hold for first exposure; has pa- tral ray to the median sagittal
tient hold position; replaces film; plane at the level of the
and has patient breathe out and hold fourth thoracic vertebra; for
for second exposure. Performer makes heart and aorta, at the level
both exposures on one film to study of the sixth thoracic vertebra.
excursion of diaphragm. May make PA ii) For AP projection (posterior
chest projection as part of an ab- view) of lungs and heart, per-
dominal series,
i) For PA projection (anterior view)

former has patient assume an
erect seated or standing posi-

of lungs and heart,performer has tion,or a supine position with
patient assume an erect, standing thorax elevated. Centers pa-
or seated position if possible,
or prone position,facing casset-

tient and cassette as described
above. For supine patient, pro-

te. Adjusts cassette so that up- nates the hands at the level of
per border of film is about 1.5 the hips and elevates elbows so
inches above shoulders,with me- as to draw scapulae outward;for
dian sagittal plane of body at erect patient adjusts as de- i

midline of film. Has arms at scribed above. For lungs, di- I
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rects central ray at right an- v) For PA lordotic projection (an-
gles to film,centered to the terior view) of the lungs, has
sternal angle; for heart,centers patient stand or sit in PA po-
to the midsternum. sition before upright cassette

iii) For PA oblique projections (an-
terior oblique views) of the

holder or in prone position,
with body centered to midline

lungs and heart, performer notes and cassette about one inch
whether left or right view is below upper border of should-
ordered, or both. Maintains pa- ers, centered to the 4th thor-
tient in same position (standing acic vertebra. Has patient
or seated) as for PA projection. grasp sides of stand or table,
Has arms free at sides. Has pa- brace abdomen against it, and
tient turn to the right (for left lean backward as much as pos-
oblique projection) 45°, 55° to sible or with thorax at a 45°
60°, or 10° to 20° as ordered; angle. For erect patient di.-
or to the left(for right oblique . rects central ray at right an-
projection) with weight equally gles to the film,centered to
distributed. Centers film to the the fourth thoracic vertebra;
thorax, centered to the level of for prone patient directs cen-

' the 5th thoracic vertebra. For tral ray 30° or 45° caudad.
left PA oblique projection has vi)yor AP lordotic projection
left shoulder and breast in con-
tact with cassette,with left hand

(posterior view) of the lungs,
has patient stand or sit in

on hip, palm down. Has patient AP position one foot away from
raise right arm to shoulder level upright cassette holder. Cen-
and grasp side of cassette for ters cassette to the level of
support. Adjusts shoulders to a the midsternum,with upper mar-
single transverse plane,and has gin of film about 1.5 inches
patient face straight ahead. Re- above upper border of should-
verses position for right PA ers when patient is in posi-
oblique prbjection. For study of tion. Performer may mark a
lungs, directs central ray at point just above the vertebra
right angles to center of film prominens,and a point over the
at level of fourth thoracic ver- upper edge of the manubrial
tebra; for heart,to level of 6th notch. Has patient lean back-
or 7th thoracic vertebra,

iv) For AP oblique projections (pos-
ward until the plane described
by the two points is at right

terior oblique views) of the angles to the plane of the
lungs and heart, notes whether film. Has patient flex elbows
left or right view is ordered. and place back of hands on
Positions patient from the AP hips, resting shoulders against

,supine position. Adjusts and cen cassette for support. If so
ters cassette as for PA oblique ordered, rotates body 30 de-
projections(iii);rotates patient grees with affected side to-
on table to the desirad side and wards the film (for oblique
angulation as described above. projection).Directs central
Supports elevated hip and arm. ray at right angles to film,
Has patient pronate hands beside centered to the level of the
hips. Directs central ray as de-
scribed above in (iii).

midsternum.
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vii) For lateral projection of the
lungs and heart, performer notes
whether left or right lateral has
been ordered. Has patient stand
or sit with arms at sides in
front of upright cassette holder,
with side of interest next to
film. Centers cassette so that
upper border of film is about 1.5
inches above shoulders,centered
to the thorax, with the midaxil-
lary line of the body about 2
inches posterior to midline of
film. Has patient stand or sit
straight, with shoulder next to
film resting against cassette
holder. Has patient extend arms
directly upwards, flex elbows,
and rz-At forearns on head. May
have patient extend arms forward
and hold on to vertical support
stand. Makes sure median sagit-
tal plane of body is vertical.
For lungs, directs central ray
at right angles to film, centered
to the fourth thoracic vertebra;
for heart centers to the sixth
or seventh thoracic vertebra.

viii) For ventral or dorsal lateral
projections of lungs and pleurae
(for fluid level study), perform-
er adjusts patient in PA prone
or AP supine position on table
as ordered, and elevates thorax
with patient's arms above head.
Places cassette vertically
against affected side so that
the laryngeal prominence is in-
cluded and film is centered at
the level of the fourth thoracic
vertebra. Directs central ray
at right angles to midpoint of
film.

ix) For frontal projection (AP or PA)
of lungs and pleurae (for fluid
level and/or pneumothorax study);
performer has patient assume a
lateral recumbent position lying
on the side ordered. If patient

List Elements Fully

is lying on affected side,ele-
vates body somewhat from sur-
face of table. Places and sup-
ports cassette vertically
against anterior surface of
chest for PA projection and
against posterior surface of
chest for AP projection,cen-
tered to the fourth thoracic
vertebra, with film edge ex-
tending.about two inches beyond
shoulders. Has patient extend
arms well above head. Adjusts
thorax in a true lateral posi-
tion with respect to the plane
of the film. Directs central
ray at right angles to film
through the midpoint of the
field at the level of the
fourth thoracic vertebra.

If, during positioning,patient
shows signs of severe pain, per-
former may notify appropriate phy-
sician at once and await orders,
or may decide on alternative po-
sitioning to avoid movement of
the affected part.

13. Performer rehearses patient in the
type of breathing that will be re-
quired for the exposure(s):

a. Performer has patient breathe
lightly in shallow, rapid breaths
for obliqu'a projections of the
sternum (if so ordered), frontal
projection of upper ribs (if so
ordered) ,or breathe quietly for
lateromedial projection of the
sternum (if so ordered).

b. Performer has patient simply hold
breath for lateromedial projec-
tions of sternum (if so ordered)
and sternoclavicular articula-
tions.

c. Performer has patient breathe
deeply, and exposes film while
the patient is breathing in for
projections of the trachea.
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d. Performer has patient breathe out
fully and hold for oblique projec-.

tions of the sternum (if so ordered),
for frontal projections of the ster-
noclavicular articulations, projec-
tions of the ribs below the dia-
phragm, and for the second exposure
in studies such as foreign body
search, diaphragm excursion, pneu-
mothorax, or fluid levels.

e. Performer has patient breathe in
deeply and hold for lateral projec-
tions of the sternum and sternocla-
vicular articulations, projections
of the ribs above the diaphragm, the
costal joints, pulmonary apices,
survey films of the heart and lungs,
for the first of the two exposures
for foreign body search, diaphragm
excursion, pneumothorax and fluid
levels; performer may ask patient to
breathe in deeply, breathe out,and
then breathe in again and hold on
the second breath.

f. For cardiac series performer gives
patient container with barium mix-
ture or holds for patient depending
on patient's position and condition.
Has patient take two or three swal-
lows of the mixture,and then take
about a tablespoonful and hold this
bolus in mouth until instructed to
take a deep breath and swallow just
before exposure.

14. Performer checks final positioning by
using light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points the
light beam towards the part. Adjusts
the collimator opening to correspond
to the film size (or the size of the
unshielded area of the film to be ex-
posed). Uses cross-hair shadows as
reference for center of field. Uses
the collimator light to center the pa-
tient to the x-ray field, or centers
the part to the film holder and uses
the collimator light to center the
tube to the part. Checks that primary

List Elements Full

beam will enter the center of the
area of interest at the selected
angle to the film so as to project
the view desired. May readjust tube
position lengthwise or crosswise to
provide better centering.

15. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized, performer adjusts
the collimator. Either collimates so
that a small unexposed border will
appear around the edge of the film
or collimates further so as to ex-
pose only the area of interest (and
thus provide maximum protection and
detail). For small fields performer,
may attach an auxiliary extension
cone to collimator to further reduce
the primary beam. Adjusts primary
beam to minimum size needed to cover
the part(s) of interest.

16. Performer adds lead shielding to
areas that will be in the primary
path of the beam but are not included
in the areas of.interest. Makes sure
that proper protective shielding has
been provided to patient and everyone
who will remain in room.

17. Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer-
gency and/or to prevent or respond to
an accident. Is alert to signs of nau
sea, dizziness or sweat suggesting
faintness. Performer may have patient
lie down, lower head or raise legs.
.Notifies nurse. If patient shows any
other emergency signs, loses consci-
ousness, or has an accident,performer
calls appropriate physician or nurse
at once. May decide to provide emer-
gency first aid as well. If a pa-
tient's urinary catheter becomes dis-
connected, performer clamps it and im
mediately notifies nurse. If catheter
should come out, notifies nurse at
once. Makes sure any suction equipmen
is clear and functioning.
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iv) After exposure is completed
tells patient that he or she
can relax.

v) If the exposure is terminat:ed
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overload or checks for overload
elsewhere on circuit. Antici-
pates need to repeat exposure.

Performer returns to patient. Removes
cassette or film holder from table,
floor or bucky.

a. Removes any markers for further
use. If multiple views are to be
taken on the film, removes leaded
rubber mask and remasks all but
next area to be exposed.

b. If the patient is being examined
for possible fracture or if so
requested, performer arranges to
have the first exposure processed
at once and brought to the appro-
priate radiologist.

c. If the first radiograph(s) are
preliminary (scout) films, per-
former brings the processed radio-,
graph(s) directly to the radiolo-
gist in charge or places on view
boxes and informs radiologist
that the scout(s) are ready. If
the radiologist indicates that
there is any problem with the
technidal factors or the patient
positioning,performer records or
notes for later use in the exami-
nation and/or repeats preliminary
radiography as ordered.

d. Depending on whether radiologist
will evaluate radiographs before
completion of all possible expo-
sures for the series, performer
arranges to process film(s) and
evaluate for quality control per-
sonally, have this done, or bring
to dark room for processing and

18. When everything is ready for the ex-

posure,performer reminds patient of the
breath control to be used for expo-
sure,and about those exposures in which
position-is to be retained for a second
exposure. Performer observes the pa-
tient's movement until the moment that
the exposure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

19. The performer returns to control room.
'Makes sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in position. Tells
patient when to swallow bolus of barium
and/or breathe as rehearsed by calling
or using intercom.

a. If patient is not conscious and/or
cannot suspend respiration, perform-
er times exposure to the patient's
natural breathing cycle (i.e. at
inspiration or expiration as appro-
priate).

b. Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or exposure
control bu.tton.

i) While exposure is underway,per-
former checks that mA meter re-
cords appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may Listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion may decide to report; anti-
cipates need to repeat exposure.

iii) With phototimer notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
photo-timed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure
(due to underexposure if pre-
mature cut-off, or overexposure
due to faulty timer).
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later evaluation, based on time
available, institutional arrange-
ments, or specific instructions.
Attaches ID card for use with flash-
er if appropriate. May sign requisi-
tion. With chest x-ray equipment may
decide when to remove receiving mag-
azine of exposed films from machine
and take to darkroom for processing.
Returns with empty magazine and re-
places in machine. May wait until
all films in loading magazine are
exposed, depending on the urgency o
the study.

e. While films are being processed and/

or evaluated,performer has patient
relax in examination room or holding
area. Explains what will happen
next.

i) Performer determines whether pa-
tient should remain on table and/
or in room until physician ar-
rives, and whether patient re-
quires observation. If appropri-
ate, arranges to have patient at-
tended while waiting.

ii) If patient is to leave table or

rise, performer makes sure all
equipment is moved away from pa-
tient such as overhead tube and
upright film holder.

iii) May decide to assist patient to
chair or stretcher or from chair
or table. Makes sure to remind
patient of any footrest when
stepping off table.

21. When (or if) performer learns from the
radiologist the extent of the injury
and/or whether further conventional
views and/or positions can be under-
taken, eliminated, or altered, perform-
er proceeds as appropriate according
to instructions.

a. For further exposures performer re-
peats approptiate steps for next
view(s) including identification o

List Elements Full

film holder and use of R-L marker,
selection and setting of technique
for next view (if different), posi-
tioning patient and equipment for
focus-object-film alignment, prop-
er collimation and shielding,

breathing instructions, and making
exposure, as described. For bilat-
eral exposures on one film, keeps
R-L reference constant.

b. Performer refrains from commenting
on tne films or providing any in-
terpretation.

c. If performer is asked to repeat
any exposures, makes suri, that the
additional exposures are warranted
medically, since additional radia-
tion will be incurred.
i) Notes whether need to repeat is

due to performer's own negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future
"rtakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to

appropriate staff member.
iii) If request for retakes reflects

the preference for density or
contrast of a radiologist,
performer notes for future work
done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

22. When performer is sure that the ex-
amination has been completed, per-
former may have patient transported
back to holding area or next loca-
tion, or decides to do personally,
as appropriate. Makes sure that none
of the equipnent is projecting over
the patient before allowing patient
to rise.

23. Performer carries out termination
steps for the examination:
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a. Performer has equipment and examina-
tion table cleaned after use or de-
cides to do personally, depending on
institutional arrangements.

b. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken, the
technical factors used,and film
sizes. For heart series may include
patient's weight, height and age in
the appropriate record form. Per-
former may record the number of ex-
posures made of each view including
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiatim dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any problem
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. If any views cal-
led for in the initial request could
not be obtained performer may record
reasons, Signs requisition sheet.'

c. If performer will only carry out
prelimlnary "scout" filming and
another technologist will continue
with examination, performer records
the approved technical factors used
for the scouts and the accessories
employed, or informs technologist
who will continue. Performer gives
the requisition sheet, name card,
and any notes to technologist who
will continue wi procedure.

d. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book per-
sonally or have this done, depend-
ing on ihstititional procedures.

e. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

200
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1. What is the output of thl.s task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewedo:.
reassured,positioned;parts

measured;films identified;technical factors selectedand set; exposures made; radiographs sent for Iro-
cessing and evaluation; procedures repeated as ap-
propriate for full set of views; patient returned;
examination recorded; radiographs placed for use.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if 2111/ certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the :ands of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition
sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,

technical history;pen;x-ray machine control panel(s)
tube,bucky,table,collimator,extension cones;techni-
que chart;charts for conversion of technique,stand-
ard examination

views,dosage,tube capacity;loaded
cassettes;vertical film holder;leaded rubber shield-ing;R-L and ID

markers;immobilization devices;stool;
calipers;tape;scissors;protractor;compression band;stretcher or wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( )

4. If "Yes" to q. 3: Name t1177417771 recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_
scriptions 'to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant tJ knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-infant patient to be radiographed; radiologic
technologist; radiologist; nurse

List Elements Fully

iPerformer receives or obtains th
x-ray requisition form,patient's
identification card, and any ap-
propriate medical-technical his-
tory for a non-infant patient
scheduled for radiography of the
abdomen, including the liver,
spleen, kidneys, bladder, dia-
phragm, abdominal aorta and in-
tra-abdominal cavities:

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

b. From co-worker.

After having arranged requi-
sitions in order of priority.

The plain films of the abdomen
may be to determine whether there
is evidence of free gas and/or
fluid levels, intra-abduminal
tumor masses, calcifications,and/
or foreign bodies. The plain
films may be part of an abdomi-
nal series or a KUB (kidneys,
ureters, bladder) series. The
plain films may serve as prelim-
minary "scout" films for contrast
studies such as of the urinary
system, abdominal fistulae or
sinuses, biliary system, intesti-
nal obstructions, etc.

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking plain film radiographs of abdominal contenl_s
of non-infant patient by reviewing request;reporting
observed contraindications;reassuring pt.;measuring
part;selecting and setting technical factors;identi-
fying film;positioning pt. and equipment for erect
or recumbent exposure; providing shielding;collimat-
ing; making exposure; having radiographs processed
and reviewed; repeating for full set of views or as
ordered; having pt. returned; placing radiographs
for use; recording examination.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, pur-
pose, the patient involvea,
special considerations, and
to check the completeness of
the information provided:

a. Performer checks the exam-
inations called for and the
purpose, noting whether air
er fluid levels, foreign

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this
is a master sheet..
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:-.ody, tumor mass or calcifications
are to be examined, whether routine
series, and/or particular organs
are to be examined, such as kidneys,
liver, spleen. Notes the affected
areas, the patient positions and
projections called for, the number
of exposures, the central beam angu-
lation, the areas of interest and
parts to be included. Notes whether
the use of a grid or bucky will be
involved. Checks the name of the
referring physician.

b. Performer reads patient's name,iden-
tification number, sex, age,
weight. Notes whether patient is in-
patient, out-patient, or emergency
patient. Notes any special informa-
tion that wi-1 affect patient posi-
tioning, tecnnique, or handling of
the patient, such as presence rf
acute abdominal signs,, known path-
ologies.

c. With patients who are to undergo
subsequent contrast studies, per-
former'may note whether orders for
prior preparation such as evacua-
tion or emptying bladder (or keeping
bladder full) have been given and
carried out; if not already done,
may arrange to have orders carried
out or informs appropriate staff
member.

d. Performer notes whether there are
special orders for use or nonuse of
compression devices.

e. If patient is acutely ill, performr
er checks whether use of erect po-
sition is expressly ordered. Checks
with radiologist if unclear; does
not plan for erect positioning with-
out express permission.

f. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling,
such as heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, infirmity,
incoherence; whether patient has IV

Task Code No. 363
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g.

drip, oxygen supply, urinary cath-
eter, colostomy, T-tube or similar
device in place; notes whether pa-
tient will be accompanied by nurse
or other staff person, whether
there are orders for removal or
dressings from the abdominal ar,:a
If performer is not already
signed to examination room (ead a
particular machine) notes the room
or machine involved. Goes to ex-
amination room or control room
for machine involved.

h. Performer makes sure that the re-
cuest is properly authorized,that
information on requisition sheet
is complete. Checks whether any
special orders on exposure factors
are in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involv,2d for the examina-
tion.

i. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer may review pa-
tient's radiation exposure his-
tory, prior record of techniques
used, and cumulative exposure.
Notices whether examination has
been done eisewhere in recent
past, whether number of radio-
graphic exposures ordered or done
in past should be reported to ra-
diologi3t.
Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer notes whether
female patient is pregnant,reviews
date of female patient's last men-
strual period, or notes any other
indication that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or possible
fetus. Notes shielding needed.

k. If patient's record indicates or-
ders for sedation or any other
prior medication, performer may
check timing to be sure a proper
elapse of time has occurred for-
medication to take effect. May
arrange to delay examination if
appropriate.

j .
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1. If referring physician has requested
that films already on file be sent
with current radiographs, and if not
alreaiy with patient's jacketed ma-
terial, performer arranges to have
prior films delivered.

. If .:he performer determines that the
request is not properly authorized, is
incomplete, or that sufficient informa-
tion is lacking for performer to select
technique or to properly position or
care for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contraindica-
tions to going ahead with the proce-
dure, performer notifies supervisor,
radiologist, or other designated staff
person, depending on institutional
procedures. Explains the problem if ap-
propriate, and proceeds after obtaining
needed information, signature, or
orders.

. When perforu.er is clear about what ',J.-,
be involved in examination, he or she
prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Performer reviews the technigue
chart for the machire to be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation for change in
machine output or a policy deci-
sion).

b. Performer washes hands as appropri-
ate; depending on patient's condi-
tion, may decide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontamina-
tion techniques.

c. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel for x-ray generator
and checks that indicator light
shows that machine is "warmed up,"
or turns on main switch as appro-

List Elcments Fully

priate to equipment and allows
time for machine to "warm up." If
appropriate, performer may set
rad:ography mode selector and set
collimator control for manual
operation.

d. Performer checks that appropriate.
immobilization devices such as
sandbags, wedge sponges, compres-
sion band, are present and that
there is a mattress, pads, pil-
lows, and/or blankets for comfort
of patient if patient will lie on
table. If appropriate, obtains
protractor, cardboard triangles,
device to support erec .. patient,
objects to stand on to compensate
for limbs of unequal length.

e. Checks that there is leaded rubber
shielding available in room to be
used to protect the patient, and/
or to place beneath the film hold-
er, as appropriate.

f. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:
i) May obtain lead numerals and

tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate
patient identification informa-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on card
if rot received with requisi-
tion.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use.

4. Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared for the

2 0 .3
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List Elements Full

examination (if not already done), or
decides to do personally.

a. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from dressing
room. May decide to assist in trans-
porting patient from holding area or
have this done.

b. Performer greets patient and any ac-
companying staff person and intro-
duces self. Checks patient's iden-
tity against the requisition sheet.
With in-patient, checks hospital
identification bracelet or other
identifier. If patient is accom-
panied because of seriousness of
condition, performnr checks with
accompanying staff member on any
special precautions necessary dur-
ing procedure.

c. Has patient assume a comfortable
position seated on table or chair.
If patient is in wheelchair, moves
patient in chair into position next
to table. If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher into
position so that radiolucent
stretcher can be lifted with pa-
tient on it from wheeled base to
x-ray table. May arrange to mo7e
patient to table. With acutely ill
patient uses upright film holder

. with patient remaining on stretcher.
d. Explains to patient what will be in

volved in the procedure;indicates
positions patient will be asked to
assume,the cooperation that will be
asked of the patient. May ask pa-
tient to refrain from swallowing if
possible.

e. Performer answers patient's non-med
ical questions honestly; attempts
to reassure patient and develop
confidence. Treats patient with
dignity and concern regardless of
patient's behavior. Remains aware
that patient may be frightened and/
or in pain. Performer explains when
asked medic22.3uestions that it is

List Elements Fullmilli==i1J1MM.

not appropriate for technologist
to answer these; encourages pa-
tient to-sneak to physician.

f. If patient has an IV drip in place
performer checks that needle has
not become disiodged and that the
fluid is dripping at an even rate.
If there a--.e any problems,perform-
er clamps tube and notifies ap-
propriate staff person at once.

g. If patient has a wound, colostomy,
ileostomy,or T-tube with dressing
to be removed, performer checks
whether zinc or iodoform paSte or
radiopaque gauze is being used.
If so, has appropriate staff mem-
ber remove dressing or tube or
decides to do personally (if ap-
propriate). Checks that radiopaque
paste or gauze is completely re-
moyee.

h. If appropriate ahd not already
done, performer que'Aions female
patient of child bearing age re-
garding possible pregnancy. If
there is any possibility that pa-
tient is pregnant and this has not
already been recorded, performer
info:7ms appropriate physician and
proceeds only with approval.

i. Makes sure that all garments ex-
cept gown are removed down to be-
low the are,: of interest. Keeps
body covcred until ready for posi-
tioriag and exposure. Reveals only
as much of body as necessar:.
Treats young patient with 3: much
courtesy as adult.

5. Performer questions patient ,tnd/or RN
or MD present cn what movement is
possible to determine what positions
are available for use.

a. For abdominal series,especially
for air or fluid levels, notes
whether routine use of erect
position is possible. May plan for
use of supine position followed by
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upright filming (if possible) or, if
not possible, by patient in lateral
decubitus position. May plan to em-
ploy semierect position for patient
who cannot assume either position
by using footrest and compression so
that patient can be brought to al-
most upright position on table.

b. Performer notes the patient's body
type, whether the area of interest
is heavily covered by muscle or soft
fat, whether the palpation points
will be easy to find. Notes whether
the lower extremities are of unequal
length. Notes whether tall patient
will require two exposures for views
ordered, one centered to include the
diaphragm and the second centered to
include the pelvic area. Notes
whether thin patient will need pad-
ding under bony prominences.

c. Performer considers whether conven-
tional positioning can be utilized
or what alternative x-ray tube and
patient positions to use to accom-
plish the equivalent radiography
with a minimum of movement by the
patient.

d. Performer considers the number and
types of projections ordered for the
examination and the patient's con-
dition. Performer may consider a
change from standard projections to
better accomplish the purpose of the
examination, or deletion of a posi-
tion,or a change in technical fac-
tors. Depending on institutional ar-
rangements, performer may obtain
permission from appropriate radio-
logist or decides personally to
alter the standard procedure.

6. Depending on whether a bucky or table
top technique will be used and sten-
dard institutional practices, perform-
er selects speed and type of film,
grid, and cassette combination.

2 .3

7.
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a. Selects size(s) based on the area
(s) to be included, the patient's
size,and whether two exposures
(and cassettes) will be needed to
present a given view.

b. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the types and sizes selected
are available in the examination
room. If not, arranges to obtain
or decides to obtain personally.

Performer prepares for the examina-
tion:

a. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
projection.

b. Performer attaches identification
information to the cassette or
table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patienC's identification in-
formation is in the form of
lead numerals, performer places
on appropriate corner of cas-
sette.

iii) If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flash-
card aside for later use with
space created by piece of lead-
ed rubber on appropriate edge
of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

c. If cassette is.to be used with
bucky (under tabletop or in up-
right holder) performer may man-
ually pull out bucky tray and open

EMIEa.,
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retaining clamps. Inserts cassette
into bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed. Moves
cassette into appropriate "stored"
position or inserts cassette tray
into bucky slot and centers.

d. If a bucky is not being used, per-
former places cassette in a posi-
tion that can be comfortably reach-
ed by the patient in final posi-
tioning. If appropriate to make pos-
sible minimal movement of patient,
performer may place cassette in up-
right holder at right angles to
table top or in other position
selected.

e. Performer provides patient and
everyone who will remain in room
during exposure with protective
shielding. Explains it necessary
that this is not cause for alarm but
a general precaution to minimIze un-
necessary radiation exposure.

Performer has patient assume a comfort-
able recumbent or seated or standing
position depending on the positions to
be employed, so that the part(s) to be
radiographed can be measured.

a. If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow, or clean linen on x-ray
table.

b. Performer may decide to assist pa-
tient from wheelchair or stretcher
to table or has this done. May ob-
tain help. Makes sure that no equip-
ment is in the way and may be col-
lided with by patient. Locks chair.

c. If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on table,
helps patient turn into position,
step backwards on stool, and then
sit and/or lie on table.

d. Performer uses centimeter calipers
to measure the thickness of the
part(s) to be radiographed in the
direction in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass through

List Elements Fully

the centered part from tube to
film. Records for use in deter-
mining exposure factors.

e. If patient has a urinary catheter
in place, performer turns patient
toward the catheter and tubing to
prevent separating it from drain-
age bottle and breaking sterile
system and to avoid causing pain.

f. After measuring, has patient rest
in as relaxed a position as pos-
sible. May place pad, blanket or
pillow under bony prominences to
provide comfort.

g. If patient is to be examined
(next) in the lateral decubitus
or erect position, performer has
patient remain in that position
for an appropriate amount of time
before making the exposure(s).

9. Performer selects the exposure fac-
tors for the first projection by con-
sulting the technique chart(s) posted
for the machine:

a. Locates the information needed for
the body part and projection in-
volved according to the centimeter
thickness of the part as measured
and the collimated field size to
be used. Makes sure that techni-
que relates to the combination of
film type and speed and use or
nonuse of other radiographic ac-
cessories (such as screens,
grids, bucky, etc.).

b. Makes note of the kVp, mA,T(sec-
onds of exposure time), focal
spot size, and the focal film dis-
tance (TFD or FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA'and time
have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
necessary to account for the path-
ological condition being studied,
change in TFD, extreme fat or
muscularity, preference of the
radiologist involved, and any
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other conversion needed. Performer
looks up numerical conversion fac-
tors and calculates, or uses con-
version charts to ascertain the ap-
propriate new exposure factor (kVp,
mA and/or time). Multiplies,divides,
adds, or subtracts as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or unfam-
iliar exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure that
technique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appropri-
ate, performer reconverts the tech-
nique to an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lower mAs.

10. Performer sets exposure factors as se-
lected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized.

b. If appropriate, checks line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns com-
pensator dial until needle is align
ed properly on line meter.

c. For conventional exposure control:
i) Performer sets milliamperage by

choosing selectors for the cor-
rect focal spot size; sets the
mA selected.

ii) Performer selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired.

iii) Performer sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major kilovoltage and minor
kilovoltage settings to produce
the desired kVp.

d. For automatic phototimed exposure
control:

i) Performer selects and sets the
category corresponding to the
type of study and use or non-

11.

List Elements Full

use of screens, bucky, etc.,
and, if appropriate, focal
spot size.

ii) Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).

iii) May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.

iv) Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the
study.

v) Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

e. Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside adjust-
ment of table and tube height,
position, and of collimation.

f. Performer returns to overhead uni
and sets the focal-film distance.
Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube into place
over the film holder (or at right
angles to upright holder). Checks
the focal-film distance by read-
ing indicator scale in the tube
housing; adjusts up or down until
the required FFD (TFD) is obtain-
ed.

Performer prepares patient for the
final position selected for the
first (or next) exposure. Makes sure
that correct side is being positioned
when appropriate.

a. May explain or demonstrate to pa-
tient what is required. May ob-
tain help in positioning or has
MD position in accident or acute
cases.

b. Performer centers part and keeps
the long axis of the part par-
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allel to the film holder. When using high enough to include the dia-
a bucky, centers patient to midline. phragm (estimates lccation from
With cassette on table top, centers patient's body type, at the
film to part. With upright holder level of the iliac zrests, and
adjusts height of holder to part and

. inCudes the pelvIc area. Cen-
centers part to film. ters the first of two cassettes

c. When positioning a patient with a (for tall patient) high enough
balloon catheter in place, performer to include i.he diaphragm; cen-
makes sure that the clamp is not ters second cassette about two
lying over a part to be exposed or inches above the upper border
that patient is not lying on the of the symphysis pubis. May ap-
clamp, ply compression band. Performer

directs central ray at right
12. Performer positions as follows (unless angles to midpoint of film.

nonconventional positioning is being For erect AP projection perform
used to avoid having patient move): er positions as described above,

with patient standing or seated
a. For studies of abdominal contents in front of upright cassette

(or KUB), performer notes the pur- holder,centered to midline,fac-
pose of study and sequence of posi- ing away,and with weight dis-
tions selected. For conventional ab- tributed equally. Supports the
dominal series makes supine AP pro- shorter extremity if of unequal
jection of abdomen, followed by
erect AP or PA projection of abdo-

length. .4....,

ii) For erect PA projection (enter-
men, or erect lateral projection of ior view) of abdomen, performer
abdomen. For demonstration of air has patient stand facing erect
or fluid level, makes supine AP of vertical cassette holder or
abdomen, followed by an erect or
lateral decubitus view. For frontal

table, centered to the midline,
and with weight equally dis-

AP projections of abdomen, perform- tributed. Has patient extend
er selects the supine AP and the arms along sides of holder and
erect PA position unless otherwise grasp edges. Centers cassette
specified (such as with kidney ex- about one inch above the crest
amination or acutely ill patient). of the ilium or as described
For acutely ill patient performer above; includes the diaphragm.
substitUtes semierect position for May apply compression band. Per-
erect. former makes sure that patient
4)4:For supine AP projection (poster- is maintained in erect position

ior view) of abdomen (or KUB),
performer aligns patient in su-

long enough before exposure for
air or fluid levels to be accu-

pine position, with the median rately demonstrated. Directs
sagittal plane of the body cen- central ray at right angles to
tered to the midline of th9,
table. Supports knees and immo-

center of film.
iii) For lateral decubitus position-

bilizes ankles. Adjusts should- ing (for frontal or lateral pro-
ers so that they lie in a single jections),performer notes which
transverse plane, with arms at side of the patient's body is
sides. Centers a single cassette to be next to film holder and

.....
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has patient lie on that side in a patient (depending on the side
lateral recumbent position. Has pa of interest). Directs central
tient flex knees comfortably, and ray horizontally to the mid-
centers abdomen to midline. Places point of the film,regardless of
supports under and between knees the angulation of the table. Al-
and ankles. Has patient flex el- lows time for air or fluid level
bows, place lower hand under head,
and has patient grasp side of

to be properly demonstrated as
described above.

table with opposite hand. For b. For studies of the liver and
.

fluid level study, elevates the spleen, performer does not use
torso. compression.
For lateral projection, performer i) For AP projection (posterior
centers cassette in bucky or on view) of liver and spleen,per-
table under patient. For frontal former positions patient in
projection, performer centers cas- supine position as described
sette in upright holder in front in(a),above. Has patient flex
of patient (for PA projection) or elbows and abduct arms. Cen-
behind patient (for AP projection) ters a single cassette so that
Centers film at the level of the about one inch of the iliac
iliac crests or as described above bones are included on lower
in (i). border of film. If patient is
For lateral projection directs cen- too tall for a single casset-
tral ray vertically at right an- te, centers first cassette to
gles to midpoint of film. For fron. .include the diaphragm and sec-
tal projection directs central ray ond to include the iliac
horizontally at right angles to crests. Directs central ray at
the midpoint of film through the right angles through the xiph-
median line of body. For air or oid process
.fluid levels allows patient to ii) For oblique AP projection of
maintain position long enough be- spleen, performer starts with
fore exposure for air or fluid patient in supine position
levels to be accurately demon- and elevates right side of
strated. body about 400 to 450 so that

spleen is nearest to film.
For acutely ill patients who can- Supports elevated shoulder
not assume erect or lateral decu- and hip,with arms comfortably
bitus position, performer adjusts placed and shoulders lying in
patient in semierect position by a single transverse plane.
starting with supine position as Centers film at or just below
in (i), above. Attaches footrest the level of the xiphoid pro-
to end of table and secures pa- cess. Directs central ray at
tient. May use cmpression bands. right angles to midpoint of
With patient on table, performer film.
moves it to almost vertical posi- iii) For PA projection (anterior
tion. For AP semierect projection,
centers as above with cassette in

view) of liver, performer
notes whether a preliminary

bucky;for lateral projection, cen- film or a diagnostic examina-
ters cassette in vertical film tion is involved. Has patient
holder on right or left side of assume a prone position with

W)
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the median sagittal plane of body
centered to midline,and elbows
flexed comfortably. Adjusts should
ers to lie on a single transverse
plane. Supports ankles. Performer
centers cassette to the central
ray. Reminds patient(if diagnostic
study)that two exposures will be
rade.

For preliminary or general survey
examination, directs central ray
at right angles through the xi-
phoid process. For diagnostic ex-
amination directs central ray
through the xiphoid process at 25°
caudad for first exposure, and at
10° cephalad for the second expo-
sure.

c. If, during positioning, patient shows
signs of severe pain, performer may
notify appropriate physician at once
and await orders, or may decide on
alternative positioning to avoid move
ment of the affected part.

d. Performer checks final positioning by
using light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points the
light beam towards the part. Adjusts
the collimator opening to correspond
to the film size. Uses cross-hair
shadows as reference for center of
field. Uses the collimator light to
center the patient to the x-ray
field, or centers the part to the
film holder and uses the collimator
light to center the tube to the part.
Checks that primary beam will enter
the center of the area of interest at
the selected angle to the film so as
to project the view desired. Nay re-
adjust tube position lengthwise or
crosswise to provide better centering

Task Code No. 363
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13. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized, performer adjusts the
collimator. Either collimates so that
a small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film or colli-
mates further so as to expose only the

area of interest (and thus provide
maximum protection and detail). For
small fields performer attaches an
auxiliary extension cone to colli-
mator to further reduce the primary
beam. Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the part(s) of
interest.

14. Performer adds lead shielding to
areas that will be in the primary
path of the beam but are not included
in the areas of interest. Makes sure
that proper protective shielding has
been provided to patient and everyone
who will remain in room.

15. Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer-
gency and/or to prevent or respond to
an accident. Is alert to signs of nau-
sea, dizziness, or sweat suggesting
faintness. Performer may have patient
lie down, lower head, or raise legs.
Notifies nurse. If patient shows any
other emergency signs, loses con-
sciousness, or has an accident, per-
former calls appropriate physician or
staff member at once. May decide to
provide emergency first aid as well.
If a patient's catheter becomes dis-
connected, performer clamps it and im
mediately notifies nurse. If catheter
should come out, notifies nurse at
once.

16 When everything is ready for the expo
sure, performer explains to patient
what breath control will be used for
exposure. Rehearses breathing out
when told to do so by performer and
holding breath until told to relax.
If appropriate, instructs patient not
to swallow before and during the ex-
amination. Reminds patient about
those exposures in which position is
to be retained for a second exposure.
Observes the patient's movement until
the moment that the exposure is made.
Readjusts position if warranted.
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17. The performer returns to control room.

Makes sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in position. Tells
patient when to breathe out and hold
still by calling or using intercom.
Performer may wait one or two seconds
after suspension of respiration. Ini-
tiates exposure by pressing hand trig-
ger or exposure control button,

a. While exposure is underway perform-
er checks that mA meter records ap-
propriate current as set, that kVp
meter dips slightly,

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or exces-
sive drop; may listen for sound of
normal functioning of equipment.
If there is malfunction may decide
to report; anticipates need to re-
peat exposure.

c. With phototimer notes whether back-
up timer has been involved in termi-
nating exposure before phototimed
exposure'wab completed. If so, anti-
cipates possible need to repeat ex-
posure (due to underexposure if pre-
mature cut-off, or overexposure due
to faulty timer).

d. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax.

e. If the exposure is terminated by
a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-
nical factors for possible overload
or checks for overload elsewhere on
circuit. Anticipates need to repeat
exposure.

18. Performer returns to patient. Removes
cassette or film holder from table,
holder, or bucky.

a. Removes any markers for further
use. If so requested, performer ar-
ranges to have the first exposure(s)
processed at once and brought to
the appropriate radiologist.

b. If the first radiograph(s) are pre-
liminary (scout) films, performer

,

.

brings the processed radiograph( )
directly to the.radiologist in
charge or places on view boxes and
informs radiologist' that the scout
(s) are ready. If the radiologist
indicates that there is any prob-
lem with the technical factors or
the patient positioning, performer
records or notes for later use in
the examination and/or repeats pre-
liminary radiography as ordered.

c. Depending on whether radiologist
will evaluate radiographs before
completion of all possible expo-
sures for the series, performer
arranges to process film(s) and
evaluate for quality control per-
sonally, have this done, or bring
to darkroom for processing and
later evaluation, based on time
available, institutional arrange-
ments, or specific instructions.
Attaches IL card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition.

d. While films are being processed
and/or evaluated performer has pa-
tient relax in examination room or
holding area,' Explains what will
happen next.
i) Performer determines whether pa-

tient should remain on table
and/or in room or requires ob-
servation. May consult requisi-
tion sheet or attending RN. If
appropriate, makes sure that pa-
tient will be attended while
waiting.

ii) If appropriate, moves x-ray tube
and any protruding film holder
away from patient before patient
rises.

iii) May decide to assist patient to

chair or stretcher or from ta-
ble. Makes sure patient is re-
minded of any footrest in step-
ping off table.
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19.

iv) If patient is to switch to erect
position or lateral decubitus
position for fluid or air level
study, has patient take and main-
tain that position for the re-
quired amount of time prior to
next exposure.

When (or if) performer learns from the
radiologist the extent of the injury
and/or whether further conventional
views and/or positions can be under-
taken, eliminated or altered, perform-
er proceeds as appropriate according to
instructions.

a. For further exposures performer re-
peats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification of
film holder or cassette and use of
R-L marker,selection and setting of
techniqv for next view (if differ-
ent),positioning patient and equip-
ment for focus-object-film align-
ment, proper collimation and shield-
ing, breathing instructions, and
making exposure, as described above,

b. Performer refrains from commenting
on the films or providing any in-
terpretation.

c. If performer is asked to repeat any
exposures, makes sure that the ad-
ditional exposures are warranted
medicallY, since additional radia-
tion will be incurred.
i) Notes whether need to repeat is

due to performer's own negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future
"retakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of a radiologist, per-
former notes for future work

done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

20. When performer is sure that the exam-
ination has been completed, performer
may have patient transported back to
holding area or next location, or de-
cides to do personally, as appropri-
ate. Makes sure that none of the
equipment is projecting over the pa-
tient before allowing patient to rise
from stool or table, and assists pa-
tient as described above.

21. Performer carries out termination
steps for the examinat!on:

a. If appropriate,arranges to have
fresh colostomy and/or dressing
applied (if removed for radiog-
raphy).

b. Performer has equipment and exami-
nazion table cleaned after use or
decides to do personally, depending
on institutional arrangements.

c. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,
the technical factors used and film
sizes; may record the number of :x-
posures made of each view including
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any problem
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. If any views cal-
led for in the initial request
could not be obtained,performer may
record reasons. Signs requisition
sheet.

d. If perlormer will only carry out
preliminary "scout" filming and
another technologist will continue
with examination,performer records
the approved technical factors used
for the scout, and the accessories
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employed, or informs technologist
who will continue. Performer gives
the requisition sheet, name card,
and any notes to technologist who
will continue with procedure.

e. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book per-
sonally or have this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

f. Nay indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fullthis is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;patient reassured,positioned;
parts measured;films identified;technical factors
selected and set;instructions given for breathing,
phonation,maneuver,swallowing;exposures made;radio-
graphs sent for processing and evaluation;procedures
repeated as appropriate for full set of views;pa-
tient returned;examination recorded;radiographs
placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains th
x-ray requisition form,patient's
identification card, and any ap-
propriate medical-technical his-
tory for a non-infant patient

scheduled for radiography of the
anterior portion of the neck
(pharynx, larynx, upper end of
esophagus):

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

D. From co-worker.
c. After having arranged requi-

sitions in order of priority.

The plain films of the enter-
ior portion of the neck may
serve as preliminary "scout"
films for contrast studies of
the upper portions of the
respiratory or digestive sys-
tems, and other structures of
the anterior neck. Requisition
may require use of barium sul-,
fate contrast medium.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the

examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

.

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history;pen;x-ray machine control pan-
el(s),tube,bucky,table,collimator,extension cones;
technique chart;charts for conversion of technique,
views for standard examinations,dosage,tube capacity
loaded cassettes;upright film holder;leaded rubber
shielding;R-L and ID markers;immobilization and sup-
port devices;compression band;head clamp;calipers;
stool;barium sulfate cream;water in cup;ribbon;
stretcher or wheelchair;barium-soaked pledget

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involve.: ill the task? Yes...CK) No...( )

4. If "Yes" to q. .: Name the kin. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-
scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Non-infant patient to be radiographed;radiologic
technologist; radiologist; nurse

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- a. Performer checks the ex-
aminations called for in-
cluding the affected parts,
the purpose of the study,
the positions and views
called for, any maneuvers
or phonation called for,
the location of any tumor
masses to be studied, the
nature of any foreign ob-
ject to be localized, the

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking radiographs of anterior portion of the neck
of non-infant patient by reviewing request;reporting

observed contraindications;reassuring pt.;measuring
part;selecting and setting technical factors;identi-
fying film;positioning pt. and equipment for erect
or recumbent exposure;providing shielding;collimat-
ing;instructing pt. in breathing,phonating,maneuver,
or swallowing;making exposures;having radiographs
processed and reviewed;repeating for full set of
views or as ordered;having pt. returned;placing ra-
diographs for use;recordinF examination. 6. Check here if this

is aztsterst.....
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List Elements Fully List Elements Full

number of exposures,and the parts to graphic exposures involved should
be included in the projections. Notes be reported to radiologist.
whether the use of a grid or bucky g. Depending on institutional proce-
will be involved. Checks the name of dures, performer notes whether
the referring physician,

b. Performer reads patient's name,iden-
female patient is pregnant, re-
views date of female patient's

tification number, sex, age, weight,
Notes whether patient is in-

last menstrual period, or notes
any other indication that there

patient, out-patient, or emergency is no danger of exposure of a
patient. Notes.. ,ny special informa- known or possible fetus.
tion that wil.:. affect patient posi- h. If patient's record indicates or-
tioning, technique, or handling of ders for sedation or any other
the patient, whethe,.. patient will be prior medication,performer may
in a stretcher or wheelchair, and any check timing to be sure a proper
notation on the nature of any known elapse of time has occurred for
pathology which would affect techni- medication to take effect. May
clue. Notes type of shielding needed. arrange to delay examination if
If foreign body search is ordered,
makes sure that the foreign body is

appropriate.
i. If referring physician has re-

known to be radiopaque. quested that films already on
c. Performer checks whether patie:t is file be sent with current radio-

suffering from a collateral ro-Li- graphs, and if not already with
tion requiring speci_l handling such patient's jacketed material, per-
as heart disease, communicable or in- former arranges to have prior
fectious condition, infirmity, inco-
herence, whether patient has IV drip

films delivered.

or similar device in place; notes 2. If the performer determineR that the
whether patient will be accompanied
by nurse or other staff person.

request is not properly au0,orized,
is incomplete, or that sufficient

d. If performer is not already assigned information is lacking for perform-
to examination room (and a particular er to select technique or to prop-
machine) notes the room or machine
involved. Goes to examination room

erly position or care for patient,
or if performer considers that there

or control room for machine involved. may be contraindications to going
e. Performer makes sure that the request ' ad with the procedure, performer

is properly authorized, that infor- notifies supervisor, radiologist,or
mation on requisition sheet is com-
plete. Checks whether any special or-

other designated staff person, de-
pending on institutIonal proce-

ders on exposure factors are in keep- dures. Explains the problem if ap-
ing with the usual rad exposure in- propriate, and proceeds after ob-
volved for the examination,

f. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer may review patient s

taining needed information, signa-
ture, or orders .

radiation-exposure history, prior 3. When performer iF clear about what
record of techniques used, anii cumu- will be involved in examination, he
lative exposure. Notices whether ex- or she prepares ahead so as not to
amination has been done elsewhere in keep patient in examination room
recent past, whether number of radio longer than necessary:

1
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a. Performer reviews the.technique
chart for the machine to be used;
takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to re
flect accommodation for change in
machine output or a policy deci-
sion).

b. Performer washes hands as appropri-
ate; depending on patient's condi-
tion, may decide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontamina-
tion techniques.

c. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel for x-ray generator
and checks that indicator light
shows that machine is "warmed up,"
or turns on main switch as appro-
priate to equipment and allows time
for machine to "warm up." f appro-
priate, performer may set radio-
graphy mode selector and set colli-
mator control for manual operatlon.

d. Checks that appropriate immobiliza-
tion devices such as sandbags,wedge
sponges, head clamp are present and
that there is a mattress,pads, pil-
lows, and/or blankets for comfort
of patient. Checks that emergency
cart is present,that there is lead-
ed rubber shielding available.

e. If a foreign body search has been
ordered, arranges to have water
available for swallowing maneuver.

f. If a Valsalva or modified Valsalva
maneuver is ordered checks whether
this nay be contraindicated by pa-
tient's condition and proceeds only
with MD approval if there is any
doubt.

g. If a deglutition study is ordered,
checks that barium cream is ready
for use.

h. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification

List Elements Full

strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate
patient identification inform.--
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on card
if not received with requisi-
tion.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use.

Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared for the
examination (if not already done), or
decides to do personally.

a. Depending on institutional arran-
gements,performer may decide to
escort out-patient to or from
dressing room. May decide to as-
si-,t in transporting patient from
holding area or have this done.

b. Performer greets patient and any
acco-4anying staff person and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient,checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient is
accompanied because of seriousness
of condition, performer checks
with aczompanving staff member on
any special precautions necessary
during procedure.

c. Has patient,assume a comfortable
position seated on table or chair.
If patient is in wheelchair, moves
patient in chair into position
next to table. If patient is on
special stretcher, places stretch-
er into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled

216
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List Elements Full

This is page

base to x-ray table. May arrange to
move patient to table. With accident
patient uses upright film holder
with patient remaining on stretcher
until injury has been localized.

d. Performer explains to patient what
will be involved in the procedure;
indicates what types of positions
the patient will be asked to assume
and the cooperation that will be
asked of the patient.

e. Performer answers patient's non-med-
ical questions honestly; attempts to
reassure patient and develop confi-
dence. Treats patient with dignity
and concern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains aware that patient
may be frightened and/or in pain.
Performer explains when asked medi-
cal questions that it is not appro-
priate for technologl.:. to answer
these; encages patient to speak
to physici3n,

f. If patient has an IV drip in place,
performer checks that needle has
not become dislodged and that the
fluid is dripping at an even.rate.
If there are any problems, perform-
er clamps tube and notifies an ap-
propriate staff person at once.

g. If appropriate and not already done,
performer questions female patient
of child bearing age regarding pos-
sible pregnancy. If there is any
possibility that patient is preg-
nant and this bas not already been
recorded, performer informs appro-
priate physician and proceeds only
with approval.

Performer questions patient and/or RN
or MD present on what movement is pos-
sible to determine what positions are
available for use. Considers whether
to have patient erect (seated or stand-
ing) or recumbent, or considers orders
in the light of the patient's condi-
tion.

2 7
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a. Performer selects erect seated or
standing position unless otherwise
indicated, especially for tumor
masses and foreign body search.
Plans on lateral projection for
foreign body search.

b. If a cardiac patient is involved,
performer selects recumbent posi-
tion unless otherwise indicated.

c. If the study involves examination
of tumor masses, performer locates
the mass visually so as to be able
to position patient appropriately.

d. Performer considers the number and
types of projections ordered for
the examination and the patient's
condition. Performer may consider
a change from standard projections
to bettel a-complish the purpose of
the exam!n,Lion, or deletion of a
position, or a change in technical
factors. Depending on institutional
arrangements, perforver may obtain
permission from appropriate radio-
logist,or decides personally to
alter the standard procedure.

. Performer prepares for the exanina-
tion:

a. If not already done, has patient
remove clothing, hair pins, and
any jewelry around neck. Makes sure
that all garments except gown are
removed down to below the area of
interest. If patient has a wet
dressing, performer has it rein-
forced or decides to do personally.

b. Depending on whether a bucky or
table top technique will be used
and standard institutional prac-
tices, performer selects speed and
type of film, grid, and cassette
combination. Selects size(s) based
on the area(s) to be included and
the patient's size.

c. Performer makes sure that an ade-
Jquate supply of loaded cassettes o..7
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1
7. Performer has patient assume a comforL-

able recumbent, standing, or seated po-
sition, depending on the positions to
be employe.7, so that the part(s) to be
radiographed can be measured. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in locked po-
sition if patient is to be positioned
in it.

the types and sizes selected are
available in the examination room.
If not, arranges to obtain or de-
cides to obtain personally.

d. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
projection and attaches R or L mark-
er and identification information to
the cassette or table top or uses
automatic marking device.

e. If cass-ette is to be used with bucky
(under table top or in upright hold-
er) performer may manually pull out
bucky rray and open retaining clamps.
Inserts cassetta into bucky tray and
pushes back. Makes sure clamps are
closed. Moves cassette into appropri
ate "stored"...position or inserts
cassette tray into bucky slot and
centers.

f. If a bucky is not being used; per-
former places cassette in a position
that can be comfortably reached by
the patient in final positioning.
If appropriate to make possible min-
imal movement of patient, performer
may place cassette in upright holder
at right angles to table top or in
other position selected.

g. Performer provides patient and
everyone who will remain in room
during exposure with protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm but
a general precaution to minimize un-
necessary radiation exposure.

a. If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow, or clean.linen on x-ray
table.

b. Performer may decide to ansist pa-
tient from wheelchair or stretcher
to, table or has this done. May ob-
tain help. Makes sure that no
equipment is in the way and may be
collided with by patient. Locks
chair.

c. If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on table,
helps patient turn into position,
step backwards oh stool, and then
sit and/or lie on table.

d. Performer uses centimeter calipers
to measure the thickness of the
part(s) to be radiographed in the
direction in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from tube to
film. Records for use in determin-
ing exposure factors.

e. After measuring, has patient rest
in as relaxed a position as pos-
sible. May place pad, blanket or
pillow under bony prominences to
provide comfort.

. Performer selects the exposure fac-
tors for the first projection by con-
sulting the technique chart(s) posted
for the machine:

a. Locates the information needed for
the body part and projection in-
vulved according to the centimeter
thickness of the part as measured
and the collimated field size to
be used. Makes sure that techni-
que relates to the combination of
film type and speed,and use or
nonuse of other accessories for
filming (such as screens, grids,
bucky, etc.).

b. Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(sec-
onds of exposure time), focal spot
size, and the focal film distance
(TFD or FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time.
have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
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Task Code No. 364

This is page 6 of 11 for this task.

necessary tu a(count for a patho-
logical condition present, a change
in TFD, extreme obesity, preference
of the rc:liol.-Tist involved, and/or
any other conversion needed. Per-
former looks up numerical conversion
factors and calculates, or uses con-
version charts to ascertain the ap-
propriate new e;posure factor (kVp,
mA and/or time). Multiplies,divides,
adds, or subtracts as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or unfam-
iliar exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure that
technique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appropri-
ate, performer reconverts the tech-
nique to an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lower mAs.

Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure that
indicator light shows that x-ray
generator is ready for use. Makes
sure that all C17=its have been

b. If appropriate, checks-line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns compen-
sator dial until needle is aligned
properly on line meter.

c. For conventional exposure control:
i) Performer sets milliamperage by

choosing selectors for the cor-
rect focal spot size; sets the
mA selected.

ii) Performer selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired.

iii) Performer sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major kilovoltage and minor kilo-
voltage settings to produce the
desired kVp.

d. For automatic phototimed exposure
control:

List Elements Full

i) Performer selects and sets the
category corresponding to the
type of study and use or nonuse
of screens, bucky, etc., and if
appropriate, focal spot size.

ii) Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).

iii) May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.

iv) Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spe-
cial) requirements for study.

v) Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure.

e. Depending on the equipment, may set
controls to provide for use of
bucky, manual tableside adjustment
of table and tube height, position,
and of collimation.

f. Performer returns to overhead unit
and sets the focal-film distance.
Operates controls or manually moves
the x-ray tube into place over the
film holder (or at right angles to
upright holder). Checks the focal-
film distance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; adjusts
up or down until the required FFD
(TFD) is obtained.

10. Performer prepares for final position-
ing for the first (or next) view:

a. Performer explains or demonstrates
what is required to patient.
i) For scout films, performer re-

hearses patient in quiet nasal
breathing; plans to make expo-
sure just before the chest
comes to rest at the end of an
expansion, on inspiration.

ii) If phonatior has been ordered,
performer demonstrates and
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,

rehearses patient in phonating
a low pitched "a-a-h" and/or
a high pitched, "e-e-e" sound,
continuing until told to relax.

iii) If a Valsalva maneuver has
been ordered, performer demon-
strates and rehearses patient
in taking a deep breath, hold-
ing breath in, and bearing down
as though evacuating until told
to relax.

iv) If a modified Valsalva maneuver
has been ordered, performer
demonstrates and rehearses pa-
tient in pinching nostrils to-
gether with the thumb and fore-
finger of one hand, closing
mouth, and making a sustained
but mild effort to blow nose
until told to relax.

v) If an opaque foreign body search
ha been ordered for upper end
of esophagus or pharynx, per-
former has :atient practice1

swallowing by holding a sip of
water in mouth until instructed
to swallow, and then swallowing
the water in one movement with-
out swallowing again until told.

vi) For deglutition study,shows
barium cream that will be swal-
lowed. If a mucosal study is
to follow,has patient rehearse
swallowing and then not swallow-
ing again until performer sets
up for,immediate exposure with
modified Valsalva maneuver,

vii) If swallowing is involved, plans
to make exposure at peak of
the forward movement of larynx.
May tie a dark colored ribbon
or similar ite around the pa-m
tient's throat above the thy-
roid cartilage and check it
to note the elevation of the
ribbon at time of the exposure.

b. If patient must be positioned in
recumbent position on table becausei
of condition, may position with
table horizontal, then apply com-
pression bands to support patient,
put up footboard, and turn tilt-
table to vertical position for
final positioning and exposure.

c. If patient will be standing and
limbs are of unequal length, pro-
vides support to shorter limb.

d. Performer centers part and keeps
the long axis of the part parallel
to the film holder. When using a
bucky, centers patient to midline.
With cassette on table top, cen-
ters film to part. With upright
holder, adjusts height of holder
to part and centers part to film.

11. Performer positions as follows (un-
less using nonconventional positionin
to avoid having patient move):

a. For AP projection (posterior view)
of pharynx and larynx, performer
notes whether study involves visi-.
ble tumor masses in neck.

.i) Except for visible tumor mas-
ses, performer has patient
stand or be seated in erect po-
sition with back to upright
cassette holder, or, if neces-
sary, aligned in AP supine po-
sition on table. Centers the
median sagittal plane of the
body to the midline of the film
holder or table. For erect pa-
tient makes sure that weight
is equally distributed on but-
tocks or feet. Adjusts should-
ers to lie on a single trans-
verse plane. Centers head and
neck to eliminate any rotation
and extends head slightly to
prevent shadow of mandible from
obscuring larynx. Immobilizes
head. Centers film to the level
of the laryngeal prominence or
just below. Directs central ray

2 z0
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at right angles to the laryngeal
prom..:nence.

ii) For demonstration of visible
tumor masses in the neck, per-
former seats patient in AP posi-
tion and centers film to the lev-
el of the mass. Performer rotates
the patient's body so that the
mass is tangent to the film (that
is, so that the mass is in con-
tact or near contact at one
point). Directs central ray hori-
zontally to the inner border of
the mass.

b. For projection

one inch below the level of
the external auditory meatuses
For demonstration of the oro-
pharynx, performer centers
film at the level of the man-
dibular angles. For demonstra-
tion of the larynx, hypophar-
ynx, and upper end of the
esophagus, performer centers
film at the level of the lar-
yngeal prominence. Performer
directs the central ray at
right angles to the midpoint
of the filth.

c. If, during positioning, patient
showi signs of severe pain, per-
former may notify appropriate
physician at once and await or-
ders, or may decide on alterna-
tive positioning to avoid move-
ment of part.

d. Reviews with patient the breath-
ing, phonation, maneuver,or swal-
lowing required for the exposure.

e. For opaque foreign object search,
has patient take a sip of water
and hold in mouth until told to
swallow. 1

f. For deglutition study has patient
take a bolus of barium cream in
mouth and hold until told to
swallow. Has patient refrain
from swallowing again until new
cassette is set up for next ex-
posure, and then has patient per-
form modified Valsalva maneuver.

12. The performer checks final position-
ing by using light in collimator.
Activates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator opening
to correspond to the film size. Uses
crosshair shadows as reference for

larynx,or upper end of esophagus,
performer reviews the area to be
demonstrated and the purpose of the
study:

i) Performer positions patient seat-
ed or standing in erect lateral
position before upright cassette
holder with indicated side adja-
cent to film. (May position pa-
tient in supine position as above
and use horizontal x-ray beam
across table,or may use supine
AP position and move table into

. upright position for actual ex-
posure.)

Adjusts erect patient so that the
coronal plane passing through or
anterior to the temporomandibular
joints is centered to the midline
of the film holder. Has patient
rest adjacent shoulder against
holder. Adjusts body in erect
position so that median sagittal
plane is parallel with plane of
film. Depresses shoulders as much
as possible and adjusts them to
lie in a single transverse plane.
Extends patient's head slightly,
Immobilizes head or has patient
visually fix on an object direct
ly in line with forward visual
axis.

ii) For demonstration of the naso-
pharynx, performer centers film
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center of field. Uses the collimator
light to center the patient to the
x-ray field, or centers the part to
the film holder and uses the collimrtor
light to center the tube to the part.
Checks that primary beam will enter
the center.of the area of interest at
the selected angle to the film so as
to project the view desired. May re-
adjust tube position lengthwise or
cross-wise to provide better centering.

13. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized, performer adjusts the
collimator. Either collimates so that
a small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film, or colli-
mates further so as to expose only the
area of interest (and thus provide max-
imum protection and detail). For small
fields performer attaches an auxiliary
extension cone to collimator to further
reduce the primary beam. Adjusts pri-
mary beam to minimum size needed to
cover the part(s) of interest.

14. Performer adds lead shielding to areas
that will be in the primary path of
the beam but are not included in the
areas of interest. Makes sure that
proper protective shielding has been
provided to patient and everyone who
will remain in room.

15. Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer-
gency and/or to prevent or respond to
an accident. Is alert to signs of nau-
sea, dizziness, or sweat suggesting
faintness. Performer may have patient
lie down, lower head, or raise legs.
Notifies nurse. If patient shows any
other emergency signs, loses consci-
ousness, or has an accident, performer
calls appropriate physician or nurse
at once. May decide to provide emer-
gency first aid as well. If a patient'
catheter becomes disconnected, perform
er clamps it and immediately notifies

List Elements Fully

nurse. If catheter should come out,
notifies appropriate staff member at
once.

16. When everything is ready for the ex-
posure, performer reminds patient of
breathing, phonation, maneuver, or
swallowing instructions and of need
to maintain it until patient is
told to relax by performer. Observes
the patient's movement until the
moment that the exposure is made. Re-
adjusts position if warranted.

1 . The performer returns to control
room. Makes sure controls are prop-
erly set and patient is still in po-
sition. Tells patient when to breathe
quietly, phonate vowel sound, per-
form Valsalva or modified Valsalva
maneuver,or swallow water,or bolus of
contrast in one movement as rehearsed,
by calling or using intercom. Perform-
er initiates exposure by pressing
hand trigger or exposure control
button.

a. While exposure is underway, per-
former checks that mA meter re-
cords appropriate current as set,
that kVp meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or exces-
sive drop; may listen for sound
of normal functioning of equip-
ment. If there is malfunction may
decide to report; anticipates need
to repeat exposure.

c. With phototimer notes whether
backup timer has been involved in
terminating exposure before photo-
timed exposure was completed. If
so, anticipates possible need to
repeat exposure (due to underex-
posure if premature cut-off, or
overexposure due to faulty timer).

d. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax
or reminds patient not to swallow
until next exposure.
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e. If the exposure is terminated by
a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-
nical factors for possible over-
load or checks for overload else-
where on circuit. Anticipates need
to repeat exposure.

18. Returns to patient. Removes cassette
or film holder from film stand, table,
or bucky. Removes any markers for
further use. Sets up for next exposure
at once if ...ppropriate and repeats
steps.

a. If so requested, performer arranges
to have the first exposure processed
at once and brought to the appropri-
ate radiologist.

b. If the first radiograph(s) are pre-
liminary (scout) films, performer
brings the processed radiograph(s)
directly to the radiologist in
charge or places on view boxes and
informs radiologist that the scout
(s) are ready. If the radiologist
indicates that there is any problem
with the technical factors or the
patient positioning, performer re-
cords or notes for later use in the
examination and/or repeats prelimi-
nary radiography as ordered.

c. Depending on whether radiologist
will evaluate radiographs before
completion of all possible expo-
sures for the series, performer ar-
ranges to process film(s) and eval-
uate for quality control personally,
have this done, or bring to dark
room for processing and later eval-
uation, based on time available, in-
stitutional arrangements, or speci-
fic instructions. Attaches ID card
for use with flasher if appropriate,
May sign requisition.

d. While films are being processed
and/or evaluated, performer has pa-
tient relax in examination room or
holding area. Explains what will
happen next.

List Elements Fully

i) Performer determines whether pa
tient should remain on table
and/or in room until physician
arrives, and whether patient
requires observation. If appro-
priate, arranges to have pa-
tient attended while waiting.

ii) If patient is to leave table
or rise, performer makes sure
all equipment is moved away
from patient such as overhead
tube and upright film holder.

iii) May decide to assist patient to
chair or stretcher or from
chair or table. Makes sure to
remind patient of any footrest
when stepping off table.

19. When (or if) performer learns from
the radiologist whether further con-
ventional views and/or positions can
be undertaken, eliminated, or alter-
ed, performer proceeds as appropri-
ate according to instructions.

a. For further exposures performer
repeats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification
of film holder and use of R-L
marker, selection and setting of
technique for next view (if dif-
ferent), positioning patient and
equipment for focus-object-film
alignment, proper collimation and
shielding, instructions for
breathing, phonation, maneuvering,
or swallowing, and making expo-
sure, as described above.

b. Performer refrains from commenting
on the films or providing any in-
terpretation.

c. If performer is asked to repeat
any exposures, makes sure esat the
additional exposures are warranted

I

medicall-, since additional radia-
tion will be incurred.

i) Notes whether need to repeat is
due to performer's own negli-

tio
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Task Code No. 364

This is page 11 of 11 for this task.
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gence or lack of fzttention so
that performer can avoid future
retakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retakes reflects
the preference for density. or
contrast of a radiologist,'per-
former notes for future work
done.for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

20. When performer is sure that the exami-
nation has been completed, performer
may have patient transported back to
holding area or next location, or de-
cides to do personally, as appropriate.
Makes sure that none of the equipment
is projecting over the patient before
allowing patient to rise.

21. Performer carries out termination
steps for the examination:

a. Performer has equipment and examina
tion table cleaned after use or de-
cides to do personally, depending
on institutional arrangements.

b. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,
the technical factors used, and
film sizes. Performer limy record
the number of exposures made of
each view including retakes; may
enter the estimated radiation dose
to which patient was exposed (using
posted information on dosage); may
record any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.
If any views called for in the
initial request could not be ob-
tained, performer may record rea-
sons. Signs requisition sheet.

c. If performer will only carry out
preliminary "scout" filming And

List Elements Fula._

another technologist will con-
tinue with examination, performer
records the approved technical
factors used for the scouts and
the accessories employed, or in-
forms technologist who will con-
tinue. Performer gives the req-
uisition sheet, name card, and
any notes to technologist who
will continue with procedure.

d. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and
related materials and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally or have this done, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures.

e. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is
ready to proceed with next ex-
amination.

2 4
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Task Code No. 365

This is page 1 of 44 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,positioned;parts
measured;films identified;technical factors selected
and set;technique for magnification,bilateral film-
ing,stereography set up;localization equipment and
centering marks applied;exposures made;radiographs
sent for processingand evaluation;procedures repeat
ed as appropriate for full set of views;patient re-
turned;examination recorded;radiographs placed for
use.

Performer receives or obtains th
x-ray requisition form,patient's
identification card, and any ap-
propriate medical-technical his-
tory for a non-infant patient
scheduled for radiography of thc
skull (cranium and/or facial
bones, excluding paranasal sinus-
es):

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

b. From co-worker.
c. After having arranged requi-

sitions in order of priority.

The plain films of the skull may
serve as preliminary "scout"
films for contrast studies of
the brain and other organs lo-
cated in the skull; the plain
films may be part of a bone-sur-
vey.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, pur-
pose, the patient involved,
special considerations, and
to check the completeness of
the information provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
aminations called for, in-
cluding the parts involved

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history;pen;x-ray machine control panel(s)
tube,bucky,table,collimator,extension cones;techni-
que chart;charts for conversion of technique,stand-
ard examination views,dosage,tube capacity;loaded
cassettes;occlusal film packets;upright film holder;
leaded rubber shielding;R-L and ID markers;immobili-
zation devices;precision localizer devices;face rest
head clamp;weighted band;.tape;chair;calipers;protrac

tor;triangles;stool;scissors;cork;wax marking pen;
cassette tunnel;stretcher or wheelchair

. 3. Is there .1% recipient, reapondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( )

4. A -Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Non-infant patient to be radiographed;radiologic
technologist;radiologist;nurse

.........
5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- and the affected areas,

whether bilateral or uni-
lateral views are request-
ed, the patient positions
and views called for, the
number of exposures, the
central beam angulation,
the areas of interest and
parts to be included. Note
whether there will be bi-
lateral views on a single

OK-RPRRRR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial.words.

Taking plain f:am radiographs of the skull and/or
face of non-infant patient by reviewing request;re-
porting observed contraindications;reassuring pt.;
measuring part;setting up for magnification techni-
que,bilateral exposures,stereography as ordered;se-
lecting and setting technical factors;identifying
film;applying localization marks and/or devices;posi-
tioning pt. and equipment for seated or recumbent .2):
posure;providing shielding;collimating;making expo-
sure;having radiographs processed and reviewed;re-
peating for full set of views or as ordered;having
pt. returned;placing radiographs for use;recording
examination. 6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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This is page

Task Code No. 365

2 of 44 for this task.
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film, whether the use of a grid or
bucky will be involved. Notes any
request for magnification. Checks
the name of the referring physician.

machine involved. Goes to examine-
tion room or control room for ma-
chine involved. Checks that proper
shock-proof equipment is avail-

b. Performer reads patient's name,iden- able in.room for use in direct con-1

tification number, sex, age, and tact with patient's head.
weight. Notes whether patient is in- g. If magnification has been request-
patient, out-patient, accident or ed, performer checks that the ma-

emergency patient. Notes any special chine to be used has a fractional
information that will affect patient focal spot of appropriate size for

positioning, technique, or handling direct magnification technique

of the patient, such as presence of (i.e.,0.3 mm.or smaller).

accident injuries, unhealed or sus- h. Performer makes sure that the re-
pected fracture, degenerating dis- quest is properly authorized, that

ease, whether patient will be on a information on requisition sheet

stretcher or wheelchair, the nature is complete. Checks whether any

of any known pathology which would special orders on exposure factors

affect technique, and the purpose are in keeping with the usual rad

of the study.
I

exposure involved for the examina-

c. With patients with accident injuriesi tion.

or unhealed fractures, performer mayl i. Depending on institutiona- proce-

make sure that a surgeon or radiolo dures, performer may review pa-

gist is available to position the tient's radiation exposure his-

patient;checks whether rotation and tory, prior record of techniques

extension of head is contraindicat- used, and cumulative exposure.
ed. Notices whether examination has

d. Performer checks whether patient is been done elsewhere in recent

suffering from a collateral condi- past, whether number of radio-

tion requiring special handling,
such as heart disease, communica-

graphic exposures ordered or done
in past should be reported to ra-

ble or infectious condition, infir- diologist.

mity, incoherence; whether patient j. Depending on institutional proce-

has IV drip, oxygen supply, urinary dures, performer notes whether fe-

catheter or similar device in male patient is pregnant, reviews

place; notes whether patient will date of female patient's last men-

be accompanied by nurse or other strual period, or notes any other

staff person. i dication that there is no danger

e. With patients who are to undergo of exposure of a known or possible

subsequent contrast studies, pe .
fetus. Notes shielding needed.

former may note whether orders for k. If patient's record indicates or-

prior preparation have been given ders for sedation or any other

and carried out; if not already prior medication, performer may

done, may arrange to have orders check timing to be sure a proper

carried out,or informs appropriate elapse of time has occurred for

staff member. medication to take effect. May ar-

f. If performer is not already assign- range to delay examination if ap-

ed to examination room (and a par- propriate.

ticular machine) notes the room or 1. If referring physician has request
ed that films already on file be

-----
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sent with current radiographs, and
if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films del'ered.

. If the performer determines that the
request is not properly authorized, Is
incomplete, or that sufficient info-:ma-
tion is lacking for performer to Lclect
technique or to properly position or
care for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contraindica-
tions to going ahead with the proce-
dure, performer notifies supervisor,
radiologist, or other designated staff
person, depending on institutional
procedures. Explains the problem if ap-
pronriate, and proceeds after obtaining
needed information, signature, or or-
ders.

. When performer.is clear about what will
be involved in examination, he or she
prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to re
fleet accommodation for change in
machine output or a policy deci-
sion).

b. Performer washes hands as appropri-
are; depending on patient's condi-
tion, may decide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or.decontamina-
tion techniques.

c. Performer may set up equipment as
appropriate for stereographic pro-
jections if ordered.

d. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel for x-ray generator
and checks that indicator light
shows that machine is "warmed up,"
or turns on main switch as appro-

4.

priate to equipment and allows
time for machine t , "warm up." If

appropriate, performer may set ra-
diography mode selector and set
cyllimator control for manual
operation.

e. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilization devices such as
sandbags, angle blocks, tape,
weighted band, Granger face rest
are present and that there ic a
mattress, pads, pillows, and/or
blankets for comiort of patient if
patient will lie on table. If ap-
propriate, obtains protractor,
cardboard triangles, cassette tun-
nels, localizer devices.

f. Checks that there is leaded rubber
shielding available in room to be
used to protect the patient, and/
or to place beneath the film hold-
er, as appropriate.

g. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate
patient identification informa-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface, may write or
type out ID information on card
if not received with requisi-
tion.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use.

If magnification has been requested,
performer prepares the equipment for

2 z7
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4 of 44 for this task.

the tube-over-table method of magnifi-
cation (used without bucky):

a. Performer determines the degree of
magnification requested on the re-
quisition sheet; if the request is
expressed as an area magnification
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square
root. (Linear magnification squared
equals area magnification.)

b. Performer calculates the required
distances from target (focal spot)
to ob-!ect (patient) (TOD), and from
object to film (OFD), as well as the
distance from target to film (TFD)
(the sum of TOD and OFD):

i) If the distance from the table
top to a cassette placed on the
floor or a stool (OFD) will be a
relatively inflexible distance,
performer measures this distance
or reads indicator scale. (If
stool is to be used, may note the
table height.) Performer may ad-
just table height to provide for
a round number for the OFD.

ii) If the distance from the focal
spot to the table top (TOD) will
be the relatively inflexible dis-
tance, performer determines what
this is by measuring or reading
appropriate indicator scale on
tube housing. Performer may ad-
just tube height to provide a
round number for the TOD.

iii) Depending on whether the OFD or
the TOD is fixed, performer cal-
culates the required complemen-
tary distance by referring to a
magnification chart for the de-
gree of linear magnification re-
quired, or uses the formula: de-
gree of linear magnification
equals TFD divided by TOD. For a
two-times linear magnification
performer simply sets the TOD
equal to the OFD.

List Elements Full

iv) Performer adjusts and locks the
table height and/or the tube
height to the calculated OFD
and TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-film
and target-object distances:

i) Performer moves the x-ray tube
housing until it is centered
over the table top in the ap-
proximate area where the pa-
tient's area of interest will
be positioned, such as on table.

ii) Performer swings the table out
of the way so that there is no
obstruction between the tube and
the floor. (Does not change
height.) If appropriate, places
a stool on the floor under the
tube. May place cassette of ap-
propriate size on floor or
stool. Performer selects the
size film designated for the
degree of magnification and the
selected part to be studied.

iii) Performer adjusts the collima-
tion to correspond to the field
size anticipated (for the TOD
involved).

iv) Performer activates the light
in the collimator aLi adjusts
the tube horizontally so that
the light beam cast is centered
to the cassette on the stool or
floor. Uses the cross-hairs pro
jected by the beam to center th
tube to the area on the floor
or stool.

v) Performer locks the tube into
position so that there is a 900
angle of the beam with the floor
or stool. Fixes and retains col
limator setting.

vi) Performer marks the outline of
the collimated light area or
cassette on the floor or stool
using tape or other removable
marker. If not already done,

228
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checks by placing cassette in a. Depending on institutional arrange-marked area. May mark center of ments, performer may decide to es-area as shown by cross-hairs.
cort out-patient to or from dress-vii) Performer swings table back into ing room. May decide to assist inplace. Activates light beam in
transporting patient from holdingcollimator and marks the table area or have this done.

top where the center cross-hairs b. Performer greets patient and anyand light outline are projected accompanying staff person and in-(to be used to center the part
troduces self. Checks patient'sto be radiogra?hed). Uses tape identity against the requisitionor other radiolucent removable sheet. With in-patient, checksmarker.

,

viii) Performer may recheck TOD and OFD
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient isto be sure that they correspond accompanied because of seriousnessto he calculated distances. of condition, performer checks with
accompanying staff member on anyd. For magnification technique using a special precautions necessary dur-vertical film holder, performer may ing procedure.wait until patient has been brought c. Has patient assume a comfortableinto examination room. Adjusts up- position seated on table or chair.right holder to appropriate height; If patient is in wheelchair, movesadjusts x-ray tube to right-angle patient in chair into position nextprojection of beam to film holder; to table. If patient is on specialcenters to the film; measures and stretcher, places stretcher intoadjusts TOD to patient's position position so that radiolucentand marks patient's position; mea- stretcher can be lifted with pa-sures and adjusts OFD from patient's
tient on it from wheeled base toposition as marked.
x-ray table. May arrange to move

i

e. If the sum of the new TOD and OFD
(TFD) is now different from the TFD

patient to table. With accident pa-
tient uses upright film holder withused for non-magnification techni- patient remaining on stretcherque, performer may consult techni- until injury has been localized.que chart to note the factor to use d. Performer explains to patient whatfor a compensatory change in mAs. will be involved in the procedure;May record for later use in setting
indicates what types of positionsexposure factors.
the patient will be asked to assumef. Performer may also note the change
and the cooperation that will bein kVp and mAs necessary to compen- asked of the patient.

sate for any change in collimation e. Performer answers patient's non-from non-magnification technique. medical questions honestly; at-Consults appropriate charts for con- tempts to reassure patient and de-version factors. May record.
velop confidence. Treats patient
with dignity and concern regardless. Performer has the patient called from of patient's behavior. Remainsthe holding area and prepared for the aware that patient may be frighten-examination (if not already done), or ed and/or in pain. Performer ex-decides to do personally.
plains when asked medical questions

2 9
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that it is not appropriate for tech-
nologist to answer these; encourages
patient t-o speak to physician,

f. If patient has an IV drip in place,
performer checks that needle has
not become dislodged and that the
fluid is dripping at an even rate.
If there are any problems, performer
clamps tube and notifies an appro-
priate staff person at once.

g. If there is a wet dressing, perform-
er has it reinforced or decides to
do personally.

h. If appropriate and not already done,
- performer questions female patient

of child bearing age regarding pos-
sible pregnancy. If there is any
possibility that patient is pregnant
and this has not already been re-
corded, performer informs appropri-
ate physician and proceeds only with
approval.

i. If not already done, has patient re-
move dentures, hair pins, specta-
cles, and any jewelry from head and
neck. Makes sure that all garments
are removee down to below the neck,

6. Performer questions patient and/or RN
or MD present on what movement is pos-
sible to determine what positions are
available for use.

a. Performer notes whether patient can
be examined in the standard body
positions called for with the skull
projections ordei.2.d; if not, plans
to substitute alternative body po-
sitions to achieve the same skull
projections.

b. If patient is an accident victim
and arrives on stretcher or bed,
performer plans for radiographic
positioning of film and x-ray tube
with patient on stretcher and with-
out rotating head or torso. If any
manipulatioo,of patient's head is
required,-peiformer has physician
carry this out.

7.

c. Performer notes whether patient
can assume erect seated positions
for projections where this is an
option. Chooses erect seated posi-
tion where possible except for pa-
tient with cardiac condition or if
otherwise specified.

d. If requisition involves possible
use of dental occlusal film pack-
ets such as for projections of
nasal bones,maxillae and/or mandi-
ble, performer determines whether
patient will be able to hold film
packet in mouth or support with

. hands as appropriate. If not,plans
to use nonscreen film or cassettes
as appropriate. If occlusal film
is to be used, chooses seated po-
sition if headrest is available on
chair and erect position is not
contraindicated.

e. Observes whether patient is obese
or has a short neck requiring spe-
cial positioning or use of angle
block under film. Notes whether
thin patient will need padding
under bony prominences.

f. Performer considers the number and
types of projections ordered for ,

the examination and the patient's .

condition. Performer may consider
a change from standard projections
to better accomplish the purpose
of the examination, or deletion of
a position, or a change in techni-
cal factors. Depending on insti-
tutional arrangements, performer
may obtain permission from appro-
priate radiologist or decides per-'
sonally to alter the standard pro-.
cedure.

Depending on whether a bucky or
table top technique will be used and
standard institutional practices,per-
former selects speed and type of
film, grid, and cassette combination.

240'
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a. Selects size(s) based on the area(s) pletely except for the half to be
to be included, the patient's skull exposed, Treats the half to be ex-
size, and whether bilateral views posed from this point as though it
are to be exposed on a single film. were the actual film size.

b. For magnification technique, per- d. If bilateral views are to be pro-
former selects the size film desig- jected on a single film for a ste-
nated for the degree of magnifica- reoscopic examination,performer
tion and the selected area to be numbers or marks cassettes so that
studied,

c. Performer makes sure Lhat an ade-
the order of their placement and
exposure will be correct.

quate supply of loaded cassettes . If requisition calls for a facial
and/or occlusal film packets of the profile study of bony and soft tis
types and sizes selected are avail- sue contours, performer prepares
able in the examination room. If cassette for lateral view. Then
not, arranges to obtain or decides prcpares a second film of the same
to obtain personally. size encased in a seamless black-

paper envelope or has this done.
8. Performer prepares for the examination: Places loaded envelope on top of

cassette and secures. Plans to ex-
a. Performer obtains the appropriate pose both films simultaneously us-

size loaded cassette or packet for ing exposure factors for lateral
the first projection. facial bone technique.

b. May mark midpoiut of eaf-.11 cassette f. Performer attaches identification
to be used for separate bilateral i information to the cassette, oc-
views. Uses radiolucent marker. clusal film packet or tabie top:

i) For half axial oblique projectio i) Places right or left marker on
of auditory ossicles and attic= I film holder or table-top as ap-
auditus-antrum areas, marks cas- propriate to the study and pro-
settes or vertical film holder
1.5 inches above the midpoint.

jection or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic

ii) For parieto-orbital projection
of the optic foramen, superior

/

marking.
ii) If patient's identification in-

orbital fissures and anterior formation is in the form of
clinoid processes where bilat- lead numerals, performer places
eral vi':ws are to be exposed on appropriate corner of cas-
separately, marks each half of sette or occlusal film packet.
cassette 1.5 inches lateral to iii) If patient identification in-
the midpoint of the respective formation is to be entered by
half. use of flasher, sets flashcard

aside for later use with space
c. If bilateral exposures will be made created by piece of leaded rub-

separately on one filM, performer ber on appropriate edge of cas-
mentally decides how these will be sette.

positioned so that the film need iv) Performer may place patient's
not be turned for viewing each card into card tray for equip-
image. Performer uses leaded rubber ment using automatic film
sheets and masks the cassette com- marking device.
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If cassette is to be used with
bucky (under tabletop or in upright
holder) performer may manually pull
out bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into bucky
tray and pushes back. Makes sure
clamps are closed. Moves cassette
into appropriate "stored" position
or inserts cassette tray into bucky
slot and cennrs.

h. If a bucky is not being used, per-
former places cassette in a posi-
tion approximating final position-
ing.

i) If magnification technique is to
be used, perfcrmer places cas-
sette in marked positIon on floor
or stool.

ii) If appropriate to make possible
minimal movement of patient, per-
former may place cassette in up-
right holder at right angles to
table top or in other position
selected.

iii) With accident patient, after lo-
calization has been established,
performer may obtain assistance
in lifting skull so that cassette
can be placed under patient.

i. Performer provides patiert and
everyone who %ill remain in room
during exposure with protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation exposure.

Performer has,patient assume a comfort-
able recumbent or seated position, de-
pending on the positions to be employ-
ed, so that the relevant skull dimen-
sions can be measured. Makes sure that
wheelchair is in locked position if pa-
tient is to be positioned in it.

List Element tally

a. If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow, or clean linen on x-ray
table.

b. Performer may decide to assist pa-
tient from wheelchair or stretcher
to table or has this done. May ob-
tain help. Makes sure that no
equipment is in the way and may be
collided with by patient.

c. If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on table,
helps patient turn into position,
step backwards on stool, and then
sit and/or lie on table.

d. With suspected fractures or acci-
dent patient, may have surgeon or
radiologist position the patient.

e. Performer uses centimeter calipers
to measure the thickness of the
pert(s) to be radiographed in the i

direction in which the central ray r
of the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from tube to
film. Records for use in determin-
ing exposure factors.

f. After measuring, has patient rest
in as relaxed a position as pos-
sible. May place pad, blanket or
pillow under bony prominences to
provide comfort.

10. Performer selects the exposure fac-
tors for the first projection by con-
sulting the technique chart(s) posted
for the machine:

a. Locates the information needed for
the body part and projection in-
volved according to the centimeter
0-ickness of the part as measured
and the collimated field size to
be used. Makes sure that technique
relates to the combination of film
type and speed and use or nonuse
of other accessories (such as
screens, grids, bucky, etc.).
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b. Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(seconds
of exposure time), focal spot size,
and the .al film distance (TFD or
FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time
have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
necessary to account for a patho-
logical condition, change in TFD,
extreme fat, preference of the ra-
diologist involved, and any other
conversion needed such as with mag-
nification technique. Performer
looks up numerical conversion fac-
tors and calculates, or uses conver-
sion charts to ascertain the appro-
priate new exposure factor (kVp,
mA and/or time). Multiplies, di-
vides, adds, or subtracts as appro-
priate.

d. Performer checks any new or unfam-
iliar exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure that
technique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appropri-
ate, performer reconverts the tech-
nique to an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lower mAs.

11. Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure that
indicator light shows that x-ray
generator is ready for use. Makes
sure that all circuits have been
stabilized.

b. If appropriate, checks line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns compen-
sator dial until needle is aligned
properly on line meter.

c. For conventional exposure control:

i) Performer sets milliamperage by
choosing selectors for the cor-
rect focal spot size; sets the
mA selected.

ii) Performer selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired.

iii) Performer sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major kilovoltage and minor
kilovoltage settings to produce
the desired kVp.

d. For automatic phototimed exposure
control:

i) Performer selects and sets the
category corresponding to the
type of study and use or nonuse
of screens,. bucky, etc., and,
if appropriate, focal spot size.

ii) Selects and sets a control cor- 0
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).

iii) May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.

iv) Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the study.

v) Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure be-
fore phototimed exposure is
made.

e. Depending on the equipment, may '.iet
controls to provide for use of
bucky, manual tableside adjustment
of table and tube height,position,
and of collimation (unless these
have already been set as with mag-
nification technique or stereo film-
ing).

f. Performer returns to overhead unit
and sets the focal-film distance
(if not already done, as with magni-
fication technique). Operates con-
trols or manually moves the x-ray
tube into place over the film hold-
er (or at right angles to upright
holder). Checks the focal-film dis-
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tance by reading indicator scale in
the tube housing; adjusts up or down
until the required FFD (TFD) is ob-
taiaed.

12. Performer prepares the part to be ra-
diographed in the position selected
for the first (or next) exposure (un-
less this is done by physician):

a. May explain or demonstrate to pa-
tient what is required. May obtain
help in positioning or has MD posi-
tion in accident and fracture cases.

b. If studies of the mastoid processes
half-axial projections of the

auditory ossicles and attic-aditus-
antrum area are requested, performer
marks centering points on patient's
head (as described below) and then
tapes the auricles of each ear for-
ward with a narrow strip of adhesiv
tape. Makes sure that tape does not
extend beyond the posterior junc-
tion of the auricle and the head.

c. Performer positions patient by
first positioning body and then po-
sitioning head. In positioning body,
performer proceeds as follow3:

i) For positJoning patient in AP or
PA supine or erect position, per
former arranges body so that its
median sagittal plane is center-
ed to the midline of table or
film holder.

For lateral positioning has me-
dian sagittal plane parallel
uith midline. Supports any ele-
vated parts. Has seated patients
distribute weight evenly on both
buttocks.

ii) Has semiprone patient rest on
forearm and flexed knee of ele-
vated side,and supports ankles
and flexed knee.
Has prone patient flex elbows,

place arms in a comfortable po-
sition. Supports ankles. Rests
patient's head on forehead and
nose. May have patient rest
hands beneath chest.
Has erect patient face film
holder for PA projection and
face away from film holder for
AP projection.

Has supine patient place arms
in a comfortable position and
supports ankles and knees.
For oblique erect position ad-
justs body to make possible
correct angulation of the head.
Places arms in comfortable posi
tion.

iii) For thin patient in recumbent
lateral, PA and oblique posi-
tioning, performer may elevate
chest so that the cervical ver-
tebrae are at a correct level.

iv) For obese patient performer
uses a portable cassette holder
if possible in the vertical or
horizontal position to obtain a
correct part-film distance with
out unprescribed magnification.
Adjusts tube position as appro-
priate. If not able to achieve
correct part-film distance,per-
former adjusts focal-film dis-
tance to compensate as describ-
ed above in magnification tech-
nique. Performer positions
obese patients in seated erect
position when possible.

v) With all positions arranges
shoulders to lie on a single
transverse plane.

d. In positioning head, performer re-
fers to standard reference lines.
May use wax marker to draw in ref-
erence lines or points on skull
or visualizes mentally. In posi-
tioning head, has patient first re
lax muscled of neck and then moves
head gently.
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i) Performer marks or defines the
orbitomeatal line for reference

film to part. With upright holder,
adjusts height of holder to part

by finding the line connecting and centers part to film. May ob-
the external auditory meatus and
the outer canthus of the pa-
tient's eye.

tain help in positioning.

i) In setting tube angulation per-
. ii) Performer marks or defines the former measures the angles be-
, infraorbitomeatal line by finding tween the central ray and ref-

the line connecting the external erence lines on the patient's
auditory meatus and the infra-
orbital margin. May palpate to

skull, such as the orbitomeatal,
infraorbitomeatal, interpupil-

find infraorbital margin. lary lines. Checks skull rota-
iii) Performer marks or defines the tion by measuring the angle be-

acanthiomeatal line, by finding tween the horizontal plane or
the line connecting the external the vertical central ray and
auditory meatus and the acan- the median sagittal line.
thion. ii) In centering and directing the

iv) Performer defines the median central ray for stereoscopic
sagittal plane of the skull by examination, performer centers
referring to the sagittal line

and adjusts the central ray at
connecting nasion, acanthion and the angle as for a single plane
symphysis menti (mental point). study.

v) Performer defines the interpupil- For first exposure moves center-
lary line by referring to the ing point the correct distance
transverse line which connects in the appropriate direction
the pupils of the eyes when the (such as lateralward or poster-
patient is looking straight ior); then increases or de-
ahead, with the nasion at its creases the angle as appropri-
midpoint.

vi) Performer defines the glabello-
ate. For the second exposure,
removes the first cassette and

alveolar line as that connecting
replaces with a second cassette

the most prominent point in the
and, starting from single plane

midsagittal plane between the
angulation, shifts centering ineyebrows and the most prominent
the opposite direction and forpoint in the midsagittal plane
the same distance; changes theof the upper alveolus.
angulation in the opposite di-

e. Performer immobilizes skull with a rection (increases or decreas-
head clamp or a weighted band and es). For bilateral studies on a
rechecks angulation and position, single cassette, has the first
Uses extension cone in direct con- cassette include both sides
tact with head when appropriate for shifted in the same direction
immobilization as well as for prop- and the second cassette include
er collimation,

f. Performer centers parr and keeps
both sides shifted in the oppo-
site direction, so that each

the long axis of the part parallel cassette has bilateral views
to the film holder. When using a with a common shift direction;
bucky, centers patient to midline, makes a total of four exposures
With cassette on table top, centers for each study.

2 3
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13. Performer positions as follows (unless Centers cassette at the level
nonconventional positioning is being of the sella turcica (3/4 inch
used to avoid having patient move): above and 3/4 inch anterior to

the external auditory meatuses).
a. For studies of the cranium,cranial For supine patients who cannot

base, sella turcica and superior be moved, centers as above,but
orbital fissures, performer notes with reference to a cassette
whether lateral-oblique and axio- placed vertically. Directs cen-
lateral projections are to be uni- tral ray to the sella turcica
lateral or bilateral, whether tan- at right angles to film and/or
gential views are involved, whether parallel to the interpupillary
stereographic views are requested. line.
Reviews areas of interest and re- For stereographic views takes
quired angulation. first exposure with tube shift-
For bone survey, performer makes a ed two inches below centering
lateral projection of the skull. point and second exposure with
For accident victims performer makes tube two inches above centering
left and right laterals_of the skull point. Reminds patient to re-
and an AP projection of the base of tain same position for both
skull with patient on stretcher,
with minimum movement of patient.

stereo exposures.
For bilateral study performer
has patient reverse position

i) For a lateral projection of the after first exposure,and sets
cranium, and/or sella turcica,
performer has patient assume a

up equipment for opposite-side
lateral view. For a "spot" film

semiprone or prone position as of the sella turcica, performer
described, unless a seated erect uses extension cone to limit
lateral position is selected for the field to the area of inter-
obese patient,or a supine posi- est.
tion is required for accident ii) For a PA projection (anterior
patient. Except for patients who view) of the cranium, sella
cannot be moved, performer has turcica, and/or superior orbit-
patient turn the side of the al fissures, performer has pa-
skull to be examined to the film tient assume a prone or erect
holder and adjusts body as ap- seated PA position as describ-
propriate so that the region of ed, resting head on forehead
the sella turcica (coronal plane and chin. For superior orbital
passing 3/4 inch anterior to fissures has patient rest head
external auditory meatus) is cen on forehead and nose. For supe-
tered to the midline of table or rior and lateral portions of
film holder. Has the median sag- the frontal bone, has patient
ittal plane of the head par- rest head on chin. If patient
allel with the plane of the cannot be moved to a prone po-
film. Checks that the interpupil sition, elevates supine patient
lary line is at right angles to on one side so that head is in
the plane of the film using a lateral position with shoulder
right angled object or protrac- and hip supported,and uses an
tor. Supports underside of jaw. upright cassette holder.

,...--,...
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Adjusts head so that the median
sagittal plane is centered to
midline and at right angles to
plane of film. Adjusts orbito-
meatal line so that it is at
right angles to the plane of the
film. Supports chin. For general
study centers film to the mid-
point of the interpupillary line
(nasion). To include vertex,
shifts cassette cranially about 3
inches. For sella turcica,centers
film to the glabella. For superi-
or orbital fissures, centers film
at the level of the inferior mar-
gin of the orbits. For superior
and lateral portions of the fron-
tal bone, sellar region and/or
petrous pyramids, centers film to
central ray.

Performer directs central ray
depending on the area of inter-
est. Refers to angulation between
central ray and the orbitomeatal
line rather than external perpen-
dicular line. For a general
study, directs the central ray
to the midpoint of film or so as
to exit at the nasion at 15°
caudad. For study of frontal bone
directs central ray at right an-
gles to nasion (parallel to orbi-
tomeatal line). For study of the
superior and lateral portions of
the frontal bone, directs centra
ray to enter near coronal suture
and exit through supraorbital
.ridges. For study of superior
orbital fissures, directs cen-
tral ray through mid-orbits at
20° to 25° caudad. For study of
sellar structures, directs cen-
tral ray 1.5 inches above nasion
at the cranial angle prescribed
or directs central ray at the
glabella at 10° cephalad.

Performer may use the Granger
face rest for PA projection of

AMMINUMWMAIMMINIIMEMMI, 111111111.21111M
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sella turcica for seated or
prone patient. If so, places
cassette and face rest in posi-
tion on angle block, centered
to the median saggital plane of
the body and close in to chest.
Secures against slipping. Has
patient place face on the rest
with nose in opening provided
and with head resting on fore-
head and alveolar process of
the upper jaw. Checks that
glabella and upper alveolus are
in firm contact with face rest.
Directs central ray through
lower occiput to glabella at
10° cephalad.

iii) For an AP projection (posterior
view) of the cranium, performer
has patient assume a supine or
erect seated AP position as de-
scribed, unless patient's
structural difficulties make a
true supine position difficult.
If so, elevates recumbent pa-
tient so as to place head in a
lateral position with elevated
parts supported,and uses an up-
right cassette holder.
Adjusts patient's head with chinO
depressed so that its median
sagittal plane is at right ah-
gles to midline of film and the
orbitomeatal line is at right
angles to the plane of the film.
For a study of the entire occi-
pitobasal region, centers near
the level of the foramer magnum
with upper margin of film at
the level of the highest point
of the cranial vertex. For lo-
calized projection of the dor-
sum sellae and petrous pyramids,
centers film to central ray at
about the level of the occlusal
plane. For study of the posteri
or portion of the cranial vault,
centers film to the nasium.

2 .-17
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Performer directs the central ray
as ordered, depending on the area
of interest. Refers to angulation
between central ray and the orbi-
tomeatal line. For a general
study directs the central ray
through the foramen magnum at 300
caudad. For a study of the entire
foramen magnum and jugular for-
amina,directs central ray as
above at 400 to 600 caudad, de-
pending on the flexion of the
head. For study of the posterior
portion of the cranial vault,di-
rects central ray at right an-
gles to the nasium (or parallel
to orbitomeatal line).

iv) To localize lesions of the cal-
varium or scalp, performer ad-
justs patient's head so that the
outer cranial table of the area
of interest touches the center
of the film (i.e, is tangent to
center). Directs central ray t
right angles to center of film.

v) For a submentovertical (under-
side of chin to highest point at
top of cranium) projection of the
full cranial base (AP), perform-
er has patient assume a seated
erect AP position if possible or
a supine position with an up-
right bucky that can be tilted.
Adjusts body in AP position as
described. For seated erect pa-
tient performer places a low-
back chair far enough away from
the cassette holder to allow a
semi-upright position with pa-
tient leaning back and resting
the vertex of the skull against
the film holder. For supine pa-
tient, elevates torso so that
head can be extended completely
with head resting on the vertex.
Flexes patient's knees. Perform-
er supports head after adjusting
central ray angulation and repo-

sitions only when ready to make
exposure so as to keep strain
on neck to a minimum.
Adjusts head so that median
sagittal plane is at right an-
gles to film and so that the
infraorbitomeatal line is
closely parallel to the plane
of the film. Adjusts the cen-
tral ray so that it is at
right angles to the infraor-
bitomeatal line, centered to
the sella turcica (coronal plan
passing 3/4 inch anterior to
external auditory meatuses).
Centers film to central ray.
Directs cisntral ray to enter
the median sagittal plane of
the throat between the angles
of the mandible and the sella
turcica. May immobilize head
with tape placed on the chin
and anchored to the sides of
the table or film holder.

vi) For a verticosubmental (top of
cranium to underside of chin)
projection of the full cranial
base (PAN.), performer has patient
assume a prone PA position as
described. Has patient extend
chin fully and rest head on the
tip of chin,with median sagittal
plane at right angles to film.
Centers film to central ray. Di-
rects central ray at right an-
gles to the infraorbitomeatal
line,directed to the sella
turcica.

vii) For an axiolateral projection
of the cranial base, performer
has patient assume a semiprone
or erect seatel position as
described. Has patient turn the
side of the skull to be ex-
amined to the film holder in a
true lateral alignment,with the
median sagittal plane of the
head parallel with the film.
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:,enters so that the external
auditory.meatus is at the midline
of the table,and extends head so
that the infraorbitomeatal line
is parallel with the transverse
axis of the film. Checks that the
interpupillary line is at right
angles to film. Supports under-
side of jaw. Centers film to cen-
tral ray. Directs central ray to
a point on the midline one inch
distal to the lower external
auditory meatus at an angle 27°
to 35° caudad. For a bilateral
study performer has patient re-
verse position after the first
exposure and sets up equipment
for opposite side axiolateral
projection similarly.

viii) For a semiaxial AP projection of
the sella region and the petrous
pyramids, performer notes the
area of interest and angulation
required. Has patient assume su-
pine position as described. For
patient who is short necked, per-
former may elevate cassette on
an angle block directed caudally.
If so, deducts the angulation of
the block from the prescribed
central ray angulation. Adjusts
the median sagittal plane of the
head to the midline of the cas-
sette,with head flexed so that
the infraorbitomeatal line is at
right angles to the plane of the
film. Centers film to the median
sagittal plane at the level of
the occlusal line. Directs the
central ray to a point directly
below the occlusal line. For
study of the dorsum and tuber-
culum sellae and anterior clinoid
processes,angles central ray at
300 caudad. For dorsum sellae and
posterior clinoid processes an-
gles central ray at 37° caudad.

ix) For a semiaxial PA projection of
the sella turcica (dorsum sellae

larsonceise4

and posterior clinoid proces-
ses), performer has patient as-
sume prone position as describ-
ed. Centers the median sagittal
plane of the head to the mid-
line of the film holder, rest-
ing on forehead and nose. Ad-
justs flexion of head so that
the orbitomeatal line is at
right angles to plane of film.
Supports chin. Centers film at
a point about 1.5 inches above
the nasion. Directs central ray
to enter at a point 1.5 inches
below the inion (external oc-
cipital protruberence) at an
angle 25° cephalad, to exit
about 1.5 inch above the
nasion.

x) For an occipito-frontal (PA)
projection of the cranium, sella
turcica and ear, performer notes
the areas of interest so as to
choose correct reference line
for positioning patient and cen
tering central ray and film. Has
patient assume prone or erect
seated PA position as described.
With prone position elevates
thorax. Performer has patient
rest head on the upper frontal
region so that the median sagit-
tal plane is at right angles to
film. Performer uses triangle
or protractor to adjust flexion
of head. For demonstration of
dorsum sellae and/or internal
auditory canals and labyrinths
of the ears, performer adjusts
head so that infraorbitomeatal
line forms an angle of 50 de-
grees to the plane of the film.
For demonstration of the exter-
nal auditory canals, cympanic
cavities and bony part of
eustachian tubes, performer ad-
justs head so that orbitomeatal
line forms an angle of 50 de-
grees to the ylane of the film.

2 A .
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Performer centers film based on
the area of interest. Centers
film at the level of the external
auditory canals for demonstration
of sella turcica; one inch aboveI
for inclusion of the vertex. For
projection of dorsum sellae, cen-
ters to a point .5 cm. distal to
the nasion. For projection of the
petrosae, centers to the foramrm
magnum. Directs central ray at
right angles to the midpoint of
film as centered,

b. For studies of the optic foramen,

i:..)

If using the Pfeiffer or similar
optic canal localization device,
performer positions device near
to and parallel with the side
edge of the table for erect pa-
tient or end of table for prone
patient with support in the apex
of the "V." Has patient place
head in the apparatus wif-h chin
resting on support in tta apex
of the "V." Adjusts head JO that
median sagittal plane of the
skull is vertical. Adjusts head
with eyes open so that outer
canthi overlie marks on the de-
vice and so that orbitomeatal
lines form a 300 angle with
vertical lines on the cassette
tunnel surfaces of the device.
Supports head with forehead
rest. Directs central ray on
first side at 37° towards its
respective cassette tunnel (at
right angles to the plane of
the tunnel) ,centered to cross
mark on tunnel. Centers unmasked
portion of cassette in tunnel.
After making first exposure has
patient retain position while
performer removes cassette and
places cassette for exposure of
othcr side in other tunnel. Di-
rects central ray similarly on
other side. Perforner makes
stereo exposures for one side
using two _assettes masked for
bilateral study as described.
For first exposure shifts 1.25
inches cranially; for second ex
posure (of same side, on second
cassette) shifts 1.25 inches
caudally. Shifts similarly for
third and fourth exposures of
the opposite side.
For an orbitoparietal projec-
tion (cross section view) of
the optic foramen, performer
plans for bilateral views on a

sphenoid strut, orbital fissures,
and anterior clinoid process, per-
former reviews purpose of examina-
tion, whether bilateral views are
ordered, special localizing equip-
ment needed,and marks cassette for
centering if appropriate. ,

i) For a parieto-orbital -projection

(cross section view) of the op-
tic foramen, performer plans for
bilateral views on a single film.
Has patient assume a PA position,
erect or prone,as described. Sup-
ports feet of recumbent patient.
Has patient rest head on the
zygoma, nose and chin of the sides
of interest. Adjusts flexion so
that the acanthiomeatal line is
at right angles to the plane of
the film and the rotation so thatJ
the median sagittal plane of the
head is at a 530 angle with the
plane of the film. Centers the
orbit on the side of interest to
the midpoint of the unmasked
half of the film. Directs the
central ray at right angles to
the midpoint of the film. After
first exposure, performer has pa
tient reverse position of head
and sets up similarly for expo-
sure of opposite side.

24U
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single film. Has patient assume a unmasked half of the film. Di-
supine position as described. If

rects the central ray to the
perforz.c.,. will work without an

midpoint of the film at 7° cau-angle block, performer rotates
dad, passing through the centerthe head to the side of interest of the orbit. Alter first ex-so that the median sagittal plane
posure, performer has patientof the head is at a 500 angle with
reverse position of head andthe plane of the film. Adjusts ex- sets up similarly for exposuretension so that the acanthiomeatal
of opposite side.line is at right angles to the

.
iv) For an orbitoparietal projec-

plane of the film. If performer
will work with an angle block,ele-

tion of the sp'senoid strut,

performer has patient assume avates shoulders and adjusts a 15°
supine position as described inangle block under the head so that
(ii), above. Rotates head tothe angle is directed cranially.
the side of interest and ad-Adjusts head so that the median
justs flexion so that the in-shgittal plane is at a 40° angle
fraorbitomeatal line is at

with the plane of the film and the right angles to the plane of
acanthiomeatal line is at right

the film and the median sagit-angles to plane of film. Performer tal plane is at 19° toward the
centers unmasked half of the film

film on the side of interest.
to the uppermost orbit. Directs

Centers film to the uppermost
the central ray at right angles to orbit and directs the central
the midpoint of the film, entering ray to the midpoint of the filmat the lower outer margin of the

at 7° cephalad, passing through
uppermost orbit. Aftcr first ex- the center of thP orbit.
posure, performer has patient re-

v) For a PA projection (anterior
verse position of head and sets

view) of the inferior orbital
up similarly for exposure of op- fissures, performer has patientposite side,

iii) For a parieto7orbital projection
assume prone position as de-
scribed,with head resting onof the sphenoid strut, performer
forehead and nose. Adjusts head

may plan for bilateral views on so that its median sagittal
a single film. Has patient as- plane is centered and at rightsume a PA position, erect or

angles to the midline of the
prone, as described in (i), above,

film holder. Adjusts flexion soHas patient rest head on the su- that the infraorbitomeatal line
perciliary arch and the side of

is at right angles to the plane
the nose of the side of interest,

of the film. May elevate fore-
'Adjusts extension so that the in-

head to achieve this. Centers
fraorbitomeatal line is at right

film to the central ray. Directs
angles to the plane of the film,
and rotation so that the median

central ray to the nasion at
20° to 25° cephalad.

sagittal plane is at 200 towards vi) For a parieto-orbital projection
the film on the side of interest.

(at ecceucrir angle) of the op-
Centers the orbit on the side of

tic fotamen, supec.lor orbital
interest to the midpoint of the

fissures and anterior clinoid
processes, performer reviews
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area of interest. Prepares cas-
sette for bilateral views n a
single cassette (if not already
done) by marking each side as
described. Performer has patient
assume a prone position as de-
scribed,with head resting on
forehead and nose. Adjusts head
so that median sagittal plane is
at right angles to film holder
and orbitomeatal line is at right
angles to the plane of the film;
may elevate forehead to achieve
this. For each exposure, centers
the unmasked half of the cassette
so that the adjacent orbit on
that side coincides with the mark
on that side of the cassette. For
study of the optic foramen and/or
anterior clinoid process,directs
central ray to the midpoint of
the unmasked half of the film,sat

,v

an eccentric angle 200 caudad and
laterally at 20°. For study of
the superior orbital fissure ane/
or anterior clinoid process,di-
rects central ray to the midpoint
of the unmasked half of the film
at an eccentric angle 300 caudad
and laterally at 20°. Instructs
patient to retain position after
first exposure; centers second
half of film to the opposite
side and directs central ray as
above, on opposite side.

c. For studies of the mastoid proces-
ses of the temporal bones, perform-
er notes whether bilateral, stereo-
graphic and/or tangential studies
are requested. Reviews areas of in-
terest, whether special localizing
devices are needed, and marks pa-
tient and cassettes for centering
as appropriate. Notes whether part-
angulation or central ray angula-
tion methods are requested.

List Elements Fully

If request is for bilateral stereo
exposures,performer makes posterior
shift for exposures one and three
on the same cassette, showing the
two sides; makes the anterior shift
for exposures two and four, on the
second cassette, also representing
the two sides. Increases central
ray angulation by 3° for posterior
shifts and decreases by 3° for the
anterior shifts.

For centering mastoid processes
performer marks a point on either
side of head. For lateral views
marks a point one inch directly
backward from the center of each
external auditory meatus. For tan-
gential projections marks a point
one inch above the palpable tip of
each mastoid process. For semiaxia
lateral projections marks a point
at the junction of the auricle and
the head immediately behind each
external auditory Meatus. Uses
marking pen or wax pencil. If not
already done, tapes each auricle
forward as describ, d.

i) For lateral projection of mas-
toid process, performer notes
whether part angulation or cen-
tral ray angulation method is t
be used or a special localiza-
tion device. Has patient assume
PA position, prone or seated,
as described,resting head on
the side of interest.

For part-angulation or central
. ray angulation method centers

the localization mark on head
to the center of the, unmasked
portion of the film holder. For
part-angulation method has pa-
tient rest head on the flat sur
face of the cheek. Adjusts head

2 4 z
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so that median sagittal plane is
at a 15° forward angle and at 15°
caudad. Directs central ray at
right angles to the midpo!mt of
the unmasked area of film.

For central ray angulation method,
adjusts head in lateral position
so that infraorbitomeatal line is
parallel with transverse axis of
film, median sagittal plane is
parallrl with plane of film, and
interpupillary line is at right
angles to plane of film. For re-
cumbent patient raises and props
opposite shoulder and.supports
underside of jaw. Directs central
ray to midpoint at an angle 15°
caudad and 15° towards the face.
In both methods central ray en-
ters about 2 inches posterior to,
and 2 inches above the uppermost
external auditory meatus. After
first exposure has patient turn
to opposite side; centers other
half of cassette and sets up
similarly for opposite side.

If using Granger mastoid localiz-
er, performer adjusts Engle block
to an angle 15° caudad and 15°
towards the face. Places :loadrest

and cassette in positicv ahd im-
mobilizes block. Has pationt rest
head in lateral position oh side
of interest through opening,while
in prone or seated position. Ad-
justs head so that its median
sagittal plane is parallel with
plane of film, with glabella and
upper alveolus in firm contact
with inner surface of localizer
plate, Adjusts height of crossbar
so t-o-t side of nose rests
against it. Directs central ray
at rig angles to midpoint of
film a8 aescribed above. For
second exsure reverses the

List Elements Full

transverse inclination of block
and position of headrest. For
stereoscopic projections di-
rects central ray 3' anteriorly
for posterior tube saift and 30
posteriorly for anterior tube
shift.

If using the Bullitt mastoid de-
vice, has patient assume supine
position with occiput lying on
headrest between the vertical
plates of the device. Adjusts
body and III .drest so that the

two localization marks on head
are centered to the intersec-
tion of the crosslines of the
inserts. Adjusts head so that
median sagittal plane and in-
fraorbitomeatal lines are at
right angles to plane of film.
Immobilizes head with upright
plates. (Tube angulation is
automatic.) Uses cassette hold-
ers adjacent to right mastoid
for exposures one and two in
appropriate positions for single
plane or stereo views, and hold-
er adjacent to left mastoid for
exposures three and four,so that
the posterior tube shift pro-
jection of each mastoid is made
on a single cassette, and,for
stereoscopic views, the anterior
tube shift projection of each
mastoid is made on a second cas-
sette. Maintains patient in same
position for all four exposures.

ii) For posterior tangential projec-
tion (anterior tangential view)
of mastoid process, performer
has patient assume prone (PA)
position for part-angulation or
seated PA position for central
ray angulation method. For prone
patient places cassette on a 150
block angled cranially,and ad-
justs and immobilizes under pa-
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tient's head. For erect, seated 550 with the plane of the film
patient,positions cassette in
vertical film bolder.

(with head rotated away from th,
side of interest to achieve an-

Has prone patient rest head on gle) and with infraorbitomeatal
cheek of side Of interest and line at right angles to plane
centers localization point to of film. For supine patient di-
center of unmasked half of film. rects central ray at right an-
Adjusts head so that infraor- gles to midpoint of unmasked
bitomeatal line is at right an- half of film. For seated patien
gles to plane of film and so that directs central ray at 15° cau-
median sagittal plane forms an dad. For either supine or seat-
angle of 550 with the plane ed patient directs centre] ray
of film. Directs central ray at so as to enter the anterior
right angles to midpoint of un- border of the mastoid process
masked half of film. at the junction of the auricle
For seated patient centers and -,, of the ear and head. Proceeds
positions head as above, but di- similarly with exposure of othe
rects central ray 15° cepha- side.
lad. For either prone or seated iv) For semi-axial lateral projec-
pat!ent directs central ray to tions of the mastoid and pet-
enter the posterior border of the rous regions,performer reviews
mastoid process at the junction orders on area of interest or
of the auricle of the ear and the central ray angulation. Posi-
head.After first exposure has pa- tions patient in prone PA posi-
tient reverse head position for tion with shoulder opposite
view of other side, and sets vp side of interest raised and
similarly. propped, or seated in PA posi-

iii) For anterior tangential projec- tion before vertical cassette
tion (posterior tangential view ) holder as described. Adjusts
of mastoid process, performer patient's head in lateral posi-
has patient assume supine AP po-
sition for part-angulation,or
seated AP position for central

tion on side of interest, cen-
tered to localization point,
with point 314 inch above mid-

ray angulation method (with cas- ppint of unmasked half of film.
sette vertical). For supine pa- Adjusts head so that median
tient places cassette on a 15° sagittal plane is parallel with
block angled caudally,and adjusts plane of film and interpupil-
and immobilizes under patient's lary line is at right angles
head. with plane of film. Adjusts
Centers cassette to the median flexion so that the infraorbito-
sagittal plane_ of the head at the,
level of the localization points,

meatal line is parallel with
the transverse axis of the film.

Rotates head toward the side of For demonstration of the pneu-
interest so that localization matic structure of mastoid pro-
spot is centered -.(1 the midpoint cess, mastoid antrum, tegman
of unmasked half of cassette. Ad- tympani, internal and external
justs head so that the median acoustic meatuses, sinus, dural
sagittal plane forms an angle of plates and mastoid emissary
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vessel, performer directs central
ray to exit at the external audi-
tory meatus on the side of inter-
est at an angle of 25° caudad.
Adjusts angulation to 15° caudad
for mastoid cells,mastoid antrum,
internal and external auditory
meatuses and tegmen tympani; and
to 350 caudad for mastoid cells,
mastoid antrum, external acoustic
meatus, tegmen tympani, labyrin-
thal area, and carotid canal. If
the petrous apex between the an-
terior wall of the external acous
tic meatus and the mandibular
condyle is area of interest, has
patient open mouth for exposure
and directs central ray at 350
caudad.

For studies of the petrous portions
of the temporal bones, performer
notes whether request involves sep-
arate projections of each side for
frontal studies. Reviews areas of
interest.

For profile projections of the pet-
rous portions, performer marks each
cheek at a point one inch directly
forward from (anterior to) the ex-
ternal auditory meatus. For parieto-
temporal (profile) projections of
the petrous portions, performer
marks each cheek at a point 1.5
inches forward from the external
auditory meatus. For demonstration
of fractures of the labyrinth, per-
former marks a point one inch medial
to the external auditory meatus on
the side of interest.
For half-axial oblique projection of
the auditory ossicles and attic-adi-
tus-antrum areas, performer marks a
point at the junction of the auricle
and the head immediately behind each
external auditory meatus.

i) For posterior profile projection
(anterior profile view) of pet-
rous port' se performer lans on

separate bilateral exposures
on one film. Has patient as-
sume a prone or seated PA po-
sition as described, with cas-
sette placed horizontally or
vertically as appropriate. Has
patient place or rest head on
forehead, nose and zygoma on
affected side, and centers the
unmasked half of the cassette
to the localization point mark
ed on cheek. Adjusts flexion
so that the infraorbitomeatal
Line is parallel with the
transverse axis of the film,
and rotation so that the media
sagittal plane forms a 40° an-
gle with the plane of the film
Directs central ray to midpoin
of film at 12° cephalad. After
first exposure has patient re-
verse position of head;centers
other side of cassette, and
sets up similarly.

ii) For anterior profile projectio
(posterior profile view) of
petrous portion, performer
plans on separate bilateral ex
posures on one film. Has pa-
tient assume a supine or seate
AP pbsition as described, with
affected side of head resting
on or placed against film hold
er. Rotates head away from the
side of interest so that media
sagittal plane forms a 45' an-
gle with the plane of film;ad-
justs flexion so that infraor-
bitomeatal line is parallel
with the transverse axis of
film.Centers unmasked half of
film directly below locali7a-
tion point. Directs central ra
to midpoint of film at 10° cau
dad,entering about 3/4 inch
above the opposite side locali
zation mark. After first expo-
sure has patient reverse posi-
tion of head; centers other
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side of cassette and sets up patient's head so that median
similarly. sagittal plane is at right an-

iii) For parietotemporal projections
(profile views) of petrous por-

gles to film. If possible,
flexes head so that the orbito-

tion, performer plans on separate meatal line is at right angles
bilateral exposures on one film. to plane of film. Otherwise ad-
Has patient assume semiprone po- justs so that infraorbitomeatal
sition as described. If central line is at right angles to plan
ray angulation method is to be of film. Centers film to the
used, has patient rest head in rentral ray if both sides are
lateral position on the side of zo be projected on a single ex-
interest,and centers to midpoint posure. If each side is to be
of unmasked half of film using projected separately, centers
localization mark. Adjusts flex- to the level of the median side
ion so that the infraorbitomeatal of the outer third of the orbit
line is parallel with the trans- on the side of interest. For
verse axis of film. Checks that simultaneous bilateral projec-
median sagittal plane is parallel tion, if orbitomeatal line is
to plane of film,and interpupil- at right angles, directs centre
lary line is at right angles to ray to the intersection of the
plane of film. Supports jaw. Di- median sagittal plane of the
rects central ray to midpoint of head and a transverse line con-
unmasked half of film anteriorly necting the external auditory
(towards the face) at 33°, and at meatuses,at 30° caudad. If in- .

10° cephalad. fraorbitomeatal line is at
right angles,directs central

If requested, performer may have ray as above at 37° caudad. For
semiprone patient rest head on unilateral projections,angles
temple. Centers localization central ray as above, but di-
point on side of interest to mid- rects central ray to intersec-
point of unmasked half of film. tion with the appropriate trans-

, Adjusts flexion so that the in- verse line. For separate expo-
fraorbitomeatal line is at a sures has patient retain posi-
cranial angle of 5' to the trans- tion after first exposure and
verse axis of the film. Adjusts centers opposite side of casset
rotation so that median sagittal te and central ray to other sid&
plane forms an angle of 15° with v) For PA semi-axial projection
the plane of film. Directs cen- (anterior semi-axial view) of
tral ray to midpoint of film at petrous portions, performer has
anterior angle of 30°. patient assume a prone PA posi-
After first exposure has patient tion as described. Has patient
reverse position of head; cen- rest head on forehead and nose
ters other side of cassette and so that median sagittal plane
sets up similarly. is at right angles to midline.

iv) For AP semi-axial projection Adjusts flexion so that orbito-
(posterior semi-axial view) of meatal line is at right angles
petrous portions, performer has to plane of film. Centers cas-
patient assume supine or seated sette to a point about one inch,
AP position as described. Adjust above nasion. Directs central
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ray to exit through nasion at
25° cephalad.

vi) For occipitofrontal projection
of petrous por ls,performer re-
views area of , _erest. Has pa-
tient assume seat(d PA position
or has patient assume prone posi-
tion as described,with thorax
elevated. Has natient rest head
on the upper -ental region,and
adjusts so t median sagittal
plane is at right angles and cen-
tered to midline of film holder.
For labyrinth and internal audi-
tory canal, adjusts flexion so
that infraorbitomeatal line id
at 500 with plane of film. For
external auditory canals, tym-
panic cavities and bony part of
the eustachian tubes,adjusts
flexion so that orbitomeatal line
is at 50° with plane of film.
Centers film to midpoint at or
above the level of the external
auditory meatuses. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles through
the foramen magnum or to the mid-
point.

vii) For subbasal submentovertical
(AP) projections of petrous poi-
tions,performer reviews central
ray angulation, whether full ex-
tension of the head is requested
or possible, and whether the two
sides are to be projected sep-
arately. Has patient assume
seated or supine AP position as
described. For supine patient
elevates trunk. Has patient rest
head on the,vertex, just anter-
ior to the lamda,and adjusts so
that median sagittal plane is at
right angles and centered to the
midline of the film holder. If
possible, adjusts extension so
that orbitomeatal line is paral-
lel with plane of film; other-
wise adjusts flexion so that

supraorbitomeatal line is par-
allel with plane of film.
If both sides are to be project
ed on one exposure, centers
film or unmasked half to cen-
tral ray. For unilateral pro-
jection centers at a level just
medial to the tip of the mas-
toid process.
For full extension position di-
rects central ray at right an-
gles to orbitomeatal line at
center of the line connecting
the external auditory meatuses.
May direct central ray one inch
anterior to this point at an-
terior angle of 5°.
If full extension was not
achieved, directs central ray
to the point one inch anterior
to center of line connecting
auditory meatuses, but at an-
terior angle of 15° to 20°. For
separate exposures has patient
retain position; centers other
side of cassette to opposite
side and sets up similarly.

viii) For subbasal verticosubmental

(PA) projection of petrous por-
tions,perfermer adjusts casset-
te on 23° angle block directed
caudally,and supports. May ele-
vate cassette and angle block
and then immobilize. Has patien
assume seated or prone PA posi-
tion with median sagittal plane
of head centered to midline.
Has patient extend head as far
as possible and rest chin near
top of cassette. Adjusts so tha
median sagittal plane is verti-
cal. Directs central ray at 15°
to 20° to the orbitomeatal line
along a line passing immediate-
ly anterior to the tragus and
immediately posterior to the
angle of the jaw.
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ix) For half-axial oblique projec-
tion of the auditory ossicles
and attic-aditus-antrum areas,
performer uses premarked center-
ing points on patient, cassette
and vertical holder. Reviews the
central ray and skull angulation
ordered. Performer seats patient
laterally before a vertical film
holder or has patient assume su-
pine p.,sition as described; may
elevate and support outer side
of cassette for close part-film
contact. Places ear on the side
of interest adjacent to film and
centers mark on cassette or I.old-
er to localization point behind
auricle. Depresses chin so that
mastoid process is in contact
with film and infraorbitomeatal
line is parallel with transverse
axis of film. Performer rotates
head so that its median sagittal
plane is at a 450 angle with the
plane of the film (or at the an-
gulation ordered). Directs the
central ray to exit through the
external auditory meatus at 450
caudad (or at the angulation or-
dered). After first exposure has
patient reverse position of head.
Centers second pretharked casset-
te to other side and sets up
similarly.

x) For slightly oblique projections
of the rtttic-aditus-antral areas
performer has patient assume
seated or supine AP position as
described. If central ray angu-
lation technique will be used,
adjusts head so that median
sagittal plane of head and or-
bitomeatal line are both at
right angles to plane of film.
Centers film to a point 3/4 inch
distal to tragus. Directs cen-
tral ray through middle ear at
20° caudad and at a medial angle
of 10° to 200.

If rotation and flexion will be
used, centers side of interest
so that a point one inch medial
to the tragus is at the midline.
Rotates head away from affected
side so that median sagittal
plane is at 80° to 90° with
plane of film. Adjusts flexion
so that orbitomeatal line is
parallel with transverse axis
of film. Directs central ray to
a point midway between outer
margin of orbit and tragus at
20° caudad.

If a wedge angle, flexion, and
rotation will be used, adjusts
patient in supine vsition with
head on wedge block that is at
a 30° caudal inclination. Ro-
tates head away from affected
side so that median sagittal
plane is at 88° to 92° with the
horizontal. Adjusts flexion so
that infraorbitomeatal line
forms a 30° caudal angle with
the vertical. Directs central
ray at right angles to the mid-
po!At, entering slightly above,
and lateral to,the superolat-
eral margin of the orbit.

After first exposure has patien
reverse position of head. Cen-
ters opposite side of cassette
or second cassette to other
side and sets up similarly.

xi) For demonstration of fractures
of the labyrinth, performer
plans on five projections in AP
or PA position. If PA projec-
tions are ordered,has patient
assume prone or seated PA posi-
tion as described. Performer
places cassette tunnel under
head or has head rest against
cassette tunnel adjusted to a
12° cranial angulation. Adjusts
head so that median sagittal
plane is at a 450 angle with
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the plane of the film. Centers
localization mark to the midpoint
of film with forehead, nose and
zygoma resting against tunnel on
side of interest. Adjusts head so
that infraorbitomeatal line is
parallel with the transverse axis
of the film.
If AP projections are ordered,
has patient assume supine or
seated AP position as described.
Places cassette tunnel under or
beside head at 12° caudal angu-
lation. Rotates head away from
the side being examined so that
median sagittal plane is at an
angle of 45° with the plane of
the film. Centers to localization
mark and adjusts angle of infra-
orbitomeatal line as above.
Centers central ray to the mid-
point of film for all five pro-
jections and adjusts central ray
angulation as follows. First: at
right angles to film. Second:
from right side at a 6° trans-
verse angle. Third: from right
side at a 12° transverse angle.
Fourth: from left side at a 6°
transverse angle. Fiith: from
left side at a 12° transverse an-
gle. Reminds patient to retain po
sition for each exposure. Changes
and identifies cassettes and ad-
justs central ray angulation
after each exposure. If bilateral
study is ordered, repeats entire
set-up with head rotated in op-
posite direction and cassette
tunnel arranged on opposite side.

e. For studies of the styloid proces-
ses of the temporal bones, perform-
er notes whether bilateral study is
ordered. For oblique AP projection
of the temporal styloid processes,
performer marks two points on the
patient's posterior neck surface

List Elements Full/

one inch lateral on either side of
the median sagittal plane at the
level of the mastoid tip.

i) For AP projection (posterior

view) of temporal styloid pro-
cesses, performer has patient
assume a supine AP position as
described. Adjusts a 13° angle
block under head,directed cau-
dally,and places cassette on
block. Centers film to the med-
ian sagitta2 plane of the head
at the level of the external
auditory meatuses,and immobil-
izes block. Adjusts head so tha
median sagittal plane: is at
right angles to the horizontal,
with acanthiomeatal line at
right angles to the plane of
the film.
Immobilizes head and has patien
open mouth wide. Checks that
acanthiomeatal line is still at
right angles to film. Notes
whether patient can immobilize
mouth in open position by pho-
nating the sound "ah-h." If not,
performer selects a cork of ap-
propriate size and has patient
grasp it between teeth. Recheck
acanthiomeatal line.
Directs central ray at right an
gles to the horizontal at the
midpoint,between the floors of
the external auditory meatuses.

If an angle block Is not used,
adjusts median sagittal plane
of head and acanthiomeatal line
at right angles to cassette, or
one inch proximal to the tip of
the mastoid processes. Centers
as above. Directs central ray
to film at an angle defined by
the infraorbitomeatal line.

ii) For oblique AP projection
(oblique posterior view) of the
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temporal styloid processes, per-
former plans on bilateral views.
Has patient assume supine AP po-
sition as described. Rests pa-
tient's head on the occiput. Cen-
ters localizing mark on the side
of interest to the midline of
2ilm or unmasked half of casset-
te. Rotates head towards the side
being examined so that median
sagittal plane is at 88° with the
plane of the film. Extends head
so that the occlusal plane of the
upper teeth is at right angles
with plane of film. Performer has
patient open mouth and phonate,or
uses cork as described in (1),
above, and rechecks angulation of
head. Directs central ray at an
8° cranial angle along a line
passing about 1/4 inch distal to
the tip of the mastoid process
on the side of interest.
After first exposure has patient
rotate head for view of other
side; uses unmasked side of cas-
sette or second cassette and sets
up similarly.

iii) For lateral projection of tem-
poral styloid processes, perform
er has patient assume a semipron-
or prone position as described,
with head resting in a lateral
position on the side of interest,
Centers the floor of the exter-
nal auditory meatus to midpoint
of unmasked half of film. Adjust-
head so that median sagittal
plane is parallel with plane of
film,and interpupillary line is
at right angles to plane of film.
Adjusts flexion so that acanthio
meatal line is parallel with
transverse axis of film. Has pa-
tient open mouth and phonate or
uses cork as described in (i),
above, and rechecks angulation
of head. Directs central ray to

midpoint of film at an angle 100
cephalad and 10° anterior (toward
the face).
After first exposure has patient
rest head on opposite side and
sets up similarly.

iv) For semiaxial PA projection
(semiaxial anterior view) of tem-
poral styloid processes, perform-
er has patient assume a prone PA
position as described,with head
resting on forehead and nose. Ad-
justs head so that median sagit-
tal plane is at right angles to
midline. Adjusts flexion so that
orbitomeatal line is at right an-
gles to plane of film. Centers
film at,or one inch proximal to,
nasion. Directs central ray to
the nasion at 25° cephalad.

f. For studies of the occipital bone,
incluqing the jugular foramina and
hypoglossal canals, notes whether
bilateral views are ordered. For an-
terior profile projection of hypo-
glossal canal, marks a point on each
cheek one inch forward from and .5
inch below the level of the external
auditory meatus.

i) For subbasal projection (AP) of
the jugular foramina, performer
has patient assume an erect seat-
ed AP position as described,or
elevates trunk of'a patient in
the supine AP position. Notes
whether central ray or part angu-
lation has been ordered. Posi-
tions patient with head resting
on vertex.
If central ray will enter at right
angles, adjusts head so that medi-
an sagittal plane of head is cen-
tered to midline and at right an-
gles to film. Adjusts head so
that orbiromeatal line is at a 25
angle with the plane of the film.
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Centers film just distal to the
level of the external auditory

meatuses. Directs central ray at
right angles to the midpoint,
centering about 2 cm. distal to
the mandibular symphysis. If pa-
tient's jaw is judged prominent,
directs central ray caudally from
5° to 10°.

If central ray angulation has
been ordered, adjusts median
sagittal plane as above, but has
orbitomeatal line parallel with
plane of film. Centers film to
central ray; and directs central
ray one inch distal to the man-
dibular symphysis at 20° caudad.

ii) For transoral projection (AP) of
the jugular foramina, has pa-
tient assume AP position as de-
scribed. If patient is short-
necked, elevates shoulders. Ro-
tates patient's head toward the
side of interest so that the
median sagittal plane forms an
80° angle with the plane of the
film. Centers inner canthus of
the side of interest to the mid-
line. Adjusts extension so that
acanthiomeatal line is at a
cranial angle of 10° with the
vertical. Immobilizes head and
has patient open mouth wide.
Checks that head angles are still.
correct. Notes whether patient
can immobilize mouth in open po-
sition and phonate the sound
"ah-h." If not, performer se-
lects a cork of appropriate size
and has patient grasp it between
teeth. Rechecks position. Di-
rects central ray through the
open mouth , 25° cephalad. If
bilateral vi.es are ordered,per-
former rotates patient's head as
appropriate in the other di-
rection after the first exposure,
and sets up similarly.

Fully

iii) For transmandibular projection
(AP) of the jugular foramina,

performer has patient lie in
supine position as described,
and elevates trunk so that pa-
tient can rest head on vertex
just anterior to the lambda.
Rotates patient's head away
from the side being examined
so. that median sagittal plane
of head is at a 70° to 75° angle
with the plane of film. Extends
head so that infraorbitomeatal
line is at a cranial angle of
25° with the vertical. Centers'
lateral margin of orbit and
mandibular ramus of the upper
side tu the midline,and centers
film to a level just distal to
the external auditory meatus.
Directs central ray at right
angles to the mid-area of the
upper mandibular ramus. After
first exposure,rotates head in
opposite direction and sets up
similarly.

iv) For anterior (AP) profile pro-
jection (posterior profile view)
of the hypoglossal canals (an-
terior condyloid foramen), per-
former places patient in seated
or supine AP position as de-
scribed. Rotates head away from
the side of interest so that the
median sagittal plane of head
is at 45° with the plane of the
film. Centers localization mark
to midline,and film 3/4 inch be-
low localization mark. Ras pa-
tient open mouth as wide as pos-
sible and phonate or uses cork
as described in (ii), above. Ad-
justs so that the infraorbito-
meatal line is parallel with th
transverse axis of the film. Di-
rects central ray to the locali-
zation point at 12° caudad.
After first exposure reverses
rotation and sets up similarly.
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g. For studies of the facial bones, center of film. For facial pro-
file centers canine fossa tonotes whether stereoscopic views are

ordered. If so, plans to employ midpoint. Adjusts flexion so
longitudinal tube shifts. that the infraorbitomeatal line
For radiographic demonstration of is parallel with transverse axis
blowout fractures performer.makes of film,and rotation so that in-
views with patient in "Waters" PA terpupillary line is at right
(parietoacanthial) position. For angles to the plane of the film.
accident patients makes view with Supports jaw if patient is re-
patient in parietoacanthial posi- cumbent. Directs central ray at
tion and makes lateral views, adapt- right angles to the midpoint of
ing positioning so as to require no the film. For stereography make
movement of the patient from the the appropriate longitudinal
supine position. tube shift. If bilateral views
If a profile study of bony and soft have been ordered, performer
tissue contours has been ordered,
uses double film set-up (film in

sets up similarly for opposite
side after first exposure of

envelope placed over loaded cas- the side of interest.
sette). ii) For parietoacanthial projection

(oblique frontal view in
i) For lateral projection of the "Waters" position) of the fa-

facial bones., performer notes cial bones, performer has pa-
whether stereoscopic projections tient assume a prone or seated
are ordered, bilateral views, and PA position as described. For
whether a facial profile showing stretcher patients, adjusts pa-
the relationship of the bony and tient in supine position; posi-
soft tissue contours is request- tions x-ray tube under the
ed. Performer has patient assume , stretcher; and adjusts the cas-
a semiprone position on table,or sette holder so that film can
seated obliquely,or in PA posi- . be placed over the patient's
tion before a vertical cassette face in a horizontal plane. Has
holder, as described. For patient in PA position rest tip
stretcher patients maintains pa- of extended chin against film.
tient in supine position and ad- For supine patient, supports
justs cassette in vertical hold- shoulders and neck so that head
er, with x-ray tube set for horl- drops naturally back, and lowers
zontal filming across stretcher. cassette so that it touches pa-

tient's chin. Centers median
Adjusts patient's head so that sagittal plane of head to mid-
the median sagittal plane is line of film. Adjusts flexion
parallel with plane of film. For so that orbitomeatal line is at
facial profile has patient's 400 angle with the plane of the
head rest against film holder in film,and rotation so that median
lateral position after the two- sagittal plane is at right an-
film set-up has been put into gles with plane of film. Directs
place,with film in envetope hold- central ray at right angles to
er on top of film in cassette. midpoint of film.
Centers zygoma to the midline at
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iii) For oblique projection of facial i) For oblique lateral projections
bones, performer reviews angula- of zygomatic arches, performer
tion and notes whether stereo- has patient assume a seated or
scopic views are ordered. Has pa- recumbent lateral position as
tient assume semiprone or seated described. Depresses shoulder
position as described. Has pa- on the side next to film. Has
tient rest head on cassette, on patient rest parietal region
the zygoma, nose,and chin, with of head against cassette on the
the orbit of interest centered side of interest, and adjusts
to the midline at the level of so that head is in lateral po-
the infraorbital margin. Adjusts sition, median sagittal plane
flexion of head so that acanthi- forms 300 longitudinal angle
omeatal line is parallel with with plane of film,and is par-
transverse axis of film; adjusts allel with the transverse plane
rotation so that median sagittal of the film. Centers unmasked
plane of head is at a 53° angle half of film to the zygoma on
with plane of film. Directs cen- the side next to the film. Im-
tral ray to midpoint of film at mobilizes head and has patient
right angles or 10° to 15° cepha- open mouth wide. Notes whether
lad,as ordered. Shifts tube as patient can immobilize mouth in
appropriate for stereoscopy. When,
first exposure has been made, ro-

open position by phonating the
sound "ah-h." If not, perforiaer

tates head to other side and sets selects a cork of appropriate
up similarly,

iv) For inferosuperior oblique pro-
size and has patient grasp it
between teeth ard hold breath

jection (superoinferior oblique during exposure. Rechecks angu-
view) of facial bones, has pa- lation. Directs ,tral ray at
tient lie in semiprone position 7° to 8° cephala, so that it
as described, with the side of enters just below the mandibu-
interest uppermost. Extends the lar angle on the side away from
head and rests it on nose, zygoma film, emerging at the lower
and chin. Centers the film so temporomandibular joint on the
chaL orbit cf the side next to opposite side. After first ex-
the table is at the midpoint,with posure centers other side of
the midpoint of film about two film to patient's opposite side
inches above the floor of the and sets up similarly.
antrum on the side next to film. ii) For semiaxial (PA) projection
Directs central ray to the lower (inferosuperior view) of zygo-
antrum at 25° to 30° cephalad,
to enter neck just behind the an-

matic arches, performer places
film horizontally or inclines

gle of the jaw. If bilateral film in cassette holder on a
views are ordered, _reverses sides block angled 23° caudc.,d. Has pa
and proceeds similarly after tient assume prone PA or seated
first exposure, position as described,with head

resting on nose and chin, and
h. For studies of the zygomatic arches, with tip of chin centered to

the midpoint of film. Adjustsperformer notes whether bilateral
views are requested. Reviews areas
of interest.
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median sagittal plane of head so ters as above. Adjusts flexion
that it is at right angles to so that acanthianeatal line is
plane of film. at right angles to the plane of
If patient is resting on hori- the film,and rotation (away
zontally place film, directs cen from side of interest) so that
tral ray to midpoint at 23° cau- median sagittal plane is at 450
dad, entering the vertex midway angle with plane of film. Di-
between the zygomatic arches. If rects central ray at right an-
patient is resting on caudally gles to midpoint of film, en-
inclined film holder, directs tering the most prominent point
central ray at right angles to

. of the upper zygoma.
midpoint of film or at 100 to After first exposure centers
15° caudad. other side of film to opposite

iii) For semiaxial oblique(PA)projec- side and sets up similarly.
tion (tangential view) of zygo- iv) For semiaxial AP projection
matic arches, performer notes (symmetrical posterior view)
whether an angle block will be of zygomatic arches, performer
used. Adjusts patient in prone notes whether cassette will be
or seated PA position for posi- used horizontally or inclined
tioning head on horizontally caudally. Adjusts patient in
placed or caudally inclined cas- supine AP position as described
sette, as described. For horizontal cassetl:e centers

film to the level of the mandi-
For horizontal cassette place- bular angles,with median sagit-
ment,has patient extend head and tal plane at midline. For an-
rest on chin. Rotates head away gled cassette adjusts so that
from the side of interest so
that the median sagittal plane

film is at a 30° caudal angle,
and centers to median sagittal

is at a 75° angle with the plane plane at a point about 2 inches
of the film. Extends head so distal to external auditory
that the infraorbitomeatal line meatuses.
is as parallel to plane of film Has median sagittal plane at
as possible. Centers unmasked right angles to plane of film
half of film to a point 3 inches and head flexed so that orbi-
distal to the most prominent tomeatal line is at right an-
point of the zygoma of the upper gles to plane of film. Directs
side. Supports cheek. Directs central ray at 30° caudad for
central ray at right angles to horizontal cassette and at
the infraorbitomeatal line,di- right angles to the horizontal
rected through the zygomatic
arch at a point about 1.5 inches

plane with angled cassette,
directed to the glabella.

posterior to the outer canthus. v) For submentovertical (AP) axial
projection (symmetrical axial

For angle block positioning,per-
former adjusts cassette on 35°

view) of zygomatic arches, per-
former adjusts patient in seat-

block placed at a caudal angle. ed or supine AP position as
Has patient rest cheek of unaf- described, with supine trunk
fected side on cassette,and cen- elevated. Has patient rest head
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on vertex,and extends so that in- gles to the infraorbitomeatal
fraorbitomeatal line is as nearly line directed to the zygomatic
parallel with plane of film as arch. After first exposure ro-
possible. Adjusts so that median tates head to opposite side;
sagittal plane is at right an- centers other half of film,and
gles to film. Applies tape to sets up similarly.
inferior surface of chin and vii) For transoral axial projection
draws towards top of head in line (oblique axial AP view) of zy-
with median sagittal plane. gomatic arches, performer ad-
Anchors to edge of table or cas- justs patient in AP supine po-
sette holder. Centers film to sition as described,with trunk
central ray. Directs central ray elevated, head resting on ver-
at right angles to infraorbito- tex, and infraorbitomeatal line
meatal line midway beLween zygo- parallel with plane of film;
matic arches, passing through a may elevate cassette if needed.
coronal plane lying about one Centers unmasked half of film
inch posterior to outer canthi. to a point two inches lateral

to the zygoma on the side of
For mento-frontal projection ad- interest. Adjusts so that med-
justs patient in AP supine posi- ian sagittal plane of head is
tion and places cassette in verti at right angles to plane of
cal position behind head,angled film. Adjusts central ray at
away from patient at 800 with the right angles to plane of film
horizontal plane. Hyperextends and then at lateral angle of
neck; supports; and directs cen- 25° to enter the midpoint of
tral ray at right angles to in- the adjacent mandibular body.
fraorbitomeatal line, centered Performer has patient open
beneath the mandibular symphy- mouth and phonate or uses cork
sis.

as described '..n (i), above; re-
vi) For oblique axial (AP) projection checks anguLttion of head and

of zygomatic arches, performer central ray so that, with mouth
has patient assume a supine or open, the central ray passes
seated AP position as described through the zygoma. After
with supine trunk elevated. Has first exposure has patient
patient extend head and rest it maintain position. Centers
on vertex so that the infraorbi- other half of film to opposite
tomeatal line is parallel with side and angulation to 25° in
the plane of the film. Elevates opposite lateral direction.
cassette if patient is supine to
accomplish this. Rotates head

i. For studies of the nasal bones,
performer notes whether occlusal

towards the side of interest so film packets or cassette will be
that the median sagittal plane used,and positions film according-
is at a 75° angle with the plane ly; notes whether bilateral views
of the film. Centers unmasked
half of film to the zygomatic

are called for.

arch or to the central ray. Tapes 0 For lateral projection of nasal
head as described in (v), above,
Directs central ray at right an-

bones, performer uses cassette,
.

nonscreen film holder,or, dental
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occlusal film. For occlusal film,
has patient assume semiprone po-

distal to the nasion. After the
first exposure,adjusts for film

sition as described. Adjusts head ing the opposite side similarly.
so that median sagittal plane is ii) For axial, superior-inferior
parallel with the horizontal projection (inferior-superior
(table top), and interpupillary view) of the nasal bones, per-
line is at right angles to table former uses cassette, nonscreen
top. Adjusts flexion so that in- film holder or dental occlusal
fraorbitomeatal line is parallel film.
with transverse axis of table. If patient is most comfortable
Supports jaw. Places sandbags in erect position, adjusts head
and/or blocks under the side of so that median sagittal plane
the nose against the orbit and and glabelloalveolar line are
cheek of side of interest,and vertical. Otherwise,adjusts so
places film packet on top, with that median sagittal plane is
pebbled surface facing and par- vertical and glabelloalveolar
allel with the median sagittal line is horizontal or parallel
plane. Slips it under nose so with any plane of elevation of
that upper border extends about the head.
.5 inch above superorbital ridge,
and rests it against maxilla and

If patient can hold film be-
tween anterior teeth, inserts

superorbital ridge. May place film packet (with pebbled sur-
film packet at an angle to avoid face of occlusal packet facing
discomfort of patient, but has upward) about one inch into
packet parallel the median sagit mouth,with long axis of film in
tal plane of head. Gives patient AP direction. Centers to the
leaded gloves and has patient median sagittal plane. Has pa-
hold film packet tn position. tient close lips and teeth. Ad-

justs so that film is held in
For nonscreen film holder or cas position with its plane at
sette, has patient take seated right angles to glabelloalveo-
erect position before vertical lar line. Adjusts mandible back
cassette holder or in chair with ward to correct for upward an-
headrest. Adjusts head so that gulation and forward to correct
median sagittal plane is paral- for downward angulation. May
lel with plane of film, inter- tilt seated patient forward to
pupillary line is at right an- avoid exposure to the area of
gles with plane of film, and in- the gonads.
fraorbitomeatal line is parallel For patients who cannot hold
with transverse axis of film, film between teeth, performer
Centers unmasked half of film to places cassette or nonscreen
the fronto-nasal region on the film holder under iratient's
affected side, at the level of chin at right angles to glabel-
the nasion. loalveolar line and supports.

Adjusts so that median sagittal
Directs central ray at right an- plane is vertical,and centers
gles to the profiled bridge of unmasked half of film to median
the nose, at a point 3/4 inch sagittal plane.
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Directs central ray along the the anterior part of hard palate
glabelloalveolar line at right ane alveolor process, performer
angles to the plane of the film, has supine patient rest head.on

an angle block caudally inclined
j. For studies of the maxillae, per- at 15°. Adjusts so that median

former prepares dental occlusal film sagittal plane of head is yard-
packets. Does not insert in pa- cal and occlusal plane is at
tient's mouth until head has been right angles to the plane of the
positioned and immobilized, patient block. Directs central ray to
has been shielded, and central ray lower third of nose at 45° to
adjusted in approximate position. 500 caudad.
Utilizes seated position if headrest Performer adjusts seated patient
is available, as in (i), above, and directs

central ray so that it forms ai) For axial, intraoral projection 60° to 65° angle with the plane(axial, occlusal view) of the of the film.
hard palate and dental arch of

Just before exposure, performerthe maxillae, performer has su- has patient open mouth. Inserts
pine patient rest head on table film packet with pebbled sur-
or caudally inclined block, and

face facing up and long axis in
adjusts so that median sagittal AP direction. Centers film toplane and occlusal plane are

the median sagittal plane andboth at right angles to table.
inserts back so that it is inPerformer adjusts seated patient contact with the anterior bor-

so that median sagittal plane is
ders of the mandibular rami. Has

vertical andOcclusal plane is patient close mouth to holdhorizontal.
film. Rechecks and readjusts po-

Adjusts central ray so that it
sition of head and x-ray tube aswill be at right angles to film described above.

(when it is held in mouth) center- iii) For semiaxial, intraoral projec-
ed to intersection of the median tion (oblique crclusal view) of
sagittal plane and a coronal

the posterior p.....1-t of hard pal-
plane passing through the outer ate and alveolar process, per-canthi. Just before exposure, per- former has supine patient restformer has patient open mouth. head on table. Rotates away from
Performer inserts film packet with the side of interest so that
pebbled surface facing up and long median sagittal plane of head isaxis directed transversely. Cen- at 60° with plane of table,and
ters film to the median sagittal

adjusts so that occlusal plane
plane of the head, and moves it is at right angles with table.
back so that film is in contact Directs central ray to the ca-
with the anterior borders of the nine fossa at 60° caudad.
mandibular rami. Has patient

Performer adjusts seated patient
lightly close mouth to hold film,
Rechecks and readjusts position

as in (1), above, and directs
central ray to the canine fossa

of head and x-ray tube as de- at an angle of 30° to the median
scribed above,

ii) For semiaxial, intraoral projec-
tion (oblique occlusal view) of

plane and an angle of 60° with
the plane of the film.
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Just before exposure performer supine, with cassette placed
has patient open mouth. Inserts vertically. If bilateral views
film packet with pebbled surface are called for, employs similar
facing up and long axis in AP di- pos:Itioning for opposite side
rection. Centers about .5 inch after first exposure.
laterally from the median sagit- When hekA is resting on affected
tal plane towards the side of part, does not apply pressure
interest,and inserts back so that
film is in contact with the an-
terior border of the mandibular

when immobilizing.

i) For an axiolateral projection
ramus. Has patient close mouth to of the body of the ramus of
hold film, Rechecks and readjusts mandible, performer reviews
position of head and x-ra, tube position,area of interest
as described above. If so order- and angulation called for.
ed, repeats for opposite side. ia) Adjusts head of semiprone

or seated patient on an
k. For studies of the mandible, per- angle block placed at a 15°

former reviews purpose and areas of cranial angle. Extends cheek
interest. Notes whether examination of affected side over angle
is to demonstrate mandibular frac- block and depresses shoulder
tures. Unless otherwise ordered,
makes direct lateral and frontal

of elevated side. Places cas-
sette under cheek, with long

projections of rami, axial projec- axis of mandibular body par-
tion of mandibular body, and intra- allel with transverse axis of
oral or extraoral projection of film, ceatered to the occlu-
mandibular body. sal plane midway between the
For intraoral or extraoral projec- angle and the symphysis of
tions of the body, dental arch and the jaw. Tapes cassette to
symphysis of the mandible, performer angle block. Adjusts head so
chooses dental occlusal packet,non- that the broad surface of the
screen film holder,or cassette as mandibular body is parallel
determined by institutional prac- with the plane of the film.
tices. Directs central ray to the
If dental occlusal film is to be midpoint of the film at 30°
used, performer does not position cephalad.
in patient's mouth until head and ib) Adjusts head of prone or
central ray have been positioned. seated patient on a cassette
For axiolateral projections of man- placed horizontally. Extends
dible, performer notes whether pa- arm of the side being examin-
tient is to be positioned in a semi ed above head in comfortable
prone,or seated position with head position and arranges body in
on a cranially inclined block, or slightly oblique position.
prone or seated with head on hori- Has patient rest affected
zontally placed cassette, or semi- cheek on cassette so that
supine with head on cranially in- long axis of the mandibular
clined cassette. For accident pa- body is parallel with the
tients or for those whose skull transverse axis of film, and
should not be rotated, has patient centers to the area of the

.--,
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first molar. Rotates so that
broad surface of the mandibular
body is parallel with the plane
of the film. Directs central ray
to the midpoint of the film at
25° cephalad and 100 anteriorly.

(ic) Adjusts head of semisupine pa-
tient on an angle block directed
cranially,with affected cheek in
lateral position on cassette, and
affected side of body next to
table. Adjusts elevation of cas-
sette adjacent to shoulder so
that cassette is in close contact
with jaw. Extends head so that
long axis of mandibular body is
parallel with transverse axis of
film. Centers unmasked half of
film to body of mandible and sup-
ports. Rotates head so that the
broad surface of the mandibular
body is parallel with the plane
of the film. Rests head on cheek
(for posterior area of body of
mandible) or on side of chin (for
anterior area of body of mandi-
ble). Directs central ray to the
midpoint of the unmasked half of
film at 20° cephalad, entering
about 2 inches distal to the an-
gle of the upper side of the jaw.

(id) With accident patient in supine
position where rotation is con-
traindicated, performer places
cassette in vertical position on
the side of interest, parallel
with the median sagittal plane.
Centers to the occlusal plane.
Directs central ray horizontally
at 30° to 350 cephalad and at
10 posteriorly.

ii) For an axiolateral projection of
the mandibular ramus, per-
former positions as for the body,
(i) above, except for the follow

1

ing differences:
(iia) For semiprone or seated position

ing with head at 15° cranial an-
gle, performer centers cassPtte

List Elements Fully

to a point .5A.ftch anterior to
and one inch inferior to the ex-
ternal auditory meatus. Adjusts
head so that broad surface of
ramus is parallel with plane of
film and acanthiomeatal line is
parallel with transverse axis
of film. Directs central ray 30°
cephalad anc 1.00 posteriorly,
directed to llLidpoint of film.

(iib) F-_:r prone or seated patient with

horizontally placed head, cen-
ters film as in (iia) above,
with broad surface of ramus par-
allel to plane of film and chin
extended. Directs central ray
to midpoint of film at 25° ceph-
alad.

(iic) For semisupine patient,centers
film as in (iia), above, with
broad surface of ramus parallel
to plane of film and chin ex-
tended so that the acanthiomea-
tal line is parallel with the
transverse axis of the film.
Directs central ray to the mid-
point of the film at 25° ceph-
alad.

(iid) For supine accident patient po-
sitions as in (id). Directs cen-
tral ray at 30° to 35° cephalad
and 10° to 20° posteriorly.

iii) For an axiolateral projection
of the symphysis of the mand4_-
ble, performer positions as for
the body,(i) above, except for
the following differences:

(iiia) For semiprone or seated posi-
tioning with head at 1.5° cranial
angle, has patient elratu'. chin.
Centers cassette to the region
of the mental foramen. Rests
head on side of chin wlf.ti the
long axis of the mandioular body
parallel with thp transverse
axis of the film. Directs cen-
tral ray to midpoint of film at
angle 30° cephalad and 10° pos-
teriorly.
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(iiib) For prone or seated patient with
horizontally placed head, cen-
ters film to occlusal surface of

canine region with head rest-
ing on extended chin, nose and
zygoma. Directs central ray to
midpoint of film at angle 200
cephalad.

(iiic) For semisupine patient, adjusts
as in (ic) above, but has head
rest on the side of the chin.

iv) For PA and semiaxial projections
(anterior views) of the body of
the mandible, has patient assume
prone or seated PA position'as
described. Centers median sagit-
tal plane of head to midline of
film, with head resting on nose
and chin, with anterior surface
of mandibular symphysis parallel
to the plane of the film. Ad-
justs median sagittal plane of
head so that it is at right an-
gles to plane of film. Centers
film to a point midway between
the lips and the tip of the chin.
Directs central ray at right an-
gles to midpoint of film.

v) For PA and semiaxial projections
(anterior views) of the mandibu-
lar rami, reviews area of inter-
est. Adjusts patient in prone or
erect position as in (iv), al-we
except as follows:

Centers film about 2 inches
above mandibular symphysis. For
survey film centers to the lips;
and for condylar processes, cen-
ters to the glabella.
Directs central ray midway be-
tween the temporomandibular
joints at 30° cephalad. For sur-
vey film directs central ray at
right angles to the lips. For
condylar processes, directs cen-
tral ray to the glabella at 20°
1:o 25° cephalad.
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Performer may rehearse patient
in 'Ailing mouth with air and
holding breath to provide bet-
ter contrast.

vi) For a verticosubmental projec-
tion (axial view) of the mandi-
ble, performer has patiem: as-
sume a prone or seated position
with head resting on chin ex-
tended across a cassette lying
horizontally and supported. Cen
ters median sagittal plane of
head to midline of film at a
level just below the external
auditory meatuses. Supports cas
sette so that it is in direct
contact witli throat and, if an-
gulation is needed, at a cran-
ial angle. Adjusts head so that
median sagittal plane is verti-
cal. If cassette is horizontal,
directs central ray to midpoint
of film at right angles to the
infraorbitomeatal line. If cas-
sette is angled cranially, di-
rects central ray to midpoint
at right angles to the occlusal
plane.

vii) For a submentovertical projec-
tion (axial view) of the mandi-
ble, performer has patient sit
in AP position before a verti-
cal cassette holder or lie in
supine AP position with trunk
elevated. Has patient extend
head and rest it on vertex. Ad-
justs so that median sagittal
plane is vertical and orbito-
meatal line is parallel with
plane of film. If full exten-
sion cannot be attained, in-
clines cassette caudally. Cen-
ters cassette to central ray.
Directs central ray at right an
gles to the infraorbitomeatal
line at midpoint of the externa'
auditory meatuses.
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viii) For superoinferior (AP) extra-
oral projection (oblique PA view)
of the mandibular symphysis, per-
former has seated patient extend
chin ovet a film packet or cas-
sette placed Worizontally at end
of table and supported at com-
fortable heighc. With occlusal
film places it with pebbled side

`'up and long axis in AP direction.
Centers median sagittal plane of
head to midline with chin well
forward. Directs central ray pos-
teriorly at 400 .to 45°,centered
to mandibular symphysis midway be
tween lips and tip of chin.

Performer has supine patient rest
head on its occiput, with median
sagittal plane at right angles to
table. Adjusts flexion so that
inferior border of body of mandi-
ble is vertical. Adjusts packet
of occlusal film under chin with
long axis in AP direction, cen-
tered to the median sagittal
plane, with pc.tbbled surface in
contact with chin. Tapes packet
in place or supplies leaded
gloves and has patient hold film
packet in place. Directs central
ray to the mandibular symphysis
as above, at 40° to 45° caudad.

ix) For an oblique inferosuperior

intraoral projection (oblique oc-
clusal view) of the mandibular
symphysis, performer has supine
patient rest head on its occiput.
Adjusts so that median sagittal
plane and the occlusal plane are
at right angles to table. Directs
central ray to tip of the chin at
55° cephalad.

Performer adjusts seated patient
so that median sagittal plane is
vertical and occlusal plane forms
an angle-of 55° with the horizon-
tal plane.
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Directs central ray to the tip
of the chin parallel with the
occlusal plane.

Just before exposure, performer
has patient open mouth. Perform-
er inserts film packet with peb
bled surface facing caudally and
long axis in AP direction. Cen-
ters film to the median sagittal
plane of head and moves it back
so that it is in contact with
the anterior borders of the man-
dibular rami. Has patient close
mouth to hold film. Rechecks and
readjusts position of head and
x-ray tube as described above.

x) For an inferosuperior intraoral

projection (occlusal view) of
the body and dental arch of the
mandible, performer supports
thorax of supine patient. Has
patient extend head and rest it
on vertex. Adjusts so that the
median sagittal plane is verti-
cal.

Performer adjusts seated patient
so that median sagittal plane
and occlusal plane are both ver-
tical.

Directs central ray at right an-
gles to expected plane of film
packet (once inserted),centered
to the median sagittal plane at
the level of the coronal plane
passing through the second mo-
lars.

Just before exposure, performer
has patient open mouth. Inserts
fiim packet with pebbled surface
facing caudally, and long axis
directed transversely. Centers
film to the median sagittal
plane of head and moves it back
so that it is in contact with
the anterior surfaces ot the
mandibular rami. Has patient
close mouth to hold film. Re-
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checks and readjusts position of cheek .5 inch anterior to the ex-
head and x-ray tube as described
above.

ternal auditory meatus.

1. For studies of the temporuandibular i) For a lateral projection of the
articulations, performer reviews temporomandibular articulations
whether closed and/or open mouth po-
sitions are called for. For acci-

using direct contact technique,
performer has patient assume

dent patient does not attempt upen semiprone or seated position
mouth position unless approved by in front of vertical cassette
MD. Makes frontal and lateral pro- holder. Has patient rest head
jection. May use stereography. against film holder in lateral
For closed-mouth positions explains position on the side of inter-
to patient that the posterior teeth est. Centers unmasked half of
must be occluded rather than the film to the marked centering
incisors. Rehearses patient and point. Adjusts head so that
chec%s occlusion,
For open-mouth positions performer

median sagittal plane is par-
allel with the plane of the

immobilizes head after positioning. film and interpupillary line
Has patient open mouth as wide as is at right angles with the
posaible. Makes sure that jaw is not .plane of the film. Extends head
protruded. Rechecks position of so that occlusal plane is par-
head. Performer notes whether pa- allel with the transverse axis
tient can immobil ,2 mouth in open of the film. Centers x-ray tube

,
position by phonating the sound
"ah-h." If not, performer selects

in contact with 'the cheek on
opposite side of face, directed

a cork of appropriate size and has along the long axis of the up-
patient grasp it between teeth. Re- per condyle at 15° cephalad
checks position of head. and 10° anteriorly, or at right
If both open-and closed-mouth pro- angles to the plane of the fil
jections are called for,performer through the upper centering
uses a cassette tunnel or bucky and mark.
has patient maintain position of Performer explains open- and
head while cassetle is repositioned closed-mouth procedures to pa-
for second exposure. Places casset- tient. Asks patient to retain
te changing tunnel into position be position for first and second
fore positioning patient. exposure (closed and then open-
Marks patient and cassettes for cen
tering as appropriate. For semiax-

mouth position) if appropriate,
while cassette is shifted or

ial, transcranial projection, marks changed. Performer then posi-
a point on each cheek .5 inch an- tions patient on opposite side
terior to and one inch below the for bilateral study and has pa-
external auditory meatus. For in- tient hold position for third
ferosuperior transfacial projec- and fourth exposurer.
tion, marks a point on each cheek For closed muuth exposure per-
.5 inch anterior to and one inch former rehearses patient in
above the external auditory meatus.
For lateral and oblique transfacial

closing mouth as described
above and inhaling slowly

I

projections, marks a point on each through the nose during the
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This is page 39 of 44 for this task.

List Elements Fully I List Elements Full

exposure; rechecks angulation. cassette holder in lateral po-
For open-mouth exposure perform- sition. Centers unmasked half
er has patient practice opening of film to the marked centering
mouth and phonating or uses cork,
as described above; rechecks an-

point. Adjusts head so that me-
dian sagittal plane is parallel

gulation. with plane of film and inter-
ii) For a lateral transcranial pro- pupillary line is at right an-

jection of temporomandibular gles with plane of film. Ex-
articulations, performer has pa-
tient assume semiprone or seated

tends head so that the infra-
orbitomeatal line is parallel

I

position with head placed on
cassette changing tunnel that is

with transverse axis of film.
Directs central ray through the_

caudally inclined at 15°. Has pa- centering point on the side of
tient rest cheek on affected side interest at 20° cephalad or an-
and centers unmasked half of tun- teriorly 20° and cephalad 20°.
nel to the marked centering Performer explains open- and
point. Adjusts head so that acan- closed-mouth procedures and bi-
thiomeatal line is parallel with lateral positioning as describ-
transverse axis of film. Directs ed above; performer rechecks
central ray at right angles to angulation after patient closes
the midpoint of film, through mouth or opens as appropriate.
.the centering marks. iv) For a semiaxial AP projection
Performer explains open- and clos (semiaxial posterior view) of
ed mouth procedures to patient. the temporomandibular articula-
Asks patient to retain position tions, performer prepares cas-
for first and second exposure sette tunnel inclined caudally
(closed and then open-mouth po- at 30° or 35°. Has patient as-
sition) if appropriate while cas- sume supine position -,s describ-
sette is shifted or changed. Per- ed,with head resting un cassette
former then positions patient on holder. Centers to the median
opposite side for bilateral study sagittal plane of the patient's
and has patient hold position for neck at a level directly below
third and fourth exposures. Per- the temporomandibular joints.
former rehearses patient for Adjusts head so that median sag-
closed-mouth exposure as describ- ittal plane is vertical and or-
ed above. Rechecks angulation. bitomeatal line is at right an-
If appropriate, rehearses open- gle to plane of film. Places
mouth exposure by having patient tape across chin and anchors to
open mouth and phonate, or uses table or holder. Directs central
cork, as described above; re- ray at right angles to the hori-
checks angulation. zontal plane,directed to a point

iii) For a lateral transfacial projec about three inches above the
tion of temporomandibular arti- nasion. Performer explains open-
culations, performer has patient and closed-mouth procedures as
assume a semiprone position or described above; performer re-
be seated in front of vertical checks angulation after patient
cassette holder. Has patient res closes mouth or opens as appro-
cheek on affected side against priate.
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44This is page 40 of for this task.

List Elements Full

v) For a semiaxial transcranial pro-
jection (semiaxial lateral view)
of the temporomandibular articu-
lations, performer positions pa-
tient in semiprone or seated po-
sition in front of vertical cas-
sette holder. Has patient rest
cheek on affected side against
cassette holder in lateral posi-
tion. Centers unmasked half of
film to the marked centering
point. Adjusts Ilead so that med-
ian sagittal plane is parallel
with plane of film and interpu-
pillary line is at right angles
with plane of film. Directs cen-
tral ray to the centering mark on
the side of interest at 25° or
300 caudad, entering the upper
parietal region.
Performer explains open- and clo
ed-mouth procedures and bilateral
positioning as described above;
performer rechecks angulation
after patient closes mouth or
opens as appropriate.

vi) For an oblique transfacial pro-
jection (axiolateral view) of the
temporomandibular articulations,
performer has patient assume a
lateral position, recumbent or
seated, with patient's head rest-
ing on the parietal region of the
side of interest in a lateral po-
sition. Centers unmasked half of
film to marked centering point.
Rotates head slightly from the
lateral position and adjusts
longitudinal position of the
head so that the median sagittal
plane forms a 300 angle with the
plane of the film,open towards
the feet. Directs central ray at
right angles to the marked cen-
tering point on the side of in-
terest, entering just distal to
the angle '2 the jaw on the up-
permost side.

%COGS&

List Elements Ful3N

Performer explains open- and
closed-mouth procedures ard bi-
lateral positioning as described

above; performer rechecks an-
gulation after patient closes
mouth or opens as appropriate.

vii) For an inferosuperior trans-
facial projection (oblique lat-
eral view) of the temporomandi-
bular articulations, performer
has patient in a semiprone posi-
tion,turned toward the side of
interest. Has patient rest head
on the parietal region with me-
dian sagittal plane horizontal.
Rotates head slightly from the
lateral. Centers unmasked half
of film to the marked centering
point on the side of interest.
Adjusts longitud.inal position
of head so that the median sag-
i%tal plane forms a 10° to 15°
angle with the plane of the fil
open towards the feet. Directs
the central ray to the marked
centering point on the side of
interest at 30° cephalad, enter-
ing below the angle of the jaw
on the uppermost side.
Performer explains open- and
closed-mouth procedures and bi-
lateral positioning as described
above; performer rechecks an-
gulation after patient closes
mouth or opens as appropriate.

14. If, during pos!tioning, patient shows
signs of severe pain, performer may
notify appropriate physician at once
and await orders, or may decide on
alternative positioning to avoid move-
ment of the affected part.

15. Performer checks final positioning
using triangles, protractor and light
in collimator. -1.ctivates the collima-
tor light and points the light beam
towards the part. Adjusts the collima-
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List Elements.lally
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tor opening to correspond to the film
size (or the size of the unshielded
areas of the film to be exposed). Uses
cross-hair shadows as reference for
center of field. Uses the collimator
light to center the patient to the
x-ray field, or centers the part to
the film holder and uses the collimator
light to center the tube to the part.
Rechecks angulation of head and central
ray. Checks that the primary beam will
enter the center of the area of inter-
est at the selected angle to the film
so as to project the view desired. May
readjust tube position lengthwise or
crosswise to provide better centering.

16. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized, performer adjusts the
Collimator. Either collimates so that
a small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film or colli-
mates further so as to expose only the
area of interest (and thus provide
maximum protection and detail). For
small fields (if not already done in
positioning) performer attaches an
auxiliary extension cone to collima-
tor to further reduce the primary beam.
Adjusts primary beam to minimum size
needed to cover the part(s) of inter-
est.

17. Performer adds lead shielding to areas
that will be in the primary path of
the beam but are not included in the
areas of interest. Makes sure that
protective shielding has been pro-
vided to patient and everyone who will
remain in room.

18. Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer-
gency and/or to prevent or respond to
an accident. Is alert to signs of nau-
sea, dizziness, or sweat suggesting
faintness. Performer may have patient
lie down, lower head, or raise legs.

Notifies If patient shows any
other emergency signs, loses consci-
ousness, or has an accident, perform-
er calls appropriate physician or
staff member at once. May decide to
provide emergency first aid as well?
If a patient's catheter becomes dis-
connected, performer clamps it and
immediately notifies nurse. If cathe-
ter should come out, notifies staff
member at once.

19. When everything is ready for the ex-
posure, performer reviews with patient
what breath control will be used for
exposure:

a. Performer has patient hold breath
until told to relax by performer
for all projections of the cranium,
cranial base, sella turcica, optic
foramen, inferior and superior or-
bital fissures, anterior clinoid
processes, sphenoid strut, mastoid
processes, petrous portions, tem-
poral styloid processes, jugular
foramina, facial bones, zygomatic
arches, nasal bones, maxillae,
mandible, and closed-mouth projec-
tions of the temporomandibular

articulations, except as follows:

i) For lateral, AP or oblique AP
projections of the temporal
styloid processes, transoral
projection of the jugular for-
amina, anterior profile projec-
tion of hypoglossal canal,
oblique lateral and transoral
axial projections of the zygo-
matic arches, and open-mouth
studies of the temporomandibular

articulations, performer has pa-
tient open mouth wide and softly
phonate the sound "ah-h" during
the exposure as rehearsed. May
have patient hold cork in teeth
just prior to exposure and hold

2 65
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breath as rehearsed. Rechecks po-
sition and angulation.

ii) For PA and semiaxial projections
of the rami and condylar proces-
ses of the mandible, performer
may have patient fill mouth with
air, and then hold breath during
exposure, as rehearsed.

iii) For closed-mouth projections of
the temporomandibular articula-
tions, performer has patient
close mouth by occluding poster-
ior teeth. Has patient hold
breath or inhale slowly through
the nose until told to relax,
depending on the projection, as
rehearsed earlier.

b. Reminds patient about those posi-
tions which are to be maintained
for a second exposure.

c. Performer observes the patient's
movement until ,the moment that the
exposure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

20. The performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in position. Tells
patient when to breathe as instructed
by calling or using intercom. Perform-
er initiates exposure by pressing hand
trigger or exposure control button.

a. While exposure is underway perform-
er checks that mA meter records ap-
propriate current as set, that kVp
meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or exces-
sive drop; may listen for sound of
normal functioning of equipment. If
there is malfunction, tnay decide to
report; anticipates .1 ed to repeat
exposure.

c. With phototimer notes whe'..her back-
up timer has been involved in termi2
nating exposure bef,re phototim.

2 ki

exposure was completed. If so,
anticipates possible need to re-
peat exposure (due to underexpo-
sure if premature cut-off, or over-
exposure due to faulty timer).

d. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax.

e. If the exposure is terminated by
a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-
nical factors for possible over-
load or checks for overload else-
where on circuit. Anticipates need
to repeat exposure.

21. Performer returns to patient. Removes
cassette or film holder from table,
floor, or bucky.

a. Removes any markers for further
use. If bilateral views are to be
taken on the film, removes leaded
rubter mask and remasks all but
next area to be exposed.

b. If the patient is accident victim
or if so requested, performer ar-
ranges to have the first expo-
sure(s) processed at once and 4%

brought to the appropriate radic:-
logist.

c. If the first radiograph(s) pte-§

liminary (scout) films, perfLyirger
brings the processed radiogra;,,b(s)
directly to the radiologist A
charge or places on view boxeri ami
informs radiologist that the F,c:-.4st

(s) are ready. If. the radioloi
indicates that there is any pr,!,-
lem with the technical factors or
the patient positionlmg, performer
records or notes for '.ter use in

Jle examination and/or rcpeats pre-
iiininary radiography as Ordered.

d. Depending on whether radiologist
will evaluate radiographs before
completicm of all possible expo-
sures for the series, performer ar
ranges to process film(s) and eval
uate for quality control personal-
ly, hav:., this done, or brin to
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darkroom for processing and later
evaluation, based on time available,
institutional arrangements, or spe-
cific instructions. Attaches ID card
for use with flasher if appropriate.
May sign requisition.

e. While films are being processed and/
or evaluated performer has patient
relax in examination room or holding
area. Explains what will happen
next.

i) Performer determines whether pa-
tient should remain on table and/
or in room or requires observa-
tion. May consult requisition
sheet or attending RN. If appro-
priate, makes sure that patient
will be attended while waiting..

ii) If appropriate, moves x-ray tube
and any protruding film holder
away from patient before patient
rises.

iii) May decide to assist patieat to
ehae or stretcher or from table.
Makes sure patient is reminded
of any footrest in stepping off
table.

22. When (or if) performer learns from the
radiologist the extent of the injury
and/or whether further conventional
views and/or positiehs can be under-
taken, eliminated or altered, perform-
er proceeds as appropriate according to
instructions.

a. For further exposures performer re-
peats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification of
film holder or cassette and use of
R-L marker, selection and setting
of technique for next view (if dif-
ferent), positioning patient an6
equipment for focus-object-film
alignment, proper collimation and
shielding, breathing instructions,
and making expoeure, as described

above. For bilateral exposures on
one film, keeps R7-L refeeence con-
stant; centers using the Eoint
marked earlier on the ceeeette.

b. Performer refrains from commenting
on the films or providieee any in-
terpretation.

c. If performer is asked repeat any
exposures, makes sure eeat the ad-
ditional exposures are learranted
medically, since additienal radia-
tion will be incurred.

i) Notes whether need repeat i
due to performer's ewn negli-
gence or lack o! attention so
that performer cen avoid future
"retakes."

ii) If request for re:ekes reflects
malfunctioning egelemeet,
former reperts malfunction to
appropriate staff member,

iii) If request for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of a radio3ogist, per-
former notes for futeee work
done for the given radiologist
so that retekee een be avoided.

23. When performer is suee that the exam-
ination has been completed, performer
may have patient transported back to
holding area or next location, or de-
cides to do personally, as appropri-
ate. Makes .sure 'that nore of the
equipment is erojecting over the pa-
tient before Lliewing patient to rise
from stool or table, and assists pa-
tient as described above.

24. Performer carries out termination
steps for tfee examination:

a. Performer has equipment and exami-
nation table cleaned after use or
decides to do personally, depend-
ing on institutional arrangements.
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b. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken, the
technical factors used and film
sizes; may record the number of ex-
posures made of each view including
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any problem
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. If any views cal-
lad for in the initial request could
not be obtained, performer may re-
cord reasons. Signs requisition
sheet.

c. If pirformer will only carry out
preliminary "scout" filming and
another technologist will continue
with examination, performer records
the approved technical factors used
for the scouts, and the accessories
employed, or informs technologist
whd will continue. Performer gives
the requisition sheet, name card,
and any notes to technologist who
will continue with procedure.

d. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book per-
sonally or have this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

e. For profile study of relationship
of bony and soft tissue contours of
facial bones, performer obtains
films after processing. Marks bone
projection (film from cassette) to
be used in preparing contact print
for mask, (as in subtraction techni
que) to be superimposed on soft tis
sue projection (film from envelope)
for a composite print; marks soft
tissue projection appropriately.
May fill out order for preparation
of composite print (same process as
subtraction technique), and place

10
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with radiographs for processing b
darkroom aid, or decides to do
personally.

f. May indicesc4. to appropriate staff
person whiln the performer is
ready to pI6cec :;'. with next exami-

nation.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 366

This is page _1 of 15 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,positioned;parts
measured;fiIms identified;technical factors selected
and set; technique for bilateral filming, stereo-
graphy set up; exposures made; radiographs sent for
processing and evaluation; procedures repeated as ap
propriate fo- full set of views; patient returned;
examination recorded; radiographs placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant pa-
tient scheduled for radiography
of the paranasal sinuses:

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

b. From co-worker.
c. After having arranged requi-

sitions in order of priority.

The plain films of the sinuses
may aerve as preliminary "scout"
films for contrast studies.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tio% sheet to determine 0-1
examination called for, pd,-
pose, the patient involved,

special considerations, and
to check the completeness of
the information provided:

a. Performer checks the exam-
inations called for in-
cluding the side of inter-
est and the affected
areas, whether the study
is to provide pre-opera-
tive measurements, whether
bilateral or unilateral

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history;pen;x-ray machine control panel(s),
tube,bucky,table,collimator,extension cones;techniqu.
chart;charts for conversion of technique,standard ex
amination views,dosage,tube capacity;loaded cas-
settes;upright film holder;leaded rubber shielding;
R-L and ID markers;immobilization devices;sinus mask
or face rest;head clamp;weighted band;tape;chair;cal

ipers;protractor;triangles;stool;scissors;cassette
tunnel;marking pen;cork;stretcher or wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...C() No...( )

. If "Yes"777. 3: Name the kin of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-infant patient to be radiographed; radiologic
technologist; radiologist; nurse

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
views are requested, the
patient positions and
views called for, the num-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking plain film radiographs of the paranasal sinus-
es of a non-infant patient by reviewing request; re- ber of exposures, the cen-

tral beam angulation, the
areas and parts to be in-
cluded. Notes whether
there will be bilateral
views on a single film,
whether the use of a grid
or bucky will be involved.

OK-RP;RR;RR

porting observed contraindications; reassuring pt.;
measuring part;setting up for bilateral exposures,
stereography as ordered;selecting and setting techni-
cal factors;identifying film;positioning pt. and
equipment for erect seated or recumbent exposure;pro-
viding shielding;collimating;making exposure;having
radiographs processed and reviewed;repeating for full
set of views or as ordered;having pt.returned;placing
radiographs for use;recording examination. 6. Check here if this

is a master sheet.. 4
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Checks the name of the referring phy-
sician.

b. Performer reads patient's name, iden-
tification number, sex, age, and
weight. Notes whether patient is in-
patient, out-patient, or emergency
patient. Notes any special informa-
tion that will affect patient posi-
tioning, technique, or handling of
the patient, whether patient will be
on a stretcher or wheelchair, and
the nature of any known pathology
which would affect technique.

c. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling,
such as heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, infirmity,
incoherence; whether patient has IV
drip, oxygen supply, urinary cathe-
ter or similar device in place; note
whether patient will be accompanied
by nurse or other staff person.

d. With patients who are to undergo sub
sequent contrast studies, performer
may note whether orders for prior
preparation have been given and car-
ried out; not already done, may
arrange to have orders carried out
or informs appropriate staff member.
If patient's record indicates orders
for sedation or any other prior medi
cation, performer may check timing
to be sure a proper elapse of time
has occurred for medication to take
effect. May arrange to delay examina
tion if appropriate.

e. If performer is not already assigned
to examination room (and a particu-
lar machine) notes the room or ma-
chine involved. Goes to examination
room or control room for machine in-
volved. Checks that proper shock-
proof equipment is available in room
for use in direct contact with pa-
tient's head.

f. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that

information on requisition sheet is
complete. Checks whether any spe-
cial orders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad ex-
posure involved for the examination

g. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer may review pa-
tient's radiation exposure history,
prior record of techniques used,
and cumulative exposure. Notices
whether examination has been done
elsewhere in recent past, whether
number of radiographic exposures
ordered or done in past should be
brought to radiologist's atcention.

h. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer notes whether fe-
male patient is pregnant, reviews
date of female patient's last men-
strual period, or notes any other
indication that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or possible
fetus. Notes shielding needed.

i. If referring physician has re-
quested that films already on file
be sent with current radiographs,
and if not already with patient's
jacketed material, performer ar-
ranges to have prior films deliv-
ered.

If the p2rformer determines that the
request is not properly authorized, is
incomplete, or that suffiuient infor-
mation is lacking for performer to se-
lect technique or to properly position
or care for patient, or if performer
considers that there may be contraindi
cations to going ahead with the proce-
dure, performer notifies supervisor,
radiologist, or other designated staff
person, depending on institutional
procedures. Explains the problem if
appropriate, and proceeds after obtain
ing needed information, signature, or
orders.

9.1 0
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When performer is clear about what will
be involved in examination, he or she
prepares ahead so as not to keep patient
in examination room longer than neces-
sary:

List Elements Full

a. Performer reviews the technique chart
for the machine to be used and takes
note of any newly posted changes in
technical factors (to reflect accom-
modation for change in machine out-
put or a policy decision).

b. Performer washes hands as appropri-
ate; depending on patient's condi-
tion, may decide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontamina-
tion techniques.

c. Performer may set up equipment as ap
propriate for stereographic projec-
tions if ordered.

d. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel for x-ray generator
and checks that indicator light
shows that machine is "warmed up,"
or turns on main switch as appropri-
ate to equipment and allows time for
machine to "warm up." If appropriate,
performer may set radiography mode
selector and set collimator control
for manual operation.

e. Performer checks that appropriate im-
mobilization devices such as sand-
bags, angle blocks, tape, weighted
band, Granger sinus mask or face
rest are present, and that there is
a mattress, pads, pillows, and/or
blankets for comfort of patient if
patient will lie on table. If appro-
priate, obtains protractor, card-
board triangles, cassette tunnels.

f. Checks that there is leaded rubber
shielding available in room to be
used to protect the patient, and/or
to place beneath the film holder, as
appropriate.

g. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided b institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-
priate patient identification
information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on
card if not received with req-
uisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that
right (R) and left (L) markers
are available for use.

4. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and prepared
for the examination (if not already
done), or decides to do personally.

a. Depending on institutional ar-
rangements, performer may decide
to escort out-patient to or from
dressing room. May decide to
assist in transporting patient
from holding area or have this
done.

b. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and
introduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient
is accompanied because of seri-
ousness of condition, performer
checks with accompanying staff
member on any special precautions
necessary during procedure.

c. Has patient assume a comfortable
position seated on table or
chair. If patient Ls in wheel-
chair, moves chair
into position next to table.
If patient is on special
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stretcher, places stretcher into
position so that radiolucent stret-
cher can be lifted with patient on
it from wheeled base to x-ray table.
May arrange to move patient to table.

d. Performer explains to patient what
will be involved in the procedure;
indicates what types of positions th
patient will be asked to assume and
the cooperation that will be asked
of the patient.

e. Performer answers patient's non-medi
cal questions honestly; attempts to
reassure patient and develop confi-
dence. Treats patient with dignity
and concern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains aware that patient
may be frightened and/or in pain.
Performer explains when asked medi-
cal questions that it is not appro-
priate'far technologist to answer
these; encourages patient to speak
to physician.

f. If patient has an IV drip in place,
performer checks that needle has not
become dislodged and that the fluid
is dripping at an even rate. If
there are any problems, performer
lamps tube and notifies an MD or ap

propriate staff person at once. If
there is a wet dressing, performer
has it reinforced or decides to do
personally.

g. If appropriate and not already done,
performer questions female patient
of child bearing age regarding pos-
sible pregnancy. If there is any pos
sibility that petient is pregnant
and this has not already been record
ed, performer informs appropriate
physician and proceeds only with ap-
proval,

h. If not already done, has patient
remove dentures, hair pins, spec-
tacles, and any jewelry from head
and neck. Makes sure that all gar-
ments are re:aoved down to below the
neck.

List Elements Full

Performer questions patient and/or RN
or MD present on what movement is pos-
sible to determine what positions are
available for use.

a. Performer notes whether patient can
be examined in the standard body
positions called for with the pro-
jections ordered; if not, plans to
substitute alternative body posi-
zions to achieve the same projec-
tions.

b. Performer notes whether patient can
assume erect positions for projec-
tions where this is an option.
Chooses erect seated position for
demonstrating fluid levels unless
otherwise indicated,such as for
cardiac patient.

c. Where erect and recumbent, or
tilted positions are ordered, per-
former plans to allow enough time
before exposure to permit exudate t
gravitate to its natural level.

d. Observes whether patient is obese
or has a short neck requiring spe-
cial.positioning or use of angle
block under film. Notes whether
thin patient will need padding un-
der bony prominences.

e. Performer considers the number and
types of projections ordered for
the examination and the patient's
condition. Performer may consider a
change from standard projections to
better accomplish the purpose of
the examination, or deletion of a
position, or a change in technical
-factors. Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may obtain
permission from appropriate radiolo
gist or decides personally to alter
the standard procedure.

Depending on whether a bucky or table
top technique will be used and stan-
dard institutional practices, perform-
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er selects speed and type of film, grid,
and cassette combination.

a. Selects size(s) based on the area(s)
to be included, the patient's skull
size, and whether bilateral views are
to be exposed on a single film.

b. Performer makes sure that an adequate
supply of loaded casmettes of the
types and sized selected are avail-
able in the examination room. If not,
arranges to obtain or decides to ob-
tain personally. %

. Performer prepares for the examination:

a. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
projection.

b. May mark midpoint of each cassette
(or each half of a cassette to be
used for separate bilateral views).
Uses radiolucent marker.

c. If bilateral exposures will be made
separately on one film, performer
mentally decides how these will be
positioned so that the film need not
be turned for viewing each image.
Performer uses leaded rubber sheets
and masks the cassette completely
except for the half to be exposed.
Treats the half to be exposed from
this point as though it were the ac-
tual film size.

d. If bilateral views are to be project
ed on a single film for a stereo-
scopic examination, performer num-
bers or marks cassettes so that the
order of their placement and expos-
ure will be correct.

e. Performer attaches identification in
formation to the cassette or table
top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-Lop as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate corner of cassette.

iii) If patient idenLification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flashcard aside
for later use with space created
by piece of leaded rubber on ap-
propriate edge of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

f. If cassette is to be used with
bucky (under tabletop or in upright
holder) performer may manually pull
out bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into bucky
tray and pushes back. Makes sure
clamps are closed. Moves cassette
into appropriate "stored" position
or inserts cassette tray into bucky
slot and centers.

g. If a bucky is not being used, per-
former places cassette in a posi-
tion that approximates its loca-
tion in the final positioning. If
appropriate to make possible mini-
mal moveml!pt of patient, performer
may ?lace cassette in upright hold-
er at right angles to table top or
in other position selected.

h. Performer provides patient and
everyone who will remain in room
during exposure with protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation expo-
sure.

8. Performer has patient assume a com-
fortable reculTop.mt: or seated position,
def:ending on tne positions to be em-
ployed, so that the relevant skull
dimensions can be measured. Makes sure

23
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that wheelchair is in locked position
if patient is to be positioned in it.

a. If appropriate, places mattress, pil-
low, or clean linen on x-ray table.

b. Performer may decide to assist pa-
tient from wheelchair or stretcher to
table or has this done. May obtain
help. Makes sure that no equipment is
in the way and may be collided with
by patient.

c. If assisting patient to step on foot-
stool in order to get on table, helps
patient turn into position, step
backwards on stool, and then sit and/
or lie on table.

d. Performer uses centimeter calipers
to measure the thickness of the
part(s) to be radiographed in the
direction in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from tube to film.
Re -Ids for use in determining ex-
posure factors.

e. After measuring, has patient rest in
as relaxed a position as possible.
May place pad, blanket or pillow
under bony prominences to provide
comfort.

Performer selects the exposure factors
for the first projection by consulting
the technique chart(s) posted for the
machine:

a. Locates the information needed for
the body part awl projection in-
volved according to the centimeter
thickness or the part as measured
and the collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure that technique re-
lates to the combination of film
type and speed and use or nonuse of
other accessories (si-J1 as screens,
grids, bucky, etc.).

b. Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(seconds
of exposure time), focal spot size,
and the focal film distance (TFD or

POW,

2 1.
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FFD) called for. Makes note of any
differenr,.. between FFD for pre-
operative measurements and other
purposes and uses relevant dis-
tance as appropriate.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time
have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
necessary to account for a patho-
logical condition, change in TFD,
preference of the radiologist in-
volved, and any other conversion
needed. Performer looks up numeri-
cal conversion factors and calcu-
lates, or uses conversion charts
to ascertain the appropriate new
exposure factor (kVp, mA and/or
time). Multiplies, divides, adds,
or subtracts as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or unfam-
iliar exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure
that technique does not exceed the
heat capacities of the tube for
the focal spot size to be used. If
appropriate, performer reconverts
the technique to an equivalent out-
put using higher kVp and lower

10. Performer sets exposure factors as se
lected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized.

b. If appropriate, checks line volteg
meter and, if needed, turns compen
sator dial until needle is aligned
properly on lind meter,

c. For zo-,..ventional expo3ure control:

i) Performer sets milliamperage
by choosing selectors for the
correct focal spot size; sets
the mA selected.
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ii) Performer selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired.

iii) Performer sets the kVp select-
ed by choosing the combination
of major kilovoltage and minor
kilovoltage settings to produce
the desired kVp.

d. For automatic phototimed exposure
control:

i) Performer selects and sets the
category corresponding to the
type of study and use or nonuse
of screens, bucky, etc., and,
if appropriate,focal spot size.

ii) Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).

iii) May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.

iv) Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the
study.

v) Makes sure backup-timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

e. Depending on the equipment, may set
controls to provide for use of
bucky, manual tableside adjustment
of table and tube height, position,
and of collimation, unless these
have already been set.

f. Performer returns to overhead unit;
sets the focal-film distance,if not
alrealy done, as appropriate to pur-
pose of the study. Operates controls
or manually moves the x-ray tube
into place over the film holder (or
at right angles to upright holder).
Checks focal-film distance by read-
ing indicator scale in the tube
housing; adjusts up or down until
the required FFD (TFD) is obtained.

11.

List ElemeaLLIally

Performer prepares the part to be ra-
diographed in the position selected
for the first (or next) exposure (un-
less this is done by physician):

a. May explain or demonstrate to pa-
tient' what is required. May obtain
help in positioning.

b. Performer positions patient by
first positioning body and then
positioning head. In positioning
body, performer proceeds as fol-
lows:

i) For positioning patient in AP
or PA supine or erect posi-
tion, performer arranges body
so that its median sagittal
plane is centered to the mid-
line of table or film holder.
For lateral positioning has
median sagittal plane of
body lie parallel to the mid-
line.

Supports any elevated parts.
Has erect seated patients
distribute weight evenly on
both buttocks.
Has erect patient face film
holder for PA projection and
face away from film holder
for AP projection.

ii) Has prone patient flex elbows
place arms in a comfortable
position. Supports ankles.
Rests patient's head on fore-
head and nose. May have pa-
tient rest hands beneath
chest.

Has semiprone patient rest
on forearm and flexed knee of
elevated side; supports ankle
and flexed knee.
Has supine pat!ent place
arms in a comfortable posi-
tion and supports ankles and
kneg.s.

For oblique erect position
adjusts body to make possible
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correct angulation of the head.
Places arms in comfortable posi
tion.

iii) For thin patient in recumbent

iv) PerLormer marks or defines
the acanthiomeatal line as
that connecting the external
auditory meatus and the acan-

lateral, PA,and oblique posi- thion.
tioning, performer may elevate v) Performer defines the inter-
chest so that the cervical ver- pupillary line as the trans-
tebrae are at a correct level,

iv) With all positions arranges
verse line which connects the
pupils of the eyes when the

shoulders to lie on a single patient is looking straight
transverse plane. ahead, with the nasion at its

v) For obese patient performer midpoint.
positions in seated erect posi- vi) Performer defines the glabel-
tion when possible. Uses a por- loalveolar line as that con-
table cassette holder if pos- necting the most prominent
sible in the vertical or hori- point in the midsagittal
zontal position to obtain a cor plane between the eyebrows
rect part-film distance without
magnification. Adjusts tube pos

and the most prominent point
in the midsagittal plane of

ition as appropriate. If not the upper alveolus.

I

able to achieve correct part- vii) Performer immobilizes skull
film distance, performer adjust- with a head clamp or a weight-
focal-film distance to compen- ed band and rechecks angula-
sate.

c. In positioning head, performer re-
tion and position. Uses exten-,
sion cone in direct contact

fers to standard reference lines. with head when appropriate
May use wax marker to draw in refer for immobilization (as well
ence lines or points of skull, or as for proper collimation).
visualizes mentally. Has patient Rechecks positioning after
first relax muscles of neck and immobilizing.
then moves head gently. d. Performer centers part and keeps
i) Performer defines the median the long axis of the part parallel

sagittal plane of the skull by to the film holder. When using a
referring to the sagittal line bucky, centers patient to midline.
connecting nasion, acanthion I,

and symphysis menti (mental
With cassette on table top, cen-
ters film to part. With upright

point),
ii) Performer marks or defines the

holder, adjusts height of holder
to part and centers part to film.

orbitomeatal line for reference May obtain help in positioning.
as that connecting the external i) In setting tube angulation
auditory meatus and the outer performer measures the angles
canthus of the patient's eye. between the central ray and

iii) Performer marks or defines the reference lines on the pa-
infraorbitomeatal line by find- tient's skull, such as the
ing the line connecting the ex- orbitomeatal or interpupil-
ternal auditory meatus and the lary lines. Checks skull rota-
infraorbital margin. May pal- tion by measuring the angle
pate to find infraorbital mar- between the horizontal plane
:in.
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or the vertical central ray and
the median sagittal line.

ii) In centering and directing the
central ray for stereoscopic
examination, performer centers
and adjusts the central ray at
the angle for a single plane
study. For first exposure moves
centering point the correct
distance in the appropriate
direction (such as lateralward
or posterior); then increases
or decreases the angle as ap-
propriate. For the second expo-
sure, removes the first casset-
te and replaces with a second
cassette. Starts again from
single plane angulation;shifts
centering in the opposite di-
rection for the same distance,
and changes the angulation in
the opposite direction (in-
creases or decreases). For bi-
lateral studies on single cas-
settes, has the first cassette
include both sides shifted in
the same direction and the sec-
ond cassette including both
sides shifted in the opposite
direction, so that each casset-
te has bilateral views with a
common shift direction; makes
a total of four exposures for
each study.

iii) If pre-operative measurements
are to be taken from the radio-
graphs, perflrmer takes spec-
ial precal:cions in measuring
angulation. Uses triangles,
rectangles, and protractors to
check every angle or,line
placement.

12. Performer pc.,tions as follows (unless
nonconventioltal positioning is being
used to avoif' having patient move):

a. For a lattral projection of the
paranasal sinuses, performer has

List Elements Full

patient seated in a true lateral
position before vertical cassette,
with side of interest against cas-
sette; may have patient lie in
semiprone position or sit with head
resting on a horizontally placed
cassette on side of interest.
Performer has patient rest head on
the parietal eminence. Centers cas-
sette or stereo cassette-changing
tunnel to the outer canthus of the
side of interest. Uses careful
measuring to place median sagittal
plane of head parallel with the
plane of the film,and the inter-
pupillary line at right angles to
the plane of the film. Directs
central ray at right angles to the
midpoint, entering at the outer
canthus of the uppermost side.
For stereographic views,takes
first exposure with tube centered
as for single plane study. Shifts
tube in posterior direction for
second view. Reminds patient to
retain position for second view
while cassette is changed or
shifted. If a bilateral study has
been ordered, performer sets up
similarly for opposite side later-
al view.

b. For a PA projection (posterior
view) of the paranasal sinuses,
performer notes area of interest
and whether Granger sinus mask or
similar face rest will be used.
For stereoscopic projections makes
tube shifts in transverse or long-
itudinal direction.
i) For PA projection of the

frontal sinuses and anterior
ethmoidal cells, performer
has patient assume a seated
or prone PA position. Has pa-
tient rest head on the fore-
head and nose, adjusted so
that median sagittal plane is
at right angles to the plane
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of the film. Centers to the
nasion. Adjusts flexion so that
the orbitomeatal line is at
right angles to plane of film.
Directs central ray to glabella
at 15° caudad or as ordered.

ii) For PA projection of the sphe-
noidal sinuses, performer has
patient assume a seated or
prone PA position. Has patient
rest head on forehead and nose,
adjusted so that median sagit-
tal plane is at right angles to
film. Centers to the glabella.
Adjusts flexion so that the or
bitomeatal line is at right
angles to the plane of the
film. Directs central ray to
exit at the glabella at 10°-12°
cephalad or as ordered.

iii) For a PA projection of the pos
terior ethmoidal cells, per-
former positions as for (i),
above, but directs central ray
at right angles to the midpoint
of the film, entering in the
occipital area.

iv) For a PA projection of the
antra (maxillary sinus?s) and
the anterior ethmoidal cells,
performer positions as for (i),
above, but centers to the
median saggital plane at a
level midway between the infra
orbital margins and the acau-
thion. Directs central ray at
right angles to the midpoint
of the film.

v) For a PA projection of the
sphenoids, posterior ethmoids,
and antra using a sinus mask
for positioning, performer
places a Granger or similar
face rest for the sinuses on a
17° angle block directed cran-
ially. Places cassette in posi
tion and immobilizes block.
Has patient assume a seated or

prone PA position with face
lying on sinus mask so that
nose projects through opening
and face rests on the glabel-
la and the upper alveoLus.
Locates a point on the median
sagittal axis at the 1e-Je1 of
a line passing through the
floor of the external auditory
meatus. Directs central ray at
right angles to that point or
at cephalad angulation ordered.

c. For a PA parietoacanthial projec-
tion (anterior view) of the maxil-
lary sinuses (antra), performer
positions patient in erect seated
PA position with the chin resting
on cassette, cassette tunnel or
table top. Adjusts so that median
sagittal plane is vertical. Places
head so that the orbitomeatal line
forms a 37° angle with plane of
film. Checks to be sure that head
is extended so that a line connect,
ing the external auditory meatus
to the mental point is at right
angles to the plane of the film.
Centers cassette to the acanthion.
Directs central ray at right an-
gles to the midpoint of the film,
entering the vertex and emerging
at the acanthion.

For a study of questionable shad-
ows, performer may tilt the head
laterally to one side or the other
so that the median sagittal plane
forms an angle of 30° to 40° with
the horizontal plane. For stereo
projections makes tube shifts in
transverse or longitudinal direc-
tion.

d. For an axial view of the paraddsal
sinuses,performer selects PA or-AP
positioning, erect or recumbent.

i) For a verticosubmental projec-
tion of the paranasal sinuses,
primarily sphenoid sinuses
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and/or hyoid bone, performer
has patient assume a prone or
seated PA position with head
extended over a horizontally
placed cassette. Performer ele
vates the side of the cassette

_adjacent to the patient so that
the extension of the throat
provides the minimal part-film
distance. Centers film to the
throat midway between mastoid
tips. Adjusts head so that med
ian sagittal plane is vertical.
Directs central ray at right
angles to the infraorbitomeata
line, centered to the intersec
tion of the median sagittal
plane and a coronal plane con-
necting the sella turcica and
the angles of the jaw.

ii) For a submentoverttcal projec-
tion of the paranasal sinuses,
performer has patient assume a
seated erect or supine AP posi
tion. For seated erect patient,
performer places a low-back
chair far enough away from the
cassette holder to allow a
semi-upright position,with pa-
tient leaning back and resting
the vertex of the skull agains
the film holder. For supine pa
tient, elevates torso so that
head can be extended completel
with .head resting on the ver-
tex. Flexes patient's knees.
Performer supports head after
adjusting central ray angula-
tion,and repositions only when
ready to make exposure so as
to keep strain on neck to a
minimum.
Adjusts head so that median
sagittal plane is at right
angles to film and so that the
infraorbitomeatal line is
closely parallel to the plane
of the film. Adjusts the cen-

List Elements Fully

tral ray angulation to be at
right angles with the infra-
orbitomeatal line, centered
to the sella turcica f;oronal
plane passing 3/4 inch anter-
ior to external auditory
meatus). Centers film to cen-
tral ray. Directs central ra
to enter the median sagittal
plane of the throat between
the angles of the mandible
and th e. sella turcica. May

'ead with tape
placed oLt %e chin and
anchored to t' a sides of the
table or fiE. h lder.

e. For semiaxial PA pr.,Joctions (an-
terior view) of tho ne- ,nasal
sinuses, performer r!ores area of
interest and whethet (ranger sinus
mask or similar fac:a will be
used.

i) For semiaxial PA projection
of the frontal anterior eth-
moid and maxillary (antra)
siauses using a sinus mask,
performer positions patient
und equipmnt as in (b,iv),
above,with angle block ot a
23° caudal angle. Directs
cntral ray vertically to a

in midway between the in-
fraorbie.rl'margins.

ii) For a semiaxial transoral pro
jection of the sphenoid
sinnses, Fuls patient assume
seated erect or prone PA posi
t:Jn. For prone positioning,
prepares cassette on a caudal
ly inclined angle block
covered with saLitary, radio-
lucent paper. PerforAer has
patient re:zt after adjusting
film and central ray angula-
tion, and repositions only
when ready to make exposure.
Has patient rest nose and
chin firmly on cassette, rith
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median sagittal plane vertral.
Has patient open mouth wide.
Centers to the open mouth. Dir-
ects central ray along a line
connecting the sella turcica to
the center of the open mouth at
the median sagittal plane. Just
before exposure performer im-
mobilizes head. Has patient
open mouth as wide as possible
and practice phonating the
sound "ah-h." Rechecks position
of head.

f. For oblique projections of the pare-
nasal sinuses, performer notes areas
of interest and whether bilateral
views are ordered.

i) For an oblique projection of
ethmoid, frontal,and sphenoid
sinuses, performer has pati-nt
assume seated or prone PA posi-
tion. Has patient rest head on
the zygoma, nose and chin. Cen
ters unmasked half of film to
the orbit on the side of inter
est. Adjusts flexion of head so
the acanthiomeatal line is par
allel with the transverse axis
of the film. Adjusts rotation
so that the median sagittal
plane forms an angle of 530
iiith the plane of the film.
Directs the central ray at
right angles to the midpoint o
the film, entering at the uppe
parietal region. After first
exposure positions other side
of film to the opposite orbit
am.: sets up similarly.

ii) For an inferosuperior oblique
projection of the floor of the
antrum showing its relation-
whip to the teeth, performer
has patient assume prone or
seated position with head rest
ing on horizontally placed cas
sette. Has patient extend chin
and rest on chin, nose, and

List Elements Full
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zygoma. Centers the region
of the antrum on the side of
interestto the unmasked half
of the film. Dit:ects central
ray to midpoint of film at
25° to 300 cephalad, entering
just behind the angle of the
jaw on the uppermost sid.o.
After first exposure positions
other side of film and patient
similarly for view of opposit
side.

13. If, during positioning, patient shows
signs of severe pain, performer may
notify appropriate physician at once
and await orders, or may decide on al
ternative positioning to avoid move-
ment of the affected part.

14. Performer checks final positioning
using triangles, protractor and light
in collimator. Activates the collima-
tor light and points the light beam
towards the part. Adjusts the collima
tor opening to correspond to the film
size (or the size of the unshilded g

area of the film to be exposed,. Uses'
cross-hair shadows as reference for
center of field. Uses the collimator
light to center the patient to the
x-ray field, or centers the part to
the film holder and uses the dollima-,,
tor light to center the tube to v:le
part. Rechecks angulation of head and
central ray. Checks that the prima7y
beam will enter the center of the nre
of interest at the selected angle L.)
the film so as to project the view de
sired. May readjust tube position
lengthwise or crosswise to provide
better centering.

15. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized, performer adjusts
the collimator. Either collimates so
that a small unexposed border will ap
ppar around the edge of the film or
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collimates further so as"to expose only
the area of interest (and thus provide
maximum protection and detail). For
small fields (if not already done in
positioning) perform.r_attaches an aux-
iliary extension cone to collimator to
further reduce the primary beam. Ad-
justs primary beam to minimum size
needed to cover the part(s) of inter-
est.

16. Performer adds lead shielding to areas
that will be in the primary path of
the beam but are not included in the
areas of interest. Makes sure that
proper protectii.e shielding has been
provided to patient and everyone who
will remain in room.

List Elements Full

1 . Throughout procedure performer observes
patient for any signs of emergency and/
or to prevent or respond to an acci-
dent. Is alert to signs of nausea, dizi
zinE.ss, or,sweat suggesting faintness. I
Performer may have patient lie dowa,
lower head, or raise legs. Notifies
nurse. If patient shows any other emer-
gency signs, loses consciousness, or
has an accident, performer calls appro-
priate physician or staff member at
once. May decide to provide emergency
first aid as well. If a patient's cath-
eter becomes disconnected, performer
clamps it and immediately notifies
nurse. If catheter should come out,
nutifies staff member at once.

18. When everything is ready for the expo-
sure, performer reviews with patient
what breath control will be used for
exposure:

a. Performer has patient hold breath
until told to relax by performer
for all projections except as fol-
lows:

For semiaxial transoral projection
of the spheno:d sinuses, performer

has patient open mouth wide and
softly phonate the sound "ah-h"
during the exposure as rehearsed.
Rechecks position and anguiation.

b. Reminds patient about those posi-
tions which are to be maintained
for a second exposure.

c. Performer observes the patient's
movement until the moment that the
exposure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

19. The performer returns to control room
Makes sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in poSition.
Tells patient when to breathe as in-
structed by calling or using intercom
Performer initiates exposure by press
ing hand trigger or exposure control
button.

a. While exposure is underway perform
er checks that mA meter records ap
propriate current as set, that kVp
meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or exces-
sive drop; may listen for sound of
normal functioning of equipment.
If there is malfunction, may de-
cide to report; anticipates need
to repeat exposure.

c. With phototimer notes whether back
up timer has been involved in
terminating exposure before photo-
timed exposure was completed. If
so, anticipates possible need to
repeat exposure (due to underexpo-
sure if premature cut-off, or
overexposure due to faulty timer).

d. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax.

e. If the exposure is terminated by
a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-
nical factors for possible over-
load or checks for overload else-
where on circuit. Anticipates need
to repeat exposure.
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2 . Performer returns to patient. Removes
cassette or film holder from table,
floor, or bucky.

a. Removes any markers for further use.
If Wateral views are to be taken
on the film, removes leaded rubber
mask and remasks all but next area
to be exposed.

b. If requested, performer arranges to
have the first exposure(s) processed
at once and brought to the appropri-
ate radiologist or viewed wet in
darkroom.

c. If the first radiograph(s) are pre-
liminary (scout) films, or are to
be viewed wet, performer brings
the processed radiograph(s) directly
to the radiologist in charge,places
on view boxes and/or arranges to
have viewed in darkroom; informs
radiologist that the radiographs
are ready. If the radiologist indi-
cates that there is any problem wit
the technical factors, processing,
or patient positioning, performer
records or notes for later use in
the examination and/or repeats pre-
liminary radiography as ordered.

d. Depending on whether r.-tiaologist
will evaluate radiographs before
completion of.all possible exposure
for the series, performer arranges
to process film(s) and evaluate for
quality control personally, have
this done, or bring to darkroom for
processing and later evaluation,
based un time available, institu-
tional arrangements, or specific in
structions. Attaches ID card for
use with flasher if appropriate.
May sign requisition.

e. While films are being processed and
or evaluated,performer has patient
relax in examination room or hold-
ing area. Explains what will happen
next.

List Elements Fullx.

i) Performer determines whether p
tient should remain on table
and/or in room or requires -b-
servation. May consult re'xisi-
tion sheet or attending RN. If
appropriate, makes sure that
patient will be attended while
waiting.

ii) If appropriate, moves x-ray
tube and any protruding film
holder away from patient before
patient rises.

iii) May decide to assist patient to
chair or stretcher or from
table. Makes sure patient is
reminded of any footrest in
stepping off table.

21. Whet (or if) performer learns from th
radiologist whether further conven-
tional views and/or positions can be
undertaken, eliminated or altered,
performer proceeds as appropriate ac-
cording to instructions.

a. For further exposures performer r
peats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification
of film holder or cassette and use
of R-L marker, selection and set-
ting of technique for next view
(if different), positioning patien
and equipment for focus-oLject-
film alignment, proper collima'-ion
and shielding, breathing instruc-
tions, and making exposure, as :la-
scribed above. For bilateral expo-
sures on one film, keeps R-L ref-
erence constant; centers using the
point marked earlier on the cas-
sette.

b. Performer refrains from commenting
on the films or providing any in-
terpretation.

c. If performer is asked to repeat
any exposures, makes sure that the
additional exposures are warranted
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medically, since additional radia-
tion will be incurred.

i) Notes whether need to repeat is
due to performer's own negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future
"retakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former repOrts malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request.for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of a radiologist, per-
former notes for future work
done for the given radiologist
so-that retakes can be avoided.

d. Performer may arrange to have the
full set of pro(:essed radiographs
reviewed by a radiologist so that
any additional views required can
be made at once,.

22. When performer is sure that the ex-
amination has been completed, perform-
er may have patient transported back
to holding area or next location, or
decides to do personally, as appropri-
ate. Makes sure that none of the
equipment is projecting over the pa-
tient before allowing patient to rise
from stool or table, and assists pa-
tient as described above.

23. Performer carries out termination
steps for the examination:

a. Performer has equipment and exami-
nation table cleaned after use or
decides to do personally, depend-
ing on institutional arrangements.

b. Performer records Lhe examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,the
technical factors used and film
sizes; may record the number of ex-

posures made of each view includ-
ing retakes; may enter the esti-
mated radiation dose to which pa-
tient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may record
any problem with equipment, any
special care provided patient. If
any views called for in the ini-
tial request could not be obtained
performer may record reasons.
Signs requisition sheet.

C. If performer will only carry out
preliminary "scout" filming and
another technologist will continue
with examination, performer re-
cords the approved technical fac-
tors used for the scouts, and the
accessories employed, or informs
technologist who will continue.
Performer gives the requisition
sheet, name card, and any notes to
technologist who will continue
).-ith procedure.

d. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book per-
sonally or have this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

e. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,positioned;parts
measured;films identified;technical factors selected
and set;head immobilized;exposures made;radiographs
sent for processing and evaluation;procedures re-
peated as appropriate for full set of views;patient
returned;examination recorded;radiographs placed for
use.

2. What is used in performing_ this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history;pen;x-ray machine control panel(s),
tube,table,collimator,extension cones;technique
chart;charts for conversion of technique,standard ex-
amination views,dosage,tube capacity;cassette or non-I
screen film holders;periapical dental film laolders;
upright film holder;leaded rubber shielding;R-L and
ID markers;immobilization devices;head clamp;weight-
ed band;tape;chair;calipers;protractor;scissors;
film changing tunnel;stretcher or wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(30 No...( )

4. If "Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-infant patient to be radiographed;radiologic
technologist;radiologist;nurse

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking preliminary localization radiographs of for-
eign bodies in orbit or eye of non-infant patient by
reviewing request;reporting observed contraindica-
tions;reassuring pt.;measuring part;selecting and
setting technical factors;identifying film;position-
ing pt. and equipment for seated or recumbent expo-
sure;providing shielding;collimating;making exposure;
having radiographs processed and reviewed;repeating
for full set of views or as ordered;having pt. re-
turned;placing radiographs for use;recording exami-
nation.

List Elements Fully

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant pa-
tient scheduled for preliminary
radiographic localization of
foreign bodies in the orbit or
eye:

a

1.

After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.
From co-worker.
After having arranged requi-
sitions in order of priority.

The plain film may serve as
preliminary "scouts" for more
speciulized procedures using
special equipment.

Performer reads the iequisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examinationsalled for, pur-
pose, the patient involved,
special considerations, and
to check the completeness of
the information provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
aminations called for in-
cluding the method to use,
the suspected location of
the object(s), the patient
positions and vi.ews called
for, the number of expo-
sures and the central beam
angulation. Notes whether
there will be several
views on a single film,
whether the use of a grid
will be involved. Checks
the name of the rei,--ing
physician.

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(X
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b. Performer reads patient's name, iden-
tification number, sex, age, and
weight. Notes whether patient is in-
patient, out-patient, accident or
emergency patient. Notes any special
information that will affect patient
positioning, technique, or handling
of the patient, such as presence of
accident iujuries, unhealed or sus-
pected fracture, degenerating di-
sease, whether patient will be on a
stretcher or wheelchair, and the
nature of any known pathology which
would affect technique.

c. With patients with accident injuries
or unhealed fractures, performer may
make sure that a surgeon or radiolo-
gist is available to position the
patient; checks whether rotation and/
or extension of head is contraindi-
cated.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling,such
as heart disease, communicable or
infectious condition, infirmity, in-
coherence; whether patient has IV
drip, oxygen supply, urinary cathe-
ter or similar device in place;notes
whether patient will be accompanied
by nursf._ or other staff person.

e. If periormer is not already assigned
to examination room (and a particu-
lar machine) notes the room or ma-
chine involved. Goes to examination
room or control room for machine in-
volved. Checks that proper shock-
proof equipment is available in room
for use in direct contact with pa-
tient.

f. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet is
complete. Checks whether any special
orders on exposure factors are in
keeping with the usual rad exposure
involved for the examination.

g. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer may review pa-

List Elements Full

tient'r. radiation exposure history,
prior record of techniques used,and
cumulative exposure. Notices
whether examination has been done
elsewhere in recent past, whether
number of radiographic exposures
ordered or done in past should be
brought to radiologist's attention.

h. Depending .on institutional proce-
dures, performer notes whether fe-
male patient is pregnant, reviews
date of female patient's last men-
strual period, or notes any 3ther
indication that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or possible
fetus. Notes shielding needed.

i. If referring physician has request-
ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and
if not already with patient'E
jacketed material, perform..7.
ranges to have prior films deliver-
ed.

2. If the performer detervlines that the
request is not properly authorized,
incomplete, or that sufficientjanfor-
mation is lacking for performer to
select technique or to properly, posi-
tion or care for patient, or if per-
former considers that there may bl con
traindications to going ahead with the
procedure, performer notifies super-
visor, radiologist, or other desig-
nated staff person, depending on in-
stitutional procedures. Eyplains the
problem if appropriate, and proceeds
after obtaining needed information,
signature, or orders.

3. When performer is clear about what wil
be involved in examination, he or she
prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of anriy...._j_u_Uneve
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.

,

-
changes in technical factors (to re-
Elect accomodation for change in ma-
chine output or a policy decision).

b. Performer washes hands as appropri-
ate; may decide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontamina-
tion techniques.

c. Performer goes to control panel for
x-ray generator. Makes sure that
x-ray equipment is ready for usa.

d. Performer checks that appropriate de-
vices such as head clamp, weighted
band, cassette tunnel, protractor,
mattress, pads, pillows, leaded rub-
ber shielding and glov..s are avail-
able in room.

e. Performer prepares 'or identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

,. i) May obtain lead numerals and tape
,- and prepare identification strip

for placement on film holder(s)
giving patient identification in-
formation.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on film holder
surface; may wrie or type out ID
information on card if not re-
ceived with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are avail
able for use.

. Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared for the
examination (if not already done), or
decides to do personally.

a. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from dressing
room. May decide to assist in trans-
porting patient from holding area ur
have this done.

b. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and intro
duces self. Checks patient's iden-
tity against the requisition sheet.
With in-patient, checks hospital
identification bracelet or other
identifier. If patient is accompan-
ied because of seriousness of con-
dition, performer checks with ac-
companying staff member on any spe-
cial precautions necessary.

c. Has patient assume a comfortable
positirn seated on table or chair.
If patien- is in wheelchair, moves
patient in chair into position next
to table. If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher into
position so that radiolucent
stretcher can be lifted with pa-
tient on it from wheeled base to
x-ray table. May arrange to move
patient to table.

d. Performer explains to patient what
will be involved in the procedure;
indicates what types of positions
the patient will be asked to assume
and the cooperation that will be
asked of the patient.

e. Performer answers patient's non-med
ical questions honestly; attempts
to reassure patient and develop con
fidence. Treats patient with dig-
nity and concern regardless of pa-
tient's behavior. Remains aware
that patient may be frightened and/
or in pain. Performer explains when
asked medi,!al questions that it is
nr.t appropriate for technologist to
answer these; encourages patient to
speak to physician.

f. If appropriate and not already done,
qt:^3tions fEmale patient of child
bearing age regarding possible preg
nancy. If there is any possibility
that patient is pregnant and this
has not already been recorded, in-
forms appropriate physician and pro
ceeds only with approval.
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g. If not already done, has patient re-
move dentures, hair pins,spectacles,
and any jewelry from head and neck
and has all garments removed down to
below the neck.

Performer questions patient and/or RN
or MD to deterolne what positions are
available for zse.

a. If patient is an accident victim and
arrives on stretcher or bed, perform
er plans for radiographic positionin
of film and x-ray tube with patient
on stretcher and without rotating
head or torso.

b. Notes whether patient can assume
erect seated positions for projec-
tions where this ic an option or
whether recumblnt position is prefer
able, such as with cardiac patients.

c. Performer may consider a change from
standard projections to better accom
plish the purpose of the examina-
tion, or deletion of a position, or
a: change in technical factors. De-
pending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may obtain permis-
sion from appropriate radiologist or
decides personally to alter the
standard procedure.

. Depending on institutional practices
performer selects speed and type of
film, grid, and film holder combina-
tion:

a. Selects size(s) based on area to be
included, and whether several views
are to be exposed on a single film.

b. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of nonscreLn or cas-
sette holders and/or periapical
dental films of the types and sizes
selected are available in the ey-
amination room. If not, arranges
to obtain or decides to obtaia per-
sonally.

. Performer prepares for the examination:

List Elements Full

a. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded film holder for the
first projection.

b. If more than one exposure will be
made sepatately on one film, per-
former mentally decides how these
will be positioned so that the film
need not be turned for viewing each
image. Performer uses leaded rubber
sheets and masks the cassette com-
pletely except for the area to be
exposed. Treats the area to'be ex-
posed as though it were the actual
film size.

c. Attaches identification information
to the film holder or packet:
i) Places right or left marker on

film holder as appropriate to
the study and projection or de-
presses appropriate R or L but-
ton for automatic marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate'corner of holder or
packet.

iii) If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette.

iv) Parformer may place patient's
card into card tray if equiprent
has automatic film marker.

d. Performer places film hold_r in ap-
propriate final position in upright
film holder or oli table top, or
places for later use.

e. Prformer provides patient and
everyone who will remain in room
during expoEmre with protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation expo-
sure.
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8. Performer has patient assume a comfort-
able recumbent or seated position, de-
pending on the positions to be employ--
ed, so that the relevant skull dimen-
sions can be measured. Makes sure that
wheelchair ts in locked position if pa-
tient is to be positioned in it.

List Elements Full

a. If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow, or clean linen on x-ray
table.

b. Performer may decide to assist pa-
tient from wheelchair or stretcher
to table or has this done. May ob-
tain help. Makes sure that no equip-
ment is-in the way and may be Col-
lided with by patient.

c. If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on table,
helps patient turn into position,
step backwards on stool, and then
sit and/or lie on table.

d. Performer uses centimeter calipers
to measure the thickness of the
part(s) to 1sP radiographed in the
direction i Lich the central ray

the x-r .eAM will pass through
cente,,.: part from tube to film.

Rx,..cords for use in determining ex-
posure factors.

After measuring, has patient rest
in as relaxed a position as pos-
sible. May place pad, blanket or
pillow under bony prominences to
provide comfort.

9. Performer selects the exposure factors
for the first projection by consulting
the technique chart(s) posted for the
machine:

a. Locates the inf'ormation needed for
the body part and projection in-
volved according to the centimeter
thickness of the part as measured
and the collimated field size to
be used. Makes sure that technique
relates to the combination of film

type and speed and use or nonuse
of other accessories.

b. Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(sec-
onds of exposure time), focal spot
size, and the focal film distance
(TFD or FFD) called for.

c. Once.the standard kVp, mA and time
have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
necessary to accOunt for a patho-
logical condition, chav3e in TFD,
preference of the radiologist in-
volved, and any other conversion
needed. Performer looks up numer-
ical conversion factors and cal-
culates, or uses conversion
charts to ascertain the appropri-
ate new exposure factor (kVp, mA
and/or time). Multiplies, divides,
adds, or subtracts as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new cr unfam-
iliar exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure
that technique does not exceed the
heat capacities of the tube for
the focal spot size to be used.
If appropriate, performer recon-
verts the technique to an equiva-
lent output using higher kVp and
lower mAs.

10. Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized.

b. If appropriate, checks line volt-
age meter and, if needed, turns
compensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

c. Performer sets milliamperage by
choosing selectors for the cor-
rect focal spot size; sets the mA
selected.
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ii) For lateral views places med-
ian sagittal plane of body
parallel with midline. Sup-
ports elevated parts if supine.

iii) Has semiprone patient rest on

d. Performer selects and sets the ex-
posure time that will produce the
mAs desired.

e. Performer sets the kVp selected by
choosing the combination of major
kilovoltage and minor kilovoltage forearm and flexed knee of
settings to produce the desired kVp. elevated side and supports an-

f. Depending on the equipment, may set kles and flexed knee.
controls to provide for use of man-
ual tableside adjustment of table

iv) Has prone patient flex elbws,
place arms in a comfortable

and tube height, position, and of position. Supports ankles.
collimation unless these have al- Rests patient's head on fore-
ready been set. head and nose. May have pa-

g. Performer returns to overhead unit tient rest hands beneath chest.
and sets the focal-film distance (if v) If patient is thin, and will
not already done). Operates control
or manually moves the x-ray tube in

be in recumbent position, per- ,
former may elevate chest so

to place over the film holder. that cervical vertebrae are at
Checks the focal-film distance by correct level.
reading indicator scale in the tube vi) Performer positions obese pa-
housing; adjusts up or down until tients in seated erect posi-
the required FFD (TFD) is obtained. tion unless otherwise pre-

h. Supplies leaded glove to patient if scribed. Uses film holder in
patient will hold periapical *.ilm i vertical or horizontal posi-
place. tion if possible.

vii) For all positions arranges
11. -Performer prepares the part to be ra- shoulders to lie on a single

diographed in the position selected
for the first (or next) exposure.

transverse plane.

c. In positioning head, performer
a. May explain or demonstrate to pa- refers to standard reference

tient what is required. May obtain lines. Has patient relax muscles
help in positioning or has MD posi- of neck and then moves head gent-
tion in accident and fracture cases

b. Performer positions patient by
first positioning body and then po-

ly into position.

i) Performer defines the orbito-
sitioning head. In positioning body meatal line for reference by
performer proceeds as follows: finding the line connecting

the external auditory meatus
i) For PA positioning, prone or and the outer canthus of the

seated, performer arranges body patient's eye. .

so that its median sagittal ii) Performer defines the median
plane is centered to the midline sagittal plane of the skull by
of table or film holder. Has referring to the sagittal line
seated patient face tilm holder connecting nasion, acanthion
with weight distributed evenly and symphysis menti (nental
on both buttocks. point).

289
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d. Performer immobilizes skull with a
head clamp or a weighted band and
rechecks angulation and position.
Uses extension cone in direct con-
tact with head for immobilization
(as well as for proper collimation).

e. Performer centers part and keeps the
long axis of the part parallel to
the film holder. Centers patient to
midline. With film holder on table
top, centers film to part. With up-
right holder, adjusts height of
holder to part and centers part to
film. May obtain help in position-
ing.

f. In setting tube angulation perform-
er measures the angles between the
central ray and refefence lines on
patient's skull. Checks skull rota-
tion by measuring the angle between
the horizontal plane or the verti-
cal central ray and the median sag-
ittal line.

12. Performer positions as follows:

a. For a preliminary examination, per-
former plans to make lateral, PA
and bone-free projections unless
otherwise specified. Notes whether
PA projection is to be done in fore
head-nose or chin-nose position.
For bone-free projections prepares
periapical dental films.

i) For lateral projection, perform-
er has patient assume semiprone
or erect seated position with
outer centhus of the eye of in-
terest next to film. Centers mid
point to the outer canthus. Ad-
justs head so that median sagit-
tal plane is parallel with the
plane of the film. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles to the
film through the outer canthi.
Immobilizes head as described.
Performer rehearses patient in

keeping a steady gaze fixed at
an object directly in front of
patient.

ii) For PA projection (anterior
view), has patient assume prone
or erect position with head On
film holder, resting on fore-
head and nose or chin and nose.
For forehead-nose position, cen-
ters film about 3/4 inch distal
to the nasion. Adjusts head so
that its median sagittal plane
and the orbitomeatal line are
at right angles to the plane of
the film. Directs central ray
through the center of the or-
bits at 300 caudad. Immobilizes
head and rehearses patient in
closing eyes and concentrating
on holding them still for the ,

length of the exposure.

For chin-nose position, centers
film at the level of the center
of the orbits. Adjusts head so
that the median sagittal plane
is at right angles with the
plane of the film. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles to
film through the mid-orbits.
Immobilizes head and rehearses
patient in closing eyes and
holding them still as described'
above.

iii) For bone-free projections per-
former notes whether eyeball
will be directed straight for
ward, vertically up and down,
or horizontally right and left.

For lateral bone-free projec--';'
tion,performer has patient as-
sume seated or supine position.
Eases corner of periapical film
packet and places film diagonal-
ly in the space between the in:-
ner canthus of the affected
corher.of the eye and the nose,
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on the affected side. Adjusts
so that the plane of the film
parallels the median sagittal
plane of head. Has patient hold
in position and adjusts. Directs
central ray at right angles to
the film through the outer and
inner canthi. Immobilizes head.
Rehearses patient in fixing gaze
at an object directly ahead, or
directly above or below, depend-
ing on requisition, without mov-
ing head, and holding until told
to relax. For further exposures
maintains head in same position;
replaces film packet and has pa-
tient direct gaze in appropriate
opposite direction.

For superoinferior bone-free pro
jection, performer has patient
assume seated or supine position.
Places periapical film packet
against the lower eyelid of the
side of interest between infer-
ior margin of the orbit and the
eyeball, or diagonally under the
inner-or outer part of the eye-
ball. Has patient hold film with
firm pressure so that plane of
film is at right angles to med-
ian sagittal plane of head. Di-
rects central ray at right an-
gles to the plane of the film,
passing just anterior to the
superior margin of the orbit,mid
way between the inner and outer
canthi. Immobilizes head; in-
structs patient in gazing di-
rectly ahead, or to the right or
left, and holding gaze, as de-
scribed above. .

b. For parallax motion studies, per-

13.

14.

i) For lateral parallax projec-
tions, performer adjusts pa-
tient in erect or semiprone
position, with head resting
on film-changing tunnel on
side of interest. Centers
unmasked half of film to
outer canthus of affected
eye. Adjusts head and cen-
tral ray as in (a,i) above.
Rehearses patient in fixing
gaze at an object directly
above (cephalad), without
moving head, and holding un-
til told to relax. For next
exposure centers other side
of film as above and has pa-
tient direct gaze directly
below (caudad), and hold.

ii) For PA parallax projections,
performer adjusts patient in
chin-nose position on film-
changing tunnel as described
in (a,ii), above. Centers
and directs central ray as
in (a,ii). Rehearses pa-
tient in fixing gaze at an
object to the extreme right
without moving head and hold
ing until told to relax. For
next exposure centers other
side of film as above and
has patient direct gaze to
the extreme left, and hold.

If, during positioning, patient shows
signs of severe pain, performer may
notify appropriate physician at once
and await orders.

Performer checks final positioning us
ing triangle or protractor and light
in collimator. Activates the collima-
tor light and points the light beam
towards the part. Adjusts the colli-
mator opening to correspond to the
film size (or the size of the un-
shielded area of the film to be ex-

former plans to make two lateral
and two PA projections with eyeball
in different positions. Uses film
changing tunnel.
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posed). Uses cross-hair shadows as
reference for center of field. Uses
the collimator light to center the pa-
tient to the x-ray field, or centers
the part to the film holder and uses
the collimator light to center the
tube to the part. Rechecks angulation
of head and central ray. Checks that
the primary beam will enter the center

-of the area of interest at the select-
ed, angle to the film so as to project
the view desired. May readjust tube
position lengthwise or cross-wise to
provide better centering.

15. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized, performer adjusts the
collimator. Either collimates so that
a small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film or colli-
mates further so as to expose only the
area of interest (and thus provide
maximum protection and detail). If not
already done in positioning, performer
attaches an auxiliary extension cone
to collimator to further reduce the
primary beam. Adjusts primary'beam to
minimum size needed to.cover the
part(s) of interest.

16. Performer adds lead shielding to areas
that will he in the primary path of
the beam but are not included in the
areas of interest. Makes 6ure.that
protective shielding has been pro-
vided to patient and everyone who.will
remain in room.

17. Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer-
gency and/or to prevent or respond to
an accident. Is alert to signs of nau-
sea, dizziness, or sweat suggesting
faintness. Performer may have patient
lie down, lower head, or raise legs.
Notifies nurse. If patient shows any
other emergency signs, loses consci-
ousness, or has an accident, performer

calls appropriate physician or staff
member at once. May decide to provide
emergency first aid as well. If a pa-
tient's catheter becomes disconnected
performer clamps it and immediately
notifies nurse. If catheter should
come out, notifies staff member at
once.

18. When everything is ready for the ex-
posure; performer reviews with pa-
tient what immobilization control
will be used for exposure:

a. Performer has patient gaze straigh
ahead until told to relax as re-
hearsed for lateral view, and for
bone-free projections if so re-
quested.

b. Performer has patient close eyes
and concentrate on holding them
still until told to relax as re-
hearsed for PA projection.

c. For bone-free and parallax motion
studies has patient fix gaze on an
object directly above or below or
to extreme right or left as appro-
priate, without moving head. Has
patient hold gaze until told to
relax, as rehearsed.

d. Reminds patient about those posi-
tions which are to be maintained
for the next exposure.

e. Performer observes the patient's
movement until the moment that the
exposure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

19. The performer returns to control
room. Makes sure controls are prop-
erly set and patient is still in po-
sition. Tells patient when to hold
position and gaze as instructed by
calling or using intercom. Performer
initiates exposure by pressing hand
trigger or exposure control button.,
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20.

a. While exposure is underway perform-
er checks that mA meter records ap-
propriate current as set, that kVp
meter dips slightly,

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or exces-
sive drop; may listen for sound of
normal functioning of equipment. If
there is malfunction, may decide
to report; anticipates need to re-
peat exposure.

c. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax.

d. If the exposure is terminated by a
circuit breaker, rechecks technical
factors for possible overload or
checks for overload elsewhere on
circuit. Anticipates need to repeat
exposure.

Performer returns to patient. Removes
packet or film holder from table or pa
tient's hand.

a. Removes any markers for further
use. If more than one view is to be
taken on the film, removes leaded
rubber mask and remasks all but
next area to be exposed.

b. If so requested, performer arranges
to have the first exposure(s) pro-
cessed at once and brought to the
appropriate radiologist.

c. If the first radiograph(s) are pre-
liminary (scout) films, performer
lirings the processed radiograph(s)
directly to the radiologist in
charge or places on view boxes and
informs radiologist that the scout
(s) are ready. If the radiologist
indicates that there is any problem
with the technical factors or the
patient positioning, performer re-
cords or notes for later use in the
examination and/or repeats preli-
minary radiography as ordered.

d. Depending on whether radiologist
will evaluate radiographs before

completion of all possible expo-
sures for the series, performer
arranges to process film(s) and
evaluate for quality control per-
sonally, have this done, or bring
to darkroom for processing and
later evaluation, based on time
available, institutional arrange-
meats, or specific instructions.
Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition.

e. While films are being processed
and/or evaluated performer has
patient relax in examination'room
or holding area. Explains what
will happen next.

i) Performer determines whether
patient.should remain on table
and/or in room or requires ob-
servation. May consult requisi-
tion sheet or attending RN. If
appropriate, makes sure that
patient will be attended while
waiting.

ii) If appropriate, moves x-ray
tube and any protruding film
holder away from patient before
patient rises.

iii) May decide to assist patient to
chair or stretcher or from
table. Makes sure patient is
reminded of any footrest in
stepping off table.

21. When (or if) performer learns from
the radiologist whether further con-
ventional views and/or positions can
be undertaken, eliminated or altered,
performer proceeds as appropriate
according to instructions:

a. For further exposures performer
repeats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification
of film holder and use of R-L mark
er, selection and setting of tech-
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nique for next view (if different),
positioning patient and equipment
for focus-object-film alignment,
proper collimation and shielding,
immobilization ipstructions, and
making exposure, as described above.
For more than one,exposure on one
film, keeps R-L'reference constant.

b. Performer refrains from commenting
on the films or providing any intet-
pretation.

c. If performer is asked to repeat any
exposures, makes sure that the ad-
ditional exposures are warranted
medically, since additional radia-
tion will be incurred.

i) Notes whether need to repeat is
due -a performer's own negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future
"retakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of a radiologist, per-
former notes for future work
done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

22. When performer is sure that the ex-
amination has been completed, perform-
er may have patient transported back
to holding area or next location, or
decides to do personally, as appropri-
ate. Makes sure that none of the equip-
ment is projecting over the patient
before allowing patient to rise from
stool or table, and assists patient
as described above.

23. Performer carries out termination
steps for the examination:

List Elements Fully

a.Perie,rmer has equipment attd'exami-
nation table cleaned after use or
decides to do personally, depend-
ing on institutional arrangements.

b. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,
the technical factors used and
film sizes; may record the number
of exposures made of each view in-
cluding retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may record
any problem with equipment, any
special care provided patient. If
any views called for in the ini-
tial request could not be obtained
performer may record reasons.
Signs requisition sheet.

c. If performer will only carry out
preliminary "scout" filming and
another technologist will continue
with examination, performer re-
cords the approved technical fac-
tors used for the scouts and the
accessories employed, or informs
technologist who will continue.
Performer gives the requisition
sheet, name card, and any notes to
technologist who will continue
with procedure.

d. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book per-
sonally or have this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

e. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;breaste measured;
films identified;technical factors selected or set;
pt. positioned;compression applied;exposures made;
mammograms sent for processing or xeroradiographs
processed;mammograms taken to radiologist;additional
or repeat exposures made as ordered;pt. returned;
examination recorded;mammograms placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant pa-
tient scheduled for mammography
(radiography or xeroradiography
of the breast):

a. After checking assignment on
schedule sheet.

b. From co-worker.
c. After having arranged requi-

sitions in order of priority.
d. From attending radiologist.

. Performer reads the requisi-
etion sheet to determin the

examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer notes whether
examination is routine
check-up or to investigate
suspected pathology. Notes
views ordered, whether
standard and/or special
projections. 145;tes loca-

tion of any suspected pat
ology and side of inter-
est, whether bilateral
views are called for.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history;pen;x-ray machine control pan-
el(s), tube,table,collimator;mammography and exten-
sion cones;compression devices;film holder stands;
stool;technique chart;charts for conversion of tech-
nique,standard views for examinations,dosage,tube
capacity;loaded nonscreen film holders;leaded rubber
shielding;R-L and ID markers;scissors;protractor;
calipers;wedge sponges;xeroradiograph conditioner,
processor,storage boxes,cassettes,plates;marking
pen;B.B.shot;radiolucent tape or adhesive;gown;radio-
lucent wrap material;adhesive remover;cotton;stretch-
er or wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

No..."Immm.TimmiiilFigli;Isiir : ame tne ina o recipienes to q. t,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Non-infant patient to be radiographed; radiologist

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- Checks the name of the re-
ferring physician.

b. Notes any special require-
ments such as focal spot
size, use of compression
device, or other radio-
graphic accessories.

c. Performer reads patient's
name, identification nun-
'ber,sex,age,Wight achd
weight.-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking mammograms (radiography or xeroradiography)
of non-infant patient by reviewing request;reporting
observed contraindications;reassuring pt.;position-
ing pt.;applying Lompression cone;measuring part;
selecting and setting technical factors;identifying
film;positioning equipment for erect and recumbent
exposures;providing shielding;collimating;making ex-
pcsures;having mammograms processEd or processing
xeroradiographs;reviewing;taking to radiologist;con-
tinuing and/or repeating as ordered for full set of
views;having pt. returned;placing mammograms for use;
recording examination.

6. Check here if this -

is a master sheet..00

29.3
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Notes whether patient is i%-patient,
out-patient, or emergency patient.
Notes any special information that
would affect technique, such as pres
ence of breast scars, severe benign
disease, whether there is known preg
nancy, lactation, history of prior
pregnancies, presence of silicone
prosthesis. Notes any conditions af-
fecting positioning, suspension of
respiration or immobilization such
as cardiac or respiratory disease,
presence of injuries, whether patien
will be on a stretchr or in a wheel
chair. Notes shielding needed.

. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling,
such as communicable or infectious
condition, infirmity, incoherence.

e. If performer is not already assigned
to examination room (and a particu-
lar machine) notes the room or ma-
chine involved. Checks that the ma-
chine to be used has a fractional
focal spot of appropriate size, and
that all added filters have been re-
moved from the x-ray beam column.

f. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
laformation on requisition sheet is
complete. Checks whether any special
orders on exposure factors are in
keeping with the usual rad exposure
involved for the examination.

g. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, 1)erformer may review pa-
tient's radiation exposure history,
prior record of techniques used, and
cumulative exposure. Notices whether
examination has been done elsewhere
in recent past, whether number of
radiographic exposures ordered or
done in past should be reported.

h. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer notes whether fe-
male patient is pregnant, reviews
date of female patient's last men-

List Elements Full

strual period, or notes any other
indication that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or possible
fetus or that an explicit decision
has been made to radiograph a preg-
nant female.

i. If referring physiclan has request-
ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and
if not already with patient's jack-

'eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

If the performer etermines that the
request is not properl) authorized, is
incomplete, or that sufficient infor-
mation is lacking for purformer to
select technique or to properly posi-
tion or care for patient, or if per-
former considers,that there may be
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer notifies
supervisor, radiologist, or other des-
ignated staff person, depending on in-
stitutional procedures. Explains the
problem if appropriate, and proceeds
after obtaining needed information,
signature, or orders.

3. Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared for the
examination (if not already done), or
decides to do personally.

a. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from dress-
ing room. May decide to assist in
transporting patient from holding
area or have this done.

b. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and iii
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks hos-
pital identification bracelet or
other identifier. If patient is ac-
companied because of seriousness of

to
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condition, performer checKs with ac-
companying staff member on any spec-
ial precautions necessary during pro-
cedure.

c. Has patient asiume a comfortable
position seated on table or chair.
If patient is in wheelchair, moves
patient in chair into position next
to table. If patient is on special
stretcher, places atretcher into
position so that-radiolucent stretch
er can be. lifted with patient on it
from wheeled base to x-ray table.
May arrange to move patient to table.

d. Performer clplains to patient what
will be involved in the procedure;
indicates what tnoes of positions
the patient will be asked to a3sume
and the cooperation that will be
asked of the patient.

e. Performer answers patient's non-medi-
cal questions houesely; attempts to
reassure patient and develop confi-
dence. Treats patient with dignity
and concern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains aware that patient
may be frightened and/or apprehen-
sive. Performer explains when asked
medical questions that it is not ap-
propriate for technologist to answer
these; encourages patient to speak
to physician.

f. If appropriate and not already done,
performer questions female patient of
child bearing age regarding possible
pregnancy. If there is any possibili-
ty that patient is pregnant and this
has not already been recorded, per-
former informs appropriate physician
and proceeds only with approval.

g. If not already done, has patient re-
move any clothing or jewelry down to
below waist. Makes sure that the
breast region is free of any body
powder. If not already done, provides
patient with open front gown. Allows
patient to cover up until ready for
examination, positioning and/or expo-

List Elements Full

sure. Accords young patient as m,..Lch
privacy as adult.

. Performer informs attending radiolo-
gist when patient is ready to be exaM-
ined. May introduce patient to radiol-
ogist.

. While patient is beiug examine4, per-
former prepares ahead sy :is not to
keep patient in examination room long-
er than necessary:

a. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the mar.aine to be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to
reflect..iccommodation for change in
machine output or a policy deci-
sior).

b. Perform.; washes.hans as appropri-
ate; depending on patient's condi-
tion, may der:ide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontami-
nation techniques.

c. Performer checks that x-ray and/or
xeroradiography equipment is ready
for use. Goes to control ?anel(s)
and checks that indicator light(s)
shows that machine(s) are "warmed
up," or turns on main switch as ap-
propriate to equipment and allows
time for machine(s) to "warm up."
If appropriate, performer may set
radiography mode selector and set
collimator control for manual oper-
atior.

d. If-appropriate, performer prepares
compression device for use. May in-
flate a rubber balloon and place in
side compression cone. Shapes bal-
loon with plastic tape. May attach.
styrofoam device to cone or attach
mammography cones to beam column.
Decides on size by observing size
of patient's breast during examina-
tion.

e. Checks that there is leaded rubber
shielding available in room to be
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1.,.3ed to protect the patient, and/or
to place beneath the film holder,
as appropriate.

f. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate pa-
tient identification information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on film holder
surface; play write or type out
ID information on card if not
received with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
p-;ailable for use.

6. When radiologist has completed examina-
tion of pient, performer notes any
additional orders on views to obtain
decided by radiologist. If orders are
given orally, makes suresthat these
are recorded on requisition sheet with
signature as appropriate.

7. When performer is :leer about what will
be involved in examination, he or she
continues with preparation for examr
ination:

a. Performer notes whether patient can
be examined in the standard body
positions called for with the pro-
jections ordered; if not, plans to
substitute alternative body posi-
tions to achieve the same projec-
tions.

b. Performer notes the type of breast
tissue involved for determination
of exposure factors by observation
and from chart. Considers dense

c.

d.

e.

tissue technique for immature
breast, p/egnant woman, lactating
woman, severe benign disease, pal-
pable mass near the skin, abnormal-
ly thick skin. Considers patient's
age, size breast, number of
childron borne by female patient,
firmncs5 of breast tissue. Consid-
ers 1:.:1,1 dc-Asity technique for elder

ly 4:emale patients, those with
three or more children, with pendu-
lous breasts, fatty tissuesor
atrophic patients and those with
silicone prosthesis. Notes tech-
nique for male breast if appropri-
ate.
Performer may question patient, ob-
serve breasts and palpate breasts
in determining firmnef:s and appro-
priate technique. Per..,:ormer deter-
mines whether the patient will be
unable to suspend motion and/or
respiration during exposure. If so,
plans to modify exposure technique
to compensate.
For standard examination performer
plans on bilateral study of the
breasts in right-angle mediolateral
and craniocaudal positions. May in-
clude axillary'view(s). Checks re-
quisition for other special views
required or requested by radiolo-
gist.

Performer considers the number and
types of projections ordered for
the examination and the patient's
condition. Performer may consider a
change from standard positioning to
better accomplish the purpose of th
examination, addition of a position
or a change in technical factors.
Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may obtain permis-
sion from appropriate radiologist
or decides to alter the standard
procedure based on institutional
guidelines.

2
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f. Depending on institutional practices
performer selects speed and type of
nonscreen film, nonscreen holders,

prepacked mammographlr films or xero-
radiography cassette and charged
plate. Selects size(s) based on the
area(s) to be included, the size of
the patient's breasts, and whether
bilateral views are to be exposed on
a single film or plate.

g. Performer makes sure that an adequate
supply of loaded nonscreen film hold-
ers or mammography packets of the
types and sizes selected are avail-
able in the examination room.
For xeroradiography, checks that
empty cassettes are available in des-
ignated holder and that sufficient
plates are stored in the conditioner.
If needed materials are not avail-
able, arranges to obtain or decides
to obtain personally.

h. If radiJlogist has attached small
lead ;54-,.t over any palpable masses,
scars, oi suspicious area, performer
checks to make sure that no puckering
of the skin has occurred. If so,
eases thE tabs to release the pucker-
ing, being careful not to alter
placement of pellet.
If performer has been asked to use
B.B. shot to localize a given palp-
able kamp, scar or designated area,
performer finds location, attaches
lead shot on skin at location using
radiolucent tape or adhesive glue as
appropriate.

i. Performer provides patient and every-
one who will remain in room during
exposure with protective shield-
ing. Explains if necessary that this
is not cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unnecessary
radiation exposure.

. Performer has patient assume a comfort-
able recumbent, standing or .seated posi-
tion, depending on the positions to be

List Elements Full

employed, so that the relevant breast
dimensions can be measured. Makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked position
if patient is to be positioned in it.

a. If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow, or clean linen on x-ray
table.

b. rerformer may decide to assist pa-
tient from wheelchair or stretcher
to table or has thia done. May ob-
tain help. Makes sure that no equip
mere: is in the way and may be col-
lided with by patient.

c. If assisting patient to ster on
footstool in order to get on table,
helps patient turn into position,
step backwards on stool, and then
sit and/or lie on table.

d. Performer positions patient as for
final positioning (as described
in step 11, below). Has patient
remove gown above waist. Applies
selected breast compression cone
or extension cone and breast com-
pression device as appropriate:

i) If using mammography compres-
sion cone, performer selects
size according to patienes
breast size,and chooses length
suitable for prescribed focal-
film distance (FFD). May use
extension cone for longer FFD.

ii) Performer makes sure that
breast is firmly supported and
adjusts for right-angle views
so that nipple is directed
straight forward in an exact
profile position. Applies sup-
port and compression to smooth
out any wrinkling or puckering
of the skin..

iii) Centers mammography or exten-
sion cone over the breast with
flat side in contact with the
chest, juát above the base of
.the breast.
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iv) Adjusts FFD so that the field
of exposure extends about 3/4
inch beyond the periphery cf the
breast.

v) For a compression study ot
tumor-bearing areas, performer
selects cone of smallest diamet-
er possible. Performer places
cotton or gauze on the breast
and then applies gentle pressure
with the cone, directly covering
tne area of interest.

vi) Notes FFD obtained for use in
determining exposure factors.

vii) Checks that pressure is not un-
comfortable.

e..Performer uses centimeter calipers
to measLire the thickness of the
breast(s) to be radiographed in the
direction in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from t ly2. to film.

Records for use in determining expos-
ure factors.

f. After measuring may release compres-
sion and have patient rest in as re-
laxed a position as possible. May
place pad, blanket or pillow under
bony prominences to provide comfort.

9. Performer selects the exposure factors
for the first projection by consulting
the technique chart(s) posted for the
machine (end/or for use with xeroiadio-
graphy).

a. Locates the information needed for
the body part and projection in-
volved according to the centimeter
thickness of the part as measured
and the collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure that technique re-
lates to the combination of film
type and speed, focal spot size,FFD,
and use or nonuse of other accessor-
ies

List Elements Full

and the focal-film distance (TFD
or FFD) called for or obtained
with compression.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time
have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
necessary to account for patho-
logical condition, breast type,
change in TFD, unavoidable move-
ment by patient during exposure,
preference of the radiologist in-
volved, and any.other conversion
needed. Performer looks up numeri-
cal conversion factors and calcu-
lates, or uses conversion charts
to ascertain the appropriate new
exposure factor (kVp, mA and/or
time). Multiplies, divides, adds,
or subtracts as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or unfam-
iliar exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure
that technique does not exceed the
heat capacities of the tube for
the focai spot size to be used. If
appropriate, performer reconverts
the technique to an equivalent out
put.

10. Performer sets exposure factors and
prepares film or xeroradiography
plate as follows:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
tnat indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. -

b. As appropriate, checks line volt-
age meter-and, if needed, eUrns
compensatöf-dial until Ileedle is
aligned properly on line meter.

c. Performer sets milliamperage by
choosing selectors for the correct
focal spot size; sets the mA se-7

b.-Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(seconds lected.

of exposure time), focal spot size,
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Task Code No. 368

This is page 7 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Full

d. Performer selects and sets the ex-
posure time that will produce the
mAs desired.

e. Performer sets the kVp selected by
choosing the combination of major
kilovoltage and minor kilovoltage
settings to produce the desired kVp.

f. Depending on the equipment, perform-
er may set controls to provide for
use of manual tableside adjustment
of table and tube height, position,
and of collimation.

g. If using xeroradiography equipment,
performer obtains an empty cassette
from the storage containet; goes to
conditioner and selects the level of
image contrast desired as appropri-
ate to the type of breast, with
higher contrast for more dense tis-
sue. Inserts cassette in conditioner
slot green dot facing up).
When indicat-or light shows that
plate has been electrostatically
charged, performer obtains "loaded"
cassette from machine.
If using conventional radiography,
performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded nonscreen film holder
or mammography film packet.

h: Performer attaches identification
information to the cassette, film
holder packet or table top as appro-
priate:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection,or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of
lead numerals, performer places
on appropriate corner of film
holder or xeroradiography cas-
sette.

iii) If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flash

11.

List Elements Full

card aside for later use with
space created by piece of
leaded rubber on appropriate_
edge of film holder or xero-
radiography cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip
ment using automatic film
marking device.

i. Performer places film holder or
xeroradiography cassette in posi-
tion on table, film holder stand,
or in receptacle as appropriate
for final positioning. May place
lead sheet under nonscreen film
holder.

j. For views to be taken without use
of compression, performer sets the
focal-film distance as required.
Uses controls or manually moves
the x-ray tube into place rver the
film holder or at appropriate
angle. Checks the focal-film dis-
tance by reading indicator scale i
the tube housing; adjusts up or
down until the required FFD (TFD)
is obtained.

Performer prepares the patient in the
position selected for the first (or
next) exposure. May explain or demon-
strate to patient what is required.
May obtain help in positioning. Has
patient drop gown to below the waist.

a. For mediolateral projection (later
al view) of the breast, performer
notes side of interest (unless bi-
lateral views are ordered). Has pa-
tient assume a semilateral posi-
tion on table on the side of inter-
est. Has patient rest head on pil-
low with chin extended. Places arm
on side of interest at right angles
to body with elbow flexed and hand
next.ta pillow.

i) Performer places film holder
or xeroradiography cassette



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 368

This is page 8 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

on raised support stand under
breast or, if a table level
window is used with film holder
placed beneath, places patient
over window and supports breast
with wedge sponge.

ii) Rotates body so that it is in
lateral position with nipple of
breast in exact profile. Ad-
justs patient or film holder so
that the entire breast and ax-
illa are inclnded in field, and
enough of chest wall to show
the retro-mammary tissues..

iii) If using flexible nonscreen
holder, has about an inch of
film project over support
stand on the side next to pa-
tient so that it curves in
close contact with chest wall.
If using xeroradiography cas-
sette on support stand, makes
sure that cassette is placed
well under breast so that a
portion of the rib cage is in-
cluded in the field.

iv) Checks that there is no wrinkl-
ing of the skin on the under-
side of the breast.

v) If mammography compression
cone and/or extension cone is
to be used, applies compres-
sion as described earlier in
(8,d), above. Brings flat side
of cone to a point just above
sternum.

vi) Makes sure that cone serves to
keep opposite breast retracted
or has patient retract opposite
breast with fingertips. Makes
sure that fingers are not su-
perimposed over any area of
breast on side of interest.

vii) Directs central ray at right
angles to the film, centered
to the central portpn at the
base of the breast.

viii) If bilateral views are re-
quested, has patient reverse
position and sets up similar-
ly for second exposure.

ix) Performer rehearses patient
in maintaining position with-
out moving or respirating
for the length of the expo-
sure so that patient can pre-
pare to hold breath without
moving for required amount
of time.

b. For craniocaudal projection (cau-
dal view) of the breast(s), per-
former notes side of interest,
whether bilateral views are or-
dered. Has patient take erect
seated or standing position be-
fore an adjustable film stand
or seated at end of x-ray table
on adjustable stool.

i) Adjusts height of stand or
stool so that lower border
of breast is at the level
of the film on stand or table
top.

ii) Performer places the flex-
ible film holder or xeroradi-
csraphy cassette beneath the
breast being examined with
the edge firmly against the
chest wall.
Extends the breast to be ra-
diographed on the film holder
so that a complete profile of
breast and nipple is extended
and centered over the film
surface.
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Task Code No. 368

This is page 9.of 14 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

iii) Has patient hold back straight
and turn head as far as pos-
sible away from the side of
interest,

* iv) Performer adjusts level of film
so that breast is completely
supported, retracted away from
the chest wall, with all skin
folds or wrinkles eliminated,
and so that nipple is in exact
profile.

v) If usiv,g flexible nonscreen film
holder, has about an inch of film
project over the support stand on
the side nearest patient so that
it fits against chest wall. Has
patient grasp stand to keep film
pressed firmly against the body.
If using xeroradiography cas-
sette,has patient use one hand or
two, resting on table or stand,
to press cassette tightly against
chest wall and hold.

vi) If mammography compression cone
and/or extension cone is to be
used, applies compression as de-
scribed earlier in (8,d), above.

vii) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to the film,centered to the
midpoint of the breast.

viii) If radiography of opposite side
is brdered, sets up opposite
breast similarly for second ex-
posure.

ix) Performer rehearses patient in
suspending respiration as de-
scribed in (a), above,

c. For caudocranial projection (cranial

ii) Attaches film holder or xero-
radiography cassette to verti7
cal holder so that the plane
of the film is parallel with
the plane of the covered ori-
fice of the cone.

iii) Positions patient and film as
in (b), above, and applies ap-
propriate pressure on breast
between cone and film. Contin
ues as in (b), above.

d. For axillary projection of the
breast, ;'erformer notes side of in
terest (unlesc bilateral views are
ordered). Notes degree of abduc-

I tion ordered for upper arm on side
of interest.

i) Has patient lie in a supine
position on table,and rotates
body 30° to 350 towards the
side of interest.

ii) Has patient rest head on pil-
low with chin extended.
Places arm on side of inter-
est so that upper arm is ab-
ducted about 120° or as or-
dered, with elbow flexed. Has
patient drop opposite arm
back posteriorly.

iii) Performer places film holder
or xeroradiography cassette
on table top or table-level
holder below window so that
its long axis is parallel to
the sternomanubrial joint.
Centers about 2 inches distal
to the apex of the axillary
fossa, with the humeral head
occupying the upper margin of
the film or cassette.

iv) Allows the breast to hang un-
supported. Makes sure that op
posite breast is retracted.

v) Performer applies cone of ap-
propriate diameter. Directs
central ray at right angles
to center of plane of film,
passing through superior por-
tion of breast.

view) of the breast, performer di-
rects x-ray tube in caudocranial di-
rection and attaches mammography ex-
tension cone.

i) Covers orifice of cone with ra-
diolucent wrap material so that
it is held tautly in place and
serves as a support stand.
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vi) If bilateral view is requested
has patient reverse position
and sets up similarly for sec-
ond exposure.

vii) Performer rehear:les patient in
suspending respirati,n as de-
scribed in (a), above.

e. For lateromedial projection (media).
view) of the breast, performer notes
side of interest. Performer has pa-
tient assume a semilateral position
on table on the side opposite the
side of interest. Has patient rest
head on pillow with chin extended.

i) Places arm on side next to
table in a comfortable forward
extended position. Has patient
abduct and hyperextend arm on
the side of interest.

ii) Performer places sufficient
support under the breast to be
examined to reduce thickness
of breast and eliminate all
skin folds. Uses pillows, stan
or wedge sponge. Places flexi-
ble nonscreen holder or xerora
diography cassette on a supt:urt
under the medial side of breas

iii) Positions body and breast so
that nipple is in exact profil
and cassette or film holder is
vessed against chest wall.

iv) Continues to position as in
(a), (iii) through (vi).

v) Directs central ray at right
angles to the film, centered
to the base of the breast at a
point a little above the nip-
ple.

vi) Performer rehearses patient in
suspending respiration as de-
scribed in (a), above.

f. For caudal-exaggerated projection
of the lateral half of the breast,
performer notes side of interest.
Has patient take erect seated or
.standing position before an adjust-
able film stand or seated at end of
x-ray table on adjustable stool.

k

i) Adjusts height of stand or
stool so that lower border of
breast is at the level of the
film on stand or table top.

ii) Places flexible film holder
Dr xeroradiography cassette
beneath the breast being ex-
amined.

iii) Rotates patient's trunk about
200 so that axillary portion
of the breast on the side of
interest is brought onto the
area of the film.

iv) Moves edge of film holder of
cassette firmly against the
chest wall and extends breast
on film holder so that nipple
is in exact profile.

v) Continues to position as in
(b), (iv) through (vi).

vi) Directs central ray to the
base of the breast, entering
midwai between the nipple and
the axillary fold.

vii) Performer rehearses patient
in suspending respiration as
described in (a), above.

g. For caudal-exaggerated projection
of the medial half of the breast,
performer positions as in (0,
above except'as follows:

i) Has patient thrust chest for-
ward and rotate trunk 10° to
15° so that the medial quad-
rant of the breast is includ-
ed on the film surface;has pa
tient rotate head towards the
side of interest.

ii) Directs the central ray to
the base of the breast, enter
ing at a point slightly med-
ial to the nipple line.

h. For tangential and localized spot
films of the breast, performer re-
views location of areas of inter-
est or refers to B.B. shots placed
on breasts by MD or self.
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i) Arranges and supports patient
so that the area of interest
(lesion) on the breast is as
nearly at right angles to the
film or xeroradiograph cassette
as possible.

ii) Directs central ray at right
angles to the lesion or as
directed.

iii) Rehearses patient in suspension
of respiration as appropriate.

12. If, during positioning, patient shows
signs of severe pain, performer may
notify appropriate physician at once
and await orders, or may decide on al-
ternative positioning to avoid movement
of the affected part.

13. Performer checks final positioning:

14.

a. Makes sure that as much of the
breast as possible will be included
in the image field, or that local-
ized area designated is in the 15.

field.
b. Checks that the nipple of the breast

is in profile (except for special
non-right angle projections).

c. Checks that the breast tissue is
smooth and there are no folds of
breast tissue.

d. Checks that sufficient even, com- 16.

fortable compression of the breast
has been accomplished.

e. If not using direct compression, ac-
.

tivates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator opening
to correspond to the film size (or
the size of the unshielded areas of
the film to be exposed). Uses cross
hair shadows as reference for the 17.

center of the field. Uses the col-
limator light to center the breast

to the x-ray field, or centers the
part to the film holder and uses
the collimator light to center the
tube to the part. Rechecks angula-
tion of body and central ray.
Checks that the primary beam will
enter the center of the area of in-
terest at the selected angle to the
film so as to project the view de-
sired. May readjust tube position
lengthwise or crosswise to provide*
better centering.

If a breast cone is not being used,
performer adjusts the collimator.
Either collimates So that a small un-
exposed border will appear around the
edge of the fiIm,or collimates furthe
so as to expose only the area of in-
terest (and thus provide maximum pro-
tection and detail). Adjusts primary
beam to minimum size needed to cover
the part(s) of Interest.

Performer adds lead shielding to areas
that will be in the primary path of
the beam but are not included in the
areas of interest. Makes sure that
protective shielding has been pro-
vided to patient and everyone who wil
remain in room.

Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer-
gency and/or to prevent or respond to
an accident. If patient shows any
emergency signs, loses consciousness,
or has an accident, performer calls
appropriate physician or staff member
at once. May decide to provide emer-
gency first aid as well.

When everything is ready for the ex-
posure, performer reviews with patient
the breath control to be used for ex-
posure:
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List Elements Full

a. Performer has patient hold breath 20.

and hold still until told to relax
by performer.

b. Performer observes the patient's
movement until the moment that the
exposure is made. Readjusts position
if warranted.

18. The performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in position. Tells
patient when to hold breath as in-
structed by calling or using intercom.
Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or exposure
control button.

a. While exposure is underway performer
checks that mA meter records appro-
priate current as set, that kVp
meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or excessive
drop; may listen for sound of norm-
al functioning of equipment. If
there is malfunction, may decide to
report; anticipates need to repeat
expsure.

c. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax.

d. If the exposure is terminated by a
circuit breaker, rechecks technical
factors for possible overload or
checks for overload elsewhere on
circuit. Anticipates need to.repeat
exposure.

19. Performer returns to patient. Removes
xeroradiography cassette or film hold-
er from table or film holder.

a. Removes any markers for further use.
b. If appropriate, performer arranges

to h7,..ve the first or standard set of
exposure(s) processed at once and
brought to the appropriate radiolo-

.gist.

List Elements Fully

If nonscreen x-ray film is being
used, performer arranges to process
film(s) and evaluate for quality con-
trol personal:1y, have this done, or
bring to darkroom for processing and
evaluation. If appropriate, may ar-
range to have films.processed manual-
ly, or decides to do personally. At-
taches ID card for use with flasher
if appropriate. May sign requisition.

21. If xeroradiography is being used, per
former processes the exposed plate as
follows:

a. Performer places the exposed plate
(in its cassette) into the appro-
priate slot of the xeroradiography
processor (red dot facing up).

b. Selects the development mode (pos-
itive) and waits for the required
number of seconds while the plate
is processed.

c. Removes processed xeroradiograph
from receptacle and inspects for
debris, artifacts and quality. If
there are problems with the qualit
of the xerograph, performer decide
to make any adjustments that seem
appropriate.

d. Removes empty cassette when it is
released and replaces in cassette
holder.

22. While films are being processed and/
or evaluated performer has patient re
lax in examination room or holding
area. Explains what will happen next.

a. Performer determines whether pa-
tient should remain on table and/or
in room or holding area. If appro-
priate, makes sure that patient
will be attended while waiting.

b. If appropriate, moves x-ray tube
and any protruding film holder away
from patient before patient rises.
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Task Code No. 368

This is page 13 of 14 for this task.

c. May decide to assist patient to
chair or stretcher or from table.
Makes sure patient is reminded of
any footrest in stepping off table.

23. Performer brings the processed mammo-
gram(s) directly to the radiologist in
charge or places on view boxes and in-
forms radiologist that they are ready.
Presents xeroradiographs directly to
radiologist without light source.

a. If the radiologist indicates that
there is any problem with the tech-
nical factors or the patient posi-
tioning, performer records or notes
for later use in the examination
and/or repeats procedure as ordered.

b. When (or if) performer learns from
the radiologist whether further con-
ventional views and/or positions are
to be radiographed or special pro-
jections made, performer proceeds as
appropriate according to instruc-
tions.

c. For further exposures performe.: re-
peats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification of
film holder or xeroradiography cas-
sette,and use of R-L marker, selec-
tion and setting of technique for
next view (if different), position-
ing patient and equipment for focus-
object-film alignment, proper com-
pression, collimation,and shielding,
breathing instructions, making ex--
posure ,and proceLsing,as described
above.

d. Performer refrains from commenting
on the films or providing any inter-
pretation.

e. If performer is asked to repeat any
exposures, performer notes whether
need to repeat is due to performer's
own negligence or lack of attention
so that performer can avoid future
."retakes."

List Elements Fully

i) If request for retakes re-
flects malfunctioning equip-
ment, performer reports mal-
function to appropriate staff
member.

ii) If request for retakes re-
flects the preference for den7
sity or contrast of the. radi-
ologist, performer notes for
future work done for the givep
radiologist so that retakes
can be avoided.

f. Performer shows second set of ra-
diographs"to radiologist when
processed and proceeds as described
above until radiologist indicates
that examination is completed.

-4. When performer is sure that the exam-
ination has been completed, performer
may have patient transported back to
holding area or next location, or de-
cides to do personally, as appropri-
ate. Makes sure that none of the
equipment is projecting over the pa-
tient before allowing patient .to rise
from stool or table, and assists pa-
tient as described above.

25. Performer carries out termination
steps for the examination:

a. If B.B. shot has been applied to .

patient's breast(s), removes gentl
or applies appropriate remover for
the adhesive used.

b. Performer has equipment and etami-
nation table cleaned after use or
decides to do personally, depend-
ing on institutional arrangements.

c. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,
the technical factors used and film
sizes; may record the number of ex-
posures made of each view including
retakes; may enter the estimated
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radiation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any problei
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. If any views
called for in the initial request
could not be obtained, performer
may record reasons. Signs requisi-
tion sheet.

d. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have informa-
tion recorded in log book personally
or have this done, depending on in-
stitutional procedures.

e. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 369

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is b:oad enough to be repeatable.)

Portable x-ray equipment selected or evaluated for
examination ordered; equipment assembled, trans-
ported, set up at bedside; completed requisition
obtained; procedure selected; equipment disassembled
and returned to storage after use.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Order for bedside radiography;requ'isition sheet;
pt.'s ID information;pen;portable x-ray equipment;
technique chart;charts for conversion of technique,
standard examination views,dosage,tube capacity;load
ed cassettes or nonscreen film holders;upright film
holder;leaded rubber shielding;R-L and ID markers;
inmobilization devices;cassette tunnel;tape;cali-
pers;protractor;triangles

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,(4) No...( )

4. If -Yes- to q. Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowlcdge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Nurse in charge of pt.;any pt. to be radiographed;
co-worker;radiologist or referring MD

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Preparing, transporting, setting up and returning
mobile portable radiography equipment for bedside
radiography by selecting appropriate equipment;pre-
paring equipment and materials for use; transporting
setting up as appropriate for needs of examination
and safety; checking for appropriate requisition and
orders; deciding on radiography procedure; disman-
tling and returning equipment after use.

List Elements Futtt

Performer receives or obtains a
special record of an order for
bedside radiography,or a requi-
sition form with patient's iden-
tification card:

a. As regular assignment.
b. After checking assignment on

schedule sheet.
. From co-worker.

d. After having arranged requi-
sitions in order of priority.

. Performer reads the special
order or requisition to de-
termine the examination call-
ed for, the patient involved,
location in the hospital,sge,
and referring physician,

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for and
the patient's age and sex
to determine the probable
views to be obtained and
the likely positioning and
exposure technique to be
required. May consult
chart listing standard ex-
amination views. Checks
name of referring physi-
cian.

b. If the information is
available, performer notes
why bedside radiography is
required so as to consider
lhnitations on patient po-
sitioning, technique, and/
or need to obtain assis-
tance in positioning.
Notes whether patient is
in traction, is critically
ill, is post-operative,
has a cardiac condition,
is receiving respiration

OK-RP ; RR; RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)
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List Elements Full

or oxygen therapy, di requires iso-
lation to prevent contamination of
others,or to prevent exposure of pa-
tient to contamination.

c. Performer notes any special request
such as for magnification, stereo-
scopic views. Notes patient's loca-

' tion in hospital or institution.

2. If the institution has a variety of mo-
bile equipment available, performer may
consider which unit is most appropriate
for the examination ordered, taking ac-
count of the exposure technique re-
quired, the likely flexibility needed
in positioning the patient, and the
line voltage available in the'patient's
location. May consult available infor-
mation on power supply in various lo-
cations of hospital. Compares needs of
examination with output capacities,
tube limits, and power supply needs of
equipment.

If the institution has only one type of
mobile equipment, performer considers
whether its rating limitations and the
power source are compatible with the
requested examination, taking account
of the factors described above.
If magnification has been requested,per
former checks that the machine to be
used has a fractional focal spot of ap-
propriate size for direct magnification
technique (Le. 0.3 mm or smaller).
If there is a problem, performer con-
sults appropriate supervisor or physi-
cian and follows any orders given.

Once the mobile equipment is selected
(or predetermined) performer prepares
the equipment and collects all the ma-
terials needed for transportation to
the patient's bedside. Goes to appro-
priate storage area.

a. If unit is battery operated, checks
that batteries are charged. If not
already done, performer assembles
tube stand of unit and device to

List Elements Full

measure target film distance as
appropriate to equipment.

b. Performer collects appropriate
accessories depending on the ex-
amination requestcd and the equip-
ment to be used. May check techni-
que chart for unit.

i) Performer makes sure technique
chart, tube capacity chart for
the given unit, and charts for
conversion technique are in-
cluded with materials or at-
tached to unit.

ii) Performer collects calipers,im-
mobilization devices (such as
sandbags, angle blocks, tape,
head.clamp,weighted band), pro-
tractor, cardboard triangles,
cassette tunnels, localizer de-
vices, cassette stands and
other devices as appropriate f
the examination and the pa-
ttent's condition. Places in
carrier.

iii) Collects appropriate leaded rub
ber shielding and aprons to be
used to protect patient,based
on sex and positions,and for
performer and others in room,
and/or to mask or place beneath
film holder. Places in carrier.

iv) Makes sure that appropriate
grounding cord and remote con-
trol exposure cord are attached.

c. Depending on the equipment, exami-
nation, condition of patient and
standard institutional practices,
performer selects speed and type o
x-ray film,grid,and cassette com-
binations.

i) Selects size(s) based on the
area(s) to be examined,whether
there is order for use of mag-
nification technique.
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ii) Performer loads an adequate sup-
ply of loaded cassettes of the
types and sizes selected in ap-
propriate container on mobile
unit.

d. Performer prepares for identifica7
tion of the films:

i) May obtain lead numerals aod
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate pa-
tient identification information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on film holder
surface; may write or type out
ID information on card if not
received with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use.

v) Loads identification materials
on carrier.

e. If referring physician has request-
ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and
if not already with patient's jac-.
keted material, perfonner arranges
to have prior films delivered to
referrino Aysician.

4. If not already done, performer may de-
cide to test the equipment to make
sure that it is functioning. Checks
for proper filter in x-ray beam. For
patients to be protected from contami-
nation, performer may decide to wipe
ell the equipment with appropriate
antiseptic. Washes hands as appropri-
ate.

5. If appropriate, performer may arrange
to have another co-worker assigned to

List Elements Full

assist in positioning or in isolation
and decontaminatioa procedures. May
decide to carry out appropriate isola-
tion and decontamination procedures.

6. Whev the evipment and materials have
been assembled, performer prepares the
equipment for transporting to patient.

a. Adjusts x-ray tube in storage po-
sition. Makes sure that tube, col-
limator and arm are in position
where they cannot fall and locks
into position.

b. Performer stores all cables and
cords in box provided or gathers
up and secures into place on car-
rier.

c. Makes sure that all movable pro-
jecting or looming parts are cen-
tered and not projecting out from
machine.

. Performer transports the equipment an
order for radiography to the pr.tient's
location. Performer makes str..a he or

she has a firm hold on ane pod con-
trol of the machine. Walks on right
side of corridors; moves slowly and
with care when going around corners
and up and down ramps.

. Performer 'reports to nurse in charge
of floor or ward on arrival.

a. Indicates patient to be examined
and deternines exact location of
patient.

b. If appropriate, arranges for as-
sistance with patient positioning
and/or isolation teJlnique.

c. Performer asks about specific pre-
cautions in dealing with patient.
May record. Asks about patient
care equipment which must remain
in place and be taken account of
in eetting up radiography unit.
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Task Code No. 369

This is page 4 of _5 for this task..

List Elements Fully
List Elements Fully

9.

10.

11.

Performer greets patient before wheel-
ing in x-ray machine. Checks patient's
identity. Introduces self and explatna
what will be involved in the proceduce;
indicates what cooperation will be
asked of the patient. Answers patient's
non-medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and develop
confidence. Treats patient with dignity
and concern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains aware that patient
may be frightened and/or in pain. Per-
former explains when asked medical
questions that it is not appropriate
for technologist to answer these; en-
courages patient to speak to physician.

Performer determines where the portable
machine can be placed, considering the
care beirg given patient, such as
traction, oxygen, IV drip, nasal
tubing, suction apparatus, etc.

a. Performer closes door or draws cur-
tains to provide patient with pri-
vacy after wheeling unit into room.

b. Places machine so that a patient to
be moved can be positi-,d without
dislodging any apparatus, or so tha.
x-ray tube can be positioned above
or below patient's bed. Is careful
not to collide with patient's bed
or apparatus.

c. Makes sure that there is adequate
room for requiled target (focal
spot)-to-object (patient) distance
and target-to-film distance.

d. Makes sure that performer will be
able to stand minimal required dis-.
tance from x-ray beam during expo-
sure or outside of room.

e. Locks and/or uses brakes to im-
mobilize equipment in place.

If appropriate, connects power supply
for which equipment is designed.

d. May make sure that live power
switch is off. Checks that line

12.

13.

14.

cord has attached grounding -1r-
minal and is attached to unit, or
that there 4.s proper grounding as
appropriate.

b. May connect all low voltage cables
to control panel if not already
done.

c. May connect power cable to line
power outlet after checking that
voltage is appropriate. After ma-
chine has warmed up checks voltage
reading without making exposure.
If appropriate, adjusts line volt-
age compensator.

d. When performer determines that ma-
chine is operating, turns off line
power switch (if appropriate).

Once the equipment has been set up
for use, performer may obtain a more
detailed requisition sheet from re-
ferring physician, specifying number
and type of views and patient posi- ,

tions. If so, performer makes sure
that the request is properly autho-
rized, that information on requisi-
tion sheet is complete. Checks wheth-
er any special orders on exposure fac
tors are in keeping with the usual
rad exposure involved for the examine
tion. If not,contacts appropriate
staff member for further information.

Once an approved requisition sheet is
available, performer decides to carry
out radiography of the ;Jfected part
as appropriate,or provide:: another
technologist with needed information.

When the appropriate radiography task
has been completed by performer or
another technologist, performer may
carry out termination steps for bed-
side radiography:

a. Checks that all diagnostic radiog-
raphy has been completed.

b. Makes sure that main switch is off.
c. Disconnects power cable with at-

tached grounding cord.
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This is page 5 of 5 for this task:

List Elements Fully

d. Performer may clean the equipment
after use. Washes hands as appropri
ate.

e. Reports to nurse in charge that ra-
diography is completed.

f. Reassembles equipment and materials
as in 3, above.

g. Prepares for transporting back to
radiology department as in. 6, above

h. Transports as in 7, above and store
various compOnents as appropriate.

i. May indicate'to appropriate staff
person when'.the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

List Elements Fully
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 370

This is page 1 of 10 for this task.

. What is the outut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;x-ray equipment checked,
cleaned,transported,set up in operating roal;ac-
cessories assembled for use;pt.,cassette tunnels or
holders,x-ray tubes positioned;part measured;cas-
settes identified and placed;technique selected and
set;preoperative and operative exposures made under
sterile technique;processing and viewing arranged;
retakes made es ordered;examination recorded;equip-
ment returned after uSe.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form and
identification card for a pa-
tient scheduled for operating
room radiography involving hip
nailing or pinning (fixation of
a fractured hip or femur with
hip nail or pin) or similar
orthopedic surgery as a result
of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.

1. Performer reads information
on the requisition sheet in
order to plan for the proce-
dure:

a. Notes the patient's name
and ID number; confirms
the type of orthopedic
surgery involved and the
radiography ordered.

b. Notes the operating room
assigned and its location;
checks the time for the
scheduled surgery and, if
(or as) appropriate, the
time to report for pre-
liminary preparations and

. What is used in erformin this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chcaen among.)

Pt.'s requisition sheet,ID card;portable operating
room x-ray units;control panels;electrical outlets;
x-ray or polaroid cassettes;pan;cassette tunnels or
holders;immobilization devices;grids;cylinder exten-
sion cones;collimators;soap;calipers;antiseptic,dis-
infectant solutions;cleaning cloths;sterile pillow
cases or wraps;hospital cap,mask,gown,"boots";leaded
shielding;ID,R-L and sequence markers;technique,expo-
sure,positionin: and tube ratin: charts;view boxes

s t ere a rec p ent, respon.ent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.., X) No...

'es to q. : ame t e in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Operating room supervisor or charge nurse;supervisor
attending orthopedic surgeon;pt. to have surgery;
anesthesiologist;surgical team;co-worker

. Name tne task so that the answers to ques- pre-operative radiography.
Notes name of attending
surgeon and/or charge
nurse or operating room
supervisor.

c. Performer considers the
views likely to be requir-
ed. May consult standard
procedure chart. Notes the
patient's age, height,

OK-RP;RR;RR .

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking operative orthopedic radiographs of any pa-
tient (such as in hip pinning) by re.eiewing request;

assembling,checking,cleaning,transperting and set-
ting up x-ray equipment for use in operating room;
selecting and cleaning accessories;measuring part;
selecting and setting technical factors;positioning
tubes;indicating placement of cassette tunnels and
patient on table;providing shielding;making pre-op-
erative and operative exposures as ordered,obcerving
sterile.technique;arranging for processing and view-
ing by surgeon as films are proéessed;recording ex-
amination;returning equipment after use.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X1



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

,Task Code No. 370

2 of 10 for this task.This is page

List Elements Full

weight and sex for later determina-
tion of exposure technique.

d. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet is
Lomplete..
If the performer determines that the
request is not properly authorized,
is incomplete, or that sufficient
information is lacking for perform-
er to carry out radiography, noti-
fies supervisor, radiologist, or
other designated staff person, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures. Explains the problem if ap-
propriate and proceeds after ob-
taining needed information, signa-
ture, or orders.

2. Performer determines what prior prep-
arations will be needed, such as pro-
vision of mobile x-ray equipment and
accessories, proper dress, consulta-
tion with operating room staff:

a. Performer determines whether assign
ed operatiag room has one or more
x-ray units already available, or
whether one or two units must be
transported to the operating room.
Plans to check and clean x-ray
equipment in appropriate storage
area(s).

b. Performer notes whether film pro-
cessing equipment (in darkroom or
polaroid Processing) is available
adjacent to operating room. If
films must be processed in radio-
logy department, performer makes
sure that someone is assigned to
pick up, process, and return radio-
graphs to operating room as they
are ready.

c. Performer checks awn clothing to
make sure that undergarments, uni7
form and shoes are made of fabrics
that comply with institutional
'rules for safe operating room
dress.

List Elements Fully

d. If appropriate, performer contacts
operating room staff to discuss
operating room safety procedures,
type of grounding, possible use of
explosive gases in anesthesia, and
any information on timing or avail
ability of relevant equipment.

Performer goes to storage location of
the designated hazard-proof portable
x-ray unit(s) and/or of unit(s) kept
in or near nonsterile area of operat-
ing room. Cleans and checks two units
needed to make simultaneous radio-
graphs, regardless of location. (May
prepare one portable unit and one
operating room unit.) Washes hands
before and after assembling materi-
als..

a. Performer checks whether each unit
is hazard-proof and authorized for
operating room use, is equipped
with rubber casters to. insulate
(if-room is not insulated for use
with nongrounded equipment by
having conductive floor with built
in electrical resistence). May
check for proper filter on x-ray
tube(s). May note whether light
beam in collimator is not to be
used with equipment due to electri
cal hazard.

b. Performer prepares damp cloths
with appropriate antiseptic and/or
disinfectant solutions. Makes sure
equipment is disconnected, And
wipes equipment thoroughly to re-
move eirt, dust, and lint.

c. If not already done, performer as-
sembles tube stands of unit(s) as
appropriate to equipment. Makes
sure that grounding cords and re-
mote control exposure tords are
attached as appropriate.

d. Performer may decide to test func-
tioning of equipment. Uses electri

1
cal outlets in storage .area. Se-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

List Elements Full

lects and sets anticipated exposure
technique and makes an exposure. If
performer notes any possible defect
in equipment reports this to super-
visor and arranges to use alternate
equipment.

Task Code No. 370

3 of 10 for this task.

Performer collects,prepares and cleans
all the materials needed for transpor-
tation to the operating room. May check
technique charts. Goes to appropriate
storage areas:

a. Depending on the equipment and
standard institutional practices,
performer selects appropriate speed
and type of x-ray film, grid, and
cassette (polaroid or regular) com-
binations.

i) Notes whether portable cassette
tunnel will be used or whether
orthopedic operating table has
built-in cassette holders.

ii) Notes whether medical x-ray film
or polaroid cassettes (for use
with polaroid processing will be
used).

iii) Selects size(s) based on the
area(s) to be included and pa-
tient's age and size.

iv) Collects adequate supply of
loaded cassettes of the types
and sizes selected or decides to
prepare personally. Cleans and
places in appropriate container
on mobile unit.

b. Selects cylinder extension cones as
small as possible in order to mini-
mize secondary radiation. Cleans
and places on carrier.

c. Performer collects calipers,cas-
sette tunnel(s), cassette stands
or supports,and other devices as
appropriate for the equipment and
.procedure. Cleans and places on
carrier.

List Elements Full

d. Performer makes sure technique
charts, tube capacity charts for
the given units, and charts for
conversion of technique are in-
cluded with materials or attached
to units.

e. Collects leaded rubber shielding
and aprons to be used to protect
patient, performer, and others to
remain in operating room. Places
on carrier.

f. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of the films:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-

. priate patient identification
information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on
card if not received with req-
uisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that
right (R) and left (L) markers
are available for use and mark
ers to indicate the sequence
in which exposures are made.

v) Loads identification materials
on carrier.

g. Performer makes sure that own per
son, uniform and shoes are clean
and garments appropriate for op-
erating room.

h. When the equipment and materials
have been assembled, checked,and
cleaned, performer prepares the
equipment for transporting to
operr'fing room:
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.Task Code No. _370

This is page 4 of 10 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

i) Adjusts x-ray tubes in storage
position. Makes sure that tubes,
collimators and.arms are in posi-
tion where they cannot fall;
locks into position.

ii) Performer stores all cables and
cords in boxes provided or gath-
ers up and secures into place
on carrier.

iii) Makes sure that all movable pro-
jecting or looming parts are cen-
tered and not projecting out
from machines.

i. Performer transports the equipment
and order for radiography to the ap-
propriate location outside of oper-
ating room. Performer makes sure he
or she has a firm hold on, and good
control of, the carrier. Walks on
right side of corridors; moves
slowly and with care when going
around corners and up and down
ramps.

Performer reports to the charge nurse
or operating room supervisor (with the
portable equipment if transported).

a. Indicates name of patient and de-
termines e*act location for setting
up equipment.

b. Performer asks about specific pre-
cautions in dealing, with patient.
May record. Asks about any special
equipment which must remain in
place and be taken account of in
setting up radiography units.

c. If not already done, dons lead
apron and a clean gown, cotton
"boots," cap, and mask received
from the charge nurse or operating
room supervisor. Performer dons
these before entering operating
room. Washes hands as appropriate.
Carries out appropriate steps to
maintain the integrity of the ster-
ile area of the operating room and

does not touch patient,drapes, sur
geons, scrub nurses, instrument
tables or "back table."

d. Performer may report to anesthe-
sia area of operating room to
discuss appropriate timing of
pre-operative and operative_films
and/or presence of any explosive
gases.

e. Performer may discuss placement
of cassette tunnels or grids with
operating room supervisor (if not
part of operating table) so that
they can be placed on table while
prior preparations are being
made. May give cassette tunnels
to appropriate staff member and
check that they are placed so
that openings face the free end
Of the table while being part of
sterile field,and that vertical
holder is positioned properly.

If performer will be able to measure
patient before he or she is anesthe-
tized, performer greets patient be-
fore setting up equipment. Checks
patient's identity. Introduces self
and explaias own role in the proce-
dure. Attempts to reassure patient
and develop confidence. Treats pa-
tient with dignity and concern re-
gardless of patient's behavior. Re-
mains aware that patient may be
frightened and in pain. Explains the
need to measure patient for radiog-
raphy.

7. Before patient is draped, or cleansed,
performer measures patient and sets

up equipment:

a. Performer has patient positioned
in the supine, AP position. If
any movement of patient is needed,
arranges to have surgeon position.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 370

This is page 5 of 10 for this task.
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e. Performer wheels in portable ap-
paratus being careful not to dis-

i) Performer notes the patient's
body type, whether the area of
interest is heavily covered by turb any equipment or electrical

muscle or soft fat, whether the cords plugged in. Does not run

palpation points will be easy over cords; lifts cords when pos-

to find. sible or asks for assistance.

ii) If factors are not already known,
performer uses centimeter cali-

f. Performer checks out equipment
for use in operating room before

pers to measure the thickness of setting up for use at operating

the part(s) to be radiographed table. Uses anticipated exposure

in the directions in which the technique:

central rays of the x-ray beams
wIll pass through the centered i) May make sure that line power

part from tube to film (antero- switch(es) are off. Attaches

posterior and lateral). Records line cords with grounding ter-

for use in determining exposure minals to unitS or attaches

factors. proper grounding as (or if)

iii) In locating iliac crest, per- appropriate.

former is careful not to center ii) May connect all-low voltage

too high by making sure not to cables to control panels if

confuse the iliac crest with the not already done.

heavy muscles immediately above iii) May connect power cables to

the crest. May have patient in- line power outlets after check-1

hale deeply and breathe out; then ing that voltage is appropri-

palpates the point of the crest ate. Tests equipment by select-

while the muscles are relaxed. ing (for each unit) mA, kVp
and time as appropriate and

b. If performer is present when the turning on main switch. After

patient is placed on table, checks machines are warmed up, checks

that cassette tunnel and/or pa- for kV readings. If appropri-

tient is properly adjusted so that ate, adjusts line voltage com-

any perineal post of the table pensators.

will not interfere with lateral iv) When performer determines that

projection, that cassette holder each machine is operating,turn

is placed just above the crest 3f off line power switches (if ap-

the hip and at proper angle.
c. Performer provides patient and

everyone who will remain in operat-

propriate).

g. Once the machines have been

ing room with protective shielding. checked, performer sets up the

Explains if necessary that this is two x-ray units:

not cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unnecessary i) Places machines so that one

radiation exposure. tube can be directed verticall

d. Performer determines where the from above and one tube can be

portable machines can be placed,
considering the care being given

directed across the table from
the unaffected side. Checks

patient, such as anesthesia, IV
drip, etc.

that tubes can be adjusted to
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This is page 6 .of 10 for this task.
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required distances (focal-object
distance, FOD, and focal-film
distance, FFD).

ii) Makes sure that performer will
be able to stand minimal requir-
ed distance away from x-ray
beams during exposure (behind
shielding).

iii) Locks and/or uses brakes to im-
mobilize equipment in place and
moves overhead tube out of the
way until needed.

8. Performer places cassettes and pre-
selects exposure techniques before pa-
tient is draped:

a. Performer obtains the two appropri-
ate size loaded cassettes for the
first simultaneous projections (AP
and lateral).

b. Performer attaches identification
information to the cassettes:

i) Places right or left marker on
cassettes or cassette holders as
appropriate. Attaches markers to
indicate that these are the
first in a series of exposures.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate corner of cassettes
or cassette holders.

iii) If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flash card
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
settes.

c. Performer places cassettes as ap-
propriate in cassette tunnels or
cassette holding devices that are
part of table.

d. Performer makes sure the.. the x-ray
,units are ready for use. Checks
that indicator lights shows that
machines are "warmed up," or turns

on main switches as appropriate
to equipment and allows time for
machines to "warm up."

e. Performer reviews the technique
charts for the machines to be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to
reflect accommodation for change
in machine output or a policy de-
cision).

f. Performer locates the information
needed for the body part and pro-
jection involved for each unit ac-
cording to the centimeter thick-
ness of the part as measured and
the collimated field size to be
used. Makes nure that technique
relates to the combination of
film type and speed and use or
nonuse of other accessories that
are possible (such as screens,
grids, etc.). Makes note of the
kVp, mA, T(seconds of exposure
time), focal spot size, and the
focal film distance called for.

g. Once the standard kVp, mA and time
have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
necessary to account for change in
FFD, extreme fat or muscularity,
preference of the radiologist or

- surgeon involved, and any other
conversion needed. Performer looks
up numerical conversion factors
and calculates, or uses conver-
sion charts to ascertain the ap-
propriate new exposure factor
(kVp, mA and/or time). Multiplies,
divides, adds, or subtracts as
appropriate.

h. Performer checks any new or unfamr
iliar exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure
that technique does not exceed the
heat capacities of the tube for
the focal spot size to be used.
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Task Code No. 370

This is page 7 of 10 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully
asammma-limm

extremity is not in anatomic posi-
tion) by locating the anterior
superior iliac spine and the upper
margin of the symphysis pubis. De-
fines a line between them. Pal-
pates the greater trochanter of
the femur and marks a point one
inch below its most prominent
part. Defines a line from the
point marked to the midpoint of
the first line as the long axis o
the femoral neck.

d. Performer finds a point on the
localization line for the long
axis of the femoral neck about 2.5
inches below the midpoint of the
first localizing line. Uses this
as centering point for hip joint.

e. Has patient adjusted in AP posi-
tion with shoulders lying on a
single transverse plane and with
affected hip aligned to midline
of cassette placed for AP projec-
tion. May have pelvis or hip ele-
vated or supported.

10. Performer positions units for radiog-
raphy as follows:

a. For AP projection locates hip

If appropriate, performer recon-
verts the technique to an equiva-
lent output.

i. Performer makes sure that all cir-
cuits have been stabilized. If ap-
propriate, adjusts line voltage
meters. Sets exposure factors:

i) Performer sets milliamperage by
choosing selectors for the cor-
rect focal spot size; sets the
mA selected for each unit.

ii) Performer selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired for each unit.

iii) Performer sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major kilovoltage and minor kilo-
voltage settings to produce the
desired kVp for each unit.

. When the equipment is ready,performer
reports to surgeon in charge to have
patient positioned in supine position
for pre-operative radiography (taken
before patient is draped). May receive
final orders from surgeon on position-
ing of tubes or cassettes.

a. Performer indicates what is needed
in the positioning so that the part
will be centered, with the long axis
of the part parallel to the fill,:
holders. Has patient centered to
midline of cassette tunnels or hold
ers or has cassettes centered to the
part. With the upright holder ad-
justs height of holder to part, cen
ters to part,and has holder sup-
ported.

b. If patient has a balloon catheter i
place performer makes sure that the
clamp is not lying over a part to
be exposed or that patient is not
lying on the clamp,

c. Performer localizes the long axis o
the femoral neck (especially with
atypical patients or where the

joint as described in (d), above.
Centers to level of highest point
of greater trochanter,and directs

- central ray vertically at right
angles to film. Adjusts tube to
required FFD.

b. For lateral _projection has knee an.
hip on unaffected side flexed and
adjusted so that neither central
ray will be obstructed. May have
unaffected thigh placed and sup-
ported in vertical position.

i) May have surgeon grasp the heel
of the affected side, invert the
foot about 15° or 20°. Performer
may have patient immobilized.

3zO
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ii) Performer adjusts cassette in
holder or cassette tunnel in
vertical position so that the
upper border is in contact with
the lateral surface of the body
on the affected side, at or just
above the level of the crest of
the ilium. May angle the lower
border away from the body so tha
the cassette is parallel with
the long axis of the femoral
neck. Locates long axis of fem-
oral neck as described above (c).

iii) If cassette is not in holder at-
tached to table,performer sup-
ports cassette or cassette tun-
nel in place.

iv) Performer positions x-ray tube
from side opposite affected side.
Places tube with its cylinder
extension tube under the flexed
knee on the unaffected side,
directed at the affected joint.

v) Directs central ray at right an-
gies to long axis of the femoral
neck, centered Z..o hip joint cen-
tering point described above (d).

vi) Adjusts the x-ray tube to the
required FFD.

c. Once the patient has been positione
and inmobilized, performer adjusts
the collimator of the AP tube. (Doe
not use light beam in operating
room unless it has been certified
as hazard proof for use in presence
of explosive gases.) Either colli-
mates so that a small unexposed
border will appear around the edge
of the film or collimates further
so as to expose only the area of
interest (and thus provide maximum
protection and detail).

d. If not already done, performer adds
lead shielding to areas that will
be in the primary path of the beam
but are not included in the areas
'of interest. Makes sure-that proper

List Elements Full

protective shielding has been pro-
vided to patient and everyone who
will remain in room.

11. When everything is ready for the ex-
posure, performer checks with sur-
geon or anesthesinlogist on timing
for the first pair o!! radiographs
before patient is draped. Has all
persons not needed in room leave
during exposure.

a. If patient is to be radiographed
at this stage while conscious,
performer explains to patient
need for patient to hold breath
when told to do so by performer
and to hold still until told to
relax.

b. If patient is to be radiographed
while under anesthetic, performer
arranges to wait for signal from
anesthesiologist that respiratory
arrest has been induced.

c. Performer checks controls of ma-
chines and walks to safe distance
from tubes holding exposure con-
trols.

d. Performer either triggers the
simultaneous exposures on signal
from anesthesiologist, or tells
patient when to hold breath and
hold still by calling. Performer
initiates both exposures by press-
ing hand trigger(s) or exposure
control button(s) simultaneously.

i) While exposures are underway,
performer checks that mA meters
record appropriate current as
set, that kVp meters dip slight
ly.

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment.

iii) After exposure is completed
tells anesthesiologist to
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resume respiration or tells pa-
tient that he or she can relax.

12. Performer returns to patient. RemoVes
cassettes from tunnels or cassette
holders.

a. Removes any markers for further use.
b. Performer arranges to have the two

exposures processed at once:

i) If there is no processing equip-
ment adjacent to operating room,
performer gives cassettes to co-
worker for processing.

ii) If there is a darkroom with pro-
cessing equipment next to operat-
ing room or a polaroid processor,
performer arranges to have cas-
settes processed at once or de-
cides to do personally.

c. Attaches ID card for use with flash-
er if appropriate. Nay sign requi-
sition.

13. When the films have been processed,
performer places these on view boxes
in appropriate nonsterile area of
operating suite and informs surgeon
that they are ready for inspection.

a. Performer obtains orders from the
surgeon on any Turther radiographs
to be made before the patient is
draped for surgery.

b. Notes any changes ordered for place-
ment of cssette holders, exposure
factors, centering of tubes, or po-
sition of patient. Adjusts as appro
priate or has this done.

c. Fcr further pre-operative exposures
repeats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification of
film holders or cassettes and use of
R-L markers,identification of se-
quenca, selection and setting of

:techniques, positioning equipment
for focus-object-film aignment,

List Elements Full

proper collimation and shielding,
making exposures, and arrang-
ing for processing and viewing as
described above.

d. If performer is asked to repeat an
exposures, notes whether need to
repeat is due to performer's own
negligence or lack of attention
so that performer can avoid future
."retakes."

14. When the surgeon indicates that no
further pre-operative films are re-
quired, performer prepares for opera-
tive radiography:

a. Observes while parts of the x-ray
equipment are draped into the sur-
gical field.

b. NOtes or reviews procedure for
placing and removing cassette
from tunnel or holder from under
drape while scrub nurse lifts
drape (for AP projections).

c. Checks that sterile pillowcases
or wraps are available for holding
cassette for lateral projections.

15. During surgery, performer awaits
orders from surgeon on when to take
operative films as ordered.

a. Performer identifies cassettes by
patient ID, R-L and sequence num-
ber as described above.

b. On signal, performer places cas-
sette for AP projection in table's
caisette holder or cassette tun-
nel by having scrub nurse lift
sterile drape, uncovering the open
ing on non-sterile side of table.
Performer inserts cassette and in-
dicates when to allow drape to
fall.

c. Performer places cassette for lat-
eral projection by having scrub
nurse hold open a sterile wrap or
pillowcase. Performer drops
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Task Code No. 370

This is page 10 of 10 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

cassette into covering, being care- ber of exposures made of each view
ful to maintain sterile technique including retakes; may enter the
and not allow cassette or own hands estimated radiation dose to which
to touch the outside of the covering patient was exposed (using posted
or ci e. Checks while nurse places information on dosage); may record
coverek_ cassette in upright holder any problem with equipment. Signs
(which is nou part uf sterile requisition sheet.
field). e. Performer may arrange to jacket

d. Performer vislially checks the cone films, requisition sheets, and re-
and tube positions, collimation,and lated materials and/or have infor-
patient position. Indicates to ap- mation recotde5149 log book,depend-
propriate surgical team member any ing on institational procedures.
adjustments needed. f. Reports to supervisor or nurse in

e. Checks technical factors. charge of operating room that ra-
f. Performer coordinates with acesthe- diography is completed.

siologist on timing for exposuie. g. Reassembles equipment and materi-
Indicates when ready and when ap- als as described above. Prepares
propriate staff should leave expo- for transporting back to radiology
sure area. On signal from anesthe- department as described. Trans-
siologist, performer makes the next ports as described and stores var-
set of exposures as described above,

g. Performer arranges for removal of
ious components as appropriate.

h. May indicate to appropriate staff
cassettes, processing,and viewing person when the performer is ready
as rapidly as possible, as describe& to proceed with next radiographic
above,

h. Performer repeats operative radiog-
raphy as ordered by surgeon (as
described) until told that radiog-
raphy has been completed.

procedure.

16. When the radiography has been complet-
ed, performer carries out termination
steps:

a. Makes sure that main switch is off
for each unit.

b. Disconnects power cables and ground-1
ing cords if appropriate.

c. Performer may clean the equipment
after use. Washes hands as appropri-
ate. Removes operating room gar-
ments and shielding.

d. Performer records the radiography
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, operating
room, surgical pr,cedure, the views
.taken, the technical factors used
and film sizes; may record the num-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 371

This is page 1 of 9 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed; x-ray equipment and accessor-
ies checked for use in operating room, cleaned,
transported and set up;pt.,cassette tunnel or bucky,
x-ray tube positioned;paIt measured;cassette identi
fied and placed;technique selected and set;scout
and contrast radiographic exposures made;processing
and viewing arranged;changes made and retakes done
as ordered;examination recorded;equipment returned,

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form and
identification card for a pa-
tient scheduled for operating
room radiography such as opera-
tive cholangiography (contrast
study of biliary tract during
surgery), operative p,Acreato-
graphy (contrast stuoy of pan-
creas during surgery) or similar
radiography during surgery,as a
result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
. Receiving emergency order to
perform task after surgical
procedure has begun.

1. Performer reads information
on the requisition sheet or
emergency order to plan for
the procedure:

a. Notes the patient's name
and ID number; confirms
the type of surgical proce
dure involved and the ra-
aiography ordered.

b. Notes the operating room
assigned and its location.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray order or requisition card;por:able oper
ating room x-ray unit;control panel;electrical out-
lets;x-ray or polaroid cassettes;cassette tunnel or
bucky;immobilization devices;grid;extension cone;
collimator;calipers;soap;antiseptic,disinfectant
solutions;cleaning cloths;cap,mask,gown,"boots";
lead aprons,shielding;pt. ID,R-L,sequence markers;
technique,exposure,positioning and tube rating
charts;view boxes;pen

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . , ( 4 No... )

les to q. ame tile in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Operating room supervisor or charge nurse;supervis--
or:attending surgeon;pt.to have surgt_ry;anesthesiol-
ogist;surgical team;co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- Checks the time for the,,
scheduled surgery and, if
appropriate, the time to
report for preparatory
procedures, or notes wheth-
er surgery has begun and
amount of time left to pre-
Dare and set up equipment.

c. Totes name of attending
surgeon and/or charge
nurse or operating room
supervisor.

OK-RP-RR-RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tisl words,

Taking operative cholangiograms,pancreatograms or
similar operative radiographs of any patient by re-
viewing request;assembling,checking,cleaning,trans-
porting and setting up x-ray equipment in operating
room;measuring part;positioning equipment and cas-
sette ',elders and/or patient;selecting and setting
exposure factors for scout and contrast films;colli-
mating;providing shielding;observing sterile proce-
dures;making exposures on signal;arranging for proc-j
essing and viewing by surgeon;repeating as ordered;
recording examination;returning equipment after use. 6. Check here it this

is a master sheet..
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TtSK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 371

9 for this task.

List E ements Fully

This is page

d. Performer notes the patieAt's sex,
height, weight, and body type, if in-
formation is available, in order to
ancicipate probable exposure tech-
nique and cassette size.

e. Performer makes sure that the request
is properly authorized, that informa
tion on tequisition sheet is com-
plete. If the performer determines
that the request is not properly au-
thorized, is incomp2ete, or that suf-
ficient information ie lacking for
performer to select technique, noti-
fies supervisor, radiologist, or
other designated staff person,. de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures. Explains the problem if appro-
priate, and proceeds after obtaining
needed information or signature.

f. Performer may have request that prior
radiographs be made available. If so,
performer may arrange to have prior
films delivered to operating room or
may arrange to transport personally.

. Performer determines what prior prepara-
tions are needed, such as provision of
mobile x-ray equipment and accessories,
proper dress, cooperation with operating
room team:

a. Performer determines whether assigned
operating room has an x-ray unit al-
ready available or whether performer
will transport a mobile unit.
i) Checks whether a Potter-Bucky di-

aphragm or grid-front cassettes
and a cassette tunnel will be
used.

ii) Plans to check and clean equip-
ment in appropriate storage
area;

b. Performer notes whether film process-

ion...1m

ing equipment (in darkroom or polar-
oid processing) is available adjacent
to operating room. If films must be
processed in radiology department,
performer makes sure that someone is

Elements Full

assigned to pick up, process, and
return radiographs to operating
room as they are made.

c. Performer checks own,clothing to
make sure that undergarments, uni-
form, and shoes are made of :fabrics
that comply with institutional
rules for safe operating room dress

d. Performer may contact operating
room staff to receive more detailed
orders, information, or to check on
safety, timing or availability of
equipment,.

. Performer goes to storage location for
x-ray unit to be used in operating
room (in radiology department or ad-
jacent to operating room) in order to
check, clean and assemble.the x-ray
unit. Dons lead apron.

a. Performer makes sure that unit to
be used has an adequate output for
the required radiography and is hoz
ard-proof and certified for operat-
ing room use. If operating room is
not insulated for use with non-
grounded equipment with conductive
floor, checks that unit is equipped
with rubber casters.
May check for proper filter in
x-ray beam, fractional focal spot
size, whether light beam in collim-
ator is hazard-proof or not to be
used in operating room.
Checks whether use of bucky is com
patible with safety requirements.

b. Performer prepares damp cloths with
appropriate antiseptic and/or disin
fectant solutions. Makes sure unit
is disconnected, and wipes equipmen
thoroughly to remove dirt, dust and
lint. If not already done, performe
assembles tube stand of unit as ap-
propriate to equipment.

c. Makes sure that ground cord and re-
mote control exposure cord are pres
ent and properly attached.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 371

3 of 9 for this task.

List Elements Full

d. Performer makes sure technique chart,
tube capacity chart for the given
unit, and chart for conversion of
technique are included with or at-
tached to unit.

e. Performer decides to test the func-
tioning of the x-ray equipment. Uses
electrical outlet in storage area
and phantom or test object; selects
and sets anticipated technical fac-
tors. Reports defective unit and ar-
ranges to replace with alternate
unit.

f. Selects and cleans appropriate exten
sion cone(s) so that effective beam
can be reduced as much as possible.

Performer prepares and collects all the
materials needed for transportation to
the operating room. Goes to approPriate
storage areas. Selects and cleans appro
priate accessories depending on institu
tional procedures and the unit to be
used. May check technique chart for
unit.

41.11.sianatm_Faui.
e. Performer prepares for identifica-

tion of the films:

i) May obtain lead numerais and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate pa-
tient identification informatiom

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on film holder
surface; may write or type out
ID information on card if not
received with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use and markers to
indicate sequence of exposures.

v) Places on carrier.

f. Washes hands as appropriate before
and after assembling and cleaning
equipment.

. When the equipment and materials have
been assembled, checked and cleaned,
performer prepares the equipment for
transporting to operating room:

a. Adjusts x-ray tube in storage posi-

tion. Makes sure that tube, colli-
mator and arm are in position where
they cannot fall, and locks into
position.

b. Performer stores all cables and
cords in box provided or gathers up
and secures into place on carfier.

c. Makes sure that all movable pro-
jecting or looming parts are cen-
tered and not projecting out from
machine.

d. Performer transports the equipment
and order for radiography to the
appropriate location outside of
operating loom. Performer makes

sure he or she has a firm hold on
and gocd control of the carrier.'
Valks on right side of corridors;

a. Performer makes sure that any bucky
to be used is authorized for operat-
ing room use and is padded. Cleans
and prepares for transl-ortation to
operating room.

b. Performer may prepare and clean a
cassette tunnel for use instead of
bucky. Places on carrier.

c. Selects loaded cassettes of appropri
ate speed and type,with use of grid
or not,.depending on established pro
cedures. Uses prepared polaroid cas-
settes'if polaroid processing is to
be used. Selects size based on pa-
tient's size, age and area of inter-
est. Collects an adequate supply of
loaded cassettes of the type and
size selected or decides to prepare
personally. Cleans and places in ap-
propriate container on mobile unit.

d. Performer collects and cleans appro-
priate lead shielding and aprons,
calipers. Places on carrier.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 371

This is page 4 of 9 for this task.

List Elements List Elements Full

moves slowly and with care when
going around corners and up and
down ramps.

Performer reports to the charge nurse
or operating room supervisor (with the
portable equipment if transported).

a. Indicates name of patient and deter-
mines exact locatb.- F.or setting up
equipment.

b. Performer asks about specific precau
tions in dealing with patient. May
record. Asks about any special equi
ment which must remain in place and
be taken account of in setting up
radiography unit.

c. Performer may receive a clean hospi-
tal gown,cotton "boots," cap and
mask from the charge nurse or oper-
ating room supervisor. Performer
dons these before entering operating
rcom. Washes hands.as appropriate.
Carries out appropriate steps to
maintain the integrity of the ster-
ile area of the operating room and
does not touch patient, drapes, sur-
geons, scrub nurses, instrument
tables or "back table."

d. Performer may report to anesthesia
area of operating room to discuss
appropriate timing of pre-operative
scout film (or operative scout if
surgery has begun) and/or presence
of any explosive gasses.

7 Performer wheels in portable apparatus
being careful not to disturb any equip
ment or electrical cords plugged in.
Does not run over cords. Lifts cords
when possible or asks for assistance.
Places machine in a convenient, easily
maneuverable position before setting
up at operating table.

. Performer checks out equipment for use
in.operating room before setting up
for use at operating table:

a. May make sure that line power
switch is off. Attaches line cord
with grounding terminal to unit,
or attaches proper grounding as
(or if) appropriate.

b May connect all low voltage cables
to control panel if not already
done. May connect power cable to
line power outlet after checking
that type of outlet and voltage
are appropriate.

c. Performer tests equipment for use
at operating table:

1) Reviews the technique chart for
the machine to be used and
takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors
(to reflect accommodation for
change in machine output or a
policy decision).

ii) Turns on line power switch. Se-
lects the technical factors (mA,
kVp and time) anticipated for
use with patient and turns on
main switch. After machine has
warmed up checks for kV read-
ing. If appropriate, adjusts
line voltage compensator.

iii) When performer determines that 1

machine is operating, turns
off line power switch (if ap-
propriate).

Performer determines patient's rele-
vant measurement for final selection
of exposure technique. Checks pa-
tient's identity.

a. If patient has not yet been placed
under general anesthesi:.1, perform-
er greets patient before setting
up equipment at operating table.
Introduces self and explains own
role in the procedure. Attempts to
reassure patient and develop con-
fidence.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Ccde No. 371

This is page 5 of 9 for this task.

1

10. If performer is present for placement
of bucky or cassette tunnel on operat-
ing table, performer checks that cas-

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

Treats patient with dignity and con-
cern regardless of patient's behav-
ior. Remains aware that patient may
be frightened and in pain. Explains
the need to measure patient for ra-
diography.

b. If patient has been anesthetized
but is not yet undergoing surgery,
performer checks with anesthesiolo-
gist before measuring. Notes respi-
ration pattern.

c. If surgery has begun, performer es-
timates patient's measurements based
on charted information on weight,
height, body type,age,and sex. Notes
breathing pattern. May consult sur-
geon or other staff member.

d. If performer is to measure patient
directly, has patient placed in su-
pine'AP position with shovlders in
a single transverse plane. If any
movement of patient is required,may
ask to have this done.

i) Performer notes patient's body
type to judge location of bil-
iary tract,or performer may place
prior localizing radiographs on
view box to judge location.

ii) If factors are not already known,
uses centimeter calipers to mea-
sure the thickness of the part t
be radiographed in the direction
in which the central ray of the
x-ray beam will pass through the
centered part from tube to film
(right AP oblique projection
for cholangiography and/or re-
flux pancreatography,and AP pro-
jection for transduodenal pan-
creography,. Records for use
determining exposure factors.

11.

sette tunnel or buckey is arranged
appropriately:

a. For cholangiography,checks that
cassette,when inserted,will lie in
a transverse position in relation
to operating table,slightly later-
al to right side. Has cassette
holder placed so that opening is
on the left side, away from what
will be the sterile field,and so
that the right upper quadrant of
the patient's body can be centered
to the film area.

b. For pancreatography,adjusts so
that cassette will be centered to
the median sagittal plane of the
patient's body at the level of the
xiphoid process.

Performer sets up x-ray unit,after it
is checked,on the left side of the
table opposite the operating field.

a. Performer determines where the
portable machine can be placed,
considering the care being given
patient,.such as anesthesia, IV
drip, etc.

b. Places machine so that x-ray tube
can be directed from above and
(for cholangiography) angled from
left to right, at the proper
focal-film distance (FFD).

c. Makes sure that performer will be
able to stand minimal required dis
tance from x-ray beam during ex-
posure.

d. Locks and/or uses brake to immob-
ilize equipment in place.

12. Performer preselects exposure tech-
nique for scout (preliminary) film
unless operation is already underway:

a. Performer makes sure that the
x-ray unit is ready for use.
Checks that indicator light shows.
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Task Code No. 371

This is page 6 of 9 for this task.

List Elaments,Fully
wormanimasmimw List Elements Fully

that machine is "warmed up," or
turns on main switch as appropriate
to equipment and allows time for ma
chines to "warm up."

b. Locates on technique chart the in-
formation needed for the body part
and projection involved according
to the centimeter thickness of the
part as measured (or estimated) and
the collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure that technique re-
lates to the combination of film
type and speed, and use or nonuse
of other accessories that are pos-
sible (such as screens, grids,
bucky, etc.). Makes note of the kVp,
mA, T(seconds of exposure time),
focal spot size, and the focal film
distance called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time
have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
necessary to account for change in
FFD, extreme fat or muscularity,
preference of the radiologist or
surgeon involved, and any other con-
version needed or posted. Performer
looks up numerical conversion fac-
tors and calculates,or uses conver-
sion chart to ascertain the appro-
priate new exposure factor (kVp, mA
and/or time). Multiplies, divides,
adds, or subtracts as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or unfamil
iar exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating cnart to be sure that
technique does not exceed the heat
capacity of the tube for the
focal spot size to be used. If ap-
propriate, performer reconverts the
technique to an equivalent output.
Keeps exposure time to a minimum.

e. Performer makes sure that all cir-
cuits have been stabilized. If ap-
propriate, adjusts line voltage
meter. Sets exposure factors:

i) Performer sets milliamperage
bY choosing selectors for the
correct focal spot size; sets
the mA. selected.

ii) Performer selects and sets
the exposute time that will
*produce the mAs desired.

iii) Performer sets the kVp se-
lected by choosing the combin
ation of major kilovoltage
and minor kilovoltage set-
tings to produce the desired
kVp.

13. Performer requests that the surgeon
in charge place the patient in sup-
ine AP pusition for pre-operative
preliminary radiography. May receive
final orders from surgeon on posi-
tioning of tube or cassette.

a. Performer indicates what is needed
in the positioning so that the
part will be centered.

b. For cholangiography,has patient ad
justed in AP position so that the
right upper quadrant of the abdom-
en is centered to the bucky grid
or cassette tunnel film area.

i) If tube will not be angled,
has left side of body elevate
and supported 15° to 20°. Sup
ports elevated shoulder,hip
and knee.

ii) Has hips and knees fully ex-
tended.

c. For pancreato ra h ,has patierft ad
justed in AP position so that the
xiphoid process is centered over
the bucky grid or exposure area of
cassette tunnel at the median sag-
gital plane.

14. Performer places cassette for the
scout film:

a. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 371

This is page 7 of 9 for this task.

List Elements Fully

b. Attaches identification information
to the cassette or cassette holder:
i) Places right or left marker on

cassette or cassette holder as
appropriate.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on ap-
propriate corner of cassette or
holder.

iii) If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of.flasher, sets flash card aside
for later use with space created
by piece of leaded rubber on ap-
propriate edge of cassette.

List Elements Fully

c. if patient has already been draped,
performer has scrub nurse or someone
who is part of surgical team lift
the drape to expose opening of bucky
or cassette tunnel,and replace drape
after cassette is placed.

d. If cassette is to be used with bucky
performer may manually pull out
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into bucky
tray and pushes back. Makes sure
clamps are closed. Moves cassette
into appropriate "stored" position
or inserts cassette tray into bucky
slot and centers.

e. If a cassette tunnel is being used,
performer places cassette in tunnel.

Z. If not already done, performer pro-
vides patient, self, and everyone
who will be in opetating room durin
radiography with protective lead
aprons. Explains if necessary that
this is not cause for alarm but a
general precaution to minimize un-
necessary radiation exposure.

15. Performer positions x-ray tube:

a. For cholangiography, performer ad-
justs the x-ray tube to obtain a

right AP oblique projection (RPA
oblique view). Positions tube on
the left side of the patient, cen-
tered to the right side, to enter
the area of the biliary ductal sys
tem:

i) If patient has been draped
and surgery is in progress,
performer centers to point
indicated by surgeon.

ii) If tube angulation is to be
used, directs central ray to
center of cassette area or in
dicated area at 200 to the
right.

iii) If patient has had lert side
elevated, performer directs
central ray at right angles t
midpoint of cassette or area.

b. For pancreatography,performer ad-
justs the x-ray tube to obtain an
AP projection (posterior view).
Centers tube at right angles to th
midpoint of the cassette area
(medial sagittal plane of body at
level of the xiphoid process or as
indicated by surgeon).

c. Checks and adjusts the focal-film
distance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; adjusts
up or down until the required FFD
is obtained.

d. Performer collimates so that a
small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film, or
collimates further so as to expose
only the area of interest (and
thus provide maximum protection an
detail). Performer may attach an
auxiliary extension cone to colli-
mator to further reduce the primary
beam. Adjusts primary beam to mini
mum size needed to cover the
part(s) of interest. (Does not use
light beam in operating room unless
it has been certified as safe for
use in presence of explosive
gases.)
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Task Code No. 371

This is page 8 of 9 for this task.

List Elements Full

e. If not already done, performer adds
lead shielding to areas that will be
in the primary path of the beam but
are not included in the areas of in-
terest, or has this done.

16. When everything is ready for the pre-
liminary exposure performer checks with
surgeon and/or anesthesiologist on tim-
ing. Has all persons not needed at op-
erating table during exposure leave
room.

a. If patient is to be radiographed be-
fore being anesthetized, performer
explains to patient how to hold
breath without moving when told to
do so by performer and hold until
told to relax. Observes patient un-
til moment that exposure is made.

b. If patient is under anesthesia and
is to be radiographed prior to sur-
gery, performer arranges to make ex
posure on signal from anesthesiolo-
gist that respiratory arrest has
been induced.

c. If surgery has begun, performer ar-
ranges timing with surgeon and anes
thesiologist, and waits for signal.

d. Performer checks controls of x-ray
machine and walks to safe distance
from tube with exposure control (on
long cord).

e. Tells patient when to hold breath b
calling,or notes anesthesiologist's
signal. Initiates exposure by press
ing trigger of exposure control cord

i) While exposure is underway,per
former checks that mA meter re
cords appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips
slightly.

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment'.

List Elements Full

-iii) After exposure is completed
indicates_to anesthesiologist
that respiration can be re-
suned,or tells patient that
he or she can relax.

17. After exposure performer returns to
patient. If patient has been draped,
has surgical drape raised to expose
cassette holder.

a. Removes cassette.
b. Removes any markers for further

use.

c. Performer arranges to have the
scout film processed at once:

i) If there is no processing
equipment adjacent to operat-
int room, performer gives cas
sette to co-worker for proc-
essing.

ii) If there is a darkroom with
processing equipment next to
operating room or a polaroid
processor, performer arranges
to have cassette processed at
once GC decides to do person-
ally.

iii) Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May
sign requisition.

18. When the scout film has been' proc-
essed and returned, performer places
on view box in appropriate nonsterile
area of operating suite. May also
hang prior films. Informs surgeon
that radiograph(s) are ready for view
ing.

a. Notes any orders to repeat scout
film and/or timing for contrast
study.

b. Performer notes surgeon's orders
on any change in technical factors
needed, any change in tube or cas-
sette position, or any change tO
be made in centering or .patient

1t

Itt:



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 37;

This is page 9 of 9 for this task.

List Elements rullY . List Elements Full

c. If performer is to repeat scout 21. When the radiography has been com-
film, repeats appropriate steps as pleted, performer carries out termi-
described above, including process- nation steps:
ing and review,making appropriate
changes as ordered. a. Makes sure that main switch of

i) Notes whether need to repeat x-ray unit is off.
is due to performer's own b. Disconnects power cable and
negligence or lack of atten- grounding cord (if appropriate).
tion so that performer can c. Performer may clean the equipment
avoid future "retakes." after use. Washes hands as appro-

ii) If request for retakes re- priate. Removes operating room
flects the preference for den garments and shielding.
sity or contrast of the sur- d. Performer records the radiography

, geon, performer notes for fu-
ture work done for the given

according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, operat-

surgeon so that retakes can
be avoided,

ing room, surgical procedure, the
views taken, the technical factors
used and film size; may record

19. Performer prepares for contrast radio- the number of exposures made of
graphy during surgery: each view including retakes; may

enter the estimated radiation dose
a. Inserts properly identified cas- to which patient was exposed (us-

sette into bucky or cassette tunnel ing posted information on dosage);
under lifted surgical drape, as de- may record any problem with equip-
scribed above.

b. Adjusts technical factors to allow
ment. Signs requisition sheett.,

e. Performer may arrange to jacket
for use of contrast medium. (May films, requisition sheets, and re-
check technique chart.) Sets tech- lated materials and/or have infor-
nical factors. mation recorded in log book de-

c. At signal of surgeon (after instil- pending on institutional proced-
lation of contrast), performer cen- ures.

ters tube at appropriate angle to f. Reports to supervisor or nurse in
centering point indicated by sur- charge of operating room that ra-
geon. Walks to position for expos- diography is completed.
ure, and has appropriate personnel g. Reassembles equipment and materi-
leave room. als as described above. Prepares

d. At signal from anesthesiologist,
performer makes exposure as de-

for transporting back to radiology
department as described. Trans-

scribed above, ports as desc-ibed and stores var-
ious components as appropriate.

20. Performer has first operative radio- h. May indicate to appropriate staff
graph processed at once for viewing,as person when the performer is ready
described above. Continues with radio- to proceed with next radlographic
graphy at intervals determined by sur-
geon, following steps as described
above,until told by surgeon that radi-
ogtaphy has been completed,

procedure.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 372

This is page 1 of 8 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
4....... ...

List Elements Full
....

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;x-ray equipment and accessories
checked for use in operating room,cleaned,trans-
ported and set up;film packets prepared for use;film
packet identified and placed in sterile holder;tube
positioned and exposure made;film packet removed
from holder;processing and viewing arranged;changes
made and retakes done as ordered;examination re-
corded;equipment returned,

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form and
identification card for a pa-
tient scheduled for intravis-
ceral or isolated operating room
radiography (such as isolated
kidney or choledochography) as
a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sche-

dule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving emergency order to

perform task after surgical
procedure has begun.

1. Performer reads information
on the requisition sheet or
emergency order to plan for
the procedure:

a. Notes the patient's name
and ID number; confirms
the type of surgical pro-
cedure and the organ to be
radiographed.

b. Notes the operating room
assigned and its location.
Checks the time for the
scheduled surgery and, if
appropriate, the time to
report for preparatory

.......

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition form:portable operating room
x-ray unit;control panel;electrical outlets;dental
occlusal film packets or x-ray film,black paper and
lead foil;scissors;tape;extension cone;collimator;
soap;antiseptic,disinfectant solutions;cleaning
cloths;cap,mask,gown,"boots";lead shielding;forceps;
sterile film packet holders;pt. ID,R-L markers;tech-
nique,exposure,positioning and tube rating charts;
view boxes;pen

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. If "Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

script:ions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Operating room supervisor or charge nurse;supervi-
sor;attending surgeon;pt. to have surgery;anesthe-
siologist;surgical team;co-worker

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- procedures, or notes
whether surgery has begun
and amount of time left
to prepare and set up
equipment.

c. Notes name of attending
surgeon and/or charge
nurse or operating room
supervisor.

d. Performer notes the pa-
tient's sex, height,weight

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words,
Taking intravisceral or isolated operating room ra-
diographs of any patient by reviewing request;as-
sembling,checking,cleaning,transporting and setting
up x-ray equipment in operating room;preparing small
size film packets;placing in sterile packet-holder
following sterile technique;adjusting x-ray tube;se-
lecting and setting exposure factors;collimating;
checking shielding;making exposure on signal;remov-
ing film packet from bloody holder;arranging for
processing and viewing by surgeon;repeating as or-
dered;recording examination;returning equipment
after use.

6. Check here it this
is a master sheet...

.....mommim=mmm.mmmim
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 372

This is page 2 of 8 for this task.

List Elements F4117 List Elements Full,

and body type,if information is
available,in order to anticipate
probable exposure technique and
film size needed.

e. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition is com-
plete. If the performer determines
that the request is not properly
authorized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient info-mation is lacking
for performer to select technique,
notifies supervisor, radiologist,
or other designated staff person,
depending on institutional proce-
dures. Explains the problem if ap-
propriate, and proceeds after ob-
taining needed information nr signa
ture.

f. If appropriate, performer may ar-
range to have prior radiographs de-
livered to operating room or may
arrange to transport personally.

. Performer determines what prior prep-
arations are necessary and plans to
carry these out:

a. Performer determines whether as-
signed operating room has an x-ray
unit already available or whether
performer will transport e mobile
unit. Makes sure that unit to be
used has an adequate output capac-
ity for the required radiography
and is hazard proof and certified
for operating room use. Plans to
check and clean equipment in appro-
priate storage area.

b. Performer notes whether film proces
sing equipment with capacity to
handle small size film is available
adjacent to operating room. If
films must be processed in radiol-
ogy department, performer makes
sure that someone is assigned to
pick up, process and return radio-
'graphs to operating room as they
are made.

e. Performer notes whether packets
of denttli occlusal film or medical
x-ray film cut to size and wrapped
with lead foil in black paper will
be used, whether sterile envelope
or surgical glove will be used to
hold film packet, and whether
prior preparations to sterilize
holders must be made with operat-
ing room staff.

d. Performer checks own clothing to
make sure that undergarments, uni-
form and shoes are made of fabrics
that comply with institutional
rules for safe operating room
dress.

e. Performer may contact operating
room staff to receive more detail-
ed orders, information or to check
On safety, timing or availability
of equipment,or to arrange to have
film packet holders of appropri-
ate size and quantities autoclaved
and ready for surgical use.

3. Performer goes to storage l3cation
for x-ray unit to be used in operat-
ing room (in radiology dept. or ad-
jacent to operating room) in order
to check, clean and assemble the
unit. Washes hands as appropriate
before and after assembling and clean-
ing equipment.

a. Performer makes sure that unit is
hazard proof, authorized for oper-
ating room use,and, if operating
roam is not insulated for use
with nongrounded equipment with
conductive floor,whether unit is
equipped with rubber casters.
Checks for proper kilter inx-ray
beam, appropriate focal spot size;
notes whether light beam in colli-
mator is hazard-proof or not to be
used in operating room.

b. Performer prepares damp cloths
with appropriate antiseptic and/or



to

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code tic). 372

This is page 3 of _8 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

disinfectant solutions. Makes sure packets or obtain dental occlusal

unit is disconnected and wipes equip-
ment thoroughly to remove dirt,dust
and lint. If not already done, as-

film packets:

a. If performer is to prepare film

sembles tube stand of unit as appro- packets,performer selects a size
priate to equipment. that will demonstrate the entire

c. Performer makes sure technique chart area under *study (such as kidney)

and tube capacity chart for the and small enough to be inserted in
given unit, and chart for conversion sterile holder (such as Manila
of technique are included with or
attached to unit.

d. Makes sure that FFD device, grovnd

envelope) dn body cavity.

i) Performer collects materials
cord and remote control exposure and works in darkroom under
cord are present and properly at- safelight.

tached. ii) Obtains an adequate number of
e. Performer decides to test the func- x-ray films of appropriate

tioning of the x-ray equipment. Dons type, speed and size. Cuts to

lead apron. Selects and sets the size if necessary.

anticipated technical factors; uses iii) Places each individual film on

a phantom or test object and elec- lead foil backing of same size.

trical outlet in storage area. Re- iv) Wraps each film-foil unit in

ports any defective unit and ar- black paper and tapes.

ranges to obtain alternate. v) Marks foil side of packet for
f. Performer selects smallest possible placement away from x-ray beam

extension cone for reduction of ef-
fective beam to only the organ to be
isolated; cleans with antiseptic or

source.

b. If performer is to use prepared

disinfectant solution. film packets or dental occlusal
,

g. Collects and cleans additional lead film packets, performer selects

shielding and aprons, calipers, those of appropriate size and type

Places on mobile carrier,
h. Performer prepares for identifica-

as described above.
c. Places film packets on mobile car-

tion of the films: rier in clean container.

0 May obtain lead numerals and tape 5. When the equipment and materials have
and prepare identification strip
giving appropriate patient iden

been assembled, checked,and cleaned,
performer prepares the equipment for

tification information for place- transporting to operating room:
ment on film packets.

ii) Checks identification against a. Adjusts x-ray tube in storage po-
requisition form. sition. Makes sure that tube,col-

iii) Performer makes sure that right limator and arm are in position
(R) and left (L) markers are where they cannot fall and locks
available for use and markers to

,

indicate sequence of exposures.
into position.

b. Performer stores all cables and
iv) Places on carrier. cords in box provided or gathers

up and secures into place on car-
. DePending on institutional arrange-
ments,performer may prepare x-ray film

..........

rier.
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List Elements

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Full

This is page 4

Task Code No. 372

of 8 for this task.

c. Makes sure that all movable pro-
jecting or looming parts are cen-
tered and not projecting out from
machine.

d. Performer transports the equipment
and order for radiography to the
appropriate location outside of
operating room. Performer makes
sure he or she has a firm hold on
and good control of the carrier.
WalkE on right side of corridors;
moves slowly and.with care when
going around corners and up and
down ramps.

Performer reports to the charge nurse
or operating room supervisor (with the
portable equipment if transported).

a. Indicates name of patient and de-
termines exact location for setting
up equipment

b. Performer asks about specific pre-
cautions in dealing with patient.
May record. Asks about any special
equipment which must remain in
place and be taken account of in
setting up radiography unit.

c. Performer may receive clean hospi-
tal gown,cotton "boots," cap, and
mask from the charge nurse or
operating room supervisor. Perform-
er dons these before entering oper-
ating room. Washes hands as appro-
priate. Carries out appropriate
steps to maintain the integr4cy of
the sterile area of the opt. Ating
room and does not touch patient,
drapes, sgrgeons, scrub nurses,
instrument tables or "back table."

d. Performer may report to anesthesia
area of operating room to discuss
presence of any explosive gases or
timing for procedure.

e. Checks that sterile film packet
Lolders are available among sterile
supplies.

Jammamms....lrasuereansfacznowammariammemmeraminamosamarir

List Elements Fully 0

. Performer wheels in portable appara-
tus being careful not to disturb any
equipment or electrical cords plugged
in. Does not run over cords. Lifts
cords when possible or asks for assis-
tance. Places machine in a conven-
ient, easily meaneuverable position
before setting up at operating table.

8. Pfxformer checks out equipment for
uae in operating room before setting
up for use at operating table:

a. May make sure that line power
switch is off. Attaches line cord
with grounding terminal to unit,
or attaches proper grounding as
(or if) appropriate.

b. May connect all low voltage cables
to control panel if not already
done. May check that type of out-
let and voltage are appropriate
and connect power cable to line
power outlet.

c. Performer tests equipment for use
at operating table:

i) Reviews the technique chart for
the machine to be used and
takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors
(to reflect accommodation for
change in machine output or a
policy decision).

ii) Performer locates information
on chart for the organ involved
according to the approximate
thickness of the part and the
collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure that technique
relates to the combination of
film type and speed and use or
nonuse of other accessories.
Makes note of kVp, mA, T(sec-
onds of exposure time), focal
spot size, and the focal film
distance called for.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 372

This is page 5 of 8 for this task.

List Elements Fullx.... List Elements Full

Once the standard kVp, mA and
time have been determined, per-
former notes whether any conver-
sions are necessary td account
for change in FFD, preference of
the 1 dologist or surgeon in-
volved, and any other conversion
needed. Performer looks up numer-
ical conversion factors and cal-
culates, or uses conversion
chart to ascertain the apprc.lri-
ate new exposure factor (kVp, mA
and/or time). Multiplies, di-
vides, adds, or subtracts as ap-
propriate.
Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors against
the posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a tube rating chart to
be sure that technique does not
exceed the heat capacities of
the tube for the focal spot size
to be used. If appropriate, per-
former reconverts the technique
to an equivalent output.
Performer turns on main switch.
After machine has warmed up
checks for kV reading. If appro-
priate, adjusts line voltage
compensator.

vi) Performer sets milliamperage by
choosing selectors for the cor-
rect focal spot size; sets the
mA selected.
SeleCts and sets the exposure
time that will produce the mAs
desired.
Sets the kVp selected by choos-
ing the combination of major
kilovoltage and minor kilovolt-
age settings to produce the de-
sired kVp.

vii) When performer determines that
machine is operating, turns off
line power switch (if appropri-
ate).

9. Once x-ray unit has been checked,
performer sets it up at operating
table on the side opposite the ster-
ile field:

a. Performer determines where the .

portable machine can be placed,
considering the care being given
patient, such as anesthesia, IV
drip, etc.

b. Places machine so that x-ray tube
can be directed easily and at the
proper focal-object distance (POD)
and focal-film distance (FFD).

c. Makes sure that performer will be
able to stand minimal required
distance from x-ray beam during
exposure.

d. Locks and/or uses brake to immo-
bilize equipment in place.

e. Performer makes sure. that the
x-ray unit is ready for use.
Checks that indicator light shows
that machine is "warmed up," or
turns on main switch as appropri-
ate to equipment and allows time
for machine to "warm up." Makes
sure that all circuits have been
stabilized. If appropriate, ad-
justs line voltage.

10. Performer attaches identification
markers to the film packet(s):

a. Places right or left marker as ap-
propriate, in relation to foil
side of packet.

b. If patient's identification infor-
mation is in the form of lead num-
erals, places on appropriate corne
of packet.

c. If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use of
flasher, sets flash card asicle for
later use and places prepared
piece of leaded rubber on appro-
priate edge of packet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 372

This is page 6 of 8 for this task.

List Elements Fully

d. If not already done, performer pro-
vtdes self and everyone who will be
in operating room during radiography
with protective shielding. Explains
if necessary that this is not cause
for alarm but a general precaution
to minimize unnecessary radiation
exposure. Checks that sterile
shielding is available for use on
patient within sterile field.

List Elements Full

11. Performer indicates to surgeon when
everything is ready for radiography
and awaits orders to work with scrub
nurse for film packet placement.
Stands at nonsterile end of table.
Prepares to work as quickly and ef-
ficiently as possible.

12. At the signal of the surgeon,performer
takes up the first film packet to be
used. As scrub nurse holds sterile
envelope or surgical glove open, per-
former introduces the film packet into
the sterile holder,being careful to
avoid touching the outer parts. Indi-
cates verbally to nurse and surgeon
which side is to be placed away from
the x-ray source (the foil side).
With occlusal film has pebbled side
facing the x-ray beam source.

13. Performer waits while surgeon inserts
film packet(in holder)into incision
and places in position and/or adjusts
organ in front of film area.

a. Performer then positions x-ray tube
so that the central ray will be at
right angles to center of film area
(or at angle indicated by surgeon).

b. Performer adjusts the required
focal-film distance by reading in-
dicator scale in the tube housing;
adjusts up or down until the re-
quired FFD is obtained.

c. Performer adjusts the collimation
so as to expose only the area of

interest (and thus provide maximum
protection and detail). Ferformer
may attach selected auxiliary ex-
tension cone to collimator to
further reduce the primary beam.
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the part of
interest. (Does not use light beam
in operating room unless it has
been certified as safe for use in
presence of explosive gases.)

d. Performer may indicate where ster-
ile lead shielding should be plac-
ed so that areas not being studied
directly will be shielded from the
primary path of the beam. Has
sterile gonads. shielding applied
if possible.

14. When everything is ready for the ex-
posure,performer checks with surgeon
and anesthesiologist on timing.

a. Has all persons not needed at
operating table during exposure
leave room.

b. Performer checks controls of x-ray
machine and walks to safe distance
from tube with exposure control
(on long cord).Waits for signal
from surgeon or anesthesiologist.

c. On signal from surgeon(or anesthe-
siologist if induced respiratory
arrest is required) performer
initiates exposure by pressing
trigger of exposure control cord.

d. While exposure is underway per-
former checks that mA meter re-
cords appropriate current as set,
that kVp meter dips slightly.

e. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or exces-
sive drop; may listen for sound of
normal functioning of equipment.

f. Indicates when exposure is com-
pleted.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 372

This is page 7 of 8 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

15. After exposure, performer returns to
operating table. Stands by to receive
film packet as surgeon removes it(in
holder)from patient's body and hands to
scrub nurse or other member of team.

a. As the now bloody film-packet holder
is held open, performer removes film
packet, being careful to keep it
from contact with the blood. May use
forceps.

b. Removes any mlrkers for further
use.

c. Performer arranges to have the film
processed at once:

i) If there is no appropriate pro-
cessing equipment adjacent to
operating room, performer gives
film packet to co-worker for pro-
cessing.

ii) If there is a darkroom with pro-
cessing equipment next to operat-
ing room,performer arranges to
have film processed at once or
decides to do personally.

iii) Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate.

iv) May sign requisition.

1

1 . 'Jii2n the radiograph has been processed
.Id returned, performer places on view
bc4T in appropriate nonsterile area of
verating suite. May also hang prior
films. Informs surgeon that radio-
graph is ready.

a. Performer notes surgeon's orders on
need to "retake" radiograph or need
for further radiography:

i) Performer notes surgeon's orders
on any change in technical fac-
tors needed, or any change in
tube position.

ii) Notes whether need to repeat is
due to performer's own negli-

gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid futum
.11 retakes."

iii) If request for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of the surgeon, per-
former notes for future work
done for the given surgeon so
that retakes can be avoided.

b. Performer repeats filming as or-
dered,carrying out appropriate
steps described above, including
processing and review, making ap-
propriate changes as ordered,until
told by surgeon that radiography
has been completed.

17. When the radiography has been com-
pleted, performer carries out termi-
nation steps:

a. Makes sure that main switch of
x-ray unit is off.

b. Disconnects power cable and ground
ing cord (if appropriate).

c. Performer may clean the equipment
after use. Washes hands as appro-
priate. Removes operating room
garments and shielding.

d. 2erformer records the radiography
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, operating
room, surgical procedures, the view
taken, the technical factors used,
and film size; may record the num-
ber of exposures made of each view
including retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may record
any problem with equipment. Signs
requisition sheet.

e. Performer may arrange to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 372

This is page 8 of 8 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

f. Reports to supervisor or nurse in
charge of operating room that ra-
diography is completed.

g. Reassembles equipment and materials
as described above. Prepares for
transporting back to radiology de-
partment as described. Transports
as described and stores various
components as appropriate.

h. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next radiographic
procedure.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 373

This is page 1 of 8 for this task.

. What ia the output of this task? (Be sure
this ia broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;x-ray equipment and accessor-
ies checked for use in operating room, cleaned,
transported and set up;positioning of patient and/or
cassette, cassette tunnel directed under sterile
technique;cassette identified and placed;technique
selected and set;tube positioned;exposure made;
processing and viewing arranged;retakes made as
ordered; examination recorded; equipment returned
after use.

List Elements Fully

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form and
identification card or emergency
order for operating room opaque
foreign body search (such as for
gauze sponges,marked with bar-
ium, lost during abdominal sur-
gery) as a result of:

a.

. What is used in erformin this task? (Note 13.

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s requisition sheet,ID card;portable operating
room x-ray unit;electrical outlets;x-ray or polaroid
cassettes;cassette tunnel or holder;grid;extension
cone;collimator;soap;antiseptic,disinfectant solu-
tions;cleaning cloths;sterile pillow cases or wraps;
hospital cap,mask,gown,"boots";leaded shielding;pt.
ID,R-L markers;technique,exposure,positioning and
tube rating charts;exposure control panel;view box;
_pen

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(y) No...( )

es to q. I:NatiirThe=atio recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knewledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Operating room supervisor or charge nurse;supervis-
or; attending surgeon; pt. to have surgery; anesthe-
siologist; surgical team; co-worker 4

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking operating room radiographs for opaque foreign
body search by reviewing request;assembling,check-
,ing,cleaning,transporting and setting up x-ray
equipment in operating room; selecting and setting
technical factors; arranging for patient and cas-
sette placement,observing sterile technique; posi-
tioning tube; arranging for shielding; collimating;
making exposure on signal; arranging for processing
and viewing by surgeon; repeating as ordered; record
ing examination; returning equipment after use.

c.

1.

Regular assignment.
Checking assignment sheet.
Emergency request based on
availability for procedure.

Performer reads information
on the requisition sheet or
emergency order so as to plan
for the procedure:

a. Notes the patient's name
and ID number; confirms
the type of object and na-
ture of the surgery in-
volved.

b. Notes the operating room
assigned and its location;
notes name of attending
surgeon and/or charge
nurse or operating room
supervisor.

c. Performer considers the
radiographs likely to be
required. Notes the pa-
tient's sex, height,
weight, age,and body type,
if information is avail-
able,in order to antici-
pate the proper exposure
technique and cassette
size to select.

d. Performer makes sure that
the request is properly
authorized, that informa-
tion on requisition sheet
is complete.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet. . (X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 373

This is page 2 of 8 for this task.

List Elements Full

If the performer determines that the
request is not properly authorized,
is incomplete, or that sufficient
information is lacking for performer
to carry out radiography, notifias
supervisor, radiologist, or other
designated staff person, depending
on institutional procedures. Ex-
plains the problem if appropriate
and proceeds aEter obtaining needed
information, signature, or orders.

Performer determines what prior prep-
arations are necessary and what will
be'involved. Plans to work as rapidly
and carefully as possible.

a. Performer determines whether assign-
ed operating room has an x-ray unit
already aVailable, or whether a unit
must be transported to the operating
room. Plans to check and clean x-ray
equipment in appropriate storage
area.

b. Performer notes whether film proces-
sing equipment (polaroid processing
or in darkroom) is available adjac-
ent to operating room. If films must
be processed ia radiography depart-
ment, performer makes sure that
someone is assigned to pick up,
process, and return radiographs to
operating room as they are made.

c. Performer determines whether the
operating table in use has a built-
in cassette holder or whether per-
former or surgical staff must pre-
pare to insert and remove cassettes
under patient using sterile covers.
Checks whether a cassette tunnel or
grid will be required.

d. Performer checks awn clothing to
make sure that undergarments, uni-
form and shoes are made of fabrics
that comply with institutional rules
for safe operating room dress.

e. If appropriate, performer contacts
operating room staff to discuss
operating room safety procedures,

List Elements Full

type of grounding, possible use of
explosive gases in anesthesia, and
any information on availability
of relevant equipment.

3. Performer goes to storage location
of the designated hazard-proof por-
table x-ray unit or of unit kept in
or near nonsterile area of operating
room in order to check, clean and
assemble the unit. Washes hands as
appropriate before and after cleaning
equipment.

a. Performer makes sure that unit to
be used has an adequate output
capacity for the required radiog-
raphy and is hazard-proof and
certified for operating room use.
Checks that, if operating room
is not insulated for use with
nongrounded equipment with con-
ductive floor, unit is equipped
with rubber casters.

b. Checks for proper filter in x-ray
beam,FFD measuring device. Notes
whether light beam in collimator
is not to be used with equipment
due to electrical hazard.

c. Performer prepares damp cloths
with appropriate antiseptic and/or
disinfectant solutions. Makes sure
equipment is discunnected and
wipes equipment thoroughly to re-
move dirt, dust, and lint.

d. If not alread:, done, performer as-
sembles tube stand of unit as
appropriate to equipment. Makes
sure that grounding cord and re-
mote control exposure cord are
attached as appropriaLe.

e. Performer decides to test func-
tioning of equipment. Uses electri
cal outlet in storage area and
phantom or test object. Selects
and sets anticipated exposure
technique and makes an exposure.
If performer notes any possible
defect in equipment reports this



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 373

This is page 3 of 8 for this task.

List Elements

to supervisor and arranges to use
alternate equipment.

f. Selects and cleans appropriate
extension cone(s) so that effective
beam can be reduced as much as pos-
sible to minimize secondary radia-
tion.

g. Performer makes sure technique
chart, tube capacity chart for the
given unit, and chart for conver-
sion of technique are included
with or attached to unit.

h. Collects and cleans leaded rubber
shielding and aprons to be used to
protect patient, performer, and
others to remain in operating room.
Pla..tes on carrier.

i. If appropriate, cleans cassette
tunnel and places on carrier.

j. Performer selects loaded cassettes
of speed and type, with use or non-
use of grid,depending on establish-
ed procedures. May check technique
chart. Chooses polaroid cassettes
if polaroid processing will be used

i) Selects size based on the area
to be radiographed and informa-
tion on the patient's size.

ii) Collects adequate supply of load
ed cassettes of the types and
sizes selected or decides to
prepare personally. Cleans and
places in appropriate container
on mobile unit.

k. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder giving appropriate
patient identification informa-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there

List Elements Full

is piece of lead on film hold-
er surface; may write or type
out ID information on card 4f
not received with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use.

v) Loads identification materials
on carrier.

1. Performer makes sure that own per-
son, garmeats and shues are clean
and garments appropriate for op-
erating room.

4. When the equipment and materials
have been assembled, checked, and
cleaned, performer prepares the
equipment for transporting to oper-
ating room:

a. Adjusts x-ray tube in storage po-
sition. Makes sure that tube,
collimator, and arm are in posi-
tion where they cannot fall;
locks into position.

b. Performer stores all cables and
cords in box provided or gathers
up and secures into place on
carrier.

c. Makes sure that all movable pro-
jecting or looming parts are cen-
tered and not projecting out frcm
machine.

d. Performer transports the equip-
ment and order for radiography to
the appropriate location outside
of operating room. Performer
makes sure he or she has a firm
hold on, and good control of,
the carrier. Walks on right side
of corridors; moves slowly and
with care when going around cor-
ners and up and down ramps.
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List Elements Full List Elements Fully

5. Performer reports to the charge nurse
or operating room supervisor (with the
portable equipment if transported).

a. Indicates name of patient and de-
termines exact location for setting
up equipment.

b. Performer asks about specific pre-
cautions to be taken. May record.
Asks about any special equipment
which must remain in place and be
taken account of in setting up ra-
diography unit.

c. Performer dons lead apron and may
receive a clean gown, cotton
"boots," cap, and mask from the
charge nurse or operating room
supervisor. Performer dons these
before entering operating room.
Washes hands as appropriate. Car-
ries out appropriate steps to main-
tain the integrity of the sterile
area of the operating room and does
not touch patient, drapes, surgeons,
scrub nurses, instrument tables or
"back table."

d. Performer may report to anesthesia
area of operating room to discuss
appropriate timing and/or presence
of any explosive garls. May check
that sterile shielding is available
for use with patient.

e. Performer may discuss placement of
cassette tunnel or cassette with
appropriate staff member (if not
part of operating table).

f. Performer provides everyone who will,
remain in operating room during
exposure with protective shielding.
Explains if ner'ssary that this is
not cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unnecessary
radiation exposure.

g. Performer determines where the
portable machine can be placed,
considering the care being given
patient, such as anesthesia, IV
drip, etc.

h. Performer wheels in portable ap-
paratus being careful not to dis-
turb any equipment or electrical
cords plugged in. Does not run

-over cords; lifts cords whenever
possible or asks for assistance.

. Performer sets up equipment for use
in operating room before placing for
use at operating table

a. Connects machine to power source:

i) May make sure that line power
switch is off. Attaches line
cord with grounding terminal
to unit, or attaches proper
grounding as (or if) appropri-
ate.

ii) May connect all low voltage
cables to control panel if not
already done.

iii) May connect power cable to line
power outlet after checking
that voltage and outlet are ap-
propriate.

b. Performer preselects the exposure
factors for the radiography:

i) Reviews the technique chart for
the machine tc be used and take
note of any newly posted change
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation for change
in machine output or a policy
decision).

ii) Locates the information needed
for the area to be radiographed
and projection involved accord-
ing to the centimeter thickness
of the part as estimated from
the patient's age, height,
weight,and sex and the colli-
mated field size to be used.
Makes sure that technique re-
lates to the combination of
film type and speed and use or
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List Elements Full List Elements Full

nonuse of other accessories (such
as screens, grids, etc.). Makes
note of the kVp, mA, T(seconds
of exposure time), focal spot
size, and the focal film dis-
tance called for.

iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and
time have been determined, per-
former notes whether any conver-
sions are necessary to account
for change in FFD, extreme fat
or muscularity, preference of
the radiologist or surgeon in-
volved, and any other conv.rsior
needed. Performer looks up numer-
ical conversion factors and cal-
culates,.or uses converF.ion
charts to ascertain the appropri-
ate new exposure factor (kVp,
mA and/or time). Multiplies,
divides, adds, or subtracts as
appropriate.

iv) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors against
the posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a tube rating chart to
be sure that technique does not
exceed the heat capacity of
the tube for the focal spot size
to be used. If appropriate, per-
former reconverts the technique
to an equivalent output.

c. Performer turns on line power
switch. After machine has warmed
up, performe makes sure that all
circuits have been stabilized.
Checks for kV reading. If appropri-
ate, adjusts line voltage meter.

d. Performer sets exposure factors:

i) Performer sets milliamperage
by choosing selectors for the
correct focal spot size; sets
the mA selected.

ii) Performer selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired for the exami-
nation.

iii) Performer sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major kilovoltage and minor
kilovoltage sittings to produce
the desired kVp.

iv) When performer determines that
machine is operating, turns off d
line power switch (if appropri- I
ate).

e. Once the machine has been checked,
performer sets up the unit at the
operating table opposite the ster-
ile operating field. Makes sure
not to make contact with any ster-
ile objects or staff and keeps
equipmeat away from sterile area. p

i) Places machine so that x-ray
tube can be directed easily and
at the proper focal-object dis-
tance (FOD) and focal-film dis-
tance (FFD).

ii) Makes sure that performer will
be able to stand minimal re-
quired distance from x-ray beam
during exposure behind shielding

iii) Locks and/or uses brakes to im- I
mobilize equipment in place.

f. Performer identifies first cassette
to be used:

i) Places right or left marker on
cassette as appropriate.

ii) If patient's identiftcation in-
formation is in theTorm of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flash card
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette.

. When the equipment is ready,performer
reports to surgeon in charge to have
patient moved into an appropriate
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position for radiography. May receive a. Directs central ray at right an-
final orders from surgeon on position- gles to center of area of interest
ing of tube or cassette or on area of or cassette, or as directed by

.

interest, surgeon.
b. Adjusts the x-ray tube to the re-

a. If a cassette tunnel has already quired FFD by reading appropriate
been placed under patient,or if indicator scale; adjusts up or
table has a built-in cassette hold- down until the required FFD is
ing drawer, performer asks that obtained.
sterile drape be lifted to expose c. Performer adjusts the collimation
the location. Performer checks so as to expose only the area of
whether patient or cassette tunnel interest (and thus provide maximum
has been properly centered for the protection and detail). Performer
projection required. Indicates any may attach selected auxiliary ex-
adjustments needed. tension cone to collimator to
Once placement ia judged appropri- further reduce the primary beam.
ate, performer has sterile drape Adjusts primary beam to minimum 1-

held up to expose opening of cas- size needed to cover the area of
sette holder. Performer places cas- interest. (Does not use light beam
sette inside and into position. Has
drape replaced.

b. If the cassette or cassette tunnel

in operating room unless it has
been certified as safe for use in
presence of explosive gases.)

is to be placed into the sterile d. If appropriate may indicate where
field, performer holds cassette or sterile lead shielding should be
cassette tunnel while scrub nurse placed so that areas not being
holds open a sterile wrap or pillow studied directly will be shielded
case. Performer drops cassette or from the primary path of the beam.
cassette tunnel into covering, or Has gonadal shielding applied if
case,being careful to maintain ster
ile technique and not allow cas-
sette,tunnel,or own nands to touch

possible.

9. When everything is ready for the ex-
the outside of the covering or case posure, performer checks with sur-
Performer directs the placement of
the cassette or cassette tunnel
under patient so that it is prop-

geon and anesthesiologist on timing.

a. Has all persons not needed at
erly centered under the area of operation table during exposure
interest with correct side facing leave room.
the x-ray beam source. b. Performer checks controls of x-ray
If a cassette tunnel has been used,
has scrub nurse expose entrance of

machine and walks to safe shielded
distance from tube,holding expo-

tunnel while performer inserts and sure control on long cord. Waits
places cassette while maintaining for signal from anesthesiologist.
sterile technique. c. When anesthesiologist signals that

respiratory arrest has been in-
8. Once the cassette has been placed,

performer adjusts the x-ray tube,
being careful to avoid touching any
sterile area:

duced, performer initiates expo-
sure by pressing trigger of expo-
sure control cord.
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i) While exposure is underway, per- b. Notes any changes required in
former checks that mA meter placement of cassette, tube posi-
records appropriate current as tion or centering, and/or techni-
set, that kVp meter dips slight- cal factors.
ly. c. If appropriate,directs reposition-

ii) May watch for evidence of mal- ing of cassette tunnel and/or car-
function such as line surge or ries out appropriate identification
excessive drop; may listen for and placement of next cassette.
sound of normal functioning of d. Performer repeats filming as or-
equipment. dered,carrying out appropriate

iii) Indicates when exposure is com- steps described above, including
pleted. processing and review, making ap-

propriate changes as ordered until
10. After exposure, performer returns to told by surgeon that radiography

operating table. Has sterile drape
lifted while performer removes cas-

has been completed.

,

sette. Leaves cassette tunnel in place 12. When the radiography has been complet-
if additional radiograph:. may be re- ed, performer carries out termination
quired. steps:

I

a. Removes any markers for further use. a. Makes sure that main power switch
b. Performer arranges to have the ex- is off for x-ray unit.

posure processed at once: b. Disconnects power cable and ground-
ing cord if appropriate.

i) If there is no processing equip- c. Performer may clean the equipment
ment adjacent to operating room,
performer gives cassette to co-

after use. Washes hands as appro-
priate. Removes operating room

worker for processing. , .
garments and shielding.

ii) If there is a darkroom with pro- d. Performer records the radiography
cessing equipment next to operat- according to institutional proce-
ing room or a polaroid processor,
performer arranges to have cas-

dures. May include date, operating
room, surgical procedure, the

sette processed at once or de- views taken, the technical factors
cides to do personally. used and film sizes; may record

iii) Attaches ID card for use with the number of exposures made in-
flasher if appropriate. May cluding retakes; may enter the
sign requisition. estimated radiation dose to which

patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may record

11. When the film has been processed, per- any problem with equipment. Signs
former places on view box in appropri- requisition sheet.
ate nonsterile area of operating suite e. Performer may arrange to jacket
and informs surgeon that it is ready films, requisition sheets, and re-

for inspection. lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book, de-

a. Performer notes any orders from Pending on institutional proce-
surgeon for further radiography. dures.
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f. Reports to supervisor or nurse in
charge of operating room that ra-
diography is completed.

g. Reassembles equipment and materials
as described above. Prepares for
transporting back to radiology de-
partment or storage area as describ-
ed. Transports as described and
stores various components as appro-
priate.

h. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next radiographic
procedure.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 374

This is page 1 of 14 for this task.

1

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;patient reassured;lesion lo-
calized on plain films;tomographic equipment set up;
films identified;technical factors,amplitude and
layer height selected and set;patient positioned;
scout tomograms taken,sent for processing,taken to
radiologist;procedures repeated as ordered;patient
returned;examination recorded;tomograms placed for
use.

AMIEMP.

. What is used in performing_this task? (Note
if onlx certain item nust be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical and technical history,prior radiographs;view
boxes;pen;paper;x-ray generator;tomographic attach-.
ment;control panel;tube,bucky,table,collimator,ex-
tension cones;technique,cooling,tube rating,and rad

4exposure charts;cassettes;beam filter;footrest;re-
straining bands;lead shielding;R-L,level and ID mark
ers;sand bags;head clamp;weighted band;tape;centi-

meter.scale;calipers;stool;wax marker;body marker;
intercom;stretcher;wheelchair.1=1 10t

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(10_ No...( )

. fr"7775777:Narr--777=1 o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involve, with r:e-

scriptions to indicate the rele nt condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Patient to have tomography;accompanying adult;
radiologist;anesthesiologist;co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking tomograms of non-infant patient by reviewing
request;reporting observed contraindications;prepar-
ing equipment;reassuring pt.;localizing lesion from
plain films;setting up layer height,amplitude and
technical factors for scout tomograms as ordered;
providing shielding;positioning pt.;collimating;
identifying;exposing -scout tomograms and arranging
for processing;taking to radiologist;taking full set
of tomograms,continuing as orderedihaving pt. re-
turned;placing tomograms for use;recording examina-
tion.

List Elements Fully

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card,and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant
patient scheduled for tomography
(body section radiography) (ex-
cept for positive contrast
nephrotomography and neurologic
tomography or other such contin-
gencies of scheduled contrast
studies), as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. Decision of radiologist to
expedite and have tomography
done at once.

Depending.on instititional ar-
rangements, performer may re-
ceive frontal and lateral radio-
graphs of the patient with re-
cord of technical factors used
for use in localizing:the area
of interest.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
type of tomography called
for, the area of interest,
the patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the part
of the body involved,
such as skull, neck;
vertebrae, thoracic or
abdominal area, and the
specific organ. Notes the
name of the radiologist
in charge.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here it-7is
is a master shuLajap



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 374

This is page 2 of 14 for this task.

..........
List Elements.ally List Elements Full

b. Notes whether tube-film travel pat-
tern is spectfied (if more than one
type of equipment is available),
such as linear, circular, ellipti-
cal, or hypocycloidal tomography.
Notes whether zonography is called
for (exposure angle of 100 or less),
whether olesiotomography is called
for (simultaneous multi-level tomog-
raphy using "book" casz,ettes). Notes
whether asymmetrical tomography(in-
complete linear sweep) is ordered.
For linear motion checks whether
vertical or horizontal drive is"
prescribed,

c. Perforter notes the patient posi-
tions (recumbent or vertical), and
views called for, the areas to be
included in the central beam; notes
whether the exposure angle (ampli-
tude), speed, the number of "cuts,"
and the suspected level have been
indicated. Notes whether performer
will be expected to use prior ra-
diographs to localize the plane of
interest. If not assumed as stan-
dard procedure,notes orders for
"scout" tomograms (such as one
"cut" at expected plane of inter-
est, one or more at given cm's
above.and/or below),

d. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
and weight. Notes whether patient
is in-patient, out-patient, acci-
dent,or emergency patient. Notes
any special information on known
pathology that will affect patient
positioning, technique,or handling
of the patient, such as presence
of accident-injuries, unhealed or
suspected fracture, degenerating
disease, whether patient will be
on a stretcher or wheelchair.

e. With patients with accident in-
juries or unhealed fractures, per-
former may make sure that a sur-
geon or radiologist is available

to position the patient; checks
whether rotation and extension of
affected parts is contraindicated.

f. Performer checks whether patient
is suffering from a collateral
condition requiring special han-
dling, such as heart disease,
communicable or infectious con-
dition, infirmity, incoherence;
whether patient has IV drip, oxy-
gen supply, urinary catheter, or
similar device in place; notes
whether patient will be accompa-
nied by nurse or ocher staff per-
son.

g. Performer notes whether the part
of the body to be examined and
the exposure amplitude ordered
require any special precautions
against unnecessary exposure of
sensitive organs (such as use of
shielding for eyes, gonads, po-
sitioning of patient at right an-
gles to direction of linear tube
travel, use of additional filter
in beam column for hypocycloidal
movement). Notes shielding needed.

h. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer may review pa-
tient's radiation exposure his-
tory, prior record of techniques
used, and cumulative exposure.
Notices whether exemination has
been done elsewhere In recent
past, whether number of tomograph-
ic exposures ordered or done in
past should be reported to radio-
logist.

i. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, perfo.mer notes whether
female patient is pregnant, re-
views date of female patient's
last menstrual period, or notes
any other indication that there
is no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus.

j. If patient's record indicates or-
ders for sedation or any other
prior medication, or if anesthesia

2:-S0
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This is page 3 of 14 for this task.

List Elements iFt.1.10y

may be ordered for pediatric pa-
tient, performer may check timing
to be sure a proper elapse of time
has occurred fcr medication to take
effect. May arrange to delay exami-
nation if appropriate.

k. If performer is not already assign-
ed to examination room (and a par-
ticular machine) notes the room or
machine involved.

1. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete.

?. If the performer determines that the
request does not include suggested
amplitude and level for scout tomo-
grams, is not properly authorized,or
that sufficient information is lacking
for performer to set up equipment,
select technique or to properly posi-
tion or care for patient, or if per-
former considers that there may be
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings this
to attention of radiologist in charge:

a. Performer
patient's
and prior
diologist
on view b

brings requisition sheet,
medical history, cbert,
films of the area to ra-
May display prior films

oxes.
b. Performer tells radiologist about

any difficulties encountered with
regard to information, equipment,
possible contraindications,or any-
thing else that should be brought
to physician's attention. Notes any
orders or change in procedure de-
cided by radiologist. Notes whether
anesthesia will be administered to
pediatric patient. Proceeds after
obtaining needed information, sig-
nature, or orders. May have radio-
logist mark area of lesion on
radiographs.

List Elements Fully

c. If radiologist decides to cancel
procedure, performer arranges to
terminate and reschedule as ap-
propriate.

3. When performer is claar about what
will be involved in the tomographic
examination, he or she prepares
ahead so as not to keep the patient
in the examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate; depending on patient's
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or
decontamination techniques.

b. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes
to control panel for x-ray gen-
erator and checks that indicator
light shows that machine is
"warmed up," or turns on main
switch as appropriate to equip-
ment and allows time for machine
to "warm up." If appropriate,
performer may set radiography or
tomography mode selector and set
collimator control for manual
operation.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly post-
ed changes in technical factors
(to reflect accommodation for
change in machine output or a
policy decision).

d. Performer checks that approprir.re
immobilization devices are pre-
sent, and that there is a mat-
tress, pads, pillows an2/or
blankets for comfort of patient.

e. Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use and identification cards
or leaded numerals for film iden-
tification and recording of level
and amplitude.

351
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f. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes of
the appropriate types and sizes are
available in the examination room,
including book cassettes if appro-
priate. If not, arranges to obtain
or decides to obtain personally.

g. Checks that leaded rubber shielding
is available for protection of pa-
tient and/or anyone to remain in
room during exposure.

h. Performer prepares Tor identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and tape
and prepare identification strip
for placement on film holder(s)
giving appropriate patient iden-
tification information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on film holder
surface; may write out ID infor-
mation on card if not received
with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

i. Performer sets x-ray table in hori-
zontal position. If patient is to
be positioned vertically, sets up
footrest at end of table.

j. If appropriate, such as with wide
angle hypocycloidal tomography, per-
former may insert additional filter
(as designated) into beam column.

k. If institution has polytomography
unit, sets mode corresponding to ap-
propriate tube-film travel pattern
and sets up as appropriate to mode
selected-

1. If a tomography attachment is to
put in place (to be used with con-
ventional tubemount, generator, and
horizontal bucky x-ray table), per-
former obtains the necessary equip-
ment and assembles:

i) Checks that table is in hori-
zontal position.

ii) Attaches fulcrum assembly
along the table top rail at
head end of table and secures.

iii) Attaches fulcrum assembly plug
to appropriate electrical re-
ceptacle.

iv) Attaches the fulcrum bar and
bucky link bar as appropriate
to equipment and moves the
tubemount over the fulcrum
assembly. Adjusts so that an-
gulation and fulcrum level
indicators are facing appro-
priately.
Slides fulcrum bar into ful-
crum assembly as appropriate
and locks.
Adjusts tubemount to prescribe
focal-film distance.(May check
technique chart for tomog-
raphy.)

If vertical tomography will be
used, makes sure that fulcrum
bar is released and moves
table into vertical position.
Moves the tomographic mecha-
nism manually through the max-
imum travel and checks that
there are no restrictions such
as from cables or other at-
tachments. Adjusts as appro-
priate.

Engages the drive mechanism
for horizontal or vertical
travel as appropriate and re-
moves engaging rod. Sets lock
switch if appropriate to pre-
vent alternative travel motion
Returns table to horizontal
position.

m. Makes sure that tomography power
switch is off (if appropriate).

n. Washes hands again as appropriate.
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. Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared for the
examination (if not al:eady done), or
decides to do personally,

a. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from dressing
room. May decide to atsist in trans-
porting patient from holding area or
have this done. Has patient under
general anesthesia wheeled in under _

supervision of anesthesiologist.
b. Performer greets patient (if con-

scious) and any accompanying staff
person, and introduces self. Checks
patient's identity against the req-
uisition sheet. With in-patient,
checks hospital identification
bracelet or other identifier. If
patient is accompanied because of
seriousness of condition, performer
check-.; with accompanying staff mem-
bar on any special precautions nec-
essary during procedure.

c. Performer has patient assume a com-
fortable recumbent supine position
(unless prone position is called for
and repositioning will be painful),

i) If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair, may
move patient in chair into po- .

sition next to table. Makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked po-
sition.

iii) May decide to assist patient fr...
wheelchair or stretcher to table
or has this done; may obtain
help. Makes sure that no equip-
ment is in the way that may be
collided with by patient.
If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.

iv) If patient is on radiolucent
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that
stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheel-
ed base to x-ray table. May
arrange to move or have pa-
tient moved to table depending
on patient's condition.

v) If the area of the body to be
tumographed is such that an
extended exposure angle will
expose sensitive portions of
the body not being studied to
primary radiation (because of
the travel of the central ray
parallel with the patient's
body) performer may have pa-
tient lie so that the x-ray
tube will move at right angles
to the body: For example,
if the neck or thorax is to
be.studied, performer may lock
stretcher bed into position
at same height and at right
angles to x-ray table so that
patient can lie on stretcher
with area of interest extended
over the bucky portion of the
x-ray table. Assists patient
into position as described
above.

d. Performer explains to patient
what will be involved in the pro-,
cedure; indicates what types of
positions the patient will be
asked to assume, the cooperation
that will be asked of the pa-
tient. Performer may manually
demonstrate the action of the
x-ray tube during tomography.
Answers patient's non-medical
questions honestly; attempts to
reassure patient and develop con-
fidence. Treats patient with
dignity and concern regardless
of patient's behavior. Remains
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of 14 for this task.

List Elements Fully

aware that patient may be frighten-
ed and/or in pain. Performer ex-
plains, when asked medical ques-
tions, that it is not appropriate
for technologist to answer these;
encourages patient to speak to phy-
sician.

e. If not already done,has 2...Itient re-

move clothing, jewelry, hair pins,
spectacles, dentures,as appropri-
ate from all areas of the body that
may be exposed,down to below the
area of interest. Permits patient
to keep covered with gown until
measurements are taken and until
exposure. Treats young patient
with as much courtesy as adult.

f. if patient has an IV drip in place,
performer checks that needle has
not become dislodged and that the
fluid is dripping at an even rate.
If there are any problems, per-
former clamps tube and notifies an
appropriate staff person at once.

g. If there is a wet dressing, per-
former has it reinforced or decides
to do personally.

h. If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions female
patient of child bearing age re-
garding possible pregnancy. If
there is any Possibility that pa-
tient is pre'gnant and this has not
already been recorded, performer
informs radiologist and proceeds
only with approval.

i. Performer questions patient and/or
RN or MD present on what movement
is possible to determine if the
positions ordered are available
for use. Notes whether injuries
present require positioning by MD.

i) Performer considers the posi-
tions ordered for the examina-
tion and the patient's condi-
tion. Performer may consider a
change from standard position-

List Elements Fullz

ing to better accomplish the
purpose of the examination.

ii) Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
obtain permission from radio-
logist or decides personally
to alter the standard proce-
dure.

5. If performer has been asked to
localize the suspected lesion, has
patient relax in supine position;
explains what sill be done. Obtains
wax marker, marker for use on pa-
tient's body, calipers, centimeter
scale and the patient's frontal
(AP or PA) and lateral radiographs.
Places radiographs on view boxes.
Marks the center of the suspected
lesions (if not already done) on
each radiograph or has done by MD.

a. Performer works first with
frontal projection. Keeps R and L
sides in line with patient's cur-
rent supine position. Judges how
dimensions on radiograph corre-
spond with dimensions on pa-
tient's body in area of the sus-
pected lesion:

i) Performer measures the dis-
tance between two topographic
anatomical points near area
of suspected lesion on film
and then corresponding dis-
tance on patient's body.

ii) Judges a one-to-one corre-
spondence or determines the
ratio to use to convert.

b. On the frontal film, performer
locates the marked center of the
area of the suspected lesion.

i) Locates a known anatomical
point visible on the midline
and marks on radiograph.
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ii) Follows the midline to the ii) Defines the point where the
level of the lesion on radio- line crosses the table as
graph and marks a point on the vzero cm. s.
midline at the level of the iii) Defines the point where the
lesion. line crosses the patient's

iii) Connects the two points on the anterior body surface as the
midline, Connects the points anterior location of the
representing the lesion and its lesion.

level at the midline (forming a iv) Defines the distance from
right angle at the midl, e). zero an. to the anterior

iv) Performer measures the two lines location of the lesion as
(from anatmnLcal point to level the AP distance measured in

of lesion on midline,and from (d), above.
that point on midline to le- v) Divides the distance into

sion). Records.

c. Performer reproduces the markings

four equal horizontal quar-
ters in cm's. Locates the
area of the lesion within

on the patient's body using wash- one of the quarters so that

able dye. the cm. distance to the table
at, above,and below the le-

i) Locates the known anatomical
point as in (b, i), above,and
marks on body.

sion can be estimated.

f. Performer may determine the

ii) Lays off the measured distance level of the initial cut (low-

along the midline towards the est probable cm.) and a second
intersection with second line and/or third cut at somewhat

(using conversion ratio if nec- higher levels, or brings marked

essary) and marks point rm mid- radiographs and measurements to
line at level of lesion on body. radiologist who determines the

iii) Lays off (at right angles to levels for the two or three
midline), the distance to the
center of the lesion (convert-
ing if necessary). Marks point

scout tomograms.

6. When performer has the information
which defines the anterior lo- on the number of scouts, level(s)

cation of the lesion on body. for the scout tomogram(s), and the
size of the "slice" (exposure angle

d. Performer measures the AP thick- or amplitude), performer prepares

ness of the patient at the marked the equipment to make the prelimi-

lesion point using calipers. Re- nary exposure(s):
cords. Has patient lie in relaxed

t
position.

e. Performer works with the lateral

a. Performer selects the appropri-
ate cassette size, with film and

radiograph: screen speeds appropriate to the
equipment and the area of inter-

i) Performer draws a vertical line est. Performer attaches identi-

at right angles to table, pass- fication information to the cas-

ing through the visible area of sette or table top:

the lesion (as marked).
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i) Places right or-left marker on
film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate to th'..! study and pa-
tient position, or depresses ap-
propriate R or L button for
automatic marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification info-r-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flash card
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

v) Performer prepares marker giving
the level at which the fulcrum
will be set for the given ex-
posure and attaches to cassette
or table-top as appropriate.

b. Performer places cassette into
bucky tray. May manually pull out
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into bucky
tray and pushes back..Makes sure
clamps are closed. Moves cassette
into appropriate "stored" position
or inserts cassette tray into
bucky slot. Makes sure that bucky
carriage is in center of bucky
slot.

c. Performer sets the fulcrum (layer
height) level for the first (or
next) exposure:

i) If a "book" cassette is to be
used, performer sets the ful-
crum level to coincide with the
uppermost body layer to be pro-
jected.

ii) If an automatic layer height
selector is available, perform
er sets the controls to the in
terval distances selected, and
sets .the fulcrum for the uppe
most LT: lowermost body layer
desired depending on the direc
tion of the automatic change.

iii) Sets the fulcrum level using
hand crank or power switch and
checks the setting on the ful-
crum (layer height) indicator.

d. Performer sets the amplitude
(sweep):

i) Makes sure that x-ray tube is
centered at zero angle. Checks
focal-film distance.

ii) Sets the prescribed exposure
angle or amplitude as appro-
priate to equipment and checks
angle on indicator.

e. Performer sets the.sweep speed
as prescribed, according to the
speeds available for the equip-
ment, the exposure angle select-
ed, and established procedure for
the area of interest (or pa-
tient's age). Notes the duration
or actual exposure time as the
product of the angle and the
sweep speed selected.

f. For linear tomography, performer
sets the directional control
switch to right or left for hori-
zonte travel or up or down for
w=tical travel depending on the
direction in which the tube will
travel during the actual expo-
sure.

For asymmetrical exposure, de-
termines whether the arc to be
used will be at the beginning of
tube travel or near the end, and
adjusts equipment as appropriate.
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List Elements Fully

g. For other types of tube-film travel
motion performer sets the selector
(s) as appropriate for direction
control (if any).

Performer selects the exposure factors
for the first tomographic projection
by consulting the technique chart(s)
posted for the machine deaiing with
tomography:

a. Locates the information needed for
the body part and projection in-
volved according to the exposure
angle (amplitude), and speed se-
lected. May first refer to conven-
tional exposure factors in order to
convert if commercial technique
chart is used, or reads tomography
mAs or mA and kVp directly from the
technique chart.
Makes sure that technique relates
to the combination of film type and
speed and use of other accessories
such as screens, grids.

b. Once the tomographic kVp and mA or
mAs have been determined, performer
notes whether any conversions are
necessary to account for a patho-
logical condition, unusual position-
ing, extreme fat, preference of the
radiologist involved, and any other
conversion needed such as with post-
ed changes in technique. Performer
looks up numerical conversion fac-
tors and calculates, or uses con-
version charts to ascertain the ap-
propriate new exposure factors.
Multiplies, divides, adds, or sub-
tracts as appropriate.

c. Performer checks any new or unfam-
iliar exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure that
techrique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used.

i) Takes account of total heat
units and checks with cooling
chart. May plan pacing of
exposures to allow cooling.

ii) If appropriate, performer re-
converts the technique to an
equivalen': output using
higher kVp, lower mA, or
faster sweep speed.

iii) Performer may plan to vary
the exposure technique for
the scout radiographs so as
to provide radiologist with
visual choice for the partic-
ular patient. If so, records
the planned techniques for
each scout film in relation
to the level of the "cut" for
each.

8. Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

a. Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator lfght shows that
x-ray generator is ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. Sets mode for
tomography. Sets control for
moving grid.

b. If appropriate, checks line volt-
age meter and, if needed, turns
compensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

c. For conventional exposure control;

i) Performer sets milliamperage
by choosing selectors for the
correct focal spot size; sets
the mA selected.

ii) Performer sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major kilovoltage and minor
kilovoltage settings to produce
the desired kVp.

iii) Sets backup timer at an incre-
ment slightly longer than the
actual exposure time (calcu-
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lated as the product of the an-
gle of amplitude and the sweep
speed nr as listed on chatt).

d. For automatic phototimed exposure
control:

i) Performer selects and sets the
category corresponding to the
tl-le of st.,1dy and use of screens
bucky, etc., and, if appropri-
ate, focal spot size.

ii) Seleots and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).

iii) May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding.to
range for examination.

iv) Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the study.

v) Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure be-
fore phototimed exposure is
made astd sweep is completed.

Performer prepares the part to be ra-
diographed in the position selected
for the first (or next) tomographic
exposure (unless this is done by phy-
sician):

a. May explain o demonstrate to pa-
tient what is required. May obtain
help in positioning or has ND posi-
tion.

b. Performer positions patient by
first positioning body and then po-
sitioning head if necessary. In po-
sitioning body, performer proceeds
as follows:

i) For positioning patient in AP
supine or PA prone position, per-
former arranges body so that its
median sagittal plane is center-

ed to the midline of table or
stretcher.

ii) For lateral or oblique posi-
tioning has median sagittal
plane parallel with midline.
Supports any elevated parts.

iii) Has prone patient flex elbows,
place arms in a comfortable
position. Supports ankles.
Rests patient's head on fore-
head and nose. May have pa-
tient rest hands beneath
chest.

iv) Has supine patient place arms
in a comfortable position;
supports ankles and knees.

v) For thin patient in recumbent
lateral, PA or oblique posi-
tioning, performer may ele-
vate chest so that the cervi-
cal vertebrae are at a correct
level.

vi) With all positions arranges
shoulders to lie on a single
'transverse plane.

c. If positioning head, performer
refers to standard reference
lines. May use wax marker to
draw in reference lines or
points on skull or visualizes
mentally. Has patient first re-
lax muscles of neck and then
moves head gently. Lmmobilizes
skull with a head clamp or a
weighted band and rechecks angu-
lation and position.

d. Performer centers part to midline
and keeps the long axis of the
part parallel to the film holder,
unless patient is being position-
ed transversely across table to
minimize unnecessary radiation
exposure. May draw back mandible
if throat is to be radiographed.

e. If patient is to be radiographed
in erect position (vertical tube
travel), performer positions pa-
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tient on table in horizontal posi- 10. Once the patient has been positioned
tion. Then attaches footrest and and immobilized, performer adjusts
restraining bands. Places table in the collimator. Collimates so as to
vertical position just prior to expose only the area of interest
exposure. Returns table to hori- (and thus provide maximum protection
zontal position for any change in and detail). For small fields (if
positioning. not already done in positioning) per-

f. Performer positions patient in AP; former attaches an auxiliary exten-
PA, lateral or oblique recumbent sion cone to collimator to further
positions as called for, following reduce the primary beam. Adjusts
procedures as for "plain" films of primary beam to minimum size needed
the area of interest. Centets area
of interest to center of film (in
bucky) using light beam in colli-

to cover the part(s) of interest.

11. May add lead shielding to gonads and

mator, cross-hair shadows as ref- areas that will be in the primary-

erence for center of field and by path of the beam but are not included

moving bucky carriage. May use in the areas of interest. Provides

automatic aligning mechanism. Im- shielding to eyes if any exposure of

mobilizes patient as appropriate,
g. If, during positioning, patient

orbital area is indicated and/or
small shielding over corneas.

shows signs of severe pain, per-: Provides everyone who will remain in

former may notify radiologist at room during exposure with protective

once and await orders or may de-,

cide on alternative positioning to

shielding. Explains if necessary that
this is not cause for alarm but a

avoid movement of the affected general precaution to minimize unnec-

part. essary radiation exposure.

h. Performer rehearses patient in 12. Performer tests tomographic set-up
proper breathing for exposure such by proceeding with tubemount sweep
as holding breath, breathing in or but not activating exposure. Has pa-
out and holding, breathing regu- tient practice breathing and holding
larly and shallowly and/or pho- still as ordered and permits patient
nating a sound (such as high-

"e-e-e"
to sense the duration time for each

pitched for study of lar- sweep:
ynx or pharynx).

a. Turns on power for tomographic at-
i) Cautions patient to keep fingers tachment or mode. Using appropriat

away from table edges. switch, activates tomographic sweeFj
ii) Advises p-tient to keep eyes

closed to avoid following the
action without activating exposure,
and holds until tubemount reaches

movement of the x-ray tube. the extreme limit of travel.
iii) Explains that patient must hold. b. Returns tubemount to other extreme

position for successive "cuts." position, holding until tubemount
travel is complete. Interrupts

i. Performer checks that no obstruc- travel at any point and makes any
tions are present which might re- adjustments necessary. Returns
strict tubemount travel such as
palpator or cables.

equipment to "start" position.
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13 When everything is ready for the expo-
sure, performer reviews with patient
the breath control to be used for ex-
posure. Rechecks position.
Reminds patient if position is to be
maintained for further cuts. Performer
observes the patient's movement until
the moment that the exposure is made.
Readjusts position if warranted.

14 The performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in position.
Tells patient when to breathe as in-
structed by calling or using intercom.
Performer initiates tubemount action
and exposure by pressing hand trigger
or exposure control button (twice if
two-stage control is appropriate).
Holds down or continues to press ex-
posure control until tube travel is
completed. Then releases exposure
switch at once.

a. For asymmetrical exposure initiates
exposure or terminates at appropri-
ate stage of tube travel.

b. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax.

c. If there is any problem during the
exposure, performer releases switch
at once and sets back to "start" po-
sition before attempting another
sweep.

15. After exposure performer returns to
patient. Removes cassette from bucky.

a. Removes any markers.
b. Performer places ID, R-L and appro-

priate next layer height markers
on cassette for next scout (unless
book cassette was used).

c. Inserts new cassette as described.
d. Changes fulcrut, to new layer height

(level) as appropriate,unless this
will.be done automatically.

.X1111.11.41144AW
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31 more than one patient position
is to be used-for scouts, repo-
sitions patient if appropriate.

f. If new patient position is re-
quired that calls for change in
exposure factors,or if a variety
of factors are to be used, per-
former changes technical factors
as appropriate.

g. Performer adjusts collimation and
shielding and repeats exposure
for next scout tomogram.

h. Performer continues until all
scout tomogram exposures have
been made.

16. Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer
gency and/or to prevent or respond
to an accident. If patient shows any
other emergency signs, loses consci-
ousness, or has an accident, perform
er calls radiologist or staff member
at onci=. May decide to provide emer-
gency first aid as well. If a pa-
tient's catheter becomes disconnect-
ed, performer clamps it and imme-
diately notifies nurse. If catheter
should come out, notifies staff
member at once.

17.

18.

Performer arranges to have the scout
tomograms processed at once or de-
cides to do personally. Attaches ID
card for use with flasher if appro-
priate. May sign requisition. While
films are being processed, makes
sure that patient is comfortable
and, if necessary, attended by staff
person or self.

Performer brings the processed scout
tomograms directly to the radiolo-
gist in charge or places on view
boxes and informs radiologist that
they are ready. May also hang prior
films. If not already done, brings
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requisition sheet and pati(-1,t's medi-
cal records.

Performer notes instructions from ra-
diologist regarding the position and
the layer levels, amplitude,and num-
ber of cuts to be made for each posi-
tion. Notes radiologist's preference
for technical factors.

19. Depending on radiologist's orders,
performer makes tomographic exposures
at the selected interval cuts (ampli-
tude) and levels required for each
position ordered,as described above:

a. Readjusts fulcrum level, technical
factors, patient positioning, col-
limation and shielding as appropri-
ate. Makes sure ID, R-L and layer
heights are marked. Makes exposures
and has tomograms processed at once
as above,

b. Brings tomograms to radiologist and
displays on view boxes as before.

c. Performer notes whether a given
level will be further defined by
smaller "slices"(expanded amplitude
within a more restricted area. If
so, repeats procedures after adjust
ing amplitude and redetermining ex-
posure techniques.

d. Performer refrains from commenting
on the films to patient or provid-
ing any interpretation.

e. If performer is asked to repeat any
exposures, performer notes whether
need to repeat is due to perform-
er's own negligence or lack of at-
tention so that performer can avoid
future "retakes."

f. If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, performer
reports malfunction to appropriate
staff member.

g. If request for retakes reflects the
preference for density or contrast
of the radiologist, performer notes

20.

for future work done for the
given radiologist so that re-
takes can be avoided.

h. Performer shows subsequent sets
of tomograms to radiologist as
processed,and proceeds as de-
scribed above until radiologist
indicates that tomographic exam-
ination is completed.

Performer carries out termination
steps for the examination:

a. Turns off energy for tomographic
attachment and/or unplugs.

b. If patient has been anesthetized,
checks with anesthesiologist on
removal of patient. Otherwise,
may have patient transported back
to holding area or next location,
or decides to do personally, as
appropriate. Makes sure that none
of the equipment is projecting
over the patient before allowing
patient to rise from stool or
table, and assists patient.

c. Performer has equipment and ex-
amination table cleaned after
use or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional ar-
rangements.

d. With tomographic attachment,dis-
assembles by reversing the at-
tachment procedures.

e. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,
the amplitude, speed, layer
heights and technical factors used
and film sizes; may record the
number of exposures made including
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient
was (..xposed (using posted informa-
tion on dosage); may record any
problem with equipment, any spe-
cial care provided patient. If

3 1
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any views called for in the initial
request could not be obtained, per-
former may record reasons. Signs
requisition sheet.

f. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book per-
sonally or have this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

g. May present requisition sheet to
radiologist for comments, orders
and signature.

h. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

AM=MIS, iMMulln. a
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. What is.the output of this task? (Be L;'M List Elements
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt.reassured,positioned;parcs
measured;films identified;technical factors selected

and set;technique for.magnification set up;re.ient
positioned;scouts taken;radiologist assistO with
instillation of.contrast;exposures made;rnd.:graphs
sent for processing,taken to radiologist;procedures
repeated;delayed films taken after contrast removed;
patient returned;examination recorded;siagrams
placed for use.

Fully

2. What is used in_perfOrming this tailk? (Note

if only, certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray.requisition sheet,ID card,T.D
medical and technical history,prior radioraphs,
scouts;pen;x-ray control panel,tube,cky,1;ab1e,co1-
limator,extension cones;technique,standard view,tubel
rating,and rad exposure charts;cassettes;occlusal
film packets;film holder;shielding;R-L and II) mail.-
ers;sand bags;head clamp;weighted band7-7...4)e;..hu!r;

calipers;stool;scissors;view boxt,:a;emergency calt
and supplies;sterile gloves,gown;sterile proceur
tray;iodi%ed oil contrast;lemon slices;basin;order
forms; hone;stretcher or wheelchair

...11114.1.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,* )

Ire,JAAMMISo 11.121i.
frM7171917777n: Name t577111.c. Gt recipient,
respondent or co-worker involw,a, with de_

scriptions to indicate thil relevant condition,
include the kind with whom vile performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restr4.ctions.

Patient to have E.ialography;accompanying adult;
radiologist:co-workev;

Name g;77177ao that thy: answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking sialograms of my patient by reviewing re-
quest:preparing equipment;preparing and reassuring
pt.;mesuring part;setting up for magnification tech
nique;;:aking scout films as ordered;selecting and
setting technical factors;identifying films;posi-
tioning pt. and equipment;providing shielding;assist
ing with instillation.and evacuation of contrast;col
limating;making exposures as and when ordered;ar-
ranging for processing;taking to radiologist;con-
tinuingirepeating;taking post-evacuation films as
ordered;having pt. returned;placing sialograms for

use;ecording examination.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form,pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for sialography (radio-
graphic contrast study of the
salivary glands, ducts and
alveoli), as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

,./le sheet.

:. !laving arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. From co-worker.

1.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive scout film(s)
already taken by co-worker
with record of technical fac-
tors used and/or any changes
necessary.

Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for in-
cluding the type of con-
trast medium ordered and
the name of the radiolo-
gist in charge.

b. Notes whether a bilateral
study is indicated or, if
unilateral, which side.
Notes which glands are in-
volved (parotid or subman-
di6ular). Notes the posi-

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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tions and views called for and any
special.requests. Notes name of
referring clinician. N*tcs whether
magnification is orderee.

c. Performer reads patient',1 nama,
identification number, wx, age,and
weight. Notes whether p!..r1 ec. is
in-patient, out-patient, or emer-

. gency patient. Notes any special
information on any known pathology
that would affect technique. Notes
any conditions affecting position-
ing, suspension of respiration or
imthobilization such as cardiac or
respiratory disease, presence of
injuries, whether patient will be
on a stretcher or in a wheelchair.
Notes whether patient has history
of allergies.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling
such as heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, infirmity,
incoherence; whether patient has
IV drip, oxygen supply, urinary
catheter or similar device in place;
notes whether patient will be ac-
companied by nurse or other staff
person. Notes shielding needed.

e. If performer is not already assign-
ed to examination room (and a par-
ticular machine) notes the room or
machine involved,
If magnification has been request-
ed, performer checks that the ma-
chine to be used has a fractional
focal spot of appropriate size for
direct magnification technique
(i.e.,0.3 mm or smaller),

f. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete.

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure

......

.....
.

history,prior record of tech-
niques u:led, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done elsewhere
in recent past,whether there is
history of extensive radiog-
raphy to be brought to radiolo-
gist's attention.

ii) Checks whether any special
orders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-
amination.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes
whether female patient is preg-
nant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual period'
or notes any other indication
that there is no danger of ex-
posure of a known or possible
fetus.

iv) If patient's record indicates
orders for sedation or any
other prior medication, per-
former may check timing to be
sure a proper elapse of time
has occurred for medication to

-

take effect.

g. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds after
obtaining needed information, sig-
nature, or orders. -

h. If referring physician has request
ed that films'already on file be
presented with current radiographs
and if not already with patient's
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jacketed material, performer ar-
ranges to have prior films deliver-
ed.

Performer prepares ahead so as not to
keep patient in examination room longe
than necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray has been

prepared or decides to do person-
ally. Prepares or checks for lemon
slices or juice.

c. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
leaded rubber shialding, aprons,
and gloves to be used by performer,
radiologist, the paient, and/or
anyone who will remain in the room
during exposure.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilization devicee are present,
and that there is a uattress, pads,
pillows and/or blankets for com-
fort of patient if patient will
lie on table. Makes sure that right
(R) and left (0 markers are avail-
able for use and identification
cards, leaded numerals or markers.

e. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
and/or dental occlusal film packets
of the appropriate types and sizes
are available in the examination
room. If not, arranges to obtain or
decides to obtain personally.

f. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to
reflect accommodation for change
in machine output or a policy de-
cision).

g. Performer checks that x-ray equip-
ment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel and checks that in-
dicator light shows that machine

is "warmed up," or turns on main
switch as appropriate to equip-
ment and allows time for the ma-
chine to "warm up." If appropriate,
performer may set radiography mode
selector and set collimator con-
trol for manual operation.

h. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of the films using equip-
ment provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appropri-
ate patient identification in-
formation.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece et lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on
card if not received with req-
uisition.

La) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

. If magnification has been requested,
performer prepares the equipment for
the tube-over-table method of magni-
fication (used without bucky):

a. Performer determines the degree of
magnification requested on the req
uisition sheet; if the request is
expressed as an area magnification
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square
root. (Linear magnification
squared equals area mcignifica-
tion.)

b. Performer calculates the required
distances from target (focal spot)
to object (patient) (TOD), and
from object to film (OFD), as
well as the distance from target
to film (TFD) (the sum of TOD and
OFD):
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i) If the distance from the table
top to a cassette placed on the
floor or a stool (OFD) will be a
relatively inflexible distance,
performer measures.this distance
or reads indicator scale. (If
stool is to be used, may note
the table height.) Performer may
adjust table height to provide
for a round number for the OFD.

ii) If the distance from the focal
spr,t to the table top (TOD) will
br: the relatively inflexible dis-
tance,----performer determines what

this is by measuring or reading
appropriate indicator scale on
tube housing. Performer may ad-
just tube height to provide a
round number for the TOD.

iii) Depending on whether the OFD or
the TOD is fixed, performer cal-
culates the required complemen-
tary distance by referring to a
magnification chart for the de-
gree of linear magnification re-
quired, or uses the formula: de-
gree of linear magnification
equals TFD divided by TOD. For a
two-times linear magnification
performer simply sets the TOD
equal to the OFD.

iv) Performer adjusts and locks the
table height end/or the tube
height to the calculated OFD
and TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-film
and target-object distances:

i) Performer moves the x-ray tube
housing until it is.centered
over the table top in the ap-
proximate area where the pa-
tient's area of interest will
be positioned, such as on table.

ii) Performer swings the table out
of the way so that there is no
obstruction between the tube and
the floor. (Dnes not change

E1emet..!%;

height.) If approp2iate, places
a stool on the floor under the
tube. May place cassette of ap-
propriate size on floor or
stool. Performer selects the
size film designated for the
degree of magnification and the
selected part to be studied.

iii) Performer adjusts the collima-
tion to correspond to the field
size anticipated (for the TOD
involved).

iv) Performer activates the light
in the collimator and adjusts
the tube horizontally so that
the light beam cast is centered
to the cassette on the stool or
floor. Uses the cross-hairs pro-
jected by the beam to center
the tube to the area on the
floor or stool.

v) Performer locks the tube into
position.so that there is a 900
angle of the'beam with the
floor or stool. Fixes and re-
tains collimator setting.

vi) Performer marks the outline of
the collimated light area or
cassette on the floor or stool
using tape or other removable
marker. If not already done,
checks by placing cassette in
marked area. May mark center of
area as shown by cross-hairs.

vii) Performer swings table back
into place. Activates light
beam in collimator and marks
the table top where the center
cross-hairs and light outline
are projected (to be used to
center the part to be radin-
graphed). Uses tape or other
radiolucent removable marker.

viii) Performer may recheck TOD and
OFD to be sure that they cor-
respond to the calculated dis-
tances.
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d. For magnification technique using a
vertical film holder, performer may
wait until patient has been brought
into examination room. Adjusts up-
right holder to appropriate height;
adjusts x-ray tube to right-angle
projection of beam to film holder;
centers to the film; measures and
adjustaTOD to patient's position
and marks patient's position; mea-
sures and adjusts OFD.from patient'
position as marked.

e. If the sum of the new TOD and OF4
(TED) is now different from the TFD
used for non-magnification techni-
que, performer may consult techni-
que chart to note the factor to use
for a compensatory change in mAs.
May record for later use in setting
exposure factors.

f. Performer May also note the change
in kVp and mAs necessary to compen-
sate for any change in collimation
from non-magnification technique.
Consults appropriate charia for con-
version factors. May record.

Performer readies patient for examina-
tion by radiologist:

a. Performer washes hands as appropri-
ate. Depending on patient's condi-
tion, may decide to arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontami-
nation techniques.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and prepared
for the exatination (if not already
done), or decides to do personally.

c. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from dress-
ing room. May decide to assist in
transporting patient from holding
are4 or have this done.

d. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and in-
tv,duc.es self. Checks patient's

identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks hos-
pital identification bracelet or
other identifier. If patient is
accompanied because of seriousness
of condition, performer checks
with accompanying staff member on
any special precautions necessary
during procedure.

e. Performer has patient assume a
comfortable recumbent or seated
position,.as appropriate.

i) If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table. May place pillows behind
patient in wheelchair.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair,
may move patient in chair into
position next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in lock
ed position if patient is to be
positioned in it.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in
the way that may be collided
with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on tablct.

v) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucant stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled z
base to x-ray table. May ar-
range to move or have patient
moved to table.

f. If not already done, has patient
remove lentures, hair pins, specta-
cles, and any jewelry from head
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and neck. Makes sure that all gar-
ments are removed down to below the
neck. Treats young patient with as
much courtesy as adult.

g. Performer explains to patient what
will be involved in the procedure;
indicates what types of positions
the patient will be asked to assume
and the cooperation that will be
asked of the patient.

i) May question patient or accom-
panying adult about any aller-
gies to shellfish or adverse re-
actions to contrast medium (es-
pecially iodine based). Checks
whether an allergy test is re-
quired. Notifies radiologist if
any sensitivity should be brought
to his or her attention.

ii) Performer may explain to patient
what side effects may be felt
from contrast medium such as
feeling of nausea, flushing,
choking sensation.

iii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions female
patient of child bearing age re-
garding possible pregnancy. If
there is any possibility that pa-
tient is pregnant and this has
not already been recorded, per-
former informs radiologist and
proceeds only with approval.

iv) Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and
develop confidence. Treats pa-
tient with dignity and concern
regardless of patient's behav-
ior. Remains aware that patient
may be frightened and/or in pain.
Performer explains, when asked
medical questions, that it is
not appropriate for technologist
to answer these; encourages pa-
tient to speak to physician.

List Elements Fully

h. Performer measures patient's skull
for the dimensions relevant for
views ordered:

i) Uses centimeter calipers to
measure the thickness of the
skull part(s) to be radiographe
in the directions in which the
central ray of the x-ray beam
will pass through the centered
part from tube to film. Records
for use in determining exposure
factors.

ii) After measuring, has patient
rest in as relaxed a position
as possible.

. Performer may note whether a prelim-
inary radiograph (scout film) has
already been made of the patient (don
by another radiologic technologist if
work is organized in this way at in-
stitution).

a. If a scout film has already been
made and viewed by radiologist,
performer notes the technique used
or ordered and plans to set up
technical factors for the overhead
radiography, adjusting for use of
contrast medium.

b. If a scout film has been made but
not approved, performer places
processed scout film with pa-
tient's chart or places on view
box for viewing by radiologist.

c. If a scout film has not been made,
performer awaits orders from ra-
diologist.

Performer informs attending radiolo-
gist when patient is ready to be ex-
amined.

a. Pprformer brings requisition sheet,
patient's medical hiscory, chart,
prior films if ordered,and any
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scout films already processed to
radiologist. May display prior films
and scouts on view boxes.

b. Performer fells radiologist about
any difficulties encountered with
regard to information, equipment,
possible contraindications or any-
thing else that should be brought
to physician's attention. Notes any
special orders or change in proce-
dure decided by radiologist.

c. Performer may accompany radiologist
to examination room and introduce
patient to radiologist.

d. If not already done, performer car-
ries out radiologist's orders for
scout films with regard to the
side(s) and gland(s) to be studied,
positions, use of intraoral occlu-
sal film, use of gonadal and/or
other protective shielding.

i) Performer provides patient, ra-
diologist and everyone who will
remain in room during exposure
with appropriate protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation ex-
posure.

ii) Proceeds with scout films for ap-I
propriate area of interest; has
scouts processed; places on view
boxes and notifies radiologist
when scouts can be viewed.

During radiologist's review of requi-
sition, scouts,and examination of pa-
tient, performer notes radiologist's
orders for any changes in technical
factors, size and amounts of materials
to be used in procedure, special or-
ders for overhead radiogr-?hs; dis-
cusses timing for procedure. May ar-
range signals fo,- exposure as soon as
contrast is administered. May discuss

List Elements Full

sequence in which gland(s) or side(s)
will be examined.

a. If radiologist decides to cancel
procedure, performer arranges to
terminate and reschedule as ap-
propriate.

b. If decision is to proceed, per-
former arranges to provide or
change any equipment or supplies
as ordered by radiologist.

c. Resets technical factors if appro
priate for soft tissue technique
allowing for use of contrast mate
rial and request of radiologist:

i) Enters control room and checks
that controls are set for ra-
diography mode.

ii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer selects milli-
amperage and chooses selectors
for the 'correct focal spot
size. Selects and sets the
posure time that will produce
the mAs desired. Sets the kVp
selected by choosing the com-
bination of major kilovoltage
and minor kilovoltage settings
to produce the desired kVp.

iii) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the category
corresponding to the type of
study and use or nonuse of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a control
corresponding to the field
size (as listed on technique
chart for phototiming).
May select and seL a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.
Sets a density selector corres
ponding to the usual (or spe-
cial) requirements for the
study.
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Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to termi.ate exposure be-
fore phototimed exposure is made.

iv) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual adjustment of
table and tube height, position,
and of collimation, unless these
have already b..ten set.

d. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette or packet for
the first contrast projection.
Attaches identification information
to the cassette, occlusal film pack-
et or table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder, packet or table-top
as appropriate to the study and
projection or depresses appro-
priate R or L button for auto-
matic marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on ap-
propriate corner of cassette or
occlusal film packet.

iii) If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flash card aside
for later use with space created
by piece of leade c. rubber on ap-
propriate edge of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

e. If cassette is tc be used with
bucky (under tabletop or in upright
holder) performer may manually pull
out bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into burAy
tray and pushes back. Makes sure
clamps are closed. Moves cassette
into appropriate "stored" position

List Elements Fully

or inserts cassette tray into
bucky slot and centers.

.f. If a bucky is not being used, per-
former places film holder in a po-
sition approximating final posi-
tioning.

i) If magnification.technique is
to be used, performer places
cassei.te in marked position on
floor or stool.

ii) If appropriate to make possible
minimal movement of patient,
performer may place cassette
in upright holder at right an-
gles to table top or in other
position selected.

g. Performer checks that patient, ra-
diologist and everyone remaining
in room is provided with protective
shielding.

Performer prepares patient and equip-
ment for instillation of contrast so
that the overhead films can be made
immediately after the contrast is in-
stilled (one gland at a time).
Performer-prepares the part to be ra-
diographed in the position selected
for the first (or next) exposure (un-
less this is done by physician):

a. May explain or demonstrate to pa-
tient what is required. May obtain
help in positioning or assists MD
to position.

b. Performer positions patient by
first positioning body and then
positioning bead. In positioning
body, performer proceeds as
follows:

i) For positioning patient in AP
or PA (supi.te or seated erect)
position, performer arranges
body so that its median sagit-
tal. plane is centered to the
midline of.table or film holder.
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ii) For lateral positioning has me-
dian sagittal plane parallel
with midline. Supports any ele-
vated parts. Has seated patients
distribute weight evenly on both
buttocks.

iii) Has semiprone patient rest on
forearm and flexed knee of ele-

.vated_side, and supports ankles
..and flexed knee.

iv) Has seated erect patient face
film holder for PA projection and
face away from film holder for
AP projection.

v) Has supine patient place arms
in a comfortable position and
supports ankles and knees.

vi) For oblique erect position ad-
justs body to make possible cor-
rect angulation of the head.
Places arms in comfortable posi-
tion.

viii) With all positions arranges
shoulders to lie on a single
transverse plane.

c. In positioning head, performer re-
fers to standard reference lines.
Has patient first relax muscles of
neck and then moves head gently.

i) Performer defines the median
sagittal plane of the skull by
referring to the sagittal line
connecting nasion, acanthion and
symphysis menti (mental point).

ii) Performer defines the infraor-
bitomeatal line by finding the
line connecting the external
auditory meatus and the infra-
orbital margin. May palpate to
f,ind infraorbital margin.

iii) Performer defines the acanthio-
meatal line as that connecting
the external auditory meatus ani
the acanthion.

d. Performer centers part and keeps
the long axis of the part parallel

to the film holder. When using a
bucky, centers patient to midline.
With cassette on table top, cen-
ters film to part. With upright
holder, adjusts height of holder
to part and centers part to film.

e. Performer sets the focal-film
distance (if not already done.
as with magnification technique).
Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube into place
over the film holder (or at right
angles to upright holder) . Checks
the focal-film distance by read-
ing indicator scale in the tube
housing; adjusts up or down until
the required TFD (FFD) is ob-
tained.

f. For intraoral studies, performer
prepares dental occlusal film
packets. Does not insert in pa-
tient's mouth until head has been
positioned and immobilized, pa-
tient has been shielded, central
ray has been adjusted in approxi-
mate position and contrast has
been administered. If occlusal
film is to be used, chooses seat-
ed position if headrest is avail-
able oa chair and if erect posi-
tion Ls not contraindicated. May
discuss with radiologist.

9. Performer positions as follows (unless
nonconventional positioning is being
used to avoid having patient move
or patient is positioned by radiolo-
gist):

a. For studies of the parotid
gland(s), performer notes the
side of interest and the position
required (AP or PA, recumbent or
seated) and whether an intraoral
view is required.

i) For a tangential projection of
the ;.arotid gland using AP po-
sition, performer has the pa-
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tient assume a seated or supine spine and mandibular rami.
position facing the central ray Adjusts head so that median
source. Rotates patient's head saggital plane is rotated for-
toward the side of interest so ward about 15° from the lat-
that the parotid area of the side eral position. Centers film
of interest is at right angles to on side of interest to a point
the plane of the film. Has pa- about one inch above the an-
tient rest head on the occiput gle of the jaw. Directs cen-
so that the mandibular ramus is tral ray at right angles to
parallel with the longitudinal midpoint of film.
axis of the film. Has patient iv) For an oblique lateral projec-
tuck in chin. Centers film to the tion (axiolateral view) of the
area of interest. Directs cen- parotid gland, may adjust head
tral ray at right angles to plane of seated patient on an angle
of film along the outer surface block placed at a 15° cranial
of the mandibular ramus. angle. Extends cheek of af-
For a tangential projection of fected side over angle block
the parotid gland using PA posi- and depresses shoulder of ele-
tion, performer has patient as- vated side. Places film holder
sume a seated position facing under cheek and centers to a
the film holder. Rotates pa- point .5 inch anterior to and
tient's head as in (i), above,
and has patient rest head on

one inch inferior to the ex-
ternal auditory meatus. Ad-

forehead and nose. Continues as justs head so that broad sur-
in (i), above,
Performer may rehearse patient in

face of ramus is parallel with
plane of film and acanthio-

filling mouth with air and hold-
ing breath to provide better con-

meatal line is parallel with
transverse axis of film. Tapes

trast.
ii) For an intraoral anterior pro-

film holder to angle block.,
Directs central ray 30°ceph-

jection of the parotid gland,
performer may rehearse patient

alad and 10° posteriorly, di-
rected to midpoint of film.

in film packet placement. Has Performer may adjust head of
patient relax mouth; performer semisupine patient on an an-
places ieatal occlusal film
vertically in the oral vestibule

gle block dir cted cranially,
with affected cheek in lateral

in front of the upper molars. position on film holder, and
Directs the central ray to mid- affected side of body next to
point of film at about 5° cau- table. Adjusts elevation of
dad. holder adjacent to shoulder

iii) For a lateral projection of the so that film is in close con- .

parotid gland, performer has pa- tact with jaw. Rotates head
tient assume semiprone or seated so that broad surface of ramus
erect lateral position. For seat
ed patient has shoulder of side
being examined against film

is parallel to plane of film,
and extends chin so that the
.

acanthiomeatal line is paralle
.....q4

holder. Extends patient's head with the transverse axis of
to clear space between cervical the film. Directs central ray
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to the midpoint of the film at
25° cephalad.

b. For studies of the -submandibular
(submaxillary) gland(s), performer
notes the side of interest, the
views required, and the order in
which they are to be done.

i) For a lateral projection of the
submandibular gland, performer
positions patient in semiprone
or seated erect, lateral position
with side of interest against
film holder,and extends patient'
head. Adjusts head in true lat-
eral position. Centers film to
the inferior margin of the angle
of the mandible. Directs central
ray at right angles to midpoint
of film. May rehearse patient in
depressing floor of mouth during
exposure by having patient place
an index finger on the back of
tongue on affected side.

ii) For oblique lateral projection
(axiolateral view) of the sub-
mandibular gland(s), performer
positions patient as in (a, iv),
above, but centers to the angle
of the mandible.

iii) For a verticosubmental projec-
tion (axial view) of the subman-
dibular gland area posterior or
lateral to the floor of the oral
cavity, performer has patient
assume a seated position with
head resting on chin, extended
across a film holder lying hori-
zontally and supported. Centers
median sagittal plane of head
to midline of film at a level
just below the external auditory
meatuses. Supports film holder
so that it is in direct contact
with throat and, if angulation
is needed, at a cranial angle.
Adjusts head so that median

sagittal plane is vertical. If
film is horizontal, directs
central ray to midpoint of
film at right angles to the
infraorbitomeatal line. If
film is angled cranially, di-
rects central ray to midpoint
of film at right angles to
the occlusal plane.

c. For intraoral projection of the
duct anteromedial part of sub-
mandibular sland areas or sub-
lingual gland area (submentover-
tical projection) ,performer has
patient assume seated position
with head in headrest so that
the occlusal plane is vertical.
If no headrest is available has
patient assume supine position
with thorax supported and head
extended, resting on vertex, with
median sagittal plane vertical.
Performer rehearses patient in
placement of film, and just be-
fore exposure places film in
final position. Performer has pa-
tient open mouth. Inserts film
packet with pebbled surface fac-
ing ,audally and_with long axis
directed transversely. Centers
film to the median sagittal plane
and gently insert'a far back so
that it is in contact with the
anterior borders of the mandibu-
lar rami.
May have patient assist by de-
pressing and retracting ,Jwn
tongue or by phonating "ah" and
breathing deeply through the
mouth. Has patient close mouth
to hold film. Rechecks position.
With film packet in position,
performer directs the central ray
at right angles to the plane of
the film, centered to the inter-
section of the median sagittal
plane and a coronal plane passing
through the second molars.
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d. Performer immobilizes skull with a
head clamp or a weighted band and/
or uses sandbags to support. Re-
checks angulation and positioning.

e. Performer checks positioning by
using light in collimator. Activates
the,collimator light and points the
light beam towards the part. Adjusts
the collimator opening to correspond
to the film size. Uses cross-hair
shadows as reference for center of
field and collimator light to cen-
ter the tube to the part. Checks
that primary beam will enter the
center of the area of interest at
the selected angle to the film so
as to project the view desired.
May readjust tube position length-
wise or crosswise to provide bet-
ter centering.

f. Once the patient has been posi-
tioned and immobilized, performer
adjusts the collimator. Either
collimates so that a small unex-
posed border will appear around
the edge of the film or collimates
further so as to expose only the
area of interest (and thus provide
maximum protection and detail).
May use extension cone (in direct
contact with head when appropriate
for immobilization) for proper
collimation. Adjusts primary beam
to minimum size needed to cover
the part(s) of interest. Removes
film packets from patient's mouth
until ready for exposure.

List Elements Full

10. Performer checks that everything is
ready for administration of the con-
trast medium:

a. Rechecks that all equipment is
ready for use.

b. Performer indicates to radiologist
when the patient and equipment are
ready for instillation of the con-
trast medium. Makes any adjust-
ments as ordeT-cd.

c. Performer washes hands for proce-
dure observing sterile technique
as appropriate.

d. If appropriate, performer opens
packet of sterile gloves for ra-
diologist, observing sterile tech-1
nique so that wrapper, own hands,
or other objects will not contami-
nate gloves.

e. May assist in sterile surgical
techniques as appropriate by hand-
ing materials asked for.

f. If so ordered, performer may use 1
lemon juice or slices and place
a few drops of lemon juice in pa-
tient's mouth to cause saliva-
tion.

g. When ordered, performer holds sy-
ringe end while radiologist re-
moves dilator and inserts a can-
nula into ductal opening of
glaad.

11. On orders from the radiologist, per-
former makes the sialograms for the
gland that was opacified in the posi
tion(s) ordeled, and as quickly as
possible:

a. Performer rechecks positioning of
patient, film, and central ray.

b. If intraoral films are to be
used, performer inserts film
packet as described above. Has
patient close mouth to hold film.
Rechecks and readjusts position
of head and x-ray tube as de-
scribed above.

c. Performer sets the focal-film
distance, if not already done,
as appropriate.

d. Rechecks that patient has been
properly shielded.

e. When everything is ready for tLe
exposure, performer reminds pa-
tient of the breath control to
be used for exposure:
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i) May have patient depress tongue.
ii) May have patient fill mouth with

air when ordered and hold breath
until told to relax.

iii) May have patiant hold breath
when ordered until told to re-
lax.

f. Performer observes the patient's
movement until the moment that the
exposure is made. Readjusts,posi-
tion if warranted.

12. The performer returns to co room.
Makes sure controls are prol: 7 set
and patient is still in position.
Tells patient when to breathe as
structed by calling or using intere.m.
Performer initiates exposure by pres
ing hand trigger or exposure cont:,-ol
button.

-
a. While expcsure is underway perform-

er checks that mA meter records ap-
propriate current as set, that kVp
meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or exces-
sive drop; may listen for sound of
normal functioning of equipment.
If there is malfunction, may de-
cide to report; anLicipates need
to repeat exposure.

-/c. With phototimer, notes vhnther back
up timer has been involved in
terminaOlig exposure before photo-
timed :.-:posure was completed. If
so, anticipates possible need to
repea osure ((ie to underexpo-
sure if premature cut-off, or
overexposure due to faulty timer).

d. After exposure is completed tella
patient that he or she can relax.

e. If the exposure is terminae.4 by
a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-
nical factors for possible over-
load or checks for overload else-
where on circuit. Anticipates need
to repeat exposure.

List Elements Fally

f. After exposure performer returns.
to patievt. Removes cassette,
packet or film holder from table,
floor, bucky or patient's mouth.
Removes any markers for :urther
use.

g. Performer repeats radiography
steps for all exposures ordered
lv radiologist, adjusting techni-
c- factors, tube, and position
of or film holder as appro-
pri..:c.... each view ordered for
opact'c,-, gland.

h. Perfi..- arranges to have the
firt ! ..(s) processed at
once or riedes to do personally.
Att.T;vs for use with

appropliate. May sign
requieition.

i. While films arcs being processed,
makes sure that patient is comr
fortable and, if necessary, at-
tended by radAologist,- staff per-
son or self.

Throughout radiography procedure
performer remains alert for any
symptom of adverse reaction, espe-
cially reaction to contrast such as
severe flushing, salivation, chok-
ing, vomiting, pallor, fainting, or
shock. As soon as performer judges
that reaction may be severe, ceases
exposure and notifies radiologist
or attending physician at once.

14. Per:ormer brings the first process-
ed radiographs d4reet1y to the ra-
diologist in charge or places on
view boxes and informs radiologist
that they are ready. May also hang
prior 'ilms a,,i/ scouts.

a. Ferformer 1-:tes instructions
from radiologist ,egarding need
to repeat instillation of con-
t:rast, to repeat radiography with
change in patlent, '.:(lbe or film
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positioning, or with change in
'technical factors.

Notes instructions with regard to
instillation of opposite side or
another duct.

b. Performer repeats appropriate steps
depending on radiologist's orders.
For further exposures performer
repeats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification
of film, use of R-L marker, se-
lection and setting of technique,
positioning patient and equipment,
collimation, shielding, breathing
instructions, making exposure, and
processing, as described above.

c. Performer refrains from commentirag
on the films or providing any in-
terpretation.

d. If performer is asked to repeat any
exposures, performer notes whether
need to repeat is due to perform-
er's own negligence or lack of at-
tention so that performer can avoid
future "retakes."

e. If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, performer
reports malfunction to appropriate
staff member.

f. If request for retakes reflects the
preference for density or contrast
of the radiologist, performer notes
for future work done for the given
radiologist so that retakes can be
avoided.

g. Performer shows subsequent sets cf
radiographs to radiologist as pro-
cessed and proceeds as described
above until radiologist indicates
that examination is completed.

15. When the radiologist indicates that
the radiography is completed, perform-
er carries out termination steps:

a. Performer may give patient lemon
slices to suck on to induce sali-
vation as a means of evacuating

the contrast medium from the
gl:Ids and ducts. Reassures pa-
tl2nt; has patient spit contrast
out into basin.

. b. Notes any orders for post-evacua-
tion films to be taken after an
elapse of several minutes. If so,

i) May arrange to have patient
taken to appropriate holding
area after evacuation of con-
trast medium.

IA) Keeps track of time elapse
and takes delayed films as
appropriate (following steps
for radiography as deribed
above) when indicated.

iii) May have radiologist fill out
requisition if delayed films
or additional radiography is
required.

c. After all radiography is complet-
A, may decide to assist patient
to criair or stretcher or from
table. Makes sure patient is re-
minded of any footrest in steppin
f.;.f taLle. Makes sure that none o
LLe equipment is projecting over
the patient before allowing pa-
tient to rise fror stc.,o1 or table,
and assists patient.

d. ':'erformer may have patient trans-
ported back to holding area or
n:xt location, or di!cides to do
personally, as appropkiate. If
appropriate, makes sure that pa-
tient is in the care of a staff
pezsoo who will tranoport ap-
propriate next location.

e. Performer may have room and
equipment cleaned; has any other
appropriate clean-up procedures
followed to avoid infection cr
contam'nation, or dLc:ies to do
personally, dollendihg on institu-
tional arrangemcnts.

f. Performer records Ole examination
according to histitutional proce-
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dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. Performer may re-
cord the number of exposures made
oi each overhead view including re-
takes; may enter the estimated ra-
diation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any problem
with equipment, anY special care
provided patienp. Signs requisition
sheet.

g. May present requisition sheet to
radiologist for Omments, orders
and signature.

h. Performer may decide,tö, jacket ra-
diographs, requisition,..bheets, and
related materials and/or have in-
formation recorded in 19g book per-
sonally or have this dble, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

i. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performeer-is ready
to proceed with next examination.

...,.

I.

.-

.

.

_1
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. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,positioned,mea-
sured;films identified;technical factors selected ,

and set;equipment and procedure tray plPk)ared;ra-
diologist assisted with uverhead of ne?dle placement
and injection of contrast;pt. positioned;contrqst
scout taken or lymphangiograms or lymphadenoE:ams
made;radiographs sent for processing,taken to radio-
logist;procedures repeated;patient returned;examina-
tion recorded;radiographs placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ndy requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and.
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for lymphography (lymph-
angiography, radiography of the
lymphatic vessels, and/or lymph-
adenography, radiography of the
lymph nodes, after injection of
a contrast medium) as a result
of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. At request of radiologist.

Request may be for initial ex-
amination covering a scout film
and lymphangiograms after injec-
tion of contrast, or delayed
lymphadenograms made at least a
day after injection of contrast.
If not initial examination, per-
former may also receive prior
scouts,lymphangiograms and/or
record of exposure technique(s)
used.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
area of interest, the patient
involved, special considera-
tions, and to check the com-
pleteness of the information
provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for, the
name of the radiologist
in charge and the area(s)

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing_ this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs,scouts ,

pen;x-ray control panel,tube,bucky,table,collimator,
extension cones;technique,standard view,tube rating,
and rad exposure charts;cassettes;film holder;shield-
ing;R-L ani ID markers;immohilization devices;cali-
persstool;view boxes;emergency cart and supplies;
sterile gloves,gown;sterile procedure tray;iodized
oil contrast;injector-heater;phone;order forms;
stretcher or wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( )

. ir es to q. 3: Name.t. e Kiwi o recipient,

respondent or co-worker,InVolved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
hot allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to have lymphography;accompanying Adult;
radiologist;nursing staff;co-worker

5. Name t e task so that the anawerEcto ques-
tiona 1-4 are reflected. UnderlAne,essen-

.,

tial words. %

Taking lymphangiograms or lymphadenograms of uty pa-
tient,by reviewing request;reassuring pt.;theaslring
part(s);preparing equipment;arranging foe radio-
graphy of need1t placement;assisting witi; 'administra
tion of contrast;selecting and setting technical fac
tors;identifying film(s);positioning pt. and equip-
ment;providing shielding;collimating;making expo-
sures of iliac nodes,lymph vessels or nodes as and/

or when ordered;arranging for processing;taking to
radiologist;continuing,as ordered;arranging for de-
layed films of lymph nodes if ordered;having pt. re-
turned;placing radiogruphs for use;recording exami-

nation.

16. Check here if this

I is a master sheet..0C)
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of involvement (such as lower ex-
tremities, groin area, iliopelvic-
abdominoaortic region, thoracic
duct, axilla, and/or upper extremit-
ies).,Notes whether, for extremit-
ies, bilateral or unilateral study
is ordered; if the latter, notes
the side of interest.

b. Notes whether order covers initial
examination or delayed films. If
the latter, notes record of techni-
ques used and projections requested.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
height and weight.. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient,
or emergency patient. Notes any
special information on any known
pathology that would affect techni-
que. Notes any conditions affecting
positioning, suspension of respira-
tion or immobilizaiion such as
cardiac or respiratory disease,
presence of injuries, whether pa-
tient will be on a stretcher or in
a wheelchair. If initial examina-
tion, notes whether patient has
history of allergies.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling
such as heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, infJrmity,
incoherence; whether patient aas
IV drip, oxygen supply, urinary
catheter or similar device in place;
notes whether patient will be ac-
companied by nurse or other staff
person. Notes thielding needed.

e. If performer is not already assign-0
ed to examination room (and a par-
ticular machine) notes the room or
'machine involved.

f. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete.

List Elements Fully
-

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done elsewhere
in recent past, whether there
is history of extensive radiog-
raphy to be reported to radio-
logist.

ii) Checks whether any special
orders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-
amination.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes
whether female patient is preg-
nant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual
period, or notes any other in-
dication that there is no
danger of exposure of a known
or possible fetus.

iv) If patient's record indicates
orders for sedation or any
other prior medication, per-
former may check timing to be
sure a proper elapse of time
has occurred for medication to
take effect.

g. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking.
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds
after obtaining needed informa-
tion, signature, or orders.
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h. If referring physician ha3 request-
ed that films already on file be
presented with current radiographs,
and if not already with patient's
jacketed material, performer ar-
ranges to have prior films deliver-
ed.

If the surgical procedure for injec-
tion of the contrast medium is to be
done in the radiology department, per-
former may check that patient is pre-
sent, is ready to be seen by radiolo-
gist,and/or is ready for the surgical
technique. May check with nurse or
may be assigned to do personally.
Makes sure that procedure tray and
emergency cart is ready in appropri-
ate location or decides to prepare
personally.

a. Performer may inform attending ra-
diologist when patient is ready to
be examined. Brings requisition
sheet, patient's medical history,
chart, and any prior films, to
radiologist. May display prior
films on view boxes:

b. Performer tells radiologist about
any difficulties encountered with
regard to information, possible
contraindications or anything else
that should be brought to physi-
cian's attention.

c. During radiologist's review of
requisition, prior films and ex-
amination of patient, performer
notes radiologist's orders for
positioning, technical factors,
size of cassettes or materials to
be used in procedure. Discusses
timing for radiography. May dis-
cuss sequence in which areas of
interest will be radiographed.

d. If radiologist decides to cancel
procedure, performer arranges to
terminate and reschedule as ap-
propriate.

. Depending on the point at which per-
former sees the patient (before or
after injection of contrast medium),
performer may see patient and prepare
for radiography. May do any or all of
the following:

a. Performer washes hands as appropri-
ate. Depending on patient's condi-
tion, may decide to arrange for
or carry out isolation or decon-
tamination techniques.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and prepared
for the examination (if not al-
ready done), or decides to do
personally.

c. If contrast has not yet been in-
stilled, performer may decide to
escort out-patient to or from
dressing room. May decide to
assist in transporting patient
from holding area or have this
done.

d. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier.

If patient is accompanied because
of seriousness of condition, per-
former checks with accompanying
staff member on any special pre-
cautions necessary during proce-
dure.

e. Performer may explain to patient
what will be involved in the pro-
cedure; indicates what: types of
positions the patient will be
asked to assume and the coopera-
tion that will be asked of the
patient.
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i) If not already done, may ques-
tion patient o: accompanying
adult about any allergies to
shellfish or adverse reactions
to contrast medium (especially
iodine based). Checks whether an
allergy test is required. Noti-
fies radiologist if any sensi-
tivity should be brought to his
or her attention.

ii) Performer may explain to patient
what side effects may be felt
from contrast medium such as

. feeling of nausea, flushing,
choking sensation.

iii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions female
patient of child bearing age re-
garding possible pregnancy. If
there is any possibility that pa-
tient is pregnant and this has
not already been recorded, per-
former informs radiologist and
proceeds only witi. approval.,

iv) Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and
develop confidence. Treats pa-
tient with dignity and concern
regardless of patient's behav-
ior. Remains aware that patient
may be frightened and/or in pain.
Performer explains, when asked
medical questions, that it is
not appropriate for technologist
to answer these; encourages pa-
tient to speak to physician.

f. Performer has patient assume a com-
fortable supine position (or remain
in supine position if contrast has
already been instilled).

i) If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on exami-
nation table.

ii) If contrast has not been instill-
ed and patient is in wheelchair,

may move patient in chair into
position next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in
locked position.

iii) May decide to assist patient
to table or has this done; may
obtain help. Makes sure that
no equipment is in the way that
may be collidedvith by pa-
tient. If assrSting patient
to step on footstool in order
to get on table, helps patient
turn into position, step back-
wards on stool, and then sit
and/or lie on table.

iv) If patient is on radiolucent
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that stretch-
er can be lifted with patient
on it from wheeled base to
x-ray table. May arrange to
move or have patient moved to
table.

v) Makes sure that there is no
clothing or jewelry on area(s)
of interest. Permits patient
to keep covered with gown
until measurements are taken
and until exposure. Treats
young patient with as much
courtesy as adult.

g. If patient has an TV drip in
place, performer checks that
needle has not become dislodged
and that the fluid is dripping
at an even rate. If there are
any problems, performer clamps
tube anOtotifies an appropriate
staff perion ar.once.

h. Performer questions patient and/or
RN or MD present on what Movement
is possible to determine if the
positions ordered are available
for use. Notes whether injuries
present require positioning by MD.

i. Performer notes the patient's
body type, whether the area of
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interest is heavtly covered by
muscle or soft fat, whether the
palpation points will be easy to
find. Notes whether the lower ex-
tremities are of unequal length.

j. Depending on the areas of interest
to be radiographed, performer uses
centimeter calipers to measure the
thickness of the part(s) in the
direction in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from tube to film.
Records for use in determining expo-
sure factors.

,

i) In locating iliac crest, perform-
er is careful not to center too
high by making sure not to con-
fuse the iliac crest with the
heavy muscles immediately above
the crest. May have patient in-
hale deeply and breathe out;
then palpates the point of the
crest while the muscles are re-
laxed.

ii) If performer believes that pa-
tient will be embarrasLied by
palpation of the symphysis

.
pubis, uses the most prominent
point of the greater trochanter
t') locate the same transverse
plane.

iii) If moving patient with a urinary
catheter in place, performer
turns patient toward the cathe-
ter and tubing to prevent sep-
arating it from dTainage bottle
and breaking stetIle system and
to avoid causing pain.

iv) After measuring, has patient
rest in as relaxed a position as
possible.

v) If patienc has not yet seen ra-
diologist, performer may inform
radiologist or co-worker that
patient is ready to be examined
or prepared.

4.

5.

.

Once radiologist indicates that in-
stillation is to proceed, arranges
to provide or change any equipment or
supplies as ordered by radiologist.

If performer is to assist with in-
jection of contrast medium, washes
hands, observing sterile technique
as appropriate.

a. If appropriate, performer opens
packet of sterile gloves for ra-
diologist, observing sterile tech-

.

nique so that wrapper, own hands,
or other objects will not contami-
nate gloves.

b. May assist in sterile surgical
techniques as appropriate by hand-
ing materials asked for. .

c. May have syringes prepared with
contrast medium (iodized oil) or
decides to do personally. May
place in injector-heater machine.
May check periodically to see that
temperature of injector-heater is
maintained, as ordered.

If the surgical procedure for injec-
tion of the contrast medium is done
in the radiology department, perform-
er may take radiograph(s) of injec-
tion site(s) (in lymphatics of the
feet or hands, depending on area of
interest) for check of needle place-
ment(s). May have these radiographs
taken with bedside wobile equipment
or decides to radiograph personally:

a. If overhead check of needle place-
ment is ordered, arranges for ra-
diographs as indicated by the ra-
diologist. Positions as for plain
films of the hands or feet with
patient in the supine position on
examination table.

b. Has radiograph(s) processed im-
mediately and places on view boxes
for radiologist.
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c. Continues as ordered until radiolo-
gist is satisfied with needle place-
ment (in two sites if both hands or
both feet are injected).

d. Notes timing for overhead filming
and lymphangiography after injec-
tion.

7. If requisition is for initial exami-
nation, perfOrmer prepares for scout
filming of iliac nodes and vessels
to check progress of contrast medium
after injection. Plans for lymphangio-
graphy after proper elapse of time
after injection (one half o one and
a half hours after injection, with
priority given to any study of thoracic
duct). If requisition is for delayed
filming (at least 24 hoc-_-s after in-
jection), performer reviews technique
used for lymphangiograms (done by self
or co-worker) and proceeds as for prior
films.

a. Checks that proper accessories are
available for radiography including
leaded rubber shielding, lead aprons
to be used by anyone who will re-
main in the room during expos.r
Checks Li,at appropriate imm,.)4..i7.-
tion devices are present. J s

sure that right (R) and le t (12
Markers are available for /If-J.:2 and

identification cards or leatied num-
erals or markers.

b. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institudon:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate pa-
tient identification informa-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there

Task Code No. 376
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is piece of lead on film hold-
er surface; may write or type
out ID information on card if
not received with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

c. Makes sure thz.t an adequate sup-
ply of loaded cassettes of the
appropriate types and sizes are
available in the examination
room: If not, arranges to obtain
or decides to obtain personally.

i) Depending on whether a bucky
or table top technique will
be used and standard institu-
tional practices, performer
selects speed and type of
film, grid, and cassette com-
bination.

ii) Selects size(s) based on the
area(s) to be included, the
patient's size, and whether
two exposures (and cassettes)
will be needed to present a
-4ven view.

d. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly post-
ed changes in technical factors
(to reflect accommodation to a
change in machine output or a
polic7, decision).

e. Performer checks that x-ray equip-
ment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel and checks that in-
dicatt,r light shows that machine
is "warmed up," or turns on main
switch as appropriate to equip-
ment and allows time for the ma-
chine to "warm up." If appropri-
ate, performer may set radiog-
raphy mode selector and set col-
limator control for manual opera-
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tion. Makes sure that all circuits
have been stabilized.

f. Unless already done, performer se-
lects technical factors for scout
film of pelvic area, first,or next
lymphangiogram, or first or next
lymphadenogram:

i) Consults technique chart(s) post-
ed for machine. Locates the in-
formation needed for the body
part and projection involved
according to the centimeter
thickness of the part as measur-
ed and the collimated field size
to be used. Makes sure that cech-
nique relates to the combination
of film type and speed and use
or nonuse of other accessories
(such as screens, grids, bucky,
etc.).

ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(sec
onds of exposure time), focal
spot size, and the focal film
distance (TFD or FFD) called for.

iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and
time have been determined, per-
former notes whether any conver-
sions are necessary to account
for a pathological condition, a
change in TFD, the preference of
the radiologir,;t involved,.and
any other conversion needed such
as with obese patients or posted
changes. Performer looks up nu-
merical conversion factors and
calculates or uses conversion
charts to ascertain the appro-
priate new exposure factor (kVp,
mA and/or time). Multiplies, di-
vides, adds, or subtracts as ap-
propriate.

iv) Performer checks any new-or un-
familiar exposure factors agains
the posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a tube rating chart to
be sure that technique does not
exceed the heat capacities of

List Elements Full

the tube for the focal spot
size to be used. If appropri-
ate, performer reconverts the
technique to an equivalent
output using higher kVp and
lower mAs.

g. Performer sets exposure factors
as'selected:

i) If appropriate, checks line
voltage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until
needle is aligned properly on
line meter.

ii) For conventional exposure
control: Performer sets mil-
liamperage by choosing selec-
tors for the correct focal
spot size; sets the mA select-
ed. Selects and sets the expo-
sure time that will produce
the mAs. desired. Sets the kVp
selected by choosing the com-
bination of rajor kilovoltage
and minor kilovoltage settings
to produce the desired kVp.

iii) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control: Performer se-
lects and sets the category
corresponding to the type of
study and use or non-use of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a control
corresponding to the field
size (as listed on technique
chart for phototiming).
May select and set a kVp range
button, if called for with
equipment, corresponding to-
kV range for the examination.
Sets a density selector corres
Ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the
study. Makes sure backup timer
is not likely to terminate ex-
posure before phototimed expo-
sure is made.
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iv) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justments of table and tube
height, position, and of colli-
mation.

8. Performer returns to exAmination room
and prepares for the exposure:

a. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
(or next) projection. Attaches
identification information to the
cassette or table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate to the projection,.or
depresses appropriate R or L
button for automatic marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flash card
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded lubber
on appropriate edge of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card 'into card tray for equip-
ment using autoratic film mark-
ing device.

b. If cassette is to be used.with
bucky (under tabletop) performer
may manually pull out bucky tray
.and open retaining clamps. Inserts
cassette into bucky tray and pushes
back. Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" position or inserts cas-
sette tray into bucky slot and cen-
ters.

411MEN11 List Elements Full

c. If a bucky is not being used, per
former places film holder in a

position approximating final
positioning. If appropriate to
make possible minimal movement of
patient, performer may place cas-
sette in upright holder at right
angles to table top.

d. Performer sets the focal-film
distance (if not already done).
Operates controls or manually
moires the x-ray tube into place
over the film holder (or at right
angles to upright holder). Checks
the focal-film distance by read-
ing indicator scale in the tube
housing; adjusts up or dawn until
the required FFD (TFD) is ob-
tained.

9. Performer prepares the part to be ra
diographed in the supine position
selected for the first (or next) ex-
posure (unless this is done by phy-
sician):

a. May explain or demonstrate to pa-
tient what is required. May ob-
tain help in positioning or as-
sists MD to position.

b. Performer positions patient in
AP, lateral or oblique AP recum-
bent positions or as called for,
following procedures as for
"plain" films of the area of
interest.

i) Has patient place arms in a

comfortable position; supports
ankles and knees. For thin pa-
tient performer may elevate
chest so that the cervical
vertebrae are at a correct
level. Arranges shoulders to
lie on a single transverse
plane.

385
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ii) For positioning patient in AP
supine position, performer ar-
ranges body so that its median
sagittal plane is centered to
the midline of table or film
holder.

iii) For lateral or oblique posi-
tioning has median sagittal
plane parallel with midline.
Supports any elevated parts.

c. Performer centers part and keeps
the long axis of the part parallel
to the film holder. When using a
bucky, centers patient to midline.
With cassette on table top, conters
film to part. With vertical holder,
adjusts height of holder to part
and centers.

d, . When positioning a patient with a
balloon catheter in place, performr
er makes sure that the clamp is not
lying over a part to be exposed or
that patient is not lying on the
clamp.

e. If patient has a wound, colostomy,
ileostomy, or T-tube ,Jith dressing
to be removed, performer checks
whether zinc or iodoform paste or
radiopaque gauze is being used.
If so, has appropriate staff mem-
ber remove dressing or tube or
decides to do personally (if ap-
propriate). Checks that radiopaque
paste or gauze is completely re-
moved.

10. Performer places the part to be ra-
diographed in the final position se-
lected for the first or next expo-
sure as follows:

a. For projections of the iliopelvic-
abdominoaortic region (scout film
to check progress of the contrast
medium to the common iliac nodes,
or regular radiographs to demon-
strate possiblepathology in the

List Elements Fully

area), performer checks to be
sure what areas are to be in-
cluded in the radiograph and
notes whether gonadal protection
can be provided without interfer-
ing with diagnostic purpose of
study.

i) For AP projection (posterior
view) of iliopelvic-abdomino-
aortic region, performer has
patient lie in supine AP po-
sition. Centers body to mid-
line; supports knees and im-
mobilizes ankles. Places the
cassette low enough to include
the lower border-of the ischi-
um. Centers to the level of the
iliac crests; may palpate for
the crest. Has patient flex
elbows and place l!ands on up-
per chest. May have patient
flex hips and knees to place
back in contact with table,
and supports. Directs central
ray at right angles to center
of film ac the level of the
iliac crests.

ii) For right and left oblique AP
projections, performer has
supine patient rotate body
30° in the direction of the
side of interest. Asks patient
to place arm on the side next
to table comfortably. Has pa-
tient cross and flex upper hip
and knee. Has patient grasp
side of table with opposite
hand. Supports elevated should
er, hip and knee. Checks and
adjusts body rotation. Centers
cassette at the level of the
iliac crests and includes the
lower border nf the ischium.
Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.
After exposure, rep .ats in re-
verse positi' : for other side.

3 d 6
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b. For projections of the thoracic umn. May support lower thor-
acic region.

For lateral recumbent position,
has patient flex hips and
knees. Elevates and supports
lower knee to hip level;
places sandbag on top and then
superimposes upper knee. Sup-
ports ankles similarly. Adjusts
upper arms forward at right
angles to long axis of body
and has lower hand rest under
head. Has patient hold table
edge with upper hand. Adjusts
so that scapulae are in a
single plane. Adjusts body in
true lateral position.

Directs central ray at right
angles-to midpoint of film.

c. For AP projections (posterior
view) of lower extremity, per-

duct, performer checks proper timing
for lymphangiograms (if ordered
after instillation of contrast) so
as to make projections while con-
trast remains in the duct. For lat-
eral view notes whether lateral re-
cumbent vertical filming or supine
horizontal filming will be involved,

i) For AP projection (posterior
. view) of thoracic duct, perform-

er has supine, patient assume
true AP position with long axis
of x-ray tube parallel to the
midline, with the anode at the
head end of the patient (to pro-
vide a view facing caudally) and
the cathode on the side of the
feet (to take advantage of "heel
effect"). Centers film so that
upper margin is about two inches
above the supraclavicular area
(upper border of shoulders).
Places arms alongside body and
adjusts shoulders to lie in a
single transverse plane. May
have hips and knees flexed to
put the back in contact with
table. Immobilizes feet. Directs
central ray at right angles to
midpoint of film.

ii) For left lateral projection of
thoracic duct, has patient move
into a lateral recumbent posi
tion with the left side closer
to the film. May have patient
remain in AP position and Use
upright holder for cross-table
filming. Centers the midaxillary
line of the body to the midline
of the plane of the film, and
places upper margin of film
about two inches above the upper
border of the shoulders. Sup-
ports patient's head so that its
median sagittal plane is in line
with long axis of vertebral col-

former notes whether the area
of interest will include the
lower leg, upper leg and/or groin.
Plans for three radiographs if all

three areas are to be included.
Positions for bilateral view
so that both legs will be pro-
jected with one exposure.

If the patient's extremities are
of unequal length, performer notes
whether the legs or the femora
are unequal. Makes adjustment in
positioning at the, joint above
the unequal part, su-.111 as placing
pelvis so that greater trochanter
are in the same transverse plane
for unequal femora, and knees at
same transverse plane for unequal
legs. In immobilizing is careful
to position and support feet to
avoid rotation of the upper ends
of the femora.

i) For AP projection of the lower
legs (tibias and fibulas) ,posi-
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tions to include the ankle
joints. Has supine patient lie
in AP position and adjusts body
so that there is no rotation at
the pelvis. Extends the legs and
slightly inverts the feet with-
out rotating legs. Sloports
knees. Supports soles with sand-
bags. Keeps plantar surface at
right angles to film holder. Cen-
ters cassette to midpoint between
legs at the level of the midpoint
of the tibias. Directs central
ray at right angles to center
of film.

ii) For AP projection of the femora,

level of the symphysis pubis.

Directs the central ray at
right angles to the midpoint
of the film.

d. For projections of the upper ex-
tremity (arm and forearm), the
performer checks the side of in-

i terest. May place the cassette
diagonally on the table so that
the entire extremity can be in-
eluded in the projection.

i) For an AP projection (poster-
ior view) of arm and iorearm,
performer has the patient lie
in supine position with the
elbow extended and hand supi-
nated. Elevates the opposite
shoulder so that entire ex-
tremity is in contact with
surface of cassette. May place
sandbag on upturned palm. Cen-
ters film (on diagonal) to the
elbow. Directs central ray at

1

right angles to the midpoint,
entering at the elbow joint.
If a bilateral study has been
ordered, sets up similarly for
opposite side.

ii) For a lateral projection of
arm and forearm, has patient
lie on table as above. Has pa-
tient abduct arm and flex el-
bow about 900, rotating fore-
arm internally (medially),
with epicondyles at right an-
gles to the plane of the film.
Checks that arm and forearm
are in the same plane and par-
allel with table top. Makes
sure wrist is in lateral,
thumb up position. Makes sure
that the radius, ulna and
carpal bones are in lateral
superimposition. Uses sandbags
to support hand. Centers film
to elbow and includes areas of

performer positions to include
the knee joints. Has supine pa-
tient lie in AP position with
legs fully extended and feet
somewhat inverted, with pelvis
unrotated. Supports ankles. Cen-
ters cassette to midpoint be-
tween femora at the level of the
midfemora. Directs central ray
at right angles to center of
film.

iii) For AP projection of the groin
areas (pelvis and upper femora),
performer has supine patient ex-
tend both legs. Supports knees.
Places sandbags under ankle
joints and adjusts to same trans-
verse plane. For extremities of
unequal length adjusts as de-
scribed above. Inverts feet so
that long axes of femora are
parallel with plane of film by
grasping heels and turning feet
medially. Performer may check
that there is no rotation of
pelvis by measuring the distance
from the anterior superior iliac
spine to tabletop on each side.
Overcomes rotation of pelvis due
to swelling or atrophy by elevat-
ing appropriate side. Immobili-
zes. Centers cassette to the

338
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interest. Directs central ray
at right angles to the elbow
joint. If a bilateral study has
been ordered, sets up similarly
for opposite side.

e. For projections of the axilla, per-

11.

of the side of interest. Cen-
ters film to the region of
the coracoid process, including
the supraclavicular region.
Supports the elevated shoulder
and hip. Performer adjusts the
degree of rotation so Lhat the
scapula is parallel with the
plane of the film and the hum-
erus rests against film. For
internal rotation abducts the
arm slightly and places the
hand against the side of body.
Directs the central ray at
right angles to the midpoint
of the film. After exposure,
repeats in reverse position,
rotating body 450 in the op-
posite direction away from the
side of interest. If a bilat-
eral study has been ordered,
sets up similarly for R and L
oblique views of axilla joint
on opposite side.

f. Throughout procedure performer
remains alert for any symptom of
adverse reaction, especially re-
action to contrast, such as se-
vere flushing, salivation, chok-
ing, vomiting, pallor, fainting,
or shock. As soon as performer
judges that reaction or pain may
be severe, notifies radiologist
or attending physician at once.

Performer checks final positioning
by using light in collimator. Acti-
vates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-
ing to correspond to film size. Uses
cross-hair shadows as reference for
center of field. Checks that primary
beam will enter the center of the

former checks side of interest and
whether bilateral study is ordered.

i) For AP projection (posterior
view) of axilla, performer has
supine patient lie in AP posi-
tion. Centers to the coracoid
process, and places upper part
of cassette about two inches
above the supraclavicular region.
Supports shoulder and hip on op-
posite side.

Notes whether external, neutral
and/or internal rotation is re-
quested. Performer locates the
epicondyles and holds between
thumb and index finger of one
hand while adjusting the arm.
With external rotation has pa-
tient turn palm forward. Ab-
ducts arm slightly so that the
coronal plane of the epicondyles
is parallel with plane of film.
Supports as needed. With neutral
iotation has patient rest palm
of hand against thigh. Wtih in-
ternal rotation has patient flex
elbow someighat, rotate arm in-
terually, and rest back of hand
on hip. Adjusts arm so that the
coronal plane of the epicondyles
is perpendicular to the plane of
the film. Directs central ray at
right angles to midpoint at the
level of the coracoid process.
If a bilateral study has been
ordered, sets up similarly for
opposite side.

ii) For right and left oblique AP
projections, has supine patient
rotate body 450 in the direction
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area of interest at the selected angle or breathe qtdetly, by calling
to the film so as to project the view or using intercom. Performer ini-
desired. May readjust tube position tiates exposure by pressing handlengthwise or crosswise to provide
better centering.

trigger or exposure control button.

a. While exposure is underway per-12. Once the patient has been positioned former checks that mA meter re-and immobilized,performer adjusts the
collimaxor. Either collimates so that

cords appropriate current as set,
that kVp meter dips slightly.

a small unexposed border will appear b. May watch for evidence of mal-around the cdge of the film or colli- function such as line surge ormates further so as to expose only excessive drop; may listen forthe area of interest (and thus pro- sound of normal functioning of
vide maximum protection and detail). equipment. If there is malfunc-For small fields periormer may attach tion may decide to report; anti-auxiliary extension zone to colli- cipates need to repeat exposure.mator to further reduce the primary

c. With phototimer notes whetherbeam.
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before13. Performer adds lead shielding to areas phototimed exposure was completedthat will be in the primary path of If so, anticipates possible needthe beam but are not included in the to repeat exposure (due to under-

areas of interest, especially gonads.
exposure if pLemature cut-off, or,

Provides patient and everyone who will overexposure due to faulty timer.)remain in room during exposure with d. After exposure is completed tellsappropriate protective shielding. Ex- patient that he or she can relax.plains if necessary that this is not e. If the exposure is terminated by
cause for alarm but a general precau- a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-tion to minimize unnecessary radiation nical factors for possible over-exposure.

load or checks for overload else-
where on circuit. Anticipates

14. When everything is ready for the ex-
posure, performer explains to patient
what breath control will be used for

need to repeat exposure.

16. Performer returns to patient. Re-
exposure as appropriate, such as hold- moves cassette or film holder from
ing still, breathing out and holding,
or breathing quietly when told to do
so by performer and until told to re-

table or bucky.

a. Removes any markers for further
lax. Performer observes the patient's use. Repeats steps for position-
movement until the moment that the ex-
posure is made. Readjusts position if

ing, identification, co1limatio4,
-shielding and selection of tech-

warranted.
nical factors as appropriate for
any other projections ordered

15. Thesperformer returns to control room. for the area of interest and re-Makes sure controls are properly set peats exposures.
and patient is still in position. b. If the exposure(s) are scouts,
Tells patient when to take a deep lymphangiograms,or if so request-
breath and exhale, and/or hold still

ed, performer arranges to have

.........
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the exposure(s) processed at once i) If request for retakes re-
or decides to do personally. Has flects malfunctioning equip-
lymphadenograms processed as appro- ment, performer reports mal-
priate. Attaches ID card for use function to appropriate staff
with flasher if appropriate. May member.
sign requisition. ii) If request for retakes re-

c. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is comfort-

flects the preference for
density or contrast of the

able and, if necessary, attended by radiologist, performer notes
staff person or self. for future work done for the

given radiologist so that re-
17. Performer brings the first processed

scouts or lymphanglograms directly to
the radiologist in charge or places.

takes can be avoided.

18. When lymphadenography is completed
on view boxes and informs radiologist or when the radiologist indicates
that they are ready. May also hang
prior films and scouts.

that lymphangiography is completed,
performer carries out termination
steps:

a. Performer notes instructions from
radiologist regarding any need to a. Notes any orders for delayed
continue instillation of contrast,
to repeat radiography with change

films to be taken after an elapse
of 24 hours or more (lymphadeno-

in patient, tube, or film position- grams). May have radiologist fill
ing, or with change in technical out requisition.
factors. b. If performer is completing lymph-

b. Notes instructions with regard to angiography, may return to pa-
lymphangiography or delayed films: tient to explain need to return

fcr lymphadenograms. May explain
i) If processed film is a scout,

performer makes note of appro-
to patient that the intradermal
injection of dye may cause pa-

priate timing for lymphangio- tient's skin and urine to be
grams and any special orders tinted blue for one or two days.
from radiologist. May discuss. With in-patient may arrange to

ii) If processed films are lymph- have nursing staff in charge of
..

angiograms, performer carries patient's care informed.
out or repeats orders until ra-
diologist indicates that lymph-

c. After radiography is completed,
performer may decide to assist

angiography is complete. patient from table or to chair
or stretcher. Makes sure patient

c. Performer refrains from commcnting is reminded of any footrest in
on the films or providing any in- stepping off table. Makes sure
terpretation to patient. that none of the equipment is

d. If performer is asked to repeat projecting over the patient be-
any exposures, performer notes fore allowing patient to rise
whether need to repeat is due to . from stool or table, and assists
performer's own negligence or lack
of attention so that performer can
avoid future "retakes."

patient.

391
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d. Performer may have patient trans-
ported back to recovery or holding
area, next location or room, or de-
cides to do personally, as appro-
priate. If appropriate, makes sure
that patient is in the care of a
staff person who will transport to
appropriate next location or who
will have out-patient discharged.

e. Performer may have room and equip-
ment cleaned; has any other appro-
priate clean-up procedures followed
to avoid infection or contamination,
or decides to do personally, depend-
ing on institutional

arrangements.
f. May present requisition sheet to

radiologist for comments, orders
and signature.

g. If performer will only carry out
preliminary "scout" filming and/or
lymphangiography, performer records
the approved technical factors used
for the radiographs, and the acces-
sories employed, or informs tech-
nologist who will continue. Perform-
er gives the requisition sheet,
name card, and any notes to tech-
nologist who will continue with pro-
cedure or placf,s for further use
as appropriate.

h. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. Performer may r,1.-
cord the number of exposures made
of each overhead view including re-
takes; may enter the estimated ra-
diation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any problem
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. Signs requisition
sheet.

i. Performer may decide to personally
jacket radiographs, requisition
sheets, and related materials and/

332

or have information recorded in
log book, or have this done,
depending on institutional pro7
cedures.

j. May indicate to approp%iate staff
person when the performer is
ready to proceed with next exami-
nation.
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this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisl-ion reviewed;pt. reassured,positioned,mea-
sured;tilms identified;technical factors selected
and set for fluoroscopy,spot filaing and overheads;
scouts taken;radiologist assisted with instillation
of contrast,positioning,fluoroscopy;overhead expo-
sures made;radiographs sent for processing,taken to
radiologist;procedures repeated as ordered;pt. re-

Oturned;examination recorded;arthrograms placed.

,

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition forms pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for positive contrast
arthrography (radiographic st-Idy-
of the joints, especially ka-2e,
after injection of contrast
medium into the joint) as a re-
sult of:

a. Regular assi6nment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. From co-worker.

,

Depending on institutional
arra-,gements, perf,rmer may
also receive prior films or
scout film(s) already taken
by co-worker with record of
technical factors used and/
or any changes necessary.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs,scouts;
view boxes;pen;x-ray generator,control panels,tube,
bucky,table,collimator,extension cones;fluorosc-oy
unit,image intensifier,spot film device,TV monitor;
cassettes,roll film;R-L and ID markers;typewriter;
sterile gloves,procedure tray;emergency cart;con-
trast medium;protective lead shieldirg;immobiliza-
tion devices;technique,standard view,tube rating and
rad exposure charts;calipers;phantom or test object;
stretcher or wheelchair;intercom;specJmen container;
order forms;restraining devices

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

'es to g. Name the kin. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Patient to have arthrography;accompanying adult;
radiologist;co-workers;nursL

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
a. Performer checks the ex-

amination called for in-
eluding the joint involved
and the affected side, the
purpose of the study, and
any special requests.
Notes the name of the ra-
diologist in charge; may
note the name of the re-
ferring clinician.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking positive cOntrast arthrognms (especially of
knee) of any patient,by reviewing request;preparing
equipment;preparing and reassuring pt.;measuring
part;setting up tor fluoroscopy and spot filming;
arranging for scout films as ordered;selecting and
setting technical factors;identifying films;provid-
ing shielding:assisting with instillation of con-
trast,positl.oning of patient,fluoroscopy, and
spot filming;taking overhead radiographs as ordered;
arranging for processing;taking to radiologist;con-
tinuing,repeating as ordered;having pt. returned;
placing arthrograms for use;recording examination,

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)

3.-)3
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b. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and heighc. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient,
or emergency patient. Notes any
special information or note on
known pathology that could affect
patient positioning, technique, or
handling of the patient, such as
acute injury, fracture, recurring
dislocation. Notes whether there
is history of allergies.

c. Performer notes whether fluoroscopy
will be combined with spot.filming
and overhead radiography. Notes
whether the use of a grid or bucky
will be involved, shielding needed.
Notes any special requests.

d. Periormer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling
such as heart 04.sease, communicable
or infectious condition, infirmity,
incoherence; whether patient has
IV drip, oxygen supply, urinary
catheter or similar device in place;
notes whether patient will be ac-
companied by nurs L! or other staff
person.

e. Performer makes sure,that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet is
complete.

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer nay review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done elsewhere
in recent past, whether there
is history of extensive radiog-
raphy to bring to radiologist's
attention.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are in
keeping with the usual zad ex-
posure in-T)lved for the exami-
nation.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes
whether female patient is preg-
nant, reviews date lf female
patient's last Ir.Litrual period,
or notes any ();11r indication
that there nc. danger of ex-
posure of a V.:Jdn or possible
fetus.

iv) If patient!s record indicates
ordezs for sedation or any
other prior medication,perform-
er may check timing to be sure
a proper elapse of time has
occurred for medication to take
effect.

f. If the perfe)rmer zletermines that
the request is not properly auth-
o.:ized, is incomplete, or that
6ufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge: Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds after
obtaining needed information,
signature, or orders.

g. If referring physician has request-
ed that films already on file be
presented with current radiographs,
and if not already with patient's
jacketed material, performer ar-
ranges to have prior films deliv-
ered.

2. Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examination involved
and the equipment required, or notes
room assigned on requisition sheet.
Checks that x-ray equipment is pro-
vided with small fractional focal
spot and that overhead,and fluoroscopy
capabilities are available.
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Task Code No. 377

This is page 3 of 14 for this task.
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rrepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray has been

prepared for the joint involved or
decides to do personally. Checks
that emergency cart is present.

c. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
special frame or other restraining
device and equipient for applying
stress to the joint. Checks for
leaded rubber shielding, apron's,
and gloves to be used by performer,
radiologist, the patient, and/or*
anyone who will remain in the room
during exposure.

i mmobilization devices are present,

I

d. Performer checks that appropriate

and that there is a mattress, pads,
pillows and/or blancs on the
table for comfort -. patient. Makes
sure that right (R., and left (L)
markers are available for use and
identification card or leaded num-
erals or markers.

e. Performsr makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded crssettes
or othsr film holders of the appro-
priate types and sizes for over-
head filming are wvailable in thE
examination room. If not, arranges
to obtain or decides to obtain
personally.

f. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of overhead films using equio-
ment provided by institution:

i) May obtr.in lead numerals and
taperand prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate
patient identification informa-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that

there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on card
if not received with requisi-
tion.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

g. If examination will include spot-
filming using a camera (attached
to image intensifier) and roll
film, performer checks film supply
indicator to make sure that there
is sufficient film in the roll

.

film cassette.

i) If there is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-

.ranges to have roll film cas-
sette loaded, or decides to do
personally.

ii) When lued roll film cassetteA
is obtained, performer checks
loading in subdued light.

.

Checks that end of film is cut
correctly and is properly
threaded and attached to take-
up spool so that film unwinds
approPriately. Checks that film
is properly engaged on sprock-
et. Locks into operating.posi-
tion. If appropriate, cuts off
excess film at exit port and
removes. Attaches film cassette
to camera and locks into place.
Replaces camera cover.

iii) If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded.

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate for any exposure of
film due to installation or
check.

v) Removes dark slide from camera
lens.

vi) If not already done, performer
writes or t.ipes a card with
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patient's identification in-
formation for use with spot
film device. Inserts in slot
in spot film camera as appro-
priate.

h. If examination will include spot
filming using a cassetce/bucky
spot film device, performer checks
that there is an adequate supply
of appropriate size cassetts in
room.

i) If there is insufficient sup-
ply of cassettes, arranges to
obtain or decides to obtain
personally.

ii) Performer prepares for iden-
tification of the spot film
cassettes as for overhead
films.

iii) Performer may use controls
or manually pull out spot
film bucky tray and open re-
taining clamps. Inserts cas-
sette into bucky tray and
pushes back. Makes sure clamps
are closed. Moves cassette in-
to appropriate "stored" posi-
tion.

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spot filming, performer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plan.1 to
tape to patient's body.

i. If a grid.will be used with the
image intenSifier for fluoroscopy
.and/or spot,filming, performer
positions and centers grid if
not already done. May use con-
trol button or slides grid into
positions. May check that the

grid is oriented toward the x-ray

tube, with grid lines parallel
to the long axis of the tube.

3. Performer preselects technical ex-
.2osure factors for overheads, flu-
oroscopy and spot filming, based
..)n standards set by the institu-

tion as appropriate for examina-
tion involved:

a. Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and
gloves.

b. Makes sure that no one is in
examination room or control
room.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be
used:

i) LocaLes information for body
views involved. Takes note of
tLe exposure factors to be
used for overheads, fluoros-
copy, and spot filming. Con-
siders preferences of the ra-
diologist involved.

ii) Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation to a change
in,machine output or a policy
decision).

iii) Performer checks any new or
unfamiliar exposure factors
against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rat-
ing chart to be sure that tech-
nique does not exceed the heat
capacitieL, of the.'tube for the
focal spot size'to be used. If
appropriate, performer recon-
verts the technique to an
equivalent output using higher
kVp and lower mAs.
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d. In the control room performer i) Selects and sets the kVp at
makes sure that indicator light

standard setting for the ex-
shows that x-ray generator is

amination. May check indi-
"warmed up" and ready for use. cator dial. With automatic
Makes sure that all circuits

density control, sets den-
have been stabilized. If appro- sity selector as appropri-
priate, checks line voltage ate for examination.
meter and, if needed, turns com- ii) If mA is automatically con-
pensator dial until needle is trolled according to patient
aligned properly on line meter. thickness, performer turnse. As appropriate, performer sets fluoroscope mA selector to
x-ray generator mode selector(s)

maximum standard position.
to fluoro-scopic mode and for If not automatically controll-
use of spotfilm camera or cas- ed, sets as appropriate for
sette device, and/or overhead

focal spot size and examine-
filming.

tion involved.
f. Performer sets controls on image iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination

intensifier for spotfilm camera
or cassette device:

timer to maximum position.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
i) For spotfilm cameia, peIform- and sets exposure factors for

er selects and sets the rate spot filming:
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards i) For conventional manual expo-set for examination.

sure control, performer se-
ii) For cassette.spotfilming per- lects and éets the appropri-

former may select and set a ate spotfilm time for the
standard spotfilm program pro- examination.
viding for format combinations ii) For automatic, phototimed ex-
such as single, half, or quart- posure control, performer
er combinations on a single selects a density exposure
cassette and related spotfilm control appropriate for the
sizes. Selects program appro- examination.
priate for examination or iii) Performer selects the appropri
awaits orders from radiolo- ate mA for the examination and
gist.

the focal spot size to be
used.

g. f not already done, performer
iv) Performer selects and sets kVp

connects TV monitor to power out- by combining settings on one
let. Turns on monitor and checks major and one minor kVp se-
that "ready" light is on. lector as appropriate for the

h. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector
(if there is dual image intensi-

examination.

4. Performer returns to examination
.

fier). room to set up x-ray and fluoroscope
i. Performer selects and sets expo-

sure factors for fluoroscopy:
tube(s), image intensifier, coin-

4
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mator and accessories, as appropriate,
for check of equipment prior to ex-
amination:

a. Makes sure that no one is in room.
b. Places phantom or appropriate test

object on radiography table where
patient's area of interest will be
centered for examination.

c. Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.

d. If not already done, moves image
intensifier and any spot film de-
vice into position; centers (over
or under) the area of interest.

e. Performer adjusts the x-ray tube
to appropriate focal spot/object
distance (target to skin distance,
TOD). For fluoroscopy adjusts dis-
tance between focal spot and image
intensifier (focal spot to film
distance, FFD). Makes sure that
TOD is 15 inches or more. Operates
controls or manually moves the
x-ray tube(s) into place. Checks
the focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube hous-
ing; adjusts up or down until the
required FFD is obtained.

f. Performer collimates fluoroscopy
tube (ahd x-ray tube used for spot-
filming if different), depending
on nature of the equipment and con-
trols:

i) Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters ta the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or sets shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimation.

ii) Manually sets collimator for
the spotfilm field size to be
used, or selects and sets field
size control to be used for
automatic collimation with

List Elements Fully

programmed spotfilm cassette
expOsure sequence.

g. If appropriate, performer attaches
or sets up footboard at end of
tilt-table; adjusts or attaches
shoulder rest, hand grips if re-
quired.

Performer checks functioning of equip
ment by entering remote control room
or operating controls in examination
room behind leaded screen:

a. To check fluoroscopy mode, per-
former turns on TV power switch
controls as appropriate. Acti-
vates fluoroscope exposure by
pressing footswitch or as appro-
priate. Views test object being
fluoroscoped on TV monitor.

i) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropriate)
and observes effects on TV
monitor to be sure that equip-
ment is operating properly.

ii) Checks mA meter and notes
whether appropriate reading
is obtained.

iii) Performer checks that TV
brightness controls are oper-
ating and adjusts for prelim-
inary viewing.

iv) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse
indicator moves during expo-
sure showing decreasing time
left for examination. May
check that exposure is termi-
nated when maximum examination
exposure time is reached.

b. To check spotfilm functioning,per-
former may move cassette or roll
film into x-ray exposure field
using appropriate controls.

3 8
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i) Performer activates controls
for spotfilm exposure. Notes
whether cassette or roll film
transport is operating appro-
priately. Notes whether expo-
sure is terminated by photo-
timer or, if manual timer, in
time set. If appropriate, re-
leases spotfilm control after
exposure.

ii) If equipment is operating appro-
priately, perfo-mer unloads cs-
sette and reloads or advances
roll film as appropriate. Moves
bucky out of 1..ay until fluoros-
copy is completed.

c. After the performer has checked
the equipment, resets for
standard exposure factors. If per-
former decides that any of the
fluoroscopic equipment is not func-
tioning properly, performer in-
forms appropriate staff member.
Arranges for alternate unit to be
used.

. When fluoroscopy equipment has been
set up, performer may note whether
preliminary radiographs (scout films)
have already been.made of the patient
(done by another radiclogic technolo-
gist if work is organized in this way
at institution),

a. If scout films have already been
made and viewed by radiologist,
performer notes the technique used
or ordered and sets up technical
factors for any overhead radiog-
raphy, adjusting for use of con-
trast medium.

b. If scout films have been made but
not approved, performer places
processed scout films and any
prior films with patient's chart
or places on view boxes for view-
ing by radiologist. ,

7.

c. If scout films have not been made
and are required before patient is
seen by radiologist, performer ar-
ranges to take "plain films" of
the joint in standard positions.
Plans to proceed as for plain film
radiography after readying patient.

Performer readies patient for exami-
nation by radiologist:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
ccndition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or
decontamination techniques.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if not
already done), or decides to do
personally.

c. Depending on institutional arrange
ments, performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from dress-
ing room. May decide to assist in
transporting patient from holding
area or have this done.

d. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient
is accompanied because of ser-
iousness of condition, performer
checks with accompanying staff
member on any special precautions
necessary during procedure.

e. Performer has patient assume a
comfortable recumbent or seated
position, as appropriate.

i) If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair may
move patient in chair into po-
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sition next to table. Makes s....r e.. , shellfish or adverse reactions
that wheelchair is in locked to contrast medium (especially
position. iodim! based). Checks whether

iii) Performer may decide to assist an alLergy test is required.
patient from wheelchair or Plana to notify radiologist if
stretcher to table or has this any sensitivity should be
done, May obtain help. Makes brought to his or her atten-
sure that no equipment is in the tion.
way that may be collided with ii, Performer may explain to pa-
by patient. tient what side effects may

iv) If assisting patient to step on be felt from contrast medium
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into

such as feeling of nausea,
flushing, choking sensation.

position, step backwards on iii) If appropriate and not already
stool, and then sit and/or lie done, performer questions fe-
on table. male patient of child bearing

v) If patient is on special age regarding possible preg-
stretcher, places stretcher nancy. If there is any possi-
into position so that radio- bility that patient is preg-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled

nant and this has not already,
been recorded, performer plans

base to x-ray table. May ar- to inform radiologist and to
range to move or have patient proceed only With-approval.
moved to table. iv) Performer answers patient's

vi) Has patient rest in as relaxed non-medical questions honestly;
a position as possible. May attempts to reassure patient
place pad, blanket or pillow and develop confidence. Treats
under bony prominences to pro- patient with dignity and con-
vide comfort for recumbent pa- cern regardless of patient's
tient. I behavior. Remains aware that

patient may be frightened and/
f. Makes sure that there is no cloth-

ing or jewelry on area of interest,
or in pain. Performer explains,
when asked medical questions,

Permits patient to keep covered that it is not appropriate for
with gown until measurements are technologist to answer these;
taken and until exposure. Treats encourages patient to speak
young patient with as much courtesy
as adult.

g. Performer explains to patient what

to physician.

h. Unless measurements have already
will be involved in the procedure; been made, and depending on the
indicates what types of positions joint to be radiographed, per-
the patient will be asked to as- former uses centimeter calipers
sume and the cooperation that will to measure the thickness of the
be asked of the patient. part. Measures in the direction

in which the central ray of the
i) If not already done, may ques- x-ray beam will pass through the

tion patient or accompanying centered part from tube to film.
adult about any allergies to Records for use in determining

,.....
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exposure factors for

overheads.Aftermeasuring, has patient rest in asrelaxed a position
as possible.i. Performer

may tape R or L markerto patient if
appropriate for usein spot

filming.
j. If

appropriate before
radiologist'sexamination, performer arranges totake "plain film" scouts and havethem processed at once.

Performer informs attending radiolo-gist when
patient is ready to be ex-amined. Brings

requisition sheet, pa-tient's medical history, chart, scoutfilms (if
already done) and any priorfilms, to
radiologist. Displays ra-diographs on view boxes.

List Elements Full

a. If not
already done, performer tellsradiologist about any difficultiesencountered with regard to infor-mation, possible

contraindicationsor anything
else that should bebrought to radiologist's

atten-tion. Notes any special orders orchange in procedure decided by ra-diologist. Proceeds as ordered.b. Performer may accompany
radiologistto examination

room and introducepatient to
radiologist.c. If not

already done, performerawaits and carried out
radiologist'orders for scout films and pro-ceeds as

appropriate.for body part.
. During

radiologist's review.of requi-sition,scouts, prior films and exami-nation of patient, performer notesradiologist's orders for an Y changesin the
technical factors, mater-.ials to be used in procedure,

ordersfor overhe.ad
radiographs; discussessequence and timing for

procedure.May
arrange signals for exposure,changing of spotfilm cassettes, opera-tion of

exposure controls.

a. If
radiologist decides to cancelprocedure, performer arranges toterminate and

reschedule as ap-propriate.
.

b. Performer
arranges to provide orchange any equipment

or suppliesas ordered by
radiologist.c. Arranges to have patient preparedfor sterile

injection of localanesthetic and
contrast,or decidesto do

personally. Has area aroundjoint shaved if
appropriate. Hasa container

labeled and preparedto receive
sample of fluid fromjoint,or decides to do

personally.d. Changes or adjusts
technical fac-tors and settings as appropriatefor

fluoroscopy and spot filming.For overhead
radiographs, perform-er notes needed adjustment oftechnical factors from those usedfor scout film(s) to allow foruse of contrast material; notesany changes

requested by radiolo-gist in views or positions.
Resetstechnical

exposure factors as ap-propriate for overheads:

i) Enters control room and setscontrols for
appropriate mode.ii) For

conventional exposure con-trol, performer selects milli-amperage and chooses selectorsfor the
correct focal spot size.Selects and sets the exposuretime that will produce the m&sdesired. Sets the kVp selectedby choosing the combination ofmajor kilovoltage and minor

kilovoltage settings to pro-duce the
desired kVp.iii) For

automatic phototimed expo-sure control,
performer se-lects and sets the category

corresponding to the type ofstudy and use or nonuse of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if

4 i
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appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a control
corresponding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).
May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with equip-
ment) corresponding to range for
examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the study.
Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

iv) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual adjustment of
table and tube height, position,
and of collimation, unless these
have already been set.

10. Performer may assist with injection
of contrast medium.

a. May help position patient as appro-
priate.

b. Performer gives leaded gloves and
apron to radiologist. If appropri-
ate, places leaded curtain in
place. Provides patient and every-
one remaining in room with appro-
priate protective shielding. Ex-
plains if necessary that this is
not cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unnecessary
radiation exposure.

c. Washes hands as appropriate observ-
ing sterile technique.

d. If appropriate, performer opens
packet of sterile gloves for ra-
diologist, observing sterile tech-
nique so that wrapper, own hands,
or other objects will not contami-
nate gloves.

e. May assist in sterile surgical
techniques as appropriate by hand-
ing materials asked for.

11.

f. May check and help prepare syringes
with local anesthetic and contrast
medium as ordered.

g. When radiologist aspirates fluid
from joint, performer may assist
in transferring of fluid from
syringe to sterile, labeled con-
tainer; performer caps and ar-
ranges to send for laboratory
testing.

Performer assists radiologist during
fluoroscopic viewing of progress of
injection:

a. On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights. Turns
on TV power switch. May go to con-
trol room and operate fluoroscope
and spot film controls on orders
from radiologist. Adjusts kVp and/
or mA controls according to ra-
diologist's orders.

b. Performer may operate tilt table
on orders from radiologist, or
assist in positioning patient as
ordered.

12. After radiologist distributes con-
trast medium in joint, performer, on
orders, attaches special frame or
other equipment to table for use in
application of stress.

a. May adjust or help strap joint
into position in frame,or posi-
tions other apparatus as ordered.

b. Helps position ratient as ordered
for viewing the medial meniscus
(of knee), and lateral meniscus.

13. Performer assists radiologist during
fluoroscopic examination and spot
filming by operating exposure con-
trols as ordered or positioning
table or tube as ordered.

a. Performer may slide extension cone
into place under image intensifier.
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b. If spotfilm attachment uses cas- d. Performer sets the focal-film dis-
settes, performer may unload as tance, if not already done, as
used, identify, and insert addi- appropriate to the study.
tional cassettes, as described e. Performer checks final positioning
above, throughout procedure. by using light in collimator.

c. Depending on institutional proce-
Activates the collimator light

dures,performer may keep radiolo- and points the light beam towards
gist informed of cumulative expo- the part. Adjusts the collimator
sure as shown on fluoroscope timer

opening to correspond to the film
indicator.

size. Uses cross-hair shadows as
d. For viewing of cruciate ligaments,

performer removes frame and re-
reference for center of field.
Checks that primary beam will

straints. Assists as above;assists enter the center of the area of
similarly for viewing of lateral interest at the selected angleand medial patellar cartilage. to the film so as to project the

view desired.
14. Performer carries out overhead radiog- f. Once the patient has been posi-raphy as ordered by radiologist. Per-. tioned and immobilized, performer

former may discuss what movement is adjusts the coll.:mator. Either
possible to determine the positions collimates so that a small unex-
available for use, or performer may posed border will appear around
assist while radiologist positions the edge of the film or collimates
patient for overheads.

further so as to expose only the
area of interest (and thus pro_

a. Performer readjusts technical fac- vide maximum protection and de-
tors for first (or next) overhead tail). Performer attaches an
radiograph if any change was or- auxiliary extension cone to col-
dered.

limator to further reduce the
b. Identifies cassette and places primary beam. Adjusts primary

right or left marker on film beam to minimum size needed to
holder or table top as appropriate cover the part(s) of interest.
to the study and projection, or de- g. Rechecks that patient has been
presses appropriate R or L button properly shielded.
for automatic marking. Places cas- h. Performer rehearses patient in
sette, in position on table or in holding still during expo-
bucky. A

tc. Performer positions as ordereci as
sure until told to relax.

i. Throughout procedure performer
for plain films. Centers to th,J,
joint area of interest and'keeps

remains alert for any sympton of
adverse reaction, especially re-

the long axis of the part parallel action to contrast such as severe
to the film holder. May explain or
demonstrate to patient what is re-

flushing, salivation, choking,
vomiting, pallor, fainting, or

quired. May obtain help in posi- shock. As soon as performer judges
tioning. When using a bucky, cen-
ters patient to midline. With cas-

that reaction may be severe,
ceases exposure and notifies ra-

sette on table top, centers film diologist or attending physician
to part. With upright holder ad-
justs height of holder to part.

at once.
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j. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer reminds patient
to hold still during exposure. Ob-
serves the patient's movement until
the moment that the exposure is
made. Readjusts position if war-
ranted.

k. Performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly
set, that equipment is set for ra-
diography mode, and that patient
is still in position. Tells patient
when to hold still as rehearsed by
calling or using intercom. Initi-
ates exposure by pressing hand
trigger or exposure control button.

i) While exposure is underway, per-
former checks that mA meter re-
cords appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

ii)_Mfyyatch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion may decide to report; anti-
cipates need to repeat exposure.

iii) With phototimer notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure.

iv) After exposure is completed
tells patient that he or she
can relax.

v) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overload or checks for overload
elsewhere on circuit. Antici-
pates need to repeat exposure.

vi) After exposure removes cassette
and removes markers for further
use.

Li U
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vii) Repeats radiography for all
the exposures ordered by ra-

. diologist, adjusting techni-
cal factors, tube,and posi-
tion of patient or film hold
er as appropriate to each
view ordered. Repeats iden-
tification, collimation,
shielding and exposure as
above.

15. After spotfilming and overhead film-
ing is completed, or when ordered by
radiologist, performer arranges to
have spo films and overhead arthro-
grams processed:

a. May sign or have radiologist sign
requisition sheet.

b. Checks that equipment is turned
off.

c. With cassette spot films or over-
head exposures removes any markers
for further use. Attaches ID card
for use with flasher if appropri-
ate.

d. With spotfilm camera, performer
advances the film so that all
exposures made will be wound on
the take-up spool in the roll
film cassette. Replaces dark
slide on camera lens. Uses de-
vice to cut film and create a
light shield. Resets counter and
removes film cassette.

e. Removes any markers from patient'
body.

f. Performer arranges to have spot
films and overheads processed at
once if appropriate or decides to
process personally.

g. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and, if necessary, at-
tended by radiologist, staff mem-
ber, or self.
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Task Code No. 377
This is page 13 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Fullx.,

List Elements Full16. Performer
brings the processed spotfilms and
radiographs directly to theradiologist in charge or places onview boxes and informs

radiologistthat they are ready. May hang priorfilms and scouts.

a. Performer
notes any order for re-peat of any part of

fluoroscopicexamination. Changes technicalfactors as ordered.
Assists incontinued examination as describedabove, repeating appropriate steps.b. If the

radiologist indicates thatthere is any problem with thetechnical factors or the patient
positioning for overheads, per-former records or notes for use in"retakes."

c. When (or if) performer
learns fromthe radiologist that further con-ventional overheads or special

projections are to he made, per-former proceeds as appropriate
according to instructions.d. Fot further overhead exposuresperformer repeats appropriatesteps including

identification ofcassette, use of R-L marker, se-lection and setting of technique,positioning patient and equipmentfor
focus-object-film alignment,collimation, shielding, breathinginstructions, making exposure, andprocessing, as described above.e. Performer

refrains from commentingon the films
or providing any

interpretation.
f. If performer is asked to repeatany exposures,

performer noteswhether need to repeat is due toperformer's own negligence or lackof attention so that performer canavoid future "retakes."

i) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

If request for retakes reflectsthe preference for density or
contrast of the

radiologist,
performer notes for future workdone or the given

radiologistso that retakes can be avoided.

g. Performer shows subsequent setsof radiographs
to radiologist asprocessed, and procc,As as de-

scribed above until radiologistindicates that
examination is

completed.
h. Performer notes any orders for arepeat of examination at a latertime. May have

radiologist fillout requisition
sheet. May arrangefor scheduling.

17. When the radiologist
indicates thatthe radiography is completed, per-former carries out termination steps:

a. May make
sure that all equipmentis turned off.

b. Performer may have
patient cleans-ed; may have room and equipment

cleaned; hal any other appropri-ate clean up procedures
followedto avoid infection or contamina-tion, or decides to do personally,depending on institutional ar-rangements.

c. May decide to assist patient fromtable or to chair. Makes sure pa-tient is reminded of any footrestin stepping off table. Makes surethat none of the equipment is pro-jecting over the patient beforeallowing patient to rise fromstool or table, and assists pa-tient.
d. If delayed films are ordered re-quiring a specific period of timeto elapse, performer arranges tohave patient taken to appropriateholding area. Keeps track of the

time elapsed.
Follows steps a9 ap-ropriate as described above.
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e. Performer may have patient trans-
ported back to holding area or
next location, or decides to do
personally, as appropriate. If ap-
propriate, makes sure that patient
is in the care of a staff person
who will transport to appropriate
next location or,if out-patient,
will arrange to discharge or send

- .

patient hone.

f. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. Performer may re-
cord the number of exposures made
of each overhead view including
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient
was exposed (using posted informa-
tion on dosage); may record any
problem with equipment, any spec-
Sal care provided patient. Signs
requisition sheet.

g. Performer may record the fluoros-
copy examination including exposure
tine and rad dosage.

h. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature.

i. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets,
and related mhterials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally,or have this done, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures.

j. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

,

.

4 Uti



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 378

This is page 1 of 15 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be surethis is broad enough to be repeatable.)Requisition
reviewed;pt.-reassured;part measured;films identified;technical

factors selected and setfor fluoroscopy,spot
filming,overheads;scouts taken;radiologist assisted with instillation,pos....tioning,

fluoroscopy;pt. instructed in cough suppression;overhead exposures made;radiographs sent for processing,taken to radiologist;procedures repeated as orderedfor other side,delayed films;pt. returned;examina-,tion recorded;bronchograms placed for use.
2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior

radiographs,scouts;view boxe6;pen;x-ray
generator,control panels,tube,

bucky,table,collimator;fluoroscopy unit,image inten-
sifier,spot film device,TV monitor;cassettes;roll
film;R-L,ID markers;procedure tray;emergency cart;
contrast medium;heater;emesis

basin;pad;towels;pro-tective lead shielding;immobilization devices;tech-
nique,standard view,tube rating and rad exposure
charts;calipers;phantom or test object;stretcher or
wheelchair;intercom;order forms;instruction sheet

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ) No...( )

es to q. 3: Name t e kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_
scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-pediatric patient to have bronchograPhy;radio-
logist;co-workers;nurse

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking bronchograms of a non-pediatric pt., by re-
viewing request;preparing equipment;preparing and re
assuring pt. ; measuring chest;setting up for fluoros
copy and spot filming;arranging for scout films as
ordered;se:ting technical factors;identifying films;
providing shielding;assisting with instillation of
catheter,contrast,positioning of pt.,fluoroscopy,
spot filming;taking overhead bronchograms as ordared;
arranging for processing;taking to radiologist;con-
tinuing,repeating as ordered for second side,delayed
filming;assisting in removal of contrast;having pt.
returned;placing bronchograms for use;recording.4Ma
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Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-tschni-
cal history for a non-pediatric
patient Schedalotd for bronchog-
raphy (radiographic examination
of the lung(s) alAd bronchi
aftevinstillation of iodized
oil contrast medium in bronchus)
as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. From co-worker.
. Having arranged, on orders,
or received orders to proceed
with bronchography of patient
who has just undergone bron-
choscopy (with bronchoscope
or catheter still in place).

Depending on institutional

arrangements, performer may
riso receive scout film(s)
already taken by co-worker
with record of technical
factors used and/or any
changes necessary.

. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of tbe in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for in--
cluding the areas involved
and the affected side(s),

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet.. (X)
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Task Code No. 378

This is page 2 of 15 for this task.
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the purpose of the study, aftd any
special requests. Notes the name
of the radiologist in charge; may
note the name of the referring cli-
nician. Notes whether erect or
recumbent positioning is called
for, views ordered, breathing in-
structions, whether a bilateral or
unilateral study is requested.

b. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient,
or emergency patient. Notes any
spedial information or note on
known pathology that could affect
patient positioning, technique, or
handling of the patient, such as
acute injury, presence of taping.
Notes whether there is history of
allergies, whether patient Will be
on a'stretcher or in a wheelchair.
Notes whether the use of a grid or
bucky will be involved, shielding
needed. Notes any special requests.

c. Performer checks whether patient is

suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling
such as heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, infirmity,

incoherence; whether patient has
IV drip, oxygen supply, urinary
catheter or similar device in place;
notes whether patient will be ac-
companied by nurse or other staff
person.

d. Performer wakes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
,information on requisition sheet is
complete.

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
nique, used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether examina-
tion has been done elsewhere in

recent past, whether there is

bistory of extensive radiography
to bring to radiologi_:.'s

notice.
ii) Checks whether any special or-

ders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-

amination.
iii) Depending on institutional pro-

cedures, performer notes
whether female patient is preg-
nant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual period,
or notes any other indicatirm
that there is ao danger of ex-
posure of a known or possible
fetus.

iv) Notes orders for prior absti-
nence from food and drink, use
of postural drainage, prior
medication and/or sedation.
May check whether these have
been carried out; performer
may check timing to be sure a
proper elapse of time has oc-
curred for medication or seda-
tion to take effect.

e. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con- 14

siders that there may be contra- )

indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of raiiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds after
obtaining needed information,
signature, or orders.

f. If referring physician has request
ed that films already on file be
presented with current radiographs,

408
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Task Code No. 378

This is page 3 of 15 for this task.
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and if not already with patient's
jacketed material, performer ar-
ranges to have prior films deliv-
ered.

Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examination involved
and the equipment required, or notes
room assigned on requisition sheet.
Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer thaa
necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray has been

prepared for the study involved or
decides to do personally. Checks
that emergency cart is present.

c. Checks that proper accessories ir

available for procedure includru
rubber shielding, aprons,

and gloves.to be used by performer,
radiologist, the patient, and/or
anyone who will remain in the room
during exposure.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
-mobilization devices are present,
and that there is a mattress, pads,
pillows and/or blankets for comfort
of patient if patient will lie on
table. Makes sure that right (R)
and left (L) markers are available
for use and identification cards,or
leaded numerals or markers.

e. For overhead filming performer
makes sure that an adequate supply
of loaded cassettes and appropri-
ate film holder are available in
the examination room. Selects ap-
propriate speed and type of film,
grid and cassette combination de-
pending on whether a bucky, table
top, or automatic chest x-ray tech-
nique will be used and standard in-
stitutional practices. If not in
room,arranges to obtain or decides
to obtain personally.

f. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of overhead films using
equipment provided:by institu-
tion:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-
priate patient identification
information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on.card
if not received with requisi-
tion.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

g. If examination will include spot
filming using a camera (attached
to image intensifier) and roll
film, performer checks film sup-
ply indicator to make sure that
there is sufficient film in the
roll film cassette.

i) If there is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-
ranges to have roll film cas-
sette loaded, or decides to
do personally.

ii) When loaded roll film cassette
is obtained, performer checks
loading in subdued light.
Checks that end of film is cut
correctly and is properly
threaded and attached to take-
up spool so that film unwinds

appropriately. Checks that
film is properly engaged on
sprockets. Locks into operating
position. If appropriate, cuts
off excess film at exit port

:
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Task Code No. 378

This is page 4 of 15 for this task.
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and removes. Attaches film cas-
sette to camera and locks into
place. Replaces camera cover.

iii) If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded.

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate for any exposure of
film due to installation or

,
check. .

v) Removes dark slide from camera
lens.

vi) If not already done, performer
writ.:s or types a card with
patient's identffication infor-
mation, for use with spotfilm
device. Inserts in slot in spot-
film camera as appropriate.

h% If examination will include spot
filming using a cassette/bucky

. spotfilm device, performer checks
that there is an adequate supply
of appropriate size cassettes in
room.

i) If there is insufficient supply
of cassettes, arranges to ob-
tain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

ii) Performer carries out identi-
fication of the spetfilm cas-
settes as for overhead films.

iii) Performer may use controls Or
manually pull out spotfilm
hucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette. into appropri-
ate "stored" position.

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spot filming, perfcrmer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

i. If a grid will be used with the
_.
,. image intensifier for fluoroscopy

and/or spot filming, performer po-
sitions and denters grid if not
alreadY'done. May use control but-
ton or slides grid into position.
May theck that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long
axis of the tube.

3. Performer reviews technical expo-
sure factors for overheads, fluoros-
copy and spot filming, based on
standards set hy the institution as
appropriate for the examination in-
volved:

a. Dons protective leaded rubber gar-
ments such as apron and gloves.

b. Makes sure that no one is in ex-
amination room or control room.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be )

used:

i) Locates information for the
chest views involved. Takes
note of the expoSure factors
to be used for overheads,
fluoroscopy, and spot filming.
Considers preZerences of the
radiologist involved.

ii) Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation to a change

ein machin output or a policy
decision).

iii) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors .

against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rating
:hart to be sure that technique
does not exceed the heat capac-
ities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appro-
priate, performer reconverts
the technique to an equivalent

4 10
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output using higher kVp and
lower mAs.

d. in the control room, performer
makes sure that indicator light
shows that x-ray generator is
"warmed up" and ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and,
if needed, turns compensator dial
until needle is aligned properly
on line meter.

e. As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
to fluoroscopic mode and for use
of spot film camera or cassette
device, and overhead filming.

f. Performer sets controls on image
intensifier for spot film camera
or cassette device:

i) For spot film camera, per-
former selects and sets the
rate (frames per second) for
the camera according to stan-
dards set for examination,

ii) For cassette spot filming
performer may select and set
a standard spot film program
providing for format combi-
nations such as single, half,
or quarter combinations on
a single cassette and re-
lated spot film sizes. Se-
lects program appropriate
for examination or awaits
orders from radiologist,

g. If not already done, performer
connects TV monitor to power
outlet. Turns on monitor and
checks that "ready" light is
on.

h. If appropriate, performer se-
lects the proper field size

selector (if there is dual image
intensifier).

i. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy:

i) Selects aad sets the kVp at

, standard setting for the
examination. May check in-
dicator dial. With automatic
density control, sets density
selector as appropriate for
examination.

ii) If mA is automatically con-
trolled according to patient
thickness, performer turns
fluoroscope mA selector to
maximum standard position. If
not automatically controlled,
sets as appropriate for focal
spot size and examination in-
volved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for
spot filming:

i) For conventional manual ex-
posure control, performer se-
lects and sets the appropri-
ate spotfilm time for the ex-
amination.

ii) For automatic, phototimed ex-
posure control, performer
selects a density exposure
control appropriate for the
examination.

iii) Pal-former selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and
the focal spot size to be used.

iv) Performer selects and sets kVp
by combining settings on one
major and one minor kVp se-
lector as appropriate for the
examination.

..-,
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used, or selects and sets field
size control to be used for
automatic collimation with
programmed spot film cassette
exposure sequence.

. Performer returns to examination room
to set up x-ray and fluoroscope
tube(s), image intensifier, colli-
mator and accessories, as appropriate,
for check of equipment prior to ex-
amination:

g. If appropriate, performer attaches
a. Makes sure that no one is in room. or sets up footboard at end of
b. Places phantom or appropriate test tilt-table; may adjust or attach

object on radiography table where shoulder rest, hand grips, com-
patient's area of interest will be
centered for examination.

c. Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand

pression band.

5. If not already done, performer checks
(above or below table) so that functioning of fluoroscopy equipment
tube is at zero degrees and cen- by entering remote control room or
tered to the area of interest,

d. lf not already done, moves image
operating controls in examination
room behind leaded screen:

intensifier and any spot film de-
vice into position; centers (over a. To check fluoroscopy mode, per-
or under) the area of interest,

e. Performer adjusts the x-ray tube
former turns on TV power switch
controls as appropriate. Acti-

to appropriate focal spot object vates fluoroscope exposure by
distance (target to skin distance, pressing footswitch or as appro-
TOD). For fluoroscopy adjusts dis- priate. Views test object being
tance between focal spot and image
intensifier (focal spot to film
distance, FFD). Makes sure that

fluoroscoped on TV monitor.

i) Performer adjusts kVp control
TOD is 15 inches or more. Operates (and mA control if.appropriate)
controls or manually moves the and observes effects on TV
x-ray tube(s) into place. Checks monitor to be sure that equip-
the focal-film distance by read- went is operating properly.
ing.indicator scale in the tube ii) Checks mA meter and notes
housing; adjusts up or down until whether appropriate reading
the required Fill is obtaired. is obtained.

f. Performer collimates fluoroscopy iii) Performer checks that TV
tube (and x-ray tube used for spot brightness cOntrols are oper-
filming if different), depending ating and adjusts for prelimi-
on nature of the equipment and nary viewing.
controls: iv) Checks examination timer by

noting whether time elapse in-
i) Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut- dicator moves during exposure

ters to the field size antici- showing decreasing time left
pated for fluoroscopic examina- for examination. May check
tion or sets shutter mode se- that exposure is tem.! ated
lector to automatic collimation,

ii) Manually sets collimator for
the spotfilm field size to be

when maximum examination expo-
sure time is reached.

4
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6.

b. To check spot film
functioning, per-former may move cassette or rollfilm into x-ray exposure fieldusing appropriate controls.

i) Performer
activates controls forspot film
exposure. Notes

whether cassette or roll film
transport is operating appropri-ately. Notes whether exposure isterminated by phototimer or, ifmanual timer, in time set. If
appropriate, releases spot filmcontrol after exposure.ii) If equipment is operating appro-priately, performer unloads cas-sette and reloads or advancesroll film as appropriate. Movesbucky out of way until fluoros-copy is completed.

c. After
equipment has been checked,performer shuts and resets forstandard exposure factors. If per-former decides that any of the

fluoroscopic equipment is not func-tioning properly, performer in-
forms appropriate

staff member.
Arranges for alternate unit to beused.

When fluoroscopy
equipment has beenset up, performer may note whether

preliminary radiographs (scout films)have already been made of the patient(done by another radiologic technolo-gist if work is organized in this wayat institution),

a. If scout films have already beenmade and viewed by radiologist,performer notes the technique used
or ordered and sets up technical
factors for any overhead radiog-
raphy, adjusting for use of con-trast medium.

b. If scout films have been made but
not approved,

performer places

processed scout films and anyprior films with patient's chartor places on view boxes for view-ing by radiologist.
c. If scout films have not been madeand are required

before patient isseen by radiologist,
performer ar-ranges to take "plain films" ofthe chest in standard positions,depending on orders for unilateralor bilateral studies and erect orrecumbent positions for broncho-grams. Plans to proceed as forplain film

radiography after
readying patient.

7. Performer
readies patient for exami-nation by radiologist:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patienc's
condition, may decide to arrangefor or carry out isolation or
decontamination techniques.b. Performer has the patient calledfrom the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if not
already done), or decides to do
personally.

c. Depending on institutional arrangements, performer may decide to
escort out-patient to or from
dressing room. May decide to
assist in transporting patientfrom holding area or have thisdone.

d. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With

in-patient, checks
hospital identification braceletor other

identifier. If patientis accompanied because of ser-
iousness of condition, performerchecks with

accompanying staff
member on any special precautions
necessary during procedure.

4 t.)
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e. If patient has just undergone bron- g. If not already done, has patient's

choscopy and bronchoscope or cathe-
clothing removed to the waist and

ter is still in place, performer
provides gown or drape. May assist

proceeds directly to preparations
patient or request assistance from

for removal of bronchoscope and/or
nurse if there is an injury in-

instillation of contrast medium by
volved. Makes sure that patient

radiologist, and is careful in handl removes any dentures. Permits

ing patient.
patient to keep covered with gown

f. Performer has
patient assume a com- until measurements are taken and

fortable recumbent or seated posi- until exposure. Treats young pa-

tion, as appropriate.
tient with as much courtesy as

adult.

i) If appropriate, places mattress,

pillow or clean linen on x-ray

h. If patient has adhesive strapping

in place, performer notes whether

table.
it is old and wrinkled and re-

ii) If patient is in wheelchair may
quires removal before radiography.

move patient in chair into po-
If so, performer indicates this

sition next to table. Makes sure to appropriate staff member and

that wheelchair is in locked
waits for removal and restrapping

position.
by RN or MD.

iii) Performer may decide to assist i. Performer notes the patient's body

patient from wheelchair or

stretcher to table or has this

type, whether the area of interest

is heavily covered by muscle or

done. May obtain help. Makes
soft fat, whether the palpation

I

sure that no equipment is in the
points will be easy to find. Notes

way that may be collided with
whether the extremities are of

by patient.
unequal length. For female pa-

iv) If assisting patient to step on tients, performer.judges whether

footstool in order to get on the breasts are large and pendu-

table, helps patient turn into
lous. If so, may plan to have pa-

position, step backwards on
tient or staff member draw the

stool, and then sit and/or lie
breasts to the sides and hold in

on table.
place with wide bandage or by

v) If patient is on special
having erect patient lean breasts

stretcher, places stretcher
against erect cassette holder.

into position so that radio- j. If patient is to be radiographed

lucent stretcher can be lifted in erect position, performer ad-

with patient on it from wheeled
justs vertical

film-holder to ap-

base to x-ray table. May ar-

range to move or havez-Patient

propriate height for patient.

moved to table.
8. If not already done, performer ex-

vi) Has patient rest in as relaxed
plains to patient what will be in-

a position as possible. May
volved in the procedure:

place pad, blanket or pillow

under bony prominences to pro- a. Indicates what types of positions

vide comfort for recumbent pa- the patient will be asked to as-

tient.
sume and the cooperation that will

be asked of the patient.
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b. If not already done, checks that
prior preparation such as absti-
nence from food, administration
of medication, and postural drain-
age have been carried out.

C. If not already done, may question
patient or accompanying adult about
any allergies to shellfish or ad-
verse reactions to contrast medium
(especially iodine based). Checks
whether an allergy test is required.
Plans to notify radiologist if any
sensitivity should be brought to
his or her attention. Performer may
explain to patient what side ef-
fects may be felt from contrast
medium such as feeling of nausea,
flushing, choking sensation.

d. Unless this will be done by radio-
logist, performer explains the
effects of the instillation of the
contrast medium in promoting the
coughing reflex. Explains why and
when patient needs to exert-a real
effort to control coughing. Helps
patient practice rapid shallow
breathing or panting to suppress
coughing. Reassures patient about
any fears in having air passages
entered by catheter and contrast
material.

e. If sedative has been administered,
performer may make sure that an
out-patient has made arrangements
to be escorted home and postpone
normal activities for the rest of
the day.

f. If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions female
patient of child bearing age re-
garding possible pregnancy. If
there is any possibility that Pa-
tient is pregnant and this has not
already been recorded, performer
plans to inform radiologist a-d to
proceed only with approval.

g. Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; attemptE

to reassure patient and develop
confidence. Treats patient with
dignity and concern regardless of
patient's behavior. Remains aware
that patient may be frightened
and/or in pain. Performer ex-
plains, when asked medical Ties-
tions, that it is not appropriate
for technologist to answer these;
encourages patient to speak to
physician.

h. Unless measurements have already
been made, performer uses centi-
meter calipers to measure the
thickness of the chest in the
direction in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass
through the centered part from
tube to film. Records for use in
determining exposure factors for
overheads. After measuring, has
patient rest in as relaxed a po-
sition as possible.

i. Performer may tape R or L marker
to patient if appropriate for use
in spot filming.

j. If appropriate before radiologist'
examination, performer arranges
to take "plain film" scouts and
have them processed at once.

9. Performer informs attending radiolo-
gist when patient is ready to be ex-
amined. Brings requisition sheet, pa-
tient's medical history, chart, scout
films (if already done) and any prior
films, to radiologist. Displays ra-
diographs on view boxes.

a. If not already done,performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with re-
gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change in
procedure decided by radiologist
Proceeds as ordered.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No, 378

This is page 10 of 15 for chis task.

List Elements Fully

b. Performer may accompany radiologist
to examination room and introduce
patient to radiologist.

c. If not already done, performer
awaits and carries out radiologist's
orders for scout films and proceeds
as appropriate for chest radiog-
raphy in positions ordered. Pre-
sents for review as described
above.

10. During radiologist's review of requi-
sition, scouts, prior films and exami-
nation of patient, performer notes
radiologist's orders for any changes
in patient positioning and/or techni-
cal factors. Notes radiologist's
final choice of contrast (depending
on allergies) and any other orders.
Discusses sequence and timing for pro-
cedure. May arrange signals for expo-
sure, changing of spot film cassettes,
operation of exposure controls.

a. If radiologist decides to cancel
procedure, performer arranges to
terminate and reschedule as ap-
propriate.

b. Performer arranges to provide or
change any equipment or supplies
as ordered by radiologist. Once
contrast medium has been selected,
performer checks and may help pre-
pare in syringes. Shakes and places
in appropriate heating device;
checks that contrast medium is
maintained at appropriate body
temperature until ready for use.

c. Performer changes or adjusts tech-
nical factors, program,and settings
as appropriate for fluoroscopy
and spot filming.

d. For overhead radiographs, perform-
er notes needed adjustment of
technical factors from those used
for scout film(s) to allow for
use of contrast material and any
changes requested by radiologist

List Eleme1a2u11 y

in technique or positions. Sets
or resets technical exposure fac-
tors as appropriate for overheads
while radiologist continues with
patient:

i) Enters control room and sets
control for appropriate mode.

ii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer selects milli-
amperage and chooses selectors
for the correct focal spot
size. Selects and sets the ex-
posure time that will produce
the mAs desired. Sets the kVp
selected by choosing the com-
bination of major kilovoltage
and minor kilovoltage settings
to produce the desired kVp.

iii) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the Category
corresponding to the type of
study and use or nonuse of
screens, bucky, etc., and; if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a control
corresponding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).
May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the study.
Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

iv) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of automatic chest x-ray equip-
ment, bucky, manual adjustment
of table and tube height, po-
sition, and of collimation,
unless these have already been
set. ---
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List Elements Full

Task Code No. 378

This is page 11 of 15 for this task.

11. Performer may assist radiologist with
preparation of patient:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. May help position patient as appro-

priate on or in front of x-ray
table.

c. Performer gives leaded gloves and
apron to radiologist. If approprt-
ate, places leaded curtain in
place. Provides patient and every-
one remaining in room during ex-
posure with appropriate protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation expo-
sure.

d. May open packet of gloves for ra-
diologist and assist with mask and
gown.

e. Unless a bronchoscope is in place,
may assist with anesthetization
of patient's throat by providing
patient with emesis basin and pad
(for patient to hold tongue out
of mouth). May assist with prepa-
ration of catheter. Reassures pa-
tient.

If bronchoscope is in place may
assist with preparation of guide
wire; may arrange to have broncho-
scope sterilized and stored; may
assist with preparation of cathe-
ter.

12. Performer assists radiologist during
fluoroscopic viewing of progress of
positioning of catheter and instilla-
tion of contrast:

a. On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights. -Turns
on TV power switch. May go to con-
trol room and operate fluoroscope
controls on orders from radiolo-
gist. Adjusts kVp and/or mA con-
trols according to radiologist's
orders. 4.=1

List Elements Full

b. Performer may operate tilt table
on orders from radiologist, or
assist in positioning patient as
ordered.

13. After radiologist has insiilled con-
trast medium in bronchus on first
side, performer assists radiologist
with spot filming:

a. Operates exposure controls as or-
dered,or positions table, tube,or
patient as ordered.

b. Comforts patient and encourages
to suppress coughing.

c. If spot film attachment uses cas-
settes, performer may unload as
used, identify, and insert addi-
tional cassettes, as described
above, throughout procedure.

d. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer may keep radio-
logist informed of cumulative ex-
posure as shown on fluoroscope
timer indicator.

14. When the radiologist indicates that
the given side has been sufficiently
observed under fluoroscopy and suf-
ficient spot films have been taken,
performer proceeds with overhead
filming of the bronchi on the side
of interest as ordered:

a. Performer proceeds as rapidly as
possible to avoid having patient
suppress cough reflex needlessly
long.

b. Performer repeats to patient the
need to suppress coughing to avoid
spreading the contrast material
to the lung fields.

c. Performer reminds patient of the
type of breathing required for
the exposure(s), such as breath-
ing in deeply and holding. May re-
hearse patient.
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Task Code No. 378

This is page 12 of 15, for this task.

List Elements Full%.... List Elements Fully

d. Performer positions patient in
same positions ordered for scout
films unless otherwise ordered.
ImMobilizes as appropriate.

e. Identifies cassette and places
right or left marker on film hold-
er or table top as appropriate to
the study and projection. Places
cassette in position in holder or
bucky as appropriate. For chest x-
ray equipment using automatic film
marking device may place patient's
card into card slot or tray and de-
press appropriate R or L button for
automatic marking.

f. Performer sets the focal-film dis-
tance, if not already done, as
appropriate,

g. Performer checks final positioning
by using light in collimator. Acti-
vates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-
ing to correspond to the film size.
Uses cross-hair shadows as refer-
ence for center of field. Checks
that primary beam will enter the
center of the area of interest at
the selected angle to the film so
as to project the view desired.

h. Once the patient has been posi-
tioned and immobilized, performer
adjusts the collimator. Either
collimates so that a small unex-
posed border will appear around
the edge of the film or collimates
further so as tl expose only tl ;
area of interest (and thus pro-
vide maximum protection and de-
tail). Adjusts primary beam to mini-
mum size needed to cover the

-
part(s) of interest.

i. Rechecks that patient has been
properly shielded.

j. Throughout procedure performer
remains alert for any sympton of
adverse reaction, especially re-
action to contrast, such as severe

flushing, saliva:Aon, choking,
vomiting, pallor, fainting, or
hock. As soon as performers

judges that reaction may be se-/
vere, ceases exposure and noti-
fies radiologist or attending phy-
sician at once.

k. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer reminds pa-
tient of the breath control to be
used for exposure. Observes the
patient's movement until the momr
ent that the exposure is made.
Readjusts position if warranted.

1. Performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly 4

set, that equipment is set for
radiography mode, and that pa-
tient is still in position. Tells
patient wh-, to breathe and hold
as reheat,;ed,by calling or using
intercom. Initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button.

i) While exposure is underway,
performer checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
et, that kVp meter dips slights

ly.

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion may decide to report;
anticipates need to repeat ex-
posure.

iii) With phototimer notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure.

iv) After exposure is completed
tells patient that h s

can relax.
e or he
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Task Code No. 378

11-;is is page 13 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Fully
List Elements Fully

.

15.

,

v) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overlrd or checks for overload
elsewheYe on circuit. Antici-
pates need to repeat exposure.

vi) After exposure removes cassette
and removes ma-kers for further
use.

vii) Repeats radiography for all the
exposures ordered by radiolo-
gist for first side, adjusting

technical factors, tube, and
.. position of patient or film

holder as appropriate to each
view ordered. Repeats identi-
fication, collimation, shield-
ing and exposure as above.
Keeps encouraging patient to
suppress cough reflex and re-
assures.

After spot filming and overhead film-
ing is completed for first side, or
as ordered by radiologist, performer
arranges to have spot films and over-
head bronchograms processed:

a. May sign or have radiologist sign
requisition sheet.

b. Checks that equipment is turned
off.

c. With cassette spot films or over-
head exposures,removes any markers
for further use. Attacho.s ID card
for use with flasher if appropri-
ate.

d. With spot film camera, performer
advances the film so that all
exposures made will be wound on
the take-up spool in the roll
film cassette. Replaces dark
slide on camera lens. Uses de-
vice to cut film and create a
light shield. Resets counter and
removes film cassette.

e. Removes any markers from patient's
body.

16.

f. Performer arranges to have spot
fiLis and overheads processed at
once if appropriate or decides to
process personally.

g. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and, if necessary, st-
tended by radiologist, staff mem-
ber, or self.

Performer brings the processed spot
films and radiographs of first side
directly to the radiologist in
charge or places on view boxes and
informs radiologist that they are
ready. May hang prior films and
scouts.

a. Performer makes note of radiolo-
gist's decisions regarding ade-
quacy of the bronchograms:

i) If radiologist decides to in-
ject more contrast medium,per-
former assists as above with
filling, fluoroscopy and spot
filming. Repeats additional
overhead bronchography as or-
dered.

ii) If the radiologist indicates
that there is any problem with
the technical factors or the
patient Positioning for over-
ht=tads, performer records or
notes for use in "retakes."
Notes whether need to repeat
is.due to performer's own
negligence or lack of atten-
tion so that performer can
avoid future "retakes." If
request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member. If
request for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of the radiologist,
performer notes for future use
to avoid future "retakes."
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Task Code No. 378

This is page 14 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Full

iii) If radiologist requires addi-
tional views and/or positions,
performer repeats overhead film-
ing as appropriate to new projec-
tions, as described above.

iv) For further overhead exposures
performer repeats appropriate
steps including identification
of cassette, use of R-L marker,
selection and setting of tech-
nique, positioning patient and
equipment for focus-object-film
alignment, collimation, shield-
ing, b,eathing instructions,
making exposure, and processing,
as described above.

v) Performer refrairs from comment-
ing on the films or providing
any interpretation to patient.

vi) Performer shows subsequent sets
of spot films and bronchograms
of first side to radiologist as
processed, and proceeds as de-
scribed above until radiologist
indicates that examination of
first side is completed.

b. Performer makes note of radiolo-
gist's decision regarding study of
the other side:

i) If radiologist decides to ex-
amine the other bronchus at
once, performer assists with
fluoroscopy while radiologist
pulls back catheter and enters
other bronchus. Assists as de-
scribed above with instillation,
fluoroscopy and spot filming of
second side. Repeats overhead
filming for second side as or-
dered; has bronchograms pro-
cessed and continues until ra-
diologist indicates that ex-
amination of second side is
completed.

ii) If radiologist decides to ex-
amine the other bronchus at a

List Elements Fullx____

later time, performer may have
radiologist fill out requi:si
tion sheet. May arrange for
scheduling.

17. After bronchography is completed,
performer makes note of radiologist'
orders for delayed films (post-
tussive) after an appropriate elapse
of hours and/or orders for postural
drainage and post-drainage radiog
raphy or tomography after a day or
two. May have radiologist fill out
and sign approviate order forms.

18. Performer may assist radiologist in
removal of catheter from patient.
Provides emesis basin and helps or
encourages patient to cough gently
and/or spit up contrast medium. Pro-
vides patient with towels or tis-
sues.

19. Performer carries out follow-up pro-
cedures as appropriate:

a. Performer may have patient cleans-

ed; may have room and equipment
cleaned; has any other appropri-
ate clean up procedures followed
to avoid infection or contamina-
tion, c-r decides to do personally,
depending on institutional ar-
rangements.

b. If appropriate performer rein-
forces instructions to patient
not to eat or drink for an ap-
propriate number of hours because
the anesthetized pharynx aad
larynx could allow material to be
aspirated into the tracheJbron-
chial tree. With out-patient,may
write out instructions or pre
sent printed sheet of instruc-
tions to patient. Performer may
reinforce explanation of what
residual effects may be exper-
ienced. Reassures patient.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 378
This is page 15 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Full

List Elements Fullc. Performer
explains to patient ifpostural drainage, delayed films,or a later
examination has beenordered.

d. If postural drainage and/or de-layed films are ordered
.requiringa specific period of .time toelapse, performer arranges to havepatient taken to appropriate hold-ing area. Keeps track of the timeelapsed.

e. May decide
to assist

patient fromtable or to chair. Makes sure pa-tient is reminded of any footrestiu stepping off table. Makes surethat none of the equipment is pro-jecting over the patient beforealloWing patient to rise from stoolor table, and assists patient.f. For delayed filming performer takesappropriate delayed bronchogramsin projections
ordered as for plainfilms and earlier

bronchograms.Has delayed films processed andreviewed by radiologist at onceas descrihed above.

20. When the radiologist
indicates that allthe radiography

is completed, per-former carries out
termination steps:

a. Performer may have patient trans-ported to recovery area, forpostural drainage,or next assignedlocation, or decides to do per-sonally, as appropriate. If appro-priate, makes sure that patient isin the care of a staff
person whowill transport to appropriate nextlocation or, if

out-patient, willarrange to discharge or send pa-tient home with escort as appropri-at,.
b. Performer

records the examinationaccording to institutional
proce-dures. May include date, room, ex-amination type, the overhead viewstaken, the technical factors used,

and film sizes. May record thenumber of
exposures made of eachspot film and

overhead view in-
)cluding retakes; may enter theestimated radiation dose to whichpatient was exposed

(using postedinformation on dosage); may re-cord any problem with
equipment,any special care provided

patient.Signs requisition sheet.c. Performer
may record the fluoros-.copy examination

including expo-sure time and rad dosage.d. May present requisition form toradiologist for comments and, sig-nature. May present forms for req-uisitions for later delayed filmsand/or additional examination.e. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets,and related

materials, and/or haveinformation recorded in log bookpersonally, or have this done,depending on institutional
proce-dures.

f. May indicate to
appropriate staffperson when the performer is readyto proceed with next

examination.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 379

This is page 1 of 14 fur this task.

1. What is tne output of this task? (Be surethis is broad enough to be repeatable.)Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;chest measured;films
identified;technical factors selected and setfor fluoroscopy,spot

filming,overheads;scouts taken;radiologist assisted with
positioning,fluoroscopyspot filming;overhead

exposures made;radiographssent for processing,taken to radiologist;pt. return-ed;examination
recorded:radiographs placed for use.2. What is used in performing this task? (Noteif only certain

items must be used. If thereis choice, include everything or the kinds ofthings chosen among.)Tt.'s x-ray requisition
sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,medical-technical history,prior radiographs,scouts;view boxes;pen;x-ray

generator,control panels,tube,
.ucky,table,collimator;fluoroscopy

unit,image inten-sifier,spot film device,TV
monitor;cassettes;rollfilm;R-L,ID

markers;bronchoscope
power-pack,camera;labels,test tubes,slides,lab jars with media,preser-vative;procedure tray;emergency cart;emesis basin;

towels;shielding;immobilization
devices;techniqu ,standard view,tube rating,rad exposure charts;cali-pers;phantom or test

object;stretcher;wheelchair;intercom;order formsOnstruction sheets3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-workerinvolved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( )rn. If Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,respondent or co-worker involved, with de-
scriptions to indicate the relevant conditioninclude the kind with whom the performer isnot allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-pediatric pt. to have needle lung biopsy or bron
choscopy;raCologist;co-worker;nurse

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-tial words.

Carrying out radiologic technology for bronchoscopyor needle lung biopsy of a non-pediatric patient, byreviewing request;preparing
equipment;preparing andreassuring

pt.;measuring.chest;setting up for flu-
oroscopy and spot

filming;arranging for scout filmsas ordered;setting technical factors;identifying
films;providing shielding;assisting with positioningof pt.,fluoroscopy,spot filming,removal of broncho-
scope;taking overhead chest films as ordered;arrang-ing for processing;taking

to radiologist;continuing,
repeating as ordered;having pt. returned;placing ra-diographs for use;recording examination.

List Elements Fully".
Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-pediatric
patient scheduled for bronchos-
copy or needle lung biopsy as a
result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged

requisitions
in order of priority.

. From co-worker.

4 2

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior films or
scout film(s) already taken
by co-worker with record of
technical factors used and/
or any changes necessary.

Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for in-
cluding the areas involNed,
the affected side(s), the
purpose of the study, and
any special requests.
Notes the name of the ra-
diologist in charge; may
note the name of the re-
ferring clinician. Notes
whether erect or recumbent
positioning is called for,
views ordered, breathing

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheetQC)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 379

This is page 2 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Fully..., List Elements Full

instructions, whether bilateral or
unilateral overheads are requested.

b. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient,
or emergency patient. Notes any

special information such as note on
known pathology that could affect
patient positioning, technique, -,
handling of the patient, such E.s
acute injury, presence of taping.

Notes whether patient will be on a
stretcher or in a wheelchair. Notes
whether the use of a grid or bucky
will be involved, shielding needed.

Notes any special requests.
c. Performer checks whether patient is

suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling
such as heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, infirmity,

incohelence; whether patient has

IV drip, oxygen supply, urinary
catheter or similar device in
place; notes whether patient will
be accompanied by nurse or other

staff person
d. Performer makes sure that the re-

quest is properly authorized, that

information on requisition sheet

is complete.

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether examina-

tion has been done elsewhere in

recent past, whether there is

history of extensive radiography
to bring to radiologist's notice.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are in
keeping with the usual rad ex-
posure involved for the examina-

tion.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes
whether female patient is preg-
nant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual peri-
od, or notes any other indica-
tion that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or pos-

sible fetus.
iv) Notes any orders for prior

abstinence from food and
drink, use of postural drain-
age, prior medication and/or
sedation. May check whether
these have been carried out;
performer may check timing to
be sure a proper elapse of
time has occurred for medica-
tion or sedation to take ef-
fect.

e. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds after

obtaining needed information,
signature, or orders.

f. If prior chest radiographs and/or
tomograms already on file are to
be presented with scou- films,
and if not already with patient's
jacketed material, performer ar-
ranges to have prior films deliv- I

ered.

2. Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examination involved

and the equipment required, or notes
room assigned on requisition sheet.
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List Elements Full

Task Code No. 379

Th.is is page 3 of 14 for this task.

Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray has been

prepared for the Study involved or
decides to do personally. Checks
that emergency cart is present.

C. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
leaded rubber shielding, aprons,'
and gloves to be used by performer,
radiologist, the patient, and/or
anyone who will remain in the room
during exposure.

d. For bronchoscopy, may obtain bron-
choscope power-pack and camera.

e. Performer checks that appropriate
slides, labels and containers for
specimens ordered are prepared or
decides to do personally.

f. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilization devices are present,
and that there is a mattress, pads,
pillows and/or tlankets for com-
fort of patient if patient will
lie on table. Makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are avail-
able for use and identification
cards or leaded numerals or mark-
ers.

g. For overhead filming performer
makes sure that an adequate supply
of loaded cassettes and appropriate
film holder are available in the
examination room. Selects appropri-
ate speed and type of film, grid,
and cassette combination depending
on whether a bucky, tab ?,.. top, cr
automatic chest x-ray technique
will be used and standard institu-
tional practices. If not in room,
arranges to obtain or decides to
obtain personally.

h. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of overhead films using equip-
ment provided by institutior:

List Elements Full

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate
patient identification informa-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on card
if not received with requisi-
tion.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

i. If examination will include spot
filming using a camera (attached
to image intensifier) and roll
film, performer checks film sup-
ply indicator to make sure that
there Is sufficient film in the
roll film cassette.

'1) If there s insufficient roll
film in cara, performer ar-
ranges to have roll film cas-
sette lo.ided, or decides to
dc personally.

ii) When loaded roll film cassette .

is'obtained, performer checks
loading in subdued light.
Checks that end of film is cut
correctly and is properly
threaded and attached to take-
up spool so that film unwinds
appropriately. .Checks that film
is properly engaged on sprock-
ets. Locks into operating posi-
tion. If appropriate, cuts off
excess film at exit port and
removes. Attaches film cassette
to camera and locks into place.
Replaces camera cover.

iii) If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 379

This is page 4 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Fully

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate for any exposure of
film due to installation or
check.

v) Removes dark slide from camera
lens.

vi) If not already done, performer
writes or types a card with
patient's identification infor-
mation for use with spotfilm
device. Inserts in slot in spot-
film camera as appropriate.

j. If examination will include spot
filming using a cassette/bucky
spotfilm device, performer checks
that there is an adequate supply
of appropriate size cassettes in
room.

i) If there is insufficient sup-
ply of cassettes, arranges to
obtain or decides to obtain
personally.

ii) Performer carries out identi-
fication of the spotfilm cas-
settes as for overhead films.

iii) Performer may use controls or
manually pull out spotfilm
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into'
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropri-
ate "stored" position,

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spot filming, performer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

k. If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spot filming, performer
positions and centers grid if not

List Elements Full

already done. May use control but-
ton or slides grid into position.
May check that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the lo-Ig
axis of the tube.

3. Performer reviews technical expo-
sure factors for overheads, fluoros-
copy and spot filming, based on
standards set by the institution as
appropriate for the examination in-
volved:

a. Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and gloves.

b. Makes sure that no one is in ex-
amination room or control room.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be
used:

i) Locates information for the
chest views involved. Takes
note of the exposure factors
to be used for overheads, flu-
oroscopy, and spot filming.
Considers preferences of the
radiologist involved.

ii) Notes any newly posted chAnge,;
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation to a change
in machine output or a policy
decision).

iii) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors
against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rating
chart to be sure that techni-
que does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the
focal spot size to be used. If
appropriate, performer recon-
verts the technique to an equiv
alent output using higher kVp
and lower mAs.
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Task Code No. 379

This is page 5 of 14 for this task.

d. In the control room Performer
makes sure that indicator light
shows that x-ray generator is
"warmed up" and ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and, if
needed, turns compensator dial un-til needle is aligned properly online meter.

e. As appropriate,
performer sets

x-ray generator mode selector(s)
to fluoroscopic mode and for useof spot film camera or cassette
device, and overhead filming.

f. Performer sets controls on image
intensifier fur spot film camera or
cassette device:

i) For spot film camera, performer
selects and sets the rate
(frames per second) for the'
camera according to standards
set for examination.

ii) For cassette spot filming per-
former may select and set a
standard spot film program pro-
viding for format combinations
such as single, half, or quart-
er comIdnations on a single cas-
sette and related spot film
sizes. Selects program appropri-
ate for examination or awaits
orders from radiologist.

g. If not already
done, performer con-nects TV monitor to power outlet.

Turns on monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

h. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector (if
there is dual image intensifier).

i. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy:

i) Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the exami-

Ilmos

List Elements Fully

nation. May check indicator
dial. With automatic den-
sity control, sets density
selector as appropriate for
examination.

ii) If mA is automatically con-
trolled according to patient
thickness, performer turns;
fluoroscope mA selector to'
maximum standard position.
If not automatically con-
trolled, sets as appropriate
for focal spot size and ex-
amination involved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic exami-
nation timer to maximum po-
sition.

j. If appropriate,
performer se-

lects and sets exposure factorS
for spot filming:

i) For conventional manual ex-
posure control, performer
selects and sets the appro-
priate spot film time for
the examination.

ii) For automatic,
phototimed

exposure control, performer
selects a density exposure
control appropriate for the
examination.

iii) Performer selects the appro-
priate mA for the examina-
tion and the focal spot size
to be used.

iv) Perforther selects and sets
kVp by combining settings
on one major and one minor
kVp selector as appropriate
for the examination.

4. Performer returns to examination
room to set up x-ray and fluoro-
scope tube(s), image intensifier,
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List Elements Fully

Task Code No. 379

This is page 6 of 14 for this task.

collimator and accessories, as appro-
priate, for check of equipment prior

to examination:

a. Makes sure that no one is in room.

b. Places phantom or appropriate test

object on radiography table where

patient's area of interest will be

centered for examination.

c. Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero.degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.

d. If not already done, moves image

intensifier and any spotfilm de-
vice into position; centers (over

or under) the area of interest.

e. Performer adjusts the x-ray tube

to appropriate focal spot/object
distance (target to skin distance,

TOD). For fluoroscopy adjusts dis-

tance between focal spot and image

intensifier (focal spot to film
distance, FFD). Makes sure that

TOD is 15 inches or more. Operates

controls or manually moves the

x-ray tube(s) into place. Checks

the focal-film distance by reading

indicator scale in the tube hous-

ing; adjusts up or down until the

required FFD is obtained.

f. Performer collimates fluoroscopy

tube (and x-ray tube used for spot-

filming if different), depending

on nature of the equipment and

controls:

i) Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-

ters to the field size antic-

ipated for fluoroscopic exami-

nation or sets shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimation.

ii) Manually sets collimator for

the spotfilm field size to be

used, or selects and sets field

size control to be used for

automatic collimation with

programmed spot film, cassette

exposure sequence.

g. If appropriate, performer attaches

or sets up footboard at end of

tilt-table; may adjust or attach

shoulder rest, hand grips.

. If not already done, performer checks

functioning of fluoroscopy equipment

by entering remote control room or

operating controls in examination

room behind leaded screen:

a. To check fluoroscopy mode, per-
former turns on TV power switch

controls as appropriate. Acti-

vates fluoroscope exposure by
pressing footswitch or as appro-
priate. Views test object being

fluoroscoped on TV monitor.

i) Performer adjusts kVp control

(and mA control if appropriate)

and observes effects on TV

monitor to be sure tliat equip-

ment is operating properly.

ii) Checks mA meter and notes
whether appropriate reading
is obtained.

iii) Performer checks.that TV

brightness controls are oper-
ating and adjusts for prelimi-
nary viewing.

iv) Checks examination timer by

noting whether time elapse
indicator moves during expo-

sure showing decreasing time

left for examination. May

check that exposure is termi-

nated when maximum examination

exposure time is reached.

b. To check spot film functioning,
performer may move cassette or
roll film into x-ray exposure
field using appropriate controls:

1
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Task Code No. 379

This is page 7 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Full
List Elements Full

i) Performer activates controls
for spot film exposure. Notes
whether cassette or roll film
transport is operating appro-
priately. Notes whether expo-
sure is terminated by photo-
timer or, if manual timer, in
time set. If appropriate, re-
leases spot film control after
exposure.

If equipment is operating appro-
priately, performer unloads cas-
sette and reloads or advances
roll film as appropriate. Moves
bucky out of way until fluoros-
copy is completed.

c. After equipment has been checked
performer shuts and resets for
standard exposure factors. If per-
former decides that any of the
flloroscopic equipment is not func-
tioning properly, performer in-
forms appropriate staff member.

6. When fluoroscopic equipment has been
set up, performer may note whether
preliminary radiogxaphs (scout films)
have already been made of the patient
(done by another radiologic technolo-
gist if work is organized in this way
at institution).

a. If scout films have already been
made and viewed by radiologist,
performer notes the technique used
or ordered and sets up technical
factors for any later overhead
radiography such as for lung bi-
opsy.

b. If scout films have been made but
not approved, performer places
processed scout films and any
prior films with patient's chart
or places on view boxes for view-
ing by radiologist.

4 Z8

c. If scout films have not been made
and are required before patient is
seen by radiologist, performer ar-
ranges to take "plain films" of
the chest in standard positions,
depending on orders,for unilateral
or bilateral studies in erect or
recumbent positions,after readying
patient.

. Performer readies patient for exami-
nation by radiologist:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-.
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or
decontamination techniques.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if not
already done), or decides to do
personally.

c. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to
escort out-patient to or from
dressing room. May decide to
assist in transporting patient
from holding area or have this
done.

d. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient
is accompanied because of ser-
iousness of condition, performer
checks with accompanying staff
member on any special precautions
necessary during procedure.

e. Performer has patient assume a
comfortable recumbent or seated
position, as appropriate.

armaamelmonworwacamturalmoraoss.r.ccon



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 379

This is page 8 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

i) If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair, may
move patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. Makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked
position.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in the
way that may be collided with
by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table,

v) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
base to x-ray table. May ar-
range to move or have patient
moved to table.

vi) Has patient rest in as relaxed
a position as possible. May
place pad, blanket or pillow
under bony prominences to pro-
vide comfort for recumbent pa-
tient.

f. If not already done, has patient's
clothing removed to the waist and
provides gown or drape. May assist
patient or request assistance from
nurse if there is an injury in-
volved. For bronchoscopy makes sure
that patient removes any dentures.
Permits patient to keep covered
with gown until measurements are
taken and until examination. Treats
young patient with as much courtesy
as adult.

................................megmaannsawhass..

g. If patient has adhesive strapping

in place, performer notes whether
it is old and wrinkled and re-
quires removal before fluoroscopy.
I f so, performer indicates this
to appropriate staff member and
waits for removal and restrapping
by RN or MD.

h . If patient is to be radiographed
in erect position, performer ad-
justs vertical film holder to ap-
propriate height for patient.

. If not already done, performer ex-
plains to patient what will be in-
volved in the procedure:

a. Indicates what types of positiow:
the patient will be asked to as-
sume and the cooperation that
will be asked for.

b. If not already done, checks that
prior preparation such as ab-
stinence from food, administra-
tion of medication, and/or pos-
tural drainage have been carried

out.
c. Performer may make sure that an

out-patient has made arrange-
ments to be escorted home and
to postpone normal activities
for the rest of the day.

d. If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible preg-
nancy. If there is any possi-
bility that patient is preg-
nant and this has not already
been recorded, performer plans
to inform radiologist and to
proceed only with approval.

e. Performer answers patient's

non-medical questions honestly;
attempts to reassure patient
and develop confidence. Treats
patient with dignity and con-
cern regardless of patient's
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 379

This is page 9 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Full

behavior. Remains aware that pa-
tient may be frightened and/or in
pain. Performer explains, when
asked medical questions, that it
is not appropriate for technologist
to answer these; encourages patient
to speak to physician.

f. Unless measurements have already
been made, performer uses centi-
meter calipers to measure the
thickness of the chest in the di-
rection in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from tube to
film. Records for use in determin-
ing exposure factors for overheads.
After measuring, has patient rest
in as relaxed a position as pos-
sible.

g. Performer may tape R or L marker
to patient if appropriate for use
-in spot filming.

h. If appropriate before radiologist's
examination, performer arranges to
take "plain film" scouts and have
them processed at once.

Performer informs attending radiolo-
gist when patient is ready to be ex-
amined. Brings requisition sheet, pa-
tient's medical history, chart, scout
films (if already done) and any prior
films to radiologist. Displays ra-
diographs.on view boxes.

a. If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any diffi-
culties encountered with regard
to information, possible contra-
indications, or anything else
that should be brought to radio-
logist's attention. Notes any
special orders or change in pro-
cedure decided by radiologist.
Proceeds as ordered.

b. Performer may accompany radiologist
to examination room and introduce
patient to radiologist.

VIRIMMat
List Elements Flay

10. During and/or after rad.telogist's
review of scout films and examina-
tion of patientlpeilormer makes note
of radiologist's decisions and or-
ders and proceeds as appropriate.

a. If radiologist decides to cancel

procedure, performer arranges to
terminate and reschedule as ap-
propriate.

b. For lung biopsy notes orders for
change in technical factors and/
or patient positioning. Notes de-
cisions on aspiration or tissue
biopsy, on sizes of instruments,
types of laboratory tests, and
type of anesthetic to be used.

c. For bronchoscopy notes orders on

use of nasopharyngeal airway,
anesthetic, types of laboratory
tests and samples to be taken.

d. Performer arranges to provide any
equipment or materials not already
present or decides to do personal-
ly. Adjusts technical factors and
program for fluoroscopy and spot
filming as ordered.

e. For overheads with lung biopsy

performer notes needed adjustment
of technical factors from those
ueed for scout film(s) to allow
for any changes requested by ra-
diologist in technique or posi-
tions.

f. Sets or resets technical exposure
factors as appropriate for over-
heads while radiologist continues
with patient:

4J0

i) Enters control room and sets
controls for appropriate mode.

ii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer selects milli-
amperage and chooses selectors
for the correct focal spot size
Selects and sets the exposure
time that will produce the mAs
desired. Sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 379

This is page in of 14 for this task.

List Elements Full
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major kilovoltage and minor
place. Provides patient and every-kilovoltage settings to pro-
one remaining in room with appro-duce the desired kVp.
priate protective shielding. Ex-iii) For automatic phototimed expo- plains if necessary that this issure control, performer se-
not cause for alarm but a generallects and sets the category
precaution to minimize unnecessarycorresponding to the type of
radiation exposure.study and use or nonuse of

c. Washes hands as appropriate, ob-screens, bucky, etc., and, if
serving sterile technique.appropriate, focal spot size. d. If appropriate, performer opensSelects and sets a control
packet of sterile gloves for ra-corresponding to the field size
diologist, observing sterile tech-(as listed on technique chart

for phototiming). nique so that wrapper, own hands,
or other objects will not con-May select and set a kVp range
taminate gloves.bntton (if called for with e. With bronchoscopy, performer mayequipment) corresponding to assist with anesthetizing of pa-range for examination.
tient's throat by providing pa-Sets a density selector corres- tient with emesis basin and padponding to the usual (or spec- (for patient to hold tongue outial) requirements of the study. of mouth).

Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure 12. Performer assists radiologist duringbefore phototimed exposure is fluoroscopic viewing to determinemade.

site of lesion or to check positioniv) Depending on the equipment, may of bronchoscope as ordered:set controls to provide for use
of automatic chest x-ray equip- a. On signal from radiologist, per-ment, bucky, manual adjustment former may dim room lights. Turnsof table and tube height, posi- on TV power switch. May go to con-tion, and of collimation, unless trol room and operate fluoroscopethese have already been set. controls on orders from radiolo-

gist. Adjusts kVp and/or mA con-g. Performer discusses sequence and
timing for procedure with radiulo-

trols according to radiologist's
orders.gist. May arrange signals for ex- b. Performer may operate tilt tableposure, changing of spot film cas- on orders from radiologist, orsettes, operation of exposure con- assist in positioning patient astrols.
ordered.

11. Performer may assist with further 13. Performer ur.y assist in sterilepreparation for procedure:
surgical techniques for lung biopsy
as appropriate by handing materialsa. May help position patient as appro-

priate.
b. Performer gives leaded gloves and

asked for.

Assists with fluoroscopy to checkapron to radiologist. If appropri- placement of needle or bronchoscopeate, places leaded curtain in as described in step 12, above.
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Task Code No. 379
This is page 11 of _14 for.this task.
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14. During
lung biopsy and throughoutbronchoscopic

examination, performerassists with
spot filming:

a. Operates
exposure controls as or-dered or positions

table, tube,or patient
as ordered.b. If spot film
attachment uses cas-settes, performer may unload asused, identify, and insert addi-tional casscAtes, as describedabove,

throughout procedure.c. Depending
on institutional

proce-dures, performer may keep ladiolo-gist informed of
cumulative expo-sure as shown on
fluoroscope timerindicator.

d. Performer may record
location oflesion, assist with

labeling ofsamples and/or
record and iden-tify

photographs taken (with bron-choscope camera) as ordered.e. Performer
arranges to have spotfilms processed as they are takenor ac ordered.

i) With cassette spot films re-moves any markers for furtheruse. Attaches ID card for usewith flasher if
appropriate.ii) With spot film

camera, perform-er advances the film so thatall
exposures made will be woundon the take-up

spool in theroll film
cassette. Uses de-vice to cut film and create alight shield. Resets counterand removes film

cassette.iii) Performer brings the
processedspot films

directly to the ra-diologist or places on viewboxes and informs radiologistthat they are ready. May hangprior films and scouts.iv) Changes technical factors as or-dered and
assists with any con-tinued

fluoroscopy and spot filing as described until radiolo-

List Elements Full411311.

gist indicates
fluoroscopic ex-amination is completed.

15. With lung biopsy
perfoimer carriesout overhead

radiography as and whenordered by
radiologist:

a. Performer
may position

patient asapprolriate for cheSt films tochecl any
pneumothorax or as or-dered. Performer may assist ra-diologist in

positic:Ang.b. Performer
proceeds with overheadfilming using

technical factorsdecided as for scout
("plain")films of chest.

c. Performer
rehearses patient inthe type of breathing

requiredfor the
exposure(s), such al&

breathing in deeply and holding.d. Places
identification marker oncassette, and right or left markeron cassette or table top as appro-priate to the study and projec-tion. Places

cassette in positionon table or in bucky
as appropri-ate.

e. Performer sets the
focal-film dis-tance, if not already done, as

appropriate. Checks final posi-tioning by using light in colli-mator. Activates
the collimatorlight and points the light beamtowards the part. Adjusts thecollimator opening to correspondto the film

size. Uses
cross-hairshadows as reference for centerof field. Checks that primarybeam will enter the center of thearea of interest at the selectedangle to the film so as to pro-ject the view desired.

f. Once the patient has been posi-tioned and
immobilized, performeradjusts the
collimator. Eithercollimates so that a small unex-posed border will appear aroundthe edge of the film or collimatesfurther 30 as to

expose only the
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Task Code No. 379

This is page 12 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Fully

area of interest (and thus pro-
vide maximum protection and de-
co:a). Adjusts primary beam to
minimum size needed to cover the
part(s) of interest.

.g. Rechecks that patient has bee
properly shielded.

h. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any emergency
symptom. If performer judges that
patient's reaction may be severe,
ceases exposure and notifies ra-
diologist or attending physician
at once.

i. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer reminds pa-
tient of the breath control to be
used for exposure. Observes the
patient's movement until the moment
that the exposure is made. Read-
justs position if warranted.

j. Performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly
set, that equipment is set for ra-
diography mo-1?., and that patient
is still in position. Tells patient
when to breathe and hold as re-
hearsed by calling or using inter-
com. Initiates exposure by pressing
hand trigger or exposure control
button.

i) While exposure is underway, per-
former checks that mA meter re-
cords appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter eips slight-
ly.

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion may decide to report; anti-
cipates need to repeat exposure.

iii) With phototime- notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-

List Elements Full

pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
-sible need to repeat exposure.

iv) After exposure is completed
tells patient that he or she
can relax.

v) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overload or checks for overload
elsewhere on circuit. Antici-
pates need to repeat exposure.

vi) After exposure removes cassette
and removes markers for further
use.

vii) Repeats radiography for all
the exposures ordered by ra-
diologist, adjusting techni-
cal factors, tube, and posi-
tion of patient or film hold-
er as appropriate to each
view ordered. Repeats identi-
fication, collimation, shield-
ing and exposure as above.

k. After overhead filming is com-
pleted, perf:.,rmer arranges to
have overhead chest radiographs
processed:

i) May sign or have radiologist
sign requisition sheet.

ii) Removes any markers for furth-
er use. Attaches ID card for
use with flasher if appropri-
ate.

iii) While films are being processed
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and, if necessary,
attended by radiologist, staff
member, or self.

1. Performer brings the processed
radiograph(s) directly to the
radiologist in charge or places
on \clew box(es) and informs ra-
diolobist that they are ready.
May hang prior films, spots and
scouts.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No, 379

This is page 11 of 14 for this task.

i) Performer notes any order for
repeat of any part of radio-
grr.phic examination.

ii) Repeats appropriate steps as
described above until radiolo-
gist indicates that examination
can be terminated.

iii) Notes any orders for delayed
films.

_ . With bronchoscopy performer notes ra-
diologist's decision on whether to
proceed at once to bronchography, or
to order delayed bronchography.

a. If bronchography is not to follow
at once, performer may assist in
removal of bronchoscope. Performer
provides emesis basin and helps
or encourages patient to cough
gently and/or spit up into basin.
Provides patient with towels or
tissues.

b. May disassemble bronchoscope and
arrange to hale sterilized and
stored.

c. If appropriate,performer reinforces
instructions to patient not to eat
or drink for an appropriate number
of hours because the anesthetized
pharynx and larynx could allow ma-
terial to be aspirated into the
tracheobronchial tree. With out-
patient may write out instructions
or present printed sheet of in-
structions to patient. Performer
may reinforce explanation of what
residual effects may be experienced
Reassures patient.

17. Performer carries out termination
steps as appropriate:

a. Performer may have patient cleans-
ed. Removes any markers from pa-
tient's body.

b. Performer may have patient trans-
ported to room, recovery area,or

to appropriate location (such as
for bronchography), or decides to
do personally, as appropriate. If
appropriate, makes sure that pa-
tient is in the care of a staff
person who will transport to ap-
propriate next location or, if
out-patient, will arrange to
discharge or send patient home
with escort,as appropriate.

c. Performer may have room and equip-
ment cleaned; has any other ap-
propriate clean up procedures
followed to avoid infection or
contamination, or decides to do
personally, depending an institu-
tional arrangements.

d. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and
signature. May have radiologist
fill out requisition sheet for
delayed films or bronchography.
May arrange for scheduling.

e. May check that all samples have
been prepared for laboratory,
are properly identified,or de-
cides to do personally. May pre-
sent lab. order forms to radiolo-
gist for signature.

f. Performer records the examination
according to institutional pro-
cedures. May include date, room,
examination type, any overhead
views taken, the technical fac-
tors used, and film sizes. Per-
former may record the number of
exposures made of each overhead
view including retakes; may en-
ter the estimated radiation dose
to which patient was exposed
(using posted information on
dr,age); may record any problem
Ith equipment, any special care

provided patient. Signs requisi-
tion sheet.

g. Performer may record the fluoros-
copy examination including expo-
sure time and rad dosage.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 379

This is page 14 of 14 for this task.
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h. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets,
and related materials, and/or
have information recorded in log
book personally, or have this dope,
depending on institutional proce-
dures.

i. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 380

This is page 1 of 12 for this task.

1. What is the out.ut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fullythis is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;films identified;technical fac-
tors selectcd and set for fluoroscopy,spot filming,
cineradiography;radiologist assisted with instilla-
tion,positioning, fluoroscopy;spot films sent for
processing,taken to radiologist;procedures repeated
as ordered;pt. returned;examination recorded;spot
films placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for a fluoroscopic examine-
tion not requiring overhead
views such as laryrgography

(radioscopic examination of the
larynx after instillation of
iodized oil contrast medium)
or a cleft palate study (radio-
scopic study of the structures
involved in speech) as a re-
suit of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

. From co-worker.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for in-
cluding whether contrast

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs;view
boxes;pen;x-ray generator,control panels,tilt-table;
fluoroscopy unit,cine camera,film;tube,image inten-
sifier;grid;bucky,spot film device;roll film or cas-
settes;TV monitor;collimator;R-L,ID markers;proce-
dure tray;emergency cart;contrast medium,heater;
emesis basin,pad,towels;straw,water in cup;instruc-
tion sheet;leaded shielding,aprons,gloves;immobili-
zation devices;cephalostat;technique,standard view,
tube rating and rad exposure charts;phantom or test
object;stretcher or wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

'es to 5. : Name the in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-
scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pt. to have cleft palate study;non-pediatric pt.
to have laryngography;accompanying adult;radiologist
co-worker;nurse

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- medium will be involved
and the purpose of the
study. Notes the name of
the radiologist in charge;
may note the name of the
referring clinician.

b. Performer reads patient's
name, identification num-
ber, sex and age. Notes
whether patient is in-pa-
tient, out-patient, or

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Providing technical assistance for laryngography or
cleft palate study of any patient (or anY similar
fluoroscopic examination including spot filming and/
or cineradiography) by reviewing request, preparing
equipment and patient;setting factors for fluoros-
copy,spot filming,cineradiography;identifying films;
providing shielding;assisting with positioning of
pt.,tube,table;arranging for processing;having pa-
tient returned;recording examination.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet...;.4Z
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emergency patient. Notes any spec-
ial information or note on known
pathology that could affect patient
positioning, technique, or handling
of the patient. For contrast study
such as laryngography notes whether
there is history of allergies.
Notes whether patient will be on
a stretcher or in a wheelchair.

c. Depending on the examination ordered
performer notes whether fluoroscopy
will be combined with spot filming,
and/or cineradiography, and whether
grid will be used, shielding needed.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling such
as heart disease, communicable or
infectious condition, infirmity,
incoherence; notes whether.patient
will be accompanied by nurse, other
staff person or member of family.

e. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet is
complete.

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done elsewhere
in recent past, whether there
is history of extensive radiog-
raphy to bring to radiologist's
notice.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-
amination.

iii) Depending on institutionvl pro-
cedures, performer notes whether
female patient of child-bear-
ing age is pregnant, reviews
date of female patient's last
menstrual period, or notes any

List Elements Full

other indication that there is
no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus.

iv) For laryngography, notes or-
ders for prior abstinence from
food-and-drinkT-prior admin-
.istration of mediC-ation and/or
sedation. May check whether
these have been carried out;
performer may check timing to
be sure a proper elapse of
time has occurred for medica-
tion or sedation to take ef-
fect.

f. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select techni-
que or to properly continue with
preparations, or if performer
considers that there may be con-
traindications to going ahead
with the procedure, performer
brings this to attention of ra-
diologist in charge. Explains
the problem if appropriate, and
proceeds after obtaining needed
information, signature, or orders.

g. If referring physician has re-
quested that films already on
file he presented with current ra-
diographs, and if not already
with patient's jacketed material,
performer arranges to have prior
films delivered.

. Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examination involved
and the equipment required, or notes
room assigned on requisition sheet.
Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.

es
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b. Checks that procedure tray has If appropriate, cuts off excess
been prepared for the study in- film at exit port and removes.
volved or decides to do personally. Attaches film cassette to cam-
For contrast study checks that era and locks into place. Re-
emergency'cart is present.

u
places camera cover.

c. Checks that proper accessories are iii) If there is an adequate film
available for procedure including supply, checks that film is
leaded rubber shielding, aprons,
and gloves to be used by performer,
radiologist, the patient, and/or

properly loaded.
iv) Performer advances film to com-

pensate for any exposute of
anyone who will remain in the room film due to installation or
during exposure. check.

d. Performer checks that appropriate v) Removes dark slide from camera
immobilization devices are present. lens.
For cleft palate may obtain cephal- vi) If not already done, performer
ostat for positioning skull in true writes or types a card with '.

lateral position. Checks that there patient's identification infor-
is a mattress, pads, pillows and/or mation for use with spotfilm
blankets for comfort of patient if device. Inserts in sloZ: in spot
patient will lie on table. Makes
sure that right (R) and left (L).
markers are available for use,and

film camera as appropriate.

f. If examination will include spot-
identification cards or leaded num- filming using a cassette/bucky
erals or markerr.

I spotfilm device, performer checks
e. If examination will include spot P that there is an adequate supply

filming using a camera (attached of appropriate size cassettes in
to image intensifier) and roll
film, performer checks film sup-
ply indicator to.make sure that

room.

i) If there is insufficient supply
there is sufficient film in the of cassettes, arranges to ob-
roll film cassette. tain or decides to obtain per-

sonally.
i) If there is insufficient roll ii) Performer prepares for iden-

rfilm in.camea, performer ar- tification of the spotfilm
ranges to have roll film cas- cassettes. Depending on in-

I
sette loaded, or decides to stitutional procedures, per-
do personally,

ii) When loaded roll film cassette
former may prepare for use of
flash card by checking that

is obtained, performer checks there is piece of lead on cas-
loading in subdued light. sette surface; may write or
Checks that end of film is cut type out ID information on
correctly and is properly card if not received with req-
threaded and attached to take- uisition. Sets flash card
up spool so that film unwinds aside for later use with space
appropriately. Checks that film created by piece of leaded rub-
is properly engaged in sprockets. ber on appropriate edge of cas-
Locks into operating position. sette(s). May place card into

.4
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card tray for equipment using
automatic film marking device.

iii) Perform- may use controls or
manuall ull out spotfilm
bucky tnty and open retaining
clamps. luserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves zssette into appropriate
"stor position.

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spotfilming, performer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

g. If examination will include use of
cineradiography camera (attached
to image intensifier), performer
checks the amount of unexposed
film remaining in the cine camera
film magazine.

i) If appropriate, performer ar-
ranges to have film magazine
loaded with film or decides to
do personally (in darkroom).

ii) If performer has obtained newly
loaded film magazine, attaches
to camera by aligning and en-
gaging film drive couplings.
Slides in magazine until en-
gaged; locks into position. Ad-
justs film and checks operation
of film transport. Closes cam-
era door and locks.

iii) Performer advances film as ap-
propriate onto the take-up
spool.

iv) If not already done, performer
prepares card for identifica-
tion of the cine film. Writes
out or types appropriate pa-
tient identification informa-

,

tion: Inserts identification
card in cine camera in appro-
priate slot so that each frame

will bear the ID information,
or uses other identifier as ap-
propriate to equipment.

h. If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spot filming, performer
positions and centers grid if not
already,done. May use control
button or slides grid into po-
sition. May check that the grid
is oriented toward the x-ray
tube, with grid lines parallel
to the long axis of the tube.

3. Performer reviews technical expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy, spot
filming and/or cineradiography
based on standards set by the in-
stitution as appropriate for the
examination involved:

a. Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and
gloves.

b. Makes sure that no one is in ex-
amination room or control room.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be
.used:

i) Locates information for the
examination involved. Takes
note of the exposure factors
to be used for fluoroscopy,
spot filming, and/or cinera-
diography. Considers prefer-
ences of the radiologist in-
volved.

ii) Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation to a
change in machine output or
a policy decision).

iii) Performer checks any new or
unfamiliar exposure factor
against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube ratin
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chart to be sure that technique and then make a finer adjust-
does not exceed the heat capac- ment within the range.
ities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appro- g. If not already done, performer
priate, performer reconverts connects TV monitor to power out-
the technique to an equivalent let. Turns on monitor and checks
octput using higher kVp and low- that "ready" light is on.
er mAs. h. If appropriate, performer selects

the proper field size selector
d. In the co%trol room, performer (if there is dual image intensi-

makes sure that indicator light fier).
shows taat x-ray generator is i. Performer selects and sets expo-
"warmed up" and ready for use. sure factors for fluoroscopy:
Mekes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and, if

i) Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the ex-

aeeded, turns compensator dial un- amination. May check indicator
til needle is aligned properly on dial. With automatic density
line meter. control, sets density selector

e. As appropriate, performer sets as appropriate for examination.
x-ray generator mode selector(s) ii) If mA is automatically con-
for fluoroscopic mode and for use trolled accordlng to patient
of spot film camera or cassette thickness, performer turns
device, and/or cineradiography. fluoroscope mA selector to

f. Performer sets controls on image maximum standard position. If
intensifier for spot film camera
or cassette device:

not automatically controlled,
sets as appropriate for focal
spot size and examination in-

i) For spot film camera, pe:'ormer volved.
selects and sets the rate iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards
set for examination.

timer to maximum position.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
ii) For cassette spot filming,per- and sets exposure factors for

former may select and set a spot filming:
standard spot film program pro-
viding for format combinations i) For.conventional manual expo-
such as single, half, or quart- sure control, performer se-
er combinations on - single lects and sets the appropri-
cassette and related spot film ate spot film time for the
sizes. Selects program appro- examination.

...

priate for examination or awaits ii) For automatic, phototimed ex-
orders from radiologist. posure control, performer

iii) For cineradiography, performer selects a density exposure
selects and sets the frame rate control appropriate for the
appropriate to the examination
involved. May select an appro-
priate frame per second range

examination.
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iii) Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and
the focal spot size to be used.

iv) Performer selects and sets kVp
by combining settings on one
major and one minor kVp se-
lector as appropriate for the
examination.

k. If appropriate, perfo:mer selects
and sets exposure factors for cine
filming:

i) If standard procedure calls for
constant exposure timing per
frame; performer selects and
sets appropriate time in milli-
seconds.

ii) If standard procedure calls for
constant average density, per-
former selects the appropriate
density control setting as ap-
propriate to examination.

iii) Performer selects and sets a
combination of one major and
one minor kVp setting to obtain
appropriate kVp for examination.

iv) Performer sets appropriate mA
for the examination and focal
spot size to be used.

4. Performer returns to examination room
to set up x-ray and fluoroscope
tube(s), image intensifier, colli-
mator and accessories as appropri-
ate for check of equipment prior to
e7t.amination:

a. Makes sure that no one is in room.
b. Places phantom or appropriate test

object on radiography table where
patient's area of interest will be
centered for examination.

List Elements Fully

c. Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered-to the area of interest.

d. If not already done, moves image
intensifier and any spotfilm
device into position; centers
(over or under) the area of in-
terest.

e. Performer adjusts distance be-
tween focal spot and image in-
tensific_ (for-.al spot to film
distance, FFD). Makes sure that
TOD is 15 Inches or more for
fluoroscopy. Operates controls
or manually moves the x-ray
tube(s) into place. Checks the
focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube hous-
ing; adjusts up or down until
the required FFD is obtained.

f. Performer collimates fluoroscopy
tube (and x-ray tube used for
spotfilming if different), de-
pending on nature of the equip-
ment and controls:

i) Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic ex-
amination or sets shutter
mode selector to automatic
collimation.

ii) Manually sets collimator for
the spotfilm field size to
be used, or selects and sets
field size control to be used
for automatic collimation with
programmed spotfilm cassette
exposure sequence.

g. If appropriate, performer at-
taches or sets up footboard at
end of tilt-table; may adjust
or attach shoulder rest, hand
grips, cephalostat.
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. If not already done, performer checks ii) If equipment is operating ap-
functioning of equipment by entering propriately, performer un-
remote control room or operating con- loads cassette and reloads
trols in examination room behind lead- or advances roll film as ap-
ed screen: propriate. Moves bucky out

of way until fluoroscopy is
a. To check fluoroscopy mode, per-

former turns on TV power switch
completed.

controls as appropriate. Acti- c. To check operation of cine equip-
vates fluoroscope exposure by ment, performer may start anode
pressing fOotswitch or as appro- rotation. Performer activates
priate. Views test object being appropriate exposure switch for
fluoroscoped on TV monitor. cine exposure and checks that

film take-up is functioning ap-
i) Perforraer adjusts kVp control propriately. Shuts camera after

(and mA control if appropriate) testing and advances film as
and observes effects on TV appropriate.
monitor to be sure that equip- d. After equipment has been checked
ment is operating properly. performer shuts and resets for

ii) Checks mA meter and notes selected exposure factors. If per
whether appropriate reading is former decides that any of the
obtained. fluoroscopic equipment is not

iii) Performer checks that TV bright- functioning properly, performer
ness controls are operating and informs appropriate staff mem-
adjusts for preliminary viewing. ber. Arranges for alternate unit

iv) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-

to be used.

dicator moves during exposure 6. Performer readies patient for exami-
showing decreasing time left nation by radiologist:
for examination. May check
that exposure is terminated a. Performer washes hands as appro-
when maximum examination expo- priate. Depending on patient's
sure time is reached. condition, may decide to arrange

for or carry out isolation or
b. To check spot film functioning, per- decontamination techniques.

fdrmer may move cassette or roll b. Performer has the patient called
film into x-ray exposure field from the holding area and pre-
using appropriate controls. pared for the examination (if not

already done), or decides to do
i) Performer activates controls for personally.

spot film exposure. Notes c. Depending on institutional ar-
whether cassette or roll film rangements, performer may decide
transport is operating appro- to escort out-patient to or from
priately. Notes whether expo-

by
dressing room. May decide to

insure is terminated photo-
timer or, if manual timer, in

assist transporting patient
from holding area or have this

I

, time set. If appropriate, re-
leases spot film control after
exposure.

done.
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d. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person or fam-
ily member and introduces self.
Checks patient's identity against
the requisition sheet. With in-pa-
tient, checks hospital identifica-
tion bracelet or other identifier.
If patient is accompanied because
of seriousness of condition, per-
former checks with accompanying
staff member on any special pre-
cautions necessary during proce-
dure.-

e. Performer has patient assume a com-
fortable recumbent or seated posi-
tion, as apnropriate.

i) If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair may
move patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in
locked position.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in
the way that may be collided
with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.

v) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
basr to x-ray table. May ar-
ran6 to move or have patient
moved to table.

f. If not already done, has any jew-
elry or clothing removed from neck.

1

May provide gown or drape. For
laryngography makes sure that pa-
tient removes any dentures.
Treats young patient with as much
courtesy as adult.

g. If not already done, performer
explains to patient what will
be involved in the procedure:

i) Indicates what types of go-
sitions the patient will be
asked to assume and the co-
operation that will be asked
of the patient such as pho-
nation.

ii) For laryngography, may check
that prior preparation on the
part of patient such as ab-
Stinence fran food has been
carried out.
If not already done, may ques-
tion patient or accompanying
adult about any allergies to
shellfish or adverse reactions
to contrast medium (especially
iodine based). Checks whether
an allergy test is required.
Plans to notify radiologist
if any sensitivity should be
brought to his or her atten-
tion. Performer may explain
to patient what side effects
may be felt from contrast med-
ium such as feeling of nausea,
flushing, choking sensation.

iii) If appropriate and not al-
ready done, performer ques-
tions female patient of child
bearing age regarding possible
pregnancy. If there is any
possibility that patient is
pregnant and this has not al-
ready been recorded, performer
plans to inform radiologist
and to proceed only with ap-
proval.

iv) Performer answers patient's
non-medical questions honestly;
attempts to reassure patient
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and develop confidence. Treats
patient with dignity and con-
cern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains aware that
patient may be frightened and/
or in pain. Performer explains,
when asked medical questions,
that it is not appropriate for
technologist to answer these;
encourages patient to speak to
physician

h. Performer may tape R or L marker
to patient if appropriate for use
in spot filming.

7 Performer informs attending radiolo-
gist when patient is ready to be ex-
amined. Brings requisition sheet, pa-
tient's medical history, chart, and
any prior films to radiologist. Dis-
plays radiographs on view boxes.

a. If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with regard
to information, possible contra-
indications, or anything else that
should be brought to radiologist's
attention. Notes any special or-
ders or change in procedure de-
cided by radiologist. Proceeds as
ordered.

b. Performer may accompany radiolo-
gist to examination room and in-
troduce patient to radiologist.

8. During and/or after radiologist's
review of prior films and examina-
tion of patient,performer makes note
of radiologists' decisions and or-
ders such as choice of contrast med-
ium for laryngography (based on
whether there is allergy), change in
standard technical factors, and/or
final orders on program for spot
filming and/or cineradiography.

List Elements Fully

a. If radiologist decides to cancel
procedure, performer arranges to
terminate and reschedule as ap-
propriate.

b. Performer discusses sequence and
timing for procedure with radiolo-
gist. May arrange signals for ex-
posure, changing of spot film
cassettes, operation of exposure
controls. Discusses how patient
will be assisted or held.

c. Performer arranges to provide or
change any equipment or supplies
as ordered by radiologist.

d. For laryngography or similar con-
trast study, performer may help
prepare syringes. Shakes and
places in appropriate heating
device and checks that contrast
medium is maintained at appropri-
ate body temperature until ready
for use.

e. Changes or adjusts technical fac-
tors and settings as appropriate
for fluoroscopy, spot filming
and/or cineradiography.

f. Performer makes note of radiolo-
gist's instructions to patient
for phonation of standard maneu-
vers for laryngography or test
pattern for cleft palate st,idy.
If so ordered, performer may
provide water to swallow,or a
straw to blow through,or other
object needed for cleft palate
study.

g. Performer gives leaded glcves and
apron to radiologist. If appro-
priate, places leaded curtain in
place. Provides patient and any-
one to remain in room during ex-
posure with appropriate protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation expo-
sure.
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Performer assists with preliminary
adjustment of fluoroscopic factors:

a. Performer may assist in positioning
of patient; may operate tilt-table
as ordered.

b. On signal from radiologist, per-.
former may dim room lights. Turns
on TV power switch. May go to con-
trol room and operate fluoroscope
and spot film controls on orders
from radiologist. Adjusts kVp and/or
mA controls according to radiolo-

,gist's orders.
c. If preliminary spot films are to

be made (as in laryngography) and
if spot film attachment uses cas-
settes, performer may unload as
used, identify, and insert addi-
tional cassettes, as described
above.

Performer prepares to process spot
films at once:

i) With cassette spot films, re-
moves any markers for further
use. Attaches ID card for use
with flasher if appropriate.

ii) With spot film camera, perform-
er advances the film so that
ell exposures made will be
wound on the take-up spool in
the roll film cassette. Uses
device to cut film and create
a light shield. Resets counter
and removes film cassette.

iii) Arranges to have spot films
processed at once or decides to
process personally.

iv) When the spot films have been
processed and returned, per-
former places on view boxes.
May also hang prior films. In-
forms radiologist that radio-
graph(s) are ready.

d. Performer notes any orders for
changes in the technical factors
and adjusts as ordered.

e. For laryngography, performer may
assist with preparation of pa-
tient:

i) Washes hands as appropriate.
ii) May help position patient.

iii) May open packet of gloves for
radiologist and assist with
mask and gown.

.1-v) May assist with anesthetiza-
tion of patient's throat by
providing patient with emesis
basin and pad (for patient
to hold tongue out of mouth).

10. Performer assists radiologist dur-
ing fluoroscopic examination:

a. On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights.
Turns on TV power swi..:ch. May
go to control room and operate
fluoroscope, spec film, cine con-
trols on orders from radiologist.
Adjusts kVp and/or mA controls
according ) radiologist's or-
ders.

b. Performer may operate tilt table
on orders from radiologist, or
assist in positioning patient
as ordered.

c. For cleft palate performer may
provide patient with straw to
blow through or water to swallow
as ordered. May assist patient
or reinforce phonation instruc-
tions. Reassures patient.

d. For laryngography with cassette
spot film attachment, performer
may unload cassettes as used,
identify, and insert additional
cassettes, as described above,
throughout procedure.

e. Depending on institutional pro-
cedures,performer may keep ra-
diologist informed of cumulative
exposure as shown on fluoroscope
timer indicator.
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11. From time to time on orders, or when
radiologist indicates that fluoro-
scopic examination is completed, per-
former arranges to process spot films
and/or cine film:'

a. May sign or have radiologist sign
requisition sheet.

b. Checks that equipment is turned
off.

c. With cassette spot films removes
any markers for further use. At-
taches ID card for use with flash-
er if appropriate.

d. With spot film camera, performer
advances the film so that all ex-
posures made will be wound on the
take-up spool in the roll film
cassette. Replaces dark slide on
camera lens. Uses device to cut
film and create a light shield.
Resets counter and removes film
cassette. When spot filming is
completed, removes any markers
from patient's body.

e. With cineradiography, performer
checks that cine camera is turned
off and that the film transport
mechanism has come to a complete
stop. Unlocks and removes film
magazine.

f. Performer arranges to have spot
films and/or cine film processed
at once if appropriate or decides
to process personally.

12. When the films have been processed
and returned, performer places spot
films on view boxes. May also hang any
scout spots and priol: films. May give
processed cine film to radiologist and
set up cine projector and screen.
Informs radiologist that radiograph(s)
are ready for viewing.

13. Performer notes any order for repeat
of any part of fluoroscopic exami-
nation. Changes technical factors

14.

as ordered. Assists in continued ex-
amination as described above, repeat-
ing appropriate steps.

For laryngography performer may as-
sist radiologist in follow-up pro-
cedures:

a. Provides emesis basin and helps
or encourages patient to cough
gently and/or spit up contrast
medium. Provides patient with
towels or tissues.

b. If appropriate,performer rein-
forces instructions to pat:.ent
not to eat or drink for a:: ap-
propriate number of hours because
the anesthetiied pharynx and
larynx could allow material to
be aspirated into the tracheo-
bro:Ichial tree. With out-patient
may write out instructions or
present printed sheet of instruc-
tions to patient. Performer may
reinforce explanation of what
residual effects may be experi-
enced. Reassures patient.

15. After the radiography is completed,
performer carries out termination
steps:

446

a. Performer may have patient cleans-
ea. May have patient transported
to recovery area, to room, or to
next assigned location, or de-
cides to do personally as appro-
priate. If appropriate, makes
sure that patient is in the care
of a staff persc. who will trans-
port to appropriate next location
or, if out-patient, will arrange
to discharge or sent patient home
with escort as appropriate.

b. May decide to assist patient from
table or to chair. Makes sure
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patient is reminded of any footrest
in stepping off table. Makes sure
that none of the equipment is pro-
jecting over the patient before
allowing patient to rise from
stool or table and assists patient.

c. May have room and equipment cleaned;
has any other appropriate clean up
procedures followed to avoid in-
fection or contamination, or de-
cides to do personally, depending
on institutional arrangements.

d. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May inclLie date, room, ex-
amination type, the technical fac-
tors used. Performer may record

. the number of spot films made in-
cluding retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage). May record
fluoroscopic exposure time and rad
dosage; may record any problem with
equipment, any special care pro-
vided patient. May sign requisition
sheet.

e. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature.

f. Performer may decide to jacket spot
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials, and/or have in-
formation recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures.

g. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 381

This is page 1 of 24 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fullythis is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;parts measured;
films identified;technical factors selected and set
for fluoroscopy,spot filming,cine,overheads;scouts
taken;pt.assisted in swallowing contrast;radiolo-
gist assisted with positioning,fluoroscopy;over-
head exposures made;radiographs sent for processing,
taken to radiologist;procedures repeated as ordered;
delayed series taken;pt. returned;examination re-
corded.radlo:ra.hs .laced for use

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-pediatric
patient scheduled for any upper
gastrointestinal series (con-
trast study of esophagus, stom-
ach, small intestine) involving
ingestion of contrast by mouth
as a result of:

. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. From co-worker.
e. Having arranged,after receiv-

ing orders, to proceed with
air contrast study of stom-
ach of patient who has just
undergone upper GI series.

Requisition may indicate or-
ders for routine GI series
and/or be focused on a par-
ticular area of interest.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive scout film(s)
and/or prior films already
taken by co-worker with re-
cord of technical factors

. What s use n er orm n: t s tas . Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs;scouts;
view boxes;pen;x-ray generator,control panels,tube,
bucky,table,collimator;fluoroscopy unit,image inten-
sifier,spot film device,TV monitor;cassettes;roll
film;cine camera,film;R-L,ID,timing markers;prepared
barium colloidal suspension;barium pill;cup;straw;
prepared straw,carbonated beverage or gas releasing
powder;compression devices;pen;phone;extension cones
stool;calipers;upright holder;lead aprons,shielding;
immobilization devices;technique,standard view,tube
rating and rad exposure charts;forms;phantom or
test obiectistretcher or sheelchairOntercom

3. Is ehere a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

4. If "Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Non-pediatric patient to have upper GI radiography;
radiologist:co-wprker

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- used and/or any changes nec-
essary.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline eesen-
tial words.

Taking upper GI radiographs of non-pediatric pt., by
reviewing request;preparing equipment;preparing an d

reassuring pt.;measuring parts;setting up for flu-
oroscopy,spot filming and cine;arranging for scout

i films as ordered;setting technical factors;identify-
ing films;providing shielding;assisting pt. to swal-
low barium sulfate contrast;assisting in positioning
of pt.,fluoroscopy,spot filming;taking overhead ra-
diographs as ordered;arranging for processing;taking
delayed film E.eries as ordered;having pt. returned;
placing radiogra hs for use.record1rp.

w

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet.. 4
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This is page 2 of 24 for this task.
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the completeness of the information
provided:

a. Performer checks the examination
called for and the areas involved.
Notes whether a routine GI series
is ordered, a study of individual
organs, such as esophagus, stomach,
small intestines, whether a special
study is ordered such as air con-
trast of stomach, hiatal or dia-
phragmatic hernia.

b. Notes the name of the radiologist
in charge; may note the name of the
referring clinician.
Notes the purpose of the study, and
any special requests,shielding need.
Notes whether erect and/or recum-
bent positioning is called for, any
overhead views ordered, breathing
and/or phonation instructions,
whether compression devices will
be required. Notes side of inter-
est for lateral or oblique views.
Notes any request for use of bi-
plane equipment.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, ont-patient,
or emergency patient. Notes any
special information or note on
known pathology that could affect
patient positioning, technique, or
handling such as critical condi-
tion of patient. Notes whether pa-
tient will be on a stretcher or in
a wheelchair. Notes whether the use
of a grid or bucky will be involved-

d Performer checks whether patient
is suffering from a collateral con-
dition requiring special handling
such as heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, infirmity,
incoherence; whether ratient has
IV drip, oxygen supply, urinary
catheter, colostomy, T-tube or
similar device in place; notes

List Elements Fully

whether patient will be accompan-
ied by nurse or other staff per-
son, whether there are orders for
removal of dressint;s from the ab-
dominal area.

e. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authori7d, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on insti:utional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done elsewhere
in recent past, whether there
is history of extensive radi-
ography to bring to radiolo-
gist's attention.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-
amination.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes
whether female patient is preg-
nant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual peri-
od, or nf-res any other indi-.
cation that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or pos-
sible fetus.

iv) Notes orders for prior prep-
aration of patient such as
abstinence from smoking, food,
and drink, use of cleansing

enemas. Notes whether these
have been carried out.

f. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
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Task Code No. 381

This is page 3, of 24 for this task.

List Elements Ftja.)j.

siders that there may be contra-
indications to going ahead with
tho procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds aftsr
obtaining needed information, sLg-
nature, or orders.

g. If prior radiographs already on
file are to be presented with scout
films, and if not already with pa-
tient's jacketed material, perform-
er arranges to have prior films de-
live:2d.

2. Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examination involved
and the equipment required, or notes
room assigned on requisition sheet.
Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray has been

prepared for the study involved or
decides to do personally: Checks
that the barium sulfate colloidal
suspension has been prepared in
the appropriate consistency(ies)
for the study ordered, such as thin
mixture, cream, and/or paste.
Checks that barium pills, cups,
straws, spoons,carbonated beverage,
gas releasing powder and/or water
are available if ordered or stan-
dard; or decides to prepare per-
sonally.

c. Checks that emergency cart is pre-
sent or available.

d. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
leaded rubber shielding, aprons,
and gloves to be used by performer,
radiologist, the patient, and/or
anyone who will remain in the rof)m
during exposure.

e. Checks that appropri- immobili-
zation devices are pr( .,ent, and

List Elemenallilly

that there is a mattress, pads,
pillows and/or blankets for com-
fort of patient if patient will
lie on table. If appropriate,

prepares balsa wood or foam rub-
ber compression device or angle
board with grid, cassette tray
and padding (for use in study of
hiatal hernia). May set up for bi-
plane radiography for retrogastric
soft tissue study.

f. Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use and identification cards
or leaded numerals or markers.

g. For overhead filming performer
makes sure that an adequate sup-
ply.of loaded cassettes and ap-
propriate film holders are avail-
able in the examination room.
Selects appropriate speed and
type of film, grid and cassette
combination depending on whether
a bucky or table top technique
will be used and standard insti-
tutional practices. Selects size
based on patient's size and area
of interest. If adequate supply
is not in room, arranges to ob-
tain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

h. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of overhead films using
equipment provided by institu-
tion:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-
priate patient identification
information and time elapse
for serial exposures.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
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holder surface; may write or device. Inserts in slot in spot
type out ID information on card
if not received with requisi-
tion.

film camera as appropriate.

j. If examination will include spot
iii) Checks identification against filming using a cassette/bucky

requisition sheet. spot film device, performer checks
that there is an adequate supply

i. If examination will include spot of app. priate size cassettes in
filming using a camera (attached
to image intensifier) and roll
film, performer checks film sup-
ply indicator to make sure that
there is sufficient film in the
roll film cassette.

room.

i) If there is insufficient supply
of cassettes, arranges to ob-
tain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

i) If there is insufficient roll ii) Performer carries out identi-

film in camera, performer ar- fication of the spot film cas-

ranges to have roll film cas- settes as for overhead films.

sette loaded, or decides to iii) Performer may use controls or

do personally. manually pull out spot film

ii) When loaded roll film cassette bucky tray and open retaining

is obtained, performer checks clamps. Inserts cassette into

loading in subdued light. bucky tray and pushes back.

Checks that end of film is cut Makes sure clamps are closed.

correctly and is properly Moves cassette into appropri-

threaded and attached to take- ate "stored" position.

up spool so that film unwinds iv) If R-T. markers are to be used

appropriately. Checks that film with spot filming, performer

is properly engaged in sprock- tapes into place on image in-

ets. Locks into operating posi- tensifier screen or plans to

tion. If appropriate, cuts off
excess film at exit port and
removes. Attaches film cassette

tape to patient's body.

k. If examination will include use of
to camera and locks into place. cineradiography camera (attached

Replaces camera cover,
iii) If there is an adequate film

to image intensifier), performer
checks the amount of unexposed

supply, checks that film is film remaining in the cine camera

properly loaded,
iv) Performer advances fi]m to com-

pensate for any exposure of film

film magazine.

i) If appropriate, performer ar-
due to installation or check. ranges to have film magazine

v) Removes dark slide from camera loaded with fi)te or decides to
lens. do personally (in darkroom).

vi) If not already done, performer ii) If performer has obtained newly
writes or types a card with loaded film magazine, attaches
patient's identification infor-
mation, for use with spot film

to camera by aligning and c..n-

- ,....- ......-

I 5 1
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3.

.7

gaging film drive couplings.
Slides in magazine until en-
gaged; locks into posit4.on. Ad-
justs film and checks operation
of film transport. Closes cam-
era door and locks.

iii) Performer advances film as ap-
propriate onto the take-up
spool.

iv) If not already done, may pre-
pare card for identification of
the cine film. May write out or
type appropriate identification
information. Inserts identifica-
tion card in cine camera in ap-
propriate slot so that each
frame will bear the ID informa-
tion,or places other ID marker
as appropriate,

1. If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spot filming, performer po-
sitions and centers grid if not
already done. May use control but-
ton or slides grid into position.
May check that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long
axis.of the tube.

Performer reviews technical exposure
factors and sets for fluoroscopy, spot
filming and cineradiography based on
standards set by the institution as ap
propriate for the examination involVed:

a. Dons protective leaded.rubber gar-
ments such as apron and gloves,

b. Makes sure that no one .is in ex-
amination room or control room.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be
used:

i) Locates information for the
projections involved. Takes
note of the exposure factors

.

to be used for overheads, flu-
oroscopy, and spot filming.
Considers preferences of the
radiologist involved.

ii) Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation to a change
in machine output or a policy
decision).

iii) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors
against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rating
chart to be sure that technique
does not exceed the heat capac-
ities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appro-
priate, performer reconverts
the technique to an equivalent
output using higher kVp and
lower mAs.

. In control room performer
makes sure that indicator light
shows that x-ray generator is
"warmed up" and ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and, if
needed, turns compensator dial un-
til needle is aligned properly on
line meter.

e. As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
to fluoroscopic mode and for use
of spot film camera or cassette
device, cineradi.:graphy,and over-
head filming.

f. Performer sets controls on image
intensifier for spot film camera
or cassette device':

i) For spot film camera, performer
selects and sets the rate
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards
set for examination.
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ii) For cassette spot filming per-
former may select and set a
standard spot film program pro-
viding for format combinations
such as single, half, or quart-
er combinations on a single cas-

'Bette and related spot film
sizes. Selects program appropri-
ate for examination or awaits
orders'from radiologiat.

iii) For cineradiography, performer
selects and sets the frame rate
appropriate to the examination
involved. May select an appro-
.priate frame per second range,
and then make a finer adjustment
within the range.

g. If not already done, performer con-
nects TV monitor co power outlet,
Turns on monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

h. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector (if
there is dual image intensifier).

i. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy:

i) Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the ex-
amination. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination,

ii) If mA is automatically con-
trolled according to patient
thickness, performer turns
fluoroscope mA selector to max-
imum standard position. If not
automatically controlled, sets
as appropriate for focal spot
size and examination involved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for spot
filming:

4.

i) For conventional manual expo-
sure control, performer selects
and sets the appropriate spot
film time for the examination.

ii) For automatic, phototimed ex-
posure control, performer ,

selects a density exposure con-
trol appropriate for the ex-
amination.

iii) Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and
the focal spot siza to be used.

iv) Performer selects and sets kVp
by combining settings on one
major and one minor kVp se-
lector as appropriate for the
examination.

k. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for cine
filming:

i) If standard procedure calls for
constant exposure timing per
frame, performer selects and
sets appropriate time in milli-
seconds.

ii) If standard procedure calls for
constant average density, per-
former selects the appropriate
density control setting as ap-
propriate to examination.

iii) Performer selects and sets a
combination of one major and
one minor kVp setting to ob-
tain appropriate kVp for ex-
amination.

iv) Performer sets appropriate mA
for the examination and focal
spot size to be used.

Performer returns to examination room
to set up x-ray and fluoroscope

.

tube(s), image intensifier, colli-
mator and accessories, as appropriate
for check of equipment prior to ex-
amination:

_
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a. Makes sure that no one is in room.
b. Places phautom or appropriate test

object on radiogl.lphy table where
patient.'s area ot interest will be
centered for examination.

c Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand.
(aboNd or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.

d. If not alrea, done, -;Ioves image

intensifier and any spot film de-
vice into position; centers (over
or under) the ai'ea of interest.

e. Performer adjusts the x-ray tube(s)
to appropriate focal spot-object
distance (target to object distance,
TOD). For fluoroscopy,adjusts dis-
tance between focal spot and image
intensifier (focal spot to film
distance, FFD). Makes sure that
TOD is 15 inches or more. Operates
controls or manually moves the
x-ray tube(s) into place. Checks
the focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube hous-
ing; adjusts up or down until the
required FFD is obtained.

f. Performer collimate& fluoroscopy
tube (and x-ray tube used for spot
filming if different), depending
on nature of the equipment and
controls:

i) Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or sets shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collima-
tion.

ii) Manually sets collimator for
the spot film fielcl size to be
used, or selects and sets field
size control to be used for
automatic collimation with
programmed spot film cassette
exposure sequence.

List Element.2.1ally

g. If appropriate, performer attaches
or sets up footboard at end of
tilt-table; may adjust or attach
shoulder rest, hand grips, com-
pression band.

5. If not already done, performer checks
functioning of fluoroscopy equipment
by entering remote control room or
operating controls in examination
room behind leaded screen:

a. To check fluoroscopy mode, per-
former turns on TV power switch
controls as appropriate.. Acti-
vates fluoroscope exposure by
pressing footswitch or as appro-
priate. Views test object being
fluoroscoped on TV monitor.

i) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropriate)
and observes effects on TV
monitor to be sure that equip-
ment is operating properly.

ii) Checks mA meter and notes
whether appropriate reading
is obtained.

iii) Performer checks that TV
brightness controls are oper-
ating and adjusts for prelimi-
nary viewing.

iv) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check
that exposure is terminated
when maximum examination expo-
sure time is reached.

b. To check spot film functioning,
performer may move cw,sette or
roll film into x-ray exposure
field using appropriate dontrols.

i) Performer activates controls
for.,,spot film exposure. Notes
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whether cassette or roll film
transport is operating appro-
priately. Notes whether expo-
sure is terminated by photo-
timer or, if manual timer, in
time set. If appropriate, re-
leases spot film control after
exposure.

ii) If equipment is operating appro-
priately, performer unloadi cas-
sette and reloads or advances
roll film as appropriate. Moves
bucky out of way until fluoros-
copy is completed.

c. To check operation of cine equip-
ment, performer may start anode
rotation. Performer activates ap-
propriate exposure switch for cine
exposure and checks that film nice-
up is functioning appropriately.
Shuts camera after testing and ad-
vances film as appropriate.

d. After equipment has been checked,
performer shuts and resets for
standard exposure factors. If per-
former decides that any of the
equipment is not functioning prop-
erly, performer informs appropri-
ate staff member. Arranges for al-
ternate unit to be used.

6. When fluoroscopy equipment has been
set up, performer may note whether a
preliminary scout film(s) has al-
ready been made of the patient (done
by another radiologic technologist
if work is organized in this way at
institution).

a. If a scout film has already been
made and.viewed by radiologist,
performer notes the technique used
or ordered and plans technical
factors for overhead radiography,
adjusting for use of contrast med-
ium.

b. If a scout film has been made but
not approved, performer places
processed scout film and any
prior films with patient's chart
or places on view box for re-
view by radiologist.

c. If a scout film has not been made
and is required before patient is
seen by radiologist, performer
arranges to take a "plain film"
of the abdomen in standard AP
position or as ordered. May ar-
range to take standard view of
chest or anterior portion of neck
for study of esophagus. Plans to
proceed as for plain film radiog-
raphy after readying patient.

. Performer readies patient for exami-
nation by radiologist:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or
decontamination techniques.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the mination (if not
already done), or decides to do
personally.

c. Depending on institutional arrange
ments, performer may decide to
escort out-patient to or from
dressing room. May decide to
assist in transporting patient
from holding area or have this
done.

d. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient
is accompanied because of ser-
iousness of condition, performer
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1

List Elements

checks with accompanying staff mem-
ber on any special precautions
necessary during procedure..

e. If patient has just undergone a
barium study of the upper gastro-
intestinal system, performer pro-
ceeds directly to preparations for
air contrast,examination of stom-
ach.

f. Performer has patient assume a com-
fortable recumbent or seated posi-
tion, as appropriate.

i) If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table. May place pad, blanket
or pillow under bony prominences
to provide comfort for recumbent
patient.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair may
move patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked
position.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in the
way that may be collided with
by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.

v) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
base to x-ray table. May ar-
range to move or have patient
moved to table.

g. If not already done, has patient's
clothing removed (down to waist

.710,4AJMWaMMW
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fo. study of esophagus) and pro-
vid ..,,own or drape. May assist

patient or request assistance from
nurse if there is a critical ill-
ness involved. Permits patient to
keep covered with gown until mea-
surements are taken and until ex-
posure. Treats young patient with
as much courtesy as adult:

h. Performer evaluates the patient's
bodily habitus to estimate the
size, shape and position of the
stomach and variations in loca-
tion between erect and recumbent
positions for later centering.
Notes whether the areas of in-
terest are heavily covered by
muscle or soft fat, whether the
palpation points will be easy to
find. Notes whether the extremi-
ties are of unequal length. For
female patients where esophagus
is involved, performer judges
whether the breasts are large and
pendulous. If so, may plan to
have patient or staff member draw
the breasts to the sides and hold
in place with wide bandage.

i. If patient has a wound, colostomy,
ileostomy, or T-tube with dress-
ing to be removed, performer
checks whether zinc or iodoform
paste or radiopaque gauze is being
used. If so, has appropriate staff
member remove dressing or tube or
decides to do personally (if ap-
propriate). Checks that radiopaque
paste or gauze is completely re-
moved.

j. If patient is to be radiographed
in erect position, performer ad-
justs vertical film holder to ap-
propriate height for patient and
moves this out of the way until
needed.

8. If_not already done, performer ex-
plains'to patient what will be la-
volVed in the procedure:
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a. Depending on the examination to be
done, performer describes how the
barium sulfate mixture will be
administered orally, what coopera-
tion will be requested of patient,
and what the contrast mixture will
taste like. Describes what the
doctor will be doing and what later
ctivities can be expected such as
overhead filming, delayed serial
filming, and the need to abstain
from food during delayed film pro-
cedures. VIndicates what types of
positions the patient will be asked
to assume. Describes any probable
breathing control, phonation, use
of compression devices, as appropri-
ate. May demonstrate how tilt table
will be used and reassure patient
that he or she will be held safely.

b. If not already done,performer checks
that orders for prior preparation
for study of stomach and/or small
intestines,such as diet, abstinence
from food,drink,smoking(and perhaps
medication) on day of examination
have been carried out. May check
whether orders for prior evacuation
or emptying of bladder (or keeping
bladder full) have been given and
carried out; if not already done,may
arrange to have micturition orders
carried out. Plans to notify radiol-
ogist if any prior orders have not
been carried out.

c. If appropriate and not already done,
performer questions female patient
of child bearing age regarding pos-
sible pregnancy. If there is any
possibility that patient is pregnant
and this has not already been re-
corded, performer plans to inform
radiologist and to proceed only
with approval.

d. Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and de-
velop confidence. Treats patient

List Elements Fully

wit' dignity and concern.regard-
less of patient's behavior. Re-
mains aware that patient may be
frightened and/or in pain. Per-
former explains, when asked medi-
cal questions, that it is not ap-
propriate for technologist to
answer these; encourages patient
to speak to physician.

e. Unless measurements have already
been made, performer uses centi-
meter calipers to measure the
thickness of the chest and abdo-
men in the directions in which
the central ray of the x-ray beam
will pass through the centered
part from tube to film. If both
recumbent and erect positioning
will be used for radiography of
abdominal contents, performer mea-
sures or estimates thickness in
both positions. Records for use
in determining exposure factors

for overheads. After measuring,
has patient rest in as relaxed a
position as possible.

f. Performer may tape R or L marker
to patient if appropriate for
use in spot filming.

g. If appropriate before radiolo-
gist's examination, performer ar-
ranges to take "plain film"
scout(s) of abdomen and have pro-
cessed at once, or decides to do
personally. Uses AP supine posi-
tion or follows orders or insti-
tutional procedures for scout
film(s). For esophagus study makes
scout of chest and/or anterior
portion of neck.

9. Performer informs attending radiolo-
gist when patient is ready to be ex-
amined. Brings requisition sheet,
patient's medical history, chart,
scout films (if already done) and
any prior films to radiologist. Dis-
plays radiographs on view boxes.

4 57
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a. If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with regard
to information, possible contrain-
dications, or anything else that
should be brought to radiologist's
attention. Notes any special or-
ders or change in procedure de-
cided by radiologist. Proceeds as
ordered.

b. Performer may accompany radiologist
to examination room and introduce
patient to radiologist.

c. If not already done, performer
awaits and carries out radiolo-
gist's orders for scout film(s) and
proceeds as appropriate for views
and positions ordered. Presents
for review as described above.

10. During radiologist's review of requi-
sition, scouts, prior films and ex-
amination of patient, performer notes
radiologist's orders:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel
procedure, performer may arrange to
terminate and reschedule as ap-
propriate, have forms filled out.

b. Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist requires a change in techni-
cal factors and/or patient posi-
tioning.or centering for later
overhead filming.

c. Notes radiologist's orders for
program and settings for spot film-
ing and/or cineradiography as ap-
propriate.

d. Notes iadiologist's final orders
on sequence of examinatim and use
of contrast including consistency
of mixture(s).
;Thr air contrast of stomach,notes
whether a straw, carbonated bever-
age,or gas releasing powder will
be used. For esophagus, notes
vhether a :o.rium pill will be use .

0 '14.7.1011,01111.111!MOft

11.

e. Discusses sequence and timing for
procedure with radiologist. May
arrange signals for exposure,
changing of spot film cassettes,
operation of exposure controls.

f. Performer arranges to provide or
change any equipment or supplies
as ordered by radiologist. Once
contrast medium has bee!. selec..ed,
performer restirs mixture and pre-
pares to administer.

g. If required, changes ol adjusts
technical factors, program, and
settings for fluoroscopy, spot
filming, cineradiography.

Performer assists radiologist with
fluoroscopic preparations;

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Performer gives leaJad gloves and

apron to radiOlogist. If :.ppropri-
ate, places leaded curtain in
place. Prole5 patient and every-
one remain .zom dl.:cing ex-
posure with app::opriate protective
shielding, Fxpis if necessary
that t..; is Lc:. cause for alarm
but a o,)ttrzil v%:caution to mini-
mize unncescJey radiation expo-
sure.

12. If patient ,2an av,ume erect position
performer 1!:,ris patient in front
of vertical -Ale. Performer st1),s
contrast mixture.

a. 'Far study of esophagus,perIurmci: I

may feed a spoonful of thicL mix-
ture to patient and caution pa-
tient to hold in mouth. Turns pa-
tient's head to the le;,: and has
patient follow radiologist's or-
ders. Performer stands oy with
cup containing mixture and spoon,
or has patient hold these.

458
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b. For esophagus, stomach and small
intestine, performer may give cup
or glass of barium mixture to pa-
tient to hold in left hand resting
against left shoulder, or performer
may hold. Has patient await radiolo-
gists' orders on when to swallow.

c. For air contrast of stomach, per-
former gives straw to patient (with
hole placed so that patient can suck
in air) or a cup of carbonated bev-
erage, or powder and water in cup
to wash it down with. Instructs pa-
tient in how to suck in air, drink
beverage or powder and water. Posi-
tions and prepares patient with bar-
ium mixture in cup as in b, above,
unless radiologist has decided that
prior contrast study has eliminated
need for more barium.

13. Performer assists radiologist during
fluoroscopic examination as ordered:

a, On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights. Turns
on TV power switch. May go to con-
trol room and operate fluoroscope
controls on orders from radiolo-
gist. Adjusts kVp and/or mA con-
trols according to radiologist's
orders:-

b. Performer may hold cup while pa-
tient sips barium mixture or may
feed thick mixture to patient with
spoon as ordered throughout exami-
nation.

c. Performer may assist radiologist
with spot filming:

i) Operates exposure controls as
ordered, or positions table,
tuba, or patient as ordered.

ii) If spot film attachownt uses
cassettes, performer may unload
as used, identify, and insert
additional cassettes, as de-
scribed above, throughout pro-
cedure.

MTIVIrr
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d. Performer may help radiologist to
position patient in appropriate
supine, prone, oblIque and Tren-
delenburg posits. May operate
tilt table on elders from radio-
logist.

e. For study of stomach, performer
may position vssure cone on or-
ders from radiologist.

f. If patient hao wallowing difficul
ty,performer mar. when ordered,
provide patient with a barillm pill
.and barium mixture to wash it down
Assists pat.Leni. as needed.

g. Depending on ititutional proce-
dures, pe:-i-mer may keep radio-
*gist informed of cuml.iative ex-
posure as shown cn floo-,oscope
timer indiczor.

h. Performer note3 .Aer for re-
peat'of any part ol !Tluoroscopic
examination. Chang.,,.s technical

factors as ordered. Assists in
continued examfmation as described
above, repoating appropriate
steps.

14. When the radiologist informs perform-
er that tb r:! fluoroscopic portion of
the examiration perfprmer .

notes order3 for immediate overhead
filming and any delayed serial film-
ing:

a. Notes whether additional contrast
is to ne administered by per-
former.

b. Notes whether standard series of
overheads are required and/or
special I,ositions, views, time
3equence3, breathing instruc-
tions for exposures.

c. Notes any orders on delayed ser-
ial filming.

d. Notes particular areas of inter-
est.

e. May note whether radiologist has
marked patient's back at location

4 5 9
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of duodenal bulb or pylorus for
centering purposes. If so, notes
whether this was with patient in
erect or prone position.

f. May discuss with radiologist alIT

special precautions needed in
tient positioning, to avoid in-
juring patient.

g. May have radiologist fill out and/
or sign requisition sheet.

15. Performer explains to patient what
overhead radiography will be done and
the positions that have been ordered
and then quickly prepares for filming
as follows:

a. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
(or next) projection.

b. Performer attaches identification
information to the cassette or
table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate to the study and 7ro-
jection or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of
lead numerals, performer places
on appropriate corner of cas-
sette.

iii) If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flash
card aside for later use with
space created by piece of lead-
ed rubber on appropriate edge
of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

v) If exposure is part of a series
places marker to indicate time

elapse or the numbar of the ex-
posure within the series.

c. If cassette is to be used with
bucky (under tabletop or in up-
right holder) performer may man-
ually pull out bucky tray and open
retaining clamps. Inserts cassette
into bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" position or inserts cas-
sette tray into bucky slot and
centers.

d. Performer-may place cassette in
upright holder at right angles
to tabletop or in other position
selected.

e. Performer sets or resets the ex-
posure factors for the first (or
next) projection:

i) Enters control room and sets
control for radiography mode.

ii) Adjusts technical exposure fac-
tors to account for instruc-
tions from radiologist based
on viewing of scout film(s),
use of contrast material, and/
or measured change of thickness
(of abdomen) between erect and
recumbent prsitioning, extreme
fat or muscularity.

iii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer selects milli-
amperage and sets selectors
for the correct focal spot
size. Selects and sets the ex-
posure time that will produce
the mAs desired. Sets the kVp
selected by choosing the com-
bination of major kilovoltage
and minor kilovoltage settings
to produce the desired kVp.

iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the category
corresponding to the type of
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study and use or nonu6e .of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a control
corresponding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for photefiming).
May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.-
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the study.
Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual adjustment of
table and tube height, position,
and of collimation, unless these
have already beet set.

16. Performer prepares patient for.the
final position ordered for the first
(or next) exposure. Makes sure that
correct side is being positioned when
appropriate,

a. May explain or demonstrate to pa-
tient what is required. May ob-
tain help in positioning.

b. If patient has a urinary catheter
in place, performer turns patient
toward the catheter and tubing to
prevent separating it from drain-
age bottle and breaking sterile
system and to avoid causing pain.

c. When positioning a patient with a
balloon catheter in place, per-
former makes sure that the clamp
is not lying over a part to be
exposed or that patient is not
lying on the clamp,

d. If patient will be standing and
limbs are of unequal length, per-

17.

former provides support to short-
er limb so as to evenly distribute
weight. .

e. Performer centers part and keeps
the long axis of the part parallel
to the film holder. When using a ,

bucky, centers patient to midline.
With cassette on table top, cen-
ters-film to part. With upright
holder adjusts height of holder
to part and centers part to film.

f. Performer positions patient in
prone PA, supine AP, or erect pe-
sitions by arranging body so that
its median sagittal plane is cen-
te..:ed to the midline of table or
film holder.
For lateral positioning has me-e
dian sagittal plane parallel with
midline. If rttcumbent, supports
any elevated parts.

i) With all positions arranges pa-
tient's shoulders so that they
lie on a single transve-se
plane.

ii) Has prone patient flex elbows,
place arms in a comfortable po-
sition. Supports ankles. Rests
patient's head on forehead and
nose. May have patient rest
hands beneath chest.

iii) Has erect patient face film
holder for PA projection-

)
face away from film holder for
AP projection.

iv) Has supine patient place arms
in a comfortable position and
suppeits ankles and knees.

v) For thin patient in recumbent
lateral, PA and oblique posi-
tions, performer may elevaLe
chest to place the cervical
vertebrae at a correct level.

If performer is to take immediate
overheads of the esophagus, per-
former notes the positions and views
ordered, whether barium sulfate is
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to be administered, and the consistency
to use. Performer has patient assume
recumbent position unless otherwise
ordered. .

a. Performer rehearses patient in
taking the barium sulfate through
a drinking straw or being fed by
performer with spoon, depending on
its consistency. Depending on or-
ders, performer may demonstrate how
patient is to swallow several mouth-
fuls in rapid succession on orders,
hold a mouthful,and swallow on or-
ders just before exposure. Notes
whether no additional contrast
will be given.

b. Performer rehearses patient in
breath control as ordered:

i) May demonstrate how to exhale
fully, swallow the mouthful of
barium mixture, and hold breath
until told to relax.

ii) May demonstrate how to take a
deep breath, hold breath, swal-
low mouthful of barium mixture
and perform Valsalva maneuver.
For the latter demonstrates and
rehearses patient in bearing down
as though evacuating while hold-
ing breath until told to relax.

iii) May demonstrate how to swallow
barium mouthful on moderate
inhalation. Performer plans to
make exposures during the few
seconds following deglutition.

iv) May demonstrate how to drink
barium mixture through a tube
in rapid continuous swallows,

v) If a modified Valsalva or Muller
maneuver is ordered, performer
demonstrates and rehearses pa-
tient in inhaling deeply and
slowly on orders, exhaling com-
pletely three or four times,
pinching nostrils together
with the thumb and forefinger

List Elements Full

of one hand, closing mouth,
and making a sustained but
mild effort to blow nose until
told to relax;or pinch nostrils
close mouth,and blow cheecks
outward as if blowing up a
balloon,until told to relax.

c. For the PA projection (anterior
view) of the esophagus, performer
has patient assume a prone posi-
tion:

i) Adjusts cassette to include
the area of interest as or-
dered. If entire esophagus is
to be studied, centers to the
level of the 5th or 6th tho-
racic vertebra.

ii) Has patient rest head on chin.
Adjusts head so that median
sagittal plane is at right
angles to film. Has patient
rotate and depress shoulders
forward, flex elbows, and place
back of hands well down on
hips. Adjusts shoulders in a
single transverse plane with
clavicles below the apices.
Has patient keep shoulders in
contact with cassette or table
top. Makes sure that there is
no rotation of body.

iii) Directs central ray at right
angles to the'center of the
film.

d. For a lateral projection of the
esophagus:

i) Performer may maintain patient
in PA prone position on table
and elevate thorax, placing
patient's arms above head. Ad-
justs upright cassette holder
on side of interest next to
table or places a grid cas-
sette upright on table and
supports so that x-ray beam

4 6 2
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may be directed across table to
film. Centers to the 5th or 6th
thoracic vertebra or the center
of area of interest. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles to mid-
point of film across table.

ii) Performer may have patient lie in
lateral recumbent position with
head elevate-i and supported. Cen-
ters film holder to the level of
the 5th or 6th thoracic vertebra
with the mid-axillary line of
body at miiline of film. Adjusts
head so that median sagittal
plane is parallel with film. Pro-
vides support to head and lower
thorax so that the long axis of
the cervicothoracic vertebrae is
parallel to film. Depresses
shoulder on side away from film.
Immobilizes by having patient
grasp dorsal surface of thigh or
an anchored hand-hold. Adjusts
body in exact lateral position.
Directs central ray at right an-
gles to midpoint of film.

e. For a PA oblique projection (anter-
ior oblique view) of the esophagus,
performer chooses the right anter-
ior oblique view unless otherwise
ordered:

i) Performer has patient begin in
or move from the prone position.
Rotates patient so that thorax
is at an angle of 45° with
table top or film holder, with
right shoulder and breast in
contact with cassette or holder
and head resting on right cheek.
May provide soft support under
chest.

ii) Centers film to the chest at
the level of the 5th or 5th
thoracic vertebra.

iii) Has patient support himse:..f or
herself on the forearm

flexed knee of the elevated
(left) s!de.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to center of film at
level of 5th or 6th thoracic
vertebra.

f. For radiographic demonstration
of hiatal hernia and/or esoph-
ageal regurgitation, performer
notes whether supine or prone
modifications of the Trendelen-
burg position will be used, the
degrees to which the head end
of the table will be lowered,
whether any head rotation will
be employed, and whether patient
will be positioned over a semi-
cylindrical radiolucent compres-
sion device or special 34° pad-
ded anr,le board. If the latter
is oldered, plans on no addi-
tional contrast and plans to use
modified Valsalva or Muller man-
euvel:

i) For variations of supine posi-
tions, performer adjusts pa-
tient in supine position. Cen-
ters thorax to the midline of
table and centers cassette to
the level of the 6th or 7th
thoracic vertebra. As ordered,
lowers the head end of table
10° to 15° or 25° to 30°. If
so ordered, rotates patient
slightly to the right side and
supports elevated side. Di-
rects central ray at right
angles to the midpoint of the
film.

ii) If a semicylindrical radiolu-
cent compression device is to
be used, performer has patient
lie prone on table and then
assume a modified knee-chest
position. Performer places tl.e
compression device transversely

4-03
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under the abdomen, just below
the costal margin. Performer
then adjusts patient in a 400
to 450 right PA oblique posi-
tion,as described in (e) above,
with head resting on cheek.
Centers thorax to midline of
table. Directs central ray at
right angles to the long axis
of patient's back at the level
of the 6th or 7th thoracic
vertebra. Centers midpoint of
film to coincide with midpoint
of central ray as it will
emerge at the anterior surface
of the body.

Has patient hold barium mixture
in left hand and supplies
drinking tube or straw. Demon-
strates to patient how to drink
mixture in rapid continuous
swallows.

iii) If a 34° padded angle board
is to be used, performer places
the device on the table and
inserts cassette into tray
incorporated into device. Cen-
ters film area to midline of
table. Performer assists pa-
tient to assume kneeling po-
sition on table with thighs
against board and median sag-
ittal plane of body centered
'to film area of device. Asks
or assists patient to lean
straight forward and rest
full weight on padded surface
of board. Centers xiphoid pro-
cess to film area. Directs
central ray at right angles
to the plane of the film at
its midpoint. Demonstrates to
patient how to perform modified
Valsalva or Muller maneuver.

18. If performer is to take immediate
overheads of the stomach and/or duo-
denum, performer notes the positions

List Elements Full

and views ordered and the area of
interest. Notes whether patient is
to swallow additional barium mix-
ture and when. Does not use com-
pression band unless so ordered.

a. Performer notes any centering
mark made by physician to show
the location of the pylorus (and
whether made with patient erect
or recumbent); or performer
judges the location of the py-
lorus based on the patient's type
of body (habitus) and the evi-
dence of the scout film. If both
erect and recumbent positions are
ordered, centers three to six
inches lower for erect position-
ing than for recumbent positions,
allowing greater change for thin,
asthenic patient.

b. Performer has patient drink ad-
ditional barium mixture if so
ordered.

c. For a PA projection (anterior
view) of the stomach and duo-
denal bulb, performer notes
whether erect or prone position
is ordered and whether central
ray is to enter at right angles
to film or to be angled.

i) Has patient assume a prone po-
sition on table or erect po-
sition facing upright cas-
sette holder. If prone patient
is thin, supports thorax and
pelvis. Has erect patient dis-
tribute weight evenly.

ii) If central ray is to be di-
rected at right angles, pf,r-
former centers patient so
that the sagittal plane pass-
ing about 2.5 inches to the
left of the marked or esti-
mated location of the pylorus
is at the midline. Centers
film at the level of the py-
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lorus as estimated or marked,and
allows for difference in erect
or prone centering. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles to mid-
point of film.

iii) If the central ray is to be an-
gled, has patient lie in prone
position with the median sagit-
tal plane centered to the mid-
line. Places film lengthwise so
that upper edge is at the level
of the chin. Directs the cen-
tral ray to the midpoint of the
film at an angle of 25° to 450
cephalad, as ordered.

d. For a right PA oblique projection
(right anterior oblique view) of
the stomach and duodenal loop, per-
former notes the degree of rota-
tion required depending on the pa-
tient's body type. Unless otherwise
ordered, positions hypersthenic
(large, obese) patient with great-
er degree of rotation than thinner
patients. Plans for 100 to 15°
degree changes in obliquity of
body between 40° to 70°, with ex-
posures taken at 30 to 40 second
intervals or as ordered. Marks cas-
settes with notation of time
elapse:

i) Performer positions patient in
the prone position with head
resting on right cheek and
right arm alongside body. Ro-
tates body so that left side is
elevated. Has patient support
himself or herself on left fore-
arm and flexed knee and adjusts
rotation for the desired de-
gree, depending on body type
and the given exposure of the
series involved.

ii) Centers patient so that a longi-
tudinal plane halfway between
the spinal column and the an-

terior left surface is at the
midline. Centers film at the
marked or estimated level of
the pylorus.

iii) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

iv) Rehearsea patient in suspend-
ing breathing at end of ex-
halation for exposure and re-
maining in position until di-
rected to change rotation for
next exposure in series.

e. If lateral projections are or-
dered, performer notes whether
right or left projections are in-
volved

i) For a left lateral projection
of the left retrogastric space,
performer positions patient in
erect lateral position before
an upright holder with left
side against film holder.

ii) For a right lateral projection
of the right retrogastric
space, duodenal loop and duo-
denojejunal junction, perform-
er positions patient in lat-
eral recumbent position lying
on right side. Has patient
grasp side of table or stand
for support.

iii) Centers body so that a coronal
plane passing midway between
the midaxillary line and the
anterior surface of the abdo-
men is at the midline. Centers
at the marked or estimated
level of the pylorus and al-
lows for difference in erect
or prone centering if marked
position was mad.: while pa-
tient was in opposite position
from the one for this exposure.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to the midpoint of the
film.

4 6 ,3
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f. For an AP projection (posterior
view) of the fundus of stomach,
antrum, posterior stomach wall,
retrogastric portion of duodenum
and jejunum, or to study gross
diaphragmatic herniations, perform-
er notes orders for centering, body
rotation and/or degree of Trendel-
enburg angulation:

i) Performer positions patient in
the supine position either cen-
tered to the midline or with a
sagittal plane passing halfway
between the median sagittal
plane and left side of thorax
at the midline,as directed. Un-
less otherwise ordered, centers
film to the marked or estimated
level of the pylorus.

ii) For thin patients or if so or-
dered (for diaphragmatic hernia-
tions), performer rotates the
body slightly towards the left
with right side against table
and/or tilts head end of table
down in a Trendelenburg posi-
tion.

iii) Performer directs the central
ray at right angles to the mid-
point of the film.

g. If a biplane projection has been
ordered for study of retrogastric
soft tissues, performer prepares
for filming with patient in supine
position. Notes centering point
marked by radiologist. Plans to
make projections as quickly as pos-
sible after placing patient in su-
pine position:

i) If biplane equipment is avail-
able, sets up tubes for AP and
horizontal lateral projections.

ii) If biplane equipment is not
available, performer adjusts
central ray and fflm first for

lateral filming with tube di-
rected horizontally across pa-
tient from left to right, with
vertical cassette holder placed
on right side of patient, and
patient in supine position.

iii) Performer positions patient
in the supine position with
the left side of the body cen-
tered to the micline of the
table.

Centers vertical cassette for
lateral filming to localize--
tion point indicated by ra-
diologist. Centers cassette
in bucky for AP projection to
the level of the localization
point.

Directs central ray at right
angles to the midpoint of the
film for each exposure.
If no biplane equipment is
available, instructs patient
to retain position after lat-
eral exposure while performer
repositions tube and places
cassette for AP exposure.
Plans to make both exposures
at the same phase of suspend-
ed expiration.

h. Throughout procedure performer
remains alert for any symptom of
severe pain or adverse reaction,
especially to contrast. As soon
as performer judges that reaction
may be severe, ceases exposure
and notifies radiologist or at-
tending physician at once.

19. Performer sets up for exposure after
positioning patient:

a. Performer sets the fcal-film
distance if not already (Lone as
appropriate. Operates controls
or manually moves the x-ray tube

116

110+
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into place over the film holder (or
at right angles to upright holder).
Checks the focal-film distance by
reading indicator scale in the
tube housing; adjusts up or down
until the required FFD (TFD) is
obtained.

b. Performer checks final posctioning
by using light in collimator. Acti-
vates the collimator light and,
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-
ing to correspond to the film size.
Uses cross-hair shadows as refer-
ence for center of field. Checks
that primary beam will enter the
center of the area of interest at
the selected angle to the film so
as to project the view desired.

c. Once the patient has been position-
ed and immobilized, performer ad-
justs the collimator. Either colli-
mates so that a small unexposed
border will appear around the edge 1

of the film or collimates further
so as to expose only the area of
interest (and thus provide maximum
protection and detail). For small
fields performer attaches an auxil-
iary extension cone to collimator
to further reduce the primary beam.
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area(s)
of interest.

d. Performer adds lead shielding to
areas that will be in the primary
path of the beam but are not in-
cluded in the areas of interest.
Makes sure that proper protective
shielding has been provided to pa-
tient and everyone wbo will remain
in room.'

e. When everything is ready for the
exposure; performer reminds pa-
tient of the cooperation and
breath._eontrol to be used for ex-
posure. Observes the patient's
movement until the moment that

the exposure is made. Rendjusts
position if warranted.

f. Performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly
set, that equipment is set for
radiography mode, and that patient
is still in'position.

g. Calls or uses intercom to remind
patient of what to do in relation
to breathing, swallowing contrast,
holding breath and/or carrying
out maneuver as rehearsed.

20. Performer determines when to make
the exposure as approptiate:

a. For esophagus, proceeds as fol-
lows:

i) If patient is to swallow con-
trast bolus and has not been
given instructions to hold
breath, performer makes expo-
sure immediately after deglu-
tition.

ii) Tf respiration has been sus-
pended, performer waits one
or two seconds to allow ill,
voluntary movement of viecrun
to subside and then makes ex-
posure.

iii) If patient is drinking in

rapid swallows,performer makes
exposure after third or fourth
swallow.

iv) Tf a Valsalva or modified Val-
salva or Muller maneuver is
being carried out,performer
makes exposure during the man-
euver.

b. For stomach and/or duodenuM, per-
former makes exposure after the
patient has be,m instructed to
breathe out and hold unless other-
wfse ordered:
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i) For right anterior oblique
series performer makes exposure
and removes cassette; reinserts
cassette and changes the obliq-
uity of patient's position 100
to 15°. Makes exposures at 30
to 40 second intervals and con-
tinues as appropriate until com-
pleted. Makes sure that cas-
settes are marked for proper
time elapse.

ii) If a biplane study has been or-
dered and automatic biplane
equipment is not available, per-
former has patient retain posi-
tion while first cassette is
removed (lateral view) and sec-
ond cassette is placed for the
AP projection,centered to the
area of interest. Makes both ex-
posures on the same phase of
suspended respiration.

21. Performer initiates exposure by press-
ing hand trigger or exposure control
button.

a. While exposure is underway perform-
er checks that mA meter records
appropriate current as that
kVp meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or exces-
sive drop; may lisr. for sound of
normal functioning of equipment.
If there is malfunction may decide
to report; anticipates need to re-
peat exposure.

c. With phototimer notes whether back-
up timer has been involved, in ter-
minating exposure before photo-
timed exposure was completed. If
so, anticipates possible need to
repeat epasure.

d. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax.

e. If the exposure is terminated by
a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-
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nical factors for possible over-
load or checks for overload else-
where on circuit. Anticipates need
to repeat exposure.

f. After exposure removes cassette
and removes markers for further
use.

g. Repeats radiography for all the
exposures ordered by radiologist,
adjusting technical factors, tube,
and position of patient or film
holder as appropriate to each
view ordered. Repeats identifica-
tion, collimation, shielding, or-
ders for breath control and expo-
sure as above.

22. Performer arranges to have-spbt films,
overheads,and any cine film processed
at once:

a. May sign or have radiologist sign
requisition sheet.

b. Checks that equipment is turned
off.

c. With cassette spot films and over-
head exposures, removes any mark-
ers for further use. Attaches ID
card for use with flasher if ap-
propriate.

d. With spot film camera, performer
advances the film so that all
exposures made will be wound on
the take-up spool in the _all
film cassette. Replaces dark
slide on camera lens. Uses de-
vice to cut film and create a
light shield. Resets counter and
removes film cassette.

e. With cineradiography, performer
checks that cine camera is turned
off and that the film transport
mechanism has come to a complete
stop. Unlocks and removes film
magazine.
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f. Performer arranges to have over-
heads, spot films and cine film
processed at once if appropriate
or decides to process personally.

g. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and, if necessary, at-
tended by radiologist, staff mem-
ber, or self.

23. When the overheads and spot films have
been processed and returned, perform-
er places on view boxes. May also hang
scout and prior films. May give pro-
cessed cine film to radiologist and
set up cine projector and screen. In-
forms radiologist that radiograph(s)
are ready for viewing.

a. Performer makes note of radiolo-
gist's decisions regarding ade-
quacy of the radiographs:

i) If radiologist decides to have
patient swallow more contrast
medium, perforner assists as
above and with any fluoroscopy
and spot filming. Repeats ad-

' ditional overhead radiography
as ordered.

ii) If the radiologist indicates
that there is any problem with
the technical factors or the
patient positioning for over-
heads, performer records or
notes for use in "retakes."
Notes whether need to repeat
is due to performer's own
negligence or lack of atten-
tion so that performer can
avoid future "retakes." If re-
quest for retakes reflects mal-
functioning equipment, perform-
er reports malfunction to ap-
propriate staff member. If re-
quest for retakes reflects the
preference for density or con-
trast of the radiologist, per-

former notes for future use
to avoid future "retakes:11hp
If radiologist requires ad i-
tional views and/or positions,
performer repeats overhead film
ing as appropriate to new pro-
jections; as described above.
For further overhead exposures
performer repeats appropriate
steps including identification
of cassette, use of R-L and
Series markers, selection and
setting of technique, swallow-
ing of additional contrast mix-
ture, positioning patient and
equipment for focus-object-film
alignment, collimation, shield-
ing, breathing instructions,
making exposure, and processing
as described above.
Performer refrains from comment
ing on the films or providing
anyi interpretation to patient.
Performer shows subsequent sets
of spot films and radiographs
to radiologist as processed,
and proceeds as described above
until radiologist indicater
that this stage of examinr.tion
is completed.

b. Perforuer makes note of radiolo-
gist's decision regarding any de-
layed filming such as motility
study, delayed films:

i) Notes any orders for delinea-
tion of the small bowel;timing,
and position required.

ii) Notes any orders to proceed to
air contrast study of stomach
And timing.

iii)1Notes any orders for gastro-
'intestinal motility study, cen-
tering, positioning and time
intervals.

iv)1Notes any order for other delay-
ied films and the time elapse
Irequired.
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v) If appropriate has radiologist
fill out or sign requisition
order for delayed filming.

vi) If appropriate has radiologist
authorize withelding order for
food or drink until delayed
filming is completed.

c. If radiologist decides to order
another barium study or decides to
do an air contrast study of stom-
ach at a later time, performer
may have radiologist fill out req-
uisition sheet. May arrange for
scheduling.

24. If delayed films are ordered, perform-
er proceeds as follows:

a. May return to patient to reinforce
orders on taking nothing by mouth
until all radiography is completed.
With in-patient may arrange to
have nursing staff in charge of
patient's care informed.

b. Performer may arrange to have pa-
tient taken to appropriate holding
area. Keeps track of the time
e1ap2ed. If appropriate, makes
sure that patient is in the care
of a staff person who will trans-
port to appropriate location and
return patient at apptepriate time.

25. At appropriate time(s) and as often
as appropriate to complete delayed
series, performer carries out steps
for delayed filming as ordered, fol-
lowing similar positioning and expo-
sure steps as described above.

a. Performer takes films of the small
bowel as ordered. Positions in
supine position unless otherwise
ordered and centers to include
the pubic symphysis,'

b. If a delayed film is ordered of
stomach after 2 or 3 hero, per-
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former may position for right PA
oblique projection unless other-
wise ordered.

c. If a gastric-motility series is
ordered, and/or a small intestines
motility series, performer posi-
tions and centers as appropriate
as the barium column progresses:

i) While the stomach is included,
positions patient in prone PA
position and centers film to
include stomach.

ii) When the stomach is empty, po-
sitions patient in supine AP
position and centers film to
include the pubic symphysis.

d. If a compression study of the
ileececal region and appendix is
ordered, performer positions as
ordered and may apply compression
band.

e. In all delayed series performer
makes sure to include time-inter-
val marker on each Cilm.

f. Performer makes radiographs and
arranges for processing as de-
scribed above. Depending on insti-
tutional arrangements performer
places processed delayed radio-
graphs for later viewing by ra-
diologist or places on view boxes
as processed and informs radio-
logist that they are ready and
notes radiologist's further or-
ders.

26. When the radiographic series are
completed, or at intervals during
precedure,performer may carry out
termination or follow-up procedures:

a. Performer may have patient cleans-
ed; may have room and equipment
cleaned; has any other appropri-
ate clean up procedures followed
to avoid infection or contamina-
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tion,or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional arrange-
ments. Removes any markers from pa-
tient's body.

b. If appropriate, reinforces instruc-
tions to patient on use of cathartic
or, if there is contraindication of
cathartic, drinking of water and
mineral oil until stools are cleared
of contrast medium.

c. May decide to assist patient from
table or to chair. Makes sure pa-
tient is reminded of any footrest
in stepping off table. Makes sure
tnat none of the equipment is pro-
jecting over the patient before
allowing patient to rise from stool
or table, and assists patient.

d. Performer may have patient trans-
ported to next assigned location,
or decides to do personally, as
appropriate. If appropriate, makes
sure that patient is in the care
of a staff person who will trans-
port to appropriate next location
or, if out-patient, will arrange
to discharge or send patient home
with escort as appropriate.

e. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each
spot film and overhead view in-
cluding retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to whiel-
patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may re-
cord any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.
Signs requisition sheet.

f. Performer may record the fluoros-
copy examination including expo-.
sure time and rad dosage.

g. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
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nature. May present forms for req- 5
uisitions for later delayed films
and/or additional examination(s).

h Performer may decide ;:o jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets,
and related materials, and/or have
information'recorded in log book
personally, or haye this do,a,
depending on institutional
dures. 4

i. May indicate to appropriate stat
person when the performer is reaA'y
to pro,:. with next examinatio,
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. What iz Lhe output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;abdomen measured;
films identified;technical factors selected and r..,et

for fluoroscopy,spot filming,overheads;scouts tehen;
radiologist assisted with catheter,contrast,position
ing,fluoroscopy;overhead exposures and series, madr
radiographs seht for processing,taken tO radiologist
procedures repeated as ordered;pt. returned;examina-
tion recorded;radiographs placed for use.

....

Performer :eceives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any.appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-pediatric
P atient scheduled for a small
intestine study involving gas-
trointestinal intubation (such
as small bowel enema or hypo-
tonic duodenography) as a re-
sult of:

.

a. Regular assignment.
F. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Haviag arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
A. From co-worker.

.

Requisitien may indicate
that ;, nasoenteric tube has
llready LP.en inserted and
allowed to travel through
the gastrointestinal ttact
to a potnt of obstruction ,
or ma:, include orders for'

intuhation.

Performer may also receiVt,
radiographs of prior studles
such .;s GI series, views of
intestjaes to show progress
:',1 the nasoenteric tube. A
scout film may also be pre-
sent wl.th record of'technical
fac:or use :. and/or any

changes aecessary.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion shee:.: to determine the
examination callod for, the
patient involved, special
consideratfrns, and to
the completeness of :he in-
formation provided:

OK-RP;RR.RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of

. things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs;scouts;
view boxes;pen;x-ray generator,control panels,tuLa,
bucky,table,collimator;fluoroscopy unit,image inten-
sifier,spot film device,TV monitor;cassettes;roll
film;R-L,ID,timing markers;procedure tray;emergency
cart;barium colloidal suspension;sterile lubricant,
nasoenteric tube,syringes;phone;stool;calipers;emesi-
basin;waterproof sheeting;lead aprons,shielding;immo
bilization devices;technique,standard view,tube rat-
ing,rad'exposure charts;calipers;phantom or test ob-
ject;stretcher or wheelchair;intercom;forms

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. If -Yes' to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-pediatric patient to have small intestine intu-
bation radioera h .radioloeist'co-workers.nurse

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking small intestine intubation radiographs of a
non-pediatric pt., by reviewing request;preparing
equipment;preparing and reassuring pt.;measuring ab-
domen;setting up for fluoroscopy and spot filming;
a:ranging for scout films as ordered;setting techni-
cal factors;identifying films;providing shielding;
assisting with insertion of catheter,use of contrast
positioning of pt.,fluoroscopy,spot filming;taking
overhead radiographs and series as ordered;arranging
for processing;taking to radiolpgist-;continuing,re-
peating as ordered;having pt. returned;placing ra-
riincern,Ila frvr Iloimrimnrorrlinc.

6. Chack here it this
ic a master sheet..N) i
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a. Performer checks the examination
called for. Notes whether intuba-
tion in connection with small
bowel enema or hypotonic duodenog-
raphy is called for. Notes the pur-
pose of the study, and any special
requests.

b. Notes the name of the radiologist
in charge; may note the name of the
referring clinician.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient,
or emergency patient. Notes any
special information or note on
known pathology that could affect
patient positioning, technique, or
hnndling,such as acute condition
of patient. Notes whether patient
will be on a stretcher or in a
wheelchair. Notes whether the use
of a grid or bucky will be in-
volved. Notes shielding need-d.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling
such as heart disease, communica-
ble or infectious condition, in-
firmity, incoherence; whether pa-
tient has iv drip, oxygen supply,
urinary catheter, colostomy, T-
tubelnasoenteric tube or other
device in place; notes whether pa-
tient will be accompanied by nurse
or other staff person, whether
there are orders for removal of
dressings from the abdominal area.

e. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
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posure. Notices whether, exami-
nation has been done elsewhere
in recent past, whether there
is history of extensive radi-
ography to report to radiolo-
gist.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-
amination.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes
whether female patient is preg-
nant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual peri-
od, or notes any other indica-
tion tLat there is no danger of
exposure of a known or possible
fetus.

iv) Notes orders for prior prep-
aration of patient such as ab-
stinence from smoking, food,
and drink, administration of
cleansing enema. May note
whether these have been carried
out.

f. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds after
obtaining needed information,
signature, or orders.

g. If prior radiographs already on
file are to be presented with
scout films, and if not already
with patient's jacketed material,
performer arranges to have prior
films delivered.
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Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examination involved
and the equipment required, or notes
room assigned on requisition sheet.
Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray has been

prepared for the study involved or
decides to do personally: checks
that the barium sulfate colloidal
suspension has been prepared in
the appropriate consistency for
the study ordered. If appropriate,
checks that each lumen of na:o-
enteric tube to be inserted is
accurately identified. Checks that
water is present to drink. Checks
that emergency cart is present.

c. Covers examination table with rub-
ber sheeting and/or absorbent paper
sheet.

d. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
leaded rubber shielding, aprons,
and gloves to be used by performer,
radiologist, the patient, and/or
anyone who will remain in the room
during exposure.

e. Checks that appropriate immobili-
zation devices are present, and
that there is a mattress, pads,
pillows and/or blankets for com-
fort of patient.

f. Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use and identification cards,
or leaded numerals or markers.

g. For overhead filming performer
makes sure that an adequate supply
of loaded cassettes are ave....lel-Ile

in the examination room. Selects
appropriate speed and type of film,
grid, and cassette combination de-
pending on whether a bucky or table

P
List.EI.Ernents Fully

top tr,chnique will be use:i and

stam.lard institutional practices.
Selts size based on patient's
size and al. a of interest. If
adequate supply is not in room,
arranges to'obtain or decides to
obtain personally.

h. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of overhead films using
equipment provided by institu-
tion:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-
priate patient identification
information and time elapse
for serial exposures.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on
card if not received with req-
uisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

i. If examination will include spot
filming using a camera (attach,.i
to image intensifier) and roll
film, performer checks film sup-
ply indicator to make sure that
there is sufficient film in the
roll film ca.zset:.e.

i) If .Lhere is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-
ranges to have L'oll film cas-
sette loaded, or decides to
do personally.

ii) When loaded roll film cassette
is obtained, performe-i-checks
loading in subdued light.
Checks that end of film is cut
correctly and is properly
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threaded and attached to take-
up spool so that film unwinds
appropriately. Checks that
film is properly engaged in
sprockets. Locks into operating
position. If appropriate, cuts
off excess film at exit port
and removes. Attaches film cas-
sette to camera and locks into
place. Replaces camera cover.

iii) If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded.

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate for any exposure of
tilm due to installation or
check.

v) Removes dark slide from camera
lens.

vi) If not already done, performer
writes or types a card with
patient's identification infor-
mation for use with spot film
device. Inserts in slot in spot
film camera as appropriate.

j. If examination will include spot
filming using a cassette/bucky
spot film device, performer checks
that there is an adequate supply
of appropriate size cassettes in
room.

i) If there is insufficient supply
of cassettes, arranges to ob-
tain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

ii) Performer carries out identi-
fication of the spot film cas-
settes as for overhead films.

iii) Performer may use controls or
manually pull out spot film
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropriate

,,

"stored" position.
iv) If R-L markers are to be used

with spot filming, performer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

k. If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spot filming, performer
positions and centers grid if not
already done. May use control but-
ton or slides grid into position.
May check that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the lorg
axis of the tube.

. Performer reviews technical expo-
sure factors and sets for fluoros-
copy and spot filming based on
standards set by the institution as
appropriate for the examination in-
volved:

a. Dons protective leaded rubber gar-
ments such as apron and gloves.

b. Makes sure that no one is in ex-
amination room or control room.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be
used:

i) Locates information for the
projections involved. Takes
note of the exposure factors
to be used for overheads,
fluoroscopy, and spot filming.
Considers preferences of the
radiologist involved.

ii) Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation to a change
in Machine output or a policy
decision).
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iii) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors against
the posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a tube rating chart to
be sure that technique does not
exceed the heat capacities of
the tube for the focal spot size
to be used. If appropriate, per-
former reconverts the technique
to an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lower.mAs.

d. In the control room, performer
makes sure that indicator ligiv;
shows that x-ray generator is
"warned up" and ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and, if
needed, turns compensator dial un-
til needle is aligned properly on
line meter.

e. As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
to fluoroscopic mode' and for use
of spot film camera or cassette
device, and overhead filming.

f. Performer sets controls on image
intensifier for spot film camera
or cassette device:

i) For spot film camera, performer
selects and sets the rate
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards
set for examination.

ii) For cassette spot filming,per-
former way select and set a
standard spot film program pro-
viding for format combinations
such as single, half, or quart-
er combinations on a single cas-
sette and related spot film
sizes. Selects program appropri-
ate for examination or awaits
orders from radiologist.

g. If not already done, performer con-
nects TV monitor to power outlet.

List Elements Fullx___.

Turns on monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

h. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size. selector
(if there is dual image intensi-
fier).

i. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy:

i) Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the ex-
amination. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.

ii) If mA is automatically con-
trolled according to patient
thickness, performer turns
fluoroscope mA selector to
maximum standard position. If
not automatically controlled,
sets as appropriate for focal
spot size and examination in-
volved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for
spot filming:

i) For conventional manual expo-
sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the appropriate
spot film time for the ex-
amination.

ii) For automatic, phototimed ex-
posure control, performer se-
lects a density exposure con-
trol appropriate for the ex-
amination.

iii) Performer selects the appro-
priate mA for the examination
and the focal spot size to be
used.

iv) Performer selects and sets
kVp by combining settings on
one major and one minor kVp
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selector as appropriate for the
examination.

4. Performer returns to examination room
to set up x-ray and fluoroscope
tube(s), image intensifier, colli-
mator and accessories as appropri-
ate for check of equipment prior to
examination:

a. Makes sure that no one is in room.
b. Places phantom or appropriate test

object on radiography table I.:Here
patient's area of interest will be
centered for examination.

c. Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.

d. If not already done, moves image
intensifier and any spot film de-
vice into position; centers (over
or under) the area of interest.

e. Performer adjusts the x-ray tube to
appropriate focal spot/object dis-
tance (target to object distance,
TOD). For fluoroscopy adjusts dis-
tance between focal spot and image
intensifier (focal spot to film
distance, FFD). Makes sure that
TOD is 15 inches or more. Operates
controls or manually moves the
x-ray tube(s) into place. Checks
the focal-film distance by read-
ing indicator scale in the tube
housing; adjusts up or down until
the required FFD is obtained.

f. Performer collimates fluoroscopy
tube (and x-ray tube used for spot
filming if different), depending
on nature of the equipment and
controls:

i) Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size antici-

List Elements Fully__

pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or sets shutter mode se-.
lector to automatic collima-
tion.

ii) Manually sets collimator for
the spot film field size to
be used,.or selecte and sets
field size control to be used
for automatic collimation with
programmed spot film cassette
exposure sequence.

g. If appropriafe, performer attaches
or sets up f)otboard at end of
tilt-table; may adjust or attach
shoulder re:lt, hand grips, com-
pression band.

If not already done, performer
checks functioniag of fluoroscopy
equipment by ehtering remote control
room or operating controls in ex-
amination room behind leaded screen:

a. To check fluoroscopy mode, per-
former turns on TV power switch
controls as appropriate. Acti-
vates fluoroscope exposure by
pressing footswitch or as appro-
priate. Views test object being
fluoroscoped on TV monitor.

i) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropri-
ate) and observes effects on
TV monitor to be sure that
equipment is operating prop-
erly.

ii) Checks mA meter and notes
whether appropriate reading
is obtained.

iii) Performer checks that TV
brightness controls are oper-
ating and adjusts for prelimi-
nary viewing.

iv) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
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showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check that
exposure is terminated when max-
imum examination exposure time
is reached.

b. To check spot film functioning, per-
former may move cassette or roll
film into x-ray exposure field
using appropriate controls.

i) Performer activates controls for
spot film exposure. Notes
whether cassette or roll film
transport is operating appropri-
ately. Notes whether exposure
is terminated by phototimer or,
if manual timer, in time set.
If appropriate, releases spot
film control after exposure.

ii) If equipment is operating appro-
priately, performer unloads cas-
sette and reloads or advances
roll film as appropriate. Moves
bucky out of way until fluoros-
copy is completed.

c. Aftar equipment has been checked,
perfo2.aer ,..tuta and resets for

. standard exposure factors. If per-
former decides that any of the
equipment is not functioning
properly, performer informs appro-
priate staff member. Arranges for
alternate unit to be used.

6. When fluoroscopy equipment has been
set up, performer may note whether a
preliminary scout film has already
been made of the patient's abdomen
(done by another radiologic technolo-
gist if work is organized in thi.
way at institution).

a. If a scout film has already been
made and viewed by radiologist,
performer notes the technique used
or ordered and plans technical

factors for overhead radiography,
adjusting for use of contrast
medium.

b. If a scout film has been made but
not apprcved, performer places
processed scout film and any
prior films with patient's chart
or places on view boxes for review
by radiologist.

c. If a scout film has not been made
and is required before patient is
seen by radiologist, performer
arranges to take a "plain film"
of the abdomen in the standard
AP position or as ordered. Plans
to proceed as for plain film ra-
diography after readying patient.

. Performer readies patient for exami-
nation by radiologist:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolEtion or
decontamination techniques.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examinatior. (if not
already done), or decidEA to do
personally.

c. Depending on institutional arranp,-
ments, performer may decide to
escort out-patient to or from
dressing room. May decide to
assist in transporting patient
from holding area or have this
done.

d. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requi_sition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient
is accompanied because of ser-
iousness of condition, performer
checks with accompanying staff
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member on any special
necessary during proc

e. Performer has patient
fortable recumbent or
tion, as appropriate.

precautions
edure.

assume a com-
seated posi-

i) If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table. May place pad, blanket
or pillow to support bony promi-
nences to provide comfort for
recumbent patient.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair may
-MO-ve patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. Makes /

sure that wheelchair is in 1

locked position.
iii) Performer may decide to assist

patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in
the way that may be collided
with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.

v) If patient is on special
stzetcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
base to x-ray table. May ar-
range to move or have patient
moved to table.

f. If pati .-.1t already has a naso-
enteric tube inserted,performer
takes care not to dislodge tube
and proceeds directly to prepara-
tions for instillation of contrast
medium by radiologist.

g. If not already done, has patient's
clothing removed and provides gown
or drape. May assist patient or--

List Elements Failly

request assistance from nurse if
there is critical illness in-
volved. Permits patient to keep
covered with gown until measure-
ments are taken and until expo-
sure. Treats young patient with
as much courtesy as adult.

h. Performer evaluates the patient's
bodily habitus to estimate the
size, shape and position of the
stomach. Notes whether the areas
of interest are heavily covered
by muscle or soft fat, whether
the palpation points will be easy
to find.

i. If patient has a wound, colostomy,
ileostomy, or T-tube with dress-
,ing to be removed, performer
checks whether zinc or iodoform
paste or radiopaque gauze is
being used. If so, has appropri-
ate staff member lemove dressing
or tube or decides to do personal-
ly (if appropriate). Checks that
radiopaque paste or gauze is com-
pletely removed.

. If not already done, performer ex-
plains to patient what will be in-
volved in the procedure:

a. Depending on the examination to
be done, performer describes how
the nasoen-ceric tube will he
inserted, and jhat coopenttion
will be requested of patient.
May explain how to assist in pass-
ing the tube by sitting erect,
leaning slightly forward:Jr being
elevated on table. Performer may
explain and reassure patient that
nausea may be a normal occurrence
during the procedure.
Performer may describe what the
radiologist will be doing and
that overhead filming will be
done. Indicates what types of
positions the patient will be
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asked to assume. May demonstrate
use of tilt table and reassure pa-
tient that he or she will be held
safely.

b. If not already done,performer

checks that orders for prior prep-
aration for study such as diet,
abstinence from food, drink,and
omoking have been carried out. May
check whether orders for prior
evacuation or emptying of bladder
(or keeping bladder full) have
been given and carried out; if
not already done, may arrange to
have micturition orders carried
out. Plans to notify radiologist
if any prior orders have not been
Larried out.

c. If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions female
patient of child bearing age re-
garding possible pregnancy. If
there is any possibility that pa-
tient is pregnant and this has not
already been recorded, performer
plans to inform radiologist and to
proceed only with approval.

d. Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and
develop confidence. Treats patient
with dignity and concern regard-
less of patient's behavior. Re-
mains aware that patitnit may be
frightened and/or in pain. Perform-
er explains, when asked medical
questions, that it is not appro-
priate for technologist to answer
these; encourages patient to speak
to physician.

e. Unless mevurements have already
been made, performer uses centi-
meter calipers to measure the
thickness of the abdomen in the
direction in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass
through the centered part from
tube to.film. Records for use in

List Elements Full

determining exposure factors for
overheads. After measuring, has
patient rest in as relaxed a po-
sition as possible.

f. Performer may tape R or L mark-
er to patient if appropriate
for use in spot filming.

g. If approeriate before radiolo-
gist's examination, performer
arranges to take a "plain film"
scout a:.c1 have it processed at
once, ca- decides to do personally.
Uses AP supine position unless
otherwise ordered.

h. Performer has patient blow nose
(unless nasoenteric tube is
already inserted) to clear the
passages.

9. Performer informs attending radiolo-
gist when patient is ready to be
examined. Brings requisition sheet,
patient's medical history, chart,
scout films (if already done) and
any prior films,including progress
films of nasoenteric tube,to ra-
diologist. Displays radiographs on
view boxes.

a. If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with re-
gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change in
procedure decided by radiologist.
Proceeds as ordered.

b. Performer may accompany radio-
logist to examination room and
introduce patient to radiologist.

c. If not already done, performer
awaits and carries out radiolo-
gist's orders for scout film.
Presents for review as descrih%a
above.
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10. During radiologist's review of requi-
sition, scouts, prior films and ex-
amination of patient, performer notes
radiologist's orders:-

a. If radiologist decides to cancel
,procedure, performer arranges to
terminate and reschedule as ap-
propriate.

b. Performer notes whether radiologist
requires a change in technical fac-
tors and/or patient positioning or
centering for later overhead film-
ing.

c. Notes radiologist's orders for
program ani settings for spot film-
ine as appropriate.

d. Discusses sequence and timing of
procedure with radiologist. May
arrange signals for exposure,
changing of spot film cassettes,
operation of exposure controls.

e. Performer arranges to provide or
change any equipment or supplies
as ordered by radiologist.

f. If required, changes or adjusts
technical factors, program, and
'settings as appropriate for flu-
oroscopy and spot filming.

11. Performer assists radiologist with
preparations:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Performer gives leaded gloves and

apron to radiologist. If appropri-
ate, places leaded curtain in
place. Provides patient and every-
one remaining in room during ex-
posure with appropriate protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not Cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation expo-
sure.

c. On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights. Turns
on TV power switch. May go to con-

trol room and operate fluoroscope
controls on orders from radiolo-
gist. Adjusts kVp and/or mA con-
trols according to radiologist's
orders.

d. If a nasoenteric tube is to be
inserted, performer may lubricate
catheter tube on orders. May pro-
vide glass of water for patient
to drink to assist in swallowing
tube. May help position patient.
May provide emesis basin if need-
ed.

12. After the nasoenteric tube has been
judged by radiologist to be in place,
performer may assist with contrast
instillation and spot filming:

a. May assist radiologist to prepare
syringe with contrast mixture.
May help position patient for
fluoroscopic viewing.

b. Operates exposure controls as
ordered, or positions table, tube,
or patient as ordered.

c. If spot film attachment uses cas-
settes, performer may unload as
used, identify, and insert addi-
tional cassettes, as described
above, throughout procedure.

d. May operate tilt-table on orders
from radiologist.

e. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer may keep radio-
logist informed of cumulative ex-
posure as shown on fluoroscope
timer indicator.

f. Performer notes any orders for re-
peat of any part of fluoroscopic
examination. Changes technical
factors as ordered. Assists in
continued examination as described
above,.repeating appropriate
steps.

g. With hypotonic duodenography per-
former may assist with the hypo-
tonic phase of examination:

4
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i) Washes hands as appropriate ob-
serving sterile technique.

ii) If apprOpriate, performer opens
packet of sterile gloves for
radiologist, observIng sterile
technique so that wrapper, own
hands, or other objects will
not contaminate gloves,

iii) May assist by handing materials
asked for.

iv) May help prepare syringes.
v) Assists with continued flu-

oroscopic examination and spot
filming as described above and
again after injection of air
contrast.

13. When the radiologist laforms perform-
er that the fluoroscopic portion of
the examination is over, performer
notes orders for overhead filming:

a. Notes orders on area of interest
for centering, views, positions,
whether series are ordered and
timing, special angulation of
table, breathing instructions.

b. May discuss with radiologist any
special precautions needed in pa-
tient positioning to avoid in-
juring patient.

c. May have radiologist fill out and/
or sign requisition,sheet.

14. Performer explains to patient what
overhead radiography will be done
and the positions that have been or-
dered and then prepares for filming
as follows:

a. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
(or next) projection.

b. Performer attaches identification
information to the cassette or
table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as
appropriate to the study and
projection or depresses appro-
priate R or L button for auto-
matic marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of
lead numerals, performer places
on appropriate corner of cAs-
sette.

iii) If patient identification In-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flash card
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device%

,v) If exposure is part of a series
places marker to indicate time
elapse or the number of the ex-
posure within the series.

c. If cassette is to be used with
bucky performer may manually pull
out bucky tray and open retain-
ing clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back. Makes
sure clamps are closed. Moves
cassette into appropriate "stored"
position or inserts cassette tray
into bucky slot and centers.

d. Performer sets or resets the ex-
posure factors for the first (or
next) projection:

,

i) Enters control room and sets
control for radiography mode.

ii) Adjusts technical exposur6
factors to account for instruc-
tInns from radiologist based

,....., ....

482
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' on viewing of scout film and
use of contrast material.

iii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer selects milli-
amperage and sets selectors for
the correct focal spot size.
Selects and sets the exposure
time that will produce the mAs
desired. Sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major kilovoltage and minor
kilavoltage settings to pro-
duce the desired kVp.

iV) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the category
corresponding to the type of
study and use or nonuse of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a control
corresponding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).
May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the study.
Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual adjustment of
table and tube height, posi-
tion, and of collimation, un-
less these have already been
set.

15. Performer preparea patient for ,die
final position ordered for the first
(or next) exposure:

a. Keeps track of time elapse and
readies patient for each exposure
as appropriate.

b. May explain or demonstrate to
patient what is required. May
obtain help in positioning.

c. If patient has a urinary catheter
in place, performer turns pa-
tient toward the catheter and
tubing to prevent separating it
from drainage bottle and break-
ing sterile system and to avoid
causing pain.
When positioning patient with a
balloon catheter in place, per-
former makes sure that the clamp
is not lying over a part to be
exposed or that patient is not
lying on the clamp.

d. Performer positions patient in
supine AP position unless other-
wise ordered. Arranges body so
that its median sagittal plane
is centered to the midline of
table. Arranges shoulders to lie
on a single transverse plane.
Performer centers part and keelis
the long axis of the part par-
allel to the film holder. When
using a bucky centers patient
to midline and adjusts to the
level of area of interest.

16. For an AP projection (posterior
view) of the fundus of stomach,
antrum, posterior stomach wall,
retrogastric portion of duodenum
and jejunum, or to study gross
diaphragmatic herniations, perform-
er notes orders for centering, body
rotation and/or degree of Trendelen-
burg angulation:

a. Performer positions patient in
the supine position either cen-
tered to the midline or with a
sagittal plane passing halfway
between the median sagittal plane
and left side of thorax at the

4 dti
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midline,as directed. Unless other- part. Adjusts the collimator open-
wise ordered, centers film to the ing to correspond to the film
estimated level of the pylorus and size. Uses cross-hair shadows as
includes the pubic symphysis. reference for center of field.

b. For thin patient or if so ordered,
performer rotates the body slightly

Checks that primary beam will
enter the center of the area of

towards the left with right side interest at the selected angle
against table and elevated side to the film so as to project the
supported. view desired.

c. May, if so ordered, tilt h:ad end c. Once the patient has been posi-
of table down in a Trendelenburg tioned and immobilized, performer
position. As ordered, lowers the adjusts the collimator. Either
head end of table 100 to 15° or collimates so that a small unex-
25° to 30°. posed border will appear around

d. Performer directs the central ray the edge"of the film or colli-
at right angles to the midpoint mates further so as to expose
of the film. only the area of interest (and

e. Unless otherwise ordered rehearses thus provide maximum protection
patient in breathing in and then and detail). For small fields
breathing out when ordered, and performer attaches an auxiliary
holding until told to relax. extension cone to collimator to

f. Throughout procedure performer re- further reduce the primary beam.
mains alert for any symptom of Adjusts primary beam to minimum
severe pain or adverse reaction,
especially to contrast medium. As

size needed to cover the area(s)
of interest.

soon as performer judges that re- d. Performer adds lead shielding to
action may be severe, ceases expo- areas that will be in the primary
sure and notifies radiologist or path of the beam but are not in-
attending physician at once. cluded in the areas of interest.

Makes sure that proper protective
17. Performer sets up for exposure after shielding has been provided to

positioning patient: patient and anyone who will re-
main in room during exposure.

a. Performer sets the focal-film dis- e. When everything is ready for the
tance if not already done as ap- exposure, performer reminds pa-
propriate. Operates controls or tient: of the breath control to
manually moves the x-ray tube into be used for exposure. Observes
place. Checks the focal-film dis- the patient's movement until the
tance by reading indicator scale moment that the exposure is made.
in the tube housing; adjusts up Readjusts position if warranted.
or down until the required FFD f. Performer returns to control room.
(TFD) is obtained. Makes sure controls ate properly

b. Performer checks final positioning set, that equipment is set for
by using light in collimator, radiogtaphy mode, and that pa-
Activates the collimator light and tient is still in position. Calls
points the light beam towards the or uses intercom to instruct pa-

tient in breath control as re-
hearsed.
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g. Performer makes exposure after the
patient has been instructed to
breathe out and hold,unless other-
wise ordered.

18. Performer initiates exposure by press-
ing hand trigger or exposure control
button.

a. While exposure is underway per-
former checks that mA meter records
appropriate current as set, that
161,13 meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or exces-
sive drop; may listen for sound of
normal functioning of equipment.
If there is malfunction may decide
to report; anticipates need to re-
peat exposure.

c. With phototimer notes whether back-
up timer has been involved in termi
nating exposure before phototimed
exposure was completed. If so, anti
cipates possible need to repeat ex-
posure.

d. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax.

e. If the exposure is terminated by
a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-
nical factors for possible over-
load or checks for overload else-
where on circuit. Anticipates need
to repeat exposure.

f. kfter exposure removes cassette
and removes markers for further
use.

g. Repeats radiography for all the
exposures ordered by radiologist
in the time sequences ordered. Ad-
justs technical factors, tube, and
position of patient or film hold-
er if appropriate. Repeats identi-
fication, collimation, shielding,
orders for breath control and ex-
posure as above.

List Elements Fully

19. Performer arranges to have spot films
and overheads processed at once:

a. May sign or have radiologist sign
requisition sheet.

b. Checks that equipment is turned
off.

c. With cassette spot films and over7
head exposures, removes any mark-
ers for further use. Attaches ID
card for use with flasher if ap-
propriate.

d. With spot film camera, performer
advances the film so that all
exposures made will be wound on
the take-up spool in the roll
film cassette. Replaces dark
slide on camera lens. Uses de-
vice to cut film and create a
light shield. Resets counter and
removes film cassette.

e. Performer arranges to have over-
heads and spot films processed as
they are taken if appropriate,
and/or decides to process per-
sonally.

f. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and, if necessary, at-
tended by radiologist, staff mem-
ber, or self.

g. Between serial Millings, performer
may arrange to have patient taken
to appropriate holding area. Keeps
track of the tine elapsed.

20. When the overhead(s) and spot films
have been processed and returned,
performer places on view boxes. May
also hang scout and prior films. In-
forms radiologist that radiograph(s)
are ready for viewing.

a. Performer makes note of radiolo-
gist's decisions regarding ade-
quacy of the radiographs:

4
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to radiologist as processed,
and proceeds as described
above until radiologist indi-
cates that examination is com-
pleted.

21. When radiologiSt indicates radiog-
raphy is completed, performer car-
ries out termination procedures:

a. May assist radiologist in removal
of nasoenteric tube.

b. May have patient cleansed; may
have room and equipment cleaned;
has any other appropriate clean
up procedures followed to avoid
infection or contamination, or
decides to do personally, depend-
ing on institutional practice.
Removes any markers from patient's
body.

c. If appropriate, performer rein-
forces instructions to patient
on use or nonuse of cathartic,
drinking liquids, mineral water.

d. May decide tc assist patient from
table or to chair. Makes sure pa-
tient is reminded of any footrest
in stepping off table. Makes sure
that none of the equipment is pro-
jecting over the patient before
allowing patient to rise from
stool or table, and assists pa-
tient.

e. Performer may have patient trans-
ported to next assigned location,
or decides to do personally, as
appropriate. If appropriate,
makes sure that patient is in the
care of a staff person who will
transport to appropriate next
location or, if out-patient, will
arrange to discharge or send pa-
tient'home with escort as appro-
priate.

f. Performer records the examination
accordiAg to institutional price-
dures. May include date, room,ex-
aminarion type, the overhead Views

......,- n.

i) If radiologist decides to in-
ject more contrast medium, per-
former assists as above and with
any fluoroscopy and spot film-
ing. Repeats additional overhead
radiography as ordered.

ii) If the radiologist indicates
that there is any problem with
the technical factors or the
patient positioning for over-
heads, performer records or
notes for use in "retakes."
Notes whether need to repeat
is due to performer's own
negligence or lack of atten-
tior so that performer can
sidcie future "retakes." If re-
quest for retakes reflects mal-
functioning equipment, perform-
er reports malfunction to ap-
propriate staff member. If re-
quest for retakes reflects the
preference for density or con-
ttast of the radiologist, per-
former notes for future use to
avoid future "retakes."

iii) If radiologist requires addi-
tional views and/or positions,
performer repeats overhead film-
ing as appropriate to new pro-
jections, as described above.

b. For further overhead exposures per-
former repeats appropriate steps in-,
cluding identification of cassette;
use of R-L and series markers, se-
lection and setting of technique,
positioning patient and equipment
for focus-object-film alignment,col
limation, shielding, breathing in-
structions, making exposure, and
processing, as described above,

i) Performer refrains from comment-
ing on the films or providing
any interpretation to patient.

ii) Performer shows subsequent sets
of spot films and radiographs
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taken, the techniCal factors used,
and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each
spot film and overhead view in-
cluding retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may re-
cord any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.
Signs requisition sheet.

g. Performer may record the fluoros-
copy examination including expo-
sure time and rad dosage.

h. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and, sig-
nature.

i. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets,
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done,
depending on institutional proce-
dures.

j. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

.

-.

.

4 d
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. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;parts measured;
I

Performer receives or obtains

films identified;technicPi factors selected and 3et the x-ray requisition form, pa-

for fluoroscopy,spot filming,overheads;scouts taken;
assistance given with insertion of enema tip,flow of
contrast,positioning,fluoroscopy;pre-and post-evac-
uation and air contrast exposures made;radiographs
sent for processing,taken to radiologist;procelitures
repeated as ordered;clean up arranged;pt. returned;
examination recorded.radio raphs placed for use

2. WI= is used in performing this task? (Note

'if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical hIlstory,prior radiographs;scouts;
view boxes;pen;x-ray generator,control panels,tube,
bucky,table,collimator;fluoroscopy unit,image inten-
sifier,spot film device,TV cionitor;cassettes;roll
film;R-L,ID,markers;prepared barium enema;balloon
catheters or other air insufflator,syringe;tubes,
clamps,rectal enema tips;colostomy dressings;bedpan;
paper toweling;water-proof table covering;basin;
antiseptic solutions;enema stand;phone;extension
cones;stool;calipers;upright holder;lead aprons,
shielding;immobilizatiou devices;technique,standard
view,tube rating and rad exposure charts;forms;phan-
tom or test ob ect;stretcher or wheelchairintercom

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( )

1 es to q. : Name the ina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-pediatric patient to have barium enema radiog-
ra h radiologistico-worke

5. Name tKi-iask so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking barium enema radiographs of non-pediatric pt.
by reviewing request;preparing equipment,pt.lreassur-
ing;measuring;setting up for fluoroscopy,spot film-
ing;arranging for scout films;setting.technical fac-
tors;identifying films;providing shielding;inserting
enema tip;assisting with flow of contrast,fluoros-

copy,spot filming,air contrast;taking pre-post-evac-
uation and air contrast radiographs as ordered;ar-

ranging for processing,clean up;having pt.returned;
placing radiogralhs for use;recording.
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tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-pediatric
patient scheduled for a barium
enema atudy (radiographic study
of the large intestine, especial
ly colon, using barium sulfate
as contrast medium) as a result

of:

a. Regular nssignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

. From co-worker.

Requisition may indicate
orders for a routine study
and/or be focused on a par-
ticular.area of interest.
Depending ou institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive scout film and/
or.prior, lilms.already taken
by co-worker witt record pf
technical factors used and/or
any changes necessary.

Performer reads the requisi-'
tion sheet to dotermine the
examination called for, the
patient'involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for;
notes whether a routine
study is ordered or spe-
cific purpose of study and
any speCial requests.

OK-RP;RE;RR
6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..41mmommommo



TASK.DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 383

This is page 2 of 22 for this task.

List Elements Fully

Notes whether an air contrast study
has been ordered.

b. Notes the name of the radiologist
in charge; may notz.: the name of the

referring cliniciar.
c. Performer reads patient's name,

identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient,
or emergency patient. Notes any
special information or note on
known pathology that could affect
patient positioning, technique, or
handling such as presence of colos-
tomy, any anal nbnormality, hemor-
rhoids, acute symptoms. Notes
whether patient will be on a
stretcher or in a wheelchair. Note.
whether the use of a grid or bucky
will be involved,shielding needed.

d. Notes whether erect and/or recum-
bent positioning is called for,
the overhead views ordered. Notes
side of interest for lateral or
oblique views ordered.

e. Performer checks whether patient
is suffering from a collateral con-
dition requiring special handling
such as heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, infirmity,
incoherence; whether patient has IV
drip, oxygen supply, urinary cathe-
ter, T-tube or similar device in
place; notes whether patient will
be accompanied by nurse or other
staff person, whether there are
orders for removal of dressings
from the abdominal area.

f. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet is
conplete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tezh-
niques used, and cumulative ex-

posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done elsewhere
in recent past, whether there
is history of extensive radi-
ography to bring to radiolo-
gist's notice.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usuza raci
exposure involved for thc: ex-

amination.
iii) Depending on institutional pro-

cedures, performer notes
whether female pa:cfent is preg-
nant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual peri-
od, or notes any other indi-
cation that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or pos-
sible fetus.

iv) Notes any . ders for prior
preparation of patient such
s prior diet, use or nonuse

of cathartic, abstinence from
food for given period of time,
use of cleansing enemas;

notes whether there is indica-
tion that these have been car-
ried out.

g. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds after
obtaining needed information, sig-
nature, or orders.

h. If prior radiographs already on
file are to be presented with
scout films, and if not already
with patient's jacketed material,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Fully

Task Code No. 383

This is page 3 of 22 for this task.

performer arranges to have prior
films delivered.

. Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examiration involved
and the equipment required, or notes
room assigned on requisition sheet.
Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray has been

prepared for the study involved or
decides to do personally:

i) Dependiug on institutional pro-
cedures and equipment,performer
checks that barium enema has
been nrepared in proper propor-
tions or decides to do personal-
ly. Hangs on standard or pole
next to examination table. If
not already done, checks that
enema suspension is at proper
temperature. If not already
done, attaches tubing and main-
tains clamp in closed position.

ii) If a closed-system disposable
enema kit is to be ueed, per-
former has mixture prepared,
air and excess water removed
from bag, tube clamped,and mix-
ture Shaken and kneaded before
hanging bag in place.

iii) Depending on information avail-
able, performer may check that
appropriate rectal tip or re-
tention catheter is provided.
Checks for air Injection appara-
tus, bedpan, water soluble lub-
ricant, towels. May check that
local anesthetic is available

iv) If patient has colostomy, may
check that device to prevent
stomal leakage is present.

v) If balloon catheter may be used,
has it checked or decides to
check personally.

List Elements Full

c. Performer makes sure that exami-
nation table is provided with
disposable and/or waterproof
underpadding or decides to do
personally. Cher.1 that emergency
;.o.rt is present ol available.

d necks that propr.z.r accessories
tire available ror vocedure in-
Auding leaded rubber shielding,
aprons, and gloves to be used by
performer, radiologist, the pa-
tient, and/or anyone who will re-
main in the room during exposure.
Checks that appropriate immobili-
zation devices are present, and
that there is a mattress, pads,
pillows and/or blankets fo-c com-
fort of patient on examination
table.

e. Makes sure Lhat rlght (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use and identification cards,
or leaded numerals or markers.

f. For overhead filming performer
mak3s sure that an adequate nip-
ply of loaded cassettes and an up-
right film holder are available
in the examination room. Selects
appropriate speed and type of
film, grid and cassette combine-
tiOn depending on whether a bucky
or table top tBchnique will be
used and standard iiistitutional
practices. Selects size based on
patient's size and area of inter-
est. If adequate supply is not in
room, arranges to obtain or de-
cides to obtain personally.

g. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of overhead films using
equipment provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Elements Full

Task Code No. 383

This is page 4 of 22 for this task.

1111111111M,

priate patient identification
information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checicing that
there is piece of leau on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on card
if noc received with requisi-
tion.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

h. If spot filming during examination
will in-Jolve use of a camera (at-
tached to image intansifier) and
roll film, performer checks film
supply indicator to make sure that
there is sufficient film in the
roll film cassette.

i) If there is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-
ranges to have roll film cas-
settP 1ed, or decides to
do personally.

ii) When loaded roll film cassette
is obtained, performer checks
loading in subdued light.
Checks that end of film is cut
correctly and is properly
threaded and attached to take-
up spool so ihat film unwinds
appropriately. Checks that
film is properly engaged in
sprockets. Locks into operating
position. If appropriate, cuts
off excess film at exit port
and removes. Attaches film cas-
sette to camera and locks into
place. Replaces camera cover.

iiis/ If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded.

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate fn. any exposure of
film due to installation or
check.

List Elements Fully

v) Removes dark slide from camera
lens.

vi) If not already done, performer
writes or types a card with
patient's identification infor-
mation for use with spot film
device. Inserts in slot in spot
film camera as appropriate.

i. If spot filming during examination
will involve use of a casEtte/
bucky spot film device, performer
checks that there is an adequate
supply of appropriate size cas-
settes in room.

i) If there is insufficient supply
of cassettes, arranges to ob-
tain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

ii) Performer Carries out identi-
ficaticn of the spot film cas-
sette as for overhead films.

iii) Performer may use controls or
manually pull out spot film
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" position.

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spot filming, performer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

j. May position and center grid to be
used with image intensifier and
check that grid is oriented prop-
erly.

. Performer.reviews and sets technical
exposure facnrs for fluoroscopy and

spot filming based on standards set
by the institution appropriate fOr
the exaemation involved:

mmimelf
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 383

This is page 5 of 22 for this task.

List Elements Full

a. Dons protective leaded rubber gar-
ments such as apron and gloves.

b. Makes sure that no one Is in ex-
amination room or control room.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be
used:

i) Locates information for the
projections involved. Takes note
of the exposure factors to be
used for overheads, (pre- and
post-evacuation and air con-
trast), fluoroscopy, and.spot
filming. Considers preferences
of the radiologist inyolved.

ii) Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation to a change
in machine output or a policy
decision).

iii) Performer :becks any new or un-
familiar expJsure factors
against the pocted limits cf
the x-ray tube on a tube mating
chart to be sure that technique
does not exceed the heat capac-
ities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appro-
priate, performer reconverts
the technique to an equivalent
output using higher kVp and low-
er mAs.

d. Makes sure that indicacor light
Shows nat x-ray generator is
"warmd up".and ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and, if
needed, turns compensator dial un-

til needle is aligned properly on
line meter.

e. As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
to fluoroscopic mode and for use
of spot film camera or cassette
device, and overhead filming.

List Elements Full

f. Performer sets controls on image
intensifier for spot film camera
or cassette device:

i) For spot film camera, perform-
er selects and sets the rate
(frames per se2ond) for the
camera according to standards
set for examination.

ii) For cassette spot filming per-
former may select and set a
standard spot film program pro-
viding for format combinations
such as single, half, or quart-
er combinations on a single
cassette and related spot film
sizes. Selects program appro-
priate for examination or
awaits orders from radiolo-
gist.

g. If not already done, performer
connects TV-monitor to power out-
let. Turns on monitor and checks
that "ready" light is on.

h. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector
(if there is dual image intensi-
fier).

i. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy:.

i) Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the ex-
amination. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.

ii) If mA is automatically con-
trolled acdording to patient
thickness, performer turns
fluoroscope mA selector to
maximum standard position. If
novautomatically controlled,
gets as appropriate for focal
spot size and examination in-
volved.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 383

This is page 6 of 22 for this task.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for
spot filming:

i) For conventional manual expo-
sure control, performer selects
and sets the appropriate spot
film time for the examination.

ii) For automatic, phototimed ex-
posure control, performer
selects a density exposure con-
trol appropriate for the ex-
amination.

iii) Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and
the focal spot size to be used.

iv) Performer selects and sets kVp
by combining settings on one
major and one minor kVp se-
lector as appropriate for the
examination.

Performer returns to examination room
to set up x-ray and fluoroscope
tube(s), image intensifier, colli-
mator and accessories as appropriate
for check of equipment prior to ex-
amination:

a. Makes sure that no one is in room.
b. Places phantom or appropriate test

object on radiography table where
patient's area of interest will be
centered for examination.

c. Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.

d. If not already done, moves image
intensifier and any spot film de-
vice into position; centers (over
or under) the rea of interest.

e. Performer adjusts the x-ray tube
to appropriate focal spot/object

List Elements Full

distance (target to object dis-
tance, TOD). For fluoroscopy, ad-
justs distance between focal spot
and image intensifier (focal spot
to film distance, FFD). Makes sure
that TOD is .15 inches or more. Op-
erates controls or manually moves
the x-ray tube(s) into place.
Checks the focal-film distance by
reading indicator scale in the
tube housing; adjusts up or down
until the required FFD is obtained.

f. Performer collimates fluoroscopy
tube (and x-ray tube used for spot
filming if different), depending
on nature of the equipment and
controls:

i) Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic exami-
nation or sets shutter mode
selector to automatic collima-
tion.

ii) Manually sets collimator for'
the spot film field size to
be used, or selects and sets
field size control to be used
for automatic collimation with
programmed spot film cassette
exposure sequence.

g. If appropriate, performer at-
taches or sets up footboard at
end of tilt-table; may adjust
or attach shoulder rest, hand
grips.

5. If not already done, performer
checks functioning of fluoroscopy
equipment by entering remote con-
trol room or operating controls in
examination room behind leaded
screen:
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 383

This is page 7 of 22 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

a. To check fluoroscopy mode, perform- bucky out of way until flu-
er turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate,

oroscopy is completed.

c. After equipment has been checked,
performer shuts and resets for

Views test object being fluoro- standard exposure factors. If
scoped on TV monitor. performer decides that any of

the equipment is not functioning
i) Performer adjusts kVp control properly, performer informs ap-

(and mA control if appropriate) propriate staff member. Arranges
and observes effects on TV moni- for alternate unit to be used.
tor to be sure that equipment

.

is operating properly. 6. When fluoroscopy equipment has been
ii) Checks mA meter and notes set up, performer may note whether

whether appropriate reading a preliminary scout film has already
is obtained,

iii) Performer checks that TV bright-
been made of the patient (done by
a co-worker if work is organized in

ness controls are operating and
adjusts for preliminary viewing.

iv) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-

this way at the institution).

a. If a scout film has already been
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left

made and viewed by radiologist,
performer notes the technique

for examination. May check that used or ordered and plans techni-'
exposure is terminated when cal factors for overhead radiog-
maximum examination exposure raphy, adjusting for use of bar-

time is reached. ium contrast medium.
b. If a scout film has been made

b. To check spot film functioning, per- but not approved, performer
former may move cassette or roll places processed scout film and
film into x-ray exposure field any orior films with patient's
using appropriate'controls. chart or places on view boxes

for review by radiologist.
i) Performer activates controls c. If a scout film has not been

for spot film exposure. Notes made and is required before pa-
whether cassette or roll film
transport is operating appro-

tient is seen by radiologist,
performer arranges to take a

priately. Notes whether expo- "plain film" of the abdomen in
sure is terminated by phototimer standard AP position or as or-

or, if manual timer, in time dered. Plans to proceed as for

set. If appropriate, releases plain film radiography after
spot film control after expo-
sure.

ii) If equipment is operating appro-

readying patient.

7. Performet readies patient for exami-
priately, performer unloads nation by radiologist:
cassette and reloads or advances
roll film as appropriate. Moves
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 383

8 of 22 for.this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

a. Performer washes hands as appro- i) If patient is in wheelchair may

priate. Depending on patient's move patient in chair into po-

condition, may decide to arrange sition next to table. Makes

for or carry out isolation or sure that wheelchair is in

decontamination techniques. locked position.

b. Performer has the patient called ii) Performer may decide to assist

from the holding area and prepared patient from wheelchair or

for the examination (if not al-
ready done), or decides to do per-

stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes

sonally. sure that no equipment is in

c. Depending on institutional arrange- the way that may be collided

ments, performer may decide to with by patient.
escort out-patient to or from iii) If assistimg patient to step
dressing room. May decide to as- on footstool in order to get

sist in transporting patient from on table, helps patient turn
holding area or have this done. into position, step backwards

d. Performer greets patient and any on stool, and then sit and/or

accompanying staff person and in- lie on table.

troduces self. Checks patient's iv) If patient is on special

identity against the requisition stretcher, places stretcher

sheet. With in-patient, checks into position so that radio-

hospital identification bracelet lucent stretcher can be lifted

or other identifier. If patient with patient on it from wheeled

is accompanied because-of ser- base to x-ray table. May ar-

iousness of condition, performer range to move or have patient

checks with accompanying staff mem- moved to table.

ber on any special precautions
necessary during procedure. g. Performer evaluates the patient's

e. If not already done, has patient's bodily habitus to estimate the

jewelry and clothing removed and size, shape and position of the

provides gown or drape with open- abdominal organs and variations

ing in back (or as appropriate in location between erect and re-

for location of colostomy). May cumbent positions for later cen-

assist patient or request assist- tering. Notes whether the areas

ance from nurse if there is a of interest are heavily covered

critical illness involved. Per- by muscle or soft fat, whether

mits patient to keep covered with the palpation points will be easy

gown until measurements are taken to find. Notes whether the extre-

and until exposure. Treats young mities are of unequal length.

patient with as much courtesy as Notes whether patient is extreme-

adult. ly wide in abdaminal area and

f. If not already done, may place pad- will require two exposures for

ding and waterproof covering on views ordered, one centered to

table. Has patient assume a comfort- include the diaphragm and the

able recumbent or seated position,
as appropriate,

second centered to include the
rectal area, with films placed
transversely.
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Task Code No. 383

This is page 9 of 22 for this task.

List Elements Fully

1

8. If not already done, performer pre-
ares patient for the procedure:

h. If patient has 2 wound, colostomy,
ileostomy, or T-tube with dressing
to be removed, performer arranges
to have this done or decides to dc
personally usIng sanitary techni-
que. If zinc or itioform paste oz.
radiopaque gauze is being used, per-
former checks that radiopacue paste
or gauze is completely re:gloved.
Checks that patient has a fresh
dressing available; may supply a
temporary dressing for use until
enema tip is inserted.

i. If patient is to be radiographed
in erect position, performer ad-
justs vertical film holder to ap-
propriate height for patient and
moves out of the way until needed.

a. Performer explains the process of
instilling the barium mixture. May
indicate that some cramping may
occur. indicates the positions pa-
tient will be in, tube 1.--ertion,
and what instructions radiologist
may give to direct the flow of the
barium.

i) Performer instructs patient in
keeping the anal sphincter con-
tracted against rectal tube to
hold it in position and retain
enema.

ii) May rehearse patient in deep
oral breathing to ease cramping.
Assures patient that enema will
be stopped if cramping is se-
vere.

iii) Indicates to patient how enema
will be evacuated (returned by
way of tube with disposable
kit, or use of basin,and/or
going to bathroom).

b. Performer stresses importance of
retaining enema until told to

List Elements Fully_

evacuate. May question patient
to determine whether patient is'
able to retain an enema; plans
to report information to radio-
logist.

C. Explains what the radiologist and
performer will be doing, the spot
filming, overhead filming with
enema retained, evacuation, post-
evacuation filming and possible
use of air contrast enema, with
need to use anal sphincter to
retain air.

d. Performer assures patient about
privacy and the assistance that
will be available to patient to
avoid embarrassment if patient
cannot retain enema.

e. If patient is suffering from in-
flamed anus, hemorrhoids, or
anal abnormality, performer may
have patient lie in prone, knee-
chest position while performer
applies local anesthetic such as
suppository and/or salve. May
have this done or have patient
apply personally. Performer uses
gloves or supplies gloves and
discards after use. Washes hands.

f. Performer may demonstrate how
tilt-table will be used and re-
assure patient that he or she
will be held safely.

g. If not already done, performer
may question patient to check
that prior preparations were
carried out. If not, may arrange
to have these done or plans to
notify radiologist.

h. As appropriate and if not already
done, performer questions female
patient of child bearing age re-
garding possible pregnancy. If
there is any possibility that pa-
tient is pregnant and this has
not already been recorded, per-
former plans to inform radiolo-
gist and to proceed only with
approval.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 383

This is page 10 of 22 for this taslc.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

k. Performer may tape R or L marker

ip.a.e......notm.

i. Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; attempts to patient if appropriate for use
to reassure patient and develop in spot filming.
confidence. Treats patient with 1. If appropriate before radiolo-
dignity and concern regardless of gist's examination, performer ar-
patient's behavior. Remains aware ranges to take "plain film" scout
that patient may be frightened of abdomen and have processed at
and/or in pain. Performer explains,
when asked medical questions, that

once, or decides to do personally.
Uses standard AP supine position

it is not appropriate for techno- centered to iliac crest,or fol-
logist to answer these; encourages lows special orders or standard
patient to speak to physician.

j. Unless measurements have already
been made, performer uses centi-

institutional procedure.

9. Performer informs attending radiolo-
meter calipers to measure the gist when patient is ready to be ex-

thickness of the abdomen in the amined. Brings requisition sheet, pa-
directions in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass

tient's medical history, chart,
scout film.(if already done) and any

through the centered part from prior films to radiologist. Displays
tube to film. If both recumbent
and erect positioning will be

radiographs on view boxes.

used for radiography of abdominal a. If not already done, performers.
contents, performer measures or tells radiologist about any dif-
estimates thickness in both po- ficulties encountered with re-

sitions. gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything

i) In locating iliac crest, per- else that should be brought to
former is careful not to cen- radiologist's attention. Notes
ter too high by making sure any special orders or change in
not to confuse the iliac crest procedure decided by radiologist.

with the heavy muscles im- Proceeds as ordered.
mediately above the crest. May b. Performer may accompany radiolo-
have patient inhale deeply and gist to examination room and in-

breath out; then palpates the troduce patient to radiologist.

point of the crest while the c. If not already done, performer
muscles are relaxed. awaits and carries out radiolo-

ii) If performer believes that pa- gist's orders for scout film and
tient will be embarrassed by proceeds as appropriate. Presents
palpation of the symphysis processed scout for review as

pubis, uses the most prominent
point of the greater trochanter
to locate the same transverse

described above.

10. During radiologist's review of requi-

plane. .
sition, scout, prior films and ex-

iii) Records measurements for deter- amination of patient, performer notes

mining exposure factors for over- radiologist's orders:

heads.
iv) After measuring, has patient a. .If radiologist decides to cancel

rest in as relaxed a position
as possible.

procedure, performer may arrange

4
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This is page 11 of 22 for this task.

List Elements FullT List Elements Fully

11.

to terminate, record,and resched-
ule as appropriate. May reinforce
patient in proper preliminary
preparation for examination or
have this done.

b. Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist requires a change in techni-
cal factors and/or patient posi-
tioning or centering for later
overhead filming.

c. Notes radiologist's orders for
program and settings for spot
filming and/or technical factors
for fluoroscopy. Sets or changes
as appropriate,

d. Performer notes radiologist's
orders on use of simple rectal
enema tip, use of balloon cathe-
ter or other retention device,
probable use of air contrast. Ar-
ranges to provide any equipment
missing or to be changed. If bal-
loon catheter is to be used,
makes sure that it has been checked
for defects.

e. Readjusts height of enema on stand
if so ordered.

f. Discusses sequence and timing for
procedure with radiologist. May
arrange signals for flow of enema,
exposure, changing of spot film
cassettes, operation of exposure
controls.

Performer prepares for insertion Of
enema:

a. Performer gives leaded gloves and
apron to radiologist. If appro-
priate, places leaded curtain in
place. Provides patient and every-
one remaining in room during ex-
posure with appropriate protec-
tive shielding. Explains if neces-
sary that this is not cause for
alarm but a general precaution to
minimize unnecessary radiation ex-
posure.

b. Washes hands as appropriate and
dons gloves.

c. Performer unclamps enema tube and
allows the barium to run-out into
basin to expel air; reclamps.

d. Performer lubricates rectal tip,
balloon catheter tip, or stomal
catheter tip with water soluble
lubricant.

e. If performer will position pa-
tient for enema, performer as-
sists patient to lie prone on
table, and then turn onto left
side, lean forward, and -draw up
right knee and thigh, with left
knee slightly flexed. Reassures
patient. May adjust lamp.

f. Has patient with colostomy lie
on back.

g. Adjusts gown to expose only anus
or stoma. Waits while radiologist
inserts stomal catheter.

h. If performer will insert rectal
tip or balloon catheter tip, per-
former proceeds as follows:

i) May place rectal tube or bal-
loon tip in fold of several
sheets of paper toweling.

ii) Exposes anus and inspects con-
dition, such as presence of

..

hemorrhoids, so as to antici-
pate correct insertion tech-
nique.

iii) Reassures patient and haa him
or her relax anal sphincter.

iv) Pushes right buttock upward
to open gluteal fold.

v) On relaxed exhalation of pa-
tient, performer slowly in-
serts catheter or rectal tip
into anal opening, forward for
about an inch, then following
curve of rectum, slightly back-
ward. Inserts no more than four
inches.

.
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vi) If patient indicates severe pain
or if performer cannot insert
tip easily, performer informs
radiologist at once.

vii) If balloon catheter ts to be

used,inserts and indicates when
tip has been inserted in rectum.
Waits while radiologist in-
flates the catheter balloon by
attaching syringe to balloon
lumen and injecting water or air
to inflate balloon inside rec-
tum. May indicate to radiolo-
gist when catheter is being held
in place. May clamp off lumen
and disconnect syringe. Inserts
a self-sealing device or uses
clamp.

i. If radiologist has inserted stomal
catheter, performer may supply ad-
hesive and/or toweling to hold
stomal catheter in place. May at-
tach tubing of enema container to
stomal catheter. May assist while
radiologist adjusts stomal c!evice
so that patient can hold it in
position between buttocks.

j. Once rectal tip has been inserted,
performer holds tube in place and
assists patient to turn to supine
or prone position as ordered. Per-
former adjusts underpadding and
adjusts tubing to ensure free flow
of enema mixture.

12. Performer assists radiologist with
enema flow and fluoroscopy:

a. Removes gloves and washes hands as
appropriate. May put on fresh
gloves.

b. On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights. Turns
on TV power switch. May go to con-
trol room and operate fluoroscope
controls on orders from radiolo-

4

gist. Adjusts kVp and/or mA con-
trols according to radiologist's
orders.

c. Performer stands to the right of
radiologist and controls the flow
of the barium sulfate mixture as
ordered. Opens clamp and reclamps
as ordered. Checks that enema is
flawing. Reassures patient and
reminds patient to retain enema.

d. If appropriate, lowers enema bag
or can on orders to relieve
pressure on patient. If appropri-
ate,provides basin for patient to
relieve pressure. Carries out ap-
propriate sanitary clean-up steps
as required if there is soiling.

e. Performer may assist radiologist
,-Ith spot filming:

i) Operates exposure controls as
ordered, or positions table,
tube, or patient as ordered.

ii) If spot film attachment uses
cassettes, performer may un-
load as used, identify, and
insert additional cassettes,
as described above, throughout
procedure.

f. Performer may help radiologist
to position patient. May operate
tilt table on orders from ra-
diologist.

g. Depending on institutional proce-
chl.res, performer may keep radio-
logist informed of cumulative ex-
posure as shown on fluoroscope
timer indicator.

h. Performer notes any order for re-
peat of any part of fluoroscopic
examination. Changes technical
factors as ordered. Assists in
continued examination as de-
scribed aboveiTrepeating appro-
priate steps.
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1 . When the radiologist informs perform- iv) Performer may place patient's
er that the fluoroscopic portion of card into card tray for equip-
the examination is over, performer ment using automatic film
notes orders for immediate overhead
filming with enema retained and post-
evacuation films. Notes whether stan-

marking device.

c. If cassette is to be used with
dard views and positions are ordered bucky (under tabletop or in up-
and/or special views and positions. right holder) performer may man-
Notes orders for recumbent or sitting ually pull out bucky tray and
positions. open retaining clamps. Inserts

cassette into bucky tray and
a. May discuss with radiologist any pushes back. Makes sure clamps

special precautions needed in pa- are closed. Moves cassette into
tient positioning to avoid injuring appropriate "stored" position or
patient. inserts cassette tray into bucky

b. May have radiologist fill out and/or slot and centers.
sign requisition sheet. d. Performer may place cassette in

upright holder at right angles
14. Performer explains to patient what to table top or in other posi-

overhead radiography will be done and tion selected.
quickly prepares for filming as fol- e. Performer sets or resets the ex-
lows: posure factors for the first

(or next) projection:
a. Performer obtains the appropriate

, size loaded cassette(s) for the i) Enters control room and sets
first (or next) projection(s). control for radiography mode.

b. Performer attaches identification ii) Adjusts technical exposure
information to the cassette(s) or factors to account for in-
table top: structions from radiologist

based ell viewing of scout
i) Places right or left marker on

film holder or table-top as ap-
film, use of barium contrast,
and/or measured change of

propriate to the study and pro- thickness of abdomen between
jection or depresses appropri- erect and recumbent position-
ate R or L button for automatic ing, extreme fat or muscu-
marking. larity.

ii) If patient's identification in- iii) For conventional exposure con-
formation is in the form of trol, performer selects milli-
lead numerals, performer places amperage and sets selectors
on appropriate corner of cas- for the correct focal spot
sette. size. Selects and sets the.ex-

iii) If patient identification in- posure time that will produce
formation is to be entered by the mAs desired. Sets the kVp
use of flasher, sets flash selected by choosing the com-
card aside for later use with bination of major kilovoltage
space created by Piece of lead- and minor kilovoltage setting?.
ed rubber on appropriate edge
of cassette.

to produce the desired kVp.
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so that its median sagittal plane
is centered to the midline of
table or film holder.

iv) Frr automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer selects
and sets the category correspond-
ing to the type of study and use
or nonuse of screens, bucky,
etc., and, if appropriate, focal

i) Has supine patient place arms
in a comfortable position and

spot size. Selects and sets a supports.ankles and knees.

control corresponding to the
field size (as listed on.tech-

ii) Has prone patient flex elbows,
place arms in a comfortable

nique chart for phototiming). position. Supports ankles.

May select and set a kVp range Rests patient's head on fore-

button (if called for with equip- head and nose. May have.pa-

ment) corresponding to range for
examination.

tient rest hands beneath chest.

Sets a density selector corres- e. For lateral positioning has me-

ponding to the usual (or spec- dian sagittal plane parallel with

ial) requirements for the study. midline. If recumbent, supports

Makes sure backup timer is not any elevated parts.

likely to terminate exposure f. With all positions arranges

before phototimed exposure is shoulders to lie on a single

made. transverse plane.

v) Depending on the equipment, may g. Performer centers part and keeps

set controls to provide for use the long axis of the part par-

of bucky, manual adjustment of allel to the film holder. When

table and tube height, position,
and of collimation, unless these

using a bucky, centers patient to
midline. With cassette on table

have already been sel.. top, centers film to part. With
upright holder adjusts height of

15. Performer prepares patient for the holder to part and centers part

final position ordered for the first
(or next) exposure. Makes sure that
correct side is being positioned when

to film..

i) Performer may judge the point

appropriate. for centering based on the pa-
tient's type of body (habitus)

a. May explain or demonstrate to pa- and the evidence of the scout

tient what is required. May ob- film. If both erect and recum-

tain help in positioning.
b. Performer is careful to turn pa-

bent positions are ordered,
centers somewhat lower for

tient towards the enema tubing so erect positioning than for re-

as not to dislodge tip. cumbent positions, allowing

c. When positioning a patient with a greater change for thin, as-

balloon catheter in place, per- thenic patient.

former makes sure that the clamp is ii) In centering to the level of

not lying over a part ,.o be exposed
or that patient is not lying on the

the iliac crests performer
makes sure not to use visucl

clamp,
d. For frontal positions (AP or PA)

points of muscle or fatty tis-
sue and palpates for the crest

performer adjusts patient's body of the bone.
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Task Code No. 383

This is page 15 of 22 for this task.

rh. Notes any orders for rotation of
body, angulation of table or cen-
tral ray.

16. Performer positions as follows depend-
ing on orders:

a. For standard supine AP projection
(posterior view) of large intes-
tine, performer decides whether,
to use a single cassette or whether
two cassettes placed crosswise
will be required (for wide patient):

i) Centers two cassettes so that'
the first is high enough to in-
clude.the splenic flexure and
the second is low enough to in-
clude the rectum.

ii) Centers a single cassette at
the level of the iliac crests,
somewhat higher for hypersthe-
nic (large, obese) patients and
somewhat lower for asthenic
(thin) patients).

iii) For a localized view of the
rectum and rectosigmoid junc-
tion,centers at the level of
the upper border of the pubic
symphysis.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

v) If two exposures are to be
made, performer has patient
hold position for second expo-
sure.

b. For erect or prone PA projection
(anterior view) of large intestine,
performer positions patient in
prone or standing position facing
film holder:

i) For erect position, has patient
stand facing erect vertical
cassette holder or tabl- cen-
tered to the midline, ai with
weight equally distributed. Has

List E1ements...Fu11y

patient extend arms along sides
of holder and grasp edges. Cen-
ters cassette just below the
level of the iliac crests f.1-
justing for body type. Includes
the splenic flexure.

ii) For prone position supports
ankles. Has patient rest head
on chin. Centers film as de-
scribed above but somewhat
higher to account for body type
and shift in centering from
erect to recumbent position.

iii) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

c. For Trendelenburg views of over-,
lapping loops of the large bowel,
performer positions patient in
the supine position or rotated
slightly as ordered. Tilts head
end of table down 300 to 40°. Cen-
ters film to the area of interest
or at the level of the iliac
crests. Directs central ray at
right angles to midpoint of film.

d. For a lateral projection of rec-
tum and rectosigmoid, performer
notes which side of the patient's
body is to be next to film holder,
and has patient lie on that side
in a lateral recumbent position.
Has patient flex knees comfort-
ably.

i) Centers the coronal plane
passing about 2 inches behind
the midaxillarY line of body
to the midline.

ii) Places supports under and be-
tween knees and ankles. Has
patient flex elbows, place
lower hand under head, and
has patient grasp side of
table with opposite hand.

iii) Centers film about two inches
above the level of the pubic
symphysia.
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iv) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to midpoint of film.

v) For patients who cannot assume
lateral recumbent position, per-
former adjusts patient in semi-
erect position by starting with
supine position. Attaches foot-
rest to end of table and secures
patient. With patient on table,
performer moves it to almost
vertical position. Centers cas-
sette in vertical film holder
on right or left side of patient
(depending on the side of in-
terest). Directs central ray
horizontally at right angles to
the midpoint of the film, regard-
less of the angulation ci the
table.

e. For AP projections (posterior views)
to demonstrate selected intestinal
areas, performer notes prescribed
central ray angulation.

i) Positions patient in supine po-
sition as described above.

ii) For rectosigmoid and sigmoid
areas, centers film at the level
of the anterior superior iliac
spines. Directs central ray at
350 to 45° cephalad to midpoint
of film.

iii) For rectosigmoid area, centers
film to a po4 - about 1 inch
above the upper border of the
pubic symphysis. Directs cen-
tral ray at 12° caudad to mid-
point of film.

f. For oblique projections of intes-
tine,notes whether anterior oblique
nrojections are ordered or poster-
ior oblique projections,and the side
uf interest; notes.whether bilat-
eral views are ordered. Performer
may substitute right PA oblique

List Elements Fully

projection for left AP oblique
projection and/or left PA oblique
projection for right AP oblique
projection as appropriate to the
patient's condition.

i) For anterior (AP) oblique pro-
jections (posterior oblique
views) performer starts with
patient in supine position.

ii) For a left AP oblique projec-
tion of the rectosigmoid
junction and the sigmoid, ro-
tates the supine body 30° to
35° and supports the elevated
(right) side. Centers to a
point at the level of the an-
terior superior iliac spines.
Directs central ray at 30° to
35° cephalad or as ordered.

iii) For a left AP oblique projec-
tion of the hepatic flexure
and adjacent portions of the
proximal colon, performer po-
sitions and centers as in (i5.),
above, but rotates the body
45° and directs the cent-al
ray at right angles to mid-
point of film.

iv) For a right AP oblique projec-
tion of the splenic flexure
and the adjacent transverse
and descending portions of the
colon, performer rotates the
supine body 45° and supports
the elevated (left) side. Cen-
ters to a point at the level
of the anterior superior iliac
spines. Directs central ray
at right angles to midroint of
film.

v) For posterior (PA) oblique
projections (anterior oblique
views) performer starts with
patient in prone position.
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vi) For a right PA oblique projec-
tion of the hepatic flex.lre and
adjacent portions of tha colon,
performer positions prone patient
with head resting on right cheek
and right arm alongside body.
Rotates body so that left side
is elevated 450 Has patient
support himself or herself on
left forearm and flexed knee.
Centers patient so that a longi-
tudinal plane halfway between

1 the spinal column and the an-
terior left surface is at the
midline. Centers to the level
of the iliac crest. Performer
directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

vii) For a left PA oblique projec-
tion of the splenic flexure and
the left sided portions of the
colon, performer positions as
in (vi), above, but rotates to
opposite side so that right
side is elevated 45° Centers.

film to the anterior right sur-
face at the _Level of the iliac
crest.

g. Performer rehearses patient in
breath control such as breathing
in deeply, breathing out, and hold-
ing breath (suspended exhalation)
when ordered. Reinforces encour-

. agement to retain enema.

17. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any symptom of severe
pain or adverse reaction, especially
to contrast. As soon as performer
judges that reaction may be severe,
ceases exposure and notifies radio-
logist or attending physician at once.

18. Performer sets up for exposure after
positioning patient:

a. Performer sets and cher!ks the
focal-film distance if -.ot al-
rearlr done,as appropriate. Checks
y reading indicator scale in theb

tube housing; adjusts up or down
until the required FFD (TED) is
obtained.

b. Performer checks final position-
ing by using light in collimator.
Activates the collimator light
and points the light beam towards
the part. Adjusts the collimator
opening to correspond to the film
size. Uses cross-hair shadows as
reference for center of field.
Checks that primary beam will en-
ter the center of the arsa of in-
'terest at the selected angle to
the film so as to project the
view desired.

c. Once the patient has been posi-
tioned and immobilized, perform-
er adjusts the collimator. Either
collimates so that a small vilex-
posed border will appear around
the edge of t!le film or colli-
mates further so as to expose
only the area of interest (and
thus provide maximum protection
and detail). For small fields
performer attaches an auxiliary
extension cone to collimator to
further reduce the primary beam.
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area(s)

I)

of interest.
d. Performer adds lead shielding to

areas that will be in the primary
path of the beam but are not in-
cluded in the areas of interest.
Makes sure that proper protective
shielding has been provided to
patient and everyone who will re-
main in room during exposure.

e. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer reminds pa-
tient of the cooperation and
breath control to be used for
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exposure. Observes the patient's
movement until the moment that
the exposure is made. Readjusts
position if warranted.

f. Performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly
set, that equipment is set for
radiography mode, and that patient
is still in position.
Calls or uses intercom to remind
_patient of breathing instructions
as rehearsed and to retain eLema.

g

19. Performer makes exposure after the
patient has been instructed to breathe
out and hold unless otherwise ordered.
Performer initiates exposure by press-
ing hand trigger or exposure control
button.

a. While exposure is underway perforn-
er checks that mA meter records
appropriate current as set, that
kVp meter dips slightly.

b. May watch for evidence of malfunc-
tion such as line surge or exces-
sive drop; may listen for sound of
normal functioning of equipment.
If there is malfunction may decide
to report; anticipates need to re-
peat exposure.

c. With phototimer notes whether back-
up timer has been involved in ter-
minating exposure before photo-
timed exposure was completed. If
so, anticipates possible need to
repeat exposure.

d. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax
but retain enema. If two cassettes
are being used for a given pro-
jection has patient maintain posi-
tion while performer centers tube
for second exposure.

e. If the exposure is terminated by a
circuit breaker, rechecks techni-
cal factors for possible overload

List Elements Fully

or checks for overload elsewhere
on circuit. Anticipates need to
repeat exposure.

f. After exposure removes cassette
.and removes markers for further
use.

Repeats radiography for all the
exposures ordered by radiologist,
adjusting technical factors, tube,
table, and/or position of patient
or film holder as appropriate to
each view ordered Repeats iden-
tification, collimation, shield-
ing, orders for breath control,
and exposure as above.

g.

20. Performer arranges to have spot films
and overheads processed at once:

a. May sign or have radiologist sign
requisition sheet.

b. Checks that equipment is turned
off.

c. With cassette spot films and over-
head exposures removes any mark-
ers for further use. Attaches ID
card for use with flasher if ap-
propriate.

d. With spot film camera, performer
advances the film so that all
exposures made will be wound on
the take-up spool in the roll
film cassette. Replaces dark
slide on camera lens. Uses de-
vice to cut film and create a
light shield. Resets counter and
removes film cassette.

e. Performer arranges to have over-
heads and spot films processed
at once if appropriate or decides
to process personally.

f. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient retains
enema, is comfortable and, if
necessary, attended by radiolo-
gist, staff member, or self. May
arrange to have enema repeated if
patient cannot retain enema.

11IMINNIMulrov
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21. When the overheads and spot films have iv) Performer refrains from com-
been prcessed and returned, perform- menting on the films or pro-
er places on view boxes. May also viding any interpretation to
hang scout and prior films. Informs patient.
radiologist that radiograph(s) are vi) Performer shows subsequent sets
ready for viewing. of radiographs to radiologist

as processed, and proceeds as
a. Performer makes note of radiolo-

,

described above until radiolo-
gist's decisions regarding ade- gist indicates that this stage
quacy of the radiographs: of examination is completed.

i) If the radiologist indicates b. When radiologist indicates that
that there is any problem with radiography with enema retained
the technical factors or the is completed,performer notes or-
patient positioning for over- ders for evacuation, post-evad- .

heads, performer records or uation radiographs and whether
notes for use in "retakes." a double contrast study will fol-
Notes whether need to repeat low with instillation of air. If
is due to performer's own appropriate,has radiologist fill
negligence or lack of atten-
tion so that performer can
avoid future "retakes." If re-

out or sign requisition order.

22. Performer returns to patient and ex-
quest for retakes reflects mal- plains what will happen next. Indi-
functioning equipment, perform- cates that patient can now expell
er reports malfunction to ap- the enema and that post-evacuation
propriate staff member. If re- film and air contrast enema (if or-
quest for retakes reflects the
preference for density or con-
trast of the radiologist, per-

dered) will follow.

a. If the enema apparatus involves
former-notes for future use
to avoid future "retakes."

a closed system disposable kit,
performer lowers enema bag from

ii) If radiologist requires addi- pole and instructs patient to
tional views with barium re- release the enema back into the
tained, performer repeats over- lowered bag. When this is done
head filming as appropriate to and patient feels that.enema is
new projections, as described expelled, performer leaves bag

above,
iii) For further overhead exposures

hung in position below the level
of the table if air contrast

performer repeats appropriate
.

study may follow. Otherwise re-
steps including identifization moves and discards as discussed
of cassette, use of R-L mark.ers,
selection and setting of tech-

below.
b. If the enema apparatus involves

nique, positioning patient and
equipment for focus-object-film

a retention balloon catheter,
performer opens balloon lumen and

alignment, collimation, shield- allows air or water to drain.

ing, breathing instructions,
making exposure, and processing,
as described above.

Uses paper toweling and gently
removes the enema tip.

......-...
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i) Assists patient to descend from
table and walk to toilet, or
provides bedpan for patient to
expel enema.

ii) Performer checks with any pa-
tient in toilet to make sure
he or she is all right.

Ic. For patient with colostomy,perform-
er lowers bag from pole and assists
patient to sit on table, lean for-
ward, and drain the barium mixture
through the tubing into basin. May
assist by massaging patient.

d. Performer cleans patient and any
soiled equipment using sanitary
technique. Provides patient.with
apprcpriate towels, cleansing solu-
tions and fresh gown as appropri-
ate. Replaces covering on table.

23. Performer proceeds to take post-evac-
uation radiographs as ordered:

a. Takes any projections ordered as
described above, but decreases
exposure factors to reflect de-
crease in frontal thickness of
abdomen.

b. Is careful not to dislodge rectal
tip if left in place for later
air contrast.

c. If order is for an axial projection
of the rectum, rectosigmoid junc-
tion and sigmnid, performer has
patient sit op side or end or
table so that posterior surface
of each knee is in contact with
edge of table.

i) Centers median sagittal plane
of body to midline of table so
that transverse axis of film
coincides as nearly as possible
to midaxillary plane of the body

ii) Centers film to median sagittal
plane of pelvis.

iii) May support feet with bench or
stool. Has patient abduct thighs
and lean 'irectly forward until

24.

List Elements Full

symphysis pubis is in close
contact with table. May assist
obese patient to achieve as
close to a 450 angle of verti-
cal axis of pelvis as possible.
Has patient grasp ankles to
maintain position.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to film,centered to the
lumbosacral region at the leve
of the greater trochanters. If
flexion is restricted,directs
central ray anteriorly at righ
angles to the coronal plane of
the symphysis pubis.

d. Performer has post-evacuation ra-
diographs processed and present-
ed for radiologist's review as
described above.

i) If so ordered, performer ar-
ranges to have patient given
hot tea or coffee to stimulate
further evacuation. Assists
patient to evacuate again and
continues as ordered until
radiologist indicates that
post-evacuation radiography
is completed.

ii) Notes radiologist's orders
for air contrast enema with
fluoroscopy and overhead film-
ing. Provides any materials
needed.

Performer assists radiologist with
air contrast enema as ordered:

a. Performer explains to patient
what will happen.

b. If a disposable enema kit is
being used and rectal tube is
still in place, performer in-
verts the enema bag which is hung
below the level of the table so
that air will automatically rise.

c. If the enema tip has been remov-
ed, performer may prepare balloon
catheter and air syringe and
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attach rectal tip and clamp or
have this done. May insert tip
into patient's rectum as described
above.

d. Performer assists while radiolo-
gist injects air through insuf-
flater (or by squeezing inverted
bag) while checking on TV monitor.

e. Performer assists with fluoro-
scope controls, patient position-
ing, tilt table and/or changing
of spot film cassettes, as de-
scribed above, as ordered.

25. Performer makes overhead films as or-
dered with air enema retained,as
described above. Adjusts technical
factors to account for air contrast
(decreased techniques from those
used for barium enema). Has double
contrast overheads processed and re-
viewed as above,and repeats with ene-
ma retained until radiologist indi-
cates that radiography is completed.

26. When radiography has been completed,
performer assists in termination pro-
cedures:

a. Washes hands and dons gloves. Re-
moves any markers from patient's
body.

b. With disposable kit, has patient
expel air into bag:

i) Performer gently removes rectal
tip.

ii) Wraps apparatus in paper, drains
contents into a toilet, and dis-
cares in appropriate receptacle.

iii) Removes gloves and washes hands.

c. With conventional equipment, per-
former uses paper toweling and
gently removes enema tip. As-
sists patient to toilet or supplies
bedpan. Checks with patient to be
sure he or she is all right.

0 Empties bedpan contents into
toilet. Performer removes any
fecal masses from rectal tube
with paper toweling. Discards
in appropriate receptacle.

ii) Rinses equipment and places
for sterilizing or decides
to do personally.

iii) Removes gloves and washes
hands.

d. With colostomy patient performer
may leave catheter in place and
have patient go to lavatory and
empty enema bag. Performer sup-
plies clean pad or arranges to
have clean dressings supplied
or applied after patient or ND
removes catheter. Removes gloves
and washes hands.

e. May decide to assist patient from
table. Makes sure patient is
reminded of any footrest in step-
ping off table. Makes sure that
none of the equipment is pro-
jecting over the patient before
allowing patient to rise from
stool or table, and assists pa-
tient.

f. Performer has patient cleansed;
may have room and equipment
cleaned with disinfectant. Has
any other appropriate clean up
procedures followed to avoid
infection or contamination, or
decides to do personally, de-
pending on institutional ar-
rangements.

g. If not contraindicated, may rein-
force instructions to patient
on use of saline or water to
help eliminate contrast medium.
Reinforces information on when
patient can eat (unless GI ser-
ies is to follow).

h. Perfo.mer may have patient trans-
ported to next assigned location,
or decides to do personally, as
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appropriate. If appropriate, makes
sure that patient is in the care
of a staff person who will trans-
port to appropriate next location
or, if out-patient, will arrange
to discharge or send patient home
with escort as appropriate.

i. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each
spot film and overhead view in-
cluding retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may re-
cord any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.
Signs requisition sheet.

j. Performer may record the fluoro-
scopic examination including expo-
sure time and rad dosage.

k. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature.

1. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets,
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done,
depending on institutional proce-
dures.

m. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready

. to proceed with next examination.

.

o

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

This is page 1 of

Task Code No. 384

20 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;abdomen measured;
films identified;technical factors selected and set
for fluoroscopy,spot filming,overheads;scouts
taken;radiologist assisted with positioning,flu-
oroscopy;cholecystograms taken as ordered,processed,
presented;fatty meal arranged;post-fatty meal chol-
angiogram series,post-evacuation films taken as or-
dered;pt. returned;examination recorded;radiographs
placed for use.

2. What is used in performinL this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs;phone;
view boxes;pen;x-ray generator,control panels,tube,
bucky,table,collimator;fluoroscomr unit,image inten
sifier,spot film device,TV monitor;cassettes;roll
film;ID,R-L,series,respiration markers;compression
band,inflated bag;marking pen;extension cones;stool;
calipers;vertical cassette holder;lead aprons,
shielding;immobilization devices;technique,standard
view,tube rating and rad exposure charts;forms;phan-
tom or test object;wheelchair;intercom;instruction
sheet;contrast pills or capsules

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

. es to q. : Name the in o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-infant patient to have oral cholegraphy;radio-
loist;co-worl_L_iinadultnurse

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking oral cholecystograms and cholangiograms
of non-infant pt., by reviewing request;preparing,
instructing and reassuring pt.;measuring abdomen;
setting up for fluoroscopy,spot filming;taking scout
films as ordered;setting technical factors;identify-
ing films;providing shielding;assisting in position-
ing of pt.,fluoroscopy,spot filming;taking overhead
cholecystograms as ordered;auanging for processing;

1

arranging for fatty meal;taking post-meal,post-evac-
uation cholangiograms as ordered;having pt. return-
ed;placing radiographs for use;recording.

List Elements Fully

510

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form,pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant
patient scheduled for oral cho-
legraphy (radiographic study of
the gallbladder (cholecystog-
raphy) and/or biliary ducts
(cholangiography) after oral
ingestion of a contrast medium
in tablet or capsule form) as
a result of:

. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in ordeNiof priority.

Requisition may be for an
initial study or may be for
a "second day" study after
initial use of contrast did
not result in proper visual-
ization of gallbladder and
additional contrast was or-
dered. Performer.may also
receive prior scout film(s)
from initial study with re-
cord of technical factors
used and/or any changes nec-
essary.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a, Performer checks the ex-

1

amination called for and
the purpose. Notes

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..0)
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2 of 20 for this task.

List Elements Fully
...........

List Elements Full

whether routine scout film(s) are
ordered and/or any special requests,
positions,or views.

b. Notes the name of the radiologist
in charge;may note the name of the
referring clinician.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient or out-pa-
tient. Notes any special informati
or note on known pathology that
could affect patient positioning,
technique, or handling, or may be
contraindications (such as absence
of gallbladder, acute abdominal or
gastrointestinal symptoms). Notes
whether patient will be in a wheel-
chair.

d. Notes whether erect and/or recum-
bent positioning is called for,
breathing instructions, whether
compression devices will be re-
quired,type of shielding needed.

e. Performer checks whether patient
is suffering from a collateral con-
dition requiring special handling
such as heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, infirmity,
incoherence; whether patient has
IV drip, oxygen supply, urinary
catheter, colostomy, or similar
device in place; notes whether pa-
tient will be accompanied by nurse
or other staff person, whether
there are orders for removal of
dressings from the abdominal area.

f. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior recorl of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-

nation has been done elsewhere
in recent past, whether there
is history of extensive radi-
ography to bring to radiolo-

* gist's notice.
ii) Checks whether any special or-

ders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-
amination.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes
whether female patient is preg-
nant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual peri-
od, or notes any other indica-
tion that there is no danger of
exposure of a known or possible
fetus.

g. Performer notes orders for prior
preparation of patient such as
discontinuance of particular
medication, preliminary diet,
tiMing of ingestion of contrast,
abstinence from food and drink,
use of cleansing enemas. May note
whether these have been carried
out. May arrange to have omitted
steps carried out with delay in
examination if appropriate.

h. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly,auth- ,

orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select-technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contra- .

indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds after
obtaining needed information, sig-
nature, or orders.

i. If prior radiographs already on
file are to be presented to ra-
diologist with scout films, and
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Task Code No. 384

This is page 3 of 20 for this task.

tist Elements Full List Elements Full
. -

if not already with patient's propriate cassette holders are
\

jacketed material, performer ar- available in the examination room.
ranges to have prior films de- Selects appropriate speed and
livered. type of film, grid and cassette

combination based on standard in-.
2. Performer goes to appropriate room stitutional practices. Selects

for the type of examination involved size based on patient's size and
and the equipment required, or notes area of interest. If adequate
room assigned on requisition sheet. supply is not in room, arranges
Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa- to obtain or decides to obtain
tient in examination room longer than personally.
necessary: h. Performer prepares for identifi-

cation of overhead films using
a. Washes hands as appropriate,
b. Checks that procedure tray has been

equipment provided by institu-
tion:

prepared for the study involved or
decides to do personally; checks i) May obtain lead numerals and
that emergency cart is present or tape and prepare identifica-

available. tion strip for placement on
c. May make sure that x-ray tube has film holder(s) giving appro-

a fractional focal spot of appro- priate patient identification
priate size. information and time elapse

d. Checks that proper accessories are for .serial exposures.

available for procedure including ii) Performer may prepare for use
leaded rubber shielding, aprons,
and gloves to be used by perform-

of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film

er, radiologist, the patient, and/ holder surface; may write or
or anyone who will remain in the type out ID information on

room during exposure. card if not received with req-

. e. Checks that appropriate immobili- uisition.
zation devices are present, such iii) Checks identification against
as compression band and air-filled requisition sheet.
compression bag, that there is a .

mattress, pads, pillows and/or i. If examination may include spot
blankets for comfort of patient. filming using a camera (attached

May set up footboard at end of to image intensifier) and roll

tilt-table and attach compression film, performer checks film sup-

devices,
f. Makes sure that right (R) and

ply indicator to make sure that
there is sufficient film in the

left (L) markers are available
for use, identification cards,
leaded numerals or markers, -marker

roll film cassette.

i) If there is insufficient roll
to indicate films exposed on inha- filM in camera, performer ar-
lation if so ordered, and markers ranges to have roll film cas-
to number series films. sette loaded, or decides to

g. For overhead filming performer
makes sure that an adequate sup-
ply of loaded cassettes and ap-

do personally.

.
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This is page 4 of 20 for this task.

List Elements Fully

ii) When loaded roll film cassette
is obtained, performer checks
loading in subdued light.
Checks that end of film is cut
correctly and is properly
threaded and attached to take-
up spool so that film unwinds
appropriately. Checks that film
is properly engaged in sprockets.
Locks into operating position.
If appropriate, cuts off excess
film at exit port and removes.
Attaches film cassette to camera
and locks into place. Replaces
camera cover.

iii) If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded.

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate for any exposure of
film due to installation or
check.

v) Removes dark slide from camera
lens.

vi) If not already done, performer
writes or types a card with
patient's identification infor-
mation for use with spot film
device. Inserts in slot in spot
film camera as appropriate.

j. If examination may include spot
filming using a cassette/bucky
spot film device, performer checks
that there is an adequate supply
of appropriate size cassettes in
room.

i) If there is insufficient supply
of cassettes, arranges to ob-
tain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

ii) Performer carries out identi-
fication of the spot film cas-
settes as for overhead films.

iii) Performer may use controls or
manually pull out spot film
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Moves cassette into appropri-
ate "stored" position.

iv) If R-L markers are to he used
with spot filming, performer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

k. If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spot filming, performer po-
sitions and centers grid if not
already done. May use control but-
ton or slides grid into position.
May check that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long
axis of the tube.

3. Performer reviews and sets technical
exposure factors for fluoroscopy and
spot filming based on standard set
by the institution as appropriate
for the examination:

a. Dons protective leaded rubber gar-
ments such as apron and gloves.

b. Makes sure that no one is in ex-
amination room or control room.

c. Performer reviews the ;Ochnique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be
used:

i) Locates information for the
projections involved. Takes
note of the exposure factors
to be used for overheads and
fluoroscopy. Considers prefer-
erences of the radiologist in-
volved and presence of contrast
in biliary tract.
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List Elements FullT

ii) Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation to a change
in machine output or a policy
decision).

iii) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors
against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rating
chart to be sure that technique
does not exceed the heat capac-
ities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If 'appro-
priate, performer reconverts
the technique to an equivalent
output using higher kVp and
lower mAs.

List Elements Full

d. Performer makes sure that indicator
light shows that x-ray generator is
"warmed up" and ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and, if
needed, turns compensator dial
until needle is aligned properly
on line meter.

e. As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
for overhead scout films, for later
use of fluoroscopic mode, and use
of spot film camera or cassette
device.

f. Performer sets controls on image
intensifier for spot film camera
or cassette device:

i) For E,)ot film camera, performer
selects and sets the rate
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards
set for examination.

ii) For cassette spot filming per-
former may select and set a
standard spot film program pro-
viding for format. combinations
such as single, half, or ci1lart-

er.combinations on a single
cassette and related spot film
sizes. Selects program appro-
priate for examination or
awaits orders from radiologist.

g. If not already done, performer con
nects TV monitor to power outlet.
Turns on monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

h. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector
(if there is dual image intensi-
fier).

i. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy:

i) Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the ex-
amination. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.

ii) If mA is automatically con-
trolled according to patient
thickness, performer turns
fluoroscope mA selector to max-
imum standard position. If not
automatically controlled, sets
as appropriate for focal spot
size and examination.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for spot
filming:

i) For conventional manual expo-
sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the appropriate
spot film time for the exami-
nation.

ii) For automatic, phototimed ex-
posure control, performer se-
lects a density exposure con-
trol appropriate for the ex-
amination.
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iii) Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and
the focal spot size to be used.

iv' Performer selects and sets kVp,;y combining settingc on one
major and one minor kVp se-
lector a appropriate for the
exam

s

ination.

. If not already done, performer re-
turns to examination room to set up
x-ray and fluoroscope tube(s), image
intensifier, collimator and accesso-
ries as appropriate for check of
equipment prior to examination:

a. Makes sure that no one is in room.
b. Places phantom or appropriate test

object on radiography table where
patient's area of interest will be
centered for examination,

c. Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest,

d. If not already done, moves image
intensifier and any spot film de-
vice into position; centers (over
or under) the area of interest.

e. Performer adjusts the x-ray tube
to appropriate focal spot-object
distance (target to object distance,
TOD). For fluoxoscopy adjusts dis-
tance between focal spot and image
intensifier (foal spot to film
distance, FFD). Makes sure that TOD
is 15 inches or more. Operates con-
trols or manually moves the x-ray
tube(s) into place. Checks the
focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube hous-
ing; adjusts up or down until the
required FFD is obtained.

f. Performer collimates fluoroscopy
tube (and x-ray tube used for spot

5.

filming if different), depending
on nature of the equipment and
controls:

i) Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examine-
tion or sets shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimation

ii) Manually sets collimator for
.

the spot film field size to be
used, or selects and sets
field size control to be used
for automatic collimation with
programmed spot film cassette
exposure sequence.

If not already done, performer checks
functioning of fluoroscopy equipment
by entering remote control room or
operating controls in .examination
room behind leaded screen:

a. To check fluoroscopy mode, per-
former turns on TV power switch
controls as appropriate. Acti-
vates fluoroscope exposure by
pressing footswitch or as appro-
priate. Views test object being
fluoroscoped on TV monitor.

i) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropriate)
and observes effects on TV
monitor to be sure that equip-
ment is operating properly.

ii) Checks mA meter and notes
whether appropriate reading
is obtained.

iii) Performer checks that TV
brightness controls are oper-
ating and adjusts for prelimi-
nary viewing.

iv) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check
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6.

that exposure is terminated when

maximum examination exposure
time is reached.

b. To check spot fill-a functioning,
performer may move cassette or
roll film into x-ray exposure
field using appropriate controls.

i) Performer activates controls
for spot film exposure. Notes
whether cassette or roll film
transport is operating appro-
priately. Notes whether expo-
sure is terminated by photo-
timer or, if manual timer, in
time set. If appropriate, re-
leases spot film control after
exposure.

ii) If equipment is operating appro-
priately, perfotmer unloads cas-
sette and reloads or advances
roll film as appropriate. Moves
bucky out of way until fluoros-
copy is completed.

c. After equipment has been checked,
performer shuts and resets for
standard exposure factors. If per-
former decides that any of the
equipment is not functioning prop-
erly, performer informs appropri-
ate staff member. Arranges for al-
ternate unit to be used,

Performer readies patient for the ex-
amination:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or
decontam.nation techniques.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if not

, already done), or decides to do
..

personally.

c. Depending on institutional arrange
ments, performer may decide to
escort out-patient to or from
dressing room. May decide to
assist in transportiAg patient
from holding area or have this
done.

d. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff perso, and in-

- troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient
is accompanied because of ser-
iousness of condition, performer
checks with accompanying staff mem
ber on any special precauti6ns
necessary during procedure.

e. Performer has patient assume a com
fortable recumbent or seated posi-
tion, as appropriate.

i) If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table. May place pad, blanket
or pillow under bony promi-
nences to provide comfort for
recumbent patient.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair
may move patient in chair into
position next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in
locked position.

.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in
th2 way that may be collided
with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step
on footstool in order to get .

on ta"le, helps patient turn
into position, step backwards
on stool, and then sit and/or
lie on table. ,
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f. If not already done, has patient's
clothing removed and provides gown
or drape. May assist patient or
request assistance from nurse.
Permits patient to keep covered
with gown until measurements are
taken and until exposure: Treats
young patient with as much courtesy
as adult.

g. Performer questions patient or ac-
companying adult about preparatory
procedures to check that patient
has followed them correctly and to
find out about patient's reaction
to contrast:

i) Performer questions patient on
whether any listed orders on ces-
sation of a particular medica-
tion,use of preliminary diet, or
the time that the contrast was to
be injected were carried out, and
about orders for abstinence from
food and drink after taking con-
trast. Checks that any orders for
cleansing enema(s) were carried
out.

ii) Performer questions patient or
accompanying adult on any reac-
tion to the contrast such as
vomiting and/or diarrhea and on
when this occurred.

iii) Performer notes any unusual or
severe reaction,and reports this
or any failure of patient to
carry out preparatory routine
to radiologist. Follows out any
orders to postpone examination.
Continues with examination as
orde.red.

h. Performer evaluates the patient's
bodily habitus to estimate the
position of the gallbladder and
variations in location between in-
halation and exhalation for cen-
tering. Notes whether the areas
of interest are heavily covered by

7.

muscle or soft fat, whether the
palpation points will be easy to
find. Notes whether the extremi-
ties are of unequal length. For
female patients,performer jndges
whether the breasts are large and
pendulous. If so, may plan to
have patient or staff member draw
the breasts to the sides and up-
wards and hold in place with wide
bandage.

i. If patient has a wound, colostomy,
or ileostomy with dressing to be
removed, performer checks whether
zinc or iodoform paste or radio-
paque gauze is being used. If so,
has appropriate staff member re-
move dressing or tube or decides
to do personally (if ap2ropriate).
Checks that radiopaque paste or
guaze is completely removed.

j. If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions female
patient of child bearing age re-
garding possible pregnancy. If
there is any potsibility that pa-
tient is pregnant and this has not
already been recorded, performer
informs radiologist and proceeds
only with approval.

Performer explains to patient what
will be involved in the procedure
and continues to prepare:

a. Performer explains the purpose
of the preliminary procedures
and what will be involved in the
examination:

i) Performer indicates the need
to visualize the gallbladder
and explains use of scouts,
fluoroscopy,and overhead film-
ing. Gives indication of vari-
ations in amount of time that
may be involved.
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ii) Explains probable use of fatty
meal,post-fatty meal and post
evacuation films and likely
time intervals.

b. Performer explains what coopera-
tion will be asked of patient. De-
scribes what the radiologist will
be doing. Indicates what types of
positions the patient will be
asked to assume. Describes any
probable breathing control, use
of compression devices, as appro-
priate. May demonntrate how tilt
table will be used and reassure
patient that he or she will be
held safely.

c. Performer encourages patient to
relax. Rehearses patient in sus-
pending respiration (inhalation
or exhalation) and relaxing. Per-
former may check patien 's relax-
ation by keeping hand on patient's
back to detect tenseness. Perform-
er may judge time interval needed
after cessation of respiration for
patient to relax and plans to ad-
just exposure timing accordingly.

d. Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and de-
velop confidence. Treats patient
with dignity and concern regard-
less of patient's behavior. Re-
mains aware that patient may be
frightened and/or in pain. Per-
former explains, when asked medi-
cal questions, that it is not ap-
propriate for technologist to
answer these; encourages patient
to speak to physician.

e. Unless measurements have already
been made, performer uses centi-
meter calipers to measure the
thickness of the abdomen in the
directions in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass
through the centered part from

tube to film. If both recumbent
and erect positioning will be
used, performer may measure or
estimates thicr.ness in ooth posi-
tions. Records for use in deter-
mining exposure factors for over-
heads. After measuring, has pa-
tient rest in as relaxed a posi-
tion as possible.

f: Performer may tape R or L marker
to patient if appropriate. for
use in spot filming.

g. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the
first scout projection and at-
taches identification inforration
to the cassette:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as
appropriate or depresses ap-
propriate R or L button for
automatic marking.

ii) If patient's identification
information is In the form of
lead numerals or marker, per-
former places on appropriate
corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification in-
formation is tn 'e entered by
use of flasher, sets flash
card aside for later use with
space created by piece of lead-
ed rubber on appropriate edge
of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment uring automatic film mark-
ing device.

v) If suspended inhalation (rather
than exhalation) has been or-
dered,marks cassette to indi-
cate this.

h. Performer places cassette in
bucky. May manually pull out
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into

518
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,

bucky tray and pushes back. Makes
sure clamps are closed. Moves cas-
sette into appropriate "stored"
position or inserts cassette tray
into bucky slot and centers.

. Performer selects and sets the expo-
sure factors for the first (or next)
scout projection by consulting the
technique chart(s) po.9J-0: for the

machine:

s. Locates the information needed for
the body part and projection in-
volved according to the centimeter
thickness of the part as measured
(erect or recumbent as appropriate)
and the collimated field size to
b.:. used. Makes sure that technique
relates to the combination of film
type and speed and use or nonuse
of other radiographic accessories
(such as screens, grids, bucky,
utc.).

b. toakes note of the kVp, mA,T(sec-
olds of exposure time), focal
spot size, and the focal film dis-
tance (TFD or FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time

.
have been determined, performer
makes any conversions necessary
to account for the use of contrast,
extreme fat or muscularity, prefer-
ence of the radiologist involved,
and any posted changes. Performer
looks up numerical conversion fac-
tors and calculates, or uses con-
version charts to ascertain the
appropriate new exposure factor
(kVp, mA and/or time). Multiplies,
divides, adds, or subtracts as ap-
propriate.

d. Performer sets the exposure-fac-
tors for the first (or next) scout
projection:

i) Enters control room and sets
control for radiography mode.

9.

.........

ii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer sets the milli-
amperage selected for the cor-
rect focal spot size. Sets the
selected exposure time that
will produce the mAs desired.
Sets the kVp selected by
choosing the combination of
major kilovoltage and minor
kilovoltage settings to pro-
duce the desired kVp.

iii) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer sets
the category corresponding to
the type of study and use of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Sets a control corresponding
to the selected field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).
May set a kVp range button (if
called for with equipment)
corresponding to the appropri-
ate range for the examination.
Sets .a density selector cor-
responding to the usual (or
special) requirements fur the
study. Makes sure backup timer
is not likely to terminate ex-
posure before phototimed expo-.
sure is made.

iv) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for
use of bucky, manual adjustment
of table and tube height, po-
sition, and of collimation,
unless these have already been
set.

Performer prepares patient for po-
sitioning for first (or .ext) scout
film(s). Selects prone-PA or supine
AY position for standard scout film
of abdomen and/or right side of ab-
domen, and may make other special
projections as ordered or as deter-
mined by standard institutional pro-
cedures for scouts:
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a. Performer may explain or demonstrate
to patient what is required. May
obtain help in potitioning.

b. If patient has a urinary catheter
in place, performer turns pazient
toward the catheter and tubing to
prevelit separating it from drain-
age bottle and breaking sterile
system and to avoid causing pain.

c. When positioning a patient with a
balloon catheter in place, per-
former makes sure that the clamp
is not lying over a part to be
exposed or that patient is not
lying on the clamp.

d. If patient will be standing and
limbs are of unequal length, per-
former provides support to short-
er limb so as to evenly distribute
weight.

e. Performer keeps the long axis of
the part parallel to the cassette
holder. With upright holder ad-
justs height of holder to part and
centers part to film.

i) Performer arranges patient's
shoulders to lie on a single
transverse plane.

ii) Has prone patient flex elbows,
place arms in a comfortable po-
sition. Supports ankles. Rests
patient's head on forehead and
nose. May have patient rest
hands beneath chest.

iii) Has supine patient place arms
in a comfortable position and
supports ankles and knees.

f. Performer judges the location of
the gallbladder based on the pa-
tient's type of body (habitus) and
the evidence of any prior scout
films.
Performer plans to center higher
for supine positioning and lower
for prone and erect positioning.

Centers higher for obese, hyper-
sthenic patients and lower for
thin, asthenic patients.

10. Performer positions as follows (or
as described below for later steps)
depending on the positions ordered
for scout film(s).

a. For a prone PA projection (an-
terior view) of the gallbladder,
performer has the patient lie in
a prone position on the table.

i) Depending on whether an ab-
dominal survey view or a
right abdominal view is or-
dered, performer centers the
median sagittal plane or the
middle of the right side of
abdomen to the midline of the
table.

ii) May have patient rest head on
left cheek. Has patient flex
right elbow and adjust arm
in comfortable position with
left arm alongside body. Ele-
vates ankles. With thin pa-
tients maYISlace pillow under
head and position it so that
upper chest is also supported.
May place pad under iliac
spines. If female patient has
pendulous breasts, has her
spread breasts upward and out-
ward.

iii) Performer centers film to the
level of the estimated lo-
cation of the gallbladder as
determined by patient's body
type and prior films, breath
control to be used$and posi-
tion of patient, or to center
of abdominal area. May mark
centering point on body for
later adjustment.
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iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

b. For a supine AP projection (poster-
ior view) of the gallbladder, per-
former has the patient lie in a
supine position on the table.

i) Performer centers median sagit-
tal plane or the center of the
right side of abdomen to the
midline of table.

ii) Has patient flex elbows and ab-
duct arms. For thin patients or
if so ordered, performer ro-
tates the body slightly with
right side against table.
Supports knees and immobilizes
ankles.

iii) Centers film to the level of the
gallbladder as estimated, allow-
ing for body type'and position
of patient. May mark centering
point.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

c. Performer applies compression band
and air filled bag if appropriate
to upper abdominal region.

d. Checks whether patient is able to
relax as positioned and immobilized.
If not, performer readjusts and
recenters until patient is com-
fortable.

e. Performer rehearses patient in
suspended exhalation (or sus-
pended inhalation if so ordered)
until patient can hold suspended
respiration and remain relaxed
until told to breathe again.

f. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any synptom of
severe pain or adverse reaction.If
performer judges that patient's dis-
comfort is severe, ceases exposure
and notifies radiologist or attend-
ing physician at once.

I11. Performer sets up for exposure after
positioning patient:

a. Performer sets the focal-film
distance if not already done as
appropriate. Checks the focal-
film distance by reading indi-
cator scale in the tube housing;
adjusts up or down until the re-
quired FTD (TFD) is obtained.

b. Performer checks final position-
ing by using light in collimator.
Activates the collimator light
and points the light beam towards
the part. Adjusts the collimator
opening to correspond to the film
size. Uses cross-hair shadows as
reference for center of field.
Checks that primary beam will
enter the center of the area of
interest at the selected angle
to the film so as to project the
view desired.

c. Performer adjusts the collimator
so that a small unexposed border
will appear around the edge of
the film or collinates further
so as to expose only the area of
interest (and thus provide maxi-
mum protection and detail). For
small fields performer attaches
an auxiliary extension cone to
collimator to further reduce the
primary beam. Adjusts primary beam
to minimum size needed to cover
the area(s) of interest.

d. Performer adds lead shielding to
areas that will be in the priLary
path of the beam but are not in-
cluded in the areas of interest.
Makes sure that voper protective
shielding has been provided to pa-
tient and everyone who will remain
in room during exposure. Explains
if necessary that this is not
cause for alarm but a general pre-
caution to minimize unnecessary
radiation exposure.
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e. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer reminds pa-
tient of the cooperation and breath
control to be used for exposure.
Encourages patient to relax. Ob-
serves the patient's movement until
the moment that the exposure is
made. Readjusts position if war-
ranted.

f. Performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly
set, that equipment is set for
radiography mode, and that patient
is still in position.

12. Performer makes exposure:

a. Calls or uses intercom to tell pa-
tient to carry out breathing in-
structions as rehearsed. Has pa-
tient breathe out and hold unless
suspended inhalation has been or-
dered.

b. When respiration has been suspend-
ed, performer waits one or two
seconds to allow involuntary move-
ment of viscera to subside and
then makes exposure or waits num-
ber of seconds judged necessary
for patient to relax.

c. Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button.

i) While exposure is underway per-
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-
sure.

List Elements Fullym...m

iii) With phototimer notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates
possible need to repeat expo-

..

sure.
iv) After exposure is completed

tells patient that he or she
can breathe.

v) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overload or checks for overload
elsewhere on circuit. Antici-
pates need to repeat exposure.

d. After exposure removes cassette
and removes markers for further
use.

e. Repeats radiography for all the
scout films required. Adjusts
technical factors, tube, and po-
sition of patient or film holder
as appropriate to each view or-
dered. Repeats identification,
collimation, shielding, orders
for breath control and exposure
as above.

13. The performer arranges to have the
scout films processed at once or
decides to do personally.

a. Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition.

b. While films are being processed
and/or evaluated performer has
patient relax in examination room
or holding area. Explains what
will happen next. If appropriate,
makes sure that patient will be
attended while waiting.

c. If appropriate, moves x-ray tube
and any protruding film holder
away from patient before patient
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rises and decides to assist patient and that an additional dose of
from table. Makes sure patient is oral contrast and/or additional
reminded of any footrest in step- cleansing is needed, performer
ping off table. may arrange to reinforce instruc-

tions to patient for prior prep-
14. The performer brings the_requisition arations for second day study and

sheet, the patient's medical history,
chart, the processed scout film(s) and

taking of additional contrast or
may decide to do personally. May

any prior films to radiologist. Dis- arrange to reschedule patient.
plays radiographs on view boxes. c. If radiologist decides that flu-

oroscopy is necessary to provide
a. If not already done, performer more information on location

tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with regard

and condition of gallbladder,
performer notes radiologist's

to information, possible contrain- orders for program and settings
dications, or anything else that for spot filmins and proceeds to
should be brought to radiologist's prepare for fluoroscopy (as de-
attention. Notes any special or-
ders or change in procedure de-

scribed earlier).

cided by radiologist. i) Discusses sequence and timing
' b. Performer may accompany radiolo- for procedure with radiolo-

gist to examination room and in- gist. May arrange signals for
troduce patient to radiologist or exposure, changing of spot
calls patient from holding area. film cassettes, operation of

_
exposure controls.

15. During radiologist's review, of requi- ii) If required, changes or ad-
sition, scouts, prior films and ex- justs technical factors, pro-
amination of patient, performer notes gram, dnd settings for flu-
radiologist's decisions and orders: oroscopy and spot filming.

a. If radiologist indicates that pro- d. If radiologist indicates that
cedure is to be terminated be- the scout films do not provide
cause gall stones are in evidence enough information on location
on scout(s) or (if second day
study)if radiologist decides to

or condition of gallbladder,
performer notes radiologist's

proceed immediately to intravenous orders for change in technical
method, performer proceeds to factors, patient positions, tube
termination steps as described positions, and/or centering of
below. If appropriate,arranges to film. Plans to make additional
have proper forms filled out and/ overheads, send for processing
or new requisition made out and and present for review, one at
signed. a time, until radiologist in-
If scout film is judged adequate dicates that gallbladder is
and no further examination is properly visualized (as described
needed, performer proceeds to below).
terminate as described below. e. If radiologist indicate:, that

b. If radiologist decides that the
gallbladder is poorly visualized

the scout film(s) are adequate,
and if radiologist decides to

5 6
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16.

=rm..
proceed with fatty meal, post-
fatty meal and post-evacuation
fluoroscopy and/or overheads, per-
former notes radiologist's orders
for the fatty meal, time sequence
for meal, any fluoroscopy and over-
head series, projections ordered,
and positions of patient and cen-
tral beam. If appropriate,has ra-
diologist fill out or sign requi-
sition orders for filming and meal.

If radiologist has decided to examine
patient fluoroscopically, performer
proceeds as follows:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate.

b. Performer gives leaded gloves and
apron to radiologist. If appropri-
ate, places leaded curtain in
place. Provides patient and every-
one remaining in room during ex-
posure with appropriate protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize imnecessary radiation expo-
sure.

c. On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights. Turns
on TV power switch. May go to con-
trol room and operate fluoroscopy
controls on orders from radiolo-
gist. Adjusts kVp and/or mA con-
trols according to radiologist's
orders.

d. Performer may help radiologist to
position patient in appropriate
position. May operate tilt-table
on orders from radiologist. May
position pressure device(s) on
orders.

e. Performer may assist radiologist
with spot filming:

i) Operates exposure controls as
ordered, or positions table,
tube, or patient as ordered.

17.

ii) If spot film attachment uses
cassettes, performer may unload
as used, identify, and insert
additional cassettes, as de-
scribed above, throughout pro-
cedure.

f. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer may keep radio-
logist informed of cumulative ex-
posure as shown on fluoroscope
timer indicator.

g. When the radiologist informs per-
former that the fluoroscopic por-
tion of the examination is over,
performer notes orders for any
pre-fatty meal overhead filming
and/or orders for fatty meal and
post-fatty meal radiography.

i) Notes particular areas of in-
terest, special positions,
breathing instructions.

ii) May note whether radiologist
has marked location of gall-
bladder for use in centering.
If so, notes whether this was
with patient in erect, prone,
or supine position.

iii) May discuss with radiologist
any special precautions needed
in patient positioning, to
avoid injuring patient.

If radiologist has ordered additional
overheads for localization and/or
visualization of the gallbladder,
performer proceeds as for scout
films, as described above, except as
follows:

a. Performer acts on radiologist's
orders for changes in technical
factors,and converts as appropri-
ate when setting factors for each
radiograph.

b. If radiologist has used fluoros-
copy, performer may note centering
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mark made by physician. When cen-
tering, takes account of patient's
position when centering mark was
made (erect, supine, prone) and
adjusts centering to account for
shift to any different current po-
sition. Wipes away any inappropri-
ate centering marks made fox scouts.

c. Performer repeats as appropriate
the steps for setting exposure fac-
tors, identifying cassette, placing
in bucky, explaining to patient,
and positioning patient, film, and
tube, as describ,A, except as noted
below,

d. When positioning patient in erect
or decubitus position, performer
may have patient maintain the po-
sition and relax for several min-
utes to allow any small gallstones
to come to rest. Makes sure grid
lines are at right angles to the
floor,

e. For an erect PA projection Canter-

f. For right lateral decubitus po-
sitioning for projections of the
gallbladder, performer uses a
vertical bucky or cassette holder
with patient lying on table. Notes
whether PA or AP projection is
required for frontal view.

0 Has patient lie on right side.
Has patient flex knees com-
fortably. Places supports under
and between knees and ankles.
Has patient flex elbows, place
lower hand under head, and
has patient grasp side of
table with opposite hand. Ele-
vates the torso. May apply com-
pression. Supports in position.

ii) For frontal projection places
film vertically and directs
x-ray tube horizontally. Places
film behind patient and tube in
front for AP projection; the
reverse for PA projection.
Directs central ray horizontal-
ly at right angles to midpoint
of film.

iii) For a lateral view centers cas-

ior view) of the gallbladder, per-
former has patient stand facing
vertical cassette holder or bucky
in PA position with weight evenly
distributed,

i) Centers film in bucky to the
marked location (adjusted for
shift from position when marked)
or centers film to estimated
center of gallbladder.

ii) May have patient extend arms
along sides of holder and grasp
edges.

iii) Applies compression band and/or
bag if appropriate. Performer
makes sure that patient is main-
tained in erect position long
enough before exposure for small'
gallstones to be accurately
demonstrated.

iv) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to center of film.

sette in bucky in table and
directs central ray vertically
at right angles to center of
film.

iv) Centers film to marked center-
ing point (adjusted) or to
estimated location of gall-
bladder, allowing for likely
drop in location in this posi-
tion towards the midaxillary
line,

v) Allows patient to maintain po-
sition long enough before ex-
posure for small gallstones to
be accurately demonstrated.

g. For a left PA oblique projection
(left anterior oblique view) of
gallbladder, performer notes the
degrees of rotation required, the
number of oblique views ordered,

......
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and the change in rotation between
exposures. Marks cassettes to show
order in series.

0 Performer positions patient in
the prone position with head
resting on left cheek and left
arm alongside body. Rotates
body so that right side is ele-
vated. Has patient support him-
self or herself on right fore-
arm and flexed knee and adjusts
rotation to the desired degree.

ii) Centers patient so that previ-
ously localized or estimated
location of the gallbladder is
at the midline. Centers film
at the marked or estimated
level of the galladder adjust-
ed for position.

iii) Applies inflated bag or radio-
lucent wedge under abdomen.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

v) Rehearses patient in suspend-
ing breathing at end of ex-
halation for exposure unless
otherwise ordered,and remaining
in position until directed to
change rotation for next expo-
sure in series.

h. For PA lordotio projection (an-

iii) Ccntels film to the estimated
level of the gallbladder.

iv) Directs central ray horizontal-
ly at right angles to midpoint
of film.

i. If gallbladder location has not
yet been determined, performer
nay mark the centering point
being used on patient's body.

j. Performer again checks for abil-
ity of patient to relax and re-
peats appropriate breathing in-
structions. Repeats appropriate
collimation. Provides shielding
and makes exposure as described
above.

18. Performer arranges for processing
and review of any spot films and
each overhead view as taken:

a. May sign or have radiologist sign
requisition sheet.

b. Checks that equipment is turned
off.

c. With cassette spot films and over-
head :exposures, removes any mark-
ers.for further use. Attaches ID
card for use with flasher if ap-
propriate.

d. With spot film camera, performer
advances the film so that all
exposures made will be wound on
the take-up spool in the roll
film cassette. Replaces dark
slide on camera lens. Uses de-
vice to cut film and create a
light shield. Resets counter and
removes film cassette.

e. Performer has overheads and any
spot films processed at once or
decides to process personally.

f. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and, if necessary, at-
tended by radiologist, staff mem-
ber, or self.

terior view) of the gallbladder,
performer uses upright cassette
holder or bucky.

i) Performer has patient stand or
sit in PA position before up-
right cassette holder with
right side of abdomen centered
to midline,

ii) Has patient grasp sides of stand
or table, brace abdomen against
it, and lean backward as much
as possible or with thorax at
a 450 angle.
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g. When the overheads and spct films
have been processed and returned,
performer places on view boxes.

film alignment, collimation,
shielding, breathing instru2-
tions, making exposure, and

May also hang scout(s) and prior processing, as described above.
films. Informs radiologist that v) Performer refrains from com-
radiograph(s) are ready for view- menting on the films or pro-
ing and makes note of radiologist's viding any interpretation to
decisions: patient.

vi) Performer shows subsequent ra-
i) Notes orders for further over- diographs to radiologist as

heads to locate gallbladder or processed, and proceeds as de-
provide better visualization. scribed above until radiolo-

ii) If overhead has not localized gist indicates that this stage
gallbladder, performer removes
trial centering mark until local-
ization has been determined.

of examination is completed.

h. When radiologist indicates that
iii) If the radiologist indicates pre-fatty meal radiography is

that there is any problem with completed, notes any orders for

the technical factors or the 2atty meal, post-fatty meal and
patient positioning for over- post-evacuation fluoroscopy and/

heads, performer records or
notes for use in "retakes."

or overheads.

Notes whether need to repeat
is due to performer's own

19. If a fatty meal has been ordered,
performer has radiologist's orders

negligence or lack of atten- carried out and patient given meal

tion so that performer can or fed as appropriate. May decide
avoid future "retakes." If re-
quest for retakes reflects mal-
functioning equipment, perform-

to do personally.

a. If patient may leave the depart-

er reports malfunction to ap- ment for meal, performer makes
propriate staff member. If re- sure that patient or accompanying

quest for retakes reflects the adult knows exact time to return.

preference for density or con- b. With in-patient, may arrange to

trast of the radiologist, per- have nursing staff in charge of

former notes for future use patient's care informed.

to avoid future "retakes." Performer may arrange to have pa-

iv) if radiologist requires addi- tient taken to appropriate hold-
tional centering and/or posi- ing area. Keeps track of the time

tions, performer repeats ap- elapsed. If appropriate, makes

propriate steps including sure that patient is in the care

identification of cassette,
use of R-L and series markers,
selection and setting of tech-

of a staff person who will trans-
port to appropriate location and
return patient at appropriate

nique, positioning patient and
equipment for focus-object-

....

time.

7
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20. After patient has had fatty meal and/or
after appropriate elapse of time,
performer has patient returned ane
prepared (or prepares) as appropriate
for fluoroscopy and/or overhead film-
ing of extrahepatic ducts (cholangi-
ography). Performer may have patient
assume right AP oblique position at
once and may maintain patient in po-
sition until series are completed.

21. If radiologist will use fluoroscopy,
performer assists as described above;
has spot films processed; displays
when ready on view boxes.

22. If performer will take a series of
post-fatty meal radiographs, proceeds
as ordered and as described above ex-
cept as follows:

a. In series films performer makes
sure to include time-interval mark-
er on each cassette.

b. Performer uses marked location of
gallbladder on patient's body as
reference for location of extra-
hepatic bile ducts. When centering
takes account of patient's position
when centering mark was made and
adjusts as appropriate.

c. For a right AP oblique projection
(right posterior oblique view) of
the extrahepatic bile ducts, per-
former plans series at appropri-
ate intervals.

i) Performer has patient assume su-
pine position with the area of
the gallbladder centered to the
midline of the table. Elevates
the left side of the body about
15° to 20°. Supports the ele-
vated shoulder, hip and knee.
Has patient extend hips and
knees so that back is arched.
May place arms in comfortable

position with hands under or
above head.

ii) Centers film to.estimated lo-
cation of gallbladder and ap-
propriately higher than for
prone position.

iii) Places inflated bag or r.dio-
lucent wedge under abdomen.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to mddpoint of film.

d. Performer provides collimation,
shiel!ing, instructions for
breathing,and makes exposure as
described above. Arranges to
have each overhead processed as
taken and reviewed by radiologist.
Keeps track of timing and con-
tinues at regular intervals un-
til radiologist indicates that
opacification of ducts is optimal
and series is completed.

23. If radiologist orders post-fatty
meal, post-evacuation films,perform-
notes the timing, projections, and
patient positions ordered.'

a. Proceeds as appropriate as de-
scribed above to make, process,
and present post-fatty meal, post-
evacuation radiographs.

b. Notes any orders for delayed
films. If so, performer may pro-
vide requisition sheet and have
radiologist fill out and sign.

24. When performer is told by radiologist
that the examination has been com-
pleted, performer carries out termi-
nation steps for the examination:

a. If appropriate, arranges to have
fresh colostomy and/or dressing
applied (if removed for radiog-
raphy). Has patient cleansed if
appropriate. Removes any R-L mark-
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ers or centering marks from :)a-
tient's body.

b. May have patient transported back
to holding area or next location,
or decides to do personally, as
appropriate. Makes sure that none
of the equipmer is projecting over
the patient beiore allowing patient
to rise.

c. If appropriate, makes sure that pa-
tient is in the care of a staff
person who will tr%lsport to ap-
propriate next location or, if out-
patient, will arrange to discharge
or send patient hone (with escort
if appropriate).

d. May have room and equipment cleaned;
has any other appropriate clean up
procedures followed to avoid in
fection or contamination, or de-
cides to do personally, depending
on institutional procedures.

e. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each
spot film and overhead view in-
cluding retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may re-
cord any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.
Signs requisition sheet.

f. Performer may record the fluoros-
copy examination including expo-
sure time and rad dosage.

g. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May present forms for req-
uisitions for later delayed films
and/or additional examination(s).

h. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets,
and related materials, and/or have

information recorded in log book
personaily, or have this done,
depending on institutional proce-
dures.

i. May indtcate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 385

This is page 1 of 20 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;scout
taken;technical factors selected and set for cholan-

'giograms,cholecystograms;radiologist assisted with
test dose,infusion of contrast;postinjection cholan-
giograms,tomograms,cholecystograms taken as ordered ,

.processed,presented;fatty meal arranged;post-fatty
meal overheads taken as ordered;pt. returned;examina-
tion recorded;cholegrams placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form,pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant pa-
tient scheduled for intravenous
cholegraphy (radiographic study
of the biliary ducts (cholangi-
ography) and the gallbladder
(cholecystography) after intra-
venous infusion of contrast med-
ium) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. saving arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. From co-worker.
e. Having arranged, after re-

ceiving orders, to proceed
after nonvisualization of,
gallbladder by oral method.

Performer may also receive
a scout film and/or prior
cholegrams with record of
technical factors used and/
or any changes necessary.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include e%erything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs;phone;
view boxes;pen;x-ray generator,centrol panels,tube ,

bucky,table,collimator;ID,R-L,series,breath control
markers;compression band,inflated bag;marking pen;
procedure tray with test dose,IV equipment,water
soluble,iodine based contrast;emergency cart;clock;
tomographic attachments;extension cones;stool;cali-

pers;vertical holder;cassettes;lead apron,shielding;
immobilization devices;technique,standard view,tube
rating,cooling,and rad exposure charts;forms;inter-
com;stretcher;wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

'es to q. : Name t e ina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-infant pt. to have intravenous cholegraphy;
radiologist;co-workers;accompanying adult;nurse

S. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination Called for and
the purpose. Notes whether
a routine scout film is
ordered or any special
requests.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial w1.4rds.
Taking intravenous cholangiograms and cholecysto-
grams of non-infant pt. by reviewing request;prepar-
ing patient and equipment;measuring;taking scout;
assisting with test dose and infusion of contrast;
setting technical factors,identifying film,position-
ing pt.,providing shielding,collimatAg,teaching
breathing;taking postinjection chola..igiograms as
ordered;arranging for processing;taking tomograms,
cholecystograms,arranging for fatty meal and post-
meal radiographs as ordered;having pt. returned;
placing radiographs for use;recording.

1

6. Check here it this
is a master sheet..0()



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 385

This is page 2 of 20 for this task.

List Elements Full

b. Notes the name of the radiologist
in charge; may note the name of the
referring clinician.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient,
or emergency patient. Notes any
special information or note on
known pathology that could affect
patient positioning, technique, or
handling,such as absence of a gall-
bladder (cholecystectomized pa-
tient). Notes shielding needed.

d. Notes whether patient has already
undergone oral cholegraphy. If so.
proceeds directly to preparations
for infusion omitting steps al-
ready carried out.

e. Notes whether patient has history
of allergies, whether test dose
of contrast is planned.

f. Performer checks whether patient
is suffering from a collateral con-
dition requiring special handling
such as heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, infirmity,
incoherence; whether patient has
IV drip, oxygen supply, urinary
catheter, colostomy, or similar

vice in place. Notes whether pa-
will be on a stretcher or in

a woelchair. Notes whether pa-
ttimt will be accompanied by nurse
C7 other staff person, whether
there are orders for removal of
dressings from the abdominal area.

g. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-

List E1ementLI2lly

nation has been done elsewhere
in recent past, whether there
is history of extensive radi-
ography to report to radiolo-
gist.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-
amination.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performe.: notes
whether female pavient is preg-
nant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual peri-
od, or notes any other indi-
cation that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or pOs-
sible fetus.

h. Performer notes orders for prior
preparation of patient such as
preliminary diet, abstinence
from food and drink, use of cleans
ing enemas. May note whether these
have been recorded as carried out.
If appropriate arranges to have
any omitted steps carried out
with delay in examination.
If the performer determines that
the request is not properly,.auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds after
obtaining needed information, sig-
nature, or orders.
If prior radiographs already on
file are to be presented with
scout film to radiologist and if
not already with patient's jacket-
ed material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

5 1



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 385

3 of 20 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

2. Performer goes to appropriate room for
the type of examination involved and
the equipment required, or notes room
asc;igned on requisition sheet. Pre-
pares ahead so as not to keep patieat
in examination room longer than nec-
essary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks.that procedure tray has been

prepared for the study involved or
decides to do personally. Checks
that materials are present for in-
fusion of contrast solution and
for test dose. Makes sure emergency
cart is present. Checks for emesis
basin and towels.

c. Performer makes sure that equip-
ment has a tomography capability
or that tomographic attachment is
in room. Checks that x-ray tube
has appropriately small fractional
focal spot and that, if appropri-
ate, additional filtration is
available for tomography.

d. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
leaded rubber shielding, aprons,
to be used by the performer, the
patient, and anyone who will remain
in the room during exposure.

e. Checks that appropriate immobili-
zation devices are present, such as
compression band and air-filled
compression bag, that there is a
mattress, pads, pillows and/or
blankets for comfort of patient.

f. Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use, identification cards,
or leaded numerals or markers,
and markers to indicate post-injec-
tion time intervals, post-fatty
meal views, and any special posi-
tions or breath control.

g. If appropriate, performer makes
sure that contrast solution is at

body temperature. May arrange to
have it warmed or cooled.

h. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
and appropriate cassette holders
are available in the examination
room. Selects appropriate speed
and type of film, grid and cas-
sette combination depending on
the techniques to be used and
standard institutional practices.
Selects size based on patient's
size and area of interest. If
adequate supply is not in room,
arranges to obtain or decides
to obtain personally.

i. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of overhead films using
equipment provided by institu-

.tion:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-
priate patient identification
information and time elapse
for serial exposures.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on
card if not received with req-
uisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

j. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly post-
ed changes in technical factors
(to reflect accommodation to a
change in machine output or a
policy decision).
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

This is page

k. Performer checks that x-ray equip-
ment is ready for_use. Goes to
control panel and Checks that in-
dicator light shows that machine
is "warmed up," or turns on main
switch as appropriate to equip-
ment and allows time for the ma-
chine to "warm up." If appropri-
ate, performer may set radiog-
raphy mode selector and set col-
limator control for manual opera-
tion. Makes sure that all circuits
have been stabilized.

1. Performer may note whether a pre-
liminary scout film has already
been made of the patient (done
earlier or by another radiologic
technologist).

i) If a scout film has already been
made and viewed by radiologist,
performer notes the technique
used or ordered and plans tech-
nical factors for overhead ra-
diography, adjusting as appro-
priate.

ii) If a scout film has been made
but not approved, performer
places processed scout film and
any prior films with patient's
chart or places on view boxes
for rerjiew by radiologist.

iii) If a scout film has not been
made and is required before pa-
tient is seen by radiologist,
performer plans to proceed
after readying patient.

3. Performer readies patient for the ex-
amination:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or
decontamina%ion techniques.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and prepared

.11X

Task Code No. 385

4 of 20 for this task.

List Elements Fully

for the examination (if not al-
ready done), or decides to do per-
sonally.

c. Depending on institutional proce-
dures,performer may decide to
escort out-patient to or from
dressing room. May decide to
assist in transporting patient
from holding area or have this
done.

d. Performer greets patient and any
acconpanying staff person and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient
is accompanied because of ser-
iousness of condition, performer
checks with accompanying staff
member on any special precautions
necessary during procedure.

e. Performer has patient assume a
comfortable recumbent or seated
position, as appropriate.

i) If appropriate, places mat-
tress, pillow or clean linen
on x-ray table. May place pad,
blanket or pillow under bony
prominences to provide comfort
for recumbent patient.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair
may move patient in chair into
pcsi.tion next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in
locked position.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in
the way that may be collided
with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step
on footstool in order-to get
on table, helps patient turn
on stool, and then sit and/or
lie on table.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 385

This is page 5 of 20 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

h. If patient has a wound, colostomy,
or ileostomy with dressing to be
removed, pertormer checks whether
zinc or iodoform paste or radl- .

opaque gauze is being used. If so,
has appropriate staff member remov
dressing or tube or decides to do
personally (if appropriate). Checks
that radiopaque paste or gauze is
completely removed.

,

i. If not already done, performer ex-
plains to patient what will be in-
volved in:the procedure:

7

i) Performer describes what will
happen in the allergy test, in
infusion of the contrast solu-
tion, and in the overhead film-
ing. If patient has a gallblad-
der, describes what will happen
when fatty meal and the post-
fatty meal radiographs are tak-
en. Gives patient an idea of how,
long the entire procedure may
take, that there may be possi-
bility of tomography, that pa-
tient may be asked to wait in
holding area during filming of
series.

ii) Performer may explain to pa-
tient that side effects may
be felt from contrast medium
such as feeling of nausea,flush
ing, choking sensation. May re-
assure patient that vomiting is
normal and that emesis basin
wiLl be provided for use.

iii) Performer explains what ,Jopera
tion will be asked lf patient.
Explains the importance of pa-
tient's being able to relax.
Indicates what types of posi-
tions the patient will be asked
to assume. Describes any prob-
able breathing control, use of
compression devices, as appro-
priate. May demonstrate how tilt
table will be used and reassure
patient that he or she will be
held safely. "......

I

v) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
base to x-ray table. May arrange
to move or have patient moved
to table.

F. If not already done, has patient's
clothing removed and provides gown
or drape. May assist patient or
request assistance from nurse.
Permits patient to keep covered
with gown until measurements are
taken and until exposure. Treats
young patient with as much courtesy
as adult.

g. If not already done, performer
questioas patient or accompanying
adult about preparatory procedures.

i) Ch2cks that any preliminary
diet ordered was followed,
Checks that any order for
prior abstinence from food and
drink was adhered to. Checks
that any orders for cleansing
enc.:ma(s) were carried out.

ii) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying adult
about any allergies, especially
to shellfish or adverse re-
actions to contrast medium
(especially iodine based).

iii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible preg-
nancy.

iv) If there is any possibility
that patient is pregnant and
this has not already been re-
corded, or that patient has
sensitivity to contrast, or
that patient has not abstained
from food as ordered, performer
informs radiologist at once and
proceeds only with approval,



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 385

This is page 6 of 20 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

,

I

iv) Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and
develop confidence. Treats pa-
tient with dignity and concern
regardless of patient's behavior,
Remains aware that patient may
be frightened and/or in pain. Per-
former explains, when asked medi-
cal questions, that it is not ap-
propriate for technologist to
answer these; encourages patient
to speak to physician.

j. Performer encourages patient to re-
lax. Rehearses patient in suspending
respiration on exhalation and re-
laxi,Ig. May check patient's relax-
ation by keeping hand on patient's
back to detect tenseness. Performer
may judge time interval needed
after cessation of respiration for
patient to relax. Plans to adjust
exposure timing accordingly.

k. Unless measurements have already
been made, performer uses centi-
meter calipers to measure the thick-
ness of the abdomen in the direc-
tions in which the central ray of
the x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from tube to film.

i) Performer evaluates the patient' s
bodily habitus to estimate the
position of the gallbladder and
variations in location between
inhalation and exhalation, and
between prone, supine or erect
positions for centering.

ii) If both recumbent and erect po-
sitioning may be used, performer
measures or estimates thickness
in both positions.

iii) Notes whether the areas of in-
terest are heavily covered by
muscle or soft fat, whether the
palpation points are easy to
find,

4.

.........a.

iv) Notes whether the ex'.:remities
are of unequal length. If so
plans to support shorter limb
for any erect filming.

v) With female patient performer
judges whether the breasts are
large and pendulous. If so,
may plan to have patient cr:
staff member draw the breasts
to the sides and upwards and
hold in place.

vi) Records measurements for use
in determihing exposure fac-
tors for overheads. Notes po-
sitions for which measurements
apply. After measuring, has
patient rest in a relaxed su-
pine position on table.

Unless already done, performer se-
lects and sets the technical factors
for the scout film of the abdomen
(or the next overhead radiograph).

a. Performer consults the technique
chart posted for the machine.
Locates the information needed
for the body part and projection
involved according to the centi-
meter thickness of the part as
measured for the position and the
collimated field size to be used.
Makes sure that technique relates
to the combination of film type
and speed and use or nonuse of
other accessories (such as screeas,
grids, bucky, etc.).

b. Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(sec-
onds of exposure time), focal
spot size, and the iocal film
distance (TFD or FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and
time has been determined, per-
former makes any conversions nec-
essary to account for extreme fat
or muscularity, age, the prefer-
ence of the radiologist involved,
and any other conversion needed
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 385

This is page 7 of 20 for this task.

HList Elements Fully

such as posted changes. Performer
looks up numerical conversion fac-
tors and calculates or uses conver-
sion charts to ascertain the appro-
priate new exposure factor (kVp,
mA and/or time). Multiplies, di-
vides, adds, or subtracts as ap-
propriate.

d. Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors against
the posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a tube rating chart to be
sure that technique-does not ex-
ceed the heat capacities of the
tube for the focal spot size to
be used. If appropriate, performer
reconverts the technique to an
equivalent output using higher kVp
and lower mks.

e. Performer sets the exposure cactors
as selected:

i) Sets control for radiography
mode.

ii) If appropriate, checks line
voltage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until
needle is aligned properly on
line meter.

iii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, petormer sets the mil-
liamperage selected for the
correct focal spot size. Sets
the selected exposure time that
will produce the mAs desired.
Sets the kVp selected by choos-
ing the combination of major
kilovoltage and minor kilo-
voltage settings to produce the
desired kVp.

iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer sets
the category corresponding to
the type of study and use of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Sets a control corresponding to
the selected field size (as

List Elements Full

listed on technique chart for
phototiming).
May set a kVp range button, if
called for with equipment, cor-
responding to the appropriate
kV range for the examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the
study. Makes sure backup timer
is not likely to terminate ex-
posure before phototimed expo-
sure is made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justments of table and tube
height, position, and of colli-
mation.

. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
(or next) scout projection. Attaches
identification information to the
cassette or table top:

a. Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

b. If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals or marker, performer
places on appropriate corner of
cassette.

c. If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flash card
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rubber
on appropriate.edge of cassette.

d. Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

5 3 G
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Fully
lawasosk.2.zeiwrzw

Task Code No. 385

This is page 8 of 20 for this task.

e. Performer places cassette in bucky.
May manually pull out bucky tray
and open retaining clamps. Inserts
cassette into bucky tray and pushes
back. Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" position or inserts cas-
sette tray into bucky slot and cen-
ters.

The performer positions the patient
for the first or next scout film in
supine AP position unless otherwise
specified. Plans to center to abdo-
men and/or right abdomen depending
on standard institutional procedures.

a. Performer may explain or demon-
strate to patient what is required.
May obtain help in positioning.

b. When positioning a patient with a
balloon catheter in place, per-
former makes sure that the clamp
is not lying over a part to be
exposed or that patient is not
lying on the clamp.

c. For supine AP projection (posterior
view) of the abdomen performer has
patient lie in a supine position
on table.

i) Centers the median sagittal
plane of the body (or center
of right side of abdomen) to
the midline of table. Arranges
shoulders and hip:. to lie on
single transverse planes.

ii) Has patient flex elbows and
abduct arms. For thin patients
or if so ordered, performer ro-
tates the body slightly with
right side against table. Sup-
ports knees and immobilizes
ankles.

iii) Performer centers the cassette
at the level of the iliac
crests unless otherwise speci-
fied.

List Elements Full

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to the midpoint of
the film.

d. Performer may apply a compression
band and/or air filled bag to
upper abdominal region.

e. Checks whether patient is able
to relax as positioned and im-
mobilized. If not, performer re-
adjusts and recenters until pa-
tient is comfortable.

f. Performer rehearses patient in
breathing in, breathing out
fully, and holding breath while
remaining relaxed until told to
breathe again.

g. Performer sets the focal-film
distance if not already done as
appropriate. Checks the focal-
film distance by reading indi-
cator scale in the tube housing;
adjusts up or down until the
required FFD (TFD) is obtained.

h. Performer checks final position-
ing by using light in collimator.
Activates the collimator light
and points the light beam towards
the part. Adjusts the collimator
opening to correspond to the film
size. Uses cross-hair shadows as
reference for center of field.
Checks that primary beam will
enter the center of the area of
interest at the selectci angle
to the film so as to project the
view desired.

i. Performer adjusts the collimator
so that a small unexposed border
will appear around the edge of
the film or collimates further
so as to expose only the area of
interest (and thus provide maxi-
mum protection and detail).
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area(s)
of interest.
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Task Code No. 385

This is page 9 of 20 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully ....I

j. Performer adds lead shielding to excessive drop; may listen for

areas that will be in the primary sound of normal functioning of

path of the beam but are not in- equipment. If there is malfunc-

cluded in the areas of interest,
especially gonads. Provides pa-

tion may decide to report;
anticipates need to repeat ex-

tient and everyone who will remain posure.

in room during exposure with ap- iii) With phototimer notes whether

propriate protective shielding. backup timer has been involved

Explains if necessary that this in terminating exposure before

is not cause for alarm but a gen- phototimed exposure was com-

eral precaution to minimize unnec- pleted. Tf so, anticipates pos-

essary radiation exposure. sible'need to repeat exposure.

k. When everything is ready for the iv) After exposure is completed

exposure, performer reminds pa- tells patient that he or she

tient of the breath control to be can breathe.

used for exposure. Encourages pa- v) If the exposure is terminated

tient to relax. Observes the pa- by a circuit breaker, rechecks

tient's movement until the moment technical factors for possible

that the exposure is made. Read- .

overload or checks for over-

justs position if warranted.- load elsewhere on circuit.
Anticipates need to repeat

. Performer returns to control room,

a. Makes sure controls are properly

exposure.

e. After exposure removes cassette

set for radiography mode and that and removes markers for further

patient is still in position.
b. Tells patient when to take a deep

breath and exhale, and hold still

use.

8. The performer arranges to have the

while relaxing,as rehearsed,by scout film processed at once or de-

calling or using intercom.
c. When respiration has been sus-

pended, performer waits one or

cides to do personally.

a. Attaches ID card for use with

two seconds to allow involuntary flasher if appropriate. May sign

movement of viscera to subside and requisition.

then makes exposure or waits ndm- b. While film is being processed

ber of seconds judged necessary and/or evaluated performer has

for patient to relax,
d. Performer initiates exposure by

patient relax in examination room
or holding area. Explains what

pressing hand trigger or exposure
control button,

will happen next. If appropriate,
makes sure that patient will be
attended while waiting.

i) While exposure is underway per- c. If appropriate, moves x-ray tube

former checks that mA meter and any protruding film holder

records appropriate current as away from patient before patient

set, that kVp meter dips slight- rises. May decide to assist pa-

ly. tient from table. Makes sure pa-

ii) May watch for evidence of mal- tient is reminded of any footrest

function such as line surge or in stepping off table.
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Task Code No. 385

This is page 10 of 20 for this task.

List Elements Full

9. Unless already done, performer in-
forms attending radiologist when pa-
tient is ready to be examined. Brings
requisition sheet, patient's medical
history, chart, the processed scout
film and any prior films to radiolo-
gist. Displays radiographs on view
boxes.

a. If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with regard
to information, possible contrain-
dications, or anything else that
should be brought to radiologist's
attention. Notes any special or-
ders or change in procedure de-
cided by radiologist.

b. Performer may accompany radiologist
to examination room and introduce
patient to radiologist.

c. During radiologist's review of
requisition, scout, prior films and
examination of patient, performer
notes radiologist's orders:

i) If radiologist decides to ter-
minate procedure,performer pro-
ceeds to termination steps de-
scribed below. If appropriate
arranges to have proper forms
filled out.

ii) If radiologist decides that
additional cleansing is needed,
performer may arrange to have
this carried out and/or ar-
range to reschedule patient.

iii) Performer notes whether radio-
logist requires a change in
technical factors and/or pa-
tient positioning or centering
for later overhead filming.

iv) Notes radiologist's final or-
ders on sequence of examination
and whether a test dose will be
administered.

List Elements Fully...0

v) Discusses sequence and timing
of procedure with radiologist.

vi) Once radiologist indicates that
infusion of contrast is to pro-
ceed, arranges to provide or
change any equipment or sup-
plies as ordered by radiolo-
gist.

10. If performer is to assist with test
injection of contrast medium, washes
hands, observing sterile technique
as appropriate.

a. If appropriate, performer opens
packet of sterile gloves for ra-
diologist observing sterile tech-
nique.

b. May assist as appropriate by hand-
ing materials asked for.

c. May check syringes prepared with
contrast medium (iodine based
solution) or decides to do per-
sonally.

d. Performer may use the time while
physician or co-worker observes
patient's reactions to reset
technical factors for next over-
head film, accounting for use
of contrast, radiologist's or-
dersband the patient position
to be employed.

e. Performer may provide emesis basin
for patient if he or she feels
nausea. May reassure patient.
Provides clean towels and gown
if necessary and assists in
cleansing patient and/or equip-
ment.

f. If radiologist decides to cancel
procedure performer proceeds as
described below.

11. If radiologist decides to proceed
with IV infusion of contrast, per-
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former assists radiologist to set up
IV; position's patient as appropriate.

a. Performer assists radiologist to
care for patient if there is nau-
sea or vomiting as described above,
May provide damp cold towel to al-
leviate flushing symptoms.

b. Performer stands by to assist ra-
diologist or patient while infusion
proceeds over the appropriate peri-
od of time and while IV apparatus
is removed.

c. Performer notes radiologist's or-
ders for the series of cholangio-
grams or notes order for standard
series.

i) Notes number of radiographs,
time intervals, patient posi-
tion(s) and any orders for cen-
tering.

ii) Notes the time that the infusion
is completed and calculates in-
tervals from that time,

iii) Plans to make a series of over-
heads, send for processing, and
present to radiologist for re-
view as each exposure is made
until radiologist is satisfied.

12. Performer positions for the first
cholangiogram as described above
except as follows:

a. Performer plans series for appro-
priate intervals and marks each
cassette to indicate the post-in-
jection time elapse.

b. If centering has not been indi-
cated by radiologist,performer
judges the location of the biliary
area based on the patient's type
of body (habitus) and the evidence
of any prior films. Plans to ad-
just for higher centering for su-
pine positions and obese, hyper-

sthenic patients, and lower cen-
tering for prone or erect posi-
tioning and thiL, asthenic pe-
tients.

c. Throughout procedure performer
remains alert for any symptom of
severe pain or adverse reaction
to the contrast. As soon as per-
former judges that reaction may
be severe, ceases exposure and
notifies radiologist or attending
physician at once.

d. If patient has a urinary catheter
in place, performer turns patient
toward the catheter and tubing to
prevent separating it from drain-
age bottle and breaking sterile
system and to avoid causing pain.

e. Performer positions a3 follows
or as described above or in later
steps depending on the position(s)
ordered.

f. For a right AP oblique projection
(right posterior oblique view) of
the extrahepatic bile ducts, per-
former has patient assume a su-
pine position with the esUmated
area of the biliary tract centered
to the midline of the table.

i) Elevates the left side of the
body afinut 15° to 200. Supports
the elevated shoulder, hip and
knee. Has patient extend hips
and knees so that back is
arched. May place arms in
comfortable position with
hands under or above head.

ii) Centers film to estimated
biliary tract area adjusted
for patient's position and
body type or as indicated.

iii) Places inflated bag or radio-
lucent wedge under abdomen.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to,midpoint of film or
at 200 cephalad to the center
of the film.
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g. Performer repeats shielding and
collimation steps as appropriate
as described above. For small
fields performer attaches an auxil-
iary extension cone to collimator
to further reduce the primary beam,
Repeats orders for breath control
and relaxation and makes exposure
as described above.

13. Performer arranges to have eacl_chol-
angiogram processed as soon as it is
exposed and presents to radiologist,

a. While films are being processed,
performer makes sure that patient
is comfortable and, if necessary,
attended by radiologist, staff
member, or self. -.

b. Performer keeps track of timing
and continues with filming at ap-
propriate intervals,

c. Carries out radiologist's orders
for changes in technical factors,
tube or table angulation, patient
position and/or centering.

d. Continues until radiologist indi-
cates that opacification of ducts
and series filming is completed.

e. When the post-injection series are
completed, performer notes radi-
ologist's orders for termination,
tomography, and/or choL.,cystagrams,
fatty meal, a post-fatty meal ser-
ies, and any delayed films.

14. Throughout procedure, if performer is
asked to repeat any exposures, per-
former notes whether need to repeat
is due to performer's own negligence
or lack of attention so that'perform-
er can avoid future "retakes."

a. If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, perform-
er reports malfunction to appropri-
ate staff member.

15.

w.mwm

b. If request for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of the radiologist, per-
former notes for future work done
for the given radiologist so that
retakes can be avoided.

If the radiologist decides to or-
der tomography, performer notes
radiologist's orders. May provide
requisition sheet for radiologist
to fill out and sign. Prepares for
tomography:

a. Performer notes the type of tube-
film travel pattern involved (such
as linear, circular, elliptical,
or hypocycloidal tomography).
Notes whether zonography is
called for (exposure angle of
100 or less), whether plesio-
tomography is called for (simul-%
taneous multi-level tomography
sing "book" cassettes). Notes

whether asymmetrical tomography
(incomplete linear sweep) is
ordered.

b. Performer notes the patient posi-
tions and views called for, the
areas to be included in the cen-
tral beam; notes the exposure
angle (amplitude), speed, the
number of "cuts," for the first
preliminary tomograms (such as
one "cut" at expected plane of
interest, one or more at given
cm's above and/or below).

c. If appropniate, performer may
set radiography or tomography
mode selector and set collimator
control for manual operation.

d. Makes sure that markers are
available for recording of level
and amplitude.

e. Makes sure that an adequate sup-
ply of loaded cassettes of the
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appropriate types and sizes are
available in the examination room,
including book cassettes if appro-
priate. If not, arranges to obtain
or decides to obtain personally.

f. If appropriate, such as with wide
angle hypocycloidal tomography,
performer may insert additional
filter (as designated) into beam
column.

g. If a tomography attachment is to
be pu: in place (to be used with
conventional tubemount, generator,
and horizontal bucky x-ray table),
performer obtains the necessary
equipment and assembles:

i) Checks that table is in hori-
zontal position.

ii) Attaches fulcrum assembly along
the table top rail at head end
of table and secures.

iii) Attaches fulcrum assembly plug
to appropriate electrical re-
ceptacle.

iv) Attaches the fulcrum bar and
bucky link bar as appropriate
to equipment and moves the tube-
mount over the fulcrum assembly.
Adjusts so that angulation and
fulcrum level indicators are
facing appropriately.

v) Slides fulcrum bar into fulcrum
assembly as appropriate and
locks.

vi) Adjusts tubemount to prescribed
focal-film distance. (May check
technique chart for tomography.)

vii) Moves the tomographic mecha-
nism manually through the max-
imum travel and checks that
there are no restrictions such
as from cables or other attach-
ments. Adjusts as appropriate,

viii) Engages the drive mechanism
for horizontal travel as appro-
priate and removes engaging rod.
Sets lock switch if appropriate

16.

to prevent alternative travel
motion.

h. Makes sure that tomography power
switch is off (if appropriate).

i. Washes hands again as appropriate.
j. Performer has patient assume a

comfortable recumbent supine po-
sition (unless prone position is
called for and repesitioning will
be painful).

k. Explains to patient what will be
involved in the procedure; indi-
cates what types of positions the
patient will be asked to assume,
the cooperation that will be
asked of the patient. Performer
may manually demonstrate the
action of the x-ray tube during
tomographx.

Performer prepares the equipment to
make the preliminary tomogram(s):

a. Performer selects the appropri-P.
ate cassette size, with filrvmp&
screen speeds appropriate to tfie
equipment and the area of ikter-
est. Performer attaches identf-
fication information to the cas-
sette or table top as described
earlier. Prepares marker giving
the level at which the fulcrum
will be set for the given ex-
posure and attaches to cassette
or table-top as appropriate.

b. Performer places cassette into
bucky tray as described earlier.

c. Performer sets the fulcrum (layer
height) level for the first (or
next) exposure:

i) If a "book" cassette is to be
used, performer sets the ful-
crum level to coincide with
the uppermost body layer to
be projected.

.

.
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ii) If an automatic layer height used will be at the beginning

selector is available, perform-
er sets the controls to the

o f tube travel or near the end,
and adjusts equipment as appro-

interval distances selected,
and sets the fulcrum for the
uppermost or luwermost body

priate.

g. Performer selects and set.:s the

layer desired depending on the exposure factors for the first

direction of the automatic tomographic projection. Consults

change. technique chart for tomography

iii) Sets the fulcrum level using
hand crank or power switch and
checks the setting on the ful-

for the unit being used.

i ) Takes account of total heat

crum (layer height)'indicator. units and checks with cooling
chart. May plan pacing of ex-

d. 7,2rformer sets the amplitude posures to allow cooling.

(sweep): ii) If appropriate, performer re-
converts the technique to an

i) Makes sure that x-ray tube is equivalent output using higher

centered at zero angle. Checks kVp, lower mA, or faster sweep

focal-film distance. speed.

/

ii) Sets the prescribed exposure iii) Performer may plan to vary the

angle or amplitude as appro-
priate for equipment and checks

exposure technique for the

.
scout radiographs so as to

angle on indicator. provide radiologist with visu-
al choice for the particular

e. Performer sets the sweep speed as patient. If so records the,

prescribed, according to the speeds planned techniques for each

available for the equipment, the scout film in relation to the

exposure angle selected and es- level of the "cut" for each.

tablished procedure for the area iv) Performer sets the exposure

of interest (or patient's age).
Notes the duration or actual expo-
sure time as the product of the
angle and the sweep speed selected.

factors selected as described
lier.ear .

.

17. Performer carries out scout tomog-

f. For linear tomography, performer
sets the directional control switch

raphy. Positions patient in AP, PA,
lateral or oblique recumbent posi-

to right or left for horizontal tions as called for, following pro-

travel to reflect the direction in
cedures described above or in later

which the tube_will travel during steps except as follows:

the actual exposure.
a. Centers area of interest to cer.-

i) For other types of motion per- ter of film (in bucky) using light

former sets comparable selec- beam in collimator, cross-hair

tor(s) so that tubemount is in uhadows as reference for center

start position.
of field,and by moving bucky car-

ii) For asymmetrical exposure, de- riage. May use automatic aligning

termines whether the arc to be mechanism. Immobilizes patient as
approl.riate.
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b. Cautions patient to keep fingers
away from table edges. Advises
patient to keep eyes closed to
avoid following the movement of
the x-ray tube. Explains that pa-
tient must hold position for suc-
cessive "cuts."

c. Performer checks that no obstruc-
tions are present which might re-
strict tubemount travel such as
palpator or cables.

d. Performer provides shielding, col-
limation and breathing instruc-
tions as described above.

e. Performer tests tomographic set-up
by proceeding with tubemount sweep
but not activating exposure. Has
patient practice breathing out and
holding still as ordered and per-
mits patient to sense the duration
time for each sweep:

i) Turns on power for tomographic
attachment or mode. Using ap-
propriate switch, activates
tomographic sweep action with-
out activating exposure, and
holds until tubemount reaches
the extreme limit of travel.

ii) Returns tubemount to other
extreme position, holding until
tubemount travel is complete.
Interrupts travel at any point
and makes any adjustments neces-
sary. Returns equipment to
"start" position.

f. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer reviews with
patient the breath control to be
used for exposure. Rechecks posi-
tion.
Reminds patient if position is to
be maintained for further cuts.
Pel-former observes the patient's
movement until the moment that the
exposure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted. .

g. The performer returns to control
room. Makes sure controls are
properly set and patient is still
in position. Tells patient when
to breathe as instructed by call-
ing or using intercom. Performer
initiates tubemount action and
exposure by pressing hand trigger
or exposure control button (twice
if two stage control is appropri-
ate). Holds down or continues to
press exposure control until tube
travel is completed. Then releases
exposure switch at once.

i) For asymmetrical exposure ini-
tiates exposure or terminates
at appropriate stage of tube
travel.

ii) After exposure is completed
tells patient that he or she
can breathe.

iii) If there is any problem during
the expoAre, performer re-
leases switch at once and sets
back to "start" position be-
fore attempting another sweep.

h. After exposure performer returns
to patient. Removes cassette from
bucky.

i) Removes any markers.
ii) Performer places ID, R-L and

appropriate next layer height
marker on cassette for next
scout (unless book cassette
was uaed).

iii) Inserts new cassette as de-
scribed.

iv) Changes fulcrum to new layer
height (level) as appropriate,
unless this will be done auto-
matically.

v) If more than one patient posi-
tion is to be used for scouts,
repositions patient if appro-
priate.
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vi) If new patient position is re-
quired that calls for change in
exposure factors, or :tf a variety
of factors are to be used, per-
former changes technical factors
as appropriate.

vii) Performer adjusts collimation
and shielding and repeats expo-
sure for next scout tomogram,

viii) Performer continues until all
scout tomogram exposures have
been made.

ix) Performer arranges to have the
scout tomograms processed at
once or decides to do personally.
Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition. While films are
being processed, makes sure that
patient is comfortable and, if
necessary, attended by staff
person or self.

x) Performer brings the processed
scout tomograms directly to the
radiologist in charge or places
on view boxes and informs radi-
ologist that they are ready. May
also hang prior films.

xi) Performer notes instructions
from radiologist regarding the
position and the layer levels,
amplitude, and number of cuts
to be made for each position.
Notes radiologist's preference
for technical factors.

1S. Depending on radiologist's orders,
performer makes tomographic exposures
at the selected interval cuts (ampli-
tude) and levels required for each
position lidered, as described above:

a. Readjusts fulcrum level, technical
factors, patient positioning, col-
limation and shielding as appro-
priate. Makes sure ID, R-L and
layer heights are marked. Makes

exposures and has tomograms pro-
cessed at once as above.

b. Brings tomograms to radiologist
and displays on view boxes as
oefore.

c. Performer notes whether a given
le.rel will be further defined by
smaller "slices" (expanded ampli-
tude) v....thin a more restricted

area. If so, repeats procedures
after adjusting amplitude and
reeletermining exposure techni-
ques.

d. Performer refrains from comment-
ing on the films to patient or
providing any interpretation.

e. Performer shows subsequent sets
of tomograms to radiologist as
processed, and proceeds as de-
scribed above until radiologist
indicates that tomographic exam-
ination is completed.

f. When radiologist indicates that
tomography is completed performer
disassembles tomography equipment
as appropriate.

i) Turns off energy for tomo-
graphic attachment and/or un-
plugs.

ii) With tomographic attachment,
disassembles by reversing the
attachment procedures.

19. If patient has gallbladder and radi-
ologist has decided to order chol-
ecystograms, performer notes the
timing required before gallbladder
is opacified and radiologist's or-
ders for patient positions, projec-
tions and centering.

a. Performer judges the location of
the gallbladder based on evidence
of the prior films and the pa-
tient's body type.

b. Plans to process each film as ex-
posed and present to radiologist.
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c. Marks each cassette with indicator
to show time elapse andior use of
suspended inhalation if so ordered;

. Performer positions as follows for
gallbladder views or as described
earlier depending on positions or-
dered:

a. For a prone PA projection (anterior

lowing for body type and posi-
tion of patient. Applies compres-
sion.

c. For an erect PA projection (an- .

terior view) of the gallbladder,
performer has patient stand in
PA position facing vertical cas-
sette holder or bucky.

i) Has patient distributeweight
evenly. Supports shorter limb
if limbs are of unequal
1.ength.

ii) Centers estimated area of
gallbladder to midline and
film to estimated level of
gallbladder,adjusted for po-
sition and body type.

iii) May have patient extend chin
over top of cassette. May have
patient extend arms along
sides of holder and grasp
edges.

iv) Applies compression as appro-
priate. Performer makes sure
that patient is maintained in
erect position long enough

. before exposure for small
gallstones to be accurately
demonstrated.

v) Directs central ray at right
angles to center of film.

d. For a right lateral decubitus

view) of the gallbladder, performer
has patient lie in prone PA posi-
tion on table.

i) May have patient rest head on
left cheek. Has patient flex
right elbow; adjusts arm in
comfortable position with left
arm alongside body. Elevates
ankles.

ii) Centers estimated area of gall-
bladder to midline of table.
Centers film to the center of
the estimated location of the
gallbladder adjusted for the pa-
tient's body tvpe,evidence on
prior films, b:eathing instruc-
tions,and position of patient,
as described,

iii) May place pillow under head and
extend with thin patients so
that upper chest is also sup-
ported. May place pad under
iliac spines. If female patient
has pendulous breasts, has her
spread breasts upward and out-
ward.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

v) Applies compression band and/or
air filled bag to upper abdomi-
nal region.

b. For a supine AP projection (pos-

projection of the gallbladder,
performer uses a vertical bucky
or cassette holder with patient
lying on table. Notes whether PA
or AP projection is required.

i) Has patient lie on right side
with left side supported and
film placed vertically in
front of patient with tube
positioned horlzontally be- .

hind (for PA projection) or
the reverse(for AP projection)

terior view) of the gallbladder,
performer positions as described
above, but centers to the area of
the gallbladder as estimated, al-
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ii) Centers film to estimated area
of gallbladder, adjusted for
likely drop in location of gall-
bladder in this position towards
the midaxillary line.

iii) Has patient flex knees comfort-
ably. Places supports under and
between knees and ankles. Has
patient flex elbows, place lower
hand under head, and has pad( t
grasp side of table with opposite
hand. Elevates the torso.

iv) May apply compression. Allows
patient to maintain position
long enough before exposure for
small gallstones to be accurately
demonstrated.

v) Directs central ray horizontally
at right angles to midpoint of
film.

vi) For a lateral view centers cas-

iii) Applies inflated bag or ra-
diolucent wedge under abdomen.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

v) Rehearses patient in suspend-
ing breathing at end of ex-
halation for exposure; has pa-
tient plan to hold position
until directed to change rota-
tion for the next exposure in
series.

f. For PA lordotic projection (an-
terior view) of the gallbladder,
performer uses upright cassette
holder or bucky.

i) Has patient stand or sit in
PA position before upright
cassette holder with right
side of abdomen centered to
midline.

ii) Has patient grasp sides of
stand or table, brace abdomen
against it, and lean backward
as much as possible or with
thorax at a 450 angle.

iii) Centers film to the estimated
level of thc: gallbladder (ad-
justed).

iv) Directs central ray horizon-
tally at right angles to mid-
point of film.

g. If grAlbladder location has not
yet been determined, performer
may mark the centering point
being used on patient's body.

h. Performer again checks for abil-
ity of patient to relax,and re-
peats appropriate breathing in-
structions. Repeats appropriate
collimation. Provides shielding
and makes exposure as described
above. .

i. Performer has each e7posure pro-
cesse and presents to radiolo-
gist for review as described
above.

sette in bucky in table and di-
rects central ray vertically
at right angles to center of
film.

e. For a left PA oblique projection
(left anterior oblique view) of
gallbladder, performer notes the
degrees of rotation required, the
number of oblique views ordered,
and the change in rotation between
exposures. Marks cassette to show
angulation.

0 Performer positions patient in
the prone position with head
resting on left cheek and left
arm alongside body. Rotates
body sc that right side is ele-
vated. Has patient support him
self or herself on right fore-
arm and flexed knee and adjusts
rotation to the desired degree.

ii) Centers patient so that estimat-
ed. location of gallbladder is at

.

the midline; centers film to
estimated level of gallbladder,
adjusted for body type and posi-
tion.
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i) Notes orders for further over-
heads to locate gallbladder or
provide better visualizatIon.

ii) If ove...head has not localized
gallbladder, performer removes
any centering mark until locali-
zation has been determined. Then
uses correct mark for furthe:
centering.

iii) If radiologist requires addi-
tional centering and/or posi-
tions, performer repeats over-
head filming as appropriate to
new projections, as described
above.

iv) Continues until radiologist is
satisfied with technical factors,
centering and visualization.

j. When radiologist indicates that
pre-fatty meal radiography is com-
pleced, notes any orders for fatty
meal, post-fatty meal and post-
evacuation overheads. Notes re-
quired time intervals.

21. If the radiologist has ordered a fatty
meal, performer has radiologist's or-
ders carried out and patient given
meal or fed as appropriate. Mey de-
cide to do personally.

a. If patient may leave the deOrt-
ment for meal, performer makes
sure that patient or accompanying
adult knows exact time to return.

b. With in-patient, may arrange to
have nursing staff in charge of
patient's care informed.
Performer may arrange to have pa-
tient taken to appropriate holding
area and records or keeps track of
the time elapsed. If appropriate,
makes sure that patient is in the
care of a staff person who will
transport to appropriate location
and return patient at appropriate
time.

List Elements

c. After appropriate elapse of time
after fatty meal,performer has
patient returned, and prepares
for overhead filming of post-
fatty meal radiographs.

d. Marks each cassette with post-
fatty meal time elapse.

e. Performer may have patient as-
sume right AP oblique position
as described earlier,or perforn-
er positions as ordered or as
standard fol: series (or single
film). Carries out all appropri-
ate steps as described earlier,

22. If, when post-fatty meal evacuation
films are completed,radiologist or-
ders a delayed series of tbe com-
mon bile duct and/or gallbladder,
performer may provide requisition
sheet and have radiologist fill out.
and sign, or proceeds as appropri-
ate as described above to make,
process,and present post-fatty meal,
post-evacuation radicgraphs.

23. When performer is told by radiolo-
gist that the examination has been
completed, performer carries out
termination steps for the examina-
tion:

a. If appropriate, arranges to have
fresh colostomy and/or dressing
applied (if removed for radiog-
raphy). Has patient cleansed if
appropriate.

b. May have patient transported back
to holding area or next location,
or decides to do personally, as
appropriate. Makes sure that none
of the equipment is projecting
over the patient before allowing
patient to rise.

c. If appropriate, makes sure that
patient is in the care of a staff
person who will transport to
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appropriate next location or, if
out-patient, will arrange to dis-
charge or send patient home (with
escort if aropriate).

d. May have room and equipment cleaned;
has any other appropriate clean up
procedures followed to avoid in-
fection or contamination, or de-
cides to do personally, depending
on institutional procedures. .

e. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each
overhead view including retakes;
may enter the estimated radiation
dose to which patient was exposed
.(using posted information on dos-
age); may record any problem with
equipment, any special care pro-
vided patient. Signs requisition
sheet.

f..May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May present fonts for req-
uisitions for later delayed films
and/or additional examination(s).

g. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets,
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done,
depending on institutional proce-
dures.

h. May indicate to appropriate staff

......

,

_

. person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;abdomen measured;
films identified;technical factors selected and set
for fluoroscopy,spot filming,overheads;scouts taken;
radiologist assisted with injection,positioning,flu-
oroscopy;serial cholangiograms taken as ordered,pro-
cessed,pzesented,repeated as ordered;pt. returned;
examination recordedradiographs placed for use

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if on1L certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medicai-technical history,prior radiographs;phone,
procedure tray for percutaneous puncture or T-tube
injection;iodine-based contrast solution;heater;
emergency cart;view boxes;pen;x-ray generator,con-
trol panels,tube,bucky,table,collimator;fluoroscoPY
unit,image intensifier,spot film device,TV monitor;
cassettes;roll film;ID,R-L,series,breath control
markers;compression band,inflated bag;marking pen;
extension cones;stool;calipers;vertical cassette
holder;lead aprons,shielding;immobilization devices;
technique,standard view,tube rating and rad exposure
charts;forms;phantom or test object;stretcher;wheel-
chair:intercom

,3. Is there a reciplent,_respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( )

List Elements Fully

es to q. : Name the kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
-include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-infant pt. to have percutaneous or T-tube chol-
angiography:radiologist;co-workers;accompanying
adult;nurse

5774717The task so that the answers to ques--'
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking percutaneous or T-tube cholangiograms of non-
infant pt. by reviewing request,preparing pt. and
equipment;mcasuring;setting up for fluoroscopy,spot
filming;taking scout films as ordered;setting tech-

nical factors;identifying films;collimating;provid-
ing shielding;assisting in positioning of pt.,flu-

oroscopy,spot filming;taking postinjection cholangi-

ograms as ordered;arranging for processing;coutinu-
ing as ordered;having pt. returned;placing radio-
graphs for use;recording.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form,pa-
tient identification card,and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant pa
tient scheduled for percutan-
eous transhepatic cholangiog-
raphy (preoperative contrast
study of biliary ducts after
direct puncture injection of th
ducts) or T-tube cholangiograph
(postoperative contrast study
of biliary tract by direct in-
jection into a tube left in
place in common bile duct durin
prior surgery) as a result of:

. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment O'h sched

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitionE
in order of priority.

. Receiving from co-worker.

Performer may also receive
prior films and/or a scout
film already taken by co-
worker,with record of techni
cal factors used and/or any
changes necessary.

Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to checi
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for and
the purpose. Notes whetho
a routine scout film is
ordered and any special
requests.

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..0K)
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b. Notes the name of the radiologist

in charge; may note the name of the
referring clinician and/or surgeon.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient or out-pa-
tient. Notes any special informs.-
tion,such as whether patient has a
gallbladder,or note on known path-
ology that could affect patient po-
sitioning, technique, or handling,
Notes whether patient has history of
allergies, results of any prior al-
lergy test. Notes shielding needed.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling such
as heart disease, communicable or
infectious condition, infirmity,
incoherence; whether patient has IV
drip, oxygen supply, urinary cathe-
ter, colostomy, or similar device
in place. Notes whether patient will
be on a stretcher or in a wheel-
chair. Notes whether patient will
be accompanied by nurse or other
staff person, whether there are or-
ders for removal of dressing from
the abdominal area.

e. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiat'on exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are in
keeping with the usual rad expo-
sure involved for the examine-
tion.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes whether

2.

female patient is pregnant, re-
views date of female patient's
last menstrual period, or notes
any other indication that there
is no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus.

f. Performer notes orders for prior
preparation of patient such as
prelihinary diet, abstinence from
food and drink; use of cleansing
enemas, and/or sedation. May check
whether these have been carried
out;. performer may check timing to
be sure a proper elapse of time
has occurred such as for sedation
to take effect. If appropriate,
arranges to have any omitted steps
carried out with delay.in exami-
nation or plans to notify radio-
logist.

g. If the performer determines that
the request. is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds after
obtaining needed information, sig-
nature, or orders.

h. If prior radiographs already on
file are to be presented with
scout film to radiologist, and,if
not already with patient's jacket-
ed material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examination involved
and the equipment required, or notes
room assigned on requisition sheet.
Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
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tient in examination room longer nhaa
necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray has been

prepared for the study involved or
decides to do personally. Checks
that materials are present for in-
jection of contrast solution. Makes
sure that emergency cart is present.
Checks for emesis basin and towels.

c. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment has a fluoroscopic cap-
ability, that x-ray tube has appro-
priately small fractional focal
spot. May check that contrast so-
lution is at appropriate tempera-
ture or arranges to heat or cool.

d. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
leaded rubber shielding, aprons,
and gloves to be used by performer,
radiologidt, the patient, and/or
anyone who will remain in the room
during exposure.

e. Checks that appropriate immobili-
zation devices are present such as
compression band and air filled com
pression bag, that there is a mat-
tress, pads, pillows and/or blanket
for comfort of patient. May set up
footboard at end of tilt-table and
attach compression devices.

f. Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available for
use, identification cards or lead-
ed numerals or markers, and mark-
ers to indicate Lime elapse in
series and unusual breath control
orders or pc5itions.

g. For overhead filming performer
makes sure that an adequate supply
of loaded cassettes and appropri-
ate cassette holders are available
in the examination room. Selects
appropriate speed and type of film,
grid and cassette combination based
on standard inptititional practices

AMMO,

List Eleme14:2117

Selects size based on patient's
size and area of interest. If ade-
quate supply is not in room, ar-
ranges to obtain or decides to
obtain personally.

h. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of overhead films using
equipment provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-
priate patient identification
information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on
card if not received with req-
uisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

i. If spot filming will utilize a
camera attached to image intensi-
fier and roll film, performer
checks film supply indicator to
make sure that there is sufficient
film in the roll film cassette.

i) If there is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-
ranges to have roll film cas-
sette loaded, or decides to do
personally.

ii) When loaded roll film cassette
is obtained, performer checks
loading in subdued light.
Checks that end of film is cut
correctly and is properly
threaded and attached to take-
up spool so that film unwinds
appropriately. Checks that film
is properly engaged in sprock-
eZ:s. Locks into operating posi-

552
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tion. If appropriate, cuts .,ff
excess film at exit port and
removes. Attaches film cassette
to camera and locks into place.
Replaces camera cover.

iii) If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded.

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate for any exposure of
film due to installation or
check.

v) Removes dark slide from camera
lens.

vi) If not already done, performer
writes or types a card with
patient's identification infor-
mation for use with spot film
device. Inserts in slot in spot
film camera as appropriate,

j. If spot filming during examination
will involve use of a cassette/
bucky spot film device, performer
checks that there is an adequate
supply of appropriate size cas-
settes in room. ,

i) If there is insufficient supply
of cassettes, arranges to ob-
tain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

ii) Performer carries out identi-
fication of the spot film cas-
settes as for overhead films.

iii) Performer may use controls or
manually pull out spot film
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" position,

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spot filming, performer

AINNM1

3.

tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

k. If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spot filming, performer po-
sitions and centers grid if not
already done. May use control but-
ton or slides grid into position.
May check that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long
axis of the tube.

Performer reviews and sets technical
exposure factors for fluoroscopy and
spot filming based on standards set
by the institution for the examinatio
involved:

a . Dons protective leaded rubber gar-
ments such as apron and gloves.

b Makes sure.that no one is in ex-
amination room or control room.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be
used:

i) Locates informaticn for the
projections involved. Takes
nrte of the exposure factors
to be used for overheads and
fluoroscopy. Considers pref-
erences of the radiologist in-
volved.

ii) Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation to a change
in machine output or a policy
decision).

iii) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors
against the posted limits of
the x-rc/ tube on a tube rating

. chart to be sure that technique
does not exceed the heat capac-
ities of the tube for the focal

:-
.)t..)
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spot size to be used. If appro-
priate, performer reconverts
the technique to an equivalent
output using higher kVp and
lower mAs.

d. Performer makes sure that indicator
light shows that x-ray generator
is "warmed up" and ready for.use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and, if
needed, turns compensator dial
until needle is aligned properly
on line meter.

e. As appropriate performer sets x-ray
generator mode selector(s) for over-
head scout film, for later use of
fluoroscopic mode, and use of spot
film camera or cassette device.

f. Performer sets controls on image
intensifier for spot film camera
or cassette device:

i) For spot film camera, performer
selects and sets the rate
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards
set for examination.

ii) For cassette spot filming, pc,r-
former may select and set a
standard spot film program pro-
viding for format combinations
such as single, half, or quarL-
er combinations on a single
cassette and related spot film
sizes. Selects program appro-
priate for examination or awaits
orders from radiolog..ist.

g. If not already done, performer con-
nects TV monitor to power outlet.
Turns on monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

h. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector (if
there is dual image intensifier).

i. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure Yactors for fluoroscopy:

Mail.tOMMMWAIIMMMMWOM,
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0 Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the ex-
amination. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.

ii) If mA is automatically controll
ed according to patient thick-
ness, performer turns fluoro-
scorn- mA scaector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as
ar4ropriate for focal spot size
and examination involved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for spot

i) For conventional manual expo-
sure control, performer selects
and sets the appropriate spot
film time for the examination.

ii) For automatic, phototimed ex-
pornre control, 'performer se-
lects a density exposure con-
trol appropriate for the ex-
amination.

ai) Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and
the focal spot size to be used.

Iv) Performer selects and sets kVp
by combining settings on one
major and one minor kVp se-
lector as appropriate for the

I

examirmllon.

If not alredy ;lone, performer re-
turns to exakeLnatir!n room to
x-ray and fluorrJ3cope tube(s), image
intensifier, collimator and acces-
sories, as appropriate, for check
of eqn4pmc.nt prior to examination:

a. Makes sure that no one is in room.
b. Places phantom or appropriate test

ob ect on radio apjL table where

554
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patient's area of interest will be
centered for examination.

c. Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.

d. If not already done, moves image
intensifier and any spot film de-
vice into position; centers (over
or under) the area of interest.

e. Performer adjusts the x-ray tube to
appropriate focal spot-object dis-
tance (target to object distance,
TOD). For fluoroscopy,adjusts dis-
tance between focal spot and image
intensifier (focal spot to film
distance, FFD). Makes sure that
TOD is 15 inches or more. Operates
controls or manually moves the
x-ray tube(s) into place. Checks
the focal-film distance by read-
ing indicator scale in the tube
housing: adjusts up or down until
the required FFD is obtained.

f. Performer may collimate fluoroscope
tube (and x-ray tube used for spot
filming if different), depending
on nature of the equipment and
controls:

i) Adjusts fNoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or sets shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimz-
tion.

ii) Manually sets collimator Luz the
spot film field size to be used,
or selects and sets field size
con:rol'to be used for automat-
ic ,7ollimation with programmed
spot film cassette exposure se-
quence.

5. If nct already done, performer checks
functioning of fluoroscopy equipment
by entering remote control room or

555
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operating controls in examination
room behind leaded scl'een:

a, To check fluoroscopy mode, per-
,:ormer turns on TV power switch -

controls as appropriate. Activate'
fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch.or as appropriate.
Views test object being fluoro-
scoped on TV monitor.

i) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropriate)
and ob:...er,;,es effects on TV moni

tor to be sure that equipnent
is operating properly.

ii) ChecIA:;. mA meter and notes

whther appropriate reading is
obtaned.
-Pc:ormer checks that TV bright

s controls are operating and
P4djusts for preliminary viewing.
Cbcks exaMination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check that
exposure is terminated when
maximum examination exposure
time is reached.

b. To check spot filM functioning,
performer.may move cassette or
roll film into x-ray exposure
field using appropriate controls.

i) Performer activates controls
for spot film exposure. Notes
whether cassette or roll film
transport is operating appro-
priately. Notes whether expo-
sure is terminated by photo-
timer or, if manual timer, in
time set. If appropriate, re-
leases spot film control after
exposure.

ii)ltf equipment is operating ap-
.

propriately, performer unloads
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cassette and reloads or ad-
vances roll film as appropri-
ate. Moves buzky out of way until
fluoroscopy is completed.

c. After equipmF:nv has been checked
performer strotv sn6 resets for
standard exposure factors. If per-
former decides that any of the
equipment is not functioning prop-
erly, performer informs appropri-
ate staff member. Arranges for al-
ternate unit to be used.

Performer readies patient for the
examination:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may 0-.,r'ide to arrange
for or carry out _sol:::ion or
decontamination techniques.

b. Performer has the patient"called
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if not
already done), or decides to do
personally.

c. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to
escort out-patient to or from
dressing room. May decide to as-
sist in transporting patient from
holding area or have this done.

d. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient
is accompanied because of serious-
ness of condition, performer checks
with accompanying staff member on
any special precautions necessary
during procedure.

e. Performer has patient assume a com-
fortable recumbent or seated posi-
tion, as appropriate.

List Elements Fully

i) If appropriate, places mattress,11

pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table. May place pad, blanket
or pillow under bony promi-
nences to provide comfort for
recumbent patient.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair may
move patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in
locked position.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in
the way that may be collided
with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step
on footstool in order to get
on table, helps patient turn
into position, step backwards
on stool, and then sit and/or
lie on table.

v) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radiolu-
cent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
base to x-ray table. May arrang
to move or have patient moved
to table.

f. If not already done, has patient's
clothing removed and provides gown
or drape. May agsist patient or
request assistance from nurse.
Permits patient to keep covered
with gown until measurements are
taken and until exposure. Treats
young patient with as much courtes
as adult.

g. If not already done, performer
questions patien'or accompanying
adult about preparatory procedures
ordered:

55G
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i) If not already done, questions vices, as appropriate. May
patient or accompanying adult demonstrate how tilt table will
about any allergies, especially be used and reassure patient
to shellfish, or adverse reac- that he or she will be held
tions to contrast medium (espec- safely.
ially iodine based). ii) Performer encourages patient to

ii) Performer may make sure that an relax. Rehearses patient in
out-patient has made arrangements suspending respiration (inhale-
to be escorted home and to post- tion and/or exhalation) and re-
pone normal.activities for the laxing. Performer may check pa-
rest of the day. tient's relaxation by keeping

iii) If appropriate and not already hand on patient's back to de-
done, questions female patient tect tenseness. Performer may
of child bearing age regarding judge time interval needed
possible pregnancy. after cessation of respiration

iv) Checks whether patient with T-tube for patient to relax and plan
has a dressing involving zinc or to adjuA exposure timing ac-
iodoform paste or radiopaque cordingly.
gauze. If so, has appropriate iii) Performer answers patient's non-
staff member remove dressing or medical questions honestly; at-
paste or decides to do personally tempts to reassure paLient and
(if appropriate). Checks that ra- uevelop confidence. Treats pa-
diopaque paste or gauze is com- tient with dignity and concern .

pletely removed. May unclamp regardless of patient's Lehav-
T-tube and allow bile to drain ior. Remains aware that patient
into basin or may have this done. may be frightened and/or in

v) If lny preparatory procedures pain Performer explains, when
were not carried out, if patient asked medical questions, that
has sensitivity to contrast, or it is not appropriate for tech-
if there is any possibility that nologist to answer these; en-
patient is pregnant, and these courages patient to speak to
have not already been recorded,
performer informs radiologist at
once and proceeds only with ap-

physician.

i. Unless measurements have already
proval.

h. If not already done, performer ex-

been made, performer uses centi-
meter calipers to measure the

plains to patient what will be in- thickness of the abdomen in the

volved in the procedure: directions in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass

i) Performer explains what coopera- through the centered part from

tion will be asked of patient. tube to.film.

Describes injection procedure
for contrast and what radiolo- i) Performer evaluates the pa-

gist will be doing. Indicates tient's bodily habitus to esti-

what types of positions the pa- mate thP position of the bil-

tient will be asked to assume. iary tract and variations in

Describes any probable breathing location between inhalation

control, use of compression de- and exhalation, and between

5 5 7
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prone, supine or erect posi-
tions for centering purposes.

ii) If both recumbent and erect po-
sitioning may be used, perform-
er measures or estimates thick-
ness in both positions.

iii) -Notes whether the areas of in-
terest are heavily covered by
muscle or soft fat, whether the
palpation points are easy to
find.

iv) Notes whether the extremities
are of unequal length. If so,
plans to support shorter limb
for any erect filming.

v) Records measurements for use
in determining exposure factors
for overheads. Notes positions
for which measurements apply.
After reassuring, has patient
rest in a relaxed supine posi-
tion on table.

vi) Performer may tape R or L marker
to patient if appropriate for
use in spot filming.

j. Performer may note whether a pre-
liminary scout film has already
been made of the patient (done by
another radiologic technologist).

i) If a scout film has already been
made and viewed by radiologist,
performer notes the technique
used or't1rdered and plans tech-
nical fadtors for overhead ra-
diography', adjusting as appro-
priate. ,

ii) If a scout-film has been made
but not approved, performer
places processed scout film and
any prior films with patient's
chart or places on view box
for review by radiologist.

iii) If a scout film has not been

I

made is required before pa-
tient is seen by radiologist,
performer plans to proceed as

lements Fully

described below,following or-
ders or standard procedure.

Performer informs attending radiolo-
gist when patient is ready to be ex-
amined. Brings requisition sheet, pa-
tient's medical history, chart, scout
film (if already done) and any prior
films to radiologist. Displays radio-
graphs on view boxes.

a. If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any diffi-
culties encountered with regard
to information, possible contra-
indications, or anything else that
should be brought to radiologist's
attention. Notes any special or-
ders or change in procedure de-
cided by radiologist.

b. Performer may accompany radiolo-
gist to examination room and in-
troduce patient to radiologist.

c. During radiologist's review of
requisition, prior films and ex-
amination of patient, performer
notes radiologist's orders:

i) If radiologist decides to ter-
minate procedure, performer pro
ceeds to termination steps de-
scribed below. If appropriate
arranges to have proper forms
filled out.

ii) If radiologist decides that ad-
ditional cleansing is needed,
performer may arrange to have
this carried out and/or per-
former arranges to n.schedule
patient.

iii) If not already done, performer
notes radiologist's order for
scout film. Notes patient po-
sition, projection and center-
ing ordered or plans to carry
out standard procedure.
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Unless already done, performer se-
lects and sets the technical factors
for the scout film of the abdomen
(or the next overhead radiograph).

a. Performer consults the technique
chart posted for the machine.
Locates the information needed
for the body part and projection
involved according to the centi-
meter thickness of the part as
measured for the position and
the collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure that technique
relates to the combination of
film type and speed and use or
nonuse of other accessories (such
as screens, grids, bucky, etc.).

b. Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(sec-
onds of exposure time), focal
spot size, and the focal film
distance (TFD or FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and
time have been determined,perform-
er makes any conversions nece, ,ary
to account for extreme fat or
muscularity, age, the preference
of the radiologist involved, and
any other conversion needed such
as posted changes. Performer looks
up numerical conversion factors
and calculates or uses conversion
charts to ascertain the appropri-
ate new exposure factor (kVp, mA
and/or time). Multiplies, divides,
adds, or subtracts as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors against
the posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a tube rating chart to be
sure that technique does not ex-
ceed the heat capacities of the
tube for the focal spot size to
be used. If appropriate, performer
reconverts the technique to an
equivalcot output using higher kVp
and lower mAs.

e. Performer sets the exposure fac-
tors as selected:

i) Sets control for radiography
mode.

ii) If appropriate, checks line
voltage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until
needle is aligned prol3erly on
line meter.

iii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer sets the milli-
amperage selected for the cor-
rect focal spot size. Sets the
selected exposure time that wil
produce the mAs desired. Sets
the kVp selected by choosing
the combination of major kilo-
voltage and minor kilovoltage
settings to produce the desired
kVp.

iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer sets
the category corresponding to
the type of study and use of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Sets a control corresponding
to the selected field size (as
listed on technique chart for
phototiming).
May set a kVp range button, if
called for with equipment, cor-
responding to the appropriate
kV range for the examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the study.
Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justments of table and tube
height, position, and of colli-
mation.
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f. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
(or next) scout projection. At-
taches identification information
to the cassette or table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as
appropriate or depresses ap-
propriate R or L button for
,utomatic marking.

ii) if patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of
lead numerals or marker, per-
former places on appropriate
corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flash
card aside for later use with
space created by piece of lead-
ed rubber on appropriate edge
of cassette.

iv) P.erformer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
went using automatic film mark-
ing device.

g. Performer places cassette in bucky.
May manually pull out bucky tray
and open retaining clamps. Inserts
cassette into bucky tray and pushes
back. Makes sure clamps are closed,
Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" position or inserts cas-
sette tray into bucky slot and
centers.

The performer positions the patient
for the first or next scout film in
the supine AP position unless other-
wise specified. Plans to center to
abdomen and/or right abdomen depend-
ing on standard institutional pro-
cedures.

a. Performer may explain or demon-
strate to patient what is required.
May obtain help in positioning.

b. When positioning a patient with a
balloon catheter in place, per-
former makes sure that the clamp
is not lying over a part to be
exposed or that patient is not
lying on the clamp.

c. For supine AP projection (poster-
ior view) of the abdomen, perform-
er has patient lie in a supine po-
sition on table.

i) Centers the median sagittal
plane of the body (or center
of right side of abdomen) to
the midline of table. Arranges
shoulders and hips to lie on
single.transver,se planes.

ii) Has patient flex elbows and ab-
duct arms. For thin patients or
if so ordered performer rotates
the body slightly with right
side against table. Supports
knees and immobilizes ankles.

iii) Performer centers the cassette
at the level of the iliac
crests unless otherwise speci-
fied.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to the midpoint of the
film.

d. Performer may apply a compression
band and air filled bag to upper
abdominal region.

e. Checks whether patient is able to
relax as positioned and immobi-

.

lized. If not, performer read-
justs and recenters until patient
is comfortable.

f. Performer rehearses patient in
breathing in, breathing out fully,
end holding breath while remaiu-
ing relaxed until told to breathe
again (or in suspended inhalation
if so ordered).

g. Performer so,.s the focal-film
distance if not already done as
appropriate. Checks the focal-film
distance by reading indicator

560
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scale in the tube housing; adjusts
up or down until the required FFD
(TFD) is obtained.

h. Performer checks final positioning
by using light in collimator. Acti-
vates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-
ing to correspond to the film size.
Uses cross-hair shadows as refer-
ence for center of field. Checks
that primary beam will enter the
center of the area of interest at
the selected angle to the film so
as to project the view desired.
Performer adjusts the collimator
so that a small unexposed border
will appear around the edge of the
film or collimates further so as to
expose only the area of interest
(and thus provide maximum protec-
tion and detail). Adjusts primary
beam to minimum size needed to
cover the area(s) of interest.

i. Performer adds lead shielding to
areas that will be in the primary
path of the beam but are not in-
cluded in the areas of interest,
especially gonads. Provides pa-
tient and everyone who will remain
in room during exposure eith ap-
propriate protective sIlLelding.
Explains if necessary that 0-is is
not cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unnecessary
radiation exposure.

j. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer reminds patient
of the breath control to be used
for exposure. Encourages patient to
relax. Observes the patient's move-
ment until the moment that the ex-
posure is made. Readjusts position
if warranted.

10. Performer returns to control room.

r0 0
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a. Makes sure controls are properly
set for radiography mode and
that patient is still in position.

b. Tells patient when to take a deep
breath and exhale and hold still
while relaxing, as rehearsed, by
calling or using intercom.

c. When respiration has been sus-
pended, performer waits one or
two seconds to a:llow involuntary
movement of viscera to subside
and then makes exposure or waits
number of seconds judged neces-
sary for patient to relax.

d. Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or exposure
control button.

i) While exposure is underway per
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips
slightly.

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge
or excessive drop; may listen
for sound of normal function-
ing of equipment. If there is
malfunction may decide to re-
port; anticipates need to re-
peat exposure.

iii) With phototimer notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure be-
fore phototimed exposure was
completed. If so, anticipates
possible need to repeat expo-
sure.
After exposure is completed
tells patient that he or she
can breathe.
If ehe exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, re-
checks technical factors for
possible ow:load or checks
for overload elsewhere on
circuit. Anticipates need to
repeat exposure.

iv)

v)
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e. After exposure removes cassette
and removes markers for further
use.

11. The performer arranges to have the
scout film processed at once or de-
cides to do personally.

a. Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition.

b. While film is being processed and/
or evaluated performer has patient
relax in examination room or hold-
ing area. Explains what will hap-
pen next. If apptopriate, makes
sure that patient will be attended
while waiting.

c. If appropriate, moves x-ray tube
and any protruding film holder
away from patient before patient
rises. May decide to assist pa-
tient from table. Makes sure pa-
tient is reminded of any footrest
in stepping off table.

d. Performer places processed scout
film on view box. May display
prior films as well. Notes ra-
diologist's orders:

i) Performer notes whether radio-
logist requires a change in
technica... factors and/or pa-
tient positioning or centering
for later overhead filming.

ii) Notes radiologist's final or-
ders on sequence of examina-
tion. Discusses sequence and
timing for procedures such as
fractional filling with spot
films and/or overheads with
radiologist.
Notes radiologist's orders for
program and settings for spot
filming and sets or resets as
appropriate. May arrange sig-
nals for exposure, changing of
spot film cassettes, operation
of exposure controls.

maxwam

12. If appropriate, performer prepares
for injection of contrast:

a. Arranges to provide or change any
equipment or supplies as ordered
by radiologist.

b. Arranges to have patient prepared
for surgical procedure (for per-
cutaneous cholangiography) or
T-tube instillation by having pa-
tient lie in supine position on
table.

c. Performer gives leaded gloves and
apron to radiologist. If appropri-
ate, places leaded curtain in
place. Provides patient and every-
one remaining in room during ex-
posure with appropriate protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation expo-
sure.

d. Washes hands, observing sterile
technique as appropriate.

e. If appropriate, performer opens
packet of sterile gloves for ra-
diologist, observing sterile tech-
nique,so that wrapper, own hands,
or other objects will not contami-
nate gloves.

f. May assist as appropriate by hand-
ing materials asked for such as
in anesthetization of patient for
percutaneous injection or prep-
aration for T-tube injection. Ob-
serves sterile technique.
On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights. Turns
on TV power switch. May go to
cob!:rol room and operate fluoro-.
scope controls on orders from
radiologist. Adjusts kVp and/or
mA controls according to rad4D-
logist's orders until visualiza-
tion is adequate.

g.
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i) For percutanenus injection per-
former repeats as appropriate
while radiologist places needle,
tests for bile, and makes test
injection under fluoroscopic
control.

ii) May help position patient in
right AP oblique position or
as ordered. May position compres-
sion devices as ordered.

h. Performer may assist radiologist
with spot filming:

.

i) Operates exposure controls as
ordered,. -or positions table,
tube, or'patient as ordered.

ii) If spot film attachment uses
cassettes, performer may un-
load as used, identify, and
insert additional cassettes,
as described above, throughout
procedure.

i. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer may keep radio-
logist informed of cumulative ex-
posure as shown on fluoroscope
timer indicator,

j. For fractional filling performer
repeats appropriate steps as or-
dered. If appropriate, makes over-
head exposures as ordered as de-
scribed below,

13. Throughout procedure or when the flu-
oroscopic portion of the examination
is over, performer notes radiologist's
orders for standard or special over-
head films. Notes patient positions,
projections, tube angulation, breath
control and centering ordered. Notes
time elapse ordered for each series.

a. Performer is careful not to dis-
lodge puncture needle or drainage
tube left in place after puncture,
or T-tuhe left clamped and in
place.

b. Performer plans each series for
appropriate'intervals and marks
each cassette to indicate the time
elapse and/or use of suspended
inhalation if so ordered.

c. If centering has not been indi-
cated by radiologist, performer
judges the location of the biliary
area based on the patient's type
of body (habitus) and the evidence
of any prior films. Plans to ad-
just for higher centering for su-
pine positions and obese, hyper-
sthenic patients, and,lower cen-
tering for prone or erect position
ing and thin, asthenic patients.

d. Performer resets technical factors
as appropriate for each projection
to account for use of contrast and
any orders from radiologist after
having reviewed scout (and later)
films.

e. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any symptom of
severe pain or adverse reaction
to the contrast. As soon as per-
former judges that reaction may
be severe, ceases exposure and
notifies rqdiologist or attending
physician at once.

14. Performer positions patient for over-
head views of biliary ducts as fol-
lows or as described earlier, depend-
ing on the position(s) ordered:

a. For a right AP oblique projection
(right posterior oblique view) of
the extrahepatic bile ducts, per-
former has patient assume a su-
pine position with the estimated
area of the biliary tract center-
ed to the midline of the zable.

i) Elevates the left side of the
body about 15° to 20°. Supports
the elevated shoulder, hip and
knee. Has patient extend hips
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i) Has patient lie on right side
with left side supported and
film placed vertically in front
of patient with tube positioned
horizontally behind (for PA pro
jection) or the reverse (for
AP projection).

ii) Centers film to estimated area
of biliary ducts adjusted for
likely drop in location of
gallbladder (if present) in
this position toward the mid-
axillary line.

iii) Has patient flex knees comfort-
ably. Places supports under
and between knees and ankles.
Has patient flex elbows, place
lower hand under head, and has
patient grasp side of table
with opposite hand. Elevates
the torso.

iv) May apply compression. Allows
patient with gallbladder to
maintain position long enough
before exposure for small gall-
stones to be accurately demon-
strated.

v) Directs central ray horizontal-
ly at right angles to midpoint
of film.

vi) For a lateral view centers cas-

and knees so that back is arched.
May place arms in comfortable
position with hands under or
above head.

ii) Centers film to estimated bil-
iary tract area adjusted for
patient's position and body type
or as indicated.

iii) Places inflated bag or radio-
lucent wedge under abdomen.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film or
at 200 cephalad to the center
of the film.

b. For an erect PA projection (an-
terior view) of the biliary tract,
performer has patient stand in
PA position facing vertical cas-
sette holder or bucky.

i) Has patient distribute weight
evenly. Supports shorter limb
if limbs are of unequal length.

ii) Centers estimated area of bil-
iary tract to midline awl film
to estimated level of biliary
ducts adjusted for position and
body type.

iii) May have patient extend chin
over top of cassette. May have
patient extend arms along sides
of holder and grasp edges.

iv) Applies compression as appropri-
ate. If patient hat; gallbladder,
performer makes sure that pa-
tient is maintained in erect

. position long enough before ex-
posure for small gallstones to
be accurately demonstrated.

v) Directs central ray at right
angles to center of film.

c. For right lateraldecubitus posi-

sette in bucky on table and
directs central ray vertically
at right angles to center of
film.

d. Performer repeats shielding and
collimation steps as appropriate
as described above. For small
fields performer attaches an
auxiliary extension cone to
collimator to further reduce the
primary beam.

e. Performer rehearses patient in
suspended exhalation (and/or sus-
pended inhalation if so ordered)
while remaining relaxed.

tioning for projections of the bil-
iary tract, performer uses a verti-
cal bucky or cassette holder with
patient lying on table. Notes wheth
er PA or AP projection is required.

1
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f. Performer makes exposure as de- ii) Notes any decision by radiolo-
scribed earlier, waiting a few gist to inject more contrast
seconds after suspension of and repeat any portion of the
respiration. procedure.

iii) If the radiologist indicates
15. Performer arranges for processing and that there is any problem with

review of spot films and each overhead the technical factors or the
view as taken: patient positioning for over-

heads, performer records or
a. May sign or have radiologist sign notes for use in "retakes."

requisition sheet. Notes whether need to repeat is
b. Checks that equipment is turned due to performer's own negli-

off.
. gence or lack of attention so

c. With cassette spot films and over- that performer can avoid future
head exposures, remoVes any mark- "retakes." If request for re-
ers for further use. Attaches ID takes reflects malfunctioning
card for use with flasher if ap- equipment,. performer reports
propriate. malfunction to appropriate staff

d. With spot film camera, performer member. If request for retakes
advances the film so that all ex- reflects the preference for
posures made will be wound on the density or contrast of the ra-
take-np spool in the roll film diologist, performer notes for
cassette. Replaces dark slide on future use to avoid future "re-'
camera lens. Uses device to cut takes."
film and create a light shield. iv) If radiologist requires addi-
Resets counter and removes film tional centering and/or posi-
cassette. tions, performer repeats over-

e. Performer has overheads and spot head filming as appropriate to
films processed at once or decides new proje..tions, as described
to process personally,

f. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-

above.
v) For further overhead exposures

performer repeats appropriate
fortable and, if necessary, attend- steps including identification
ed by radiologist, staff member,
or self.

of cassette, use of R-L and
series markers, selection and

g. When the overheads and spot films setting of technique, position-
have been processed and returned,
performer places on view boxes. May
also hang scout and prior films.

ing patient and equipment for
focus-object-film alignment,
collimation, shielding, breath-

Informs radiologist that radio- ing instructions, making expo-
graph(s) are ready for viewing and sure, and processing, as de-
makes note of radiologist's deci- scribed above.
sions: vi) Performer refrains from cour

menting on the films or pro-
i) Notes orders for change in tech- viding any interpretation to

nical factors, change in patient patient.
positioning, centering and/or vii) Performer shows subsequent
tube angulation. radiographs to radiologist asA
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processed. Keeps track of timing
and continues at appropriate
intervals or as ordered and pro-
ceeds as described above until
radiologist indicates that ex-
amination is completed.

viii) Notes any orders for delayei:
film. If so, performer may pro-
vide requisition sheet and have
radiologist fill out and sign.

16. When performer is told by radiolo-
gist that the examination has been
completed, performer carries out
termination steps for the examina-
tion:

a. If appropriate, arranges to have
fresh dressing applied to T-tube
(if removed for radiography). Has
patient cleaned if appropriate.
Removes any R-L markers or center-
ing marks from patient's body.

b. May have patient transported back
to holding area or next location,
or decides to do personally', as
appropriate. Maker, sure that none
of the equipment is projecting over
the patient Lefore allowing pa-
tient to rise.

c. If appropriate, makes sure that pa-
tient is in the care of a staff
person who will transport to appro-
priate next location or, if out-
patient, will arrange to discharge
or send patient home (with escort
if appropriate).

d. May have room and equipment clean-
ed; has any other appropriate clean
up procedures followed to avoid in-
fection or contamination, or de-
cides to do personally, depending
on institutional procedures.

e. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, eic-
amination type, the overhead views
taken the technical factors used,

and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each
spot film and overhead view in-
cluding retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may re-
cord any problem with equipment, .

any special care provided patient.
Signs requisition sheet.

f. Performer may record the fluoros-
copy examination including expo-
sure time and rad dosage.

g. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May present forms for req-
uisitions for later delayed films.

h. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets,
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done,
depending on institutional proce-
dures.

i. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.


